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Post Globol Chonges ond their Significonce for the Future

Raymond S. Brsdlea

Deportment of Geosciences. Morrili Science Center, University of Mossochusetts

Amhersf, MA 01 003-5820. USA. e-moil: rbrodley@geo.umoss.edu

Whatever anthropogenic effects there are on climate in
the future, they will be superimposed on the underly-
ing background of "natural" climate variability which
varies on all timescales in response to different forcing
factors. Paleoclimatic research provides the essential
perspective on climate system variability, itq relation-
ship io forcing mechanisms and to feedbacks that may
amplify or reduce the direct consequences of particular
forcings. Such a perspective can not be provided by the
very limited set of instrumental data at our disposal.
For example, it is abundantly clear from the paleocli-
mate record that abrupt changes have occurred in the
global climate system at certain times in the past. Ap-
parently, non-linear responses häve occurred as crifical
thresholds were passed. Our knowledge of what these
thresholds are is completely inadequate; we can not be
certain that anthropogenic changes in the climate sys-
tem will not lead us, inexorably, across such thresholds,
beyond which may lie a dramatically different future

climate state (Broecker 1987). Only by careful attention
to such episodes in the past can we hope to fully com-
prehend the potential danger of future global changes
due to human-induced effects on the climate system.
Paleoclimate data provide a critical test of general cir-
culation models used to simulate future climates; if they
can accurateiy simulate climatic conditions that are
known to have existed in the past, confidence in their
ability to predict future climatic conditions will be en-
hanced. Paleoclimate records also provide evidence of
how biological and environmentai systems have
responsed in the past to changes in climate. Such rela-
tionships are important in understanding how natural
systems may be affected by anticipated future changes
in climate. The record of past climate variability is thus
an essential pre-requisite for understanding the evolu-
tion of the climate system in the future and the poten-
tial consequences of future global changes.

rARF:PAGES Open Science Meeting Abstracts of plenary lectures
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lce core evidence for climote chonge in thb Tropics: lmplicotions for our future

Lonnie G, Thompson

Deporlment of Geologicol Sciences, Byrd Polor Reseorch Center, Ohio Sioie University,l090 
Cormock Rood, Columbus, Ohio 43210-,l002, USA. e-moil: thompson.3@osu.edu

Reliable meteorological observations for climate recon-
struction are limited, or absent prior to A.D. 1850 for
much of the Earth and particularly in both tropical South
America and the Tibetan Plateau region of central Asia.
Over 50% of the Earth's surface lies between 30 degrees
N and 30 degrees S and 75% of the world's inhabitants
live and conduct their activities in these tropical regions.
Thus, much of the climatic activity of significance to
humanity, such as variations in the occurrence and in-
tensity of the EI Niflo-Southern Oscillation and Mon-
soons, is confined to lower latitudes. Moreover, the vari-
abitity of these tropical systems and particularly that of
the tropical hydrological system in response to regional
and global climate forcing is not well understood.

Fortunately, ice core records are also available from se-
Iected high altitude, Iow and mid-latitude ice caps. The
ice core studies described here were undertaken as part
of a long-term program to acquire the global-scate, nigh
resolution climatic and environmental history essential
for understanding more fully the linkages between the
low and the high latitudes. TWo ice core records, one
covering the last full glacial cycle from the Guliya Ice
Cap, China (35N;6200 m asl) and one from Huascaran,
Peru (9 "S, 6050 m asl) which reveal significant cooling
during the Last Glacial Cycle Maximum (LGM -20,000

y'r. BP) are compared with preliminary data coming from
the new Sajama, Bolivia (18"S, 6550 m asl) and the
Dasuopu, Himalaya (China, 28N, 7200 m asl) cores.
Cooling of -8 C contributes to the growing body of evi-
dence that the tropical climate was cooler and more vari-
able during the last glacial cycle and has renewed in-
terest in the role of the tropical hydrological cycle in
the climate system.

Unfortunately, as a result of recent warming, all known
tropical glaciers and ice caps are retreating and soon
will no longer continue to preserve viable paleoclimatic
records. The characteristics of the current warming will
be examined and compared to earlier periods of climatic
warming such as the transition from the last glacial into
the current interglacial, as well as other periods within
the Holocene. It is important to distinguish natural vari-
ation in the climate system from anthropogenic influ-
ences superimposed during the last century. These tropi-
cal ice cores offer, for latitudes on the earth where people
live, Iong-term perspectives of accumulation, tempera-
ture, atmospheric dust and "greenhouse// gas concen-
trations against which recent variations may be as-
sessed.
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New views of tropicol poleoclimotes from corols

Michael K. Gaganl, Linda K. Ayliffel,l. Warren Beck2,lulia E. CoIe3, Ellen R.M. Druft'ela, Robert B. Dunbaf ,

Daniel P. Schrag'

r Reseorch School of Eorth Sciences, Austrolion Notionol University
Conberro, ACT 0200, Austrolio. e-moil: michoel.gogon@onv.edu.ou

2 NSF AMS Focility, Depo*ment of Physics, University of Arizono, Tucson, AZ 85721 , USA.
3 Deportment o[ Geologicol Sciences / INSTMR, Box 450, Universiiy of Colorodo, Boulder, CO 80309, USA.

I Deporlmeni of Eo*h System Science, University of Colifornio, lrvine, CA 92697-3100,U1A.
5 Deportment of Geologicol ond Environmentol Sciences, Siqnford University. Stonford, CA 94305, USA.

6 Deportmeni of Eorth ond Plonetory Sciences, Horvord University, Combridge, MA 02138, uSA.

Massive corals growing in the reef ecosystems of the
tropics provide some of the richest paleoclimate archives
in the world. During the last five years, there has been
a concerted effort to identify new climatic tracers in
corals and develop more sophisticated techniques for
data extraction and measurement. As a result, a multi-
proxy approach to coral-based paleoclimatology is
emerging that is yielding new insights into tropical
paleoclimates. The purpose'of this p3per is to summa-
rise recent advances in three promising research streams
including: (1) the development of pan-tropical recon-
structions of ENSO and decadal climate variability; (2)

progress in coral paleothermometry; and (3) radiocar-
bon in corals as ä tracer of ocean circulation.

The expanding coral paleoclimate network documents
newly röcognized tropical climate variations at decade-
century time scales and will play a key role in estab-
Iishing the predictability and impacts of tropical sys-
temsi Corals offer a unique source of information on
climate variability of the past centuries in tropical ocean
regions where instrumental data are limited and where
our knowledge of multi-decadal climate forcing and
sensitivity is incomplete. In the eastern equatorial Pa-

cific, coral isotopic records track changes in ENSO-
related changes in sea surface temperature; further west,
corals record variability in rainfall that accompanies
zonal di'splacement of the Indonesian Low during ENSO
events. These multi-century records reveal unrecog-
nized ENSO variability on time-scales of decades to
centuries that may be coupled to better-known seasonal-
interannual fluctuations. Outside the ENSO-sensitive
equatorial Pacific, a commonly observed long-term
trend towards recent warmer temperatures suggests
that the tropics respond to global forcings. These
changes may in turn contribute to long-term global cli-
mate variability.via water vapor and dynamical
feedbacks.

One of the most promising new developments in tropi-
cal paleoceanography involves the precise measurement
of Sr/Ca,U/Ca, and Mg/Ca ih coralline aragonite to
determine past sea-surface temperatures .Sr / Ca andU /
Ca ratios in well preserved fossil corals from the tropi-
cal western Pacific and Atlantic suggest temperatures
were depressed by up to 6"C during the LGM and

Younger Dryas periods. Like the high latitude ice core
records, the coral proxies also show that several rapid
climatic oscillations occurred during the transition to a
Holocene temperature maximum -6,000 years ago. The
advances in coral paleothermometry have opened the
way to a new stream of research using coupled meas-
urements of Sr/Ca and 8180 in corals to uniquely re-
construct surface-ocean temperature and the E18O of
seawater. The residual 8180 signal provides information
about the surface-ocean hydrologic balance and high
temporal-resolution data sets can resolve the seasonal
balance between precipitation and evaporation. We ex-
pect that these tools can be applied to fossil corals to
reconstruct the evolution of warm pools, monsoonal
rainfall, and ENSO.

Oceanic 1aC measurem".,tt hu.r. provided a wealth of
information about the carbon cycle and about the struc-
ture of ocean circulation. While shipboard water-sam-
pling programs can provide a broad view of ocean 1aC

concentrations in 3 dimensions, they cannot capture
information on the temporal variability of this tracer.
Radiocarbon measurements in corals provide continu-
ous histories of laC variability extending back several
centuries. Most recent studies have focused on measur-
ing radiocarbon variability in corals at seasonal and
interannual time-scales. Several of these studies have
been used as a constraint on near-surface ocean circula-
tion in the tropical Pacific. Some of these records reveal
large interannual variability in mixed-layer ElaC which
is strongly correlated with ENSO. These fluctuations are

Iinked to seasonal and interannual redistribution of
surface waters in the tropical Pacific, as well as to ENSO-
modulation of IowJaC water upwelling in the eastern
and central equatorial Pacific. When coupled with ocean
circulation models, coral radiocarbon records can be
used to addre'ss key questions regarding longer time-
scale variations in ocean circulation, particularly with
regard to the intensity and placement of zonal currents
and their interaction with ENSO.

PAGES Open Science Meeting Abstracts of plenary lectures
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Annuol climote voriobility in the Holocene; interpreting the messoge of oncient trees

Keith Briffa

School of Environmeniol Sciences, Climote Reseorch Unit, University of Eost Anglio
Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK. e-moil: k.briffo@Lreo.oc.uk

Over vast areas of the world's landmasses, where cli-
mate beats out a strong seasonal rhythm, tree growth
keeps unerring time. In their rings, trees record many
climate melodies, ptayed in different places and differ-
ent eras. Recent years have seen a consolidation and
expansion of tree-ring sample collections across the tra-
ditional research areas of North America and Europe,
and the start of major developments in many new ar-
eas of Eurasia, South America and Australasia. From
such collections are produced networks of precisely-
dated chronologies; records of various aspects of tree
growth, registered continuously, year by year across
many centuries. Their sensitivities to different climate
parameters are now translated into ever more detailed
histories of temperature and moisture variability across
expanding dimensions of time and space. With their
extensive coverage, high temporal resolution and rigid
dating control, dendroclimatic reconstructions contrib-

ute significantly to our knowledge of the late Holocene
climates, most importantly on timescales ranging from
1 to 100 years. In special areas of the world, where trees
live for thousands of years or where subfossil remnants
of long dead specimens are preserved, work building
chronologies covering many millennia continues apace.

Very recently, trees have provided important new in-
formation about major modes of general circulation
dynamics linked to the El Niflo/Southern Oscillation
and the North Atlantic Oscillation, and about the effect
of large volcanic eruptions. As for assessing the signifi-
cance of 20th century global warming, however, tree-
ring researchers are wary. The activities of humans, that
many seek to implicate, may well be impacting on the
'natural' growth of trees, making the task of isolating a

clear climate message subtly difficult.

PAGES Open Science Meeting Abstracts of plenary lectures
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lnterhemispheric ooleoclimote linkoges ond forcing in the Americos from decodol tomillenniol ,.o1", '

Vera Markgraf

lnstitute of Arctic ond Alpine Reseorch, University of Colorodo
compus Box 450, l s60 3orh srreet, Boulder co go3o9-0450, usA morkgrof@spor.colorodo.edu

The goal of the "pole-Equator-pole paleoclimate of the
Americas (PEP 1,)" program is to analyze interhemi_
spheric linkages of climate, present änd past, and
thereby begin to understand the processes that govern
climate change and affect human populations.
At interännual and decadal time scales climate
teleconnection patterns in the Americas are primarily
related to El Niflo-southern Oscillation (ENSOj variabil_
ity. However, meteorological, archival, and climate
proxy records show that there existed different modes
of teleconnections. E.g. during the 16th to lgth century,
moisture patterns in the Americas were pronouncediy
less correlated than since then. On thä other hand,
longer-fs1rn climate trends, such as the Medieval Warm
period of the Little Ice Age were essentially synchro_
nous in North and South America.

At decadal to centennial time scales, comparison o{
records for the Mid Holocene and the Late_glacial for
example, displays pronounced heterogeneityäf chmate
patterns, with some regions showing marked
synchroneity of climate variäbility (e.g. ärorfght occur_
rence in the Americas in'the Mid Holocene,*and tem_p."*.{r" variability in polar regions during the Late_
glacial) while other regions show a differerit behavior
or even opposition of climate patterns. In exploring
causes.of interhemispheric linkages, changes in SXSö
behavior, in ocean circulatfon, espäcially the
thermohaline circulation, and changes iri water vapor
transport have been proposed.

PAGES Open Science Meeting
Abstracts of plenary lectures
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The history ond voriobility of Eost Asion monsoon climote

Zhisheng An

Stote Key Loborotory of Loess ond Quoternory Geology, P.O. Box 17, Xion 710054, Chino. emoil: ontr@loess.llqg.o.."n

The East Asian monsoon climate reflects the interactions
among the global atmosphere, ocean, land, and ice sys-
tems, coupled under the boundary conditions of East
Asia. The climatic history of the East Asian monsoon is
an alternation between dominance by the cold, dry win-
ter circulation and that by the warm, wet summer pat-
tern. The study of high resolution loess-paleosol and
red clay sequences shows that the formation of the East
Asian monsoon climate occurred at least some 7.2 Ma
ago. Correlation of climatic records between monsoon
areas and the deep sea suggests that uplift of the Ti-
betan Plateau played an important role in the evolu-
tion of the East Asian monsoon, and that significant
pulses in uplift occurred about 7.2 and 3.4 Ma ago.

Like the ocean sediment and ice-core records, the loess
record of the East Asian monsoon shows strong 100 ka
periodicity, a non-linear response to orbital forcing.
Similar to Lake Baikal records, this periodicity indicates
integrated behavior of the entire global climate system.
During the Holocene in East Asia, the timing of maxi-
mum precipitation was clearly diachronous, becoming
younger from north to south, indicating large temporal
and spatial variability of the summer monsoon. During
the last glaciation, the strengthened winter monsoon
strikingly decreased sea-surface temperatures in the
South China Sea. The reduced ar'eas of the South China
Sea and Western Pacific Warm Pool, due to low glacial
sea levels, contributed to the aridification of the East
Asian continent.

Loess sequences also record high frequency variability
of the winter monsoon and abrupt events at millennial
time scales. During the last glacial cycle, loess grain-
size proxies correlate with cold periods in the North At-

Iantic, such as the Heinrich events and the Younger
Dryas (YD), the connection being through the wester-
lies and associated pressure systems. Significant pre-
cipitation variability inferred from peat and loess
records during the YD are also recorded in South China,
the South China Sea and its neighboring tropical areas.
We speculate that the precipitation variations are closely
related to the interaction between Asian monsoon ac-
tivities and El Nino events. Furthermore, the frequent
EI Niflo occurrences may be partly induced by the
strengthened winter monsoons during cold periods.

The synchroneity of paleoclimate events along the PEPII
transect is still an open question. For example, is the
strengthening of the Australian high pressure, marked
by Australian desertification since 600kyr B.P, the cause
of the intensification of the summer monsoon recorded
in the 55 to 51 paleosols in the Loess Plateau? An unu-
sual precipitation increase in northern China may be
associated with renewed activity of Australian sand
dunes in late Marine Isotope Stage 3. Apparently simul-
taneoüs intensification of the summer monsoon in both
China and Australia during the early Holocene is not
compatible with orbital variations. We suggest that the
connection between Northern and Southern Hemi-
sphere climates is related to trans-equatorial air stream
fluctuations driven by monsoon and trade wind varia-
tions whlch are mainly derived from "pressure push".

PAGES Open Science Meeting Abstracts of plenary lectures
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Decodol-scole evolution of the Asion monsoon during high-frequency climote oscillotions of
the lost 20.000 yeors

Frank Sirockol.2, Michael Staubwassert, Dirk Leuschnerl , Michnel Sarnthein2 and Luejang Wang2

r GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdom, Telegrofenberg 17A, 14473 Polsdom,.Germony. e-moil: sirocko@gfz-potsdom.de
2 Geologicol-Poleontologicol lnsiitute, University of Kiel, Germony

The Asian summer monsoon is documented in the dust,
upwelling and paleosalinitJz records of sediment cores
from the western Arabian Sea and the South China Sea.

The monsoon in both areas intensified during the tran-
sition from the last glacial to the Holocene in several
abrupt events each lasting less than 200 years. The ma-
jor intensifications occurred near 10,000 cal-yrBP, 11,600

cal-yrBP and 14,500 cal-yrBP, coeval with the Preboreal
to Boreal, Younger Dryas to Preboreal, and Oldest Dryas
to Bolling transitions in northern Europe (GRIP-GISP
ice cores). During the time of the NorthAtlantic Heinrich
Layers the monsoon rains were extremely weak. Du-
ring the early termination I and the last glacial maxi-
mum we see a number of further short pulses of high
monsoon strength, which are tightly related with short
intervals of drought in southern California, being vis-
ible in the laminated sediments of ODP893 from the
Santa Barbara Basin. Thus, the Asian monsoon during
the last 25,000 years is teleconnected with both the cli-
mate evolution of North Atlantic/Europe and with cli-
mate extremes in the low latitude Pacific.

During oxygen isotope stage 3 the Greenland ice cores
reveal flickering oscillations with periods of about 1450
to 3000 years, the Dansgaard-Oeschgbr cycles. These cy-
cles also occurred in the ventilation of intermediate
water of the'equatorial Pacific. We now find the entire

suite of Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles also in the
bidecadal-resolution records of deep-sea sediments of 

,

the Arabian Sea and South China Sea. Lower,
subharmonic cycles near 750 years are unique to the
South China Sea, whereas laminated sediments in the
Arabian Sea have a prominent 200-year oscillation. Sedi-
mentation anomalies are observed in both ocean basins
also during the times of all Heinlich layers. Apparently,
the hydrography and climate of the North Atlantic, In-
dian and Pacific Oceans follow the same general struc-
ture over the entire last 70,000 years and are linked via
atmospheric processes.

To evaluate the cause-and-effect relationship (possible
leads and lags) between the three oceans we study in
detail the major monsoon event at 10,000 cal-yrBP, which
is documented in annually laminated sediments from
the Pakistan continental margin,the Santa Barbara Ba-
sin and the CISP2 ice core.

In summary, the variability of the Indian Ocean
monsoon and of the East Asian monsoon appear to fol-
low largely coeval patterns, and thus forcing. Whether
this forcing is from low latitudes, from high latitudes of
the southern or northern hemisphere, or even external,
still remains to be determined.

PAGES Open Science Meeting Abstracts of plenary lectures
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The evolution of A,fricon climotes os evidenced by loke records

Frangoise Gasse

CEREGE, BP 80, 13545, Aix-en-Provencei Fronce. e-moil: gosse@cerege.frl

One of the most dramatic responses to past climate
change along the PEP III tränsect took the form of spec-
tacular hydrologic fluctuations in the African tropics
and subtropics. Numerous lake records provide evi-
dence of large changes in water volume and water chem-
istry that took place during the Late Pleistocene and
the Hcilocene.

Records are selected to illustrate the long-term role of
orbital forcing on the North African and South African
monsoonal circulations, to discuss the timing of the last
degiaciation events at low latitudes, and to improve our
knowledge of Holocene lakes in the northern tropics.
Special attention is paid to recent studies offering quan-
titative estimates of paleoclimatic variables or tracers.

A 200,000 year long rainfall record recently established
from sediments preserved in the Pretoria Salt Pan, South
Africal, shows that South African summer rainfall
covaried with southern hemisphere summer insolation
changes associated with orbital precession. This record
is compared with a long and continuous record ffom a

mountain crater lake in Madagascar (L. Tritrivakely),
which also documents a clear cyclicity in long-term en-
vironmental changes. As expected given orbital preces-
sion geometry, the South African rainfall record is out
of phase with the North African paleomonsoon indi-
ces, except over the past 30,000 years. During the last
glacial maximum, the simultaneous development of
drier and cooler glacial conditions in northern and
southern Africa is evidenced at many sites, although

some southern lakes experienced a high stand at that
tin:re (e.g. Malawi). Reduced atmospheric water vapour
content is associated with lower tropical sea-surface
temperatures.

The deglacial warming and the re-establishment of
wetter conditions in northern Africa occurred in two
steps, roughly in phase with the major warming events
seen in northern middle and high latitudes, i.e. in the
GRIP record, about 15 and 11.5 kyr BP. Records in South
Africa and Madagascar in the southern tropics show
that the re-establishment of a positive water balance
started about 2 millenia earlier than in the northern
hemisphere. This suggests climate connections with
deglacial temperature increases in Antarctica and in
southern ocean SSTs.

Two key scientific issues can be addressed with the
Holocene lake records: (i) the African and Indian
monsoon domains show that the general climatic trend
is punctuated by dry spells at 9-7.8 and 4-3.5 kyr BP
(and 6.8 kyr BP in several records), the causes of which
have not been established; (ii) numerous groundwater-
fed lakes developed in the Sahara where model recon-
structions do not show increasing rainfall. The combi-
nation of lake records and groundwater data may help
understand their water sources.

1 Partridge, T., de Menocal, P., Lorentz, S.A.Paike1, M.J., and Vogef

1.C.,7997. Quat. Sc. Rev. 16, 1-9.
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Response of Amozonion ond other trgpicol plont communities to climotic chonges of glociol

cycles

PsuI Colinaaux

Smithsonion Tropicol Reseorch lnstitÜte, Unit 0948 APO AA, Miomi, FL 34002-A948, USA. e-moil: strem106@sivm.si.edu

Plants respond to Pleistocene clirnatic change as sPe-

cies, not as associations or biomes. This has been dem-
onstrated unäquivocally by paleobotanical data for tem-
perate latitudes. In the {ar richer vegetation of the tropics
species populations also fluctuated independently in
response to climatic forci4g, from their normal glacial
states to the patterns of brief interglacials like the present
and back again.

The one third reduction of COrin glacial times undoubt-
edly altered patterns of relative abundance in the for-
est, including the favoring of CAM and C4 plants, but
present data suggest no significant changes in plant for-
mations from lowered COr. More important were
changes in temperature. Pollen and phytolith data from
Iow elevations in the Ecuadorian Andes, Panama and
Brazil show that lowland forests were invaded in'gla-

' 
cial times by species populations of plants now confined
to high elevations by temperature. At different sites
Podocarpus, Alnus, Drymis, Magnolia, Hedyosmum,

Quercus and others developed significant populations
at least 1000 m below their normal modern attitudinal
ranges in associatiori with trees of the modern lowland
forest. In southeastern Brazil dense Araucaria
populations were maintained 700 km north of Capri-
corn. These results suggest cooling in the 6 C range con-
sistent with Stute's groundwater work and Guilderson's
corals. More importantly the data show that the re-
sponses of plant communities was species reassortment
rather than biome displacement.

Reduced precipitation in the ice-age tropics is predicted
by climate models, including those recently put forward
to allow equatorial cooling. In strongly seasonal,
monsoonal climates such as East Africa and parts of the

Caribbean the resulting aridity has been shown to dis-
place forests, replacing them with savannas. Specula-
tions that similar aridity might have been inflicted on
Amazonia has colored interpretations of both biogeog-
raphy and geomorphology, yielding hypotheses of frag-
mentation of the Amazon forest into enclaves dubbed
'refugia', or even the wholesale elimination of rainfor-
est except in riveraine systems. These hypotheses are

vulnerable to testing by core drilling and pollen analy-
sis.

The only continuous.pollen record from the forested
Amazon lowlands to penetrate isotope stage 2 and be-
yond (at Lake Pata) deinonstrates unequivocally that
closed forest occupied the West Central Amazon low-
lands throughout. A pollen record from the Amazon fan
and continental shelf by S. Haberle shows roughly con-
stant transport of grass pdllen fromAmazon watersheds
at all stages of a glacial cycle. Reduced precipitation in
parts of the immense Amazon system during isotope
stage 2 remains likely, but the pollen data strongly sug-
gest that this was not sufficient to fragment the forest.
Tropical plant species respond to changing Pleistocene
climate by local changes of abundance or density. They
have not, in the main, required refuges from any phase

of Pleistocene climatic regimes, of which the present,
with its elevated:temperature and CO, is an extreme.
Climatic changes expected from the industrial green-
house could probably be accomodated in a like man-
ner, provided that available habitat is sufficient.
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Abrupt climote chonges of the post - ond the future? - lessons from the Greenlond ice
cores

Richard B. AIIea

Eorth System Science Center ond Deportment of Geosciences, Pennsylvonio Stote University
2044 Deike Building, University Pork, PA 

,l6802, 
USA. e-moil: rolley@essc.psu.edu

Analyses of the Greenland GRIP and GISP2 ice cores,
ocean sediments, and model output by numerous wor-
kers provide an exceptionally clear view of abrupt cli-
mate changes of the past. Changes during the
deglaciation, such as the Younger Dryas intervai, are
especially well resolved. These widespread changes
were larger and more rapid than historical events that
have affected humans significantly. Climate jumps have
been associated not with cold times, but with times of
changing cohditions.

Annuaily resolved Greenlandic ice-core records allow
accurate dating of events, within about'1.7o during the
Holocene $ohnsen et al., 1992, Nature; Alley et a1.,7993,
Nature). Correcting the annual layer thicknesses for flow
effects to learn accumulation rates introduces minimal
uncertainties during the deglaciation (Cuffey & Clow,
1997 , IGR). The accumulation-rate changes were small
enough that aerosol concentrations in the ice reflect at-
mospheric concentrations rather than dilution by snow-
fall (Mayewski et al. JGR; Zielinski et al., 1997,JGR; Alley
et al., 1,995,JGIac.). Stable-isotopic, borehole-thermom-
etry, and gas-isotopic thermometry agree closely on tem-
peratures (Cuffey et aL,1995, Science; Severinghaus et
aI., 1,998, Nature).

These sources show that the Younger Dryas (YD) inter-
val in Greenland was about 5-10"C colder than the
Pteboreal (PB) that followed, and 15"C colder than re-
cently. The YD snow accumulation was about half of
that during the PB, and less than a third of modern. The
YD atmosphere contained about 3x more sea salt, 4x
more sub-micron dust and 7x more several-micron dust
than the PB, with additional 2x reductions during the
later Holocene. The changes at the end of the YD were
completed in three -S-year steps spread over -40 years
(Taylor et al., 1997, Science), but with most of the change
in the middle step; snow accumulation changed by
abotft 907o in one year (Alley et al., 7993, Nature) and
the 5-10'C warming was fast, compared to a decade
(Severinghaus et al., 1998, Nature).

The accumulation-rate change was large compared to
that expected from the ability of warmer air to deliver
more moisture, suggesting that warming caused a
storm-track shift onto Greenland even as the strength
of the storm-track core decreased (Kapsner et a1.,7995,
Nature). A sub-decadal reduction in wind-induced
upwelling in the Cariaco Basin, coastal Venezuela, at
the end of the YD, was closely synchronous with the
change in Greenland (Hughen etd.., 1.996 & 1998, Na-
ture). Substantial expansion of global wetlands at the
end of the event, probably including those of tropical
regions, began producing additional methane 0-30 years
(0-1 sample) after the warming in Greenland
(Severinghaus et al., 1998, Nature).
The hypothesis of involvement of major changes in
North Atlantic oceanic heat convergence has been tested
in several modeling studies. That of Fawcett et al.
(7997,Paleocean.), for example, shows that a simulated
reduction in the heat convergence in the GENESIS
model produces Greenlandic anomalies similar to those
observed in temperature, accumulation, storm track and
strength, and even in seasonality of temperature and
precipitation as interpreted from the ice-isotope/tem-
perature calibration of Cuffey et aL (1995, Science); the
simulation also matches data from many other regions.

The YD occurred between times when Greenland was
nearly as warm as today. Asimilar climate change, about
half as large as the YD but much shorter and not quite
as abrupt,occurred about 8200 years ago, after Green-
land had warmed above recent temperatures. Thus,
large jumps have not been restricted to cold times.
Rather, large jumps seem to have occurred when inso-
lation and greenhouse gases were changing. These data
are consistent with some model results (e.g. Stocker and
Schmittner, 1997, Nature) that rapid changes in forcing
can produce even more rapid climate changes.
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Ropid climotic voriobiliry of the Atlontic Oceon ond globol climote: o focus of the IMAGES
progrom.

EIsa cortijol, Laurent Labeyriel , Mary Elliotl , Nadine Tisneratl , Estelle Balbonl ,l. Atkins,

r Loboroloire des Sciences du Climot et de l'Envi,ronnemeni
Avenue de lo Terrosse, 9l l99 Gif-sur-Yvette, Fronce. e-moil: elso.cortiio@cfr.cnrs-gif.fr

2 Mossochussetts lnstitute of Technology

Among the largely unresolved issues in Earth Sciences
are the origin and mechanisms of the rapid climatic
variability recorded in the deep sea sediment of the
North Atlantic Ocean, which has now been more glo-
bally identified, not only during glacial times but also
during interglacial times.

The rapid climatic variability of the last glacial period
has been extensively studied during the past few years.
Between 60 and 10 ky, six large iceberg surges, called
Heinrich events, have been recognized in the mid-lati-
tudes between 40 to 55'N in the North Atlantic. They
are characterizedby meltwater events recorded in the
oxygen isotopic composition of the planktic
foraminifera N eo globoquadrina pachy derma left coiling.

'These icebergs appear to originate either from the
Laurentide or from the Fennoscandian-Greenland ice
sheets. The hydrological conditions associated with
these surges show changes in the sea surface tempera-
tures which drop by 2 to 6:C and in the sea surface sa-
linity with a decrease by around 1. to 3Vao. Carbon iso-
topic analyses tend to show that the thermohaline
circulation is affected by such discharges with a signifi-
cant decrease in ventilation of deep waters. Acceler:ator
Mass Spectrometry 1aC datings show that these events
occur simultaneously over a large latitudinal range but
detailed studies present differences in the timing of the
surges. The pseudo-periodicity established for these
large iceberg discharges is around 7 to 10 ky.

During the same period (60 to 10 ky), ice cores record
large climatic variability with a pseudo-periodicity of
7.5 to 2 ky, known as the Dansgaard-Oeschger eventi.
Detailed studies in the NorthAtlantic Ocean and in the

Norwegian Sea have shown that comparable events are
recorded in the isotopic signal and in the temperature
signal of surface waters. Similar climatic oscillations
have been recognized more recently in various sedimen-
tary environments worldwide (i.e. magnetic suscepti-
bility records of chinese loess, oxic-anoxic oscillations
in the Santa Barbara basin and the Arabian Sea...) and
give some evidences of global changes associated to this
climatic variability originally observed in the North At-
lantic Ocean sediments.

These different observations lead to major questions:
What is driving this variability during glacial time?
What are the leads and lags between the atmosphere,
ice and ocean systems? What are the interactions and
timing of the different ice-sheets?

During interglacial periods (like the Eemian one, for ex-
ample), the reduced continental ice sheets give the op-
portunity to understand rapid climatic variability in the
absence of large iceberg discharges. There are no major
instabilities during the Eemian. Nevertheless an abrupt
transition to the glacial time suggests that there is a cli-
matic threshold, even without large ice-sheets on the
continents.

All these studies show that rapid climatic changes are
inherent to the past climate, atleast for the last ciimatic
cycle. This points to the evidence of a threshold effect
in the climatic oscillations linked to changes in the heat
or water fluxes at the ocean surface. It ii then impor-
tant to understand the different equilibrium states of
the thermohaline circulation in theNorth Atlantic.
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The post record of greenhouse goses: o view in the context of future chonges

D. Raynaudl, l-M Barnolal , leröme Chappellazl , T. Blunier2 nnd B. Stauffer'

r Loborotoire de Glociologie et de G6ophysique de l'Environnement
BP 96,38402 Soint-Mortin-d'Höres Cedex, Fronce. e-moil: roynoud@glociog.grenet.fr

2 Climote ond Environmentol Physics, Physics lnstitute, University of Bern, Switzerlond

The ice core record provides the most direct evidence
of past changes in atmospheric CO, and methane, two
major greenhouse trace-gases. It currently covers the last
400,000 years. It shows unambigously that the anthro-
pogenic CO, and CH, increases observed over the last
200 years are unprecedented. Pre-industrial CO, and
methane concentrations were not constant through the
Holocene period. In the case of CHn, the ice core record
also indicates significant changes in the interpolar dif-
ference during the Holocene, providing information
about latitudinal changes in the hydrological cycle.

One of the major questions, when looking at the past
greenhouse gas record, is to know what happened dur-
ing abrupt climatic changes like the Dansgaard-
Oeschger events or the Younger Dryas. Rapid changes
in methane concentrations are observed in phase with
the climatic events recorded in Greenland, highlight-
ing the synchronism of the climatic changes between
high northern latitudes and the tropics. On the other
hand, the important LGM-Holocene CO, increase is not
interrupted during the abrupt event of the Younger
Dryas, although ihe North Atlantic deep water forma-
tion was strongly reduced.

When looking at the glacial-interglacial variability, pre-
vious results on the two last climatic cycles strongly
suggest that greenhouse gases played an important role
in the forcing of the glacial-interglacial warmings. The

recent extension of the Vostok core enables us to inves-
tigate CO, and CH, changes over the last 4 climatic cy-
cles. The preliminary results covering the last 400 kyrs
confirm the remarkable overall correlation between
greenhouse trace gases and climate, the delay of CO,
changes (compared to methane and temperature
changes) when entering an ice age, and the strong fin-
gerprint of the orbital frequencies in the CO, and meth-
ane records. The extended Vostok record should allow
us to compare the different interglacials and to investi-
gate the phase relationships between greenhouse gases,
ice volume and temperature changes in both hemi-
spheres.

The record of the past clearly highlights the unprec-
edented greenhouse gas increase due to the anthropo-
genic activities of the two last centuries. It also provides
essential information about the climatic sensitivity of
the greenhouse gases and the climatic feedbacks on the
CO, and methane sources and sinks. Looking at the past
changes in greenhouse gases, and coupling this work
with climatic and carbon cycle modelling efforts appear
to be key activities for understanding the future.
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The role of the Sun in climote forcing

fürg Beer

EAWAG, Überlondstrosse I33, 8600 Dübendorf, Swifzerlond. e-moil: beer@eowog.ch

It has been known since ancient times that the Sun is
the main source of energy which drives the climate sys-
tem on Earth. Changes in the solar constant were pre-
dicted by Milankovic who calculated the gravitational
effect of the planets on the orbital parameters of the
Earth. The effects of small changes in eccentricity can
be seen in the ö18O records of deep sea sediments which
reflect the strongest climate signal, the glacial-intergla-
cial sequence, with a periodicity of 100 ka.

Until recently, it was generally believed that the energy
output from the Sun itself is very stable. This perspec-
tive began to change after 1.978 when high precision
measurements of solar irradiance by satellite-based ra-
diometers showed that the solar constant changed in
phase with the solar activity by 1-1.5 %o.This observa-
tion raised some fundamentäl questions: 1. How large
can solar variability be on longer time scales? 2. What
is the sensitivity of the climate system to changes in solar
forcing? 3. To what extent are present and past climate
changes caused by solar forcing?

An answer to the first question came from observations
of some 20 solar type stars which also exhibit clear ac-
tivity variations. They indicate that changes of the so-
lar energy output 'np to lVo cannot be excluded espe-
cially when considering longer time scales.

The second question is an especially difficult one. Wher
estimating the response of the climate system it has tc

be taken into account that the relative changes in th<

solär constant are significantly larger for smaller wavr
lengths. In addition several processbs within the atmos.
phere have been proposed that directly or indirectll
affect the radiation balance and may amplify the solar
effect.

With regard to the third question there is in fact grow.
ing evidence that periods with special climatic condi.
tions have often coincided with time intervals of extreme
solar activity. Quiet sun periods such as the Dalton or

the Maunder minimum have tended to be colder anc
to be synchronous with the expansion of many glaciers
Using cosmogenic radionuclides such as 10Be and 1aC ir

is now possible to extend the record of solar activity
which has been based only on direct observations, fron
a few centuries to several millennia, and to learn morr
about solar and natural climate variations in the pre.
industrial era.
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Determining the ronge of voriobility in the volconism-climote system through
multidisciplinory evoluotions of explosive eruptions over the lost I00,000 yeors

Gregory A. Zielinski

Climote Chonge Reseorch Cenfer, University of New Hompshire, Durhom, NH 03824, USA. e-moil: greg.zielinski@unh.edu
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Instrumental temperature records over the last 200 years
and sateilite data over the last 20 years have combined
to show that explosive volcanic eruptions that emit large
quantities of sulfur-rich gases into the stratosphere can
reduce global temperatures by about 0.3'C over a pe-
riod of 3-4 years following the eruption. However, glo-
bal distribution of the cooling is not homogeneous nor
do all areas feel a cooling. Furthet the number and type
of eruptions that have occurred over this 200-year pe-
riod is limited and evaluating the impact of particular
types of eruptions under different climatic modes is re-
stricted to recent climatic conditions. As a result, a full
understanding of the volcanism-climate system requires
a multidisciplinary approach over much longer time
periods than the last few centuries. This approach is
necessary because none of the records available will
produce a complete compilation of all eruptions and
their potential climatic impact.

Volcanic records are deveioped through the evaluation
of the direct products of the eruption including, 1) ter-
restrial deposits, 2) ice core records of acid deposition
(i.e. climate-forcing acids like HrSOn) , and 3) atmos-
pheric phenomena associated with the presence of aero-
sols in the stratosphere (e.g. red sunsets, dimmed lunar
eclipses, dry fog). Volcanic records also may be devel-
oped through proxy data of the climatic cooling result-
ing from an eruption as is available in various charac-
teristics of tree rings and possibly annually-resolved
coral records. Perhaps the most reliable means of pro-
ducing a continuous, high-resolution record of
volcanism and its potential climatic impact is through
glaciochemical and conductivity studies on ice cores
with the additional verification of source eruptions
through tephrochronological studies. The ability to es-

timate the stratospheric loading and optical depth for a

particular eruption provides the necessary information
to model and postulate the climate-forcing capabilities
of that eruption. Highly resolved records from both
Greenland and Antarctica spanning the last 400 to 2000
years cleafly indicate that several relatively unknown
eruptions had the potential to modify past climate and
could do the same should eruptions from this same

volcano or volcanic system occur in the future. These
same records suggest that several eruptions closely
spaced in time may have a climatic impact on decadal
time scales. Mega-eruptions like the -71k Toba erup-
tion appear to have the potential to force climate on cen-
tenniai time scales given subsequent feedbacks, a sce-
nario that would have serious socio-economic
ramifications in the future. The ice core record of
volcanism supports the hypothesis that rapid environ-
mental changes during deglaciation and during ice sheet
growth can sufficiently enhance crustal stresses lead-
ing to increased periods of volcanic activity.

Terrestrial studies, especially on pre-historical eruptions,
provide valuable information on composition of magma
and volume erupted as well as dispersal direction of
the eruption products. Although the petrologic tech-
nique may underestimate the amount of sulfur degassed
during an eruption, there are cases when this technique
is shown to be reliable. In fact, recent improvements
are leading to better estimates of stratospheric loading.
Correlation of volcanic glass found in terrestrial depos-
its, marine sediment cores and ice cores provides dis-
tinct time lines for matching climate proxy records and
for more completely evaluating past climatic change and
the role volcanism plays in that change.

The combination of historical accounts of the various
visual phenomena associated with stratospheric aero-
sols from an eruption with estimates of summer cool-
ing from tree-ring records is used to identify years when
a previously undocumented eruption occurred. These
indexed tree ring records thus quantify the climatic
impact of an eruption. By adding results from ice core
and geological investigations to atmospheric and tree
ring records, theA.D. 1600 Huaynaputina andA.D. mid-
1450's Küwae eruptions are now known to have had
the potential to cause major climatic perturbations.
Compiiations of these many volcanic records clearly
show that the global record of volcanism based on his-
torical observations and geological deposits is incom-
plete, thereby hindering the ability to predict volcanic
forcing of climate on global to regional scales.
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Post ond future reorgonizotions in the climote system

Thomas F. Stocker

Climote ond Environmentol Physics, University of Bern, Switzerlond. stocker@climote.unibe.ch

Presently, two conflicting hypotheses regarding the
mechanism of abrupt change in the climate system ex-
ist: (i) global reorganisations involving both ti-re atmos-
pheric hydrological cycle and the ocean circulation;'(ii)
reorganisations primarily located in the Atlantic Ocean
with global implications. Global reorganisations pos-
tulate changes of climate variables (such as air tempera-
ture) which occur synchronously over the planet. On
the other hand, reorganisations of the second type also
exhibit global changes, yet their phase and amplitude
crucially depend on the geographical location.
We review recent results from high-resolution analyses
of polar ice cores, marine sediments and tree rings which
cover the last glacial and its termination. The evidence
suggests that these events can be understood in terms
of changes in the production rate of NorthAtlantic deep
water, i.e. they represent the second type of reorganisa-
tion. Warm phases are characterized by an active
thermohaline circulation which transports heat
meridionally into the North Atlantic region. pertur-
bations of the surface freshwater balance lead to abrupt
reductions or even terminations of this circulation.
While the cooling is strongest and most abrupt in the
northern North Atlantic during such a phase, these
changes also have global implications: cooling in the
Pacific and subdued warming in the south, due to a dis-
tinct anti-phase relationship between the hemispheres.
There are a few global paleoproxies, such as radiocar-
bon and atmospheric CO, available, whose evolution
during these events serves as an additional check on
the validity of the hypothesis. We find that the termina-
tion of the Younger Dryas is consistent with a rapid in-
crease of the ventilation rate of the global ocean; how-

ever, during Younger Dryas, some ventilation still oc-
curred although it is not clear where. Similarly, a linear
increase of CO, during the Younger Dryas, in addition
to the long-term glacial-interglacial increase, is consist-
ent.with the antiphase relationship between the hemi-
spheres, i.e. cooling of sea surface in the North Atlantic
and compensatory warming elsewhere.

Using a physical-biogeochemical climate model, #e
show that abrupt changes are of the second type in
which the North Atlantic is the center of action. The
model also simulates nutrients and the stable isotope
of carbon, 13C, in the ocean and the results suggest a
distinct regional pattern of the response of these tracers
during abrupt change. In particular, we find that the
classical interpretation of 13C or nutrients as indicators
of water mass origin leads to apparently contradictory
results. This suggests that there is a good prospect of
finding one simple mechanism in the climate system
that provides a unified explanation of abrupt change.

To underline the importance of paleoclimatic studies
on abrupt changes in the past, we present recent experi-
ments with the same climate model for the next 1000
years under different scenarios of global warming. We
find that the surface freshwater balance experiences
equally strong perturbations as in the past, only that
they are now due to a stronger meridional hydrological
cycle in the atmosphere. This leads to threshold nulnes
both in the maximum COrconcentration and in the rate
at which this concentration is achieved. Beyond these
threshold values, the Atläntic thermohaline circulation
reduces and shuts down in a way very similar to that
during Dansgaard/Oeschger or Heinrich events dur-
ing the glacial.

I
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The study of obrupt climote chonge with o coupled oceon-otmosphere model

Syukuro Manqbel and Ronsld l. Stouffer2

rlnstilute of Globol Chonge Reseorch, Tokyo, Jopon. e-moil: sm@gfdl.gov
2 Geophysicol Fluid Dynomics Loborotory/NOAA, Princeton, New Jersey, USA

This study explores the responses of a coupled ocean-
atmosphere model to the discharge of freshwater into
the North Atlantic Ocean. In the first numerical experi-
ment in which freshwater is discharged into high North
Atlantic latitudes over a period of 500 years, the
thermohaline circulation (THC) in the Atlantic Ocean
weakens, reducing surface air temperature over the
northern North Atlantic Ocean and Greenland and, to
a lesser degree, over the Arctic Ocean, the Scandinavian
peninsula, and the Circumpolar Ocean and the Antarc-
tic continent of the southern hemisphere. Upon the.ter-
mination of the water discharge at the 500th year, the
TF.IC begins to intensify, regaining its original intensity
in a few hundred years. With the exception of the Pa-
cific sector of the Circumpolar Ocean of the southern
hemisphere, where the surface air temperature recov-
ery is delayed, the climate of the northern North Atlan-
tic and surrounding regions resumes its original distri-
bution in a few hundred years. In addition, the sudden

onset and the termination of the discharge of fresh wa-
ter induces the multidecadal fluctuation in the inten-
sity of the THC, which generates the large synchronous
fluctuations of both sea surface temperature and salin-
ity.

In the second'experiment, in which the same amount of
fresh water is discharged into the subtropicql North
Atlantic again over the period of 500 years, the THC
and climate evolve in a männer qualitatively similar to
the first experiment. However, the magnitude of the
THC response is 4 times smaller. It appears that fresh
water is much less effective in weakening the THC if it
weie discharged outside North Atlantic latitudes.
The results from the numerical experiments conducted
earlier suggest that the intensity of the THC could also
be weaker in response to the future increase of atmos-
pheric COr, moderating the warming over the northern
North Atlantic and surrounding regions.
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comporing temperotures of,the glocioJ oceon quontified with the olkenone method ondsimuloted by numericol models 
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Edouard' Bardl , Frauke Rostekl, Corinne sonzognil,stefan Rahmstorf and Andrey Ganopolski2
r CEREGE' cNRS-universit6 Aix-Morseille lll, Europole de l'Arbois, Bp 80,13545 Aix-en-provence, Fronce, e-moir: ebord@cerege.fr2 Potsdom lnstitute for climote rmpoct Reseorch, p.o. Box 60 12 03,l44r 2 potsdom, Germony

Model-data comparisons for the last glacial period have
been widely used to test climate 

^äd"b änd, in par_
ticular, to assess their sensitivity to large .hunge, in
boundary conditions (insolation, greenhoise gases, con_
tinental ice sheets...). The sea surfäce temperäture (SST)
distribution can be used either u, botrndary.o"altio"
or asa comparison data base if the model produces its
own SST field. In both cases it is importantio use a pre_
cise and- accurate paleother-o*"ä, applicable to all
oceanic basins. In the 1970s and 19g0s^the CLIMAp
group used statistical analysis of the foraminifera dis_
tribution to produce SST maps for the LGM. However,
several aspect of the CLIMAF SST field have been criti_
cized recently and new independent paleothermometers
are now being tested and applied. '
In this presentation we will review SST estimates for
the LGM measured by means of the alkenone method
applied to deep sea sedirnents. fn" er"pfrusi, -ltt U" or.,
the-intertropical zone as it is a controversial area since
different SST proxies provide conflicting information.
The SST-alkenone calibration is ngw relatively well con_
strained, in particular by recent studies of corä tops from
several different oceanic basins (for the Atlantict Rosell_
Mel6 et al. 1995, Müller et al.199g; for the Indian Ocean:
Sonzogni et al. L997; for the pacific region: Sikes et al.
1991, Pelejero & Grimalt 1997; for the Southern Ocean;
Sikes et aL.7997. Altogethe4 these recent,tuaiu, ,no*
that the UK3Z' index is a robust and precise SST proxy
and that the UK37'-SST calibration can be approximated

LL l rt-Ot: linear equation derived froÄ laboratory
cultures of E. huxleVi, the principal producer of
alkenones (Prahl et al. 19gg).

The available alkenone data indicate that the LGM was
indeed colder than the present_day in the intertropical
:o": T:t example a study of about twenty cores from
the Indian Ocean shows that SSTs remainld, on aver_
age, within 2 C of their present values (Bard et at. tggZ).It also seems that the iooling in the tropical Atlantic
(e.9. Schneider er al. 7996, D;n *u, fu.gä, ii_iö;;;:
2'C) than in the Pacific (Lyle et al. 1,992,öhkouchi et al.
1994). Marginal seas such as the South China Sea af_
parently exhibited slightly larger SST changes on the
order of 3-4C (Huang et aL.19ö7, pelejero eial.7997).
More work is obviously needed to obtain a comprehen_
srve 55I map for the LGM. Nevertheless, rapid progress
is expected as a result of international efforts (e.g. the
EPILOG program of IMAGES) and European collabo_
rations (e.g. the TEMPUS EC project gathering scien_
tists working on alkenones from Ne#castle, #remen,
Barcelona, Warnemünde and Aix_en_p.o.,re.rc").

These available alkenone SST results will also be corr
pared to receni simulations of the LGM: first with th
work by Webb et al. (1.997) which is based on a GC\
coupled_to a simple mixed layer ocean with moden
oceanic heat transport, and second with the work b,
Uanopolski et al. (199g) performed with a fully couplei
ocean-atmosphere model of intermediate complexiiy. Iwill be shown that the measured SSTs broaäly agrerwith the latter model which produces LGM averag(
coolings of 3.3 C in the Atlantic, 2.4 C in the pacific anc
1.3"C in the Indian Ocean. By contrast, the simulatior
by Webb et al. (1997) is significantly coide, ,riin un ur,.
erage tropical SST cooling of 5C. Inaddition this model
produces the coldest SSTs in the southern hemisphere
whereas the model by Ganopolski et al. (199g) simu-
lates the coldest SSTs for the northern hemisphere, in
agreement with all paleotemperature data.

Bard E, Rostek Il, Sonzogni C. Nature3gS,707_7I0,7gg7.
Ganopolski A et al. Nature 397,3SIrgE6, 1998.
Huang CY et al . Earth planetary Science Letters 146, Sg_72, Lgg7.
Lyie M, Prahl Il, Sparrow M. Nature 385,8.12_875.1992.
Müller PJ et al.. Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta in press,799g.
p$3ucn1ru_et al. Geophysical Research Letters 27, 2ZOZ _ZZ\O, tgS+.
Pelejero C, Grimalt lO. Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta 61,47g9_

4797,7997.
Pelejero C et al. Zth Goldschmidt Conf., Abst. vol., p 16I,1.997.
Prahl FG, Muehlhausen LA, ZahnleD. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta

52,2303_2310,7988.
Rosell-Mel6 A e t aL Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta 59, 3099_8707 ,7995.

Schneider R et ai. in ,,The South Atlanticl,, Wefer et al. (eds),
Springea pp 522 -551., 1996 :

Schneider & Müiler pJ, Rühlemann C. EOS AGU, 7Z(46), Fall
Meet. Supp1., F309, 7996.

Sikes EL, Farrington jW, Keigwin LD. Earth planet. Sci. Lett.704,
34-47,1991.

Sikes EL et al. Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta 61,7498_"1505,7997.

fgnzogni C et aL. Quaternary Research 47,344_355,1997.
Webb RS et al. Nature 385, 695-699,7992
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Assessing future climote chonge ond its impocts: the role of PAGES doto

f onathan T. Oaerpeck

NOM Poleoclimotilogy Progrom, Notionol Geophysicol Doto Center
325 Broodwoy E/GC, Boulder CO 80302, USA. e-moil: jto@ngdc.nooo.gov

Instrumental and satellite time series provide a primary
basis for understanding climate system (atmosphere,
oceans, biosphere and cryosphere) variability and pre-
dictability. However, even our grandchildren will find
these available time series too short, and too clouded
by anthropogenic influences, to reconstruct and under-
stand the full spectrum of climate system behavior.
Paleoclimate data from a wide variety of sources, in-
cluding, but not limited to, trees, corals, glaciers, and
sediments provide the observational basis needed to 1)
reconstruct and understand the full range of climate
system variability, 2) recognize and anticipate possible
"surprise" behavior in the climate system (e.g., abrupt
climate mode shifts), 3) understand how the climate
system responds to large changes in climate forcing, 4)
evaluate the realism of climate system models, and in
particular how they simulate the response to altered
forcing, and 5) detect and attribute environmental
change to various natural (e.g., volcanic, solar) and non-
natural (e.9., greenhouse gas or tropospheric aerosol)
forcing mechanisms. It is for these reasons that PAGES
started a revolution in paleoenvironmental data shar-
ing - one that has led to the success outlined by Dave
Anderson et al., in a separate Open Science Meeting
Abstract, and also illustrated on-line at: http:/ /
wn n.ngdc.noaa. gov/paleo / paleo.html.

As we approach the 21st century, PAGES data are be-
coming even more critical to society. A world-wide move
to provide society with routine seasonal to century-scale
climate predictions, as well as assessment of the socio-

economic relevance of these predictions, makes the
widespread use to the "paleopei"spective" unavoidable.
However, this increasing reliance on paleoenviron-
mental data to build an effective predictive understand-
ing of Earth system processes will bring both increased
funding and responsibilities to the PAGES community.
Both primary ("raw") and derived (e.g., quantitative
reconstructions) paleoenvironmental data must be
shared in a more timely manner (e.g., at the time of
publication) so that they can be combined with other
public-domain data to provide the value-added scien-
tific data products needed to serve society. PAGES sci-
entists need to move fast to join the rest of the global
change research community in establishing a new para-
digm for science - one where scientists and students
work less in isolated laboratories, and more in interna-
tional teams to produce the scientific products needed
for the 21st century. This new paradigm also means
working more closely with social and economic scien-
tists to bridge the gap between physical predictive en-
vironmental science and societally-relevant predictive
assessments. Critical in this paradigm-shift will be learn-
ing how to document PAGES data in ways that non-
paleoscientists can readily use the data and informa-
tion produced by PAGES. In this way, PAGES can help
lead the IGBP toward a data and information system
that is truly interdisciplinary in meeting the needs of
society.
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Seo-ice, seo-surfoce solinity ond the holo/thermocline
Atlontic: modern vs losl glociol moximum conditions

structure in the northern North

Anne ile Vernal and Claude Hillaire-Mqrcel

GEOTOI Universit6 du Qu6bec ö Monh6ol, Montröol, Qu6bec, Conodo. e-moil: r21024@er.uqom.co

At the atmosphere-ocean interface of the high latitudes,
sea-ice plays an important role in the climate system.
In the northern North Atlantic, seasonal sea-ice devel-
ops along the eastern continental margins of Canada
and Greenland, where meltwater outflow from the Arc-
tic. Ocean results in a buoyant low salinity surface.wa-
ter layer. In the open ocean domain, there is an almost
linear relationship between the surface salinity and the
seasonal duration of the sea-ice cover. In oceanic areas
with seasonal sea-ice, the upper water mass stratifica-
tion is more pronounced, and the temperature vs. sa-
linity relationship in surface water is drastically differ-
ent than in the year-round ice free open ocean. In
general, the areas with seasonal sea-ice are.marked by
a sharp and shallow halocline and by overall conditions
unfavorable for-deep water formation. From an ecologi-
cal viewpoint, these areas are characterized by plank-
tonic foraminifer assemblages largely dominated by
Neogloboquadrina pachyderna left-coiling, and by the
dominance of opportunistic and euryhaline taxa in
dinocysts assemblages. The seasonal sea-ice cover limit
thus constitutes a.major ecological, hydrographical and
climatological boundary, whiih presently lies off the
neritic zones, and trends southwest-northeast across the
northern North Atlantic Ocean.

Because sea-ice imposes important ecological con-
straints, the seasonal extent of sea-ice can be recon-
structed on the basis of microfossil apsemblages pre-
served in sediment. In particular, the distribution of

dinocyst assemblages shows close relationships with the
sea-ice cover extent that exerts a primary control on the
life cycle and dormancy period of the dinoflagellates. It
also shows close links with the salinity that determines
the osmotic exchanges through the cell or cyst wall.
Moreover, the gradients in the thermo/halocline can be
constrained from the isotopic signatures of epipelagic
vs. mesopelagic planktonic foraminifers. On these
grounds, micropaleontological and isotopic studies per-
formed in sedimentary sequences from the northern
North Atlantic permit the reconstruction of late Qua-
ternary changes in hydrography and sea-ice cover, with
special attention paid to the_ last glacial maximum
(LGM). The analyses reveal that the sea-ice cover as well
as the halo/thermoöline structure were highly variable
throughout the last glacial stage and during the early
Holocene, in the northwestern and northeastern North
Atlantic. Furthermore, the studies of LGM sediments
indicate that the perennial sea-ice wäs restricted to the
continental margin areas off the ice.sheets, whereas the
southernmost limit of the seasonal sea-ice cover was
located between 45" and 60'North, where strong
thermo/halocline gradients likely characterized the
upper water mass.
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The Poleoclimote Modeling lntercomporison Proiect : whot con we leorn when using severol
different climote models run under post climotes?

Sylaie loussqumel and K.E. Taylor2

r Loborotoire des Sciences du Climot et de l'Environnement
UMR CEA CNRS 1572, CEA Socloy, 91 l9l Gif sur Yveite C6dex, Fronce. e-moil: sylious@osterix.socloy.ceo.fr

'? 
PCMDI, Lowrence Livermore Notionol Loborotory, USA

The Paleociimate Modeling Intercomparison Project
(PMIP) 1, following the pioneering work of the
COHMAP 2, was created by clirnate modeling groups
with the aim to improve our understanding of past cli-
matic changes and to assess their representation by cli-
mate modeis. Whereas COHMAP relied on a single fam-
ily of models, PMIP's central goals are to understand
the reasons for differences in model respcinses, to de-
termine which climate responses are simulated by all
models and which responses are model dependent.
PMIP is thus at the interface between the International
Geosphere Biosphere Project (under PAst Global
ChangES) and the World Climate Research Program
(within CLImate VARiability and prediction).

PMIP focuses on two past extreme conditions, relatively
well documented : the last glacial maximum, 21 000

years before present (BP) and the mid-Holocene, 6000

years BP. Simulating the last glacial maximum allows
us to evaluate the capabilities of models to simulate ex-
treme cold conditions as well as to study the feedbacks
associated with a decrease inboth atmospheric CO, con-
centration and ice sheet elevation. The simulation of the
mid-Holocene conditions is on the other hand a sensi-
tivity experiment to the change of the seasonal contrast
of incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere.
6000 years BP, the seasonal contrast was increased (de-

creased) in the northern (southern) hemisphere lead-
ing to an increase of summer monsoons over Africa and
South Asia.

The project now involves up to 18 models run under
identical paleoclimatic conditions. The intercomparison
of model results is organized through individual sub-
projects dealing with climate sensitivity, monsoon
changes at 6 kyr BR midlatitude circulation changes at
both 6 and 21 kyr BP, as well as impact of simulated
changes on the ocean circulation, ice sheet mass balance
and carbon budget. Within these sub-projects, compari-
sons with proxy-data are crucial to evaluate climate
models and are coordinated by S. Harrison, J. Guiot and
P. Bartlein. Model-data comparisons use pollen data,
biome and lake status reconstructions and benefit from
the extant data bases.

Analyses show that:

6000 years BP, all models produce an increase in the
summer African and Asian monsoon rains, marked by
a northward expansion of the rains. The intensity and
location of the changes however differ from one model
to the other, some extreme differences being related to
dif{erences in their cloud feedbacks. Interestingly, dif-
ferences in the model response are not obviousiy related
to differences in the annual cycle in the unperturbed
simulations, ensuring a good simulation of present cli-
mate does not guarantee a good simulation of climate
change. Over North Africa, the PMIP simulations pro-
duce a northward displacemeni of the desert-steppe
transition, qualitatively consistent with biome shifts
derived from BIOME 6000, but strongly underestimated
in extent. The inconsistency between models and ob-
servations may be explained by several factors, includ-
ing errors in the models and in the observationally-
based paleoclimate reconstructions, and forcing and
feedbacks not included in the PMtP experiment.

At the last glacial maximum, a global cooling by about
4'C is simulated by all models. Important differences
however arise between the two sets of simulations per-
formed at the last glacial maximum: whereas a small
dispersion is obtained on global average between the
models using prescribed sea surface temperatures based
on CLIMAP (1981) estimates, a larger dispersion is ob-
tained when computing sea surface temperatures with
a surface ocean model - similar to 2xCO, experiments.
This latter set produces generally a stronger tropical
cooling over land, in better agreement with proxy-data,
but mainly following colder sea surface temperatures.
The largest dispersion between all the simulations oc-
curs in the mid to high northern latitudes, as is for ex-
ample seen by ice sheet mass balance.

I Joussaume, S., and K.E. Taylor, Status of the Paleoclimate
Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP), in Proceedings ol
the first international AMIP scientit'ic cont'erence, edited by pp.
425-430, WCRP Report, 1995.

'? 
COHMAP Members, 1988, Climatic changes of the last 18,000

years: observations and model simulations. Sclence 247: 1043-
1052.
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Woter isotopes in precipitotion: Doto/model comporison for present-doy ond post climotes

fean fouzel

Loborotoire des Sciences du Climot et de l,Environnement
UMR cEA/cNRs N' 1522, orme des Merisiers, cEA sAcLAY 9l I gl Gif-sur-yvene, Fronce. e-moil: jouzel@osrerix.socloy.ceo.fr

HDO and HrlBO are the two stable isotopic forms of
water. Variations of their concentrations, äxpressed as
öD and ö18O, are observed in precipitation both on a
geographical and on a temporal basis. These variations
result from the successive isotopic fractionation proc_
esses occuring at each phase change of the water dur_
ing its atmospheric cycle. The globai distribution of both
öD and ö18O in modern precipitation is well documented
largely through the IAEA/WMO network and other
sources. Moreover, many monitoring programs have
been developed to study, in particulai ireÄ and often
for individual events, the öDand ö18O of the precipita_
tion and, in a few cases, of the atmospheric wui"..rupo..
The objectives of these studies *e." to develop the use
of-stable isotopes in such fields as cloud physiäs, clima_
tology, hydrology and paleoclimatology.
We will first examine isotopic distributions in present-
day precipitation in Summarizing how isotopic contents
vary with time and space and how they reläte to mete_
orological parameters. We will then show how isotopic
models ranging from simple Rayleigh type models to
complex isotopic General Circulation Models (GCMs)
are able to explain the main characteristics of the distri_
bution of water isotopes in precipitation.
Our main focus will then be on the linear relationship
observed between the mean annual isotope content of
mid and high latitudes precipitation and lhe mean an_
nual temperature at the precipitation site and on its use

to infer paleotemperatures from, in particular, ice core
data. There is, however, growing 

"rridurr.u 
that spatial

and temporal isotope / surface tämperature slopes dif_
fer, thus complicating the use of stäbte water isotopes
as paleothermometers. We will review empirical eiti_
mates of temporal slopes in polar regions and relevant
information that can be inferred froä isotope models.
Empirical estimates of temporal slopes appear consist_
ently lower than present-day spatiai slopei and are de_
pendent on the timescale considered. This difference is
most probably due to changes in the evaporative ori_
Ct".: o{ moisture, changes in the seasonality of the pre_
cipitation, changes in the strength of the inversion tayer,
or to some combination of these effects. The apparent
disagreement in the temporal and spatial stopes clearly
makes calibrating the isotope paleothermoÄeter diffi_
cult. Nevertheless, the use of a (calibrated) isotope
paleothermometer appears justified; empirical estimates
a-nd most (though not all) GCM results support the prac_
tice of interpreting ice core isotope .".oid, in terms of
local temperature changes.

A third aspect will be briefly discussed. It concerns the
origin of water vapor, which may be followed as a tracer
and which influences, through the temperafure and rela_
tive humidity in moisture source ,"gio.s, the isotopic
content of precipitation and, in particulaq, its deuterium_
excess(d=öD-8*818O).

PAGES Open Science Meeting
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Perspectives on globol chonge science; lsotopes in the post ond present Eorth system

Hans Oeschger

Physics lnstituie, University of Bern, Sidlerstrosse 2, CH-30,l2 Bern, Switzerlond. e-moil: oeschger@climote.unibe.ch

During the past four decades our perspective on hu-
man-induced climate change due to the rising atmos-
pheric concentrations of greenhouse gases has under-
gone a series of changes.

In 1956 Revelle and Suess emphasized the scientific in-
terest raised by the return of ancient organic carbon to
the atmosphere and oceans through human activity.
Basic results in the 50's came from the beginning of CO,
measurements on Mauna Loa and at the South Pole, and
from 1aC measurements in the deep oceans which pro-
vided calibration for models of the marine response to
flux changes at the atmosphere-ocean interface.

In the 60's and 70's potentially negative consequences
were also considered. Estimates based on physical prin-
ciples envisaged an increase in global temperature of a
few degrees C by the middle of next century and im-
provements in carbon cycle models gave confidence in
the estimates of the CO, increase for given emission sce-

narios.

Around 1980, gas composition measurements in polar
ice enabled reconstruction of the increases in greenhouse
gases before atmospheric measurements began. They
showed that natural variations in the gas concentrations
essentially paralleled the climatic variations over the
past few hundred thousand years.

In 1979 the WMO and UNEP decided to establish the
WCRP. In the second half of the 80's, in response to in-
creasing awareness of the role of biogeochemical cycles
in climate, ICSU decided to establish the IGBP. The IPCC
was founded to assess anthropogenic climate change.

IGBP scientists had great expectations initially that more
powerful computers would enable decisive progress in
our understanding of the geosphere-biosphere interac-
tions with climate. They also established a PAst global
chanGES (PAGES) core project in order to learn from
the experiments that nature had performed in the past.
Paleo-information such as that obtained through the
PAGES initiative has greatly enhanced our qualitative
understanding of the complex interactive Earth system,
but the results have also made us aware of how diffi-
cult it is to reduce the uncertainties in our quantitatioe
understanding of the Earth system.

Simultaneous data acquisition, analysis and interpre-
tation within WCRP/TOGA has made possible predic-
tions of interannual El Niflo events thereby providing
opportunities to reduce their negative consequences.
From this, the following questions arise: Is it possible
to extend interannual to decadal climate prediction to

other aspects of climate variability by an optimal com-
bination of observations and data interpretation? Are
there indications of any modulation of internally forced
climate variability by anthropogenic impact on the sys-
tem? Away forward in addressing these issues was dis-
cussed at the WCRP Conference, in August 1997, in
Geneva.

Isotopic analyses of constituents in natural archives
provide extremely valuable information on the behavior
of the Earth system in the past. They are also used in
studies of the present day system, but often just with
the aim to calibrate paleo-data. Based on the success of
TOGA, a group of concerned scientists decided to es-
tablish a Science Initiative "Isotopes in Hydrological
Cycle", which will focus on the use of the isotopes of
hydrogen and oxygen to improve our understanding
of present trends in climate variability and to provide
information for calibrating reconstructions o{ past vari-
ations based on isotopes in natural archives. An essen-
tial element of this project, which should play a central
role in unifying international Global Change Science, is
the participation of climatologists, modelers and iso-
tope specialists, attempting a fully interwoven, multi-
disciplinary approach.

The systematic use of the isotopes in the present day
system is important not only in the context of water cycle
studies. For example, the global carbon cycle is strongly
coupled to the climate system, but the different feed-
back mechanisms between the two are still only poorly
understood. Our understanding would have been
greater had a network for CO, and other gases (includ-
ing isotope measurements), proposed 20 years or more
ago, been developed to include continental stations at
critical sites in addition to the clean air station.

In ihe different disciplines of natural science the com-
plex processes in nature have been successfully reduced
to concise fundamental laws. But these alone are not a

sufficient basis for understanding the complexity of the
Earth system. What we need are observations of critical
parameters in a carefully designed global network. Iso-
tope information is crucial because it reflects the inter-
play of physical, chemical and biological processes in
nature.

Research projects along these lines are needed for real
progress towards a much more quantitatve understand-
ing of the Earth system and its reactions to anthropo-
genic forcing.
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Lotitudinol temperoture grodients ond climote chonge

Dapid Rind

Goddord Spoce Flight Cenler, lnstitute for Spoce Studies, New York, N.Y. 10025, USA. e-moil: drind@giss.noso.gov

The effects of a change in the latitudinal sea surface tem-
perature gradient are investigated in several GCM ex-
periments. Sea surface temperatures are increased/de-
creased in the tropics and polar regions, with little
change in the global average surface air temperature.
Then the experiments are repeated with colder/warmer
conditions globally. Expectations generated from these
runs are compared with the resulting climate changes
in a doubled CO, experiment, and show overall agree-
ment. Results show that the latitudinal temperature
gradient governs the Hadley Cell intensity, eddy energy
properties, and eddy transports other than latent heat.
The global mean temperature governs inoisture and
cloud cover, Hadley Cell extent, and total rainfall. The
degree of tropical and subtropical moisture changes
depends on both the latitudinal gradient and the mean
temperature. The Aleutian Low is particularly sensitive
to gradient changes, while the Icelandic Low (and there-
fore the Greenland ice core region) is not, possibly due
to orographically-induced constraints in the North At-

lantic. The results are then compared with paleoclin
evidence to deduce what has happened to latitud
gradients and climate in the past. It is estimated i

low latitude temperature gradients similar to todi
may have occurred in the Mesozoic and in the Little
Age; reduced gradients were more likely in the Plioct
Eocene, Younger Dryas,.and Last Glacial Maximum
higher latitudes, warm climates likely had reduced tr

.perature gradients, and cold climates increased gri
ents. Observed equator to pole gradients were increa
in the 1980s relative to the 1950s, and the simulated
mate changes consistent with observations inch
warming of Alaska and Asia, drying in the subtrop
and moisture variability in the lJnited States. Assi
ment of causes to past iatitudinal gradient change
problematic due to uncertainties concerning COr;
ocean heat transports, but tentative conclusions ba
on this analysis support the likelihood of a futt
higher-CO, climate exhibiting a large Iow latitude g

dient and ample precipitation at middle latitudes.
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climote chonge ond the oceon thermoholine circulotion: The seorch for couses ond

lnstitute of Technology, Combridge, MA 02139, USA. e-moil eoboyle@mit.edu

.ell the mechanisms that might account for abrupt Younger Dryas and the ice rafting event associated with
Termination IL Some carbon isotope evidence also ex-
ists from high-latitude sites with ice rafting events, but
poor benthic abundances often frustrate efforts in this
region (various authors). On the whole, the eüidence is
weak at present for a direct link between deep ocean
circulation and interstadials, not necessarily because
there is no link, but instead because of a lack of appro-
priate records.

In this talk, I will review evidence supporting links be-
tween ocean circulation and interstadials over the past
100,000 years. I will conclude by presenting some early
results from Bermuda Rise cores KNR31-GPC5 and
MD95-2036 (33'7'N, 57"5'W) during marine isotope
stage 3. In this interval GISP2 and GRIP ice core
interstadials 5-21 can be linked on a one-to-onö basis to
sediment color, calcium carbonate, and planktonic oxy-
gen isotopes at this site. Benthic foraminiferal abun-
dances in this interval are sufficient to establish how
closely benthic Cd and 13C are linked to the interstadials.

ial events, thermohaline instabilities are the
worrisome because they may occur at any time,

of ice volume (in other words, perhaps in the
future...). Despite this concern, the link between

events and ocean circulation instabilities is
ical at present, Only weak evidence exists to

a link between deep ocean thermohaline circu-

in response to interstadials caused by some
mechanism. Some published low to moderate

ution carbon isotope evidence (Curry and Oppo,
aphy,1996;Charles et al., EPSL,1996) sug-

links between at least the largest interstadial tran-
ens'and signals recorded by deep sea benthic

. Carbon isotope evidence from high reso-
cgres during interstadials 19-21 suggests a link,

Cd evidence does not support the amplifude sug-
by the 13C data (Keigwin et al., Nature, t994). Cd

from the Bermuda Rise during terminations I
II do show strong links to events such as the

and abrupt interstadials, regardless of whether
circulation actually causes interstadials or only

Open Science Meeting



lnfluences of oceonic rheostots ond omplifiers on otmospheric CO, contenf during the lote
Quoternory

Thomas F. Pedersenl and Philipae Bertrand2

r Eorth ond Oceon Sciences, University of British Columbio, Conodo. e-moil: pedersen@eos.ubc.co
2 G6ologie et Oc6onogrophie, Universit6 de Bordeoux, Fronce

Some of the most spectacular data in recent earth sci-
ence histöry have been derived from the drilling of the
polar ice caps. Foremost amongst these is the revela-
tion, stil at most fifteen years old, that the atmospheric
CO, content was about one-third lower during the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM) than during the Holocene.
Despite intense effort, however, a clear explanation for
this decline has yet to emerge.

An increase in the strength of the so-called biological
pump - the transfer of organic carbon into the deep
sea by sinking biogenic detritus - was implicated early
on as a likely direct cause of the glacial CO, drawdown.
In this view, intensified wind-driven upwelling in low-
latitude open-ocean regions and along western conti-
nental margins.supported a higher downward export
of organic carbon from the mixed layer, and enhanced
accumulation of carbon in underlying sediments. But,
there are two problems with this hypothesis. The first
is that on some upwelling continental margins, for ex-
ample off California, Oregon, northwestern Mexico and
Peru, organic matter accumulation actually decreased,
in some areas markedly, during the LGM. The second
is that upwelling brings cool sub-surface COr-rich wa-
ter into contact with the atmosphere, and as such wa-
ters warm, they degas carbon dioxide. The modern
equatorial Pacific represents the largest single supplier
of CO, to the atmosphere for exactly this reason. For
such an area to become a net sink for atmospheric COr,
the rate of downward organic carbon export must ex-
ceed the rate of degassing. Recent sedimentary carbon
and nitrogen isotopic data suggest however that the
equatorial Pacific has remained a strong CO, source for
at least the last 40,000 years and probably much longer.

Although the direct extraction of carbon from surface
waters and burial in the sediments in productive regions
appears unlikely to provide the sought-for explanation,
it is possible that indirect effects may hold the key. In
this case, export production acts either as a rheostat,
modulating the chemical character of the ocean so as to
increase its uptake of CO, or as an amplifier by increas-
ing indirectly the nutrient inventory of the sea. Exam-
ples of each are the alkalinity-feedback and rain-rate-
ratio hypotheses of Boyle and Archer, respectively, and
the denitrification hypothesis of Altabet et al and
Ganeshram et al. In the denitrification case, new evi-
dence shows that because of diminished export produc-

tion, denitrification was essentially shut off during gl
cial maxima in all three principal oxygen minimu
zones in the oceans, i.e. the subtropical north and sou
Pacific and the Arabian Sea. The implication is that r
trate, the limiting nutrient in the modern ocean, mu
have been more abundant during glacial periods, ar
that this surfeit would have supported increased pr
duction in the meso- or oligotrophic areas that are t
day nitrate-limited. No marine seditnentary records
enhanced settling of carbon in such areas during tl
LGM yet exist, however.

Sea level changes could also act as chemical rheosta
by modifying the export of nutrients from shallo
coastal upwelling systems to the intermediate and der
ocean, Although not involved in the onset of glacial te
minations, such an effect could play a role at the end
terrninations as well as in the tirning of the onset of co
periods.

Dust may be another amplifier. Increases in atmospher
turbidity during glacials are clearly recorded by ice ar
marine sediment cores in both hemispheres. It has ber
suggested recöntly that increased dust inputs to nitrat
depleted areas of the sea during glacials might har
encouraged growth of iron-hungry N, fixin
cyanobacteria, thus alleviating nitrate limitation. \
sedimentary E15N data yet exist to support this hypotl
esis, but it remains viable. Since the globally-integrate
denitrification rate was very low at the same times hov
ever, it will be next to impossible to distinguisl
isotopically at least, nitrate addition from this 'missir
sink' from that provided by N-fixers. Furthermore, ne.
data from the Cariaco region suggest that Nr.fixation i

least in that area was low during glacials, but muc
higher during interglacials. If this is true in other rr

gions, then the nitrogen inventory in the ocean may hal
beensomewhat more constant than recently suggester

Finally, regional changes in physicat hydrography ma
have played a major and hitherto underestimated rol
For example, in the glacial Southern Ocean south of tl
Polar Front, recent nitrogen isotope and other data in
ply that the upper water column was well stratifie
during the LGM. By limiting upwelling, this would ha'"
reduced the ocean-atmosphere CO, 'leak' in the area an
made a significant contribution to the CO, drawdowr
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,:climote chonge ond the role of poleolimnology

W. Battarbee

tol Chonge Reseorch Centre, University College London
Woy, London WCI H OAP, UK. e-moil: rbottorb@geog.ucl.oc.uk

influences lake ecosystems in many ways, for
through changes in water balance, ice cover,
stratification, dissolved oxygen regimes, alka-

nutrient cycling, productivity, species
ion and life-cycle strategies. Although many

wide have been disturbed by problems of
abstraction, pollution and catchment soil erosion

clearly marked in lake sediments, sustained
in lake behaviour brought about by climate

are also relcorded.

The lake sediment archive is immensely rich, sediments
accumulate rapidly and continuously, usually through
to the present day, and lakes can be found throughout
all continents, potentially allowing the expression of
global climate signals to be identified at a local and re-
gional scale. In this presentation I will outline the ap=

proaches being adopted by paleolimnologists to recon-
struct past changes in a range of climate variables
including effective moisture, äir temperature and windi-
ness, drawing examples from different lake types, in-
cluding salt lakes, rnountain lakes and crater lakes.
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ffi;i:*nl$]f,#l porrerns of Holocene hydrolosic sensiriviries ro

fames C. Knox

?;s'rT'f;"r'"ts*;iiläly;!Yi;:lt 
Wisconsin, usA. e-moir: knox@eeosrophywisc.edu

An understanding of hydrologic sensitivity to climatechange is availabie f.o- .n".?.i"rr"t 
"r', relict riverchannels, alluvial and lacustrin;';ä;";.r, and other

i:::[ll*:ffi:i1 ry""*' "'""i."ää''i",n" ge or o gic
of too short 

" d"J:::Tiental 
hydrologic records a-re

magnitudes und ,.1:1:n 
to adequately determine how

drolqgic events .", "ttt"t"" 
frequencies of,extreme hy-

instru-mentJ;;-,'ä:";._"1H,.;;;T,ln:ä.ff 
ffi ",1.":

fluences of changing a" g.opo j,u"i" 
-Jä;. 

paleofloodproxies show rhat,relatively ;"J;;;;"te changes,generalty smaller 
lT,:tjl"* "rr""s;;ä*icted byglobal circulatjon mooels tor greenhouse sacommonlyresultinrargea;rTä;;"J;f.Tr,""T:ä:?

in hydrologic activity.bim;;;;;;"ü"i,ri_,". 
.hr.,_

ll:, '":l as preserved i, ".rt_oü;";;;".r, providerntormation about past f,igl, ,u.r;.".,;u frequencyfloods. Masnirirdes u"a. .""rärr.;;;;ä";.,* of rareand extreme floods, onthe ott 
". 

t ur",a, ur."ädicated by
;1dime1tar1 deposirs ,r,". *".t äpfiä.i_är" tevels offormer flood stages.

l:1::1r.g chronologies from many world regions dem_onstrate strong hvdrologic sensitivity to .ii.ril t".nurlg",
llllT:" chronologies mainry ."p."r"ni Äydrorogicconsequences of specifk shifts in fu.g"_r"ui"'o. ean/ at_mosphere circutarion. ro. 

"*u*fiuiiry "i",., trnnrlfound thar large floods d,,lrd;t";#ril years inthe SW USA cluster into distinct pöriods characterizedby particular climate circulation'par-ä*' är*Uurf y, u7o00 year georogic record or ru.gu hä;ä, in äuu t.iuu_taries of the upner Mississippi"R;;;; ;;;n_centralUSA atso showä non:statio-näry b"h";;;';;,nu *"unand variance of the flood,;;;ä?ä;lräiul..."o
behavior for both series was closely linked to shifts indominanr parterns or U.ge_r.ai";il** circula_tion regimes inferred from fossil proxy climate evidence.Comparison of rhe two 1."g p;i";;ü"j'."1"'rlr rn.*,both in-phase and our_of_pHr" .;ili;rrlrir rn", .""be a ft ribu ted ro reeionaly j,ff";;";;ö;Jrt 

chansesin h em i spheric sä re 
" 
#._:f rl;;j; ;;;I;i;ä;;","simes.Many have observed that El Niflo_southern Oscillation(ENSO) events are charäcterir"a Uy urJ^uioiJ purioa,

_lf 
fl9o.d'.* droughts and thar p;i";f;ä;ärds canprovide long-term histories 

"i ."gi;;;i;äatic re_sponses to ENSO events.
Reviews of Holocene alluvial chronologies show abruptshifts in fluvial activity involving r,;il;;;;
"11,::" 

a nd d esra d a ri 
"r, " 

n" 
"""i'ri " 

;;#;i"":;r:f fli -srons, and other river behavior ,fru, ."pi"rlri *ra"_

spread regional svnchroneity which authors attrilto hydrologic adiusrments furJ ;;;#;tic cha(Knox, ree5). sra;ker ceeri;;;;; ü,i'l*l, or ^fjlT#T#äällij"::.:'iri"i ln'ä.fi, 
"r 

r,
suggesringgrouur"ii,,lltll,,*"::'.fry,T.,r"i:Ti
rhe idea thar climate 

..h";;;'ir" ;r;;;:;l,:i* *,regional adjustments in continentaiflyaroiogy l, usupported by long hisroricat,""ora, oiHJoäilrg"r. aot the besr examptes 
:.r!_" Tih ni"* üäiä"". nyalogic record wniän saia rrsgsl ai;ia;i 6ä o*-o.high flows that dominated.before 240dnöl"a 

" 
p*uof low fl ows that have domr"","a rr""ä,"niri.älro 
f , n,noted that each of thes.e climati*ffy-äi."]La *qepisodes was characte.i."d bt-;;;;i". i".rriä".a .1sodes adjusted to short_term climate fluctuations. Saidillustrations of short_term episodes ir,"trrJu-u^f f O_yulperiod of exceprional high magnituä" ääää, är.,"g *rel a ri ve ly .ooi r 4 th a n a i s trr .iü;, ;;ä'"ä., o*, "of exceptional small magnitude floods during the rektively warm lorh, 11th, ä'nd rdü':"#;*,lB

In summary, continental hydrologic cycles are highl.sensirive to even modest 
"ii*"*?n"rigäo #i o*o

ffi;f."*"r I ilL*il Y: ql t" d 
"" 

;;"';;täi !u ttu'n,

,"ruüo,,-io?.;ä1,"äi",ä;,::xil?i,:",?.;"f 
:Ti,i:1particular large_scale ocean/atmosphere circulatiorlpatterns to influence sucn racto.s uä;;;,;;'r."..;regions, air mass boundaries, and storm track positions.Extreme hydrologic even

'r;;;;';;":':iil::ffi ,',1:',Jlf"j,':"":#il:ou*
nv,\ r 

'Enzet,-Y., Bake4 V. R., and Cayary D. R., 1993, A5000_year record of extreme floods *ä ai_"* .nu.rrg" ln tn.southwestern United<"""r.c,isöüä;:::'ä,ff :ä;:r11ifJ"*,L'.ili;"*
to modesr chanses in climate. n.Ir*.", ,lä p. 

'ilo_n 
r.Knox, J.C., 19s5, Fluvial svstems since ZO OOO yeaÄ A.P tn, f.;.Gregory L. starkel. ung v,n, rur.".-ö ä,äiiä"r6*"_tal paleohydrotogy, 

John Wf"y C S""r,,ri"#,ä p U^
Said, R., I993,TheRiver Niie: Geology, Hydrology, and Utiliza_
^. . 

n:i Pergamon press, uxford, U.K.
>rarkel, L., 199j, Long_distance^correlation of fluvial events inrhe remperate zone. In L Srarkel; K.'J. ä;"ö lno l. u. jThomes, eds., Tempera re pa leohy;-i;:äf;#i;

ilJl;fäi::ffi i',ä"-"ä?ä*i:"'ru;ääi":::;äTl
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il.,ji::n;::f5:JJi j*jrop ico I Atlo n tic cr i more o nd ssTs : o perspecrive .";;
'r::rffJt**ocsl1 , Heidi Cullenl , Tom Guilderson2, Joseph ortizl , Sydney Hemmingl , Frank Sirocko3 , nnd Francis

| lomonFDoherty Eorth Observotory of Columbio Univers2lowrence 
Linermore N*a""r Lobororories, Livermore, 

;ity' Polisodes' NY' e-moil: peter@lomont.columbio.edu

:fifi:ff fil;:ffii:[H:'J;"'o "l ';;i;;, ö 60, s53, D.l441sporsdom, Germony

Recent results from Greenland and the North Atlantic
.have_demonstrated that the current warm Holoceneepoch, like the previous glacial, l";, ;;;"a*red bynumerous -1500_vear 

"ooling events, Ä" .oli."."rr,being-the Little Ice Age (1s00-1850 A.D.). These find_ings demonstrate thai rigoui"uni"ti*"i" 
"".r"orfr,ypersists throushout slaciäl and r"r*gi"är'äLr,rutr.

These Holocei" .ooär,g events differ from Heinrichevents in thar larse. .ul,iing i.. ,h;;;;r;;;; ; ;'r".""_dition. In cöntras-t to the larger millennial_scale'glacia.l
variabiliry, the Holocene suüpohr ;;;il; ää,1 nurr"been estimated to be onl,

3 y :,:^f " "*ffi :l;'-":"::lH J":T:::,tropical SST variabilitv and its li"k"?" i;;;"N"rrn O,_Iantic cooling events, we sampled ODp Site 65g at 2 cm(100 ),ears),resolution to perfor- frrff foru_älÄOrugu
illli1: l11 _r1: 

r 
_co 

m po s i ri o n, u,.,a i, o top ä ;; ;ly, 
",.l_,i:j,jr: 

r"o,r-pr cal sea_surfa ce tempera tu res ( SSTs) arernKect to subpolar SST variability ui i"r"rur,.,rrJ ,., o._bital, timescates through the duai t"ril;;;;;';; rou u.,_ward geostrophic adväction of the Canarf ö"ärr r"owind-driven coastal uow
anrt Är,;^-- *^.__. j. "]f]lg along the portuguese

logical data shows 
that- Near Eastern climate is physi_cally linked ro the NorthA,f"",i. inr."dil r"g.rlutio.,of westerly Atlantic heat and ..rolrt,rä j"fivery. 

Ar_chaeological evidence sho*, th"; l; ;h;-räral centu_ries prior to 4200 yr Bp the _.ri;,;il;; äi.,pir" lea uythe Akka d ia ns, fl ou rished rh r.;g;"; ; M;r'oof ,u*,u, o 
"_

veloping city-state governance and rong-distance tradenetworks. By 4200 cat. 
.yrs. 

Bp, duringif,J.Jig; oi Surgo,of Akkad, the abruoi demise .f ifrrr'.r"ri?rarion wasmarked by imperiai collapse, regional desertion, andtarge-scale poplhtion aislä""iio"lwnil" äüi.opogu,ri.and politicat factors,l19 0""" r;;il""d;reviously,
recent. geologic evidence suggested th.at abruptaridification mav have been a J;;;i;"-r;;ir. *o,,ng,l u, lly large-siare rvr*.p.t, _i J"l,iJ,i,?I,1.^ 

"*^,should be preserved i" äa;".#'Ääiää1u0,*".,,,
through downwind transpori by tn" SW Shamal winds,we conducted a furthei series of g"o"hläi"ut urramineralogic analyses on core M!_422from the Gulf ofoman (-I2 cm/iyi, *r-,i.r, l".onri;;;ä iu,, owdates to 13 cal. kyr Bp. Detailed (1il';;;;;;ä.ralogic

analyses show the Holocene to be largely invariant, withthe. exception of a short_lived, 3_ to S_fold increase ineolian dolomite, calcite, and quartz. A cluster of ZAMSdates place this evenr at ca,4)00y, Bt;;;;s rangeof 3900-4400 yr Bp. Measurements of terrigenous gZ,/86.. and "Nd on samoles from this .or", O,r.rt ,u_pt",from Iraq, and from'syrian excavations, constrain aMesopotamian proveni
,i"sdh ;;;;;"i "# 

ä11: j!: Jil:.j;:jff 1i"1lx3ll;votcanic ash shards found ar th" d;;;ft;ljJr,ä aor"tymatch the major element chemistrf oirriuäinuryr"afrom the soil laver corresponding tö tn" +ioöii"rlrpr"horizon at the Leilan excavation in NE Syria. Collec_tively, these data supoorr the f"a"rp.","iä" üä?r"gionuf
,Ttjrjl:lrr"" 

*latei ä synchronous North Attantic cool_rng was a contributing factor i" tt" au*islof theAkkadian empire. 'rr L's qsrrtrbe

and African margins. sit" oss äriä"F ;;":, ;::ä1:
l*-{?0"N, 18w,2263 m) is situated i,rin*ü"'.ä* .rthe West Afrrcan.upwelling region, and has high sedi_

illll1*::*: (20 cmlkyrr d"ue to r,,sr,üi";"?i" 
".aterrigenous (eotian) sediÄent r"pf rf. inr".äää;l;

t::::"i?:':,j ll"": were estimätei 
",i"f u.ir.,i,"",.

tunction and modern u".orog ;ä;ö""räil:':fü,
igl :'-.ll',::ined by r + calörated Äüä d;;;, ä;,kyrBP The Holocenä subtropt""l S;i;;;;;rä#
f 1^L{ y.^:::lin g. evenrs *ni.n-"pp", ; r;;ä;
s with the North Ätlanti" .ooh;;r-ff;;,""ärri"
::.^::::t*Ii :11 .r1 

rger r 3 _B "c ) a"n a, t" ;; 
"^;;;",abrupt. West Africän SS. 

'rrvJl LdDs>,

r during the Little I.* Ag::,*ute 
evidently 3-4 c

previously identified 4200 cal.yr Bp Atlantic_wide

::g."j.ll-T.h is also documented in the Sire 658

:1T1: 
profound impact on Near E"""r" 

"ii*äi"emergent cultures. Analysis of modern ;"*;;_
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Loke-level records of Holocene climote chonge frorh the

Tropicol Andes

Mark Abbott

The emphasis of most current research is to reconstruct Past
temperature changes, but fluctuations in the precipitation-
evaporation (P-E) balance gave equally important implications
for society and have recently been shown to occur over hu-

man time-scales. Most important, perhaps, is that emphasis

be placed on determining when, where, and how fast climate
has varied during ihe Holocene when boundary conditions
were similar to today.

Three centruy-scale time-series from lakes Taypi Chaka Kkota,
Viscachani, and Titicaca indicate 4 major periods of environ-
mental change during the Holocene on the Souih American
Altiplano. The cores form Lake Titicaca only span the past 3500

yr B.P. because they were collected from the shallow
southernmost basin (Lake Winaymarka) which was desiccated

during the middle Holocene when water level was >20 m
lower. Lakes Viscachani (76'12'3 68'07'W) and Taypi Chaka

Kkota (16'13'5 6B'27'W) are located on eastern and western
slopes of the Cordillera Real, respectively, and are currently
fed by small cirque glaciers. Although these lakes were lower
during the middle Holocene these systems Preserve a nearly

complete Holocene history of envrionmental change. Eighty-
five AMS 1aC dates on discrete macrofossils provide a century-
scale chronology for changes in sediment properties at 8900,

5300, 3500, and 2200 1aC yr BP.

The results of core analyses indicate that theAndeanAltiplano
was significantly drier during the mid-Holocene possibly re-

sulting in the complete melting of cirque glaciers from water-

sheds with headwalls <5500 m. During the past 3500 yr water
level changes of >20m in Lake Titicaca indicate century-scale

shifts in the precipitation-evaporation balance of the region'
These relatively abrupt lake level changes suggest that the

cause of the drier conditions is a change in the mode of atmos-

pheric circulation. A possible mechanism is the weakening of
the heat-induced low-pressure cell centered over the Bolivian
highlands during the wet season of the Austral summer.

Mork Abbott, Deportmenl of Geosciences of Mossochusselts, Morrill
Sciänce Center, Amherst, MA 0]003, USA. Tel: +l 41 3 545 0229 Fox:

+1 413 545 I 200, e-moil: mobbott@climote'l.geo.umoss.edu

aao

High resolution study of seo-surfoce circulotion chonges

off Portugol during the lost 60,000 yeors

Lucia de Abreu qnd Nicholas l. Shackleton

We report micropaleontological, biostratigraphical,
sedimentological and geochemical data from sediment sam-

ples obtained from a deep-sea cole recovered in July '1995 off
the Portuguese Margin: MD952040. This 35.24 m long core was

collected with a giant Kuilenberg piston corer during the IM-
AGES MD101 cruise. The sämpled area is 124.5 km west of
the Beira Litoral coast in a relatively flat sector- adjacent to the

southeastern slope of the Oporto Seamount, where high sedi-

mentatign rates allow the recovery of long, detailed records.

Core MD952040 lies at 2465 rn water depth, well above the

local carbonate compensation depth.

Twenty-five different species of planktonic foraminifera were
identified in the >150 mm fraction, all belonging to the living
fauna. These were grouped into five distinctive assemblages,

according to their distribution in surface seäiments. These as-

semblages are today associated with distinct water masses. A
detailed record of sea-surface temperature was obtained us-

ing the modern analogue technique. We also obtained a de-

tailed stable isotope record using lests of Globigerinn bulloides'

Like other cores on the Iberian Margin, core MD952040 con-

tains distinct horizons with ice-rafted debris that represent the

extreme extension of the well known Heinrich Events in the

North Atlantic. The most abundant terrigenous elements so

far identified consist of quartz, mica, rare volcanic particles,

mafic minerals and scarce basalt lithoclasts.

The coarse fraction lithic counts correlate strongly with the

magnetic susceptibility values along MD952040, and with the

maximum abundance of the left coiling variety of
Neogloboquadrina pachyderma. Each of these IRD peaks is asso-

ciated with ä drop in estimated winter sea-surface tempera-

tures to below 5 degrees C; in the intervening interstadials tem-

perature rose to near-interglacial levels.

This high resolution record is easily correlated with central

Greenland ice-core temperature records, and shows that even

as far as South as Portugal, sea-surface conditions fluctuated
rapidiy during the last glacial in parallel with the high lati-
tudes.

Lucio de Abreu, Universiiy of Combridge, Godwin Loborotory, Free

School Lone, Combridge CB2 3RS, l)K. Tel.:+ 44- 1 223-3334870
F ox:+ÄA- 1 223 -33482 e-moil : 1d206@cus.com.oc.uk

aaa

Streomflow of the Lower Ob River: Post, present ond

future. dendrochronologicol ospect

Leonid I. Agat'onou

The flow of Ob river catchment is forming on the gigantic area

of 2990 thou sq. km and is a general index of the climate of
West Siberia. At that the Ob river is making a shift of heat (a

heat flow) from southern part of catchment to north. The av-

erage annual quantity of heat flow is 3.5 billions megaca'lories.

The streamflow of Ob river is one of factors forming the cli-
mate of ice-free period (May-Oktober) at the Lower Ob-river
floodplain. It influence io the air-temperature and radiai
growth of trees on the floodplain and near areas. It is con-

firmed by dendrochronological analysis of tree-ring chronol-
ogy Salix alba, Picea obooata, Pinus sibirica and Larix sibirica at

the region from 66"N 66'E (Salekhard) to 61 N 73'E (Surgut).

Ring width of trees is sensitive to the streamflow of ice-free

period, maximum level of flood, duration of flood and dates

beginning of flood (in northern part of Lower Ob-river).

On the base of tree-ring chronology have developed the
streamflow reconstruction of ice-free period for the Lower Ob-

river for the three last centuries. There are fluctuations of
streamflow for duration 25-30 years and so natural trend to
lowering of ice-free period streamflow from 1890 up to 1'970.

Perhaps period between7970-7990 is transitional period to a

new secular hydrological cycle. For the nearest years (until

2003) are expecting streamflow increase of the Ob-river.

Investigation of the Lower Ob-river streamflow is helping to
estimate climate change in West Siberia for last 300 years.

Leonid Agofonov, lnstitule of Plonl ond Animol Ecology, Russion

Acodbmiof Science, Urol Bronch, 8 Morto St., 202 Ekoterinburg,
620144 Russio. Iel:+7-3432 294081 Fox: +7-3a32294161
e-moil:plont@insec.quorus.e-burg.su

aaa

Monitoring vegetotion chonges in Nigerio through pollen

Chiori O.C. Agwu

Nigerian environment is tropical and supports a rich complex

vegetation: Rain forest "derived" Savanna, Guinea, Sudan and

Sahel Savannas. Evidence of changes abound, and they are

presurned to be theresults of human and climatic impacts.

PACES Open Science Meeling Poster Abstractt
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Pollen analytical studies on marine and lake sediments, aero-
sols and honeys have been carried out. The major aims of these
studies were to establish (i) recognisable patterns of vegeta-
tion changes (ii) monitor modern and recent pollen rain (iii)
compare recent pollen rain and pollen content of honey (iv)
eStablish a reflection of vegetation in results of pollen studies
(v) deduce possible causes of changes.

Studies.of modern marine sediment from the Gulf of Guinea
indicate the adjacent continent (West Africa) as pollen source
area. Latidunal expansion and contraction of vegetation has
been deduced.

Sediments from shallow lakes reveal vegetational changes of
minor and major magnitudes related to anthropogenic activi-
ties.

Modern,pollen rain has been established as indicator of veg-
etation of the study area and therefore suitable for monitoring
contemporary floristic composition and changes.

Honey analyses have been used to trace the south-north dis-
tribution of indicator plants from the major vegetation belts
of Nigeria.

The different aspects of pollen studies have been combined to
pursue a comparison of contemporary and recent vegetation
changes. The establishment of high resolution evidence of veg-
etaticin changes and human impact is possible.

,Chori O.C. Agwu, Deportment of Botony, University of Nigerio, Nsukko,
Nigerio. Tel.:+234-4277 10 88 Fox: +234-42-253223
e-moil:misunn@ool.com

aaa

,Oxygen isotopic evidence lor the Younger Dryos cooling
event in the Andomon Seo

S.M.Ahmad, D J .P atil, P. S. Rao, N.N ath an d' G.Ra j a gop al an

i$table carbon and oxygen isotopic measurements have been
pretformed in the planctonic foraminifera (G/ob igerinoides ruber)
hom a new deep sea sediment core (GC-l) in the Andaman

together with radiocarbon datihg of selected sediment sam-
from this core. The isotopic data indicate significant

in the surface water characteristics of this region dur-
the last -75,000 years, pariicularly since the last glacial

(LGI\4). High glacial-to-Holocene ö18O amplitude
) is consistent with the previously published oxygen iso-

records from this marginal basin and suggests increased
and,/or decreased temperature in the glacial surface

of this region.

interesting feature observed in the ö18O record of this core
presence of a pulse indicating ö18O enrichment during

last deglaciation. The timing and magnitude of this shift
i%o) approximately corresponds to the Younger Dryas

€vent. The comparison the ö18O recoid of this core with
other cores of this region provide additional evidence for

irafure of the Younger Dryas cooling event.

values of G. ruber in GC-1 core varies considerably
0.96 to 7.66%a with high values generally coinciding to

$tages 2 and 4. These high ö18O values, particularly
the last glacial maximum, are attributed to the increased

as a result of intensification of northeast monsoon.

Notionol Geophysicol Reseorch lnstiute, Uppol Rood,
007, lndio. F ax:+9 1 - 40-7 I 7 1 564,

,rem.nrc.rn

Notionol Geophysicol Reseorch lnstule. Uppol Rood.
lndio

!..|. Noth, Notionol lnslilute of Oceonogrophy, Dono Pulo. Goo,

Birbol Sohni lnsliute of Poleobotony, Lucknow, lndio
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Holocene climolic chonges os infqrred from the bulk
mognetic susceptibility ond orgonic content of poleosols,
North Western port of Bonglodesh

M.shafiqul Atam,loseph Hus and Eddy Keppens

A üast area containing the older flood plain deposits of the
Ganges and its tributaries in the north-western part of Bang-
ladesh represent a series of Holocene fossil soils or paleosols.
These päleosols are best seen in the vertical sections along the
river course of the Ganges and Mahananda at Godagari
(24"27' 50"N, 88'19'20"E) and Malikpur village (24'43'50"N,
88 "17'30"E) of Chapai-Nawabgonj District respectively. On the
basis of relative abundance of pedogenic-biogenic features,
colour, soil structure and texture,. a total of 15 paleosol hori-
zons have been recognized ih the field. From the development
intensities and relative abundence of pedogenic and biogenic
features, here, an attempt has bgen made to interprete these
paleosols in terms of paleoclimatic condition during their for-
mation. Bulk magnetic susceptibility and organic content pro-
vide essential data towards the interpretation of existence of
variable climates in Holocene. An alternating.phase of
strenghtening and weakening of the summer monsoon can be
revealed from bulk magnetic susceptibility and organic con-
tent variation with respect to the different type of paleosol
horizons. During the timespan 7500-2000 BP, three major in-
tervals of summer monsoon dominance have been observed
(between -7000-5800 BR -5000-4300 BP and -3000 BP) where
humid to sub-humid climatic conditions prevailed. On the
other hand, summer monsoon remarkably deelined at around
-5200, -4200 and -3300 BR where semi-arid climate prevailed.
Moreover, from the Holocene soil cyclicities in northwestern
Bangladesh, it becomes evident that a number of short term
periodic cycles (i.e. 1000 years, 500 and even 250 years) can be
recognised. This proxy Holocene climate data shows good
correlation with the other records of the world.

Shofiqul Alom, Deportment of Geology ond Mining, University of
Roishohi, Roishohi 6205, Bonglodesh. Tel.:+880 721 750303 (Res.)

Fox:+880 721 750064 or +880 721 773861
e-moil:grofsys@cilechco. net

Joseph Hus, Centre de Physique du Globe, Dourbes, Belgium

Eddy Keppens, Vrije Universileitbrussels, Belgium
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Poleosols of North Cor.orw Kurgons: Studies of
Holocene poleoenvironmentol chonges

Ale xa nde r L. Al exa nd rouskiy

Numerous Kurgans (burial mounds) of steppe cattle-breed-
ing tribes are found within modern broad-leaved forests on
the foothills of the North-west Caucasus at the altitude of 100
- 700 m above sea level. Under the Kurgans and Dolmens of
the Neolithic and Bronze age, constructed during the steppe
stage of landscape development (5.5 - 3.5 ka BP), Chernozemic
soils are buried. Soils, buried under the mounds and ramparts
of a younger age, as well as surface-exposed soils (background)
nearby of Kurgans are Luvisols (Grey forest soils). The second
humus horizon (laC age 7130+/-40 BP, IGAN-I084) and
"krotovinas" (burrowing holes of steppe moles) occurs in their
profile; it represent the lower part of initial Chernozem, in-
herited by modern forest soils.

Radiocarbon data of the lower part of humus horizon of bur-
ied Chernozem of Novosvobodnaya site: 8240+,/-330 BP
(IGAN-1155),9780+/-580 BP (IGAN-1154) indicate the time of
the beginning of the steppe pedogenesis. Thus two major
stages of Holocene pedogenesis are.identified in the North-
east Caucasus region:'10 - 3.5 ka BP - steppe chernozemic stage
with a more dry climate and 3.5 - O BP - forest stage with in-
creasing of precipitation from 600 to 750 mm per year.
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At the beginning of the forest stage G - 2'7 ka BP), a sharp

drying of"the climate took place and forests receded.into the

-ärrrliuirrs. Once again the steppe tribes (nomads of the Early

Scythian age) o..npi"d the territory of modern{orest zone' In

thä soil, b-uried under the mound of the 7th century BC

(Hadzhoh site), features characteristic of semiarid soiis are

identified - soil carbonates änd pollen of steppe vegetation'

Alexonder Alexondrovskiv, lnstitute of Geogrophy of RAS, Sloromonetny

ZS Mor.o* l09Ol7 Russio. Tel':+7-95'959 OO 28 Fox:+7-95-959 00

33 e-moil: olexondr@geosoil.msk.ru
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A sensitive high resolution poleoclimote record of the

iostglociol frJm Logo Gronde di Monticchio, S' ltoly

ludy R.M. Allen, Brian Huntley and William A' Watts

The high resolution pollen record from Lago Grande di
Monticchio, Basilicata, southern Italy, is securely dated and .

now extends back to 102ka B.P' This European volcanic crater

lake lies to the south of the region directly influenced by the

ice sheets and has a continuous record of paleovegetation

spanning the whoie of the last glacial' During- the full glacial

(polien zone +) the pollen spectra are dominatedby Gramineae'

Ärtemisia and Chenopodiaceae which indicate dry stepPe con-

ditions; prior to thiJ(pollen zones 5 to 14) the record shows

high frequency variabiiity with periods of relatively greater

ab"rr^du.." of iree pollen taxa alternating with periods domi-

nated by steppe pollen taxa. Pollen zones 15 and 17 represent

two treä dominaled early post Eemian interstadials; zone 76'

the intervening stadial, ägait shows high frequency väriabil-

ity. Using pollen-climate resPonse surfaces paleoclimate re-

cänstruct"ions have been generated from the Monticchio record'

Three bioclimate variables have been reconstructed - the mean

temperature of the coldest month (MTCO), the growing de-

gr"" duyt above 5'C temperature sum (GDDS) and the ratio

äf actuat : Potential evapotranspiration (AET/PET)'

Comparison of the pollen record and paleoclimate reconstruc-

tions for Monticchio with the marine (Percentage of

Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (s.)) and ice records (ö18O) of en-

lrirä-"ntul .ruriation for the last glacial show a close correla-

tion of these diverse proxies' The high frequency Dansgaard-

Oeschger events of ihe ice record are refiected in the high

f."q,rÄcy changes in the pollen record at Monticchio' The

Heinrich events=recorded in the marine records are also de-

tectable in this terrestrial record and corresPond to transitions

from periods of relatively cold to warmer winters'

The correlation of these records shows clearly that the events

identified in the marine and ice records were not restricted to

the north Atlantic, they also had a maior influence on the cli-

mate of the Mediterranean.

luclv R.M. Allen, Environmentol Reseorch Centre, Deportment of

ili.l:gi*t Sciences, University of Durhom, South Roofa-Dyhom DHl

:Li.ÜX.f"|.,*a+ ß1 3742öOOext4O49, Fox:+44 l91 3742432

e-moil:i.r.m.ollen@durhom.oc.uk
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Con the solubility PUmp exploin decreosed otmospheric

CO, during the lost glociol moximum?

Keith Aloerson and W,R. Peltier

A steady-state, meridional, ocean box model is used to exam-

ine the ieasons for decreased atmospheric CO, levels during

the last glacial maximum (LGM). The model includes meridi'

onal adVection of carbon, surface ocean carbon chemistry, as

well as gas exchange across the air-sea interface' The solubil-

ity of ca-ibon dioxiäe in seawater is approximated as a linear

frrnction of temperature' Uniike in previous studies using simi-

lar models, an exact solution is not sought' Rather, we address

the question: "is this simple model consistent with data from

the LGM".Inverse methods are ideally suited to address ques-

tions of paleo model-data comparison because they enable one

to quaniitatively account for uncertainty in both model and

datä. In the present study, we employ both singular value de-

composition (SVD) and Gauss-Markov statistical estimator

methodologies. A-priori uncertainty in the sea surface tem-

perature (SSD data is of particular interest due to several re-

cent studies based on independent proxy data which suggest

that tropical SSTs may have been several degrees colder than

those pieviously reported by the CLIMAP project' Important

contrilutors to the allowed model error include uncertainty

in the appropriate value for the gas exchange coefficient at the

air-reu lrrtetia.e, which is only known to within a factor of

two even for the modern ocean, and the uncertainty in the

value of surface water alkaiinity, which strongly influences

surface carbon chemistry in the ocean'

Within the prescribed data and moclel uncertainties, it is shown

that the decreased atmospheric CO, during the LGM is en-

iirely consistent with simple solubility chemistry in reiatively

cooitropical surface waters together with the poleward trans-

port anä subsequent sinking 9f tropical water due to the glo-

tal thermohaline circulation (the "solubility pump")' The ro-

bustness of this conclusion as a function of internal model

parameters is assessed using linear variational methods' Pre-

vious studies of this type have conciuded that the atmospheric

CO, difference from LGM to preindustrial times cannot be

expiained due to the temperature dependence of CO, solubil-

ity in seawater alone' These studies have provided some of

the impetus to incorporate biological effects, sediment chem-

istry e?fects, and terrestrial vegetation changes within more

sophisticated three dimensional models' This study does not

exclude the importance of any of these factors in determining

atmospheric CO, levels. The study does conclude, however'

that the primary-reason for the perceived incompatibiiity be-

tween simple täinbility pn-p models and the paleo record of

atmospheric CO, is a consequence of not accounting for ap-

propriate uncertäinties in either the models or the data'

Keith Alverson, PAGES lPO, Börenplotz 2,CH-3006 Bern, Switzerlond'

Tel.:+41-31-312 31 33, Fox:+41 31 312 31 68,

e-moil :olverson@poges.unibe.ch

W.R. Peltier, Dept. of Physics, University of Toronto, Conodo

Reconstruction of the oir-seo interoction ossocioted with

the Weddell Polynyo

K. Alzterson and G.W K. Moore

A recent major ctrimatic event was the occurrence of several

hundred thousand square kilometres of open water, 01

polynya, in the ice/pack off Antarctica during the winters ol

igi+-io. Within the polynya there was vigorous air-sea inter-

action resulting in the formation of vast amounts of Antarcti<

Bottom Water, the dominant watermass of the world oceans

There is some evidence to suggest that a simiiar event mal

have occurred in 1960 and indeed that the Eastern Weddel

Sea is once again primed for polynya formation due to his

torically high mid-depth water temperatures'

In order to further understanding of the air-sea interactior

associated with the Weddell Polynya, we make use of a nev

class of ciimate data sets, known as reanalyses, created througl

application of data assimilation techniques originally devel

op"a fo. operational numerical weather prediction Frequen

modificatiän of operational data assimilation systems, whicl

introduce spurious ciimate statistics, have been avoided b'

employingitate of the art data assimilation techniques t'

"r"ät uiytJ' all available atmospheric data that has been col

lected over the past several decades' In addition, the reanalyse

provide a dyiramically consistent interpolation of spatiall

äparse data änto a global grid as well as estimates for field

PAGES Open Science Meeting
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not available in the original data. The reanalysis data set that
we make use of is currently available back to 1968 every 6 hours
at a horizontal resolution of approximately 2.5 degrees, mak-
ing the Weddell Polynya event an ideal candidate for detailed
climate reconstruction.

The appearance of the ice free water of the Weddell Polynya
in the depths of the Antarctic winter provides a unique and
magnificent visualization of the enormous transfer of heat from
the ocean to the atmosphere associated with deep water for-
mation. The formation of Antarctic Bottom Water in the
Weddell, although less intensively studied than deep water
formation processes in the North Atlantic, is a major potential
source of global climatic linkages. Deep water formation in
the Antarctic occurs at rates equal to those in the North Atlan-
tic, and ventilates a much larger portion of the world ocean.
Indeed; the possibility of an episodic occurrence of the Weddell
Polynya, and concomitant oscillation in Antarctic Bottom Wa-
ter formation, may be one of the major expressions of global
climate variability on the decadal to centennial timescale.

Keifi Alverson, PAGES lPO, Börenplolz 2, 3006 Bern, Swilzerlond.
Tel.:+41-31-3,l2 3l 33 Fox:+41-3,l-312 31 68
e-moil:olverson@poges. unibe.ch
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Biotic responses to the ropid worming ot the end of the
Lote-Glociol. Terrestriol ond oquotic orgonisms ot the
YD-PB boundory olong on oltitudinol tronsect in the
Swiss Alps

Brigitta Ammann, H.l.B. Birks, Stephen Brooks, U, Eicher,
U.a,Grafenstein, Wolfgang Hofmann, Geoffrey Lemdahl, lakob
Schwander, Kazimierz Tobolski and Lucia Wick

In order to estimate the lags in biotic responses to a global
warming of high amplitude and high velocity we studied the
hansition from the Younger Dryas to the Preboreal at five sites
between 600 m and 2300 m asl for pollen, and where possible
for chironomids, Cladocera, Coleopiera and plant macöfossils.
The two sites of Gerzensee at 600m and of Leysin at 1230 m
asl also provide records of oxygen isotopes for the Late-Gla-
cial.and the early Holocene. The basic assumption for this study
ib that the stable isotopes register the global rise in tempera-
'türes (atYD-PB) without any lag. Biostratigraphic changes are

compared to the isotopic record. The estimation of biotic
1lägs needs a proper timescale that radiocarbon-dating cannot

ve for this period of a ,,plateau of constant age"; but the cor-
relation between the öt8O of Gerzensee and of the GRIP ice

provides a reliable time scale. From this we can deduce
sampling resolution of less than 10 years at Gerzensee

conipositional change in aquatic and terrestrial groups oI
was assessed by using the scores on the first axis of
Component Analysis as a summary of the qualita-

and quantitative changes in the biostratigraphies.

tusions: (1) Lags of biotic responses can be very short or
absent - provided that there are no species migrations
ved (no. migrational lags). (2) Pollen may be as rapid in

ieiponse as aquatic invertebrates. (3) Biotic responses may
longer than the isotopic shift (if succession was triggered)

including several groups of organisms we can use many
of biogeographic ranges. (5) For handling and ex-

large data sets we need numerical methods.

Ammonn, Geobotonik, Altenbergroin 21, CH-3013 Bem,
Tel.:+41 31 631.49 21 , Fqx:+41 31 33220 59,

The effect of climote chonges on loke bioto os recorded
in vorved loke sediment Äo.ds
N. John Anderson and lngemar Renberg

The possible effects of anthropogenic climate changes on
aquatic ecosystems have resulted in considerable expansion
of research within this area. There are two main problems in
attempting to determine climate effects on lakes and their biota:
first, the lack of liong-term time series which can accomodate
the considerable variability in both ecological and climate sys-
tems. Second, for the last 50-years or so, the period of pre-
sumed global warming, lakes have been subjected to many
other, often more substantial impacts or disturbances, most
notably eutrophication and acidification. Also, it is often un-
clear whether timescales of climate change match those of the
response of the lake biota, because of incorrect sampling strat-
egies or complicating factors, such as catchment disturbance.
Where climate influence on the lake is mediated through catch-
ment processes, time lags may also occur. Lake sediments are
natural archives which provide the long-time series which are
missing for individual lakes. To reduce the complicating ef-
fect of other disturbances one can either sample sediment cores
that pre-date cultural impacts; remove the effect statistically
or move to a part of the globe where cultural impacts are mini-
mal (i.e. the Arctic). Some of these problems are being ad-
dressed in analyses of diatom assemblages in recent and
Holocene varved-lake sediments from northern Sweden and
in west Greenland. Annually-laminated sediments or varves
offer inter-annual temporal resolution for analysis of past-cli-
mate changes on lakes. At Nylandssjön, diatom community
structure and productivity measures in individual varves were
compared with meteorological variables over the last 45 years
using multivariate statistical methods in an attempt to iden-
tify climate-lake interactions. At Kassjön, diatoms have been
compared with tree-ring inferred temperatures over the last
1000 years. The west Greenlandic lakes offer unrivalled op-
portunities för assessing direct climate impacts on lakes as
there are no complicating effects and some of the lakes are
slightly saline and are clearly responding to changes in the
evaporation:precipitation ratio in this highly continental area.

N. John Anderson, Environmenlol Hislory & Climote Deporment,
Geologicol Survey of Denmork & Greenlond (GEUS|, Thorovel 8, DK-
2400 Copenhogen NV, Denmork. Tel.:+45-38-14 23 5l Fox:+45-38-
1 4 20 50 e-moil:NJA@GEUS.DK

lngemor Renberg, Deporlmenl of Environmentol Heohh. University of
Ume&, Sweden
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Tropicol seo surfoce temperotures ot the Lost Glociql
Moximum reconstructed by removing the ottenuotion
coused by bioturbotion

D.M; Anderson, R.S. Webb,E. Cortijo and J.T. Oaerpeck

Contradictory evidence regarding the magnitude of cooling
in the glacial tropical ocean motivated us to re-examine the
effect of sedimeni mixing (bioturbation) on deep sea sediment
records derived from foraminifer isotopes, faunal abundance,
and alkenone ratios. In contrast to previous studies of the
bioturbation effect, we assumed that the last glacial interval
contained high frgquency oscillations as observed in many ice
core records. When mixed using an advection-diffusion model,
using typical mixing rates determined from ash layers änd
other sediment profiles, and tracer concentrations and sedi-
mentation rates typical of the CLIMAP cotes (2-5 cm/kyr), we
found that the amplitude of the initial signal is reduced by
abort! 30%. For example, an initial amplitude of 3 deg. is re-
duced to 2 deg. after bioturbation. Part of the reduction is
caused by the unstable character of the glacial interval (brief
cold intervals separated by brief warm intervals), and part by
the short duration of the glacial and Holocene intervals. Stated
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another way, the high-frequency variations observed in the
glacial intervals of the ice cores would not be preserved in
low sedimentation rate marine cores assuming typical deep
sea bioturbation rates, causing a reduction in the amplitude
of glacial-interglacial variation. We found similar reductions
in amplitude for other sediment signals inciuding foraminifer
abundance,alkenone ratios, and stable isotope ratios. Our re-

sults differ from previous conclusions that stated mixing had
little effect primarily because we assumed that the glacial in-
terval contained high frequency variations. Our results partly
reconciie ihe discrepancy between the rharine sediment, and
other records of tlie glacial tropical ocean that indicate larger
temperature change. If one assumes that bioturbation also at-
tenuated sediment records from high latitudes to som€ extent,
the ampiitude of change estimated from marine sediments is

also larger ai high latitudes, and closer to the amplitude ob-
tained from recent ice borehole temperature change.

Dovid M. Anderson, World Doto Center-A for Poleoclimotology, NOAA
NGDC, 325 Broodwoy E/GC, Boulder, CO 80303 USA. Tel.:+1-303"
497-6237 Fox:+i -303-497-651 3
e-moil :dmo@poleosun. ngdc. nooo.gou

E Cortijo, Centre des Foibles Rodiooclivites, Loboroloire mixte CNRS/
CEA, Gif sur Yvette, Fronce

R.S. Webb, J.l Overpeck, World Doto Center-A for Poleoclimotology,
NOAA NGDC, Boulder, USA
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The PAGES doto ond informotion system

Daaid M. Anderson, Robert S. Webb and lonathan T. Ouerpeck

The World Data Center-A for Paleoclimatology was established
in 1992 explicitiy to provide data coordination for IGBP PAGES.

Since that time, data holding have grown to over 10,000. sites
worldwide, with data from a wide variety of sources, includ-
ing sediments, trees, ice-cores, corals, historical documents,
and many more. Regional and global scale paleoenvironmen-
tal reconstructions are also becoming more available, as are

data frorn modeling studies. A1l PAGES data are available with-
out restriction or cost on the www, served up with an ever-
increasing array of powerful data browse and access tools.
Over 12,000 data/information requests are now handled by
the WDC-A each month, not counting access via the PAGES

European Data Mirror Internet site at Medias-France. The first
PAGES CD-ROM has also been produced as prepared as part
of a strategy to make PAGES data available to all, regardless
of Internet connectivity. The great PAGES data success stems
from broad involvement of the international "paleo" science

community, important efforts by national, regional and the-
matic data activities world-wide, and from the growing reaii-
zation that data sharing is beneficial to all participants. The
next phase of PAGES data efforts began at the recent Febru-
ary, 7998 Second International PAGES Workshop on Paleo-
environmental Data. Participants from all PAGES activities/
tasks joined representatives from PAGES-related data efforts
and journals worldwide to map out strategies for closer PAGES

science-data integration, greater sharing of data among paleo
scientists, and more data sharing with the broader IGBP com-
munity.

Dovid M. Anderson, World Doto Center-A for Poleoclimotology, NOAA
NGDC, 325 Broodwoy E/GC, Boulder, CO 80303 USA. Tel.:+l -303-
A97-6237 Fox:+i -303-r'97-65,l 3

e-moi | :dmo@poleosun. ngdc. nooo.gov

R.S. Webb, J.l Overpeck, World Doto Center-A for Poleoclimotology,
NOAA NGDC, Boulder, USA
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Poleoclimote of the North Atlontic during the lost l4 ko

os interpreted from lcelondic offshore sediments

I. T. Andr ew s, | .H ar dar do ttir, A.E.l ennin gs, S.L.Cnr t e e,

L.M. Smith, | .P. M. Sya it ski, G.H eI gadottir, K.Thor s,

A.soeinbjornsdottir, A.Geirsdottir and G.B.Kristjansdottir

The northern and western shelf areas of Iceland are sensitivell
positioned to record abrupt changes in watermass
charateristics (dominance of Polar Water (< 0C) and Atlanti<
Water (6'C-10C)), distribution and frequency of sea-ice, anc

the strength of convection processes; all factors that influenct
the climate of the North Atlantic region and beyond on gla
ciallinterglacial and decadal timescales.

Several marine cruises have obtained cores and seismic recordt
from the Icelandic shelf. By far the iargest is the 89:97 cruist
in 7997, a joint USA/Iceland effort that recovered 170 m o:

core from 39 sites on the western and northern shelves. Stud'
ies of 3.5 kHz data taken during the cruise show a regiona
timestratigraphic reflector (possibly Ash Zone I).

Whole core magnetic susceptibiiity (WCMS) of the cores var
ies extensively between the shelf regions, representing changer

in source areas and sediment composition. Large downcort
WCMS variations are also observed depicting the deglacialT
Holocene transition. In Eyjafjardarall, a >650 m deep trougl
on the N-Iceland shelf, prominent faulting of Holocene agt

and older is observed within the sediment, which is probab\
related to the seismic activity within the Tjörnes Fracture Zone
Continued studies of B9-97 cores could answer key questiont
about the ice extent during the Last Glacial Maximum, timinS
of deglaciation, Holocene climatic variations (on centuryl
decadal scale), and paleoseismicity in the region.

An international group of researchers (from USA, Iceland
Norway and Denmark) working in the Iceland region are or
ganizing participation in an IMAGES coring expedition on thr

Marion Dufresne in 7999.Its purpose i.s to retrieve 30-50 n
cores from shelves and slopes in the Iceland Denmark Strai
region. Our objective is to detect high resolution records o

watermass variability during the Holocene and the deglacia
transition, and their relationship to regionai and g1obal cli
mate.

Jorunn Hordordoitir, INSTAAR ond Deporfment of Geologicol Sciences,
Box 450, University of Colorodo, Bouldeq CO 8O309, USA. Tel.:+'l -

303- A92- 1 37 5 Fox:+ I -303-492-6388
e-moil:hordordo@spot.colorodo.edu

J. T. Andrews, A.E. Jennings, S.L. Cortee, L.M. Smith; J.PM. Syvitski,

INSTAAR ond Deportment of Geologicol Sciences, University of
Colorodo, Boulder, USA

G.Helgodotir, K. Thors, lcelondic &lorine Reseorch lnstitute, Reykiovik,
lcelond

A.sveinbiornsdottir, lcelondic Science lnstitute, University of Icelond,
Reykicvik, lcelond

A.Geirsdottir, G.B.Kristionsdoitir, Dept. of Geosciences, University of
lcelond, Reykiovik, lcelond
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CAPE pollen ond rodiocorbon doto from Arctic Russio.

A.A. Andreezt, D.Yu. Bolshiyanoo

The CAPE (Circum-Arctic PaeoEnvironment) primarily mis
sion is a circum-Arctic paleoenvironmental synthesis and aI

integration of environmental studies covering the last 250,001

years of the Arctiö history. The first task of CAPE is a compila
tion of environmental changes in the Arctic (north of 60 N
during the Holocene at 1ka intervals. To produce better re

gionai reconstruction of climate and environmental change
the Arctic was subdivided to 12 sectors according to the natu
ral climate-geographical boundaries. Arctic Russia was sub
divided into 6 sectors: Fennoscandia (Kola Peninsula anc

Karelia), European Russia, Western Siberia, Central Siberia

Eastern Siberia and Far East.
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The first CAPE synthesis workshop was held in Lammi, Fin-
land April 4-8 1,997 . More than 90 terrestrial pollen sites with
two or more radiocarbon dates were collected from the Rus-
sian Arctic sectors. About 50 of these sites are primarily pollen
data and available now through the European Pollen Data-
base (EPD), the PALE Database and the Word Rata Center-A
Database for Paleoclimatology. The most terrestrial pollen sites
are concentrated in the Russian part of the Fennoscandia and
the European Russiä sectors and significantly fewer sites are
located in the Siberian sectors. The data have provided the
sufficient information for the first circum-Arctic synthesis
made düring ihe Lammi meeting inApril 1997, which is avail-
able electronically via the WWW on the CAPE Home Page
(http:,/ /www.noaa. govlpal.eolcape.html).

A.A.Andreev ond D.Yu. Bolshiyonov, lnsfitute of Geogrophy, Russion
Acodemy of Science, 29 Storomonetny, Moscow, I 0901 7, Russio.
poleo@glosnet.ru ond GISS/NASA. 2880 Broodwoy, New York, Nt
10025, USA. oondreev@seli.giss.noso.gov or Arclic ond Antorctic
Reseorch lnstitute, 38 Bering Street, St.Pelerburg, 1 99397, Russio.
ooricoop@oori.nw.ru.
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Climotic chonges inferred from humus properties of
volconic osh soils in southwestern Jopon

Kumiko Aoki, Makiko Watanabe and Kan-ichi Sakagami

In general, soil humus accumulation is strongly regulated by
climatic and vegetal condition. Volcanic ash soils widely dis-
hibuted in Japan provide successive humic A horizons which
are stable against decomposition. The purpose of this study is
to trace the terrestrial environmental changes of Holocene and
late Pleistocene using humus properties preserved in both
surface and buried Andisols. We investigated three profiles in
southwestern Japan. Kumamoto profile is composed.of dis-
tinctive tephra deposits derived from Aira-caldera (Aira-
Tanzawa Ash; 25ka). Aso profile is composed of scoria depos-
its derived fromAso volcano, ash deposits from Kikai-caldera
(Akahoya Ash; 6.3ka) and several tephra deposits derived from
unknown eruptions. Kirishima profile is composed of several
tephra deposits derived from Sakurajima volcano (Sakurajima

Ash; 1470A.D.), Kirishima volcano (Miike Pumice; ca.3ka) and
Kikai-caldera (Akahoya Ash; 6.3ka). Samples were taken from
each profiles regarding soil horizons which were subdivided
into unit layer"s of 5 - 10 cm. The following experimental items
were carried out to examine the relationship between humus
accumulation and pedogenetic weathering in the profiles :

organic carbon content (C7"), C/N ratio, Melanix Index of
humic acid, pH (H2O, KCI) value, total analysis of minerals,
selective dissolution analysis and magnetic susceptibility (MS).

As a result, we confirmed good correspondence between the
strength of humus accumulation and the strength of
pedogenetic weathering. Furthermore, we obtained the rela-
tionship beiween organic CVo and soil age to discuss the past
climatic change based on the following findings: 1) a broad
C% peak detected in buried soils intermitted by Akahoya Ash
(ca.6.3ka),2) Iow but significant C% peak appeared in soils

dated ca. 7 - 2ka,3) a high C% peak recognized in soils dated
ca.8 - 9 ka.4) broadCTo peaks existed in late Pleistocene soils.

Kumiko Aoki, Dept.of Built Environment, Tokyo lnstitute of Technology,
Nogotsuto 4259, Midöri-ku, Yokohomo 226-0027, Jopon. Tel.:+81-45-
924 55 32 Fox:+81 -45-924 55 19
e-moil: kumiko@pg.enveng.titech.oc. ip

Mokiko Wotonobe, Dept. of Built Environment, Tokyo lnstilute of
Technology, .lopon

Kon-ichi Sokogomi, Dept. of Agricuhure, Tokyo University of Agriculture
ond Technology, Jopon
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25,000 yr BP poleoclimotology of the Bolivion Andes

laime Argollo and Philippe Mourguiart

We report a high-resolution climate reconstruction for the Bo-
livian Altiplano (Central Andes) based on geomorphological,
sedimentological, palynological, and analyses of lacustrine
ostracod shells. We determine (1) semi-quantitative changes
in temperature and (2) quantitative changes in lakelevels from
the late Pleisotcene (25,000 yr BP) to the present. The princi-
pal results are the following ones: form 25,000 to 18,000 yr BP,

temperatures decreased as lake-levels lowered; between 18,000

yr BP and 75,000/14,000 yr BP, a sedimentary hiatus indicates
very low Lake Titicaca levels; during the last deglaciation
(15,000/14,000, 10,500 yr BP), lake levels (Tauca phase) and
glaciers were consistently wide in the Altiplano and -
cordilleras; from 10,500 to 8000 yr BP, lake levels declined and
glaciers receded as global temperature increased; during the
mid-Holocene (8000-3900 yr BP) a dry climate generally pre-
vailed, by 3900 yr BP, the lake Level rose markedly and rela-
tively moist conditions were established and. persisted after;
during the Little Ice Age (16th-19th centruies), moist and cold
conditions prevailed.

J. Argollo, lnsliluto de lnvestigociones Geologicos - UMSA, Cosillo #
I I 1 52 Lo Poz, Bolivio. Tel: +591 -2-793 392 Fox:+591 -2-793 124
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Contribution of Lote-Glociol lominoted sequence ot 41.'S
to De Geer's climqtic cosmic melody hypothesis

Daniel Ariztegui

Long- and short-term responses of glaciers to globally con-
current climatic changes can be inferred using glacial varves
(annually{aminated sediments) from proglacial lakes. As early
as 1927 , Gerard De Geer compared varved records from sev-
eral Swedish lakes with varve-series from proglacial lake
sediments outcropping at the Corintos River, Argentina
(43"10'S, 77'20'W) and concludöd that glacial growth in both
hemispheres inferred from these records occurred in response
to a global, astronomically-controlled or cosmic, forcing mecha-
nism. De Geer referred to a Cosmic Melody that dictated cli-
mate change. Since.his pioneer work, many additional marine
and continental records have been obtained at boreal and aus-
tral latitudes. ihe extent to which climatic variations are syn-
chronous between the northern and southern hemispheres and
their causes, however, remaig open questions.

Here I present results from a 15.0 kyr continuous AMS radio-
carbon-dated record from proglacial Lake Mascardi, Argen-
tina (41 '10' 5,71,'53' W). Distinctive development of lamina-
tions characterises the end of the l€ist glaciation and the
transition to the Holocene. The microstratigraphy of this se-

quence shows variations in the quality and thickness of the
laminations providing a unique continuous record of well-
dated glacial fluctuations. These variations are in phase and
synchronous with corresponding Northern hemisphere gla-
cial reconstructions as well recent.climatic records from the
Summit ice core.

As the Corintos River record, Lake Mascardi multiproxy study
reflects global, rather than regional climatic variations. These

climatic variations can be the result of different factors, for
instance ocean-atmosphere interaction and changes in insola-
tion. Lake Mascardi rösults reinforce De Geer's oiiginal pos-
tulation of an astronomical forcing mechanism governing in-
terhemispheric clima.te teleconnections at least during the last
deglaciation.

Doniel Ariztegui, Geologisches lnstitul, Sonneggstr. 5, ETH-Zentrum,
8092Z:ürich, Switzerlond. Tel.:+4'l I 6323673 Fox:+41 I 632 

,l030

e-moil:doniel@erdw.efhz.ch
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Poleoenvironmentol chonges in Africon Equotoriol

roinforest:The Loc Divong-ui (Gobon) sedimentory record

D. Ariztegui, F. S, Anselmetti, G. aon Salis,l. Maley and R'

Oslisly

Despite the increasing amount of continental recotds from sev-

eral tropical areas of the world, mulii-proxy lacustrine records

are still rare, in particular in equatorial Africa' Previous re-

search has shown that Gabon has the highest biodiversity of

the rainforest Domain' In addition, the forest has reacted to

both the climate- and human'induced environmental changes

throughout the Holocene. We present here, as a portion of the

tur"u.ih program PALEOFORGA-ECOFIT, the preliminary
results of a first seismic survey and sediment core analysis

conducted in Lac Divangui, south-west Gabon'

The lake is 1 km in diameter, and is with its maximal depth of

80 m Gabon's deepest lake. It is the surface expression of a

salt diapir, which was eroded probably ca. 300,000 years ago'

Digital$ recorded and processed 3.5 kHz single-channel seis-

mic data show that the lake bottom is morphologically char-

acterized by a central dome of up to 40 m relief that, due to its

high content in organic matter and free gas, has an almost

transparent seismic facies. A sharp horizontal seismic reflec-

tion indicates that the deepest area of the lake is stratified with
a dense fluid interpreted to be an anoxic "brine lake"' This

brine was most likely formed by dissolution of salt deposits

near or at the lake floor. Sedimeni cores recovered from sev-

eral locations within the lake show intervals with well-lami-
nated sediments (millimeter-scale) and variable siliciclastic

content. These variations match petrophysical, sedimento-

logical and chemical analyses' Pollen data from this lake will
all,ow the reconstruction of the tropical rainforest history that

can be correlated with several well-preserved archaeological

sites in the area that show periods of human occupation'

' Doniel Ariztegui,Geologicol lnstitute, ETH, Soneggstr. 5, C-H-8O92

Zürich, SwihJrlond. tel: +4t 1 6323673 Fox: +4] I 632 1030 e-

moil:doniel@erdw.ethz.ch

F. S. Anselmetti, Geologicol lnstitule, ETH, Zurich, Switzerlond

G. von Solis, lnstitute of Geophysics, ETH, Zurich, Switzerlond

J. Moley, Lob. Polynologie, Univ.. Montpellier, Fronce

R. Oslisly, lnstitut de Pol6ontologie Humoine, Poris, Fronce
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Persistent ENSO sequences: evoluotion using h.istoricol

doto ond o tree-ring reconstruction of the Southern

Oscillotion

Rosanne D'Arrigo, Robert l. AIIan and Daaid W. Stahle

A pronounced climatic pattern, synonymous with protracted

Et NiRo activity, persisted during much of the first half of the

1990s. Its duration was much longer than the life cycles that

have marked a number of the well documented major El Niffo
events over the last 30-odd years. Such an occurrence has been

attributed to a variety of causes, ranging from an enhanced

greenhouse effect to volcanic dust to a major change in the

äarth's climate system. Here we examine evidence for both

protracted El Niflo and La Nifra phases of ENSO in historical

instrumental data. However, since the Presence of such sig-

nals in records of relatively short length is of limited signifi-
cance, recourse to reconstructions based on longer proxy
records are necessary. A reconstruction of the boreal winter
(DJF) Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) has been developed

. from tree-ring records from ENSO-sensitive regions in sub-

tropical North America and Java, Indonesia which extends

from1706-1977. This reconstruction explains 53% of the vari-
ance in the instrumental winter SO indices, and has been rig-

orously verified in the time and frequency domain' Spatial

correlation fields which compare the instrumental and recon-

structed SOI with sea surface temperature data for the Pacific

are very similar in pattern, providing additional validation of

the reconstruction. The reconstruction demonstrates that fea-

tures indicative of persistent event sequences have occurred

pdor to the period of instrumentally-based indices' This find-

ing is supported by documentary evidence from other ENSO-

sensitive regions across the Indo-Pacific basin'

Rosonne D'Arriqo, Reseorch Scientisl, Tree-Ring Loborotory, LomonF
e 

Doherty Eorth öbservolory, Polisodes NY 10964 USA' Tel':+1-914-365

8617 (ox:+l -91 4-365 8i52 e-moil:druidrd@ldeo.columbio edu

Robert J. Allon, Climote lmpoct Group, CSIRO, Mordiolloc, Viclorio,

Austrolio

Dovid W. Slohle, Tree-Ring Lob, University of Arkonsos, Foyetteville, AR,

USA
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Climotic chonges during the lost deglociotion in NE-

Brozil recordeä in sediÄent cores from the Northeost

Brozilion Continentol Morgin.

Helge W. Arz,luergen Paetzold and Gerold Wefer

Accurate correlations between marine records and changes in

continental climate can be obtained only by the study of deep-

sea cores close enough to the continents to record climatic vari-

ations over the adjacent land mass. Therefore we investigated

sediment cores retrieved from the upper continental slope off
NE-Brazil. With detailed 14C AMS and isotope based

stratigraphies and sedimentation rates of up to 100 cm/1090

yearc, high-.esolution paleoceanographic records for the last

22 kyrs are presented. Geochemical studies revealed short-term

variations in the sediment composition related to changes in

the input of terrigenous material. The terrigenous sedimenta-

tion in turn is controlled by sea level and the climatic regime

of the hinterland. Comparisons with other paleoclimatic
records reinforce that short-term variations in the tropical wind
field may act as climatic triggers. Limited by the chronologi-
'cal accuracy of each record, the zonality of the SE trades was

probably increased and the monsoonal activity over Africa
reduced during the Younger Dryas period.

Heloe W. Arz, Juerqen Poetzold, Fochbereich Geowissenschoften,

Uniiersitoet B."ten] Postfoch 330440, 28334 Bremen, GERMANY'

Iel.:+49' 421 -21 8-7 170 / -31 35 Fox:+49 -421 -21 8'31 1 6

e-moil :helgewol@ollgeo.uni-bremen.de,

Poleoenvironmentol reconstruction of the Centrol Adriotic
Seo during the lost 70 ko.

A. Asioli, |. Lowe, F. Trincardi, D, Ariztegui, L. Langone, G'

Wolt'f and F. Oldfield

A composite record obtained from several cores collected in
the Central Adriatic, allowed a high resolution paleoenviron-

rnental reconstruction using different and independent Prox-
ies (O and C stable isotopes, Uk37, foraminifera' pollen, TOC)'

Physical correlation between complementary sites relied on

high resolution seismic stratigraphy. Chronology is provided
by 1aC AMS dating, oxygen isotope stratigraphy and
tephrachronology.

The oldest part of the record has been related to the isotopic

stage 4 which was characterised by cold and productive sur-

face waters, dominated by Globigerinabulloides, and relatively
dry conditions onland testified by a peak of Attemisia' In the

Iower part of the Isotopic Stage 3 a relatively warmer interval
characierizes both surrounding land (increasing of Quercus)

and the water masses (Globigerinoides ex gt. ruber, Globorotalin

inflata).W\thän the above interval a higher TOC content to-

gether, a relatively cold foraminifera assemblage (frequency
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of Neogloboquadrinidae up to 50%) and a concurrent strong
depletion of 18O, is here tentatively considered as the equiva-
lent of the deposition of the Sapropel2 in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean.

A prolonged cold interval, punctuated by a relatively warm
oscillation between 42 and 35ka (Hengelo?), is llisplayed up
to 13 ka ca. The first pronounced warming is recorded at 13 ka
and it can be related to the base of the Bolling/Allerod inter-
val. This period shows a general cooling trend punctuated by
two cold short-term oscillations characterize by differentiated
foraminiferal assemblages and visible in other marine sequence

of the central Mediterranean. The Younger Dryas cold episode
is well detected by different proxies (e.g., total disappearance
of warm planktic foraminifera, peak of Artemisia,heavier val-
ues of 18O record and low temperatures derived by Uk37 meas-
urements). The Younger Dryas/Holocene boundary is recog-
nized by a strong shift of the 18O curve towards light values
and by the reoccurrence of warm species (G. ex gr. ruber) and
Quercus. Geochemical proxies show two episodes of water
stratification, centered at 9 and 7''ka. These two episodes arö
considered as equivalent of the deposition of the Sapropel 1.

Finally, from 6 ka to present, the Central Adriatic has suffered
dysoxic conditions in the bottöm waters while surface waters
are oligotrophic.

Alessondro Asioli, änre for Morine Geology, Dolhousie University,
Holifox, Novo Scotio Conodo E-moil: oosioli@is.dol.co

J. [owe, Royol Hollowoy University of London, U.K.

F. Trincordi, [. Longone, lstitulo di Geologio Morino del C.N.R.,
Bologno, ltoly

D. Ariztegui, Geologicol lnstitule ETH-Zentrum, Zurich, Switzerlond

G. Wolff, University o{ liverpool, Liverpool, UK

F. Oldfield, PAGES IPO Borsnplotz 2 CH-301 I Bern, Switzerlond
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North Eost Atlontic Shelf Seo poleoceonogrophy: Lond -

öceon interoction on o century timescole

W.E.N. Austin, D.Kroon, l .l ones, M. S toker, l .Heinemeier,
M.Chapma n a.n d I.F. Ad k i ns

IMAGES Core MD95-2007 recovered nearly 20m of sediments
from the continental shelf of NW Scotland and preserves an
exceptionally high resolution record of the last deglacial pe-
riod. We present sedimentological, faunal, geochemical, and
AMS lt dating evidence that demonstrate the potential of such
shallow marine records in reconstructing paleoclimate at a sub-
centenial time-scale; such records from the NE Atlantic are

extremely rare. These reiords can be correlated with Green-
land Ice Core ö18O records and with nearby NE Atlantic Sea

Surface Temperature (SST) reconstructions. A highly expanded
Younger Dryas sequence in this and other cores allows us to
date Icelandic Tephra horizons and estimate surface marine
laC.reservoir ages. During the Younger Dryas cold phase these
marine reservoir ages increased from their modern value of
ca.400 years to nearly 700 years. By using tie-points from the
'SST records to the GISP2 record of ö18O we demonstrate,
through tephrochronology, some of the problems associated
withcorrelating between ice cores, ocean and terrestrial records
at this temporal scale.

,W,E.N. Austin, e-moil:Bill. Austin@durhom.oc.uk

The tronsition from the lost glociol moximum to the eorly
Holocene in the Eostern'Mediterroneon region os
recorded by coue deposits

A. ,Ayalon, M. Bar-Matthezas and A. Kaufnan

During the last glacial maximum at -1.9 Ky 8.P., the 8180 and
ö13C values of cave depositb from the Soreq Cave, Israel,
reached their observed highest values of -2.2%o and -6%o rc-
spectively. The transition into the early Holocene was charac-
terized by a sharp decrease of -4.5%o in ö18O and -7%o in613C
as a result of warming and an inciease in precipitation that
reached maximum values at -8.5 and -7.5 Ky B.P. The transi-
tion was accompanied by several isotopic events which are
characterized by increases (spikes) in ö18O and ö13C values,
which are in contrast with the general trend of decrease in the
isotopic values. The character of each event is slightly differ-
ent. The first, short-lived event which lasted a few hundred
years, occurred at -16.8 Ky 8.P., and most probably is associ-
ated with Heinrich event 1. The second event lasted longer,
starting at -13.5 and ended at -10.5 Ky B.P. This event most
probably is associated with the Younger Dryas. The increase
in the ö18O values in both cases reflect a transition to colder
and drier conditions in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The
third very sharp event occurred at -8 Ky B.P. and the fourth, a

smaller scale event occurred at -7.2Ky B.P. These two events
are accompanied by very drastic changes in 813C values. They
are short lived lasting only 200 to 300 years, and occurred in
between very rainy periods associated with floods, marking a

very sharp and sudden change to colder and drier conditions
in the Eastern Mediterranean region. Most probably they re-
flect larger scale short cooling event as evident also from ice
cores, and short large scale dry spells known also from many
parts of the world including.Africa, Arabia and the Negev
Ilesert in Israel.

A. Ayolon, Geologicol Survey of lsroel, 30 Molchei lsroel St. Jerusolem,
lsroel. Tel.:+972'2' 531 4297 Fox:+972-2' 538Q68
e-moil:Ayolon@moil.gsi.gov.il 
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The chonge of regionol climote qnd environment cqused
by deforestotion, irr:otionol lond-use ond urbonizotion,
biotic responses

Le Huy Ba

The decrease of forest area in Vietnam is taking place rapidly.
From Since 1930 the annual loss of forest is about 300,000 hec-
tares. The percentage of covering has gone from 45 percent in
1945 down to 19 percent in 1.996. The main cause of this is
deforestation, which supplies some people with more culti-
vated land and firewood. Others destroy forests to serve for
their free emigration and to illegally get wood for sale. In
mountainous areas that have undergone deforestation, land
becomes rapidly eroded and deteriorated. The biodiversity is
decreased. In the southeast only, for instance, the literate land
area has now Bone up to 15 percent of the total. The agricui-
tural productivity per hectare in sloping land areas has de-
clined very fast, from 25 tonnes in 1976 to only 10 in 1980 and
zero at present.

In wetland regions of the coastal zone/ mangrove forest are
destroyed to make place for shrimp breeding and to supply
firewood. The productivity of shrimp breeding was at first very
high bqt since the third year of carrying out, it has decreased
very seriously; sometimes the result is a complete loss. The
main reason for it is that environmental elements have been
destroyed, which results in acidification, salt marshes and loss
of biomes. In the last 20 years, the average temperature has
increased by 0.5t while the rainfall has decreased by 100-150
mm. In the sulfuric land of the Mekong Deltä which has been
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rapidly exPloited, the total atea of Melaleztca forests suddenly

;:;i;.; from 125,000 hectares in 7977 to25'000 hectares in

i;ä;ii;-,h; rice planting area went up to 360'000 hectares

in 1995 from 95,000 hectares in1977'

The BaChang drought and more frequent and serious floods'

""p*i"fry 
i"itte 19ö0's caused a loss äf about USD 500 million

urfo u." very obvious examples of the result of deforestation' t
Sror-", which are taking place fiercely and frequentty are an-

oii"t "*u*pt"' 
There are about 15 to 20 storms annually' The

;;;;;t-ä;"e cased a loss of about between 300 and 500

*tfi"" dollars. ln 1997 , Storm Linda darnage included 5'000

t är", of forests destroyed and 2'500 people dead' The

äööpoo usp t" loss due to üiotic responses in.the coastal zone

i. ,or_r*, vi"t"um to Linda, was a result of inadequate resource

management' 
rt to the

The expansion of urban areas contributes a great Pa

il;; of pollution' For example' in-HoChiMinh city' whose

r.,orrlation .ore from 2'5 milliot' itt 1975 to 6 *il'lion at present'

#ffi.ä ;ili'"t"''r ina""rial developmell is:!:u l 1 0 -

iä ""t."",' 
the rate of polluted air has increased by 2-15 times

;ö;ilith that oi4 years ago' The rate of polution of sur-

iu.u'una ground water also increases' Coastal sea areas are

il"."-r"f*n"usted through exploitation by mines,and thick

meshed nets. coral comm"unitiäs are destroyed. The rate of

Liodiversity has fallen down to the least ever'

Vietnamesescientistsandmanagersaremakingtheirbestat-
;;;i ,; protect their ecological envy:n11:nt against nega-

ii,r"irr.pu.t, of the country'J industrialization and modern!

,",iÄ'r" December, 1992 environmental laws begun to be

enforced to guarantee a Sustainable develgpment ol envron-

^"r,tut 
r"roir.es. Environmental agencies.and communities

inorovincesanddistrictsu'""o*toop"ratingverycloselyto
;#;; ;;;;;on,n"n'ur education in lchools and communi-

ä:^il .i""" u"a green movement is now spreading over

iirä p"Ufr.. H"*"""i th"'" arg a lot of challenges ahead for

the countrY.

Le Huv Bo, lnstilute for Environment ond Resources' HoChiMinh City

ü.ti;fi Ü;J;;;'tt, ä50/s Nguv"n Tuven st ' 
Ton Binh District'

'H'l[l ill 
" 

ri ä'ö; :ü''J^l' la'"ei8 
:t.*' 

o Fox : 848 I 4 4 87 37

The Archivol climote History Survey (ARCHISS)

Mike Baker and Peter Scholefield

The Archival Climate History Survey was launched in 1980 to

t.tlto obtain more methodically iniormation about past cli-

"i;t ilil"G,lonal and State Archives' A successful pilot

oroiectwascarriedoutinEuropesponsored'bythelnterna-
ffi;iäiltl on e'ortl""t, the International-Council of Sci

entific Unions, Unesco and the WMO using archives in France'

ä;;;""y, Italy, SPain and the U'K' Climate information for

irl" p"tlää 1680 toi880 was compiled usingbothinstrumental

ourä*utio", and informatiol in diaries,_ records and corre-

tfä"J"".". r-blems of heterogeneity of the information were

examined, series were reconstäted using a method of simple

."g;rion una the possibilitiqs of creating uniform series from

lru'rlorr" sources anä instruments were considered' Following

a successful scientific evaluation of the results it was decided

to extend the survey to l-atin America' After contacts with rep-

,"*"i"ai""t of several National Archives it was decided to

begin preliminary searches in Cuba and Mexico' As these

;;;""i ditful, more extended searches were carried out and

ihe information, after scientific review, was digitized and trans-

*när" the Global Historical Clirnate Network where it is

"""ii"ff" 
to the scientific community'

Negotiations are taking place tQ extend th€ searches into other

' National Archives i" iäti''' America and the possibilities of

e*i"rraitg searches to other regions.are- being examined' In

"iJiri*"t,"aies 
are being devöioped into ways of extending

historical climate series further back in time in the hope that it

*tff U" p"ttfUfe to provide climatic trends for at least the last

millennium and begin to close the gap between '1recent" cli-

*"i"^i.,f.t-"ion Äd informationlrom paleoclimatic stud-

ies.

PererScholefield,WorldClimoleDotoondMonitoringProgromme'
w;bii'Ä;;ö. Motto, cP N' 1loo, cH-l 21 1 Genevo 2' Tel :

i ä'iiisiassii, r) oi * ir zzz tss03 l, e- moi I :

Lil:f,i;ii-ö;t"i"ov'*'o..h & mike boker@wonodoo [r
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618O ond Er3C climote record of cove deposits during.

;t*sffilpoioat in the Eostern Mediterroneon region

M. Bar-Matthews, A"Ayalon and A' IGufman

Detail'edstableisotopeandU'ThTIMSstudyofcavedeposits
from the Soreq Cave (Israel), shows that.the isotopic

compositional väriatons correlate with global climatic events

as recorded in ice cores and deep sea sediments from the North

;ilil;';;hs of glaciati6n are characterized in the Eastern

rrrt"äi,".ruo"ur, regiJn by high örso and I't' reaching m,axr^-

*.t^ rrutrr", o t -'i..0 ""i' --ös%o respectively"The lowest ö18O

lruir.,", ur" associated with interglacial periods During stage

i"), -lzary v'P., ö1sO values räached --8%o ' 
and during the

""tiy 
rf.f".ene at -8'5 and -7 SKyB'P' ö19O values reached --

i.ä"".rn"n*er values reflect anincrease in temperature' and

,ui^iuff. During glacial periods the ö13C values rairge between

-17-o u"a --1üJ tefleding mixture between C3.and C4 type

veeetation. During deglaciation' the ö1rC values fall lo --13Voo

;fi;;; ;.h*gä to ö: tvpe vegetation Remarkablv' at the

;;;""i,h; i",e.[uoat p"iiä as' at -tzs' 8'5 and 75 Kv (when

the ölsO reach a minimum), the 61rC values change drastically

iä "itgL""l"" 
of --4%o'Thisinverse trend' can not be simply

".prlü"a 
by change in vegetation' A egssible present-day

analog situation oc.u" whÄ the cave water rnigrates rapidly

iirorr[r, ru.g" rracture'systems d::ii8.heag. rainstorms' These

iwaters are characterizeiby low ö180, Iow Dissolved Inorganic

ö"tu." iorcl and high ö'lC because of the minimal water-soil

interaction. The petrography of the cavedeposits' trace ele-

-""i.Äp.ti,io,, u"aitst/*äsr ratio also show a.reverse trend

;t,h ;t'c;"ring the peak of the integlacial' which supports

;;;.";p;;;,tä tnai thev were foÄed durins periods of

intense rainfall

Mirvom BorMotthews, Geologicol Survey of lsroel' 30 Molchei lsroel

;;:' i;,;il, i;,""t, sssoi iet' : +e7 z-2' - 531 420 1 F ox +e7 2-2
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New reseorch on peotlonds os climqtic orchives

KeithBarber,PaulHughes,PeteLangdonandDmitriMauqu'oy'

Recent research proiects by the authors andothers' using quan-

titativemacrofossilanulysi,,haveputthe.Peatarchiveof
nroxv-climate data on a new and more secure footing' Research

ä;Jril nERa Paleoclimate Programme- 
(with chambers

"^JrU"aaVl 
confirmed the clo'e to'r"spondence between cli-

;uii.to"r,ä" of the last few centuries and changes in peat

ri.""gt"pfty *hich had been pio1".etla !f f a1!er in the 1980s'

RecordsfromfiveraisedbogsinBritain'Iieland'Geimanyand
i""*"tt, showed climaticälly-forced maior shifts to a wetter

;#;;Ä;; srowth clustering around 4000' 3s00' 2800' 600

and 300 years ago, wrth many Äinorlluctuations and a strong

;;;;i.it i" täme data of around 800 years' Further research

on the last 20OO years at bogs in Noithern Ireland and the

öairngorm Mountains showJd a remarkable degree 'of corre-

,-for,i"rl." ir. .limatically-forced shifts' particularly during the

Little Ice Age.
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A number of doctoral research programmes have revealed
further detail frorn the peat archives. Building on earlier work
by Haslam (PhD 1987) and by Stoneman (PhD 1993), Hughes
(PhD 7997),worked on the paleoecology of the fen - bog tran-
sition during the early- to mid - Holocene in Britain, conclud-
ing that climatic change played a role in the trensition, and
finding a synchronous wet-shift in the early ombrotrophic
stages of four bogs in Cumbria c. 7850 cal BP Mauquoy (PhD
1997) researched a series of paired raised bogs across a rain-
fall gradient in northe4n England, and found a number of com-
mon dates for wet-shifts from c. 5000 cal BP, with evidence
from two sites of a 260-280 year periodicity. Work in progress
by Langdon (PhD due 1,999) is ättempting to link climate
changes in Scottish raised bogs precisely in time using tephra
isochrones - so far six sites, each with two ash layers, have
been located. The aim of producing a robust and quantifiable
paleoclimate record from bogs in northern Britain is progress-
ing well.

Keith Borber,Poleoecology Loborolory, Deportment of Geogrophy,
University of Soulhomplon, SOl T I BJ, UK.Tel.:+44-1703-59 32 l5
Fox:+44-1703- 59 32 95 e-moil:Keith.Borber@soton.oc.uk, home
e-moil: keith. borber@which.net
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An exponded record of glociol history over the lost 2
glociol cycles: ODP Leg 178, Antorctic Peninsulo morgin

Shipboard Scientific Party: Peter Barker, Angelo Cameilenghi (co-

chief scientists), Gary Acton, Stefanie Brachfeld, Ellen Cowan,lim
Dnniels, Eugene.Domack, Carlota Escutia, Andrew Eaans,
'Nicholas Eyles, Yohan Guyodo, Marina Iorio, Masao lwai, Frank
Kyte, Christine Lauer, Andres Maldonado, Tobias Moerz, Lisa
O sterman, Carol P uds ey, l ffi ey S chuff ert, Charlot t e S j unnesko g,
Kate Vigar, Amy Weinheimer, Treztor Williams, Diane
Winter,Thomas WoIf - Wellin g

Leg 178 of the Ocean Drilling Program is intended to drill eight
sites off the Pacific margin of the Antarctic Peninsula (during
February-April 1998) to provide a high-resolution record of
Antarctic continental climate over the past 6-10 m.y. and a di-
rect check on the presumed glacio-eustatic origin of global sea-
ievel change over the same period. Moreover, it is an essential
preliminary to the more difficult task of extracting the com-
plete Cenozoic record of Antarctic glacial history by drilling
the East Antarctic margin. Here we propose to show the main
results of Leg 178 drilling that bear on global change over the
last 200 kyr. Within the drilling plan are 2 sites on a low-en-
erglr hemipelagic drift on the upper continental rise of the
Antarctic Peninsula and 5 sites on the glacial prograded sedi-
ment wedge that occupies the outer continental shelf, that will
have recorded the last 2 glacial cycles, and a site within an
inshore basin (Palmer Deep) that has preserved a Holocene
record.

The glacial prograded wedges of the Antarctic Peninsula mar-
gin are particularly well-developed, and their glacial record
well-preserved, because of the margin's tectonic youth, high
showfall, small-reservoir proximal glacial regime, and urider-
.lying 2-D geometry. Associated terrigenous hemipelagic drifts
,on the adjacent continental rise contain a continuous, high-
'iesolution record of continental climate that provides a refer-
'änce section for the topset and foreset records of the shelf. Site
r'locätions strike a balance between the greater density and di-
,versity of data in the northeast and th"e greater timä separa-
,tion between tectonic and glacial. control of sedimentation in
:thp southwest. Besides providing a high-resolution record of

last 200 kyr (and earlier) the sites should allow the
potential of these depositional. environments to

assessed.

Drilling in Palmer Deep, a glacially overdeepened basin on
' the inner shelf, will sample an expanded H'olcocene section.

Paleoproductivity in Palmer Deqp seems representative of re-
gional climate, so this section can be used to compare decadal
and millennial-scale regional climate variability with that of
low-latitude regions and recorded in ice cores.

P F Borker, BAS, Modingley Rood, Combridge CB3 OEl UK. Tel.:+44-
1 223-251 577 Fox:+44'1 223'36261 6 e-moil:P.Borker@bos.oc.uk OR
pfbo@pcmoil.nerc-bos.oc.uk
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Multi-proxy onolysis of sediments from o mountoin loke
in $cotlond: o climote chonge study

Rick Battarbee, Nigel Cameron, Neil Rose, Frnnk Oldfield, Steoe

Brooks, RoyThompson, Peter Appleby, Doug Harkness, Kath
Ficken, Roy Switsur and Andrew McGoaern

Sediments from remote montane lakes, potentially provide
excellent records of past climate variability. A multi-proxy
paleolimnological project funded by the UK Natural Environ-
ment Research Council TIGGER Programme was designed to
assess this potential, and Lochan Uaine, in the Scottish Cairn-
gorms, was selected as the study site.

Dry weight and loss on ignition measurements of contiguous
2mm interval samples show a series of quasi-periodic cycles
of approximately 200 years duration over the last 4000 years.
Awide range of analytical methods (e.9. diatoms, chironomids,
stable isotope, lipid, grain-size, rock magnetism, geochemistry)
was used to determine the nature of the cycles.

Lipid analysis of four samples from a single cycle show that
the organic matter is derived almost entirely from autoch-
thonous (algal or bacterial) material, whereas biogenic silica
analysis and microscopic examination shows that the mineral
fraction is derived mainly from diatoms. Although there is no
apparent correspondence between diätoms and LOI, there ig
aclear relationship between ö13C values and LOI, suggesting
that the LOI variations are driven by variations in lake pri-
mary productivity. The most striking correspondenöe is be-
tween chironomid head capsule concentration and LOI, sug-
gesting that chironomid population density follows changes
in in-lake organic matter production.

We hypothesise that these inferred variations in primary pro-
ductivity on a decadal to centennial scale are driven by varia-
tions in winter ice cover and the length of the open-water grow-
ing season. If this hypothesis is correct the data show that
relatively small climate signals can be amplified by the dy-
namic responses of montane lake ecosystems and that their
record in the sediment can be used for clim3te change recon-
struction.

Rick Bottorbee, Environmenlol Chonge Reseorch Centre, University
College London, 26 Bedford Woy, London WCl H 0AB UK. Tel.:+44-
I Zl -380 7 582 Fox:+44'17 I -380 7565 e-moil:r.bottorbee@ucl.oc.uk
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Evidence for o reduction in meridionol oceon heot
tronsfer between polor ond subpolor lotitudes during the
previous worm period

H.A. Bauch, H. Erlenkeuser, K. Fahl, R. F. Spielhagen, R. Henrich
and M. S. Weinelt

Terrestrial evidence suggest that during the past 140 ka, only
the last interglacial period (Eemian) revealed climatic condi-
tions comparable to the Holocene, even indicating 2-3 t higher
temperatures at mid- northern latitudes than during the
Holocene hypsithermal. In this study we investigated marine
sediment cores from the Nordic seas in order to estimate for
the Eemian the ocean heat transfer towards the Arctic Ocean
via thermohaline circulation. For a better evaluation.of the

the

the
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Eemian climate, the data from this period are directly com-

pared with those obtained from the Holocene section of the

äurr," .or"r. The study is based on planktic foraminiferal as-

semblages, calcium carbonate content, foraminifural stable iso-

topes, ind alkenone temPerature estimates (uk37)'

The comparison of the Holocene and Eemian period suggests

two different circulation styles. The Holocene. surfacerwater

circulation is dominated by the northwardly transport of rela-

tively warm surface water along the western boundary of the

Scanäinavian continental margin. This water eventually pen-

etrates the Arctic Ocean by flowing through Fram Strait and

across the western Eurasian shelf seas' This circulation pat-

tern leads to a gradual south to north decrease in surface wa-

ter temperatur-e along the eastern Scandinavian continental

margintn one hand, änd to a steeP temPerature gradient from

east to west (towards Greenland) on the other' Therefore' the

present day oceanographic fronts in this area show a meridi-

änal alignment. Relatively to the Holocene, the Eernian sur-

face wat:-er proxies indicate much colder northern Nordic seas'

presumably as a result of reduced advection of warm surface

water towards the Arctic Ocean. This situation leads to a zonal

alignment of the main oceanographic fronts near 70"N and'

thä, to a reduced outflow of water masses from the Arctic

Ocean towards the south. Due to this reduced water mass ex-

change between the Arctic Ocean and the Nordic seas' surface

watei temperatures squth of 70N remained relatively high

during the Eemian, although they show a distinct different

distriüutional pattern compared with the Holocene situation'

Our observed Eemian reduction in meridional ocean heat flux

towards high-northern latitudes has major implications' not

only for the paleoclimate interpretation of the last

interglaciation iut also for the climatic evaluation of the

p."rÄt interglacial. It indicates that the interactions of water

masses from'the Arctic Ocean with the global ocean circula-

tion are yet another factor which may play a potential role

among the various forcing mechanism of global climate'

H"nnino A. Bouch, GEOMAR, Reseorch Center for Morine Geosciences'

ö..i. oi pot".."onolosv, Wischhofstrosse 1 -3, 24148 Kiel, Germony'

Tell:+r'9- 431 -600-2856 Fox:+49' 431 -600-29 41

e-moil:hbouch@geomor.de

H. Erlenkeuser, Leibniz Lobor, Chrislion-Albrechts-Universitöt, Kiel'

Germony

K. Fohl, Alfred-Wegener-lnstitute lor Polor ond Morine Reseorch,

Bremerhoven, GermonY

R. F. Spielhogen, GEOM,AR, Kiel, Germony

R. Henrich, Fochbereich Geowissenschoften, Universitöt

Bremen,Germony

M. S. Weineh, lnstitut [Ür Geologie ond Polöontologie, Chriition-

Albrechts-Universitöt, Kiel, Germony
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Eorlv Holocene woter level chonges in Lough Neogh,

Norih"rn lrelond: evidence ftom-diotot ond pollen

ossemblqges

Tania Baxter, Nigel Cameron , Alex Chepstow-Lusty, Rick

Battarbee, Suzaine Leroy, Christian Robinson, Reidar Löolie' Irka

Hajdas, Clare Carter, lonathan Pilcher, Daniel Ariztegui and

Daaid lewson

Past lake level changes are increasingly being used to infer

changes in past climate. In a large (383 km'z),shallow freshwa-

ter laie, Läugh Neagh in Northern Ireland there is geneial

agreement tiat water levels have varied throughout the

H"olocene, although there is some debate as to the timing and

magnitude of these fluctuations. The maiority of the lake bot-

toniis intermittently disturbed by wave action, except for^one

deeper area (maximum water depth of 30 m)' Cores of 8 m

-"* tuk"r, with a Kullenberg Piston corer in July 1995' One

site (17.5 m water depth) was found to have an uninterrupted

record of the Holocene. Analyses of loss-on ignition and total

organic carbon showed a general increase, except for one pe-

riä at c. 375-400 cm where there was a decline that may indi-

cate a fall in water level. This was coincident with a rise in Öak'

and elm pollen. Diatoms also change from a Taüellarin flocculosa

I Cyclotella comersls assembla ge lo a Stephanodiscus ne.oastraea I
Cyrlotetla comensis dominated one. This is followed by a dra-

äti" in.r"ur" in Aulacoseira subarctica at the beginning of the

Alder rise - possibly reflecting higher water levels' Reconstruc-

tion of pasf lake levels of Lough Neagh and its outlet, River

Bann, häs been helped by the presence of diatomites that were

formed in shallow waters as the result of annual flooding and

contain artefacts from continuous human occupation for over

5,000 years. The diatomites indicate that there was a general

increase in water levels from about 7,500 BP. coincident with

the A, subarctica and' Alnus increases. A detrended correspond-

ence analysis (DCA) joint biplot of diatomite plankton and lake

plankton showed these assemblages to be similar during this

period. The results will be discussed in relation to their Poten-

iial climatic relevance to, and evidence fot other changes in

lake levels found in NW EuroPe.

Tonio Boxter, School of Environmentol Sludies, University of Ulster,

Cioror" Roäd, Coleroine, N. lrelond, BT52 I SA. Tel"'+44.1265

324085 Fox:+44 1265 32491I e-moil:T Boxter@ulst oc uk

Nioel Comeron, Rick Bottorbee, Environmentol Chonge Reseorch

C""ntr", Uniu".tity College London, UK.

Alex Chepslow-Lustv, Christion Robinson; Clore Corter, Dovid Jewson'

s.iooi of'enuitonmäntol Studies, University of Ulster, Coleroine, N'

lrelond

Suzonne Leroy, Jonothon Pilcher, Centre for Poleoecology, School of

Geosciences,ihe.Queen's University of Belfost, N lrelond

Reidor Lövlie, lnstitute of Solid Eorth Physics,University of Bergen,

Bergen, NorwÖy

lrko Hoidos, Doniel Ariztegui, Swiss Federol lnstitute of Technology

{ETH), Zuerich, Switzerlond

Eouotoriol Pocific corol rodiocorbon voriotions ore

stängly moduloted by ENSO

l. Warren Beck, George Burr and Leal Calsoyas

Corals have been showl to be good recorders of ocean surface

radiocarbon concentration, and have been used to study the

buildup and dissipation of the so-called "Bomb-Pulse" radio-

carbon^transient in the surface oceans.'similarly, coral radio-

carbon measurements have been used successfully to study

longer term variations in the atmospheric 1aC concentrations

cauied by climatic and magnetic field forcing' Sub-annual ra'

diocarbon measurements of modern corals now reveal that the

mixed layer ö1aC can change significantly onboth seasonal and''

inter-annual timescales. Post bomb-pulse equatorial Pacific

corals from Christmas Island (2N, 157"\lV) show seasonal ölaC

variations ranging between.'10-30%o, which exhibit strong

phase and u-plittd" modulation by ENSO' It is likely that

ihe mlxed-hyär ö1aC variations seen at Christmas Island are

due to both ENSO-modulated changes in the fluxes of 1aC de

pleted carbon coming from the equatorial thermocline, and

also to variable horizontal advection of water masses with dis:

tinct isotopic composition. Because the Christmas Island

record is strongly correlated with the Niffo-3 index, we ex1

to be able to recover long records of both the strength and fre

quency of ENSO from this and other Christmas Island corals'

Worren Beck, Dept. Physics, University of A1i1o-n9,-lucson Arizono

85721 lel.:+l-S)o 62i 4277 Fox:+S2o 621 96 19

e-moil:wbeck@physics.orizono.edu
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Lote Quoterno ry poleoecology ond poleocli motology
from pollen records of the sovonnos of the Llonos
Orientoles in Colombio

Hermann Behting and Henry Hooghiemstra

Pollen analysis of sediments cores from LagunarAngel (428'
N, 70 34' W, 200 m a.s.l.) and Laguna Sardinas (4"58' N, 69 "28'

W,80 m a.s.l.) in the savannas of the Llanos Orientales of Co-
lombia are presented. The pollen record of Laguna Angel in-
cludes 7 radiocarbon dates and shows the Holocene vegeta-
tion and climatic history since 10,030 yr B.P. The record of
Laguna Sardinas includes 7 radiocarbon dates and shows the
Late-Glacial and Holocene history since 77,570 yr B.p. Both
pollen records show that the present-day savanna vegetation,
dominated by grassland (Poaceae) with little occurrence of
woody savanna taxa (e.g. Curatella, Bryrsonima), was present
since the Late-Glacial, indicating dry climatic conditions with
a marked dry season. Shrubs and trees of forest and/or gal-
lery forest, e.g. Mauritia, Mauritiella, Moraceae/Urticaceae,
Melastomataceae, Alchornea, and Myrtaceae are well repre-
sented. The portions of forest and savanna were subject to
chänge in the past, but also the cornposition of the forest and
sävanna ecosystems changed. Laguna Sardinas shows during
the Late-Glacial/Holocene transition a higher piesence of
Alchornea, especially from 10,680 to 70,070 yr B.P. For this in-
terval, synchronous to the El Abra stadial (Younger Dryas
equivalent) in Colombia, more hutnid climatic conditions have
been inferred, which are primarily the result of a higher water
availability under colder conditions. During the early and
middle Holocene,IromgT30 to 5260 yr B.P. in Laguna Angel,
and from 9390 to 6390 yr B.P. in Laguna Sardinas, the maxi-
mum expansion of grassland occurred, indicating driest cli-
matic conditions. The following period, from 5260 to 3890 yr
B.P. in Laguna Angel, and from 6390 to 3680 yr B.P. in Laguna
Sardinas, shows a decrease of savanna herbs and an increase
of forest and gallery forests, reflecting a wetter period prob-
ably with a shorter annual dry season. In both lake records
theperiod since ca. 3500 yr B.P. is incomplete, but is character-
ized by a high representation of the palm genera Mauritiella in
Laiuna Angel, and Mauritia in Laguna Sardinas. This marked
c,hange has been interpreted as evidence of stronger anthro-
pogenii influence on the vegetation, but also wetier climatic
conditions than during the Late-Glacial and early and middle
Holocene periods may be inferred.

Hermonn Behling, University of Amslerdom, Hugo de Vries-Loborotory,
Dept. of Polynology ond Poieo/Actuo-ecology, kruisloon 3l 8, I O9g 

-

SM,.Amsterdom (The Netherlonds Centre foi Geo-ecologicol Reseorch,

Using a qualitative,2D model across the margin, we show that
changes in the compartmentalization of the upwelling, through
sea level rise, can explain this feature by deireasing abruptly
the ratio of nutrients exported to the intermediate or deep
ocean to the nutrients recycled at shallow depth and upwelled.
Through its contribution to changes of vertical oceanic nutri-
ent fractionation IBoyle, 1988] and the respiratory dissolution
of deep carbonatrls [Archer and Maier-Reimer, 1994 ], this hy-
pothesis could have important potential implications for the
timing of global CO, exchanges between ocean and atmosphere
and the feedback to climate changes.

Philippe Berhond, Depr. Geologie er Oceonogrophie-UM 197 CNRS,
Universil6.Bordeoux l, ovenue des focult6s, 33405 Tolence Cedex,
Fronce. Tel.:+33-05 56 84 83 59 Fox:+33-05 56 8r' 08 r'8
e-moil: bertrond@geoceon.u-bordeoux.fr

Philippe Mortinez,.Dept. de G6ologie et Oc6onogrophie, URA I 92
CNRS, Universil6 de Bordeoux l, Fronce

Stephen Colvert, Oceonogrophy, Dept. of Eorth ond Oceon Sciences,
University of British Columbio, Voncouver, B.C., Conodo

Poleo-ecologicol reseorch on the postglociol evolution of
terrestriol ecosystems on Subontorctic 

-islonds

Louis Beyens, Bart Van de Vijzter and Cyriel Verbruggen

South Georgia, the Crozet Archipelago and the Kerguelen have
a different geographical position towards the Antarctic Con-
vergence. What is the meaning of this position in terms of the
development of their Postglacial terrestrial ecosystem? This
project is launched to obtain a higher resolution record of their
Postglacial terrestrial ecosystem.

The aims of the project are:

A. the detection of the paleo-environmental history by the in-
terpretation of subfossil protist (diatoms, chrysophytes and
testate amoebae) communities in Late-glacial and Holocene
deposits on various Subantarctic Islands with different po-
sitions towards the Antarctic Convergence.

B. the translation of the evolution of these thanatocoenoses
towards environmental changes.

C. the evaluation of these paleo-changes in the light of
climatological events.

D. the correlation ofthe paleo-changes and their climatological
signal with the better known Late- and Postglacial history

' of the northern hemisphere, including the Arctic Region, and
their evaluation with regard to the ,Global Change, prob-
lematic.

E. the research of recent protist communities in the investi-
gated areas in order to obtain a valuable ecological data-
base which will serve as reference data for the interpreta-

. tion of the paleo-ecological changes.

More specifically, the project will focuss on the paleo-hydro-
logical changes, the impact of the Medieval Climatological
Optimum and the Little Ice Age on the environment and the
colonisation of different biotopes after the deglaciation. At the
moment, cores from South Gi:orgia are under study, while a
first field seasen (summer '97198) is just accomplished on
Crozet and the Kerguelen.

Borl Von de Viiver, lob. Polor Biology ond Poleobiology; Deportment of
Biolo,gy; University of Antwerpen, RUCA; Groenenborgerloon l Z1, B-
2020 Ankerpen, Belsium. Tel.:+32-3-218 04 t6 Foxi+32-3-218 04
I 7 e-moil :bortvdv@ruco.uo.oc.be
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level impoct on nutrient cycling within ond from
tol upwelling oreos during deglociotion: evidence
nitrogen isotope meosufements off northwestern

Bertrand, Philippe Martinez and Stephen Calzterl

increases in ö15N downcore in margin sediments have
recently attributed to higher denitrification during inter-

stages, mainly in areas where an oxygen minimum layer
present in the water column [Altabet et al., 1995; Ganeshram
al., 19951. A common feature that has not been satisfactorily

in these records, and in some others where there is
a marked oxygen minimum layer [Holmes et äI., 1,997; this

rl, is that the heaviest ö15N values are generally observed
the deglaciation, not at the warmest stage. As we have

observed this feature in two cores from the northwestern
margin, we have sought a hypothesis other than
ication, global in nature, to explain it.
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from the Chilean Lake District shows a,synchrgn:::ft"j^?tti-

Climotic chonges during the lost thousqnd yeors in the

HimoloYon region

A. Bhattacharyya, R'R' Vadatt and Vandana Chaudhary 
.

Tree-ring data from different conifer species growing in di-

verse ecologicul p'ou""u"""' in the Himalayan re'gion have

been studied to assess tn"i'l""atotfimatic potential withc

view to understu"a ttrnuiit tiä"ges of this region during the

recent past. This study t"t""ft tfi"t excepl Pod'ocarpus' other

::##;; a;'0" autuür" growth rings' atihoughrax-us baccata

':"d';;r';p:;;;;;pi, n""a 'p""'iul 
attention due to frequent anas-

tomosing of rings "out"i 
i" some portions of the, sections'

This problem could be tätt"t* uy using crossdatt:q l:il
iH#*""üihonologies made from:o*: of the taxa vrz'

Cedrus deodara, Tsuga i)"-oni"'o' Abies densa-and Larix

nrilithiana extend f'o'"' e'p' 118i -1988' 1488-1994' 77 63-

1984,17 69-1g94'"sp"ttiuetv' nased on tree-ring chronologies

of some of these tu"u' trit'iutit äonstruction'has been made

for the last 820 years' fftlti"t"""tr"ction is characterized by

annual to multi-year fl";;;;i"; P"nctuated'with 
cool and

warm periods fn"'" auäul" *"11ärrelated with the availabe

ffi;i'#^"J *"i""'or'iiJ data of this region' rt has been

;:':;;4ffi;; iu'g" "ut"";g"l*a" 
of negative anomalies in

temperature indicating Lüä3 rt" Age has not been noticed in

this region' o" trt" tontl"v' fi;1ä century hasbeen found

considerably *u,*. r,no,".ii,er, no warming trend' has been re-

corded for the 20th t"";;;'; ;t"d correlatill has been ob-

served betwee" 'p'i"g ffi"Äre and June-May sea surface

iaf *",*" .r .t" *:i:i*i:i: 3;f LlT#l-.:l*t:
*?l"""tT',i:"J:t;:Hä',lJo""ugu'i""f 

rorirthisregion'

A. Bhottochoryyo, Dirbol Sohni lnstirue o[ Poleobotony' 53 University

äJj, hä;#t'äooz' tndio ret':+el 522 38 l e 4ö
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H:ll# äi::,T : il i[".:li: ]EliJJ ;äläl ?""* (::'
w"ti*i i"t"gonio (Argenti no)

Maria Martha Bianchi

pul"o"orrlron*"ntal records from lake sediment and'peat cores

fi;"F;ä Patagonia provide insights into the vegeta-

tion history and climatic"rla'iuiiont irithis area.of South

America. well radiocarbon Jui"a pollen records..from Lake

Mascärdi, Lake El f'cUof'u"J ift" peat-bog Mallin Aguado

show landscape ana Uiota trl"sio'mation dt'tiittg the last 15'000

years.

The sediments from proglacial Lake Mascardi show 4 stages

ää*;ä;;-a::'_**:l::ruJi; jf 
i:lJ;i",,l?9

ö?:ili{!.'::"tY'*"#iä:il,":;ffi :tx;u:
|iii{ääiiil;ä;ff };ä;:ö,'"""a"'i'"*'r'g11to-s"*'
;;#;il;;; in Misodendrum and'Podocarpus during stage

3 (11,400 - 10,200 Spl i"aic;te a phase of cli atic reversal' A

",ö;;sil'"*illl'i#'ä#äiliä 
i#li?,,' ffi ;1ii;

incides with the warmme
(10,200 - 8,000 BP)' fn ttre iecora of nearby Lake El T!öbol' stages

äiä"gu.lutiott are comParable'

Pollen assemblages recovered in Mallin Aguado show that the

wetland and st"pp" ""g"ütiätttut 
ao^ittät"a between 14'600

and 14,200 BP wu' '"prut"ffi 
afer conditions between 14'200

l"ä ir,^,i,*u e ,upia incräar" of Nofhofagus^with consecu-

tive decline is obser*'ed Letw"en 12'400 
""d't9?99 

BP' Forest

elements fluctuate ugai" b"t*""tt 10'200 and 8'000 BP'

These records indicate that operr ""q"titt't:'1^11inated 
this

area of Patagoniu a"ti"g äutiy Post-glacial times' while a for-

est prevailed urt"t 
'upiä "lflÄit"t"u"tween 

12'500 - 11'500

BR and after 8,Ooo y"u'äf, tomparison with pollen records

trom tne L^'ca" """" ".- ;i rides of the Andes' Further data'
cialforestcolonisationinbc, ., r ,!L^^:- ^r +hp nerma-
i':iä:l''l;"äääää"ur'a"t'th"hv,P"1l"-'1:.:t,'::t":H:;
::xäil i:.Tä#;i ;;;;l;*' *:'r,*':'."' :i:::?inencc u* 

i't'otg"t westerlies on the west-
Maximum, and the effect c

äJ;'ö*" gradient during Glacial times'

i:lti:.*'iä:lti,ij?3ilä,äfi :1,*::';i,11!'ä9?13,!
e-moil:moriom@Prgebo edu or

de

Simulotions of tuo lqst Glociol Moximum oceon stotes

Grant R. Bigg, Martin R' Wadley' Dauid P' Steztens and lohn A'

Johnson

Two stable, radically different thermohaline circulation states

#";;"*9 * "'^"'lT:U ;i ll: :ä:;i::ä',#ä:'ä:T
elobal ocean. Both were to

äh"re from a paleoclimate"Jt]-,',.itu,ior,. Direct.application of

ü'il;;;;"i" i"a to un "q"iiu'i"- 
state with strong North

Atlantic deep water fo'-uiio" (the Northern Sinking State -

NSS). Upon applying u *Jut?t"tf-t *ater {luxanomaly to the

North Atlantic u 
'tut" 

*uJltttered with little North Atlantic'

;:T:ifiäiä"l'a' o'"""' deep water formation (the

;;;,h:;. Sinking State - SSS) This remained stable upon re-

turn to the original fo"i"lg'it''" NSS is characterised by deep

*"i.t f".*"fin in the Lairador Sea and intermediate water

formation in th" No*fl atfuttiit and Southern Ocean' The'deep

water recirculates from ti" 'o"tt' 
into the eastemAtlantic to

ö,ü ;F;4 :: nUl,",ä;"ffi "Hf:i JilsJ;;:
*'"t::Hl*:::'ä:1',1"#;i "ä'ir.'*"" 

nr'ica'.warm' sartv

water from the latter fili' ti" etttit basin A fully dynamic

and thermodynu*ic it"f"tf itupttoty model was'developed'

lcebergs were seeded i"ic,'üoth"tut"i attd th" meltwater dis-

tributions prod"*a' ot'ä"oi-y different pathways are found'

oarticularly in tr'" "u"""tääu"ttit 
*h"te ihe Sss'icebergs tend

io *ou" south along tn" f"ttp"tt coast while in the NSS

ocean, paleoclimate data is more consistent with the charac-

;",i,tt:ä;il-Nss' rt'" Agulhas Current retroflection zone'

' south of Afritu, i' 'no*o 
io"Ue a sensitive indicator of the state

of thermohaline circulation'

S;,'l',tH:,1;';iXä:'.),)ä:r;ilil*äii"iäJ:i*44.r603
aaa

The uplifting ond environmentol chonge of Qinohoi-

Xizonq fiibeton) Pl"t";''i;]ü pä ö:t Mo infärred

f it äi" RM of Zoige Bosin

Xue B.in and Wang Sumin

,t.",*au o,'.he Tibetan Plateau has played a very impoltant

;ii: öä' ;ilJ ;i;"s" :-ü ;;'"tulg^*, lfll:T:#'
:'":'::ff::i:i",i"ü'ä r" 

't* e1"' ":i:':i1Y-:n:.oound- '

aryconditionortneerat;au-1i*::t:.t"*::tn:;[?il;ärv conoltro. ut rrrs Hrq!!s* iii;; t"tt critical for testing and
roliftitt* was accelerated' r

iÄproving the CCMs' The Zolg" nuti" it tocated in the north-

.'st part äf the plateau. nvi.""'", iro.46 m deep,,sits in the

;ää,;;;; ir"" lu'in (33's7'N' 102"21'n' rhe collection re-

.orn"rv ha, reached 90% Iie lacustrine sediments' from the'

ä;; #;;i;gi'*' t1.," i"";nics information since Mid-

Pleistocene, but also p'o*'iä" the details of the environmeht

oscillations of the plateau 
^iiseU 

o" ttt" uplifting background'

According to the synthetic multi-disciplinary study on the lake

sediments from .or" nfuf, i..ifr" firrt ä""p"tt *holly-collected '

core in Tibetan prat"ari' it't" put"oitirnate and Paleo-

environment in the past Ol Mu Lä*'" Ueen recorrstructed' The

analytical results suggest t-hafihere distinctively exist 3 accel-
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ted uplifting periods for the east plateau in the past 0.9 Ma,

;r"10:j11:y.luq 
ka B.p...rhe research also probes into thenronmental effect under the 3 accelerated tecion;üil;ilg,

the background of global change.

ffi iiilläffi ft;t;,{r,:qvry""lT',033'ä,"'"
l.ptt.is.cn t

aaa

climote voriobility in northern Scotlond _

trom montone blon peot strotigrophies.

around AD 1600. Radiolarian records from the basin and tree_ring records from western North America i"Ji."t" abnormalwarming at that time. New tree_ring .nro,loiogi", spanningthe past five centuries have be"" d"""i;;;;;riire southwest_ern Coast (Southern and Baja Cufifor"iä), unJ Är the InteriorNorth-west (East_Central 
f 
juf.,ol. ff.," iäminurri .fhuti. rtg_nal in Southern and Baja California i, vvini"r'or".lpitation,

whereas the Idaho chronologies *rp""J 
^.r,fy to summer' climate. Catibration of tree_Äg 

""j;r;.;;;;tat records isshownin a synoptic context to depict large_scale patterns. Newa.nd exisring rree_ring data are uiro 
"r"; ,;;liatly to map thelarg,e-scale evolution of the prolong"a fut" ,i"i""nth centurydry/warm event. The pe.ioä a.o.,id AD 1;öa-;r, a time ofintensified enviro-nmental change in thJmeil"can Souttrwest.

Fronco Biondi, Scripps lnsn",*..iöi,:,;Jn";[i"ril.i:,J;l5iffi ;:r;rll,r*ä'il:t:^
Tet. : + I - 6 I e _ 5 3 4 7 1 7 4 F o x : + i _ 6 | e ä'i ö7 etr} ; :t [ ü,1" a, o,.,a. 

"a 
u

. aaa 
;

Ropid chong.es in otmospheric CO, concenfrotion durinorhe tote-glociol 
,ond eorly Holocene reconstructJ f-; 

'"
rossrt teoves: relevonce to the present climotic situotion
Hilary H. Birks

I-f.: :!.I"rr, density (number of sromata/m m2) on Sotixner0ace0 leaves decreases linearly with increasing atmosphericCQ concentration. The relatio"rfrip fru, U""r_, inrräügut"a ur_,aquantified on modern material coilected tSS,+_i-x altitudesfrom 40 - 3000m, and hence Ce concentraii;", .f 355 _ 250ppmv, in Scandinavia and the Aips. About gS7, J tl," .rrurlu_
tion in stomatal density can be eiplained by COi. fherefore.lhis modern calibration data_ser .i" ;;;ri u]iä conridenceto reconstruct past CO" using the stomatal a""rity of fossilSalix herbacea leaves.

Late-glacial Co. reconstructions from fossil salix herbaceaieaves fom Kräkdnes, western Norway, show"J *pia changes;
a sharp decrease at the end of the AIär"Ji.".liöä; ,aC yr Bp)from intergiacial tevets of ca.273pp;;,. ;;";;lär"r or.u.210 ppmv at the start of the yourrge. Dd;;,;;li;*ed by a

flr:,1T] 
increase through the younier O.y", ,".ä""-"* ,rr"

l:i:::l: 
o"".dary ro typicat Holocene levets of ca. 280 ppmv,tne ilse apparently being unaffected by the Holocene tempera_ture increase (Beerling et al. 1995). New res"io n"""lo* U"""obtained from Kräkenes and additional ,it"r lr_r'_Ät".rl No._way that amplify the preliminary findings.

Calibration of a detailed radiocarbon time-scale at Kräkenesto calendar years over the lounger D.y;;Äi;;ne transi_tion has enabled direct comparison with recent climaticchanges, and provided two important 
";;;;;, for thepresent situation:

(1) estimates of rates of Ce change that can be compared di_rectly to the modern rates of CO, increase, r

(2) estimates of rates of vegetation change in the early Holoceneln response to the temperature increase at the younger
Dryas/ Holocene tra nsition.

With the predicted temperature increase due to increasing CO'future rates.of vegetation and ecosystem 
"fr""g" _"y U" p*_dicted and modelled in arctic urla utpir," piur",i3 

""äl"i_"fr.Beerling, D.J., Birks, H.H. and Woodward,.F.I. (1995) Rapid late-gtacialatmospheic Ce changes reconstructed from the ,tä-uia ae.sityrecord of fossil leaves. Journal of e"u.t".ruqnS"i"r," 
"iö,ör-Urn.

Hilory H. Birks, Botonicol lnstihrte, 
^l_lniysrslty 

of Bergen, All6goten 4l ,N-5002 Bersen Tet. :+lz-55-58 s s z s 
j i i' r ;^, ;)r" i i ?ä";;'L,e-moil:birks@bot.uib.no

A. Binney

PosteJ presents new high resolution evidence forrne chatic variability in Northern Scotland between

T1]?q, yedrs aso (car Bp) (Bi;"";,- 1';;;.
otogrcal investigations were undertaken on _ontr,_r"* peatprofiles sampled along two altitudinal transects

rollowlng locations:

Einich, the Cairngorms (between c.500m and c.930m
and

:äBi 
tn" Northwest Highlands (between c.2Z0m

,11:r11]:Ot*"1bon 
age esrimares from rhe eighr peat(and subsequent inlerpolation belween thesä datest

the paleoecoiogical daä to be compared both within
L.^1",,1:T*o 

at regular time intervais (SO y.r). ifl"pollen data is assesseJ in terms of past pine #..jr""a
il.variatio.ns and temporal changes in the relative alti-
Ithe, treeJine for each transect aÄ p.opor"a. a r"giorläf
t:: 

f l.-:::ir::g^.:y:"d !,""-ii,," ay,,u_i.,äJuf_
the period 7,500 to 1500 cat Bp whi.(;;;;;"..;_
t existing published evidence from other ."gi";r-;

and elsewhere in Northwest Europe
of humifical.ion of the peat profiles (assessed bv

.oetermrnation) shows synchronous episodes of
lTfi j"l 

O",n rra nsect areas i i.e. a t toca I ""i r;;; i

:T:1,'-::ypporled by the evidence of the öngat
remains. The humification trends are show;,;;;i;
I in the Piru s pollen data and explanations for these

are suggested. Significant climatiCshifts are suggested
ime-frames 4,800 and 4,300 cal Bp and c.ZSOO"äal np

well with paleoclimatic patterns elsewhere

:lgllltn,: 
the potenrial of upland blanket pears as

sources of paleoecological and paleoclimatic data
for futther such investigations.

1992 Holocene Environmental Change In The Scottish High_

Il lyy,Ytq:f: From Blanket peats. unpurmneJ rio

YorkrVlon^sions, prince of Woles Drive, London SWI 
.l

l-171,498 9392, Fox: +44 171 498 g3g2., e_Äotl. 
'

Guildhall University.

uk
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).1600 Episode os recorded in vorves ond
Western North Americo

C.B, Lange, A.L. Weinheimer, D.R. Cayan and

tre an analysis of varve records from Santa(California) and tree-ring chronologies from
America. A new varve chänojogy *ith ur_r.rrrui
been produced by combining sediment cores
vrously available. Afterdetrending, the varve
(AD 1080-1992) shows a shift inlhe ampli_

and El Nifro-scale oscillations, starting

l^A,p"F:
Meeting

aao
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Diotoms os indicotors of woter-level chonges ond trophic
stote of Biskupin Loke (Centrol Polond)

Bozena Bogaczewicz - Adamczak

The main purpose of palaecological investigations is an at-
tempt to describe the change in the development of the
Biskupin Lake since the Subboreal ,/ Neolithic period (ca 4000

years BP). .
The planktonic / littoral ratio was used as the indicator of
water-level changes of the lakes.

Araphidineae / Centrales ratio and the ph groups of diatoms
were used as indicators or the trophic state in this lake.

Five diatom assemblage zones have been distinguished on the

diatom diagrams. The difference in the quantitative.percent-
age of the life-forms of diatoms indicates the water-Ievel
changes in the Biskupin Lake. The high water{evel has been

observed ca. 2200 years BP. It was probably due to climatic
change; mainly the increase of average humidity in this time.
The changes in trophic conditions were connected with the

human expansion and the economic activity in this area. The

most imprtant change of the trophic conditions in the Biskupin
Lake was observed about 950 years BP. The increasing
eutrophication of this lake was connected with the develop-
ment of the settlement in the Middle Ages and the relevant
human activity in this period, which was characterized by the
intensive development of aqriculture on the deforested area

in the surrounding of the lake.

Bozeno Bogoczewicz - Adomczok, lnstitule of Oceonogrophy, Gdonsk
Uniwersity, Morsz. J. Pilsudskiego 46,81-378 Gdynio, Polond. Tel.:+48
58 20 21 01 Fox:+48 58 20 2i 65 e-moil:ocemow@univ.gdo.pl

Polynomonitoring of floristic ond phytocoenotic
successions of the Pleistocene interglociol rhythms of the

Russiqn perhumid ond semihumid regions

N .S .Bolikhoaskaya,

For the first time detailed reconstructions of floristic and
phytocoenotic successions of all global climatic rhythms of the
Brunhes normal polarity epoch (of I interglacials: Gremyach'e

= Westerhoven, Semiluki = Rosmalen, Muchkap =Voigtstedt
= Noordbergum, Likhvin s.str. = Holstein, Chekalin =
Kamenka = Domnitz, Cherepet'= = Romny, Mikulino = Eem,
Holocene and 7 dividing them glacials: Devitsa = Glacial B,

Don = Glacialg Oka = Elster, Kaluga = Borisoglebsk,Zhizdta

= Orchik, Dnieper = Saale, Valdai = Weichsel, including 9

interstadials and 10 stadials of Valdai = Weichsel) have been
arranged by palynological data of the key sections of the Up-
per Oka (Likhvin-Chekalin sequence), the Upper Don
(Strelitsa), the Middle Kuma (Otkaznoe), the Middle Dniester
(Molodova, Ketrosy), the Middle Desna (Arapovichi).

Smaller climate-stratigraphic units are identified within cli-
matic rhythms of the glacial and interglacial level: those are

endothermal coolings, thermoxerotic and thermohygrotic
stages and substages of interglacial climatic rhythms; stadials,
interstadials, interphasials, cryohygrotic and cryoxerotic stages

and substages of glacial climatic climatic rhythms. Endothermals

have been identified in a majority of interglacials.

Comparing the Holocene climatii and phytocoenotic rhyth-
mics with the climatic and phytocoenotic successions of the

preceding interglacial periods of the Pleistocene the author
has established that the Holocene climatic rhythms has passed
only its thermoxerotic stage. The modern state of the Russian

Plain natural environment refleöts a current intra-Holocene
endothermal cooling. In the Third millennium one can exPect
the advent of a thermohygrotic stage of the present inteigla-
cial period, i.e. of a warmer and more humid climate than that
of the Holocene's Atlantic optimum.

N.S. Bolikhovskoyo, Geogrophy Deportment, Moscow Stote Universiiy,
GSP-3 Vorob'evy Gory, 119899 Molcow, Russio. Tel.:+7 - 95 ' 939 28

30 Fox:+7 - 95 - 932 88 36 e-moil:nbolikh@chem.geol.msu.su
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Circumpolor tronsport of noturol ond onthropogenic
contominonts in the high Arctic

l.C. Bourgeois, R.M. Koerner and G. Lawson

A spatial survey of several proxy climate variables was un-
dertaken in1993 and 1994 in trn attemPt to either improve or
develop transfer functions for ice core variables. In this pres-
entation we focus on thä major negative ions, heavy metals,

and pollen in the annual snow layer covering the perennial
sea ice in the Arctic Ocean between Russia and Canada. All of
these variables show a similar trend whereby the highest con-
centrations and fluxes are found on the Russian side of the
Arctic Ocean from where they show fairly smooth decreases

across to the Canadian side. Pollen, as niight be expected, in-
creases again with approach to the Canadian treeline/tundra
transition. However, while the trends are common among the
variables, the causes differ. While the negative ions show a

dominant local origin which swamps the anthropogenic dis-
tribution, the pollen and heavy metals show a long range trans-
port signal.

In certain respects this complicates the derivation of climate
transfer functions for these variables. For pollen it is difficult
to determine why the early Holocene concentrations we find
in the northern Ellesmere ice cores are high at a time when the

source to the south was ice covered. It remains unclear if the
results indicate an ice free source in Russia or a source in the

tree-covered Mackenzie Delta area? It is clear, however, that
the Eurasian sources are of considerable importance in the in-
terpretation of northern.Ellesmere (and possibly Greenland)
ice cores.

J.C. Bourgeois Geologicol Survey of Conodo, Noturol Resources

Conodo, 60t Booth St., Ottowo, Ontorio Kl A 0E8, Conodo Tel: +l
613943 2895 Fox: +l 613996 5448 E-moil: icbourge@nrcon.gc.co

R.M. Koerner Geologicol Survey of Conodo; Ottowo, Conodo

G. Lowson Nolionol Woler Reseorch lnstitute, Burlington, Onlorio,
Conodo
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Recent climotic chonges in Tunisio

Abderrahmen Bousnina

The study proposes a global status related to climatic fluctua-
tions in Tunisia during the intrumental period wich corre-
sponds to the XXth century..Two main climatic elements are

considered: Temperatures and precipitation.

The use of procedures of data quality control have permitted
the detection of a great number of errors from the original "of-
ficial" data. According to a genetic typology, it was established
that the most important proportion of the errors are caused by
human "defectiveness". It is also worthy to notice that the fre-
quent changes of the stations' sites seem to be the main origin
of heterogeneities detected in some climatic series.

Statistical analyses have been investigated to the corrected time
series and lead to different results for temperatures and pre-
cipitation. Globaly, the mean daily maximum are decreasing.
The mean daily minimum temperatures show however a sig-
nificant trend of increasing especially in winter months. It is
therefore possible to conclude that thermic ranges are decreas-
ing in Tunisia. Concerning prqcipitation, the monthly and
yearly amounts are increasing, but the general trends have

generally a weak statistical significance.
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A. Bousnino, Loborotoire de Climotologie, Focultö des Sciences
Humoines et Socioles, 94, Bd 9 Avril I 938, I 002 Tunis, Tunisio.
Fox:+2161 567 551

ooa

Africon ond Asion monsoon chonges ot 6000 BP

inferred from o fully coupled oceon-otmosphere model

P. Braconnot, O. Marti and S.loussaume

Results of the '?aleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison
Project" (PMIP) show that African and Asian monsoons were
enhanced at 6 ka BP in response to the increased summer in-
solation of that period. These changes are consistent with
paleoclimate data. However PMIP simulations underestimate
the northard extend of monsoon suggested by lakes and pol.
len data in North Africa. These simulations have been per-
formed using atmospheric models with present day surface
conditions (vegetation, sea surface temperature, sea-ice cover).
Part of the mismatch could therefore be attributed to feedbacks
from changes in vegetation or ocean surface that have been
neglected.

Here, we investigate the role of the ocean in the 6 ka BP cli-
mate change using the IPSL (Paris, France) coupled ocean-at-
mosphere model with no flux correction at the air-sea inter-
face. For the 6 ka BP simulation, only the orbital parameters
have been changed and set to those of 6 ka BR compared to
the coupled contiol simulation.

The change in sea surface seasonal cycle helps to further en-
hanced the monsoon both in Africa and Asia compared to
simulations with the atmospheric component of the coupled
model forced by PMIP type surface conditions. Over Africa
the coupling introduces a northward shift of the ITCZ over
the continents which however is not sufficient to match the
data. We also investigate the oceanic cirluation changes, and
the way they interact with the atmosphere.

P. Broconnot, LIICE, CEA Socloy - DSM, Bl. 209, Orme des Merisiers,
9l l9l F-GiFsur-Yvette Cedex, Fronce. Tel.:+33 1 69 0877 2l Fox:+33
1 69 0877 1 e-moil:poscole.broconnot@ceo.fr
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Ropid terrestriol responses to Younger Dryos clirnote
chonge

A. Brauer, C. Endres, C. Günter,T. Litt, M. Stebich and I.F.W.
Negendank

The sediment record from Lake Meerfelder Maar in the Eifel,
Germany, is annually laminated from ca 2,000 - 14,000 varve
years (vy) BP. This study focuses on a 1,900 year section be-
tween two tephra layers as distinct chronomarkers. One is the
continent-wide isochrone of the Laacher See Tephra (12,880

vy BP) while the other originates from a minor inaar eruption
of the Ulmener Maar (11,000 vy BP). Thus the studied time
slice comprises a varved archive of the Younger Dryas includ-
ing the transitions at the beginning and the end of this cold
period.

Besides dating and determination of the duration of Younger
Dryas varve analyses provide information at an annual reso-
lution about terrestrial responses to both the cooling at the
beginning and the warming at the end of Younger Dryas. A
strong relation between climate change, environment response
and depositional processes has been found. In consequence,
detailed analyses of varve microfacies variations is a key for
high resolution deciphering of environment change.

The observed varve changes have been quantified by
multiproxy analyses of physical and chemical sediment pa-
rameters with a resolution between 8 and 40 years depending
on sedimentation rate. In addition, high resolution
palynological investigations provide information about veg-
etation changes occurring at the same time.

Varve observations reveal that environment changes related
to Younger Dryas occurred within 20-50 years. It is shown that
sediment, and vegetation changes were synchronous. Within
the actual precision of chronologies (divergence of only a few
decades) terrestrial responses in Western Europe occurred
quasi-synchronous to temperature changes in Greenland. The
identification of eventually existing smaller time lags requires
a more precise correlation of the different time scales.

Ach i m Brouer, GFZ, Telegrofenb erg, D- 1 447 3 Potsdom, Germony. Tel :

+49-33 I -288- I 334 Fox: +49.33 I -288-1 302 E"moil: brou@gfz-
potsdom.de
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Humon dimensions of Globol chonge in the Americos: o
synthesis of PEP I presentqtions

Mark Brenner, Dar:id A, Hodell, Barbara Leydeh,lason H. Curtis,
Michael W. Binford, Alan L. Kolata, Mark B. Abbott, Roberto
Sanchez, Payson Sheets, Diana Liaerman and Lautaro Nufrez

Paleoenvironmental studies in the Americas show a correla-
tion between cultural development and climate. Long-term
trends in Pleistocene/Holocene climate were inferred for sites
north and south of'the equator where Precolumbian cultures
arose, flourished and collapsed before European contact, ca.
1500 AD. Late Pleistocene and Holocene drought events are
related to patterns of initial settlement in north-central Chile.
Elsewhere, the Maya of Mexico and CentralAmerica persisted
from about 3000 to 400 BP. Earliest Maya settlement is dated
to the Middle Preclassic (1000 BC) and was associated with a

regional drying trend. The Maya reached. their cultural peak
in the relatively dry Classic Period (AD 300-850). Cultural col-
lapse occurred about 850 AD and was marked by population
decline and cessation of activities including temple construc-
tion, stelae erection, and production of polychrome pottery.
Paleolimnological records from the Yucatan Peninsula indi-
cate the Classic Maya Collapse was associated with drought.

.Drought is also implicated the demise of Tiwanaku Civiliza-
tion in the Lake Titicaca watershed of the Bolivian-Peruvian
Altiplano. Dry conditions prevailed in the Titicaca basin dur-
ing the early Holocene from about 7.6 to 3.5 kyr BP. Chiripa
culture developed near the shores of the southern Titicaca ba-
sin -1500 BC, when moisture availability increased. Tiwanaku
culture emerged about 400 BC and intensive, raised-field ag-
riculture was practiced in riparian wetlands by 600 AD. Ca-
nals between raised fields received groundwater input from
springs at the base of nearby hills. Abandonment of raised
fields and subsequent cultural decline are associated with a

prolonged dry period that began about 1100 AD.

Explosive volcanism in Middle America profoundly affected
some Precolumbian societies. Simpler societies in Mexico and
Central America tended to recover from sudden stresses more
readily than did more complex societies. Simple egalitarian
societies reoccupied devastated zones and show little evidence
of cultural modification. Complex societies, in contrast, dis-
played greater vulnerability to volcanism, show moderate to
significant cultural change in the aftermath of eruptions, and
in some cases were unable to recover following environmen-
tal stress. Simple and complex societies may respond differ-
ently to environmental disasters because the latter are more
dependent on intensive agriculture, fixed facilities, long-range
trade routes, redistributive economies, and other state.run
institutions.

Archaeological and paleolimnological records indicate that
societies in the Americas have long been vulnerable to natural
environmental changes. Today, Latin America is characterized
by rapid population growth and urbanization. In the last few
decades, these trends have been accompanied by economic
crisis, social unrest and little or no planning for the future.
Global climate models, in conjunction with scenarios for in-
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creased greenhouse gas production, suggest that Latin Ameri-
can cities are vulnerable to impacts of climate change and vari-
ability. Increasing urbanization, coupled with global warm-
ing, may have dire social and economic consequences for
millions of people in the region.

Long-term paleoenvironmental data from the Americas indi-
cate that cultural development has at times encountered cli-
rnatic thresholds. Abrupt, unpredictable climate changes orr
other natural disasters have had devastating consequences on
human populations. These "lessons from the past" rernain rel-
evant as increasingly large numbers of people in Latin America
become vulnerable to the vagaries of climate change.

Mork Brenner, University of Florido, Dept. of Fisheries & Aquotic
Sciences, Goinesville, FL32653, Tel.:+l 352 392'9617 ext.232, e'
moil : brenner@nervm. nerdc.ufl.edu

aoa

Quontifying the response of chironomid midges to
loteglociol ond Holocene climote chonge in northern
Europe

S.l. Brooks and H.l.B. Birks

Chironomid midges are a new and powerful proxy indicator
of late Quaternary environmental change. They are useful
bioindicators because the aquatic larvae are abundant, diverse
and ubiquitous in lake sedinnents, and many species are
stenotopic. They respond rapidly to environmental change
because of their short life cycles and the dispersive abilities of
the winged adults. Their larval head capsules are well-pre-
served, identifiable and, because they develop in situ, the fos-
sil assemblage is representative of the living assemblage. They
can be sampled at a high temporal resolution, so have the po-
tential to pin-point low amplitude climatic oscillations of short
duration.

Results are presented from studies in Scotland, Norway and
Switzerland which explore the response of chironomids to late
glacial and Holocene climatic change. As well as responding
to major climatic oscillations, like the Younger Dryas, a clear
response to minor Lateglacial climatic oscillations, including
the Aeglesee, Amphi-Atlantic and Preboreal Oscillations, is
revealed at the study sites. During the late Holocene, the
chironomid assemblage in a high altitude Cairngorms corrie
lochan responded to a climatic deterioration about 2,500 yr
BP and there is evidence of a response to the Little Ice Age and
post-industrial acidification. Until now, interpretation of these
results has been qualitative but work is currently in progress
to develop a chironomid-temperature transfer function.
Present day temperature optima and ranges of about 100

chironomid taxa have been derived frorn the surface sediments
of a calibration set of lakes on an altitudinal and latitudinal
transect in Norway. The transfer function has an error of predi-
cation of about 1.2'C and will be used to model mean July air
temperatures from fossil chironomid assemblages. Following
taxonomic harmonisation, the niodel will be combined with
others currently being developed across Europe as part of the
NORDCHILL and MOLAR initiatives.

Stephen Brooks, Deportment of Entomology, Noturol History Museum,
Cromwell Rood, London SWZ sBD; United Kingdom Tel:+44 171 938
89 05 Fox:+44 171 938 89 37 e-moil:s.brooks@nhm.oc.uk

aaa

Mediterroneon climotes ot 6ko: comporison of o new
synthesis of poleoenvironmentol doto ond climote model
simulotions

A. Broström, R. Cheddadi, P. Hoelzmann, D.lolly and S.P.

Harrison

Analyses of a suite of atmospheric general circulation model
simulations of the response to 6ka orbital forcing made within
the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP)

indicate that the circum-Mediterranean region was wetter than
today, primarily because of an increase.in winter precipita-
tion. This simulated change is consistent with existing syn-
theses of lake-level data, which show an increase in mean an-
nual precipitation minus evaporation compared to today. It is
apparently inconsistent with pollen evidence for an extension
of temperate deciduous forests, which requires an increase in
plant-available moistur'e during growing season (i.e. spring/
summer). We present a new reconstruction of seasonal climates
in the circum-Mediterranean region (southern Europe, north-
ern Africa and the Middle East) during the mid-Holocene,
based on more extensive data set of lake-level changes and
pollen-based reconstructions of biome changes than previously
available. We comparö these data sets to model simulations
(a) of the response to 6ka orbital forcing alone, and (b) incor-
porating feedbacks generated by associated changes in land-
and ocean-surface conditions. These comparisons allow us to
assess the degree to whiöh observed mid-Holocene changes
in circum- Mediterranean region are captured by state-of-the-
art climate models, and consequently to assess the robustness
of predictions of future antropogenically-induced climate
changes in this region.

Anno Broström, Dynomic Poleoclimotology, Solvegoton 8c, Box I 17, S

221 00 Lund, Sweden. Tel.:+46 462229624Fox:+46 462223635
e-moil:Anno. Brostrom@dungbeotle. plonleco.lu.se

R. Cheddodi, Europeon Pollen Dotobose, Ploce de lo R6publique, Arles,
Fronce

P Hoelzmonn, Free University of Berlin, Dept. of Geoscience, Berlin,
Germony

D. Jolly, Globol Syslems Group, Dept. of Ecology, Lund Universify, Lund,

Sweden

S.P Horrison, Mox Plonck lnslilute for Globol Biogeochemicol Cycles,
Jeno, Germony

aaa

Poleohydrologic implicotions of r8O enriched Loke

Agossiz woter

William Mnrk Buhay and Robert N. Betcher

Lake Agassiz water oxygen isotopic compositions inferred
from sediment coie organics and pore waters provide some
additional insight into the paleohydrology of the Great Lakes
and their drainage into the North Atlantic during the late gla-
cial and early Holocene. Isotopically enriched Lake Agassiz
water supports the hypothesis that high Huron Basin lake
(Mattawa) phases, during the early Holocene (9,600-9,300 and
9,100-8,100 years BP) resulted from an influx of Lake Agassiz
water and suggests that Iow lake (Stanley) phases (9,800-9,600,

9,300- 9,700, 8,100-7 ,400 years BP) were .influenced more by
regional influxes of isotopically depleted glacial melt water.
Eastward drainage of enriched early Lake Agassiz water sup-
ports an active Port Huron outlet between 11,000 and 10,500

years BP and also helps to explain the absence of an i8O de-
pleted interval in North Atlantic foram records. This may be
the result of a balance between the opposing isotopic effects
of depleted Lake Agassiz water and lower sea surface tem-
peratures on carbonate precipitationbetween 11,000 and 10,000

years BP.

Williom Mork Buhoy, Deportment of Geology, Brondon University,
Brondon Monitobo, Conodo RZA 6A9. Tel:+1 2Q4727 7386Fox:+l
20 4 7 28 7446 e-moil : Buhoy@BrondonU.CA
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Robert N. Betcher, Monitobo Woter Resources Bronch, Winnipeg,
Monitobo, Conodo

aaa

Oceonlcl imote voriobi I ity recorded in lomi noted
sediments from ODP Site 893, Sonto Borboro Bosin

D. Bull and A.E.S. Kemp r .

ODP Site 893, located in the Santa Barbara Basin, recovered
nearly 200m of intermittently laminated sediments, dating
from marine isotope stage 6 through to the present. Laminated
sequences are most extensive during interglaciäl periods, in-
dicating persibtently low levels of basin floor oxygenation
(Xenne-tt et at., t9g4). High-resolution backscattei election
imaging studies have shown that two lamination styles exist
(Bull and Kemp, 1995): the simplest laminae consist of
terrigenous silt-rich, silt-poor couplets; the silt component
being derived from cohtinental run-off during the rainy sea-

son. The second type contain an additional lamina of diatom
ooze, most of which were created by the aggregation and mass-

sedimentation of upwelling generated Chaetoceros diatom
blooms. Interglacial and interstadial laminated sequences are

characterised by changes in the abundance and.composition
of diatom ooze laminae. Diatom ooze laminae are less com-
mon during interglacials, and contain a greater proportion of
non-Chaeto cer os material.

Changes in the thickness of diatom ooze laminae and
terrigenous couplets records interannual variability in primary
production and coastal run-off respectively. The application
of spectral analysis tecliniques to this data shows significant
peaks at frequencies consistent with El-Nifto foriing.

Bull, D., and Kemp, A.E.S., 1995. Composition and origins of laminae in
late Quaternary and Holocene sediments from the Santa Barbarä Ba-

sin. In: Kemett, J.R, Baldauf, J.G., and Lyle, M. (Eds.) 1995. Proc. ODP
Sci. Results, 146: Coliege Statiory TX (Ocean Drilling Programme) 77-

88

Kennett,J.P., Baldauf, J.G., and Lyle, M. (Eds.) 1994. Proc. ODP,Init. Repts,

146; (ellpge Station, TX (Ocean Drilling Programme)

Dovid Bull, Dept. Oceonogrophy, University of Southomplon,
Southompton Oceonogrophy Centre, Europeon Woy, SOUTHAMPTON;
SOI 4 3ZH, UK. Tel.:+44 1703 596478, Fox:+44 1703 593059, e-

moil: db2@moil.soton.oc.uk
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Holocene oscillotions of the olpine timberline ecotone
ond globol worming

Conradin Burga

Former tree- and forest-limits can be regarded as good paleo-
climate indicators (mainly summer average temperatures).
Holocene tree- and foreSt-lirnit oscillations in the Prealps of
Saint Gallen and Glaris have been investigated with the help
of pollen analysis of several peat bog profiles located in an
interüal of approx. + 100 m close to the actual natural tree-
limit. It has been established for the last 10 000 years thb most
detailed curve of timberline oscillations in the Eastern Swiss
Prealps. Alpenrose and green alder shrubs cannot be used as

timberline indicators. Since the actual upBer forestlimit and
its structure is determined mostly by human impact, it is as a

first step necessary to establish with the help of floristic and
plant sociological mgpping a base fror:n which can be deduced
lhe potential natural forest-limit from its actual pösition. An
important question is, whether the forestlimit forms under
natural conditions a sharp boundary, an ecotone or a combi-
nation of both. Answers to these questions will provide a de-
tailed mapping of vegetation, tree grouPs arid single trees
within the timberline ecotone. Dendrochronological studies
of trees in selected stunted-tfee zones provide information to
the reaction of the tree- and forest-lirnit due to temPerature

increase of 0.4 - 0.6t which"occurred after the end of the "Lit-
tle Ice Age" (since approx. 1850 AD). Together with the above
mentioned vegetation mapping, the investigations of seed oc-
currence above the natural timberline and within the area of
natural reforestation provide information to the future deoel-

opment of the tree- and forest-limit in the test region
(Weisstannen valley), related to the global warming. Several
climatic scenarios are tested concerning the expected impact
on the timberline ecotone. An increase of summer averagetem-
peratures of 0.6 - 0.7'C will cause a rise of the treelimit of
approx. 100 m. The results from the test region can also be

applied for other areas in the Swiss Prealps with a similar cli-
mate and vegetation pattern at the alpine timberline.

Conrodin Burgo, Deportment of Geogrophy, Biogeogrophy ond
Quoternory Reseorch, University of Zürich-lrchel, Winterlhurerslrosse
190, 8057Zürich,Switzerlond.Tel,:+41 I 6355l 68 Fox:+41 I 635
59 06 e-moil:cburgo@geo.unizh.ch

aaa

Poleoclimotic trends in centrol Mexico since the lost
interstodiol (co. 30.000 yr BP)

Margarita Caballero, Socorro Lozano, Betriz Ortega, Susana Sosa

and laime Urrutia

Diatom, pollen and magnetic susceptibility records from 10

sequences studied in four lakes in central Mexico give an ih-
sight into the paleoenviroments and paleoclimatology of the
area. The chronological framework is based on 30 1aC

determinations. Tephias from Popocatepetl and Nevado de
Toluca volcanoes have been identified, dated and used for
tephrachronological correlations. Records from the Basin of
Mexico (lakes Tecocomulto, Texcoco and Chalco) and from the
neighbouring Upper Lerma Basin indicate that important en-
vironmental changes, related with climatic fluctuations and
volcanic activity, occurred during the last 30,000 yr BP. The
data coincide in suggesting that the establishment of the last
glacial stage (ca. 27 ,000 yt BP) was associated with a tendency
towards lower available moisture and cooler conditions. The
nature of the full glacial (ca. 20,000 a 18,000 yr BP) is still un-
clear, as important volcanic activity took place during that
period, but pollen data indicate that grasslands were mpre
extended implying relatively dry environments. The late gla-
cial is recorded as a period of more extended forests and
slightly higher lake levels in the southmost sites (Uppei Lerma
and Chalco); this lake level trend is, however, not clear in the
records from the northern sites (Texcoco and Tecocomulco).
In all the studied sequences the early Holocene is represented
as a low lake level interval iri which Äbles, Alnus and Quercus
forests were established. This relatively dry period correlates
with the development of agriculture and permanent human
settlements in the area. A slight recovery in lake leveis after
ca. 5,000 yr BP is recorded, associated with intense deforesta-
tion and human impact.

Morgorito Cobollero, lnstiluto de Geofisico, UNAM, Circuito Exleriror,
Ciudod Universitorio, C.P. 04510, Mexico D.F. Mexico. lel.: +52'5-622
4l I 3 Fox:+52-5-550 24 86 e-moil:mogo@tonotiuh.igeofcu.unom.mx

oaa

A "Virtuol otlqs" of Beringio: Poleoenvironmentol
multiproxy synthesis in on electronic form

The CAPE-PALE Beringian Working Group

The overarching goal of the CircumArctic Paleoenvironments
(CAPE) task of the PAGES Arctic program is to improve un-
derstanding of past climates and climatic variability within
the Arctic as a means for evaluating global to regional scale

predictive climate models. A central element in this research
is the synthesis of available records of environmental change.
The international Paleoclimates from Arctic Lakes and Estu-
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aries (PALE) program is one of many regionally focused
projects working collaboratively to achieve the CAPE science
objectives. To maximize the information gleaned from its data
synthesis effort, PALE has adopted a multiproxy approach that
combines all the available types of data to construct a com-
posite picture of past environmental conditions: Each proxy is

converted into a paleoenvironmental unit, and then mapped
alongside those units derived from other proxy indicators. The .
resulting mosaic is a robust reconstruction that minimizes the
biases inherent in an individual proxy reconstruction. These
multiproxy reconstructions can take the form of times series

or time slice maps. PALE has adapted a traditional means for
illustrating paleoenvironmental conditions by creating a "vir-
tual atlas". This atlas which is also a pilot project for the IGBP/
PAGES Paleoenvironmental Multiproxy Analysis and Map-
ping Project (PMAP), establishes a framework and a proce-
dure for those wanting to do regional syntheses of paleo-
environmental data. PALE uses a synthesis of Beringia
(northwestern North America and northeastern Siberia; be-
tween 50'and 80N latitude andbetween 130W and 140'E lon-
gitude) as an example of how these syntheses might be done.
At the heart of the Atlas lie the primary paleo data (e.9. raw
counts) and modern environmental data. Using the modern
data as a benchmark, the piimary data are re-scaled into paleo-
environmental and paleoclimatic variables. The result is a high
quality interpreted data set with direct links to the primary
data and full documentation of the interpretive process. The
atlas haS four major structural parts: 1) atlas basics;2) the
modern environment; 3) the paleoenvironment; 4) the distri-
bution of interpreted data. The atlas basics section provides
details about primary data compilation and management, data
interpretation methods, and chronological control and assess-
ment. The modern environment section describes the environ-
ment in terms of climate, topography and vegetation. The por-
tion on paleoenvironments reconstructs conditions including
paleogeography, paleovegetation, and paleoclimate. The in-
terpreted data distribution section of the atlas allows the user
to download the data and images shown in the atlas. The atlas
is a "living document" and can be easily updated with the
addition of new primary data and syntheses. The next atlas
version (Version 3, due out 8/98) will include quantitative es-

timates of paleoclimate based on palynological data, and re-
constructed climatic and environmental conditions based on
fossil beetle remains.

Molhieu Duvoll, QRC, Box 351360, University of Woshington, Seottle,
WA 981 95. USA. Tel.:+l -206-543 0569 Fox+l-206 543 3836
e-moil :Duvoll@u.woshington.edu

aoa

CAPE Holocene: the Fennoscondion section including the
Foeroes, Svolbord, the Kolo Peninsulo ond Korelio

CAPE Holocene: Sheila Hicks, Hannu Hyacirinen, Heikki Seppd,

Paul Buckland, Galina Elina, Ludmilla Filiminoaa and Lüsa
lkonen

The CAPE main poster shows circum Arctic maps of differ-
ences in temperature between the ptesent and 6K BP and 10K
BP respectively, and compares these with the same tempera-
ture predictions from GCMs. These temperature differences
are deduced from both terrestrial and marine proxy data. The
major terrestrial proxy is vegetation, as reconstructed from
pollen data. Here, maps are presented for the Fennoscandian
section of the circum Arctic showing the distribution of the
pollen data points used in the CAPE compilation and the veg-
etation reconstructions arrived at for a set of time slices at 1000
1aC year intervals through the Holocene. These are illustrated
against the known distributions of ice and water during these
time slices. A second set of maps shows the estimated tem-
perature differences from the present. Comments are made on
the reliability of these estimates. The manner in which

Fennoscandia differs from other parts of the Arctic at the same
latitude, because of the presence of the Gulf Stream, is also
emphasised For a smaller area, that of northern Finland, maps
showing vegetation cover interpolated between the point sites
are also given.

Sheilo Hicks, Deportment of Geology&Astronomy, University of Oulu,
Linnonmoo, Oulu 90520, Finlond. Tel.:+358-81-553 l4 38 Fox:+358-
81 -553- I 4 84 e-moil:sheilo.hicks@oulu.fi

aaa

Solor forcing of the seo surfoce temperoture in o shollow
woter lonion Seo core

G. Cini Castngnoli, S. Bernasconi, G. Bonino, P. Della Monica
and C. Taricco

Past environmental conditions in the continental platform of
the Gulf of Taranto (Gallipoli Terrace) have been thoroughly
investigated using different cores taken in this area at - 200 m
water depth. The basis for these researches was the accurate
dating of the cores performed by the 210Pb radiometric method
and by a detailed tephroanalysis. The markers of the histori-
cal volcanic eruptions which occurred in the Campanian area
(Vesuvius, Phlegrean Fields,Ischia) during the last two mil-
lennia have been identified. Among the others,the famous
Plinian Vesuvius eruption of 79 AD has been recognised. The
tephroanalysis demonstrates that the sedimentation rate esti-
mated by 21OPb method is correct and constant along the core.
The high precision of the core dating allows to transform the
depth into time scale with an acctracy of -7Vo, fixing the sedi-
mentation rate s = (0.0645 + / - 0.0007) cmlyr.
The cores were sampled at 2.5 mm (Dt = 3.87 yr) in a continue
sequence. Carbonate contenent, thermoluminescence and
planktonic ö18O profiles were measured. The variations of the
carbonate contenent provide the identity of the stratigrafy
within the sampling interval in cores taken in the same plat-
form within a distance of 50 kin.

In.this paper we present the measurements of ö18O in
Globigerinoidestuber.The results of the first 180 sections sam-
pled at 2.5 mm (Dt = 3.87 yr) between 1900 AD and 1200 AD
are shown. The profile reveals interesting paleoclimatic fea-
tures (clearly that of the Little Ice Age). The spectral analysis
shows a strong periodicity at 11 yr related to the solar cycle,
with cold phase in coincidence with solar activity minima and
warm with maxima.

This is an important evidence for a soiar forcing of sea surface
temperature in the last Miliennium.

Cini Castagnoli, G., G. Bonino, F Caprioglio, A. Provenzale, M. Serio and
G.M. Zhu, Geoph. Res. Lett., 17,^1937 ('1990).

P. Dello Monico, lstituto di Cosmogeofisico del CNR, Cs Fiume 4, Torino,
Itoly. Tel. :+39- 1 1 6-306 821 Fox:+39- I 1 6- 604 0 56
e-moil :potrizio@icg.to.infn.it

G. Cini Costognoli, G. Bonino, C. Toricco, Universito'di Torino Torino,
lloly

S. Bernosconi. Geologisches lnstitut, ETH-Zenlrum. Switzerlond

aoo

Possible indicotions of solor forcing in proxy-climote
records from blonket peots

F.M. ChamQers, l.l. Blackford, D. Maddy and K.E. Barber

Recent research has shown that ombrotrophic (notably,
'raised') mires can yield proxy-climate signals from biological
data. In contrast, many shallow blanket peats show iittle vis-
ible stratigraphy, with no intimation of major climate changes.
Nevertheless, colorimetric 'peat humification' data from such
peat profiles often indicate instead a markedly oscillatory cli-
mate record, which is apparently largely independent of, or
out of phase with, major vegetational changes. Comparison
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of huftrification records for the last 1000yr from separate pro-
files from western Ireland suggebts corresponding climate
records. These appear to correlate with evidence for solar vari-
ability'over the last millennium, reinforcing a link claimed by
researchers in other terrestrial environments. The oscillatory
record from blanket peats extends earlier than this, but dating
is insufficiently precise to confirm any relationship with solar
variability. Nevertheless, spectral analysis of pea{ humification
data covering the Iast 5000 years from southern Scotland, when
expressed on an interpolated calibrated age-scale, suggests a

cycle of ca. 210 years, which is close to supposed cliirnate cy-
cles identified from some other environments.

F.M. Chombers. Centre for Environmentol Chonge & Quolernory
Reseorch, CGCHE, Froncis Clove Holl, Swindon Rd., Cheltenhom, GLSO

4A2, UK. Iel.:+44 - 1242 - 543 494 Fox:+44 - 1242 - 532 997
e-moil:fchombers@chelt.oc.uk 
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Biotic responses to climotic chonge ond their future
consequences during Lote Quoternory

Sunirmal Chanda and Arghya K. Hait

The vegetation of India is governed by multiple environmen-
tal factors including climate, geology, altitude, soil character,
forest organisation, biotic factors and the history of the forest.
The climax vegetation in most part of India has löng been de-
stroyed due to several natural and anthropogenic factors.
Mainly, biotic and edaphic factors are considered to be respon-
sible for the present däy degraded distributional pattern of
vegetation.

The pollen analytical investigations to establish the Quater-
nary biostratigraphy and vegetational history are inadequate
in relation to the vastness of this country. However, the Qua-
ternary vegetational pattern reflected by the environment
emerged so far, critically depicts the nature of divergence and
continued degradation in biodiversity. Quaternary history of
this country ranging form alpine tq temperate conditions in
high altitudes through to desert, tropical evergreen and de-
ciduous to tropical coastal mangrove forests in the peninsular
and other parts of India demonstrate this dismal situation with
regard to the floristic compositions in various parts.

The vegetational history, therefore, gives a clear indication of
continued deterioration of vegetation vis-ä-vis large scale
population explosion. In view of this, a futuristic model is
being prepared to check further damage.

Sunirmol Chondo, Cenler for Study of Mon & Environmenl, CK - I l,
Sector - ll. Solt Loke Citiy, Colcutto -700 091, lndio. Tel.:+9]-33-358 25
89 / +91-33-359 07 8l Fox:+91-33-336 6290
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Holocene woter toble reconstructions from ombrotrophic
mires: ossessing poleoclimotic signols ond ecologicol
noise

Dan l. Charman, Dawn Hendon and Wendy A. Woodland

Paleoclimatic inferences from ombrotrophic peats are based
on an underlying assumption that climate is directly linked to
fluctuations in past surface wetness, since precipitation is the
only source of surface water. However, surface wetness at any
individual sample point is a product of a complex suite of
autogenic and allogenic factors operating at different spatial
scales. Paleoclimatic reconstructions are hampered by a lack
of data on the degree of error induced by these factors. In ad-
dition, many paleoecological techniques yield only semi-quan-
titative data on surface wetness changes which limits their
usefulness in assessing the magnitude of ähanges. Recently
developed transfer functions based on testate amoebae now
offer fully quantitative data in terms of mean annual depth to
water table, a more meaningful ecological parameter on which

to base paleoclimatic reconstructions. This paper summarises
results of the transfer functions for British ombrotrophic mires
and applies them to two closely spaced, radiocarbon dated
profiles.from the centre of a raised mire in northern England.
Two key results emerge from a comparison of the water table
reconstructions: 1) Major changes'in water table are coinci-
dent within the 2s confidence limits of the calibrated ßC chro-
nology. 2) One profile displays more fluctuations in water ta-
ble than the other profile suggesting it is either a) more
sensitive to climatic shifts or b) subject to greater influence
from very local (<10m) autogenic factors. These findings have
important implications for the way in which paleoclimatic
records from peatlands are developed and used. Since depth
to water table is a key factor in controlling carbon dioxide and
methane emissions to the atmosphere, establishing the rela-
tionship between past water table changes and climate will
allow better assessments of future changes in the contribution
of peatlands to the atmospheric carbon cycle.

Don Chormon, Deportment ol Geogrophicol Sciences,University of
Plymouth, Plymouth, PL4 8AA, UK. Iel. : + 4 4- 1 7 52-2330 58 F ox: + 44-
17 52-2330 54 e-moil:dchormon@plymouth.oc.uk
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Wos the climqte of the Eemion stoble? A quontitotive
climote reconstruction from seven Europeon pollen
records

R.Cheddadi, l. Guiot, l.-L. de Beaulieu, K. Mamakowa, M.
Reille,V. Andrieu, W.Granoszewski and O..Peyron

The aim of the present study is to estimate the range of the
climatic variability during the Eemian interglacial, which
lasted about 10,000 years (marine isotopic stage 5e). The mod-
ern pollen analogue technique is applied to seven high reso-
lution pollen records from France and Poland to infer the an-
nual precipitation and the mean temperature of the coldest
month.

The pollen diagrams and the reconstructed climäte show very
similar features. The warmest winter temperatures are centered
in the first three millennia of the Eemian interglacial, during
the mixed oak forest phase witli. Quercus and Corylus as domi-
nant trees. A rapid shift to cooler winter temperatures of about
6 to 10'C occured between 4000 and 5000 years, after the be-
ginning of the Eemian, related to the spread of the Carpinus
forest. This shift is more obvious for the reconstructed tem-
peratures than for precipitation and is unique and irreversible
for the whole Eemian period. Following this major climatic
shift of the Eemian, variations of temperature and precipita-
tion during the last 5000 years were only slight with an ampli-
tude of about 2to 4'C and 200 to 400 mm/yr.
The estimated temperature changes were not as low as those
reconstructed for the stage 6/5e termination or the transition
5el5d. This is consistent with the constantly high ratio of tree
pollen throughout the Eemian, indicative of a succession of
forest types, This gradual transition between different forest
landscapes can be related to intrinsic competition between the
species rather than to a drastic climatic change.

R.Cheddodi, Europeon Pollen Dolobose, Centre Universitoire d'Arles,
I 3200 Arles, Fr:once. Tel.:+33 - 04 90 96 I 8 I 8 Fox:+33- 04 90 93 98
03 e-moil: Rochid.cheddodi@lbhp.u-3mrs.f r
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lce-volume forcing ond high-frequency oscillotion of
winter monsoon climote in the South Chino Seo

Min-Te Chen

High resolution studies on a planktonic foraminifer core record
from the South China Sea (SCS) (31-KL: 18'45.4'N, 71.5"52.4'8,
3360 m) imply that there are ice volume forcing-driven changes
as well as rapid high-frequency oscillations in western Pacific
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marginal sea climate of East Asia monsoons during the late'

Quaiernary. The analyses of planktonic foraminifer faunal

atrlndur,c" data from the core, supplemented with age con-

straints form AMS 1aC dating and ö18O stratigraphy reveal strik-

ing variations in the relative abundances of the dominant taxa

siice 100,000 years ago in the isotope stage 5' Three faunal

assemblages derived üased on a Q-mode factor analysis make

up over 95% of ttre variation within the core and have mean- q

ingful ecological significance when compared to those of the

*öd"ttt distributions and the relationships to ocean

hydrgraphic environments.

Further detailed analyses indicate that the transfer function

estimates of faunal SST show linkages with long-term trend

(10L105 years) of global glaciation and also intermediateterm
variations (103-104 years) in solar insolation changes for Janu-

ary at 60"N. About 65,000 years ago, there is an observable

change in the mode of SST variability which was previously

reported from many low-latitude records' Over short-term

lru.iubillty (<10L104 years), the SST was punctuated by sig-

nificant cold spikes that appear to correlate with rapid oscilla-

tion events as captured by ice core records' This pattern sug-

gests rapid oscillations and an instability of surface ocean

corqditions of the SCS during the past 100'000 years'

This finding suggests that the SCS surface circulation and the

East Asia winter monsoon systems are mainly driven by the

variations of global glaciation.levels and also by local solar

insolation changes. The association of surface ocean cooling

in the SCS with global short-term climatic events suggest rapid

fluctuations in the strength of the East Asia winter monsoon

which maybe linked with the shifts in the latitudinal position

of the westerly wind and the Siberia High Pressure system'

Min-Te Chen, lnstitute o[ Applied Geophysics, Nolionol Toiwon Oceon

UniversiV, Keelung 20224, Toiwon. Tel.:+886 2 462 21 92 x6503

io*,*g8ä Z 462iO 58 e-moil:chenmtb212@ntou66.ntou edu tw

Times of oopulotion decline in Chino ond the

oppeoronc; of white lominotions in the sediments of the

onoxic Greot Ghost Loke in Toiwon

Chen-Tung Arthur Chen

It has been known that the white laminations in the black

sediments of Great Ghost Lake in Taiwan correspond to dry

periods. Based on a 2500 year sediment record, whenever the

white laminations appear there was a decline in population in

China. The implication is that the population reduction are

related to droughts.

C.t Chen, lnstitute of Morine Geology ond Chemisky, Notionol Sun Yot-

sen University, Koohsiung, Toiwon 8Ö4, R.O.C Tel.:+886-7'828 57 46

Fox:+886-7-'828 83 46 ä-moil:ctchen@moil.nsYzu'edu'fw

Rodiolorion tronsfer function for poleooceonogrophy in

the South Chino Seo

Muhong Chen

The South China Sea is a semi-enclosed marginal sea of the

west Pacific with a regional range of near 22latitudes, from

2 N to 24 "N. It is differentiated from other open oceans in ocea-
- 

nographic conditions with some special environmental factors'

this is the first attempt to reconstruct the paleooceanographic

transfer functions by using the information of radiolarian spe-

cies. in 100 surface sediments from this sea area' The factor

analysis of principal components and the multicurvilinear re-

g.ettio., by l"ust-squares technique were used to establish the

solution for paleotemperature and paleo-primary productiv-

ity. Both linear and curvilinear equations for these paleo-

oceanographic conditions have been derived and examined,

showing good results by several important criteria'

In soiution of winter and summer temPerature, the commun-

alities that are a measure of how well the factor model de-

scribes the original information contained in each species are

all more than 0.99399. In regression analysis, the multiple cor-

relation coefficient, average estimate error and variance ex-

plained are 0.96101, 0.786777"C and 92'354% for winter, and

O.SZgeZ, 0.09349'C and 86,243% f or summer, respectivily'

For the transfer function of primary productivity, the commun-

alities are all more than 0 940347. The multiple correlation co-

efficient is 0.84888. The variance explained is 72'059Vo and av-

erage estimate error is 53.7781-rC/dm2.

This poster will illustrate the procedures and results and their

,r"."rtu.y explanations, including 14 figures.and 24 tables'

Results from this study will probably provide the useful ways

that are best suited the situation in this sea area. They might

be used to reveal the past changes of paleotemperature and

paleo.primary productivity, and their paleoenvironmental and

paleoclimatic imPlications.

Muhong Chen, South Chino Seo lnslilute of Ocecnology,-Acodemio

Sinico,"l64 West Xingong Rood, Guongzhou, Chino 510301 Tel':+86-

20-8445 I 335-825 Fox:+86-20-8 4Ä51 672
e-moil:mhchen@ihw.com.cn

Hioh resolution record of the winter monsoon vsriotion
in ihino: Evidence of the tronditionol stqble climote

during the Lost lnterglociol?

F-H Chen, J.M. lYang and | ' Bloemendal

Climate change during the last interglacial may serve as an

analog for the future global changes; However, our current

undeÄtanding of the last interglacial climate is still limited'

The Chinese loess-paleosol sequence is widely recognized as

the best terrestrial Quaternary climatic recorder' The thick

paleosol S1 (6-8 m) in the northwestern margin of the Chinese

Loess Plateau has preserved high-resolution records which

provide considerable insight into the temporal climate varia-

iions. The paleosol 51 at the studing area consists of five sub-

units: three well-developed paleosols and two interbedded

loess layers. High resolution measurement (1cm interval, about

50-100 years time scale) of the particle size distribution at two

typical sections is used to indicate the winter monsoon varia-

tions. It is found that the winter monsoon changed from the

strongest at the MIS 6 maximum to the weakest at the middle

of the last interglacial (MIS 5e), and then gradually became

strong again at MIS 5D. The winter monsoon became weak

earlier than summer monsoon became strong during the tran-

sition at MIS 6/5e and2/1'. The tendency of the main winter

monsoon change may serve as a presage of climate changes'

Contrary to the late glacial in our studied area, no large fiuc-

tuation of the winter monsoon was found during the last inter-

glacial, indicating the traditional stable climate changes dur-
ing the period.

F.H. Chen, Deportment of Geogrophy, Univeriity of Lonzhou, Lonzhou,

Gonsu, Clrino' 730000. Tel. :+82-93'i -89 I 3356 Fox:+86 93 ] 89 I 3356

e-moil:fhchen@lzu.edu.cn
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Vegetotion ond climote chonge'in Tosmonio during the

Loä Glociol-lnterglociol cycle

Eric A. Colhoun and Peter Shimeld

Pollen data obtained during the last 30 years throughout Tas-

mania have been analysed to produce a series of
paleovegetation maPS. The maps are constructed using se-

iected spectra for the time slices 1 kyr, 6kyt,9 kyr 12 kyr, and

for Isotöpe Stages 2,3,4 and Substage 5e. The maps reveal the

changing distiibutions of temperate rainforest, sclerophyll

forest, grassland and alpine vegetation associations'
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Prior to european occupation (lkyr) Nothofagus cunninghamü
.rainforest and wet mixed forest in western Tasmania was sepa-
rated by an ecotone zone of wet sclerophyll Eucalyptus forcst
in central Tasmania from dry sclerophyll forest in the east.
Between 9 and 6 kyr temperate rainforest attained a maximum
in western Ta'smania, probably indicating optimal postglacial
moisture and temperature conditions.

Before 12 kyr alpine vegetation was widely disttibuted on the
mountains of western Tasmania with subalpine woodland/
shrubland at lower altitudes. Dry sclerophyll E ucalyptus wood-
land persisted in lowland areas in the north and east. During
Stage 2 most of western Tasmania had alpine vegetation while
dry sclerophyll Eucalyptus woodland, grassland and steppe
occured in northern and eastern lowland areas.

During Stages 3 and 4 alpine vegetation was similarly wide-
spread throughout the mountains of western Tasmania with
sclerophyll woodland and grassland in the north. No data ex-
ist for eastern Tasmania. Five sites occur in western Tasmaniä
which indicate that during Substage 5e wet forest predomi-
nantly of Nothofagus cunninghamll occupied the lowlands.

The sequence of vegetation changes indicates that only dur-
ing Substage 5e and the Holocene was temperate rainforest
present in western Tasmania. During the last glaciation Tas-
manian vegetation was dominated by alpine and subalpine
vegetation in the west and sclerophyll and grassland vegeta-
tion in the east. Climatic conditions are inferred to have been
ca;6t colder utid dti". throughout the last glaciation.

Eric Colhoun, Deportment of Geogrophy ond Environmentol Science,
The University of Newcosde, Colloghon NSW, 2308, Austrolio. Tel.:

+61-49'215 082 Fox: +61-49-215877
e-moil : ggeoc@cc.newcostle.edu.ou
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Seismic strotigrophy os o fromewor:k for scientific drilling
ond poleoclimote records in lorge lokes

Stezten M. Colman and Christopher A. Scholz

The seismic stratigraphy of large lakes furnishes a necessary
framework for scientific drilling to obtain continental paleo-
climate records. Seismic-reflection data provide direct evidence
for climate change by documenting lake-level changes or
changes in sediment sources. Seismic profiles also provide the
means to directly correlate isolated drill sites and to locate
structurally and erosionally undisturbed sedimentary sections
in desirable paleoenvironments. Seisniic data can be collected
at scales and resolutions tailored to a *ide range of features,
ranging from whole basins and crustal depths to bed forms
and sub-meter depths.

Large lakes record climate changes in a variety of ways. In
hydrologically sensitive lakes, lake-level changes of hundreds
of meters accompany climate changes on time scales of hun-
dreds of years. Modern lake levels may be much higher than
they have been in the recent past (e.g. Lake Malawi), about
the same (e.g. Lake Baikal), or much lower (e.9. Great Salt
Lake). Each case produces distinct stratigraphic patterns.
Lowstands of lakes are commonly marked by submerged or
buried deltas, beaches, or erosional benches, whereas trans-
gressions during lake{evel rise are typically marked by ero-
sional unconformities. Such features are best observdd in seis-
mic profiles.

Coeval sedimentary environments in large lakes are extremely
varied and change over short distances. This variability is both
an advantage and a complication for paleoclimatic studies;
Sediments in different lacustrine environments are deposited
at vastly different rates, leading to differences in temporal reso-
lution in climatic time series. Sections desirable for paleocli-
mate records should isglated from turbidity flows and undis-
turbed by erosion, faulting, or mass movement. Such sections
are commonly found on bathymetric highs, where the depos-

its are relatively thin, but they may also be found in other lo-
cations, such as at the toes of some deltas. In selecting drill
sites for paleoclimate records in lakes, seismic-reflection pro-
files offer the best means to evaluate differences in sedimen-
tary environment, sedimentation rate, and degree of distur-
bance.

Steven M. Colmon, U.S. Geologicol Survey, 384 Woods Hole Rd.,
Woods Hole, MA, 02543 USA. Tel.:+l -508-457-2341 Fox:+l -508-
457 -231 O e-moil:scolmon@usgs. gov
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The chonging relotionship between ENSO ond US

drought

E.R. Cook and l.E. Cole

El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability in the tropi-
cal Pacific orchestrates a well-documented suite of climate
anomalies worldwide, including significant fluctuations in
moisture balance over parts of the continental US. The appar-
ent regularity of these "teleconnected" patterns, coupled with
improved ENSO prediction capabilities, has led to their ex-
panding application in climate forecasting efforts and in long-
term ENSO reconstruction. How these connections vary
though time or respond to changing background climate (e.g.

greenhouse warming) has important implications for climate
predictability. Tropical Pacific climate evolves over time scales
longer than the typical interannual ENSO oscillätion, and both
model and instrumental studies suggest that ENSO
teleconnections may change significantly as background or
Pacific climate varies. Since 1976, ENSO lias exhibited an unu-
sual shift in average state: tropical Pacific SST's have been el-
evated and equatorial Pacific rainfall above average for most
of the last 20 years. Here we explore whether this shift in ENSO
base state has altered the patterns of ENSO- related drought
over the US. We use time series of the Southern Oscillation
Index (SOI; a measure of the strength of ENSO) and gridded
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; a measure of drought/
wetness intensity) to evaluate the stability of this coupling.
Our analysis of the,relationship between ENSO and US
drought over the päst 115 years reveals significant temporal
and spatial instability in this linkage. Such instability has sig-
nificant implications for climate forecasting efforts that rely.
on ENSO as a sole predictor. Patterns of ENSO-related drought
during the past 20 years, following a well-described decadal
shift in tropical Pacific climate, differ markedly from the ca-
nonical teleconnection in spatial pattern and seasonäl depend-
ence, although both instrumental and proxy records indicate
that they do not fall outside the range of variability observed
over the past century. Possible causes of long-term
nonstationarity in ENSO teleconnections include different
"flavors" of ENSO in the tropical Pacific (i.e. differences in
intensity, timing, and spatial signature) or.the interaction of
ENSO with midlatitude background circulation. '

Julio Cole, INSTAAR, Compus Box 450, University of Colorodo, 
.l560

30ü St, Boirlder CO 80303, USA. Tel.:+l -303-492-0595 Fox:+l -303-
492- 6388 e-moil :coleje@spol.colorodo.edu
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High resolution Quoternory records from Austrolio

E. Cook, l, Dodson and S. Mooney

Australia has many potentlal high-resolution data series from
which to {econstruct environmental change. Several such se-
ries have recently been constructed or are currently under more'
detailed construction and include lake sedirnent and
speleothem sequences in Victoria, tree ring records in Tasma-
nia and in coral growth series from the Great Barrier Reef.
These can be related to variation in global climate systems such
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as shifts in Westerly airflow, variability in ENSO and.changes

in tutonroo. circulation. Measuring change in coral growth

fatterns has the potential to assist in understanding the con-

I"qrr"r,.", of variability in the western Pacific 'Warm Pool''

John Dodson, Deportment of Geogrophy, The University of Western

iriir"fi* N"af""ds, Western n'itoiio i"l :+61-9-380 2696 Fox:+61-

C-380 f dSa e-moil:iohnd@gis uwo edu ou
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Lono term hvdrologicol responses to climote chonge ond

hu."on octiuities. The record of Holocene climotic,

""rr"Uifirl, 
ii the sediments of Loch Ness, Scotlond

M.C. Cooper, P E' O'Sulliaan and A'l ' Shine

Fine, regular laminae present in the profundal sediments of

the nortih basin of Loch Ness are believed to be clastic varves'

*ith put"r, siltier layers representing late winter and spring'

*i"n'ffooahg occurs in the catchment of the Loch' and clay

rich laminae tile rest of the year' Sporadic, thicker layers record

malo, ttooas, as seems clear from their composition and inter-

,ruiptyri.ut ttructure. Radiocarbon dating of selerted hori-

,orrJ indi.ut", that the 4.5 m laminated section of Loch Ness

long Core 3 represents most of the Holocene' The hypothesis

thaithe laminäe are indeed varves, is therefore accepted' and

u .iror,otogy of calendar years based on-counting of lamina-

tions is useä alongside the radiocalbon dates'

Statistically significant correlations exist between thickness of

individual paiä of laminations, local precipitation records from

1890 onwards, and also data on annual sunspot frequency'

especially for the period 1750 to the present' Periods of change

in.thickness of varves may also be identified with appear to

correlate with well-documented climatic phenomena such as

the Little Ice Age, and with other events recorded both in lo-

.ul tr"" ring s"r'i"s, and in the German Oak chronology' Grey

level in Core 3 appears to vary directly with ör8O for the

Holocene, but inveisesly with d14C' Periodicities in the data'

tentatively identified by FFT analyses, appear also to corre-

spond wiih well-documented indiies such as the sunspot and

dtrrbl" r.-rrrrpot cycle. Other signals are also seen-which may

be attributable to the North Atiantic Oscillation (NAO)'

The strategic location of Loch Ness, in mid-latitude' and be-

neath the ärea traversed by shifts in position of the polar at-

mospheric front, render it ideal for studying thep-ast' present

andiuture climatic variability over the Eastern North Atlan-

tic, especially in respect of the relationship between sunspot

and oiher solar activity, and climate'

P.E. Olsullivon, Deportment o[ Environmentol-Sc'rence^s' University of

;l;m;i; i'ü.;*i iLl eAA, uK. T et. : + 44- 1 7 52-233 000 F ox:+ 44-

1752-233 035

M.C. Cooper, University of Plymouth, Plymouth

A.J. Shine, Loch Ness Centre, Drumnodrochil' lnverness' Scotlond

combined troce elementrltl"''" isotopes studv of

tärti""..t"tt from New Coledonio: A window on seo

rrti"." 
"*i-nmentol 

voriobiliry over the lost three

centuries

T. Corröge, T.M. Quinn, G' Cabioch, Tj' Crowley' F' Lecornec' l '

Rdcy andF.T.TaYlor

Stable isotopic (ö18O and 813C) and elemental ratio (SrlCa' Mg/

Ca, tJ /Ca, änd BalCa) determinations from coralline arago-

nite offer a multi-proxy approach to the generation of paleo-

climate time series. We have investigated the use of these prqx-

ies on a Porites coral estimated to be over 350 years old and

collected from the southeast coast of New Caledonia' near the

t;;J"" Lighthouse Q2'5,167')' Daily measurements of SST

and SSS have been made at this site since the late 1960's and

massive corals are reädily available here for study The oxy-

sen and carbon isotope time series are presented in Quinn et

ii'irs;, t; pt"ss), *h",eu' the initial elemental ratio data are

frur"rr,"a by Corröge et al' $997)' Herein we report on the

covariation of these proxy records over three time intervals:

i"" iO,f"r, early 20th änd middle 18th centuries' The first dec-

"ä" 
.f ,f* 20tir century was about 1 C cooler than the decade

r of the 1980's according to Sr/Ca paleo-thermometry; a deter-

mination that is consistent with the observed -0'28Voo differ-

ence in mean ö18O values Both proxy datasets contain evidence

oi"..ofit g during middle 18ih century relative to the mod-

"r., 
el"m"itul ,atiä data indicate a mean SST cooling of about

1:C .o^pu."d to the present mean annual SST conditions'

*h"reas the mean SttO values are -0'40%o greater than mean

annual ö18O values for the period 1992-1952' Taken at face

value, the elemental ratio däta are evidence that changes in

ti" t ya.otoglc cycle also influence the Am6d6e Lighthouse

.o.ul tto i".o.d. We are continuing our elemental

determinations on samples from this coral and we will extend

our comparisons betweän the proxy datasets' We will also gen-

erate siÄilar records from anoiher long Porites coral collected

from the west coast of New Caledonia' which is notably

warmer and wetter than the Am6d6e Lighthouse site'

Thierry Corräge, Loborotoire des Formolions Superficielles' ORSTOM'

äääü ;;;;iv;'osnor, 13 r a3 Bondv Cedex' Fionce 
, 

Tel :+33- l -48 02

ii la i"",ies- lle iz so 88 e-moil:correge@bondy orstom fr
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The importonce of the Medievol Worm Period.ond the

iitti" rli, Ag" for species composition of Scondinoviqn

temperote forests

S.A. Cowling, R.H,W. Bradshaw and M'T' Sykes

Forest gap models are effective tools for understanding trends

m foreJt ämposition with past changes in climate and for pro-

lriairrg intightt into how forests may respond to future global

chani". lv1ädet can also be used as an alternative method

(paleäecological reconstructions being the other) for decom-

p'osing the äffects of forest dynamics strictly due to climate'

iOnSkL, a mechanistic process-based gap model' was used

to simulate forest dynamics in struthern Scandinavia over the

puri fSOO years. Past climate was reconstructed using histori-

ial cllmate records and climate-proxy data (tree rings' lake-

level fluctuations, Peat bog studies) and included the Medi-

eval Warm Period iAD i000; 1'C mean global warming) and

the Little Ice Age (AD 1400-1850; 2'C mean global cooling)'

Äü Äot"" site;ffer good quality, well-dated pollen records

and are located withirithe Scandinavian boreo-nemoral forest

zone. Simulations helped to identify the role that climate

played in promoting tie observed decline of Tilia cordata and
'p,uirrr, ,oLur, und ri-se of Fagzs sylt:atica and Picea abies inScan-

dinavia over the last millennium'

Shoron A. Cowling, Climote impocts Group' Plonl-Ecolo^Sl'-Lynd .. ..
üni""rriv, s'223-62 LunJ, s*"i"n' Tel:+46 t6 222 93 07 Fox:+46 46

äz gz iz e-moil:shoron@plonleco lu'se
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Did enhonced productivity in the NW Pocific during the

Bolling-Allerod period contribute to reduced

int"rÄdiot"-*,iter oxygen concentrqtions ocross the N'

Pocific?
' 

1, Crusius, T. F. Pedersen and G' O'Keefe

It is becoming increasingly clear that the rapid climatic changes

recorded in öreenlandlt" totut are global in extent' One im-

pti", rf,"t has been felt far afield is in the the Santa Barbara

Basin (SBB)' Low oxygen levels have been inferred during the

warm intervals, and'aie assumed to have been driven by more

sluggish thermocline ventilation in the N' Pacific' while higher
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oxygen levels are inferred for the colder intervals [Behl and
Kennett, 19961. We present here data that suggest another pos-
dible contributing factor to low O, during the warm Bolling-
Allerodperiod (B/A). Data from two different locations in the
western N. Pacific show evidence of increased biological pro-
ductivity during the B/A. Core CH84-14, collected from a
depth of 978 m off the coast of N. Japan, shows enhanced opal
accumulation rates as well as evidence of shoalingof porewater
redox boundaries, in the form of Mo enrichment, that was most
likely caused by an enhanced flux of C.,, to the seafloor at this
time. Similarly, off the coast of Kamchatka, there is evidence
for increased productivify at this time, in the form of increased
opal and C".* accumulation rates in the sediments [Keigwin et
a|.,79921 anä shoaled porewater redox boundaries (enhanced

Re concentration; this work). At this time it is unclear what
.mechanism caused the increase in productivity, but if it was
manifested across the NW Pacific, it could have resulted in
lower O, concentrations in North Pacific intermediate water,
which is formed very close to the core site off northern Japan.
The reduced oxygen levels would have been propagated across

the N. Facific, and could have been contributed to the reduced
oxygen concentration in SBB waters at this time.'

John Crusius, IAEA Morine Environmenl Loboiolory, l9 Av des

Costellons, BP 800, MC980l2 Monoco. Tel:+377 - 92 - 05 22 22
Fox:+377 - 92 - 05 39 63 e-moil:crusius@monoco.ioeo.org

I F. Pedersen, Dept. of Eorth ond Oceon Science, University of Brilish
Columbio,. Voncouver, BC Conodo

G. O'Keefe, Dept. of Eorth ond Oceon Science, University of British

Columbio, Voncouver, BC Conodo \
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Holocene Glocier fluctuotions ond poleoclimote ot
Hordongeriokulen, Centrol Southern Norwoy

Saein Olaf Dahl and AtIe Nesje

Hardangerjokulen is a nearly circular plateau glabier situated
at the main watershed between eastern ad western Norway. It
is the sixth largest glacier in Noway and covered in 1983 an
area ol73 km2, and varied in altitude from c. 1860 to 1050 m.
The most pronounced outlet glaciers from the ice-covered pla-
teau are Rembesdalsskäki (SW), Austre- and Vestre
Leirbotnskäki (S-SE), and Bläisen and Midtdalsbreen towards
N-NE.

Based on detailed knowledge of the number, age and magni-
tude of Holocene glacier fluctuations, variations in the equi-
librium line altitude (ELA) for the last 10.000 years have been
reconstructed. Present and past ELAs are based on an accu-
mulation-area ratio (AAR) of 0.7, and are adjusted for land
uplift. A synchronous relationship b"t*een advanced glacier
positions and the highest pine-tree limits (Plrus sylaestris L.)
is demonstrated for the early to mid-Holocene in southern
Scandinavia, which indicates that warm summers were com-
pensated for by high winter precipitation. Based on pine-tree

Jimit fluctuations as a measure of (minimum) mean ablation-
season temperature (1 May-30 September), Holocene variations
in winter precipitation (1 Ocotober-30 April) at Hardanger-
jokulen have been calculated by substitution in the close ex-
ponential relationship between mean ablation-season temPera-
ture and winter precipiation at the ELA of Norwegian glaciers.
Setting the winter precipitation during the period AD 1961,-

1990 atl007o,rnean values of winter precipitation varied from
about 65 lo 175%, while the mean ablation-seascin temPera-
ture has been c. 1.0C colder -than the modern mean during
the "Little Ice Age", and 1.3-1.5 t warmer during the Holocene
climate optimum.

Svein Olof Dohl, Deportment of Geogrophy, University of Bergen,

Breiviken 2, N-5035 Bergen-Sondviken, Nomoy. lel.+47 55 959 708
Fox:+47 55 959 393 e-moil:Svein.Dohl@nhh.no
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Lote-Glociol ond Holocene loke level, climote ond
vegetotion chonge from closed-bosin soline lokes in
Spoin {lAS ENCINAS proiect)

B.A.S Daais, A.C. Steaenson, F.M. Daaies, F. Franco and S.

luggins

Spain lies at the.confluence of Atlantic, Mediterranean and Sub-

Tropical climates zones, forming a sensitive location to both
past and future climale change along the PEP III transect. The
area is unique in Europe in having a large nurriber of closed-
basin saline lakes who's sediment records form the basis of
the Las Encinas project.

Las Encinas is a multi-disciplinary study to reconstruct lake
level, vegetation and fire history over the last 15,000 years in
Spain, filling an important geographical hole in European
paleo data sets and providing detailed independent records
of climate and human impact from the semi-arid Western
Mediterranean area.

Over 14 core and 100 surface sample sites have been analysed
to provide a high resolution, multi-proxy, and quantifiable
iecord frorn comparable closed-basin saline lake sites across

the Iberian Peninsular using standardised methods of analy-
sis. The poster covers 5 main aspects of the project:

1. Lake level modelling using a multi-proxy surface sample
data set

Over 100 lakes have been sampled to provide a modern train-
ing set for lake level reconstruction modelling using both depth
& salinity parameters. This incorporates all proxies used in
core analysis, including biotic (macrofossils, pollen, zooplakton
ephippia, molluscs, diatoms, ostracods), geochemical (LOI,

Carbonate, Sulphate), and sedimentological (grain size, gyp-
sum morphology etc). The terrestrial pollen data set is also
being used to improve current pollen based climate reconstruc-
tions for the Mediterranean region.

2. Lake level modeltesting & calibration against historical in-
strumental data

Model develdpment has been tested using a Pb210 dated core
at Laguna Gallocanta (NE Spain) where rainfall and lake level
data exists for the last 90 years. Salinity and water depth have
been reconstructed which show a close correlation with ac-

tual lake changes over this period.

3. Combined lake level & pollen-climate approach

Dual lake level and pollen records have been obtained at each

site to provide better analogue matching for pollen based cli-
mate reconstructions as well as investigating changing sea-

sonal rainfall distribution.

4. Regional multi-site approach

Comparisoh of sites across Spain allows marked regional dif-
ferences in changing climate patterns to be determined. For
instance a pronounced pluvial period between 2.7-1.8 K BP in
NE Spain is not so clearly registered in S Spain.

5. Human Impact

The relative role of climate and human action in determining
environmental change has been examined through compari-
son of both climate records (lake level & pollen) together with
those of charcoal and vegetation (pollen).

B. A.S. Dovis. Deportmenl of Geogrophy, Newcosile University,
Newcosile upon Tyne NEI ZRU. UK. Tel:+44 l}l191 222 6453 Fox:+44
l}ll 9 1 222 542 I E-moil: B.A.S.Dovis@ncl.oc.uk
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Long ferm hydrologicol resPonses to climote chonge ond

humon octivities

lohn Dearing,Yuchan Hu and Bernd Zolitschka

Holocene lake sediments provide information and data about

river discharge, extreme flood events and sediment sources -

which raise iany questions. To what extent can this informa-

tion be used to infei climate change? Can landscapes be clas- a

sified according to their sensitivity to climate change and hu-

man activity? 
"What 

are the methodological and technical

barriers to iÄproving the information? Are there ways of dis-

tinguishing between responses to climate change and human

u.tirrityi H-ow can lake Äediment data be integrated wilLlli-
mate data reconstructed from other terrestrial archives? This

poster considers such questions by summarising the results

.,f studies from two lake-catchment sites where magnetic tech-

niques for tracing catchment sources and new methodologies

for identfying en-vironmental system dynamics have been de-

veloped.

J.A. Deorinq, Deporlment of Geogrophy, University of Liuerpool'

Li"".oool L6ö 3BX, UK. Tel. :+44- i5 I - 7 9 4 287 3 F ox:+Aa' 1 51'7 9 4

2863 e-moil:l.deoring@liverpool.oc.uk
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Hioh resolution diotom onolysis of Glociol Croter loke

seäiments from Lokes Albono ond Monticchio, ltoly

Emma Deooy, Anja Nimmergut, Dattid Ilyztes, Via lones and Rick

Batlarbee

The Mediterranean area is a dynamic transitional zone link-

ing the north African climate system to western Europe and

.äld pluy a key role in understanding the Present and future

directlon Lf coniinental climatic trends' Knowledge of climatic

variation in this area can provide the context for model fore-

casts by illustrating the natural variability of such systems'

particularly at sub-millennial timescales'

Crater lake sediments in this region often contain continuous

proxy records (both biological and abiotic)of environmental

.hurrg" u.ro"t key periods of interest throughout the late Qua-

ternaiy. Comparisän of contemPoraneous records. from differ-

ent lakes under the same climatic influence can help resolve

the ambiguity often inherent in such proxy data' Common

trends in äcosystem change may indicate a response to regional

(e.g. climatic) rather than local factors'

High resolution (decadal) diatom analysis of full glacial

seiiments from two Italian crater lakes (Lake Albano and Lake

Monticchio) reveal sudden episodes of dramatic change to both

lake ecosystems in the Late Glacial Maximum' While diatom

,"rporrr" 1, ,n"diated by factors specific to each lake, both lakes

are responding to common changes in ecosystem elements

which imply a similar forcing mechanism The most robust

urrd .o-piei" hypothesis, we argue, relates these changes to

regional warming episodes, which may be the expression of

"rrärr 
lu.g"r s.ule climatic perturbations that others have iden-

tified from oceanic records during this time'.

Dovid Ryves, Environmentol Chonge Reseorch Cenhe, University College

;ä;;'i;bJi;.I w.y, L"a*Vcl H oAB u K Tet':+44-17 1 -387

TOiO ext SSaZ Fox:+44'-171 -380 7565 e-moil:dryves@geog'ucl'oc uk
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lnstobiliv of desert environments during the lost 0'25

Mo: Eviience from loess deposits in Chino

Zhongti Ding and limin Sun

In order to characterize the coupled changes of the deserts and

loess in China, a north-south transect in the Loess Plateau was

studied. This transect consists of nine loess sections from the

southern margin of the Mu Us desert to the southernmost Part

of the Plateaul Closely-spaced samples were taken above the

base of the last interglacial soil 51, and magnetic susceptibil-

ity and grain si zeweie analyzed for the samples' Results show

that the- sand (>63 pm) concentrations in the loess deposits '
decreases systematically from north to south along the transect'

Because sand particles cannot be transported by winds to a

long distance, changes in sand concentrations are interpreted

as a result of the desert advance-retreat cycles' Based on the

grain size results of this transect, a statistical relationship be-

iween sand percentage and the distance to the southern mar-

gin of the desert was obtained. To examine the under-orbital-

Jcale oscillations of desert environments, we then analyzed

the grain size distribution of the loesä deposits above 52 in

twoihick loess sections in the northern part of the Loess Pla-

teau. The two sand concentration re'cords derived all demon-

strate that during the last glacial period (loess unit L1), sig-

nals of millennial-scale oscillations are superimposed on the

long orbital-scale response. If our statistical equation is ap-

ptä, the short-term desert advance-retreat oscillations are

estimated to have an amplitude of about 50-150 km' These

variations can also be correlated with the Dansgaard-Oeschger

cycles in the Greenland ice cores. During the penultimate gla-

cial period (loess unit L2), millennial-scale variability of the

desert proxy records is also prominent, implying that instabil-

ity of deseri environments might be a common feature during

the glacial periods of thg Quaternary'

Thonoli Dino. lnstitute of Geologv, Chinese Acodemy of Sciences,

;;;i;ü I 0öörä, öii"". ra.'*sä1i o-623s 27 32 Fox:+86-l 0-64e1 el

40 e-moil:dingzl@midwest.com cn
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Lote Quoternorv climote voriobiltiy in Austrolio: Where

ore the blg Goins in knowledge to be drown?

lohn Dodson and Robert Wasson

Australia is predominantly an ancient low-lying landmass lo-

cated in the iropic to temPerate region of the Southern Hemi-

sphere. Many of it! environmental systems are sensitive to

.'hu.g", in hydrology and precipitation' The- region is well

placä to record the hydrological effects of variability in

-onroon ciculation, ENSO and the influence of the Austral-

ian High on the southern mid-latitude westerly airflow'

The CLIMANZ projecl has resulted in a synthesis of

paleoclimatic signils from a variety of proxies spread through

ihe last 5 marine oxylen isotope stages This poster will sum-

marize these in broad terms and draws attention to:

. the sParse data coverage of the north west and centre of the

continent

. the relative absence of established continuous sequences

from all areas

o the substantial opportunities for speleothem' coral growth

and offshore records

e the need to establish detailed Quaternary dust records

o the necessity to foster multi- Proxy aPProaches in all regions

. of the continent

. the need to better develop the science of calibra tion of proxy

signals, data base construction, chronology building and

methods of data comParison

. the problems of recognizing the human impact signal in sedi-

mentarY series

We present examples from the central desert, top end and west

of Äustralia to ihow the potential from these relatively

unstudied regions.

John Dodson, Deportment of Geogrophy, The Univers'rty of Western

Ärrtrotio, N;dlo;ds, Western Aus-irolio. Tel. :+6 1 -9-380 269 6 F ox:+61

9 380 1054 e-moil:iohnd@gis.uwo edu'ou
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Robert Wosson, Deportment of Geogrophy, Austrolion Notionol
University, Conberro, Austrolio
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The simuloted climotes ot the Mid-Holocene ond Lost

Glociql Moximum

Buwen Dongand Paul I.Valdes r
The Mid-Holocene (MH) and Last GIaciaI Maximum (LGM)
are two periods of extreme climatic conditions and are rela-
tively well documented by proxy-data. Studying the climate
chänges at these two periods by means of using the general
circulation models (GCMs) ian help us to understand the
mechanisms of climate changes. Peiforming model-data com-
parison can evaluate the climate model, identify which com-
ponents of the models are reliable and justify confidence we
may have in future climate change predictions. In this study,
the effect of changes in the seasonal and latitudinal distribu-
tion of insolation at the MH and the effects of large ice sheets
and lowered CO, at the LGM on atmospheric circulation have
been investigated using a higher resolution GCM. The impor-
tance of changes in sea surface temperature on regional cli-
mate is also emphasized.

During the Mid-Holocene (6ka), the seasonality of insolation
was enhanced. The first order effect of changes in insolation is
an enhanced summer warming of the northern hemisphere
land. Due to the änhanced land-ocean temperature contrast,
the monsoon circulation is enhanced and penetrates further
north into the continent in 6ka simulation. As a result, the
monsoon rainfall over south Asia and north Africa is increased.
These features mimic the geological evidence.

For the LGM simulations, the results are analysed in terms of
changes in atmospheric circulation. Emphasis.is given to the
changes in surface temperafures, planetary waves, storm tracks
and the associated changes in distribution of precipitation. The
model responds in a similar manner to the changes in bound-
ary conditions to previous studies in global mean statistics,
but differs in its treatment of regional climates. Results also
suggest that both the land ice sheets and sea ice introduce sig-
nificant changes in planetary waves and transient eddy activ-
ity, which in turn affect regional climates. Due to the ice age
boundary conditions, the Asian and African monsoon is sig-
nificantly weakened, consistent with the geological evidence.

Buwen Dong, Deportment of Metewology, University of Reoding,
Reoding, RG6 688, U. K. Tel.:+44-l 18-9875123 ext:4384Fox:+44'
1 I 8-93.l 63'l I e-moil:swsdong@mel.reoding.oc.uk
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Poleoclimotes in the Lower Mogdoleno Bosin (Colombiol
since 8,000 BP bosed on pollen ond loke-level records

Hernando Duefras

The last 8,000 years of paleoclimates are presented based on
paleoenvironmental changes shown in pollen and lake level
records from the Lower Magdalena Basin located in the Car-
ibbean region of Colombia. This flooding basin has displayed
constant subsidence over the last 10,000 years.

The Magdalena, Cauca and San Jorge rivers, drain the lvest-
ern part of the Eastern Cordillera, the Central Cordillera and
the Eastern part of the Western Cordillera. These three rivers
come together in a very extensive floodable area known as the
Lower Magdalena Basin. It is not surprising therefore that there
is a close relation between rainfall in the Northern Andes and
the level of river inundations in the basin. Due to its extension
this basin is considered as one of the large fluvial flooding
area in the world, and has come to be known as the
Magdalena's Interior Delta.

Changes in the composition of the vegetation, which reflect
climatic changes, are documented by the pollen rain that is
conserved in slowly accumulating flooding sediments. Six
boreholes drilled in the basin, to a depth between 40-50 m,
were sampled for palynological studies and the peaty layers
were dated by radiocarbon analyses. The curves suggest drier
periods around 7,000, 5,500, 4,7 00, 4,000, 2,7 00-2,500, 2,300,
2,1.50-2,050, 1,500-1,300 and 750-650 B.P.

Hernondo Duefros, Acodemio Colombiono de Ciencios, Correro 3oA
No. l7-34 Piso 3, Columbio.Tel.:+57 1 268 97 89 Fox:+57 1 268 61

83 e-moil :volbis@occefyn.org.co
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PEP-l contributions to increosed understonding of post

voriobility in ENSO ond its teleconnections

Robert Dunbar, Daaid Battisti, Ed Cook, Roseanne D'Arrigo,
Michael Eaans, Alexey Kaplan, Thomas Kitzberger, Luc Ortlieb,
Don Rodbell, Daoe Stahle and Ricardo Villalba

The goals oJ the PEP-1 ENSO project are to document: 1) past
variability in ENSO forcing, 2) changing teleconnection pat-
terns within the Americas, and 3) interactions of ENSO with r

other climate systems on decade-to-century timescales. Mo'st
contributions to this initial synthesis use paleoclimate records
with annual resolution (tree rings and fire scars, documentary
evidence, and corals) although sediment records are used to
explore Holocene ENSO variability.

Inter-hemispheric climate anomalies in the Americas are
clearly associated with the interannual ENSO phenomenon.
On timescales longer than interannual, the dominant climate
pacemaker in the Pacific Ocean and overlying atmosphere also
has an ENSO-like spatial distribution. While the physical
mechanisms responsible for decadal ENSO-like variability are
not known, the resulting climate anomalies. are significant.
Furthermore, the interannual ENSO and decadal ENSO-like
phenomena are associated with qualitatively different climate
anomalies over the middle and high latitudes of the Ameri-
cas. Various archives are used to examine past variability in
the interannual ENSO and decadal ENSO-like phenomena. A
new subannual coral record from the Galapagos Islands pro-
vides an absolutely dated (and cross-dated) record of Eastern
Pacific Cool Tongue temperature extending back to the mid-
dle 1800's. This allows comparison with other absolutely dated
records from tree-rings and cotals and also permits revision
of a previously published 380-year coral ENSO time series.

A technique for climate field reconstruction from a sparse ob-
servational network using reduced-space objective analysis has
been developed. The procedure produces theoretical errors for
the reconstructions and permits several verification proce-
dures. As an example, tree ring chronologies from the Pacific
coasts of the Americas are used to reconstruct the sea surface
temperature anomaly field for the period AD 1-1990. Prelimi-
nary verification suggests that the NINO3 index estimated
from this analysis is useful for about the last 4 centuries.

ENSO-Iike interdecadal variations of climate are illusttated via
cospectral analj'sis of tree-ring chronologies from Alaska and
Patagonia. Temperature-sensitive records show common os-
cillations at periods of 9, -1,3, and >50 years. Similar spatial
pattems emerge when these records are correlated with Pa-
cific SST's, suggesting Pacific Ocean forcing of land tempera-
tures in both regions. Common modes of variance at periods
of -8 and 10-18 years are also observed when precipitation-
sensitive chronologies from the southwestern US are compared
with those in Central Chile, also the Suggested result of modu-
lation by Pacific ENSO{ike phenomena. All tree-ring records
show changes in oscillatory rnodes around 1850, which may
be related to reorganization in the circulation.of the Pacific
Ocean at that time.
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Multi-century reconstructions of fire history from patagonia
and the southwöstern U.S. show similar responses of wiidfire
regimes to ENSO. A phase locking of fire regimes to ENSO is
evident by analyzing SOI and SST composites for years of fire
activity._In both regions, fire occurrence is related to a previ_
ous cool season cold phase of the SO precededby 2years of
warm phase. Reduced regional fire frequency, synchronous in.
both regions from -1280 to 1830 is possibly an indication of
inter-hemispheric fire regime responses to a decadal_scale re_
duction in ENSO frequency and/or amplitude.
Additional results include a new compilation of documentary
evidence of past ENSO impacts in the Americas. This wori
suggests that previous reconstructions by euinn et al. may
have failed to correctly define the magnituäe and annual dates
of many previous ENSO events. A new lacuirtrine record of
ENSO-induced flood events in Ecuador extends back about
12,000 years B.P. and suggests that the onset of ENSO with
ffq":1._t"r and amplifude similar to those today occrirred in
the rhiddle Holocene.

Robert B. D-unbor, Geologicol ond Environmentol Sciences, Stonford
University, Stonford, CA 9 430 S -21 I 5, USA. Tel. : + l -650-225-6830
Fo*:+650"725-0929 e-moil:dunbor@stonford.eduDovid Bottisri,I University of Woshington, USA

Ed Cook, Roseonne D'Arrigo, Michoel Evons, Alexey Koplon, lomont
Doherty Eorth Observorory] ÜSA

Thomos KiEberger, Univ. Comohue, Argentino
l-uc Odlieb, ORSTOM, Fronce

Don Rodbell,.Union College, USA

Dove Stohle. University of Arkonsos, USA

Ricordo Villolbo, CRtCyI, Argenrino

Annuol Records of Tropicol Systems (ARTS): o new
PAGES/CLIVAR initiotive

Robert Dunbat, Julia Cole, Michael Gagan and lacques Recy

The goals of the Annual Records of Tiopical Systems (ARTS)
program are to: 1) examine the behaviör of the tropical ocean-
atmosphere.and its teleconnections, with seasonal-innual reso_
Iution, over the past several centuries, and 2) assess the stabil_
ity of tropical climate systems and their teleconnections as
background climate and forcings change over longer periods.
This new initiative promotes the syntheiis of paleoilimate data
with instrumental and modeling perspectives to address sig_
nificant uncertainties in our understanding of tropical climaie
variability and its impacts. Tropical ocean-atmosphere inter_
actions provide the dominant signal in interannual climate
variability, and palebclimate and historical evidence indicate
that tropical systems also vary over periods of decades to cen_
turies. Tropical variability propagates to higher latitudes via
atmospheric and oceanic teleconnections tha! while relatively
consistent over the past few decades, appear to have changeä
sirbstantially over the past century urrä-long"r. paleoclimate
reconstructions offer the only source of information on long_
term changes in tropical variability and its teleconnections,
but they require synthesis with insirumental data for calibra_
tion and sample site selection, and they derive a broader con-
text from inclusion in numerical simulätions. paleoclimate re_
constructions provide a means for testing numerical models
oJ the ocean/atmosphere and suggöst new conceptual mod_
els for tropical variations. In September 1996, a planning work_
shop for ARTS was convened in Kauai, Hawaii, to deflne sci_
entific priorities and develop implementation strategies. The
resulting implementation plan emphasizes:

i) Expanded observations of long-term variability of the domi-
nant tropical modes (El Nifro/Southern Oscillation, Atlan_
tic dipole, and Australasian monsoon) and their
teleconnections;

ii) Development of multi-century indices of these modes and
teleconnections;

iii) Production of annually-to-seasonally-resolved fields of
SST's that can drive numerical modelsj

iv) Construction.of fields of teleconnected patterns that can be
compared with model output;

rC Variability during ancient periods (past few thousand to
few hundred thousand years when background climates
were substantially different from modern).

In the ARTS Highlights posters, we provide details of the
planned ARTS focus projects and preient highlights of cur-
rent ARTS related research. Input from the bioader PAGES/
CLIVAR community is welcome.

Robed B. D^unbor, Geologicol ond Environmentol Sciences. Stonford
University, Stonford, CA 94305-21 15, USA. Tel.:+l -650_225_6g30
F ox:+ 6 50 -7 2 5-0929 e-moi I :dunbor@stonford.edu

Julio Cole, INSTA,AR, University of Colorodo, Boulder, USA
Michoel Gogon, RSES, Austrolion Notionol University, Conberro,
Austrolio

Jocques Recy, ORSTOi4, [ob. de Geodynomique sous-morine,
Villelronche-sur-mer CEDEX, Fronce

The Amozon Fon: o record of climote chonge ond oceqn
circulotion over the post 5O'OOO yeors

Emma Durham and Mark Maslin
The Amazon Fan is a deep-sea fan located at the mouth of the
Amazon River, off of the coast of Brasil. It is unusuallv well
structured because of its ,on-off, sediment supply frÄ the
river, driven by sea-level and climate change. Ouring low sea_
Ievel stands, associated with glacial perioda sedimeit is trans_
ported from the river directly onto the fan. During high sea_
level stands, associated with interglacial periods, thä sediment
is trapped on the continental shelf, and äeposition on the fan
is primarily pelagic.

Grain-size analyses, and magnetic characterisation studies
have been used to investigate the amount and size of the
terrigenous material reaching the fan over the past 50,000
years. A major change in sedimentation is observedat approxi_
mately 10'000 years ago. There is little evidence for the ytunger
Dryas cooling even! suggesting that this event was of insuffi_
cient magnitude during deglaciation to affect sediment sup_
ply, and that the supply was affected later when a critical sea_
level was reached.

Throughout the glacial period, several short-term fluctuations
in the grain-size and magnetic characterisiation records occur.
Correlation of these records with isotopic data indicate that
these fluctuations lepresent short-lived periods of increased
cooling and aridity and possible retrofläction of the NBCC.
These flucutations appear to coincide with Dansgaard_
Oeschger events and Heinrich events in the North Atlantic.
There is also a potential correlation between clay mineral as-
semblages and Heinrich events, indicating ä cirange in the
weathering legime on the South American contineit, and a
change in the sediment supply of the Amazon River.

FtT" Dyli:l,Peporrment of Geogrophy,26 Bedford woy, UCL,
London, WCIH OAP, Unired Kingdom. Tel'.:+41-171-3g7 7!ö50
Fox:+44-171-3802565e-moil:ä.durhom@ucl.oc.uk 
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Ecofil Poleoecology of intertropicol forests

Ecofit Members

A program involving several french and foreign research in-
stitutes was started in 1992 to study the impact of climatic
variability during the Iast 10'000 years on humid tropical eco-
systems, and specifically tropical. forests in Brazil, French
Guiana, Congo and Cameroon. Indicators sucf as pollens,
seeds, diatoms, mineralogical composition of lacustrine cores
and charcoals, isotopic composition (13C) of organic matter of
soils have been used to reconstruct the evolution of the forests
athigh time resolution (-100 years). Radiocarbon dates (-400)
gave the chronology. The periphery of present forests struc-
tures ofteri exibit present signatures of past evolutions.

A first conclusion is that long term evolution during the last
2500 years is dominated by changes in the northern easterlies
which control the intensity and duration of the dry season
during the boreal winter in northern Africa, and the atmos:
pheric water fluxes from the northern tropical atlantic to the
South America continent. Proxies suggest weak northern east-
erlies between 7'500 and 4'000 yr B.P. and stronger easterlies
from 3'000 to present.

On top of these large time-scale tendencies, short term (10 -
100yr) variability is registered by episodes of intensification
of the turnover of the humid forest ecosystems. The fact that
large forest fires have been more frequent in America than in
Africa during thelast 8'000 years may be related to the greater
sensitivity to El Nifro. The current program tries to get more
detailed resolution on some specific sites, but also to get data
on extended transects to have a more global view An other
important part of the effort is devoted to modeling of tropical
forest on a landscape scale for long periods, with sensivity to
climatic variations.

Michel Servont, 32 ov. Henri Vorognol, F-93143 BONDT Cedex
Fronce. Tel.:+33- I - 48 02 55 4l Fox:+33- I -48 47 30 88
e-moil:mone@cimrsl .mnhn.fr
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Groundwqters os orchives of poleoclimotic ond
poleoenvironmentol informotion in the coostol oreos of
Europe.

W.M. Edmunds

Initial results are given from the PALAEAUX project which
involves partners from 9 countries: UK, Estonia, Denmark,
Netherlands, Belgium, France, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal.
It is designed to improve our understanding of the evolution
of groundwaters in coastal areas along a NE-SW European
traverse covering a wide climatic range and to investigate the
importance of fresh groundwaters which recharged these re-
gions during times of lowered sea levels in the Late Pleistocene.
Characterisation of these waters is being carried out using a

wide range of hydrogeological and geochemical techniques
and, using modelling, their hydrogeochemical and hydrody-
namic evolution over the past 10-20 000 years is being deter-
mined. Their response to human influence and climatic change
is being assessed to provide an improved basis for water man-
agement in the coastal regions of Europe which are under se-
vere pressure due to human settlement, industry and tourism,
as well as being threatened by climate change and likely sea

level rise. During the Pleistocene, groundwater penetrated to
greater depths than today due to increased hydraulic gradi-
ents responding to sea levels up to 130m lower than at present,
as well as to the effects of glaciation.

Several aquifers are being investigated as possible archives of
former climatic and environmental conditions over the period
before, during and after'the last glacial maximum. Isotopic
and geochemical indicators may under favorable circum-
stances give indications of former recharge temperatures

(ö18O,ö'zH- noble gas ratios), continentality and shifts in pre-
cipitation patterns (818O,8?H, Cl, Br /Cl),
paleoevapotranspiration rates (36C1/Cl). The distribution of
radiocarbon ages in groundwaters may also indicate the ex-
tent of permafrost and timing of ice advance and retreat in
some areas. The spatial and vertical distribution of isotopic
and chemical indicators is also indicating the relative response
of groundwaters to ice cover and/or sea level changes at the
European scale. Present saline/fresh water interfaces at depth
in many coastal and inland areas are therefore likely to be the
result of former hydrological conditions unrelated to present
day hydraulic heads.

W.M. Edmunds, British Geologicol Survey, Hydrogeology Group,
Wollingford, Oxon OXl0 8BB, UK. Tel.: +44,l491 838 800, Fox: +44
1491 825 338. e-moil: wme@wpo,nerc.uk

oao

The unsoturoted zone: o new climotic orchive for
continentol oreos?

W, M. Edmunds and E. Fellman

Direct evidence of climatic and hydrological change in conti-
nental areas may be obtained for up to 100 years or more us-
ing records of rainfall and flow of major rivers. Over longer
time periods (thousands of years); evidence may be obtained
from dated groundwaters, although such methods usually
suffer from very poor resolution. Apart from ice cores and
possibly speleothems, there is probably no other established
archiv€ which can directly store the hydrological information
of climatic change. The unsaturated zone may provide a pos-
sible exception, where under favourable circumstances, water
on its way to recharge the aquifer may retain chemical and/or
isotopic information relating to antecedent climatic conditions,
recharge and environmentäl history (Edmund et al 1991).

In certain environments, notably unconsolidated homogene-
ous media such as sands, water movement takes place by pis-
ton flow and any input signal is only slowly erased by disper-
sion (Cook et al 1,992). Chloride is an inert tracer which is
atmospherically derived and is concentrated by evaporation
and evapotranspiration. If the rainfall flux is known then the
degree of concentration is proportional to the amount of re-
charge. The recharge signal is transmitted in the
unconsolidated material and oscillations in the Cl concentra-
tion record alternate periods of wet and dry years.

Unsaturated zone profiles from unconsolidated sands of dif-
ferent ages from Senegal, Niger, Nigeria and Tunisia are used
to develop the concept of an unsaturated zone archive. The
instrumental records of rainfall and river flow provide cali-
bration of the profiles and thermonuclear tritium profiles act
as an additional timescale over recent decades. The profiles
thus calibrated are then used to investigate possible climatic
variation over timescales up to 1000yr. Parallel variations in
the nitrate concentrations and N/Cl ratios also provide a

means of investigating vegetation and land use changes.

The unsaturated zone archive thus offers a potential new ar-
chive for investigating short to medium term climatic and other
environmental records especially in the semi-arid tropics
where continental records are poorly preserved.

Edmunds et.al.,1991.Arecord of climatic and environmental change con-
tained in the interstitial waters from the ursaturated zone of northern
Senegal. pp 533-549 In: Internat. Symp. Isotope Techniques in Water
Resources Development. IAEA Viema.

Cook et.al. 1992. Estimating paleorecharge and paleoclimate from unsatu-
rated zone profiles. Water Resources Reseatch 28, 2721,-2731,.

W.M. Edmunds, British Geologicol Survey, Hydrogeology Group,
Crowmorsh Gilford Wollingford, Oxon Oxl0 8bb, UK. Tel.: +44-1491-
838 800 Fox: +44-1491-825 338 e-moil:wme@wpo.nerc.oc.uk
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Lote-Quoternory poleohydrology ond poleoclimotology
of Eostern lnterior Alosko

Mary Edwards, Bruce Finney, Cary Mock, Mark Abbott,Nancy
Bigelora, Vnl Barber, Patrick Bartlein and Kerry Kelts

Effective moisture (EM) has important effects on environmen-
tal systems, yet is often poorly understood in the paleo.-
climatological record. Furthermore, knowledge of past mois'-
ture changes is important for validating simulaiions by climate
models. We reconstructed lake-level, effective moisture, and
paleo-precipitation in eastern interior Alaska, a region of ex-
tieme continental climate (67-63eN and 140-145"\rV). We also
examined the paleoclimatological implications o{ the new data,
both in terms of the broad-scale, long-term changes simulated
by CGMs for Alaska, and, through the use of modern ana-
logues, in terms of the synoptic-scaie climate configurations
that might have given rise to past conditions of temperature
and precipitation. We studied four lakes, two with closed ba-
sins and two with marginally open systems, using a variety of
techniques to reconstruct the actual water level. Prior to ca 12
1aC-ka, all lakes were extremely low, intermittent or dry; lakes
subsequently began to fill but over the next 3000-4000 years
remained below present levels. A further rise is indicated ca.

8.5 laC-ka. Depending upon individual hydrology, lakes
reached current levels at 6-5 14C- ka. We developed simple
water-balance models to derive solutions that maintained the
reconstructed water level while precipitation, ET, and evapo-
ration varied. Precipitation was probably 30-60% that of mod-
ern at 12 1aC- ka, 60-90Vo at 9 raC-ka, and 80-90% at 6 1aC-ka

Cool, dry conditions prior to 12 1aC ka were likely caused by a
southerly displacement of the jet stream. Warm/dry (9 ka)
conditions are generated by a strong ridge north ofAlaska and
a weakened northern edge of the eastern Pacific subtropical
high; this configuration generates a widespread positive tem-
perature anomaly across Alaska and eastern Siberia, but het-
erogeneous moisture patterns. The strong reduction in EM in
the 9 laC-ka data is not registered in the GENESIS 10 cal-ka
simu la tion.

Mory Edwords, Geogrofisk institutt, NTNU, N-7055 Drogvoll, Norwoy.
lel.:+47-73 591 9]5 Fax:+47-73 591 878
e-moil :Mory.Edwords@sv.ntnu.no

Bruce Finney, Noncy Bigelow ond Vol Borber, University of Alosko,
Foirbonks, AK, USA

Cory Mock ond Potrick Bortlein, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR,
USA

Mork Abbott ond Kerry Kelts, Universiiy of Minnesolo, Minneopolis,
MN'usA 

...

A chemicol trocer for the reconstruction of forest fires in
the Amozonos environment ond Geologicol record

Vladimir O. Elias, Bernd R.T. Simoneit and Bruno Turcq

The occurrence of fossil charcoal is the most frequently used
indicator in the reconstruction of fire history from the geo-
logical record. However, other indicators have to be consid-
ered because charcoal may be formed by different processes

than solely biomass burning. llere we report the characteriza-
tion and utilization of a new organic tracer to specifically trace
forest fires (recent and past) in the environment. This marker
is levoglucosan (1,6-anhydro-beta-D-glucose) formed as a re-
sult of the thermal breakdown alterätion of cellulose present
in the vegetation subjected to biomass burning. Consequently,
it is a source specific tracer for delineating the history of veg-

' etation burning recorded in sediments.

A sample series of smoke particulate matter from vegetation
subjected to controlled burning was studied in order to vali-
date the specificity of this tracer. The occurrence of this com-
pound in sediments of a core (< 8000 years) collected in South-
eastern Amazonia, where forest fires were common over the
past 7500 years, illustrates the utility of this marker in the re-
construction of biomass burning history.

The characterization.of the levoglucosan tracer is relatively
simple. This compound can be readily detected and quanti-
fied in total extracls of aerosol particulaie matter and
sediments, an advantage over other indicators which require
extensive workup prior to their complete characterization and
application. The conventional methodology used in molecu-
lar organic geochemical studies is followed to identify this
compound. Basically, it involves the extraction of the samples
with organic solvents, derivatization of the total extracts, analy-
sis and quantification of the tracer by gas chromatography and
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry techniques.

Vlodimir O. Elios, Loborotorio de Geoquimico Orgonico Ambientol;
lnstiluto de Quimico; Universidode Federol do Rio de Joneiro, CT- Bl.A
Sl. 607, Rio de Joneiro 21949'900, Brozil. Tel.:+55 21 260 39 67
Fox:+55 2l 290 47 46 e-moil: velios@iq.ufri.br

Bernd R.l Simoneit, College of Oceonic ond Atmospheric Sciences,
Oregon Stole University, Corvollis, U.S.A.

Bruno Turcq, Deporlomento de Geoquimico, Universidode Federol do
Rio de Joneiro,Niteroi, Brozil

oaa

High frequency iceberg Surges in the lrminger Bosin
(North Atlontic Oceon), during the Lost Glociol Period

Mary Elliot, Laurent Labeyrie, Gerald Bond, Maurice Arnold,
Elsa Cortijo, lean-Louis Turon and lean-Claude Duplessy

During the last glacial period, in the Irminger Basin, iceberg
surges öccurred on millennium timescales and originated, at
least partly, from the Iceland ice cap. The periodicity of these
events recalls the periodicity of tlre rapid Dansgaard-Oeschger
temperaturö oscillations recorded in the Greenland ice core
records. Equivalent lithic layers can be observed further south
in the mid-latitudes where they are superimposed by the more
imposing but less frequent coarse lithic inputs from the
Laurentide ice sheet. The synchroneity of the lithic deposits
corresponding to the Heinrich events, shows that the
Laurentide Ice sheet was not the only one to release massive
iceberg armadas. The rapid growth of the smaller ice caps cov-
ering Iceland and the Faeroe islands and the coastal ice sheets
of the Arctic Seas could explain the more frequent iceberg
surges. These would reach a state of disequilibrium more rap-
idly than the more massive continental ice sheets.

The impact of the iceberg surges in the Irminger Basin and in
the midlatitudes of the Atlantic Ocean is different. As a result
of the low sea surface temperatures, icebergs did not melt
massively in the Irminger basin" Large ö18O anomalies, only
associated with the HE, clearly lag the lithic iayer by several
hundreds of years. These couid be the result of the northward
propagation of meltwater which had accumulated in the mid-
latitudes or to increased sea surface temperature within the
range of the Polar Waters at the end of the event.

Elliot Mory, CFR, Domoine du CNRS, Av. de lo Terrosse, 91 198 Gif sur
Yvetle cedex, Fronce. Tel. :+33- I - 69 -82- 43- 39 Fox:+33- 1 -69-82-43-39
e-moil:elliot@cfr.cnrs-gif .fr
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Continent-oceon mognetoclimotologicol linkoges: A
l50ko record from Siberio

Ted Eaans, liri Chlachula and Nat Rutter

A 34m loess/paleosol sequence spanning the last two glacial-
interglacial cycles exhibits magnetic susceptibility peaks in
loess layers (median=2.35t10-6m3kg-1; N=161) and minima
in paleosols (median=1.37x10-6m3kg-1; N=110)aThis pattern
id in the opposite sense to that found in the classic Chinese
sections, but it is similar to that found in Alaska. In Alaska,
the observed pattern is attributed to increased magnetite con-
tent resulting from enhanced wind vigour during glacial peri-
ods. Our Siberian data support this concept. Furthermore, the
observed susceptibility pattern correlates well with the aeolian
dust flux recorded in North Pacific core V21-146. The fre-
quency-dependence of susceptibility has also been measured.
For loess, the values are.generally less than TVo,brt the com-
plete profile reveals four distinct peaks which correspond to
soils formed during oxygön isotope stages 1,3,5 and l. Thus,
although the bulk susceptibility pattern is opposite to that
found in China, the pedogenesis occurring in warmer inter.
vals leads to a frequency-dependence pattern that is in the same

sense as that found in China.

Ted Evons, lnslilute of Geophysics, Meteorology & Spoce Physics,

University of Alberto, Edmonton, Alberto, T6G 2Jl, Conodo. Tel.: +l -

403-492-3521 Fox: +l- 403 492 4256 e-moil:
evons@phys.uolberto.co

Jiri Chlochulo, Technologicol Foculty, VUT Brno Zlin, Czech Räpublic

Not Rutter,Deportmenl of Eorth & Ahospheric Sciences, University of
Albe*o'Conodo 

...

High-frequency climotic record mirrored by the pelogic
löminoted sediment in the Boy of Bengol during the post
I 28000 yeors

Nianqiao Fang, Xuan Ding and Xuefang Chen .

Millennial- and centennial-scale climatic oscillations have been
found in the deep-water sedimentary record of the distal Ben-
gal Fan. A peculiar rhythmic succession materialized by lami-
nated sediments reveals the high-frequency climatic and ocea-
nographic variation. According to the micropaleontologic,
isotopic, calcimatric and magnetic data, some significant sig-
nals can be summarized as follows:

(1) An asymmetric pattern occurs in the comparison between
the post-glacial stage (0-12ka B.P) and the last interglacial
stage (72-728ka B.P.): The coarse skeletons of planktonic
foraminifera and a richness in upwelling species show a
greater productivity in the post-glacial stage than in the last
interglacial stage.

(2) Most Heinrich events reflected in the North Atlantic have
their eöhoes in the study region.

(3) The detailed climatic fluctuation containing 17 or 18 cycles
at the 2 and 3 stages (21-58ka B.P.) can be roughly corre-
lated to the d18O record of the Greenland ice core.

(4) A warm time with the proxy indices of high magnetic sus-
ceptibility, high CaCO, content, high d1€ value and high

. abundance of Pulleniatina obliquiloculata and Globigerinoides
sacculifer is displayed at the early 3 stage (41-58ka B.P.) while
the opposite occurs in the late 3 stage (28-41ka B.P.), which
demonstrates a turning point of climatic rhythm aged about
41 ka B.P.

The South Asian monsoon plays a key role in coupling the
continental änd marine climates and controlling the Indian
ocean surface current. It has been proved by our work that the
bio-sedi(nentary record carrying high-frequency climatic sig-
nals was mainly formed under the monsoon system.

Nionqioo Fong, Loborotory of Geolectonics ond Environment, Chino
University of Geosciences 29, Xueyvon rood, Beiiing I 00083, Chino.
Tel. :+86- I 0-623 I 2244 ext. 22 57 F ox: +8 6- 1 0 - 623 I 0897
e-moil :fongnionqioo@sky.cugb.edu.cn"

" oaa

Pedogenic evidence from the Chinese Western Loess

Ploteou for Asion summer monsoon instobility during the
post 60,000 yeors

Xiao-MiV Fang, Yugo Ono, Hitoshi Fukusazaa, Bao-Tian Pan, li-
lun Li, Dong-Hong Guan, Keüchi Oi, Sumiko Tsuknmoto and
Masayuki Torii

The 28 m Shajinping loess section from the Chinese western
Loess Plateau records a 60 ka nearly syn-sedimentary and
pedogenic millennial summer monsoon variation. The r€cord
shows that Asian summer monsoon experienced rapid epi-
sodic pulse enhancements spanning only ca. 1-2 ka in high
frequency and having sub-MilankoVitch cycles of progressive
weakening in low frequi:ncy in the last glaciation. Soil forma-
tion was in surprisingly fast response to these summer
monsoon enhancements, resulting in fairly comparable
paleosol sequences. Both the pattern and timing of the sum-
mer monsoon enhancements show that they can be well cor-
related, but with ca. 1 ka lag, to most major warm (Dansgaard-

Oeschger) episodes and long-term cooling (Bond) cycles of
North Atlantic climatic recordS, indicating a possible link be-
tween tropic oceanic air masses and North Atlantic climatic
system. An air circulation model is proposed to interpret this
link

Yugo Ono, Groduole School of Environmentol Eorth Science, Hokkoido
University, Sopporo. Jopon. Tel.:+81 -l 1-706'2220 Fox:+81-1 l-736-
309 I e-moil:yugo@ees.hokudoi.oc.ip

Xioo-Min Fong, Boo-Tion Pon, Ji-Jun [i obd Dong-Hong Guon, Lonzhou
University, [onzhou, Chino;

Hitoshi Fukuiowo, Mosoyuki Torii ond Sumiko Tsukomoto, Tokyo
Melropoliton University. Hochioji, Jopon

Keiichi Oi, Hokkoido University,Sopporo, Jopon
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A corol oxygen isotope record from the Northern Red

Seo since AD1752

Thomas Felis, luergen Paetzold, Yossi Loya, Ahmed H. Nawar,
Maoz Fine and Cerold Wefer

A245-year stable isotope record from a northern Red Sea coral
has been generated to provide a continuous reconstruction of
climate variability for this arid subtropical region on the PEP

III Tlansect, where continuous observations of sea surface tem-
perature rarely span more than 20 years. The core was drilled
from a coral colony (Porites) growing at Ras Umm Sidd (27.8

N,34.3 E) near the southern tip of the Sinai Peninsula (Egypt).
The coral oxygen isotope time series has monthly resolution
from 1995-1990 and twice yearly resolution (winter, summer)
fuom7989-7752.

The monthly coral oxygen isotope record strongly correlates
with sea surface temperature measurements (r=-0.85) on the
seasonal timescale. Annual density bands are present in the
coral and provide a chronometer for the isotopic record back
to 1752. The mean annual oxygen isotopic signal shows
pentadal/decadal-scale oscillations and can be seen as a tecord
of temperature and aridity for this region. A prominent jump
to warmer/less arid conditions is indicated for the 1930s. A
prominent decadal-scale cooling/arid event is indicated for
the 1830s. This event is part of a warm-cold-warm-cold set of
pentadal/decadal-scale oscillations in the early 19th century,
which is present in the coral record.

PAGES Open Science Meeting PAffiES Poster Abstracts
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The coral record reveals similarities to Northern Hemisphere

composite temperature reconstructions, to reconstructions of

solar irradiänce, to another coral record from the region' and

to a new South Pacific coral record The Ras Umm Sidd coral

oxygen isotope record therefore seems to provide a valuable

ut"h--irr" of puit .limate variability for Northeast Africa and the

Middle East, thereby extending the discontinuous instrumen-

tal observations and supporting other proxy records from the r
region.

Thomos Felis, Fochbereich Geowissenschoften, Universikit Bremen,

Postfoch 33040, 28334 Bremen, Germony. Tel.:+49-421-218 7769

Fox:+Ä9-421 -218 3I I 6 e-moil:tfelis@ollgeo.uni-bremen de

Juergen PoeEold ond Gerold Wefer, Fochbereich Geowissenscholten,

Universiloet Bremen, Bremen, Germony .

Yossi Loyo ond Mooz Fine, Deportment ol Zoology, Tel Aviv University,

Romol Aviv lsroel

,Ahmed H. Nowor, Notionol lnstitule of Oceonogrophy ond Fisheries,

Hurghodo, EGYPT

Poleoenvi ronmentol reconstructions f rom Loke Genevo

ond Loke Loclot (Western Switzerlond) since the Lote-

Glociol: An exomple of the different stoble isotopic

behoviour of bulk'corbonote in lorge ond smoll lokes.

Maria Letizia FilipPi

In order to reconstruct Late-glacial to Holocene paleo-
environmental variations of Western Switzerland (Jura zone),

the study of one large lake (Geneva, Western Switzerland) and

ot 
" 

r-ull lake (Loclat, near Neuchätel, Western Switzerland)

was carried out by coupling isotopic analyses with
sedimentological, palynological, mineralogical, and

geochemical data from cores' Both Lake Geneva and Lake

Loclat record climatic/environmental variations characteris-

tic of the Late-Glacial / Early Holocene transition, but each in

a different way.

The Lake Loclat data set demonstrates that the paleoclimatic

evolution of Western Switzerland was very similar to the well-

constrained evolution of the Swiss Plateau. The classic ö18O

2%a negative shift of the Younger Dryas, together with the

smallei oscillations of Gerzensee and Aegelsee, are well
rnarked in the Loclat isotopic record. In the history of Lake

Loclat, local factors have dominated over regional ones since

the upper Boreal. Since the upper Older Atlantic, stable iso-

topic cbvariance in the carbonates highlights a switch from

open (Lake Loclat forming part of Lake Neuchätel) to closed

(ioclat separated from Lake Neuchätel) lake conditions, ap-

pearing to confirm previous hypotheses of this hydrodynamic

ihut g" and allowing an estimated date this for transition
(=6,000 BP).

Lake Geneva, too, is very sensitive to envitonmental change,

despite its large size and the influence of detrital input from

the River Rhone. Moreover, these changes are more pro-
nounced in the sedimentological and mineralogical records

than in the geochemical characteristics (i.e. stable isotopes)'

However, the onset of endogenic calcite precipitation at the

beginning of the Allerod biozone is clearly indicated by the

oxygen isotopic signature of bulk carbonate' A large change

in'öfoC values occurs during the Preboreal. This carbon shift is

likely to be due to a change in bioproductivity and/or to a

"catihment effect", i.e. it was not until the Preboreal that the

contribution of biogenic CO, from the catchment area (due to

vegetation cover development) began to have a significant
impact upon the dissolved inorganic carbon reservoir of the

lake water.

M.L. Filippi, Geologicol Institute, University of Bergen, All6gt 4l ' 5007

Bgrgen, Nor*oy. Tel. :+47-55583433 Fox:+47-555894 I 6

e-moil:mizzi.filippi@geol.uib.no

High lotitude Northern Hemisphere temperotures for the

lost lew centuries ond their EOF potterns ; Using

regionol overoge tree ring, ice core ond historicol

onnuol time series

Daaid Fisher,l.C. Bourgeois and R.M. Koerner

A Northern Hemisphere temPerature reconstruction and

Eigenvalue (EOF) analysis is done on the last few centuries of

temperature sensitive annual time series Regional averages

or siacks are made from tree ring chronologies, ice core 18O

and summer melt series. About 50 stacks are used mostly north

of 40 degrees, that are sensitive to summer weighted tempera-

ture for the period1,970 - 1767 AD. Polar projection Eigenvector

maps are presented along with their influence coefficient time

series. The first coefficient is very similar to earlier lower reso-

lution reconstructions and to the historical temperature records

over the last century. The mixing of different types of summer

temperature proxy series aPpears to be useful and results in a

consistent temporal /spatial picture.

Dovid A. Fisher, Terroin Sciences Division, Geologicol Survey of

Conodo, 60.I Booth St., Ottowo, Ontorio Kl A 0E8, Conodo. Tel.:+1 -

61 3-99 6 7 623 Fox:+1 - 61 3996 5448 e-moil:fisher@nrcon.gc.co

J.C. Bourgeois, R.M. Koerner, Geologicol Survey of Conodo, Oltowo,

Ontorio

Modelinq of post moin otmosheric circulotion potterns in

Europe -"Ne* evidence from the Centrol Alps of
Switzerlond

D. Florineth and C. Schli;ichter

Using detailed field evidence provided by trimlines on former

nunataks and the orientations of glacial striae, the surface ge-

ometry in the accumulation area during the Last Glacial Maxi-
mum was reconstructed for the area of SE Switzerland and

adjacent Italy. Collectively, the trends of trimline elevations,

flowlines deduced from glacial striae and bedrock morphol-
ogy indicate that the former accumulation area consisted of
an ice dome with the ice divide located over the area enclosed

by the Upper Engadine valley. It attained a minimum altitude
ol approximately 3000 m. Modelling the topography of the ice

surface using a Geographical lnformation System (GIS) is con-

sistent with these results.

The configuration of this ice surface includes a climatological

signal which has the potential to provide insight into past cli-
matic conditions, i.e. to reconstruct the prevailing precipita-

tion pattern which led to the ice build-up. A comparison be-

tween modern precipitation patterns and the shape of the

reconstructed accumulation area for the LGM, reveals that the

configuration of the atmospheric pressure system during the

last glaciation was markedly different to today's, with south-

erly circulation (foehn) prevailing at that time. The predomi-

nance of foehn is correlated with the southward displacement

of the polar atmospheric front and the associated mid latitude
cyclones of about 10 - 15e due to the advancing southern limit
ol permanent pack ice in the North Atlantic reaching as far

".rrrth 
us 40 - 50'qN. This shift caused the related storm tracks

having moved eastwards across the Mediterranean resulting

in increased rainfall and decreased evaporation in the South-

ern Alps and the Mediterranean area. These results fit well
with the reported evaluations of paleowind indicators, the re-

sults of simulations of global ice age atmospheric circulation

and calcülations of basal shear stress values and surface ve-

locities of Alpine Ice Age glaciers'

Duri Florineth, Quolernory Geology, University of Bern, Boltzerstr l;
3012 Bern, Swilzerlond. Tel.:+4'l-31-631 87 71 Fox:+41-31 -63.l 48

43 e-mqil:florineth@geo.unibe.ch
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Whot con we leorn obout climotes ot Geologicol scoles
using on otmospheric Generol Circulotion Model

F. Fluteau, G. Ramstein and |. Besse

. On long time scale, more than 5 millions years, climatic changes
are mainly driven by carbon dioxide fluctuations, oceanic and
paleogeographical evolutions. This last forcing factor plays an
important role during some geological periods.So investigate
its influence, we have performed a set of numerical experi-
ments using the LMD (Laboratoire de Meteorologie
Dynamique) Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM)
for two periods, the late Tertiary (the past 30 millions years,
i.e. 30 Ma) and the mid-Cretaceous (between 94 Ma and 120

Ma). For all periods, we have reconstructed paleogeography
taking account for tectonic drift, orography and sea level vari-
ations.

The late Tertiary is characterised by a global orogenic episode
which has created the Himalayas.and Tibetan plateau in Asia,
the Rocky mountains and the Andes on the American conti-
nents. During the same period, one of the most drastic changes
is the strengthening of the Asian monsoon. Up to now, the
surrection of the Tibetan plateau has been considered as the
cause of such a change. Using refined paleogeographical maps,
we show that the shrinkage of an epicontinental sea in Eura-
sia (Paratethys sea) and the closure of the Tethys seaway in
response to the Arabo-Eurasia collisicin are also inferred in this
evolution.

The mid-Cretaceous period is characterised by warm tempera-
'ture. Different hypothesis (elevated carbon dioxide partial
pressure and strengthened oceanic heat transport) have been
proposed to reproduce such a climate. However, the mid-Cre-
taceous undergoes important paleogeographic changes such
as the southern Gondwana dislocation and sea level fluctua-
tions. Using two different periods.(Aptian 120 Ma and
Cenomanian 94 Ma), both events have been investigated, re-
sults have been compared with paleobotanic data.

Frederic Fluteou, LMCE - DSM - Bot.701 , CEA SACIAY, F-91 l9l Gif-
sur-Yvetle CEDEX, Fronce. Tel.:+33-l -69 08 86 87 Fox:+33-1-69 08 77
I 6 e-moil :fluleou@lmce.socloy.ceo.fr
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Envi ronmento I isotope oppl icotions in hydrocl imotic
studies in Mongolio

Klaus Froehlich, Ulrich SchottereL Samand Snnjdorj, Purea
Baast, Heinz Gaeggeler and Willibald Stichler

Recently, dendrochronological and glacier ice investigations
have revealed that the frequency of droughts and the degree
of desertification has increased in Mongolia. Springs, oases
and groundwater wells are currently drying up and the
groundwater table of Steppe and Gobi areas in Mongolia is
dropping. More than 190 rivers went dry. To better understand
such hydroclimatic processes and conditions in Mongolia, iso-
tope techniques have been applied. Fairly high bomb-tritium
concentrations of up to 200 TU were measured towards the
end of the eighties in precipitation and shallow groundwater
of the Middle Gobi. There, the ör8O and d2H values in precipi-
tation covered a wide range from -20 to -1 %o-SMOW and -160
to -20 %'-SMOW, respectively. The isotopic and hydrochemical
data indicated insignificant recent recharge and high miner-
alization of the groundwater in some of the studied areas. The
stable isotopic composition of the groundwater appeared to
be useful for identifying zones wheie groundwater evaporates
from shallow aquifers and/or where groundwater was replen-
ished in the past under different climatic conditions.

Glacier samples collected in1991 from cores drilled on top of
Tsast UIa, one of the highest glaciers (4193 m above sea level)
in western Mongolia, allowed reconstruction of the tritium
concentration in precipitation for the period from 1991 back

to about 1970. The resemblance between the vertical change
of tritium in the glacier with its temporal change in precipita-
tion at Siberian stations has been used to calibrate the depth
profile in terms of deposition time of the collected samples.
The average accumulation rate at the studied site was esti-
mated to be25 cm/year. The deuterium and oxygen-18 com-
position of the glacier samples appeared to be an excellent tool
for climatological studies. In particular, the deuterium excess
shows a peculiar behaviour characterized by high values of
up to 18 %o in summer (maximum ö18O at about -70 %o) and
low values in winter precipitation (minimum 8180 about -24
%,). This finding suggests that summer precipitation contains
recycled water vapour. AIl these preliminary results prompt
further hydrocliriratic applications of isotopes in Mongolia.

Kloüs Fröhlich, lsotope Hydrology Section, IAEA, Wogromerstrosse 5,
P.O. Box 100, Vienno, A-1400, Austrio. Tel.:+43-1-2060-2 ext. lZ35
Fox:+43-l -2060-7 e-moil:froehlik@ripof .ioeo.or.ot

Ulrich Schotterer ond Heinz Goeggeler, Poul Scherrer lnstitute, Villingen,
Swilzerlond

Somond Sonidori ond Purev Boost. lnstitute of Woter Problems, Ulon
Bootor, Mongolio

Willibold Stichler, lnstitute for Hydrology, Oberscheissheim, Germony

Timescoles for dust voriobility in the GRIP ice core during
the lost 1OO 000 yeors

K. Fuhrer, E. Wolff and S.lohnsen

The calcium (representing dust) concentration record of the
last 100 000 years from the.GRIP ice core shows a huge dy-
namic range (fattor>100). The relationship between dust con-
centrations and temperature (represented by the oxygen iso-
tope ratio) is not a simple one, as has often been assumed. A
rapid alterüation (factor 5-10) between low concentrations
during the Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) interstadial periodi; and
high levels in colder periods is superimposed on a long-term
trend with a further factor 5-10. Within climate periods there
is oirly a very weak relationship between Ca concentration and
temperature. Significantly higher wind speed in the source area
(probably in eastern Asia) is required to explain the huge rapid
increases. Changes in residence time, and for the long-term
variability, in transport speed or possibly route, are probably
also involved. Changes in the size of the source area can prob-
ably not play a major role in provoking a factor 100 increase.
The probable importance of changes in source area wind speed,
almost simultaneous with Greenland temperature changes
shows that climatic parameters in high and low latitudes were
strongly coupled through the atmosphere during glacial cli-
matic changes. This is the strongest evidence to date that the
atmospheric circulation system underwent almost instantane-
ous large scale changes during th6 last glacial.

E. Wolff, British Antorctic Survey. High Cross, Modingley Rood,
Combridge CB3 OEI UK. lel. :+ 44- 1123- 2 51 49 1 F äx: + 44- 1 223-362
6 I 6 e-moil:e.wolff@bos.oc.uk
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Correlotion of Holocene climote proxy-records on o
north-south Europeon tronsect: glocier, tree-limit ond
loke-level chonges - problems ond prospects

M.-1. Gaillard, W. Karlän and M. Magny

A tentative correlation of Holocene climatic proxy records on
a north-south'European transect is presented. The records of
(1) glacier and treelimit fluctuations in northern Scandina-
via, (2) treelimit elevation in the Jemtland province (central
Sweden) and the southern Swedish Lapland, (3) Iakelevel
changes in southern Sweden, and (4) lake-level changes in Jura,
France, are carefully evaluated, and a time correlation is at-
tempted. The problems associated with the different methods

tn,a
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of reconstruction and dating, and with the different responseb

of the proxies to climate are discussed. Superimposed on the
orbital-forced plurimillenial Holocene climate changes, major
synchronous short-term changes may have occurred through-
out Europe from northern Scandinavia to the alpine area be-

tween 8200 and 7800 BP cal (towards colder and/or wetter),
7400 and7000BP cal (towards warmer and/or drier), and 4000

and 3500 BP cal (towards colder and/or wetter). We propose.
that the climatic deterioration recorded in Scandinavia between
7800 and 8200 BP cal may possibly be correlated with the Misox
stage in theAlps, and to a notable ö18O minimum in the Green-
land ice öores. A mid Holocene, predominantly dry period
between c. 7000 and 4000/3500 BP cal is inferred from several
proxy records from northern Scandinavia to the Jura/Alps
area. More hypothetical correlations suggest possible synchro-
nous short-term changes around 5700 BP cal (colder and/or
wetter), between 5000 and 4500 BP cal (towards warmer and/
or drier), and around 2000 BP cal. (towards warmer and/or
drier). The Medieval warm period after 1000 BP cal and the
Little Ice Age has affected all Europe. Discrepancies in the
proxy records between southern and northern Scandinavia,
and between eastern and western Scandinavia are aPParent
during early Holocene (before 8200 BP cal), around 4500 BP

cal, and during the Medieval warm period. These may be ex-
plained by regional differences in annual precipitation (in par-
ticular winter precipitation), which may have compensated
high summer temperatures ir! certain regions. The possible
effects of changes in atmospheric circulation Patterns, in
thermohaline ocean circulation and in solar activity are dis-
cussed. Prospects: improved dating and precision in the
paleoclimatic reconstructions are needed to test the attempted
correlations. There is an obvious need of high-resolution, well
dated Holocene climate proxy-records for accurate correlation
of short-term climatic variation throughout the continent. In
this respect, annually laminated sediments have an enormous
potential. Moreover, further calibration of the proxy records
in terms of temperature and precipitation changes will be a

prerequisite for progress in our understanding of climate proc-
esses and forcing during the Holocene.

Wibiörn Korl6n, Deporlment of Physicol Geogrophy, Stockholm

University, I 06 9l Stockholm, Sweden. Tel.:+46-8-l 6 47 76 Fox:+46-
8-'l 6 48 I 8 e-moil:wibjörn.korlen@nolgeo.su.se

M.-J. Goillord, Deportment of Quoternory Geology, Lund University,
Lund Sweden

M. Mogny, Loborotoire de Chrono-Ecologie, Universitä de Besongon, F-

25030 Besoncon
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Postglociol environments,of Arctic Conodo

K. Cajewski

The vegetation distribution, production and diversity of the
Canadian arctic, which is the largest expanse of tundra in the
world, is related to climate patterns. However, only on Baffin
Island has the terrestrial paleoecology been studied in any
detail. This is due in part to the problems of arctic palynology.
However, pollen analysib is possible at some sites, and a multi-
year project has succeeded in obtaining new pollen data from
several islands of the Canadian high-arctic and mid-arctic.

Surface samples from a series of sites from the central to the
northern arctic show a distinct difference in the pollen con-
centrations across the mid-arctic to the high-arctic boundary.
The percentages of major pollen types does not provide as clear
a signal, although there are presently insufficient data to know
the potential of these arctic paleoecological, data. Wind trans-
ported tree pollen has the potential to show past circulation
patterns.

These new data from the Canadian arctic, from treeline to
Ellesmere Island are providing evidence of paleo-
environmental changes in the Canadian arctic. Global climate
models indicate that vegetation atmosphere feedbacks in
northern latitudes are important both for determining the po-

sition of major vegetation boundaries and also in influencing
the climate of the lower atmosphere. Simulations of the ai-
mospheric response to supposed mid-Holocene vegetation
changes have been performed, but there are few data to Pro-
vide accurate inputs. There are still insufficient modern and
fossil data for a quantitative regional synthesis.

K.Gojewski, Deporlment of Geogrophy, Universify of Öttowo, Ottowo,
ON Kl N 6N5, Corrodo Tel.:+ l-613-562 58 00 x'10 57 Fox:+l -613-

562 51 45 e-moil:goiewski@oixl.uottowo.co
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lsotope composition of desert plonts os poleoo-climote
proxies

Joet R. Gat

Climatic change can be of great consequence in the arid zone,
especially when accompanied by changes in the amount and
pattern of precipitation. Even a qtinor change may shift the
arid zone boundary with far-reaching effects on ecology and
the possibility of human habitation. Unfortunately there is a
lack of reliable and continuous climate records under arid con-
ditions, mainly due to the generally ablative rather than accu-
mulative nature of the diy environment. Plant remains, found
either in soil profiles, as flotsam in river or lake beds or in
archaeological sites, are often well preserved under arid con-
ditions and can be reliably dated by the carbon-14 method.
They are thus attractive proxies, provided the stable isotope
composition (of the cellulose) can be correlated with climate
parameters as is the case in the temperature climate zone.

The oxygen in the cellulose of desert plants is indeed more
enriched in the isotope 18O relative to the precipitation than
under less arid conditions, and this is attributed to the enrich-
ment of leaf and soil waters under the highly evaporative con-
ditions. It was found, however that these are species-specific
effects and if one wishes to make climate comparison at any
site it will be necessary to do so, based on well defined spe-
cies, such as the Tamarix.

The relative uniformity of the lEO and 13C isotope data in the
plant cellulose indicates that the desert plants photosynthesize
under optimal rather than average climate conditions. The iso-
tope signal of oxygen and carbon isotopes is thus not expected
to record extremes of aridity but rather long-term averaged
climate conditions. Rather paradoxically, the expected isotopic
signal of aridity, namely the extreme enrichment of the heavy
isotopes of both oxygen and hydrogen in the plant are reflected
primarily in plants unadapted to the arid climate. The varied
stratagems adoped by the plants to coPe with aridity usually
limit the positive isotope signal, be it by having deeper root
systems reaching the groundwaters (exemplified by the
Tamarix),.or by selective closure of stomate as exemmplified
by Zygophyllum dumosum. A comparative record of a number
of plant species with different strategies to cope with the wa-
ter stress, C3 and C4 plants for example, would certainly in-
crease the paleo-climatic information content of data of such
proxies.

Joel R. Got, Depl. of Environmentol Sciences & Energy Reseorch,

Weizmonn lnstitute of Science, 761O0 Rehovol, lsroel. Tel.:+972-8-934
26 10 Fox:+972-8-934 41 24
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Peot moss bolonce: A chronology bosed opprooch

Sharon J. Cedye

Boreal peatlands play an important role in the global carbon
cycle. They have the potential to sequester increased carbon,
or become carbon sources in response to climatic and hydro-
logical change. This_ poster outlines a chronological approach
to examining peat dry mass accumulation over the past 1000
years within the context of anthropogenic hydrological dis-
furbance and climate change. Since the dating of peat is known
to be problematic; a number'of mutually constraining meth-
ods have been employed, including radiocarbon 'lwiggle-
matching", 210Pb and 2a1Am, anthropogenic pollen indicators
and records of atmospheric particulate pollution (magnetic and
carbonaceous). These have yielded chronologies of decadal to
century scale resolution. From these.chronologies it is possi-
ble to identify peat mass balance shifts. It also permits the rela-
tive merits of the chronological methods employed to be ex-
amined, and allows an effective methodology to be established
for the further examination of peat mass balance, and hence,
carbon sequestration.

Shoron J. Gedye, Geogrophy. Edge Hill University College, Sl Helens
Rood, Ormskirk, Loncoshire, t39 4QP.
e-moil:GEDYES@stof{.ehche.oc.uk.
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Climotic implicätion of eorly to lote Holocene loke
sediments in lcelond: o multivoriote qpprooch

A. Geirsdottir, |. Hardardottir, L. Doner, A.E. k:einbjornsdottir
and l,T. Andrews

The Icelandic PALE (Paleoclimate of Arctic Lakes and Estuar-
ies) program is designed to provide high resolution records
on environmental changes, as well as enabling a iomparison
between lake, fjord and shelf records in this sensitive region
of the North Atlantic. During the last four years, raised
lacustrine sections and numerous lake cores have been stud-
ied, on a transect from south to northwest Iceland. This transect
makes a comparison of proxy records viable and permits an
investigation of the time-transgressive nature of environmen-
tal changes in Iceland from the late Glacial to present. Moreo-
ver, the location of the cored lakes in northwest Iceland, close
to recently retrieved marine cores (89-97-cruise), offers an ideal
opportunity to study interactions between the marine and the
terrestrial systems.

The lake sediments studied span highly variable time inter-
vals. Some of the cores penetrate deglacial sediments, whereas
other cores represent high resolution Holocene sedimentation.
The Vedde ash (10300 BP) was found at the bottom of one of
the lake cores and bxtensive radiocarbon dating suggests that
the aicumulation took place in a marind environment until ca.

9000 BP.'These results, combined with results from raised
lacustrine sections in central Iceland, shed a new light on the
deglacial history of southern Iceland.

A comparison of proxy records from two lakes in South Ice-
land indicate near identical accumulation history for the lakes
during the last 5500 laC yrs BP. The changes observed in the
sediments are caused by an interfingering of two main proc-
esses; climatic change affecting soil and vegetation cover, and
tephra fall from volcanic eruptions. Studies of lake sediments
in West and Northwest Iceland are currently underway. Those
sites are important for PALE studies because they provides a

unique opportunity to study the terrestriäl-marine boundary
on Iceland, in an area that was supposedly not glaciated in the
late Weichselian.

Asloug Geirsdottir, Deportment öf Geosciences, University of lcelond.
Jordfroedohus Hoskolqns, lS-l 0l Reykiovik. lcelond. Tel.:+354-525-
4477 tox:+354- 525- 4499 e-moil:oge@rhi.hi.is

J. Hordordottir, [. Doner, ond J.T. Andrews, INSTAAR ond The University
of Colorodo, Boulder, CO, USA

A.E. Sveinbiornsdottir, University of lcelond, Reyklovik, lcelond
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Poleocl imote reconstruction occording phytol ith onolysis

Alexandra A. Goly.eaa

Analysis ofphytoliths is based on the fact that opal silica ac-
cumulates in the cells of each plant in the process of its activ-
ity, forming units of of typical shape. Phytoliths are the opal
bodies that form in the cells of plants, they tend to accumulate
in soils and redeposited sediments, and can be used for the
purpose of paleoenvironmental and paleoclimate reconstruc-
tion. Early Scythian burial mounds and settlements of the 6-
7th centuries BC were studied in the Nqrth Caucasus. Data on
the composition of phytolithic complexes in buried soils of
this region have been obtained. They enable us to complement
the existing knowledge on the history of climate at that time.
The burial mounds of scythian nomadic tribes are found at
the foothills within the forest zone. The soil, buried undere
the mound is characterised by the prevalence of phytoliths of
herbaceous plants. Thus, it can be assumed that the Scythian
tribes settled within the limits of the forest zone during the
short ireriod of aridization and deforestation of the area. Latet
because of the sprawl of forests, Scythian tribes abandoned
the foothills. The soil buried under the rampart in the 6th cen-
tury BC is characterised by the typical steppe phytolith com-
plex. The studies ofbackground soils revealed the presence of
forest phytolithic complex correspohding to the post-Scythian
time. The presence of the phytoliths of fir-tree evidence that
during the stage of the maximal cooling of climate coniferous
forests partly occupied plaiir teriitories. The age of this stage
is yet not definitely identified.

Alexondro Golyevo, lnstilute of Geogrophy of RAS, Storomonetny 29
Moscow I 090] 7 Russio. Tel.:+7-95-959 00 28 Fox:+7-95-959 00 33
e-moil : golyevo@geosoil.msk.ru
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Towqrds o circum-Antorctic reconstruction of
poleoclimote, poleoenvironment, ond ice sheet
poleogeogrophy throughout the Lost Glociol Cycle: o
focus for ANTIME.

Ian Coodwin

ASCAR-GLOCHANT and PAGES sponsored programme on
the "Late Quaternary sedimentary record of the Antarctic Ice
Margin Evolution (ANTIME)" was established in 1997. Twelve
priority research areas have been identifed around the Ant-
arctic, where paleogeographic, paleoclimatic and paleo-
environmental data have been obtained along onshore/off-
shore transects. Planned and future international fieldwork
and marine cruises will also be carried out along these
transect3. Research in these priority research areas inäudes:

o the paleogeogräphy of glacial extent and volume during the
last glacial cycle;

. the stratigraphy of glacial retreat;

. the development of a chronological control between conti-
nental shelf and onshore records;

o the paleo ice sheet and ice stream morphology, the relation-
ship between ice sheets and continental shelf banks, and
similarly between ice streams and shelf troughs;

. the interpretation of high resolution event stratigraphy for
the Hoiocene, from: sedimentary investigations in lake,
coastal, fjord, and shelf sequences; together with the high
resolution ice core records from coastal ice domes.
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A detail'ed correlation of climatic, environmental and glacial

event stratigraphy is being applied to the Holocene record to

assess the impact of climäte and environmental forcings upon

the circum-Antarctic, and the glacial and environmental re-

sPonses.

lon Goodwin, Antorctic CRC ond SCAR Globol Chonge Progromme

Office,GPO Box252'80 Hobort, Tosmonio 7053, Austrolio, Tel: +6,l-3-

622i6 7 544 Fox: +61'3-6226 7550 E-moil: lon.Goodwin@utos.edu.ou a
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lnternotionol Trons-Antorctic Scientific Expedition
(ITASE). "200 yeors of post Antorctic climote ond

environmentol'chonge". Progress with field plonning ond

poleoenvironmentol boseline mopping

Ian Goodwin and Paul Mayewski

ITASE has been focused to address the fundamental issues of
spatial and temporal climatic and environmental variability,
through these key scientific objectives:

- To determine the spatial variability of Antarctic climate (eg.

accumulation, air temperature, atmospheric circulation)
over the last 200 yrs. These variations include extreme events

such as volcanic eruptions, dust storms and drought, major

atmospheric phenomena (eg' ENSO) and snow accumula-
tion variations.

- To determine the environmentaivariability inAntarctica over
the last 200 years. Environmental proxies could include: sea

ice variation, ocean productivity, anthropogenic impacts and

other, extra-Antarctic continental influences. Because of the

remoteness of the continent, Antarctica is an ideal location

to monitor biogeochemical cycles and global scale changes.

Data collected by ITASE field traverses and ice coring, together

with archived data will be used to produce continental scale

"environmental maps", establish transfer functions between

components of the atmosphere and snow/ice, verify atmos-

pheric models and for the interpolation of spatial time-series

determined from satellite remote sensing. This paper will
present the progress in the production of the environmental
maps, including the spatial accumulation pattern, the spatial
snow chemistry pattern and the location of firn and ice cores.

The programme also includes the retrieval and reinterpreta-
tion of Antarctic ice cores collected over the last 20-30 years.

The paleoclimatic time series interpreted from these suite of
ice cores will allow the correlation of climatic events in Ant-
arctica with those interpreted from Southern Hemisphere coral

and tree-rings (ARTS) and a Pacific wide undeistanding of
ENSO characteristics and variability.

lon Goodwin,.Anlorclic CRC ond SCAR Globol Chonge Progromme

Office,GPO Box 252-80 Hobort, Tosmonio 7053, Austrolio. Tel: +61-3-
6226 7 544 Fox: +61 -3-6226 7550 E-moil: lon.Goodwin@utos.edu.ou

Poul Moyewski, Climote Chonge Reseorch Cenfer, lnstitule for the Study

of Eo+h, Oceons ond Spoce (EOS), Univeßiiy of New Hompshire, USA

Hioh freouencv poleoenvironmentol Lost Glociol-
Ho]ocene chonges in fhe Jopon ond Okhotsk Seos

constroined byä'tg ond corbonote content doto

S.A. Gorbarenko and | .R. Southon

Detailed studying of the Japan and Okhotsk seas cores in the

places with high sedimentation rate (J-3 and 946,934 respec-

lively) has revealed high frequency variation of the planktonic
foram ö18O (ö18O pf) and carbonate content records from the

glacial, deglacial and Holocene sediments. Recent radiocar-
bon AMS dating confirm different pattern of the ö180 pf curves

in the Japan (Oba et a1.,1992; Gorbarenko and Southon, in
press) and the Okhotsk Sea (Gorbarenko et al., in press) dur-
ing isotopic stages 3-1. However, detailed analyses of the

Okhotsk Sea cores 936 has demonstrated the short period vari-

ations of the N. pachyderma s. ö18O with amplitudes -0.5-0.7%o,

CaCO, content and ice-rafted debris (IRD) which are similar
Dansgaard- Oeschger cycles in N. Atlantic during isotopic
stages 2, 3,4 and 5. However the IRD variations was more

smoothed than at N. Atlantic Heinrich events and their maxi-
mums precede to negative shifts of the öi80 pf. Probably, land
surrounding this basin was not covered by the strong ice sheets

during glaciation and the influence of the marine ice carrier of
the IRD on the surface water condition of the Okhotsk sea dif-
fered {rom that of iceberg carrier in N. Atlantic. The detailed
Holocene ö180 pf record (core 934) show shorter periods vari-
ations, presented by abrupt negative shifts with amplitudes
tp to l%o,which were connected with organic carbon content

changes in the sediments. The ötga pf (N. pachyderma d ) records

from the Japan Sea core J-3 show several negative spikes (0'7-

0.8%o) and positive spikes (0.3-0.5%,) during middle and late
Holocene. The two insignificant smoothed carbonate peaks in
the middle and upper Holocene sedirnents are modulated by
more frequent and smaller carbonate spikes which were Pos-
sibly connected with surface water condition changes, ob-

served in 8180 pf records, and carbonate chemistry variations.

Gorborenko S. A, Pocific Oceonologicol lnstitule, Vlodivostok 690041,
Russio. e-moil:mitnik@online.vlodivostok.ru

J.R.Southon, Lowrence Livermore Notionol Loborotory, Livermore, USA
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Present soil cover of wet-dry tropicol regions os on

indicotor of climote chonges in the Pleistocene ond
Holocene of Cubo

Raisa G.Crocheua

The reflection of past climate changes in the present soil cover

and soils properties in the wet-dry climatic regions of Cuba

was studied and the possibilities of climate reconstruction
using soil as a recording system were considered. The follow-
ing groups of data were used: 1) spatial distribution of soils

and parent rocks; 2) mineralogical composition of parent rocks

as a precondition of ways of weathering (congruent or incon-

gruent dissolution and transformation of minerals); 3) soils

properties (depth, texture, clay mineralogy);4) known changes

of Caribbean climate; 5) events of anthropogenic history of
Cuba.

The beginning of the Pleistocene resulted in the soil loss, spa-

tial redistribution of mineral matter due to the active erosion

caused by climate aridisation and deforestation and forma-
tion of shallow coarse residual soils. It is shown that the evi-
dences of humid tropical weathering and soil formation of pre-

Pleistocene are existed now only in soils formed on rocks
containing the phyllosilicates and partly in accumulative po-
sitions. The pluvial periods of Pleistocene were reflected in
activisation of dissolution or transformation of mineral mat-

ter of soils (depending of mineral composition of parent rocks)

and, consequently, in formation of shallow coarse or thick clay
soils. In the dry periods the tempo of this processes decreased

and soils were cut by erosion. The main features of present

soil cover were formed during the Holocene' The reconstruc-

tion of pecularities of soil cover of different periods of human

activity was made.

Roiso G.Grochevq, lnstitule of Geogrophy of RAS, Storomonelny 29
Moscow I 09Ol Z, Russio Tel.:+7-95-959 00 28 Fox:+7-95-959 00 33

E-moilgrochevo@geosoil. msk.ru
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The use of biomorker corbon isotopes for poleo-CO,
reconstructions '

Claudin Grahl, lens Engler, Daniel G. Holdsworth, Andy Reoill,
Ulf Riebesell and lohn Volkman

Recent findings of a close correlation between the carbon iso-
topic composition of particulate organic carbon (ö13CPOC) and
the concentration of dissolved CO, ([COraqJ) hgve raised the
possibility of reconstructing paleo CO, from the ö13C of sedi-
mentary organic matter. Significant variability in the relation-
ship between sedimentary öl3CPOC and [COraql originate
from factors such as species-specific differences in isotope
fractionation among marine photosynthetic organisms, shifts
in isotopic composition during degradation of organic matter,
and the input of terrestrial organic matter into marine
sediments. Much of this variability can be excluded by using
specific biomarkers which can be related to individual marine
taxa. Alkenones, a class of long chain ketones (C.r-C.r), are
produced by some members of a small but abundant group of
marine autotrophs from the Haptophyta and have been iden-
tified in a range of marine sediments from recent to Eocene.

In studies using the isotöpic composition of sedimentary
alkenones in paleo- CO, reconstructions a constant offset of
3.8 %o between the ö13C of bulk organic matter and that of
alkenones has been assumed. To test this assumption, we have
measured the carbon isotopic compo'sition of organic matter
and alkenones in the coccolithophoridEmilianiahuxleyi over a

wide range of CO, concentrations (1 to 60 ttM). A negative cor-
relation between ö13C of alkenones and CO, concentration was
found. In contrast to previous assumptions, a significantly
greater offset was obtained between the ö13C of alkenones and
organic matter. This offset was constant with [COraql.

Cloudio Grohl, Alfred Wegener lnstitute, Am Hondelshofen 12,27570
Bremerhoven, Germony. fel. : + 49 47 1 - 4831 - 445 F ox:+ 49 47 1 - 483 1 -

425 e-moil :cgrohl@owi-bremerhoven.de

Jens Engler ond Ulf Riebesell, Alfred Wegener lnstitule {or Polor ond
Morine Reseorch, Bremerhoven, Geimony

Doniel G. Holdsworth, Andy Revill, ond John Volkmon CSIRO, Division
of Morine Reseorch, Hobort, Tosmonio, Austrolio
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Heinrich-reloted,seo surfoce temperoture.chonges in the
North Atlontic Oceon

l.O. Grimalt, L. Labeyrie,I.Villanueaa, E. Calao, A. Boelaert, M.
RneI, C. Peleiero and E. Cortijo

Changes in sea surface temperature (SST) during Heinrich
events H1, F{2, H4 and H5 in the North Atlantic were deter-
mined from the study of the sedimentary distributions of di-
and triunsaturated C' alkenones in cores SU9008 (43e30'N

30e24'W) and MD952037 (37a 5.23'N 32e7.87'W). These cores
are respectively within and south of the latitudinal band where,
during the last glacial period, the different ice surges known
as the Heinrich events are recorded as a successions of well
defined levels of ice rafted detritus. Despite of these differ-
ences both cores are situated in nearby areas and therefore they
shbuld a priorireflecl parallel SST changes synchronous with
the evolution of the Heinrich events. Samples in core SU9008
were measured every 2 cm providing an average resolution 9f
440 years. Samples in core MD952037 were analyzed every 5
cm. Comparison of the ö18O and ö13C records of Cibicides
uruellestorfi were used to establish a common time scale. Core
SU9008 was taken as reference as it is well dated by AMS laC

and correlated to the SPECMAP time scale for older periods.

The study of the SST in these two cores shows approximately
the same evolution pattern in Heinrich events H2, H4 and H5.
The measured changes involve a temperature decrease before
massive iceberg melting followed by warming during the
Heinrich episode. Both cores exhibit the same SST evolution
encompasing temperatures changes of 1-3 "C. In H1 SST

changes are superimposed over the general ocean deglaciation
warming. Thus, they are noticed as disturbances within the
general trend towards higher temperatures. Comparison of the
SST-age profiles of these two cores offers a good potential to
obtain accurate information of the SST evolution associated to
Heinrich events since core MD952037 is not disturbed by the
detritic material accumulated in these episodes but records
the general changes produced at higher latitudes during ice-
berg melting.

J.O. Grimolt, Deportment of Environmenlol Chemistry (ClD-CSIC),
Borcelono, Cotolonio, Spoin.

L. Lobeyrie, A. Boeloed ond E. Cortiio CEA-CNRS. Gif-sur-Yvette.
Fronce

J.Villonuevo, E. Colvo, C. Revel ond C. Pelejero, CID-CSIC Borcelono,
Cololonio, Spoin
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Eolion iron cycles of the lost 900 ko recorded in loess of
Chino ond the poleoclimotic significonce

Zhengtang Guo, Tungsh.eng Liu and Lanying Wei

Iron transported in eolian dust is thought to have a significant
effect on the ocean phytoplankton productivity, and thus may
have played an important role in modulating the CO, uptake
of the ocean. The ratio of free iron (Fed) and total iron (Fet) of
Ioess is a sensitive indicator of paleo-weathering intensity and
can therefore be used to reflect the paleoclimate conditions in
the Loess Plateau region; while the iron content in eolian dust
and iron flux are closely linked with the land surface condi-
tions of the source areas and winds pattern, and might there-
fore be expected to reflect the conditions of the source areas
and the changes in atmospheric circulation. In this study,,high-
resolution samples from the Changwu loess section at the cen-
tral Loess Plateau were measured to determine the paleo-
weathering intensity in the Loess Plateau region, the variations
in eolian dust iron content and the eolian iron flux over the
last 900 ka. Except the three warm extremes periods corre-
sponding to marine 6180 stages 11, 13 and 15, the variations of
the paleo-weathering intensity correlate well with the marine
ö18O records, On the contrary, the fluctuations in iron content,
ranging from 4 .2% to 6.3Vo at the studied site, do not generally
correspond to the long-term glacial-interglacial changes; rather
they exhibit much higher frequency oscillations with a hardly
visible -100 ka period, but strong -41 and -23 ka periods, cor-
responding to those of the Earth's orbital obliquity and pre-
cession. Extremely low iron contents were observed for about
1.30-1.40 ka and 800-830 ka, corresponding respectively to the
late period of the marine oxygen isotope stages 6 and 22. The
iron flux exhibits strong -100 ka period due to the dust accu-
mulation rate being generally 10-20 times greater in the gla-
cial periods than in the interglacial periods. These suggest that
the long-term climate changes in the Loess Plateau region and
the variations in eolian iron flux were primarily consistent with
the glacial age boundary conditions while the combination of
'strong 41 and 23 ka periods of the eolian iron content seems to
suggest a strong relationship with the summer insolation
changes in the northern hemisphere, probably through influ-
encing the land surface conditions of the source areas and/or
the strength of the dust transporting winds.

Zhengtong Guo, lnstilute of Geology, Chinese Acodemy of Science, P.O.

Box 9825, Beiiing I 00029, Chino. Tel. :+86- I O- 620277 66 Fox:+86- I 0-
620 521 84 e-moil:zlguo@mimi.cnc.oc.cn
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Holocene climotic fluctuotions in southern Ontorio ond

ii"i, ti""ifil"".e for the development of oquotic ond

terrestirol ecosystems in eostern North Americo

lean Nicolas Haas and lohn H' McAndrews

In central Europe frequent small-scale climatic fluctuations

ptuyua u tuy tolä r, th" Holoc"ne vegetation developmentand 
"

preiristori. lattd use, but little is known of such fluctuations

ior Eastern North America. Palynological studies from South-

ern Ontario mainly show a long lasting mid-Holocene warm

period between ZöOO-+OOO years ago' However' high resolu-

tion paleoecological analyses from Shepherd Lakeon-the Bruce

Peninsula show"that rapid, decenial to centenial lake level fluc-

tuations *"." ."rponrible for alterations in the aquatic

biodiversity. Thermophilic aquatics such as the Bushy najad

Najas flexitis, the charophyte algae Chara foliolosa' and

frictroptera larvae indicatÄ water table transgressions and re-

gressions of several meters, which are likely linked to short

ierm climatic instabilities. The impact of these climatic fluc-

tuations on the upland flora is poorly visible in the pollen

analysis, with exception of the classical hemlock decline (Tszga

canadensis) urorrrd 5700 years ago' The typical reduction of

Tsuga va\rcs from 30% tree cover to leqp than 5% within dec-

adei - found in large parts of North Eastern America - was up

to now attributed to insect calamities However our results

from Shepherd Lake imply that"warmer and drier summer cli-

mate may have been responsible, possibly-triggering the in-

sect calamity, and having a pronounced effect on the subse-

quent rapid forest composition change in general'

Jeon Nicolos Hoos, Deportment of Botony,,University of Toronto' 25

Witt.".[t ir."*, Toronio, Ontorio M5S 382, Conodo Tel :+1-416-586-

5609 Fox:+t -4i6 -978-5878 e-moil:inhoos@botony utoronto co

John H. McAndrews, Centre for Biodiversity ond Conservotion Biology'

Royol Ontorio Museum, Toronto, Ontorio, Conodo'
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Monqroves os indicotors of chonging poleo-strondlines

in coästol South Bengol, lndio

Arghya K. Hait and Sunirmal Chanda

Mangroves constitute a type of physiologically distinct low

lying-coastal vegetation highly sensitive to saline environment

und"u.e typical inhabitants of intertidal zones' Owing to their

intertidai nature, their occurrence in the sediments provide

reliable information in past sea level at the time of deposition

of sediments. Past mangrove sediments, fossil mangroves and

their pollen grains have been used in the present investiga-

tion ä inter"pret the paleoecology, paleogeography and

stratigraphy of south Bengal delta, India'

The proxy records from ten boreholes of 30 - 50m deep deltaic

sedimenis of south Bengal provides information on local' re-

gional and global scale effeits within a carbon - 14 framework

äf eZ fy Bi. Analytical results reveal four major ecological

phases viz., Fresh water, Brackish water, Mild Brackish water

änd Shallow Marine with severai sub - phases within a tropi-

cal wet hümid climatic phase. However, local shifting from

wet humid to dry summer type climate is noticed in some

cases. The recordof brackish water m4ngrove Peat and clay

through time and space in the areas aPprox' 80 - 120 km in-

land äom the present day strandline strongly indicates the

existence of fluctuating sea level, the pattern of which had ul-

timately controlled the formation and evolution of lower Ben-

gal detta. Moreover, the fluctuations viz', trasgressions and

i"gr"rsiorrs are well equated with early to mid-Holocene glo-

baf eustatic sealevel rise phenomenon' Currently, the sea level

in this area reflects a rising trend possibly due to the acceler-

ated global warming and tectonic activities A comprehensive

analy"ses of past sea level history vis-ä-vis natural and anthro-

poge.,ic changes will be utilized to predict the future trend of

rea-1e',r"1 fluctuation in the low-iying öoastal areas'

Arohvo K. Hoit.Center for Studv of Mon & Environment, CK - '! l, Sector

-'ir] iäit L"l" öinz, öoi.utto zob 09 1, lndio. Tel.:+91 -33-358 25 89 /
33-359 07 8l Fox:+91-33 336 6290

Rodiocorbon onomolies of the lost I l,OOO yeors -

correlotion beiween climotic records

Irka Hajdas, Georges Bonani, Per Bodön, Dorothy M' Peteet and

Daniel H. Mnnn

The tree ring based radiocarbon calibration curve shows vari-

ability of thä atmospheric {aC contents' Wiggles and plateaux

are present throughtut the whole Holocene' Dating of corals'

lake sediments shöws even more pronounced anomalies in the

atmospheric 1aC iontent around 11,000 BP and during the

Youngpr Dryas cold event. Changes in ocean ventilation rate

haveieen proposed to explain the observed variability' Our

results of a irigi'r resolutionradiocarbon dating of macrofossiis

selecteä from- sediment of Phalarope Pond (Kodiak Island'

Alaska) and foraminifera and shell selected from Solberga site

in Sweden show that this dramatic change in the atmospheric
1aC content occurred in coincidence with cooling of the climate

at 11,000 BP. Thus this change in atmospheric laC content can

be used as a market for paleo records around the globe'

lrko Hoidos, ETHIaC lob, ETH Honggerberg,8093 Zurich, Switzerlond'

Tel.:+41-l-633 2O 42Fox:+41 I 633 l0 67

e-moil :hoidos@porticle.phys.elhz'ch

,Georges Bononi, ETH Honggerberg, Zurich, Swilzerlond

Per Bod6n, Deportment o[ Geology ond Geochemistry, Stockholm

University, Stockholm, Sweden

Dorothy M. Peteet, LDEO, Columbio University, Polisodes, USA

Doniel H. Monn, University of Alosko Museum, Foirbonks, Alosko' USA
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Relotionship between inferred bottom current speed ond

woter ooleächemistrv on the Bermudo rise: Deep-woter

produ;rion during stäges 6 to 5d

Ian HaIl

A high-resolution 'sortable silt' current proxy record has been

genäated for IMAGES core MD95-2036 collected on the Ber-

iruda Rise (33'41.44'N, 57"34.55W, 4462m). Benthic oxygen

isotope data shows that substage 5e (Eemian) occupies the

interval between 43.00 and 43'60m (Boyle et al', in Press' Na-

ture). The non-carbonate sortable silt component hasbeen ana-

lysed at 2cm intetvals from 42.20-44'00 m and is correlated to

tire benthic Cd/Ca record of deep-water chemical properties

for this interval (Boyle et al., rn Press, Nature)'

The sortable silt mean shows an abrupt and large decrease (ca'

from 16-10.6pm), indicative of slowing flow speeds' from mid-

termination II to iust before full stage 5e This corresponds to

an abrupt increase in the Cd/Ca from Atlantic to more Pa-

cificlike values, both suggesting diminishing NADW produc-

iion and increased influence of nuirient rich southern-source

waters. Sortable silt values sharply increase within a few cen-

timetres and continue to rise to a maximum of 19'3pm (fast

flow speeds) at mid-stage 5e, suggesting a strengthening

NADW production. Similarly Cd/Ca, just as abruptly de-

creases tä a broad minimum of Holocenelike values centred

on 5e. A sharp decrease in the sortable silt is seen at äbout\2Z

ka BP (43.36m) reaching a minimum value at 43 18m (118 ka

BP) indicating low flow speeds close to the end of 5e' The

abrupt decreaie in the sortable silt mean at 43'36 m is not as-

sociated with any change in the deep-water chemical ProPer-

ties. Howevet ihe minimum flow speed recorded in the

sortable silt at 43.18m close to the end, but within' stage 5e

coincides with rising Cd/Ca values a large fall in the carbon-

ate concentratiorl, urld thu ptusence of a narrow red lutite peak'
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Iirferred variations in deep water flow speed are primarily at-
tributable to changes in deep-water production and their
record correlates well with previously reported estmates of
NADW production based on benthic ö13C records from the
North Atlantic between glacial stage 6 and interglacial sub-
stage 5d at the Bahama Outer Ridge (GPC9).

lon Holl, Deportmenl of Eorth Sciences, University of Combridge,
Down in g St., Co-mbridge, UK. Iel.: + 4 4- 1 223-333 4 42 F cx: + 44- 1 223-
333 450 e-moil:ih I 0006@esc.com.oc.uk
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Climote lmpocts Reseorch Centre (CIRC):o new reseorch
initiotive to ossess impocts of climote chonge on loke
ecosystems in northern Sweden.

Rotand Hall, Christian Bigle.r and Euastina Crahn

We present a new research initiative in northern Sweden
known as the Climate Impacts Research Centre (CIRC), and
especially the Paleoecology/ Pal'eolimnology program of
CIRC. The goal of this program is to investigate impaäts of
past (Holocene) climatic changes on aquatic ecosystems. Fund-
ing for this program is from EU and Swedish Structural Funds.
Overall, the research compliments ongoing IGBP (PAGES, PEP-
III, PALE), EU (CHILL-10,000, MOLAR) and Nordic (NORD-
CHILL, KILO, PILVI) projects.

We are launching three main projects involving analysis of
aquatic biota preserved in lake sediment cores. Project 1 will
develop methods for quantitative paleoclimatic inferences
(transfer functions) from a set of >100 lakes along steep cli-
matic and vegetation gradients in northern Sweden (e.g., al-
pine tundra to pine forest). Our aim is to develop transfer func-
tions using diatoms to estimate water chemistry related to
catchment vegetation and climate (e.g., dissolved organic car-
bon (DOC), pH, nutrients, temperature), pigments to estimate
standing crops of the main algal group and flux of ultraviolet
radiation (UVR), and chironomids to estimate temperature.
Project 2 will assess performance of these transfer functions in
sediment cores from several lakes by direct comparison with
historical climate records (läst 80 years) and proxy-climate
records (e.g., tree-rings, last 1,000 to 5,000 years). Project 3

employs these methods, to estimate effects of Holocene
changes in climate and vegetation composition on lakes Io-
cated above present tree-limit (alpine tundra), in the birch for-
est, and in the pine forest. Temporal rbsolution will be at
<SOyear time-steps (contiguous fine-interval sampling), with
finer resolution (-5yr) during selected periods. Ultimately, we
aim to determine how climatic factors regulate the structure,
function, and productivity of lakes.

Rolond Holl, Climote lmpocts Reseorch Centre (CIRC). Abisko
Noturventenskopligo Stotion, Box 62, S-98,l 0ZAbisko, Sweden.
Tel. :+44-980-400 09 F ox:+A4-980- 401 7 1

e-moil:Rolond.Holl@ons.kiruno.se
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Holocene tephro studies on peots from Eost ond West
Folklond lslonds, South Atlontic Oceon

Valerie AHaIl, Peter Wilson,lane E. Holmes and lonathan R.
P ilcher

Recent studies of Icelandic tephras in Late Pleistocene and
Holocene peats and lake sediments from the British Isles
1000km to the south have improved dating and geochemical
techniques for deposits where tephra abundances are very low.
When these techniques have been applied to upland Holocene
peats from southern Norway, they showed that all peats are
not suitable for tephrochronological studies.,The expertise
gained from these northern hemisphere investigations is ap-
plied to peats from Stanley Common on East Falklands and
Rat Castle on West Falklands in the South Atlantic Ocean. There

is no volcanism in the Falkland Islands but there'are active
volcanoes in nearby South America and more distant Antarc-
tica. The aim of these investigations is to assess the potential
of the Falkland peats for their contribution to the Holocene
chronology of the extreme South American and possibly Ant-
arctic Continents. Although tephra layers are not visible to the
naked eye in the peats from either Falklands site, optical
microscopy shows that tephra layers are present. The
geochemical analyses of the tephras and their distribution in
the peats contribute to an assessment of the suitablity of this
medium for radiocarbon dating specific Holocene eruptions
whose tephras are distributed over a wide geographic area.

Volerie A. Holl, lnstitule of lrish Studies, Queent University. Belfost, N.
lrelond, BTZ I NN, UK. Telj+AA 1232 273226 Fox:+44 1232 247895
e-moil:vholl@qub.oc.uk

Peler Wilson, School of Environmentol Studies, University of Ulster, .

Coleroine, N. lrelond

Jone E. Holmes ond jonothon R. Pilcher,School of Geosciences, Queen's
University, Belfost, N. lrelond
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Semi-quontitotive estimotion of poleoclimotic porometers
bosed on the susceptibilify ond stoble isotopic doto of
Chinese loess

liamao Han, Houyuan Lu, Tungsheng Liu, Wenying laing,
Zhengtang Guo and Naiqin Wu

With increasing needs of quantitative data, it is tending to es-
timate paleoclimatic parameters based on climatic proxies. An
attempt has been made to find the best climofunction between
paleoclimatic parameters and magnetic susceptibility of the
Chinese loess. Magnetic enhancement of paleosol in loess can
be attributed to increasing intensity of pedogenesis and/or
reduced depositional rate of eolian dust which would favor
the neo-formation or relatively increase the concentration of
strong mangetic minerals and is closely related to climate con-
dition prevailed over the site. It is usually toward warmer and
more moist ehvironments when paleosol formation. In order
to assess the relationship between the magnetic properties and
climate, magnetic susceptibility of moie than 160 modern soil
samples were measured. The correlation between magnetic
susceptibility and mean annual temperature (MAT) or mean
annüal precipitation (MAP) in China shows that the magnetic
susceptibility increases with the increase of MAT or MAP in
semi-arid regions of the loess plateau but the magnetic sus-
ceptibility tends to decrease with further increase of tempera-
ture and/or precipitation in the tropical warm and humid re;
gions of South China. Statistical analyses between the magnetic
susceptibility and MAT cir MAP shows that the polynomial
regression best reflects the correlation with highest correla-.
tion coefficients and the lowest of the sum of square devia-
tion- The estimation of paleo-temperature and paleo-precipi-
tation at Luochuan for thd last 130. ka were made using the
climofunction obtai4ed from this study. The results are quite
comparable to those obtained from other'geological evidence.
ö13C and ö18O values of carbonate concretions related to the
paleosols in Lishi Formation, Luochuan were also measured.
Usually the more developed paleosol is, the less negative the
ö18O values and the more negative ö13C values are. The maxi-
mum difference of ö13C between different paleosols varies
within a range about 5.3%o larger than that of öt8O abortt7.3%o.
Based on the relationship between carbon and oxygen isotopic
composition of modern soils and climate, semi-quantitative
estimätion of the formation temperature for most developed
paleosol 55 in Luochuan is about 5 "C higher and the precipi-
tation is 200 mm more than present-day.

Jiomoo Hon, lnstitute of Geology, Chinese Acodemy of Sciences, P. O.
Box 9825,Beiiing 1 OO029, Chino.Tel. :+86- I 0 - 62 02 77 66 Fox:+86-
l0-62 05 2l 84 e-moil:globol@mimi.cnc.oc.cn
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Environmentol chonge ond humon impoct in the Foeroe
lslonds

Gina E. Hannon

Distinguishing climate-driven vegetation change from that
caused by human impact is difficult in a landscape that has
probably been predominantly treeless throughout the
Holocene. The climate of the Faeroe islands is strongly influ- -
enced by the temperature of the surrounding surface water,
and there is most likely a close relationship beween indicators
of climatic change recorded in marine and terrestrial
sediments. High resolution pollen and macrofossil analyses
combined with AMS dating of terrestrial plant remains con-
firm that the first permanent human settlements date from c.

685 AD. Human interference apparently has a short history,
but its impact has been large because of the fragility of the
ecosystem. Earlier records of certain traditional pollen indica-
tors of human activity such as Plantago lanceolata, and signifi-
cant changes in the vegetation that have been recorded from
early-mid Holocene can best be atiributed to natural processes
including climatic change. Comparable early-mid Holocene
vegetational changes on the Shetland Islands have previously
been attributed to early human activity, but the new data from
the Faeroes suggest climate change is an alternative hypoth-
esis. Separation of anthropogenic-driven and climate-driven
vegetational change in the north-western Atlantic can best be
resolved by high resolution a4alysis of terrestrial sediments
and comparison with the marine record of climatic develop-
ment.

Gino Honnon, Deportment of Quoternory Geology, Törnvögen I 3, S-

223 63 Lund, Sweden. Tel.:+46-46-22278 88 Fox:+46-46-222 48 30
e-moil:gino.honnon@geol.lu.se
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A 5,OOO yeqr lorch tree-ring record from the northwest
Siberion ploin ond its opplicotions to poleoclimotic
studies

Rashit M, Hantemirou

A large amount of well-preserved subfossil wood exists in the
Holocene deposits of the northwestern part of the West-Sibe-
rian Plain, providing a good opportunity for the development
of multi-millenial tree-ring chronolqgies. This is remains of
Larix sibirica and Picea oboaata stems. Considerable success has
already been achieved in developing a continuous larch ring-
width chronology extending back from the present into the
pre-Christian era covering time interval from 3,000 BC to 1994
AD.

Ring width of trees growing near polar timberline is very sen-
sitive to ]une-July mean temperature changes. It admitted to
reconstruct on the base of chronology summer temperature
deviations during last 5 thousand years. Analysis of this re-
construction allowed to show fluctuations in temperature on
different time scales (from annual up to centennial), to detect
most warm and cold periods. Further the changes of
interannual temperature variability and frequency of ex-
tremely cold summers were discoveted. Using the chronol-
ogy a large amount of trees megafossils was dated
dendrochronologically. Mapping of dated subfossil trees gave
a chance to estimate polar timberline changes during last five
millennia. The last few decades are characterized by some ris-
ing in rings width (i.e. summer temperatures) and very few
number of extremely cold years. There are no evidences of
moving polar tree-line to the north for two last decades.

Roshil Hontemirov, lnsilute of Plont ond Animol Ecology, Russion
Acodemy of Sciences, Urol Bronch, 8 Morto Sl. 202, Ekoterinburg
620155, Russio. Tel.:+7-343229 40 8l Fox:+7 343229 41 61
e-moil :plonl@inscc.quorus.e-burg.su

Corbon isotopic composition of orgonic motter of
western Europeon loess sequences

Ch. Hattö, M. Fontugne, P, Antoine, D,D. Rousseau, L, ZöIler,
N.Tisnörat-Laborde and I. B entaleb

Loess deposits, amongst other continental records, provide
climatic information in spite of the difficulties to establish de-
tailed chronology and correlations with other proxy-data. Veg-
etation contemporaneous to continental deposits depends on
climatic conditions, especially the moisture supply. Changes
of vegetation cover are then characterised by variations of car-
bon isotope ratios (ö13C) of sediment organic matter. Here, we
prtlsent two high resolution ö13C records from loess sequences
located in the Rhine Valley. Our study shows that past climates
in this area were not arid enough to support C4-plants, and
demonstrates that organic matter preserved in loess consti-
tutes a reliable proxy-data to study small climatic stresses en-
dured by vegetation over the last glacial-interglacial cycle in
north-western Europe. Thus, it appeais that major trends re-
corded by ö13C of loess organic matter are clearly the result of
global atmospheric [COrl variations. The rapid events recorded
by loess ö13C results from a high frequency forcing parameter:
variations of precipitation distribution linked to fluctuations
of polar front location in North-Atlantic. E13C variations present
a strong correlation with GISP2-ö18O fluctuations, that record
rapid climatic events, especially the warmer so-called
Dansgaard-Oeschger events, corresponding to the wetter
events in loess sequences. Moreover, using absolute age con-
trol and correlations between global climate effects (Vostok-

COr) or semi-global (GISP2- ö18O), E13C of loess organic matter
offers a new way to establish a refined chronology in Euro-
pean continental sequences.

Christine Hotl6, Cenlre des Foibles Rodiooclivil6s, Domoine du CNRS,
ovenue de lo Terrosse, F-91 I 98 Gif-surYvette Cedex, Fronce. Tel.:+33-
1-69 82 35 22 Fox:+33-1-69 82 35 68 e-moil:hotte@cfr.cnrs-gif.f

Geoorchoeologicol monifestotions of Younger Dryos ond
lqter climote chonge in the Dorb el Arbolin Desert,
Eostern Sohqro

C.Vance Haynes lr.
Over 20 years of geoarchaeological investigations in the
hyperarid regions of southwestern Egypt and northwestern
Sudan, the Darb el Arba'in desert (DEAD), demonstrate that
Holocene pluvial conditions began about 9800 rcybp, essen-

tially at the end of YD coöling. The DEAD changed from a

hyperarid, lifeless desert dominated by aeolian activity and
deflation to an arid to semiarid savanna that attracted Sudano-
Sahelian fauna and Neolithic pastorialists to the region until
about 5000rcybp when the current episode of hyperaridity
ensued. In the lake and playa basins of the eastern Sahara
Younger Dryas (YD) time, about 10,800 to 9,700rcbp, is repre-
sented by an erosional hiatus during which deflation of ba-

sins occurred. The only deposition that may have.occurred
during this hyperarid period is sand sheet aggradation and
dune formation consistent with the Sahara being hyperarid.
during the glacial periods. YD age aeolian deposits have yet
to be identified by optically stimulated luminescence (OSL).

The current hyperaridity would imply that glacial conditions
exist in the northern hemisphere yet the opposite is the case.

Perhaps global glaciation lags the onset of Saharan
hyperaridity by several millennia.

C.Vonce Hoynes. Deporlmenl of Anthropology, Universi.ty of Arizono,
Tucson, AZ 85721, USA. Tel.:+l -520-62 I 63 07 Fox:+l - 520-621 20
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High resolution plonktic forominifero record for the lost
30 kyr from the Chileon continentol slope

Dierk Hebbeln, Margarita Marchant and Gerold Wefer

Two sediment cores from the Valparaiso Basin at the Chilean
continental slope have been analysed regarding their content
of planktic foraminifera. Several AMS 14-C data revealed a
detailed stratigraphic frame for the two coresr Core 77748-2
from 2500 m water depth ranges from almost recent material
to an age of 15.7 calkyr. In addition, core GeoB 3302 from 1500
m water depth ranges from 10 to 27 cal kyr. Both cores have
over their whole length average sedimentation rates of ap-
proximately 23 cm/kyr. The compositions of the planktic
foraminifera fauna in the two cores show two distinctly dif-
ferent patterns. The change from one pattern to the other oc-
curred between 16 and 72 calkyt and is, therefore, covered
twice within that period for which the two cores overlap. Be-
tween 28 and 16 cal kyr the whole assemblage was dominated
by N. pachyderma (sin.) with an average oI 60%. During the
last 12 cal kyr N. pachyderma (sin.) accounted for only 10% and
was replaced by N. pachyderma (dex.) witl. 60% as the domi-
nant species. This drastic change was accompanied by the dis-
appearance of G . inflata and the onset of N. dutertrei around 1.2

cal kyr. At the same time the percentage ol G. glutinata also
decreased obviously. The changes in the composition of the
planktic foraminifera assemblage point to an increased sur-
face water productivity in this region during the Last Glacial
Maximum. Specially the high percentages of N. pachyderma
(sin.), which is presently confined to the main upwelling
centers in the region, supports this conclusion. In addition,
the record of the planktic foraminifera accumulation rate points
to a much higher paleoproductivity during the Last Glacial
Maximum at this site compared to the present.

Dierk Hebbeln, Geowissenschoften, Universitöt Bremen, Posfoch
330 440, 283 34 Bremen, Germony. Tel.: + 49 - 421 -21 839 20 F ox: +49 -

421 +21 831 1 6 e-moil :dhebbeln@ollgeo. uni-bremen.de
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Linking climote chonge in lndonesio, Austrolio ond
coostol Antorctico using improved chronologies (the
H i gh Resol ution Poleocl imote Records Proiecl)

Hendrik Heijnis and Katherine J. Harle

The High Resolution Paleoclimate Records Project is a collabo-
rative venture between the Environment and Physics Divisions
at ANSTO, the University of Tasmania, Monash University,
Wollongong University and Adelaide University. Its purpose
is to improve the knowledge of mid to late Quaternary
paleoenvironments and identify the broad regional patterns
of climate change in the southeast Asian, Australasian and
Antarctic regions through the integration of research efforts
of paleoecologists and isotope specialists working in these re-
gions. Seven key sites have been selected for the project: Rawa
Danau (west Java -Sander van der Kaars, Monash University);
Lynch's Crater (northeast Queensland - Peter Kershaw,
Monash University); Echo Lake (Fraser Island, Queensland -
Maureen Longmore, Adelaide University); Lake Wangoom
(western Victoria - Kate Harle, ANSTO); Tower Hill (western
Victoria - Donna D'Costa, Monash University); Egg Lagoon
(western Victoria - Donna D'Costa, Monash University); and
Ellis Fjord (Antarctica - Andrew McMinn, University of Tas-
mania).

Goals incorporated within the project framework include:
. Improvement of the chronological control of the selected

paleoecological records.

r Enhancement of the paleoecological information obtained
from microfossils through the provision of stable isotope
tecords.

o Comparison of broad Paleoenvironmental and paleoclimatic
changes in the study region over the past 350,000 years.

o Contribute data to the International Geosphere Biosphere
Program CIGBP), especially the sub-program past Global
Changes (PAGES) PEP II transect.

Not only does this project contribute to PEP II, but also it is of
seminal importance to the PAGES task of improving chronolo-
gies for environmental research. The first results allow us to
correlate past climate and environmental changes across the
Australian continent. We have established new chronologies
for King Island (Tas), Lake Wangoom (Vic) and Lynch,s Cra-
ter (Qld).

Hendrik Heiinis, Environmentol Rodiochemistry Group, Austrolion
Nucleor Science ond Technology Orgonisotion, Privoie Moilbog l, ,

Menäi, NSW 2234, AustroliolL-moä:hhx@onsro.govou

Climotic signols in o 360-yeor corql core from SW-
Modogoscor

Georg A. Heiss, Michael M. Joachimski, Anne luillet-Leclerc and
Wolf-Christian Dullo

The growth and stable oxygen and carbon isotope record of a
400 cm long coral core from the lagoon of Ifaty, SW Madagas-
car (23'09'5,4335'E) is presented. The growth and proxy
record reach back to the year 1656. Mean growth rate from
density banding is 9.8 mm/yr. Growth between 1680 to 1210
was slow, but >from 1720 the extension rate is relatively con-
stant until today, with only few short-term excursions to lower
or higher rates. Stable isotope records were obtained from skel-
etal aragonite with a sampling distance of lmm. Throughout
the core a clear seasonal signal of oxygen isotope values is
present. Correlation with short instrumental records of sea

' surface temperatures is good for oxygen isotope ratios, explain-
ing 83% of the annual temperature variation. Mean annual
values as well as summer maximum values indicate a cooling
of SST at SW-Madagascar by 0.5C from the 19th to the 20th
century. Spectral analysis of oxygen isotope data shows peaks
in the QBC band (at 2.3 years), in the El Nino band (3-7 years),
aS well as longer cyclic variations ( at 77.5 and 40 years). Spec-
tral density in growth rate data is generally low, however signs
of periodicities around 17 to 74,22, and 90 years are visible.

Georg Heiss, CEREGE,BP 80,F- I 3545 Aix-en-Provence cedex 4,
Fronce.Tel.:+33-4-4297 l5 41 Fox:+33-4-4297 15 49
e-moil:heiss@cerege.fr 
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A 3'l ,OOOyeor high-resolution record of Southern
Hemisphere moritime climote chonges, from the stqble
isotope geochemistry of New Zeolond speleothems

lohn Hellstrom, Malcolm McCulloch and ]ohn Stone

High-precision 238U-2eU-230Th dating of a speleothem core-sam-
ple from the South Island of New Zealand, shows it to have
grown uninterrupted over the last 31,000 years. High-resolu-
tion stable isotope analysis of this, and one other speleothem,
has allowed the construction of paleoenvironmental records
covering the period from the end of Oxygen Isotope Stage 3 to
the present. Oxygen isotope variation in these speleothems
primarily reflects changes in the nature of meteoric waters fall-
'ing above the caves, in response to latitudinal movement of
the Sub-Tropical Front (STF), in the Täsman Sea. Seven posi-
tive excursions, each lasting from one to two thousand years,
can be identified in the isotope record, and are interpreted as
recording northward movements of the STF. Such movement
of the STF is known to strongly favour glacial activity in the
South Island, supported by the excellent correlation of well-
dated glacial advances to the speleothem isotope excursions.
From this relationship, four South Island glacial advances are
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inferred during Oxygen Isotope Stage 2, with the most extreme

glacial conditions centred on 19,000 yearö before present. A
previously identified Younger Dryas-aged glacial advance in
New Zealand appears to have initiated slightly before the

Younger Dryas in Greenland, and terminated as the Green-

land Holocene began. Carbon isotoPe variation in the
speleothems has responded to changes in forest productivity,
providing a record closely matched to existing paleovegetation.
records. On the basis of vegetation changes, Stage Two glacial
conditions terminated over less than 2,000 years in central New
Zealand, reaching full interglacial conditions by 74,200 years
before present. The continuous growth of the speleothem sug-

gests that the local tree-line, now at 1200-1400 metres above

sea-level, was never lower than 600 metres duringthe last
31,000 years.

John Hellstrom, Geochronology ond lsolope Geochemistry, Reseorch

School of Eorü Sciences, The Austrolion Notionol Universify, Conberro
ACT 0200, Austrolio. Tel:+61-2-6249 39 57 Fox:+61-2'6249 07 38

e-moil :John.Hellshom@onu.edu.ou
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Decodol to seculor voriobility of the Colifornio Current:
Dreservotion ond colibrotion of records from lominoted
iediments off the Boio Colifornio Morgin

l.C. Herguera and T. Herbert

Here we will present a high räsolution reconstruction of sea

surface properties from the southern part of the California
Current. Our godl is to characterize the strength and variabil-
ity of its flow on longer timescales than the existing instru-
mental record that will enable us to recover the interanual to
secular periodiciti€s that modulate its physical and
biogeochemical variability. We retrieved several cores fröm a

silled basin, known as Cuenca San Lazaro, in the southern Baja

California continental margin located at 25N with a sea-floor
depth of 540 m bathed by suboxic waters of the North Pacific

oxygen minimum zone. This basin collects biogenic sediments
that record the variations in the strength of the cooler flow of
the California Current from the north and of the warmer tropi-
cal waters from the south. The laminated nature of the sedi-

mentäry record of this semienclosed basin preserves informa-
tion with an annual periodicity of the dynamics of this
boundary.
'Our study site is further characterized by high levels of pri-
mary productivity mostly a consequence of the advection of
the cold, nutrient rich California Current waters and associ-

ated upwelling processes, which are responsible for the pro-
duction and high export of organic matter, opaline and cal-

citic shells to the sea-floor, the origin of the light lamina in the

cores of this basin. The biological productivit5t of these near

coastal settings is controlled by a combination of advection of
nutrient rich waters from the north brought by the California
Current, and by upwelling processes, from below, driven by
local wind forces. Both mechanisms lower the SST's, thus ren-

dering the temperature record insufficient to distinguish be-

tween changes in upwelling from advection. Thus the recov-

ery of the sea surface temperature and salinity record is a

crucial exercise to reconstruct and understand the relative roles

of the advective and upwelling processes that modulate the
productivity of the surface waters of the southern most limb
of the California Current.

Juon Corlos Herguero, Division de Oceonologio, Centro de
lnvestigocion Cientifico y de Ensenonzo Superior, Corrtero
Tronspäninsulor Km 107, Ensenodo, Boio Colifornio, 22860, Mexico /
fost oddress: CICESE, Division Oceonologio, PO Box 434844, Son

Diego, Colifornio 92143'4844, USA. Tel.:+52-6,l -74 50 5O9 ext24244
Fox:+52 617 45 I 54 e-moil:herguero@cicese.mx

I Herberl, Deportmänl of Geologicol Sciences, Brown Univcersity,
Rhode lslond, USA

Sub-millenniol scole voriotions in Eost Asion monsoon

systems recorded by dust deposits from the north-western

Chinese loess ploteou.

D. Hestop, l. Shaw, J. Bloemendal and L. Parker

Many studies have demonstrated that the magnetic proPer-
ties of Chinese loess deposits can provide information on the

behaviour of the local monsoon regime. However, most woik
has been carried out in the central parts of the plateau where
dust accumulation rates are low and climate induced
pedogensis is high,therefote limiting the potential resolution
of the available records. A new section from an extremely thick
sediment $equence in the north-western Part of the plateau
(Caoxian village, Gansu Province) appears to give a high reso-

lution magnetic susceptibility record which spans the
"Lateglacial" (last glacial/interglacial transition). The record
shows several short period climate fluctuations that can be
correlated closely to the GISP2 proxy air temperature record'
The observed intervals correspond to those more tradition-
ally associated with North Atlantic/European records and in-
clude the Holocene amelioration, the Youngest Dryas, the
Younger Dryas, the Allerod, the Older Dryas, the Bolling, and

the Oldest Dryas. The paleomagnetic directional record ob-

tained from the Caoxian samples demonstrates the additional
ability of the loess to act as a recorder of the ambient
geomagnetic field and the determineä seculai variation sup-

ports tlie interpretation of the paleoilimatic data. Although
the entire section is 2.25m thick and covers a period of only
12Ka it clearly demonstrates the äbility of loess as a high-reso-
lution recorder of local terrestrial climate which may be
teleconneöted to mechanisms in higher northern latitudes.
Loess deposition in China has been continuous since the com-
mencement of the Quaternary, there is therefore the potential
to construct a 2MaJong high-resolution paleoclimatic sequence

which could be accurately dated within a magnetostratigraphic
chronology.

Jon Bloemendol, Deporlment of Geogrophy, Roxby Building, The

University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 7ZE, UK. Tel: +44 1 51 794 2834
Fox: +44 151 794 2866 E-moil ion@liverpool.oc.uk

D. Heslop, J. Show, Geomognetism Loborolory, The University of

|iliff:; Deportment of Geogrophy, The University of Liuerpooli.
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Coupled otmosphere-oceon simulotion of the climote of
the mid-Holocene using the Hodley Centre GCM

C.D. Hewitt and I.F.B. Mitchetl

The Mid-Holocene at 6,000 years before present (6kBP) has

been the focus of numerous AGCM simulations; co-ordinated
through the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercolnparison Project
(PMIP). 6kBP is well suited to GCM climate change studies

since the differences from the piesent climate are believed to

be largely attributable to insolation changes. The geologic
record indicates that the the 6kBP ice sheet distributions, natu-
ral aerosol concentrations, topographic heights, and continen-
tal positions were similar to those of the present. The PMIP

6kBP experiments to date have been performed using AGCMs

with present day SSTs and sea ice distributions and 6kBP in-
solation to isolate the differences in climate response simu'
lated by atmospheric models and to reduce the computational
resources required for the model intercomparison. Results from

such experiments agree reasonably well with paleoclimatic
data on a large-scale, reproducing features such as an enhanced

African-Asian summer monsoon, but, for example, do not pro-

duce a large enough northward migration of the monsoon rains

over North Africa where proxy.records indicate an extensive
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wetting. Here we repeat the pMIp 6kBp experiment using a
fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice moäel and compare
the results to those from a simulation using just the atmos_
pheric model.

9:?. l1."yT, Hodley Centre, Met Office, London Rood, Brocknell RG I 22St UK Tel: +4A 1344 854520 Fox: +44 1344 g5;S'9ä i-;"r:|,
cdhewitt@meto.gov uk
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Vor.iotions in grbwth foctors"of pinus Sylaestris os
indicofors of chonging climote

Sheila Hicks

The Project FOREST (FOrest Response to Environmental Stress
at Timberlines) evaluates which climate factors control tree
growth at the treeline at the present day and uses this data to
bothinterpret times of quite different ciimate in the past, and
predict what the response will be to future climate change.
The methodology involves the production of a calibration data_
set of climate/environment factors and tree growth responses
along transects across Northern, Alpine arä Mediterranean
timberlines. The tree growth r"rporrs"s being measured are
pollen depostion, tree-ring width, tree_ring dlnsity, tree_ring
cell structure, stable carbon isotopb contenlof late wood, nee_ 

.

dle density, and the density of stämata on the needles.
Selected pollen data from FOREST are presented. Süteen years
(1,982-7997) of results of monitoring annual pollen deposition
{grains cm-2 yearr) are illustrated for a transäct across the lati_
tudinal tree-line oI pinus in Finnish Lapland. Although, the
average annual deposition.of pine pollen along this transect
clearly reflects the degree of presence of the sf,ecies (closed
forest, forest limit, trees at several kilometers äistar,rce), the
annual variation in depostition is just as clearly related to re_
gional climate. Thus,7989,79g6 and 1995 are seen as high years
for Pinus while 1988, 1990 and 1996 are low years. Calibration
between.annual pollen deposition and a range of climate pa_
rameters is tested. Those which seem to best determine the
variation in pollen are temperature in the late summer of the
previous year together with temperature in the spring and
early summer of the year of deposition, coupled witir the"pres_
ence or absence of frost days during these two periods. The
prevalence of southerly winds during the early ,rrrn-". rnuy
also be a factor. This information is applied to interpreting the
sub-fossil pollen deposition record.

l!9'h{.\r, Deportmenr of Ge^ology, 
-Universiry 

of Oulu, Linnonmo
90570 oulu, Finlond. Tel.:+358-8--553 I 4 38 For,*siäle-i;i r a ea
e-moil:sheilo. hicks@oulu.fi
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Chlorin occumulotion rote in the North Atlontic: o high
resolution indicotor of poleoprodu clivity?

Matthew I. Higginson, Antoni Rosell-Mele, Nicholas J.
Shackleton and lames R. Maxwell
Present-day oceanic phytoplankton productivity can be esti_
mated from the concentration of chlorophyll ln sea water.
However, chlorophyll is not preservea in Uottom sediments,
due to water column degrädation. Chlorins, early stage
diagenetic products of chlorophyll, are widespread in eua_ternary marine sediments. It has recently been shown in an
upwelling region of the subtropical Atlantic (Harris et al. 1996)
that maxima in the chlorin accumulation räte (AR) coincide
with significant peaks in biogenic opal and organic carbon.
Such. results suggest that chlorins, unlike anyäther marine
proxies, may serve as a measure of variations in total primary
paleoproductivity. Results of total chlorinänalysis of several
North Atlantic cores is presented. We have exiended earlier
:Idi:r_9f upwelling Site 658 (ODp teg 108; 20.44.e5,N,
1834.85'W 2263mwd) to complete chloriln analysis of cores

658,4 and 658C using an online tuneable fluorescence detec_
tor in a high pressure liquid chromatographl (HpLC) system
(Harris & Maxwell 1995). This tras nctaeitdentification of
Termination V at the base of 65gC, and the identification, in
stratigraphic coincidence, of all Terminations in neighbour_
ing 6584. A high resolution study of IMAGESCoTe MD952040
(40 34.9 1'N, 9'5 7. 67, W, 2465mwd), from the Iberian margin, is
being undertaken to understand the controls on chloriipro_
duction and preservation. The core has revealed the presence
of numerous layers of IRD coincident with a higher terrigenous
component. A possible biotic signature for Heinrich events is
beinginvestigated. Very high resolution analysis of NEApACC
Core 15K (56'27.92'N,27.48.68,W,2A4Smwä) from the North
East Atlantic has revealed si$nificant high_frequency chlorin
changes during the Holocene and Late pleistocene. The iden.
tification of the younger Dryas/Bolling-Allerod transition in
an apparently low-productivity core inäicates the potential of
chlorin AR in identifying key global stratigraphic markers and
productivity changes of short duration. Corroboration .with

. other geochemical biomarkers is proving highly informative
about mechanisms driving euateinary .ti*u't"."
M. Higginson, Orgonic Geochemistry-Unit,.School of Chemistry,
Universiryof Brislol, Contockt Close, Bristol, gSA f iS, üK. i"t.,+44_
117-928 9000 X 4430 Fox:+44-117_g2S i2gs
e-moil:Mottherv.Higginson@bristol.oc. uk
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Poleolimnologicol records of Holocene drouoht
voriobility in the West Africon Sohel

l.A. Holmes, F.A. StreeFperrott, R.A. perrott, M]. Allen, N.
Barber, P. Fothergill, M..Ioanoztich and M. Wallei
Since the late 1960s, the Sahel has experienced one of the most
persistent droughts in the entire glo6al meteorological record.
Instrumental records for the region are too short to establish
the recurrence interval of the drought or provide an explana_
tion of its causes. However, paleohydrological records from
lake sediments provide a means of investiga"ting drought vari_
ability on a much longer timescale. fhe S"AHli (Subsaharan
Africa: Hydro geoglogy, Environment, Limnology) project-is
an investigation of the. recurrence interval of Säiref arought
during the Holocene using a high-resolution study ofcoupled
catchment-groundwater-lake systems. This posür aer.iites
the.findings of the paleolimnoiogical compÄent of SAHEL,
with particular reference to drought variability during the late
Holocene..The study area lies in the Murrgu G.urrlunds, an
area of relict barchanoid dunes in the Nig-eria_Niger border
region. The interdune depressions host a ränge of fäh to ,a_
Iine lakes which are .in hydraulic contact w]th the phreatic
aquifer within the dunes. Äigh-resolution lake_r"ai-"rrt rtoa_
ies were used to reconstrucivariations in water depth, water
chemistry and land-surface conditions, using a combination

3f ,s3aimelological, geochemical and p"aleoecological
techiques. The lake-sediment records .erreal mu.ked t y'Jro_
logical variability during the Holocene. An abrupt shift to a
more arid climate occurred 4,100 yrBp and Sahelian grassland
was established around 3,500 yrBp. A more unstablä climatic
,regine set in aroun{ 1,500 yrBp. The most severe drought epi_
sode occurred 1200-1000 yrbp and lasted an estimated-Ä.vo cen_
turies. Although these results do not directly indicate the cause
of therurrent drought in the Sahel, they do ,norll .onuin._
ingly that the present drought is not unique and that drought
has recurred on a centennial to interdecaäal timescale during
the last 1,500 years. Hence, the post 1960s event is unlikely tä
be purely anthropogenic in origin.

,;|.-t:]r*, School of G^eogrophl Kingsron University, penrhyn Rood,
Krngsron upon lhomes, Surrey, Kfl 2EE, UK. Tel.:+4i_lgl_Si7 75OO
F ox: + 4 4- I 8 1 - 5 47 7 497 e- moil :i.holmus'@ki ngrton.oc. rk - -
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A high-resolution Holocene climote record from stoble
isotopes ond lominoe onolysis of precisely doted
stologmitesfrom the Norfhern Province, South Africo

K. Holmgren, l. Lee-Thorp, P. Repinski, C. Steuenson, O.

Soanered, T.C. Partridge, P.D. Tyson and S.-E, Lauritzen

Siable isotope and laminae analysis of uranium-series dated
speleothems from South Africa provide a detailed, continu-.
ous, terrestrial paleoenvironmental record for the past 6000

years, and less detailed information back to 200,000 years.
Results from stable oxygen and carbon isotoPe analyses of
aragonite stalagmites from Cold Air Cave, Northern Province,
South Africa, yield a record for the last 6000 years with an
average resolution of about 10 years. The oxygen and carbon
isotope contents vary significantly over the time period cov-
ered. The Little Ice Age, including a warmer interlude ptevi-
ously observed in data from southern Africa, is well defined
in the oxygen isotope data, here recording the lowest values
of about -5.5%o; present-day oxygen isotope values of the car-
bonate are about -3%a. Laminae analysis of the same stalag-
mites has permitted the identification of annual bands. Varia-
tions in laminae thicknesses and grey scale correspond well
with precipitation and temperature records for the region, as

well as with the oxygen isotoPe data. Since the isotopic and
laminae characteristics of the stalagmites seem to be deter-
mined by precipitation and tömPerature, it may be possible to
produce a paleoclimatic record with yearly resolution for the
last 6000 years for north-eastern South Africa and so to pro-
vide important new insights into Holocene climatic variabil-
ity in general, and past conditions near the southern end of
the PEP III Transect in particular.
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Mid-Holocene climotic chonge ond lorest response in

centrol Scondinoviq

B.H. Holmqzsist, R. Bradshaw, M. Sykes and B.E. Berglund

A network of pollen data from central Scandinavia is used to
generate maps of tree pollen distribution at 500 year intervals
betweeh 8000 and 3000 years ago. The maps confirm that this
time period includes the most northerly extension of certain
deciduous tree taxa (Quercus, Tilia, Ulmus, Fraxinus and Corylus)

during. the Holocene. AII these taxa show population expan-
sions and northwards extension of their range-limits until 6000-

5500 BP. During the subsequent 3000 years the populations
become smaller and the rangeJimits retreat to the south, al-
though each taxon shows a unique, individualistic trajectory
of population development and decay. We identify the north-
ern range limits of these tree taxa at 500 year intervals using
information about pollen representation characteristics. The
northern range limits are used to reconstruct the climatic pa-
rameters that are believed to control the limits of these taxa
today. The results suggest that these same climatic controls
have been öperative in the past and that the observed changes
in taxon distribution could have arisen from quasi-equilibrium
relationship between range-limits and climatic change during
the mid-Holocene.

Björn H. Holmqvist, Tornovögen 1 3, 5-22363 Lund, Sweden. Tel.:+46-
46'22278 88 Fox:+46-46-222 48 30
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Climotic informotion from o 5000-yeor ör80 time series

of peot in northeost Chino

Yetang Höng, Hongbo liang, Faxiang Tao and Bing Hong

It has been confirmed that the oxygen isotopic composition in
cellulose of plants is.senditive indicator to climate change. Peat

is a mixture of partly decayed plants. The peatland researched
is located in the west of jinchuan Town of Huinan County of
filin Province of China (42'20,N,126"22,E) which consists
mainly of vascular herb plants including Carex and.Phragmites

plants. A peat core spanning about 5000 years was sampled
and radiocarbon dating and age calibration was carried out.
The peat core was cut apart at 2-cm interval (20-year resolu-
tion) and alphä cellulo3e samples were prepared by means of
standard method. The 180/160 ratios of the cellulose samples
were determinated by improved nickel pyrolysis technique
described by T.W.D.Edwards et al.. The results provide the ö18O

evidences for occurrence of the new ice age described by
Denton, the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age in
the East Asia area. To the sixteen apparent solar activity
changes in the past 5000 years Suggested by John A. Eddy the
ö18O climate proxy record has good one-to-one response. In
every case when longer-term solar activity falls, the ö18O value
decrease and climate cools,at time of high solar activity the
ölsO value inctease and climate warms. The fluctuation of the
ö180 curve shows a large sinusoidal trend on which four small
sinusoidal changes with mean cycle of about 1000 years are

impressed. The trend reveals that since around 1600 AD the
climate has gradually warmed and may reach to peak value
at about 2050-2100AD. These results show that on time-scale
of decades to centuries between climate variation and solar
activity there seems to be closer forcing-response relation then
previously thought.

Yelong Hong, lnstitute of Geochemistry, Chinese Acodemy of Sciences.
Guiyong, Guizhou,550002, Chino. Tel.:+86-851-581 47 57 Fox:+86-
85,l -582 29 82 e-moil:y'hong@public.gy.gz.cn
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Polynologicol explorotion of lokes ond swomps in
lowlond Colombio: history of roin forests, sovonnos, ond
lower montone forest since the lost lce-Age

Henry Hooghiemsba, Hermann Behling, Pedro Botiero, Cailos
Botero. Aluaro Negret and Cuido aan Reenen

The vegetation and climate history of the neotropical lowlands
is poorly known. A better understanding is of great interest
for paleo-ecology, biogeography, and paleodata-model com-
parisons. During three expeditions, held in January-March
1996, August 1996, and. January-February 1.997, we explored
the potential of lakes and swamps in different Colombian eco-

systems at low elevation. We collected sediment cores for
palynological analysis at 25 new locations. We used a modi-
fied 'Livingstone Corer' from a floating raft in the centre of
the lake, and with a 'Dachnowsky Corer' from stable soil in
swamps and shallow lakes. Our aim is to study the history of
vegetational, climatic, and environmental change since the last

Ice-Age on the bäsis of radiocarbon-dated pollen records. We

explored the following ecosystems in lowland Colombia:
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a) savannas of the Llanos Orientales (Depto. Meta, Vichada
and Arauca), 80-220 m altitude: cores of 7_10 m long near
the Cordillera, and cores of 1-1.5 m long in the savanna land_
scape with low relief. Recorded period: Holocene.

(b) rain forest of Colombia Amazonas (Depto. Amazonas), c.
50 m altitude: cores of l-2.8 m. Recordedperiod: Holocene.

. (c) rain forests along the pacific Ocean (Depto. N4riffo, Cauca
and Chocö), c. 50 m altitude: cores of 5-6 m long. Recorded
period: the last 4000 up to 9500 years.

d) valley of the Rio patia (Depto. de Cauca), 700_g00 m alti_
tude, dry climatic conditions: cores of 2.5-5 m long. Recorded
period: last 11,000 years.

(e) valley of the Rio Cauca (Depto. de Cauia), 1000_1100 m
altitude, humid climatic conditions: cores of 1.5_Z m long.
Recorded period: last 13,000 years.

(0 the Altiplanicie de Popayan (Depto. de Cauca), c. 1750 m
altitude: cores of 6-8 m long. Reiorded period: Holocene,
and also parts of the last Glacial.

This exploration project was funded by The Netherlands Foun-
dation for Scientific Research (NWOi GOA) and the Hugo de
Vries Laboratory. We received logistic support from:
TROPENBOS-Colombia, INGEOMINAS, Instituio Geogräfico
'Augustin Codazzi' (IGAC), Museo de Historia Natural
Popayan, BioPacifico, and Corp.onariflo. pollen analysis is car_

1"1".it by Hermapn Behling (NWO-funded postdtc project
1995-L998), Michael Wille (NWO-funded phD. project t997_
2001), and Juan Carlos Berrio (phD. project 1998_i002). Radio_
carbon dates are carried out by Klaas van der Borg (Van der
Graaff l€laboratoiy, University of Utrecht). "

Henry Hooghiemstro, Hugo de Vries Loborotory, Universitv of
Amsterdom. Kruisloon 318, 1098 SM Amsterdäm, The Netherlonds.
Tel.:+3 I -20-525 7844 Fox:+31 -20-525 7662
e-moil : hooghiemstro@bio.uvo.nl
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20OO yr cycles of Holocene climote vqriobiliv stored
underneoth Unteroo rglocier,(switzerlond)

Anne Hormes, Thomas Stocker and Christian Schlüchter

Tr.ee trunks and wood fragments in minerotrophic fen peat
which have been accumulated by a Jökulhaup in the ouwash
plain of Unteraarglacier, were radiocarbon dated using con_
ventional ß-counting. The radiocarbon dates represent retreat
phases of Unteraarglacier during the Holocenä compared to
modern ice volumes. The glacier was at least several 100m
smaller in extent than today around 8100-2620 Bp, 67Z5_5Z10
8P,4580-4300 BP and 3380-3200 Bp. The radiocarbon dates sug_
gest an approximately 2000 yr cyclicity of tree and/or peit
growth in the area covered by the actual Unteraarglacier. The
periods of smaller ic'e volumes are comparable to sJveral other
cllmate archives like glacier fluctuations in Alaska, the Swiss
Alps, dendroclimatological investigations in the Swiss Alps,
stable optima in ö18O values in the GISp2 ice core. The möst
intense warm and dry period occurred between 4100-3600 Bp
(probably 4580-3600) with growth of fen peat between 3800_
3600 BP attributed to wetter conditions. 500 (probably 9g0)
years of Holocene optimum climate conditions.seem to be a
striking event across the northern hemisphere (Swiss Alps,
Alaska, West lreland, Nofthern Scotland, ötrO of GISp2)

Anne Hormes, Quoternory Geology, University of Bern, BolEerstrosse l,
3012 Bern, Swirzerlond / nodio.älbon 1"U..är.o,äi1""]ä 

""a!"yi.o",r"lt{ fhysics, Universiry of Bern, Sidlerstiorr" 5, 30l 2 8".n,
Switzerlond. Tel.:+41 - 3l - 631 48 43 Fox:+41 _ 3l _ 63] 4g 43
e-moil:hormes@geo.unibe.ch
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Biostrotigrophy ond poleolimnology of Lote-Glociol ond
notocene loke morls

Daaid Horne, Richard preece and F.AIayne Street_perrctt
Central East Anglia is unusual in the context of southern Brit_
ain in possessing a number of natural lake basins. Sedimen_
tary sequences from many of these basins have provided de-
tailed vegetational sucessions and paleolimnological
information. Quidenham Mere is unique among the East
Anglian meres in possessing a continuous sequencä of calcar_
eous marls covering most of the Holocene. These marls con_
tain abundant mollusc and ostracod remains (many with well_
preserved soft_parts). The basic sequence of the laie has been
established using two cores (central and marginal) to provide
a greater insight into the finer details of paleoenvironmental
change. This is necessary because although the central core
has yielded a continuous sedimentary record it does not nec_
essarily reflect the lake-level fluctuations so obvious in the
marginal sequence, where the frequency of shells is invariably
higher. Detailed palynological analysis has allowed the corre_
lation of both cores. Several major vegetational events have
been matched including: (1) a peak in blrch values at the start
of the late-glacial; (2) a hazel rise at the start of the Holocene;
(3) an abrupt decline in elm values and; (4) a decline in hazel
towards the end of the Holocene. Work carried out at a
multidecadal to centennial scale has revealed dramatic changes
in molluscan and ostracod assemblages throughout the late_
glacial and Holocene which are thought to refle-ct fluctuations
in lake-level, showing it to be a higlily responsive site to cli_
matic change. Stable isotope analysis undertäken on authigenic
carbonate of mollusc shells has furnished a high resolution
paleoclimatic record for this part of eastern England.
Dovid Horne, Deportment of Zoology, UniversiV of Combridoe

flynrns sr..er, öombridse cB2 3Ei', u"ir"J ii,.,ja"r. l"ti.:.üi_tzzs
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Richord Preece, Deportment of Zoology, University of Combridge,
Combridge, UK

F.Aloyne StreeFPerrott, Deportment of Geogrophy, University of Woles,
Swonseo, UK

Cyclone hozord in the coostol oreo of Bonglodesh

M. Monowar Hossain

Bangladesh has a coastal area of more than 36,400 sq.km. The
coastline is about 710 km long, extending from the mouth of
the Naaf river in the south to the mouth oithe Raimangal river
along the Indo-Bangla border in the west. The popuiation of
the coastal district is abott 24 million, which is about 207o of
the total for Bangladesh. The extent of human impact on the
coastal zone is directly related to the population äensity not
only in the coastal zone itself but also in the inland areas. A
study was undertaken to assess the devastation and damage
caused by tropical cyclones in the coastal.area of Bangladesh
with particular emphasis on the wind speed, surge heiiht,loss
of life. and damage to crops and propeiiies. The"study reveals
that the damage and loss of life caused by cyclones over the
last 200 years is colossal. Loss of life in the tune of 400,000 in a
single cyclone is reported. Storm surge height in the coast of
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Bangladesh ranges from 3m to 14m' The study reveals that in

o.a""t to protecithe coastal area from cyclonic storm surges

and floods, a major system of embankments need to be con-

structed and the existing embankments need major rehabili

,"ii*. ff"r" siudy furthei revealed that the Sunderban forest

-tti.n.ot"r, about 5300 sq'km provides an effective protec-

il;;;;;J property inihe coastal region against cyclone

;;;; ,rrrg"r. rh"s ptuntted afforestation in the coastal

area is of utrnolt necessity' An effective cyclone warning sys-

iem would also reduce the loss of life and damage to ProPer-

ties.

M.Monowor Hossoin, DeportmenJ o[ Woter Resources Engineering',Jili;ä'i 
Üil;;,irv oiingin""..ins ond Technolosv' Dhoko- I 000'

;il:üä;il i"i. *ääö-i-soä sae ro"x'+e8o-2-8 8ö46/ +880'2-863

026-e-moil:buel.lib@bd drik'net
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Deep seo ond loke records of the Southeost Asion

monsoon for the lost 120 kYrs

ChlYue Huang, Ping-Mei Liew, Meixun Zhao and Chai-Chun

f,lllrr"^"of the sE Asian paleomonsoons in the last i2o^kyrs

ur" ,trrai"a in two deep-sea cores (18"45'3'N' 715'52'39'E;

\)lig.i;*, 711"29.64'E) irom the no'rthern South China Sea

iSCSi ur,a in a lake core (23'49'N' 120'53'E) from.central Tai-

*"". f" ttug"t Sa-d and 1, Ur'.rSSTs' which^approximately rep-

t"t""it ^"ti""f 
mean SST in northern SCS' were 26'5"C com-

oarable with the present configuration' Meanwhile'
'nalvnological data show occurence of a submontane evergreen

fi;'";:i;""; ior"r, *i,t' rich thermophyte plants Castanopsis

pt"ä"*i"""d in ceritral Taiwan like today' Both indicate an

increase of summer monsoon during the interglacial' How-

"ä-^urin" 
productivitiy (alkenonÄ abundance and TOC)

i"äi"g" s"-als much hiiher that in Stage 1'tut less than in

ii" f"l, glaciation. In coitrast, spores in the Stage 5a-d were

,lr" tit"itt" tust glaciation, but they were abundant in Stage 1'

Both consistent and complementary results suggest that win-

L, *orrroon *as moderitely enhanced in Stage 5a-d' but not

in Stage 1. Wint", ^o"'oo" 
*us significantly strengthened dur-

ine Säees +-3-2 as indicated by Iow winter SST (6'C less than

;"J;;:1r, high roC and alkenones abundance' ln lake core'

""f,r"ä*"",äf 
winter monsoon during thelast g-lacial stages

i-j-+ i, ,rto*tt Uy a sharply change of palynology- from a warm

and wet Castanipsisu""ÄbhgJit'' Siage 5 and 1 to relatively

;".f ""a dry AJnus -Artemisia assemblage in Stages 2-3-4'

i"rropfryt" ierbs Artemisia increase in Stages 4 and 2' while

;;"ä"; evergreen broad-leaved forest Alnus predominated

i"l-i"g" 3. e, itesenl, Artemisia is rare in Taiwan' while Alnus

ilrr", än the diy leeward side at 2500-1500 m' which is 900 m

ui.rr" rf"r" p*Sänt hke elevation' This implies a decrease of 5-

O'C ir, Stug", 2-3-4 consistent with norhern SCS deep-sea

records.

Chi-Yue Huong, Deportment of Geology' Nolionol Toiwon-University

;;'äi;";; R;d, Toip;i, Toi'"on iö7, Toi*on Tel :+886-2-363 35

iJi""'.ago 2363 60 95 e-moil:huongcy@ccms'ntu edu tw
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Holocene record of typhoons in the Peorl River inouth

region, southern Chino

G. Huang, W'W'-S Yim and Y' Zong

Inner shelf Holocene deposits, coastal salt-marsh deposits' and

historical and instrumental records since 1470 and 1884 respec-

ii"ufy of the Pearl River mouth region' southern China have

f""ri rtrrai"a to provide informati'on on the frequency of ty-

ohoons. Shell-rich layers with a high diversity of foraminifera

"ö;;l;;Jrh"tr'Hotot""" deposits have been interpreted

iä U".urrr"d by typhoons' Howerler' the upper 3 m of the de-

.oosits suspected to have been formed within the last two hun-

5;;;;;;;"t"d on the Ievel of heavy metal contamination is

"..ffä*"a.. 
It is difficult to distinguish between typhoon ac-

il;;ililrbation, the latter particularly through trawl-

;;';;i.h;;" disturbed the sea-floor sediments severely to

"i?*t" 
,tt" ayphoons. Coastal salt-marsh deposits are better

ln prouiaing a iecord of typhoons through the preservation of

;;;;;;;"i;osits. such storm surges are usuallv indicated

Lu un in.i"ur"in diversity of marine diatoms' However' the

;i";ü;;;t ;f human interference on the coast through the

.or,"st.rr.tion of dykes, etc' has made this task more di{ficult in

;il;;t;"." of precise historical records' The long historical

unä-i*rrrt't""tal records of typhoons are an advantage in

r"*f."I" Cf-rt"a..These records showed that the five biggest

irrtloo., occurred rn7245,1422,7874'1862 and 1983 with the

1üt;;;;, resulting in the loss of about 80'000 lives the most

severe. However, the period between 1422 and 1790 was rela-

iirr"ty fr"" from disas[rous typhoons' Since the Second World

War, there has been a period of maximum typhoon activity

ä*it g ilsa-r169 indicäted by a running mean of over 32 ty-

fiooritlu"""- entering the South.China Sea v]llle eastern

itiliPpi""t. From 1970 onwards, there was a decline in the

,r.t-Lä, of typhoons particularly during the years influenced

by strong ENSO activitY'

W.W.-S. Yim, Deporlment of Eorth Sciences' The Unive-rsrty of Hong

K:;;.;.ki;];;-d;d, Hong Kong,'chino +86-852 285e 282e

äy;e6:äiää5i7Jäi i "l.oll'i*svim@hkucc'hku 
hk

'Y. Zong, University o[ Durhom,üurhom' Englond

"'
Climotic voriobility in the western lndion Oceon: ENSO'

th" r"i"" monso;n, ond Ssr worming in o Seychelles

corol record

Daaid E. Hunter and C'D' Chartes

' The oxygen isotopic composition-of t:tll: from the Republic

.is"y.'ftZU* prorrides a räs-yearJong history of climatic vari

"Uifny 
i",ft" iV"stern Indianbt"u"' Thit tt"* dataset is yield-

i"fiti"iglt" into the interaction between the Asian Monsoon

uria pt tiino-Southern Oscillation GNSO) in addition to pro-

"iiittg " 
calibration of instrumental sea-surface temPerature

(SSD:The long term trend suggests a pronounced warming'

,"Jiri.r*ru öater than thaiin currently accepted SST at-

i;:;;;;;;;ilfi;r to the 
""co'r"cted 

measurements upon which

,'lr" uiluru, *"re based-implying that some corrections to in-

strumentaldatamaynothavebeenwarranted.Agreaterpro-
oortlot of this warming occurred in the Seychelles cold sea-

i."-ü"iv 
""a 

eugust) ttan in ih" wut- season' resulting in a

decrease in the seasonal ampiitttd"' Ott ittterannual timescales

ii" S"y.ft"l", coral correlates strongly with Pacific coral and

instrumental records, suggesting a consistent ENSO linkage

acloss ocean basins overä leasithe last 150 years. The coral

"how" 
so*e ,i^ilarity to instrumental records on interdecadal

time scales, but a distinctly different decadal pattern' The coral

is dominated by u ,"matkäbly consistent 11-12 year mode char-

u.t"tirti. of the Indian Monsoon' while instrumental SST

,io*" o.ty a weak mode with an approximately 9 year-pe-

,i"J, fft" length and quality of the Seychelles coral.recori.ll

i;;; "t to nät only document the climatic variability of the

Westernlndianoceanontimescalesrangingfromseasonalto
centennial, but also to explore possible mechanisms behind

. this variabilitY.

Dovid Hunter, Groduote Depcrtment 020^8' Stripps lnstitution-o{

A;;;;;i, Universitv of colifornio' Son Dieso' Lo Jollo' CA

özöcä:özoa,'usn. r.l. :i t -e t p-5s4 4838 Fox:il -6 1 9's34 07 84

e-moil:dhunter@ucsd edu
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lsotopic ond pollen record of wetlonds development ond
poleoenvironmentol chonge in Son Froncis.o boy,
northern Colifornio

B. Lynn Ingram, A. Rogier Byrne, Mark Conrad, Francis
Malamud-Roam and Michael May

Tidal marshes in the San Francisco Bay region exist at the in-
terface between fresh water inflow from terrestrial rivers, and

. salt water entering from the Golden Gate. Marsh environments
with high soil salinity favor C4 plants over C3 plants. Because
C4 plants have substantially higher ö13C values (- -14 per mil)
than C3 plants (- -29 per mil), and the carbon isotopic compo-
sition of marsh vegetation is preserved in soil organic matter,
the ö13C value of marsh sedimentary carbon reflects changes
in marsh environments in the past. At Rush Ranch, an increase
in ö13C between 85 cm and the top of the core reflects dn in-
crease in salinity in the marsh over the past 600 cal yr 8.p.,
resulting in the appearance of a more salt tolerant C4 species
with a higher 813C value. A more rapid increase in ör3C over
the past 100 yr (between 11 cm and the top of the core) most
likely reflects an increase in salinity in Suisun Bay caused by
the upstream storage and water diversions. An increase in ö13C
below 100 cm (prior to 600 cal yr B.P.) may be caused by an
increase in salinity associated with an extended period of
drought in California. In the Petalurna Marsh core, the ö13C
value increased between 187 and 70 cm, probably also reflect-
ing sea level rise, followed by a deirease between 70 cm and
tlle top of the core, possibly due to the increase in Salicornia
ztirginica, which can withstand high salinities and is a CAM
plant (ö13C -26 per mil). Oxygen isotopic compositions of
ostracodes separated from the Petaluma Marsh core also indi-
cate an increase in salinity between 80 cm and the top, which
higher frequency variations of wet-dry cycles in California.
Pollen evidence generally supports these results.

Lynn lngrom, Deportment of Geogrophy, University of Colifornio,
Berkeley, CA, 9 47 07, USA. Tel. :+ I .5 I 0 - 525 7 464 F ox:+l - 5l O- 642
3370 e-moil:ingrom@socroies.berkeley.edu

World-wide Younger Dryos-type cold event - o roBe

perspective

Susan lay-Ochs, Christian Schlüchter, Peter W. Kubik, Silaio
Tschudi, Hanns Kerschner and George H. Denton

Using 10Be, we are examining the timing of alpine glacier ad-
vances which have been pinpointed at roughly the Pleistocene-
Holocene boundary based on geomorphology and/or radio-
carbon dates. Results are available from a number of the sites,
from other's we have only completed the sampling. We are at-
tempting to bridge the gap between so-called Younger Dryas-
type localities (i.e. Egesen moraines in the Swiss and Austrian
Alps and Salpausselkae moraines in Finland) and moraines
suspected of having been formed during the Younger Dryas
chronozone based on field evidence and regional correlation.
In the latter case we are räferring to the Arthur's Pass moraine
(New Zealand) and a prominent moraine in the Magellan
Straits region of South America. The 10Be dates we have ob-
tained thus far (11,900 yr for fulier Pass, Switzerland and 11,200
yr for Arthur's Pass, New Zealand) can as well be compared
to published results from North America, Wind River Range
(11,400 yr; Gosse et al. 1995). The 1OBe exposure dating method
has the resolution to allow.such correlation. In addition, only
using 1OBe frees one from the idiosyncrasies of comparing dif-
ferent chronometers.

Suson lvy-Ochs, lnslilut fur Teilchenphysik, ETH Hönggerberg, CH-8093
Zürich, Switzerlond / Geologischej lnstitut, Universiiöit Bern] Bern,
Switzerlond. Tel.:+41-l-633 20 42Fox:+41-1-633 10 67
e-moil:ivy@eowog.ch

Christion Schlüchter ond Silvio Tschudi, Geologisches lnstitut, Universitöt
Bern, Bern, Switzerlond

Peter W Kubik, Poul Scherrer lnstitut c/o lnstitut fur Teilchenphysik,
Zürich, Switzerlond

Honns Kerschner, lnstitut für Geogrophie, Universitöl lnnsbruck, Austrio

George H. Denton, Quoternory Sludies, University of Moine, Moine,
USA
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Thermoholine cirulotion ond ropid climote chonge in the
North Atlontic ond Norwegion Seo during the läst l40
kyrs - lmoges Cruise I

E. lansen, T. Dokken, T. Fronual, Kjersti Heuroy and K. Simonsen

Changes in the strength of thermohaline over-turning have
been implicated as a main driver for rapid climate chÄge in
the N-Atlantic.'Model studies have documented the possibil-
ity of the thermohaline circulation to switch between on/off
modes, or change the strength and location of the overturning
cell or the depth of overturning, observations in the form of
proxy records of water mass distribution are ambiguous. Shift
of convection site and shallowing of the main flow of NADW
are well docummted for the main deglacial meltwater pulses
and for coolings such as during <Heinrich"-episodes. Other
pronounced cold phases such as the Y.Dryas show only minor'
changes from modern conditions in deep water proxies.

We here document that the Nordic Seas through the last inter-
glacial-glacial cycle were highly dynamic and basically circu-
lated in the modern anti-estuarine mode, both in warm and
cold phases. This situation is at times punituated by an estua-
rine type circulation pattern. Both in interglacial and glacial
stages rapid high amplitude fluctuations in heat flux and cir-
culation style occurred. Tiansects across water mass fronts are
used to decipher the variability of ocean circulation during
the last 140ky. The data sets document major shifts of the type
of deep water formation from opeß ocean convection to a mode
dominated by deep waters formed by brine formation. Dur-
ing H- änd D-O-events water masses carrying the glacial melt-
water signal are injected at all depths and ventilation is re-
duced. During cold phases with little meltwater input such as
the Younger Dryas the brine injection occurs at lkm depth only,
and open ocean convection appears to continue. Hence the
convective state is highly different during different cold phases.
This points to strong non-linearities in the way ocean circula-
tion drive climate change, or that some of the changes may be
driven by other rhechanisms than deep-water circulation.

Eystein Jonsen, Deportment of Geology, University of Bergen, All6goten
41, N-5002 Bergen. Norwoy. Tel.:+47 55 58 34 91 , Home: +42 55 9l
06 61 Fox:+47 55 58 94 16/17 e-mail:eystein. jonsen@geol.uib.no

T. Dokken ond Kjersti Hevroy, Dept. of Geology, Univ. of Qergen,
Bergen, Norwoy

T. Fronvol, Deportment of Geology, Univ. of Copenhogen, Copenhogen,
Denmork

K. Simonsen, Nonsen Environmentol ond Remote Sensing Cenler,
Solheimsviken, Norwoy
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IDEAL results on Loke Victorio: life on the edge

T. C. lohnson, K. Ketts, K. Beuning, D. Verschren, G. Ngobi, t.
Ssemmanda and C. A. Scholz

Contrary to early popular beliefs that the high endemism and
diversity of fish in the large tropical lakes of East Afiica were
due to long term environmental stability, we are learning that
these tropical lakes are anything buf stable. Climate change
between glacial and interglacial times and even within the
Holocene has been quite severe, particularly in terms of the
hydrological budgets of these lakes. IDEAL (The International
Decade for the East African Lakes) began field work on Lake
Victoria in April 1995. Seismic reflection profiles from the ba-
sin showed a relatively thin sediment cover, typically less than
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concentration basin. The resulting reduction in the rate of water
exchange between the Mediterranean Sea and the North At-
lantic Ocean and deep water oxygenation would be responsi-
ble for the sapropel formation in the eastern basin.

Neiib Kollel, Ecole Notionole d'lng6nieurs de Sfox. B.P "W" 3038 Sfox
Tunisio. Tel.:+216-4-274O88Fox:+216-4-275 595 / 238 414
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The distribution ond production of C4 plonts during the
Lost Glociol Moximum

led O, Kaplnn and Sharon A. Cozoling

We simulate the distribution and production of C4 vegetation
during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ca. 18000 yr. BP.)
using an enhanced version of BIOME3, an equilibrium bioge-
ography and biogeochemistry model. The model is driven by
climate, soil.type, and the ambient concentration of COr. Our
results indicate that C4 plants comprised a significant portion
(>40%) ol total global NPP (38 GtC/yr). The area occupied by
C4 vegetation was greatly reduced north of40'north (ca. 75%)
compared to a simulation for the present day. However, C4
vegetation expanded in significantly into tropical Africa, South
America, and the exposed areas of the New Guinea Shelf. To-
tal biosphere carbon stocks were significantly reduced at the
LGM. Because of changes in the makeup of the biosphere at
the LGM, the carbon isotope composition of the biosphere-
atmosphere flux of CQ was enriched by about 1,.8Voo in13C
compared to the present day. This enrichment is corraborated
by data from the ice-core and record of atmospheric CQwhich
was slightly depleted in 13C during the LGM. Results suggest
that ocean-atmosphere-fluxes of CO, at the LGM may be even
more significant than previously suggested.

Jed O. Koplon, Climote lmpocts Group, Deportment of Plont Ecology,
Lund University, Ecology Building. 5-223 62 [und, Sweden. Tel.:+46-46-
222 9307 Fox:+46- 46-222 3242 e-moil:ied.koplon@plonteco.lu.se
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lntense glociotion of Siberio during Substoge 5d: new
evidence from Loke Boikol sediments

Eugene Karabanou, Alexander Prokopenko and Douglas Witt|iams

The paleoclimatic record from bottom sediments of Lake Baikal
(East Siberia) reveals new evidence for an abrupt and intense
glaciation during the initial part of the last interglacial period
(isotope substage 5d). This glaciation lasted about 12,000 years
from 117,000 to 105,000 yr. BP according to the correlation with
the SPECMAP isotope chronology. The new lithological and
biogeochemical evidence of glaciation from Lake Baikal Drill-
ing Project cores agree with evidence for the advance of Barentb
- Kara ice sheet in.Northern Siberia during this time period
and also with the cryogenic deformations within the strata of
Kazantzevo soils in Southern Siberia. The severe 5d glaciation
in Siberia was caused by dramatic cooling due to the decrease
in solar insolation [as predicted by the model of insolation
changes for Northern Asia according to Milankovich theoryl
coupled with western atmospheric transport of moisture from
the open areas of Northern Atlantic and Arctic seas (which
became ice-free due to the intense warming during preceding
isotope substage 5e). Other marine and continental records
show evidence for cooling during 5d, but not for intense gla-
ciation. We therefore conclude that the se.verity of climate
change in Siberia is an important internal feedback mecha-
nism for ice sheet development in the Northern Hemisphere
during the late Pleistocene. A schematic model for the spatial
dynamics of glaciation in the Northern Hemisphere is pro-
posed, suggesting that glaciations initiate in North Siberia
during transitioflal periods from interglacials to glacials, and
later proceed with growth of the Laurentide and
Fehnoscandian ice sheets.

Douglos Willioms, Boikol Drilling Proiecr, Dept. of Geologicol Sciences,
University of Sourh Corolino, Columbio, SC 29208, USA. Tel.:+l -gO3-
777 -81 Q2 f ox:+l -803-777-81 02 e-moil:doug@ssl .csd.sc.edu /
boikol@epoch. geol. sc.edu
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Mount Kenyon glocier odvonces

Wibjörn Karldn

Variations in carbon content ofpro-glacial lacustrine sediments
reflect the flux from glacier-eroded debris and therefore the
extent of local glaciation. A 2-m long piston core covering the
period from 4300 to 1400 cal. yr. BP was retrieved from
Hausberg Tarn, a small lake located directly below josef and
Cesar Glaciers on Mount Kenya. The carbon content of the
sediments varies between 2 and 4 %. Minima in carbon con-
tent are dated to 3700,3300 and 2000 cal. yr..BP and maximal
content to 4200,3300,2200 and 1500 cal. yr. BP. A previous
study also indicates increased glacier silt flux around 1200 and
for the last 500 years. The periods of increased silt flux is in-
terpreted as indication of glacier advances. The time of these
advances are largely contemporaneous with cold climate re-
vealed by ö18O variations in the GISP 2 ice core from central.
Greenland. The results are compared with several published
records. Although, there are similarities in the large-scale vari-
atigns, there are a number of differences. Largely, these may
be a result of the low number of raC dates in combination with
a non-linear rate of sedimentation.

Wibiörn Korl6n, Deportment of Physicol Geogrophy, Stockholm
University, 106 9l Stockholm, Sweden. Tel.:+46-8-16 47 76Fox:+46-
8-'l 6 48 1 I e-moil:wibiörn.korlen@notgeo.su.se
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Sl Poleosol qnd ossocioted climotic grodients ocross
Northwest Chino during Oxygen lsotope Stoge 5

Rob A. Kemp, Edward Derbyshire, Xingmin Meng and Hongwei
Cuo

The S1 paleosol in northwest China is correlated with Oxygen.
Isotope Stage (OIS) 5 of the ocean cores, its development there-
fore spanning the period between approximately 70 and 130
ka BP, when monsoonal and global climatic conditions fluctu-
ated considerably. The associated changes in balance between
loess accumulation and pedogenic alteration during this pe-
riod resulted in the formation of a pedocomplex at most sites,
rather than a simple monogenetic soil developed at a stable
land surface. 51 varies considerably in its character as it is
traced along the regional climatic and depositional gradient.
Strongly developed and welded in the humid southeastern
part of the Loess Plateau, it comprises several discrete weakly-
developed paleosol units separated by less-pedogenically al-
tered layers of loess further to the west and northweqt, where
loess accumulation rates close to the desert and mountain
source areas were higher, and pedogenic processes were re-
stricted by lower rainfall and temperature. A micromorpho-
logical approach, based upon sets of closely-spaced thin sec-
tions taken from five sites located along a transect stretching
from Xian in the southeast to Menyuan on the Tibetan Pla-
teau, has been utilised to reconstruct the sequence of pedogenic
and sedimentary events leading to the development of the 51
paleosol. The distribution of micromorphological features in-
dicative of a range of pedogenic processes, including clay trans-
location, gypsum precipitation and freeze-thaw activity, pro-
vide evidence for both spatial and temporal variations in
climatic conditions during the formation of S1. Correlation of
the pedosedimentary stages between sites allows some appre-
ciation of regional climatic gradients during different substages
of OIS 5.
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Rob ,Kemp,.Deportment of Geogrophy, Royol Hollowoy, University of
London, Eghom, Surrey TW20 0EX, UK. Iel.:+44-1784-44 36 49
Fox:+44- 1 7 8 4- 47 28 36 e-moil:r.kemp@rhbnc.oc.uk
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Some poleoclimotic implicotions from Younger Dryos
glociers in the Alps

Hanns Kerschner, Susan loy-Ochs, Rudolf Sailer and Christian
Schlüchter

Since the late 1970s.there has been growing evidence that the
widespread Egesen moraines in the:Alps were deposited dur-
ing the Younger Dryas cold phase. Recently, surface exposure
dating of Egesen moraines at Julier Pass (Switzerland) with
toB", 

'uOt and 36Cl showed that the moraines of the maximum
Egesen advance were deposited during the earlier part of the
Younger Dryas, arrd that glacial and roik glacier activity con-
tinued during the entire Younger Dryas and, perhaps, the ear-
liest part of the Preboreal.

In some valleys, dozens of Egesen moraines can be'found, in-
dicating a rapidly fluctuating climate. However, it is possible
to group them into three distinct groups of moraines. In some
places, a fourth, distinctly smaller readvance can be found.
Depending on the size of the glaciers and the altitude of the
surrounding mountains, large rock glaciers (permafrost fea-
tures) developed after the recession of the glaciers of the first
or second phase of the Egesen stadial in some areas. Moraines
are usually so well preserved that it is possible to plot the gla-
cier surfaces and to calculate their snowlines with a high de-
gree of accuracy (a 20 m). The altitude of the alpine timberline
during the Younger Dryas is well known from paleobotanical
investigations.

Snowlines, timberlines and rock glaciers can be used to calcu-
late temperature depressions and precipitation changes for the
Younger Dryas with glacial-meteorological and statistical
models. The results have a very high degree of spatial resolu-
tion. Summer temperatures seem to have been some 3 K lower
than at present, whereas annual temperatures should have
been at least 4 - 6 K lower in the central part of the AIps. Early
Younger Dryas precipitation was probably about the same as
today in the North and West of the Alps, and decreased mark-
edly towards the interior and the South (a Z0Zo). Duiing later
phases of the Younger Dryäs, conditions became progressively
drier. In the Central Alps of Austria and eastern Switzerland,
conditions were almost semi-arid. Some further quali'tative
information can be obtained from the (micro)morphology of
the moraines and rock glaciers.

Honns Kerschner, lnstitut für Geogrophie, Universitöt lnnsbruck. lnnroin
52, A-6020 lnnsbruck, Austrio. Tel.:+43 - 51 2 - 507 54 09 Fox:+43 -
512' 5O7 54 39 e-moil:honns.kerschner@uibk.oc.ot

Suson lvy-Ochs ond Christion Schlüchter, Geologisches lnstitut,
Universilöt Bern, Bern, Switzerlond

Rudolf Soiler, lnstitut für Geogrophie, Universitöt lnnsbruck, lnnsbruck,
Austrio 
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Poleoecologicol records of climote chonge through the
lost 140,000-300,000 yeors in the lndonesion-Northern
Austrolosion region

A.P. Kershaw, W.A. aam der Kaars, P.T. Moss, X. Wang and N.y.
Pearson

Documentation of the history of this tropical region is of criti.
cal importance to the understanding of climate change and
variability over a substantial portion of the earth,s surface, and
particulärly along the Asian/Australasian PEP 2 transect. The

region is part of one of the three main centres of tropical con-
vective activity which maintain the Hadley and Walker circu-
lations, and occupies a central position in relation to the Asian
monsoon and to El Nifro-Southern Oscillation activity.
Marine cores from the Lombok Ridge and the Banda Sea pro-
vide pollen and charcoal records of general conditions in both
northern Australia and Indonesia through the last 300,000 and
160,000 years respectively while a third marine core from the
Australian continental slope provides a similar record of con-
ditions in northeastern Australia through the last 250,000 years.
Teirestrial records from java and northeastern Australiä pro-
vide more.localised records from rainforest environments of
vegetation and biomass bu.rning through the last 140,000 and
1,70,000 years respectively. The combination of terrestrial and
isotopically 'dated' marine records provides a firm basis for
regional vegetation and climatic reconstruction

There is marked similaiity in the pattern of vegetation and
inferred climate change.from all records which can be ex-
plained largely as a response to Milankovitch forcing and glo-
bal ice cover. During glacial periods there were substantial
contractions in forest relative to more open vegetation indi-
cating much drier climatic conditions and, in I'ndonesia at least,
significantly redüced temperatures..There are also indications
of a general reduction in vegetation complexity throughout
the last 200,000 years, reflected at different times in the differ-
ent records and usually in association with an increase in fire.
The relative influences of climate and human activities on this
trend are the source of substantial debate.

Peter Kershow, Dept. of Geogrophy ond Environmentol Science, Monosh
University, Cloy'on, Vic 3168 Ausrrolio. Tel.:+6,l-3-99 05 2910
Fox:+6,l -3-99 05 29 48 e-moil:peter.kershow@orts.monosh.edu.ou
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Polynologicol doto - porometers of climote chonges in
the North-West of Russio

V.L Khomutooa and T.V. Sapelko

The research work of bottom sediments of numerous Lakes
situated in the North-West of Russia is carried out with a help
of the generalized method at the Institute of Limnology. The
important part of the whole complex of paleolimnology re-
searches is devoted to the results of spore-pollen analyses. The
modern Lakes arose as a result of the retreat of the last phases
of Valdey glaciation. Numerous palynologic data are shown
by changes of a vegetative cover during 13 thousand years.
By virtue of palynological data from lake sediments, the natu-
ral and anthropogenic changes of vegetation were determined.

Volenrino lvonovno Khomutovo, lnstilute of Limnoloqy, Sevostionov Str.
9,196199 Sr. Perersburg, Russio. Tel.:+Z-812-294-Äi 54(w[] Fox:+Z
812 298 73 27
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New sources of climotic informotion recorded in tree-
ring width ond structure doto

A. Kirdyanoa

Trees growing in high latitudes are very sensitive to.the cli-
matic changes, mainly, to temperature changes. In this paper
the results of dendroclimatic analysis of material from two
Siberian Subarctic regions (West of Taymir peninsula and
around Chokurdakh (Yakutia)) are shown. Tree-ring width
chronologies, density chronologies (maximum, minimum, etc.)
and time series of cell sizes in different parts of tree-ring were
analyzed. All these parameters were correlated with the tem-
perature of pentads for the period from May till October be-
cause of short growth season.
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The results show the following: a) tree-ring width records tem-
perature variatiohs during the period of new cell production
(from S.VI till 10.VII in Yakutia and from 10.VI till 10.VII on
Taymir); b) tracheid dimension in different zones of tree-rings
records temperature of short intervals of a season when those
cell are being produced (for instance, latewood cell records
temperature variations from 5.VI till25.VI in Yaklrti4 and from
1.VII till 10.VII on Taymir); c) minimum density closely corre-
lates with tracheid dimension in earlywood and records tem-
perature in the same interval of a season; d) maximum den-
sity accumulates the temperature variations accofding to
period of tracheid production and cell wall formation period
and so records the temperature changes during the longest
interval of a season. The results clearly show the shift of the
season beginning to the later dates in West Taymir in com-
parison with Yakutia.

All results discussed show the real possibility for climatic re-
construction with a high temporal resolution (up to 1 week) if
the combination of different tree-ring structure parameters is
used. It is possible to reconstruct the date of the season begin-
ning which is a ciitical indicator of vegetation response to re-
gional and global climatic changes in Subarctic region.

A. Kirdyonov lnstilute of Foresl SB RAS, Acodemgorodok, Krosnoyorsk,
Russio, 660036. Tel.:+7 -39.1 2' 49 5053 Fox:+Z-391 2' 433686
e-moil :dndr@ifor. krosnoyorsk.su
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Ropid chonges in deep North Atlontic circulotion
inferred from the study of mognetic properties during
Climotii Stoge 3.

C. Kissel, C. Laj, M. Elliot and L. Labeyrie

High resolution magnetic analyses of cores located in the north-
ern part of North Atlantic are presented. The cores are distrib-
uted along an E-W transect between 60 and 62\I from the
Faeroe islands (cores ENAM 93-27 and core MD95-2009), the
Gardar drift (core SU90-33) and the Irminger basin (core SU90-
24). The study has been focussed on climatic stage 3 during
which variations in the low field magnetic susceptibility mir-
ror temperature changes over Greenland as observed from the
ice cores. Cold periods (Heinrich and stadials) are character-
ized by low values of the magnetic susceptipility while
interstadials correspond to peaks.

The main magnetic carriers of the magnetic signal are magne-
tites and Ti-magnetites most probably of basaltic origin. Inmost
of these cores, changes in low field magnetic susceptibility il-
'lustrate variations in both concentratiori and grain sizes of
these magnetites and Ti-magnetites. The Heinrich events are
characterized by low concentration of relatively fine grained
magnetic particles. On the contrary, during interstadials 3 to
13 (Dansgaard-Oeschger events) high concentrations of rela-
tively coarse magnetic grains are observed. Changes in the
magnetic properties may thus illustrate changes in the deep
ocean circulation with reactivation of the deep current pro-
ducing a nepheloid layer during short warm periods and very
weak sedimentation of magnetic material during cold events.
It appears that the magnetic properties of north Atlantic
sediments are good proxies for charges in paleo-circulation
related to rapid climätic changes during stäge 3.

Cotherine Kissel, Centre de Foibles Rodiooctivit6s, CEA-CNRS, Avenue
de lo Terrosse, 9l I 98 Gif sur Yvette, Fronce. Tel.:+33-l -69 82 43 28
Fox:+33-l -69 82 35 68 e-moil:kissel@cfr.cnrs-gif.fr
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Ropid climote chonge in the Chileon Norte Chico over
the lost I l7 ko recorded in morine sediment cores

lens Klump, F. Lamy, D. Hebbeln and G. Wefer

Earlier studies of the South American climate during the last
glaciation showed that climate events concomittant with
Heinrich everits have been recorded in the glacial deposits of
the Chilean Lake Region. The study of two marine sediment
cores from the continental slope off the Chilean Norte Chico
(28 deg S) showed theit rapid climate change, as observed in
the Greenland ice cores and.in sediment cores from the North
Atlantic, can also be seen here. Taking the illite crystallinity
and the Fe/Al ratio of the predominantly terrigenous marine
sediment cores as proxies of past climate change, i.e. as tem-
perature and precipitation respectively, we reconstructed how
the climate of the Chilean Norte Chico changed over the last
90 ka from glacial to interglacial modern.conditions. These cli-
matic signals could then be correlated with the ö18O data of
the CRIP ice core.

This high resolution study shows that the climate signal re-
corded in these cores is mainly controlleil by precession but
shows superimposed Bond cycles and climate excursions con-
comitant with Heinrich events. The Bond cycles are most
prominmt in the record of the illite crystallinity where they
appear as cooling cycles while the Fe/Al ratio shows periods
of higher precipitation during Heinrich events. These patterns
prevail throughout the Pleiitocene and Termination 1. The in-
terpretation of the data are consistent with paleoclimatic in-
terpretations of pollen records from Chile. With the onset of
the Holocene the pattern changes and it seems that precession
is no longer the major driving force behind climatic change in
this region.

Jens Klump, Geowissenschohen, Universiloet Bremen, Postfoch 330
440, 28334 Bremen, Germony. Tel.:+49-421 -21 I 77 59 Fax:+49- 421 -

2l 8 31 I 6 e-moil: jklump@zfn.uni-bremen.de/iens.klump@uni-
bremen.de
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Cyclic chonges o[ climotic ond-biologicol chorocteristics
for the lost 1500 yeors qnd lost century

Leonid Klyashtorin

The dynamics of air temperäture for the Iast 1500 years recon-
structed by Greenland ice cores exhibits approximately 60-year
cyclic variations. Roughly 50-70-year periodicity of the air tem-
perature in Fennoscandia for the last 1400 years was revealed
by analysing tree=rings of Scots pine. The strüiture of scale
deposition in the bottorn sediments suggest the existance of
approximately 60-year cyclic outbursts of Californian sardine
and anchovy for last 1500 years.

The instrumental measurements of global air surface tempera-
ture anomaly (dT) for the last 150 years also confirm the
existance of roughly 60-year climatic oscillations. The dynam-
ics of Atmospheric Circulation Index (ACI) characterising the
domination of meridional or zonal atmospheric transport in
the North Hemisphere for the last 110 years has also exhibited
approxiimately 60-year cyclib fluctuations. For the last 80 years,
the stock dynamics of main commercial species - Japanese-,
Peruvian- and Californian sardine, Pacific salmon, Pacific her-
ring, Alaska pollock, Peruvian anchovy, Atlantic cod, Atlantic
herring, and some others - have been closely correlated with
ACI dynamics, and corresponded to the dT fluctuations. Thus,
the 50-70-year cyclic changes in climatic and biological char-
acteristics exist during at least 1500 years. For the last century,
the variation of climatic and biological characteristics can be
described as two sequential cycles. The first one passed
through its maximum in the late 1930s and the second one
reached the maximum in the early 1990s. The last cycle is not
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completed yet, but now it comes to its final phase similar to

that of 1940-1950s. The probable scenarios of climatic changes

; ,;;;;.""tury and corresponding reply of biota are dis-

cussed.

Leonid B. Klvoshtorin, Federol lnstitute for Fisheries ond€ceonogrophy

üähb]. iö;i;ö; ilo,'"*, Russio Fox:+7-e 5-264e187

!l*äl"r.ii.ör,r'.;ll'oii'.'*.'r/f rol@vniro'msk'su
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ProductiviV voriotions ofl Portugol during the,lost

äi"di,öö i""ts: diotom ond geochemicol evidence

lens-[örg Knaack, Sandra Vnaueiro ' Luis Gaspar' Ftitima

Abrantes, Sharon Nixon ' 
phh Thomson' Colin Summerhayes'

Olioia CaYre and Rainer Zahn

High bioproduction caused by seasonal upwelling is observed

"?i"ir." "J"r, 
coast of PortugäI at the Present time' Previous

;;;;";ü;"'ea showed thät diatom abundances and assem-

;;;;;;^;"^P.tition in recent sediments reflect modern pro-

ductivity Patterns ot tne surface waters and has reported prö-

ductivitv events during oxygen isotoPe stage 2 and at the stage

;ä;';;;;.i" " '"'ir,i 
träcer studv.on twl.I$.lGES cores'

.äu".i"J"irn"eiro (40'35'N' 10'21'w) and off Sines (37'48'N'

tööW) 
"ntlurr."a 

productivity' as, indica.ted by diatoms' is

r'r"J "i ti" 
,tage 6/5 boundary 4t both sites^ and during late

,i"g"J*han t,ä"Iy t"coueted inthe Ionger Aveiro core' Dur-

,"g"tf," ""tfy 
Holocene iiuto*' ate rare at both sites' but still

represented and more abundant than in recent- sediments at

i;ä;.;..*. Fi;;;iassemblages at the highlv P':1I:tY:
i"i"t""ft are dominate d by Chaelocelo1-re.sting stages ln

presents of vegetative cells mainly of T.halass'iothrix spp''

t;;;;;;;;i;;-u..ap"ori'osulcata'i:nemicropaleontological
;;;;;;;"; *äi with the major production events recorded bv

the chemical tracers in the Äeiro core' ln the Corg' BalAl pro-

files marked spikes occur at the stage 6/5 boundary (Termi-

""i-"lii ""a'during 
late stage 9' Minor distinct peaks are

found within stage S and at üeinrich events 4 and 1' These

data suggest that during the past :SO-kf 
.m1s1 

intervals of in-

creased productivity aie lmted with glacial to interglacial

ä"iri"g p"t-a, *itt'' u 
"'u'"q"ent 

sea lävel rise and probably

an enhanced ri"u' *"oif ' B"t it's also shown that the extremly

high paleoproduction iound at the stage 6/5 boundary and

during late stage 9 was orders of magnitude higher than at

Termination f ot ut uttf otner time duiing the last 350 ky off

companied by a developent of ice *:."tt ::1"^:Olently 
de-

ctroved the previous mäuntain glaciation traces' the use of

::;Jä#"i;"tt'tJ" u"*a on laleodata of the glaciation's

;t;-;il;;ly possible' In this situation the reconstruction

of the Scandinuuiu gtutiutio" is produced with the help of

modern glacio-climatic-'"tutio'ltnipt and some theoretical

statements. As a determining glacio-climatic factor' the bot-

' ioäüou.aary of the so ca[ä"hionosphere (as the analogue

of ELA) was chosen, and the position 
-of 

this characteritic for

ä.""ii"""i" as a whole was defined by the paleoclimatic data

of Frenzel. Then, using the modern extensive material about

. diffelent glaciations under various paleoclimatic conditions'

we obtained the approximate area ofthe Scandinavia glaciers'

distribution in Middle ValdaY'

According to the paleoclimatic conditions' offered by Frenzel'

;;r;r"" cäuld be-about 163 thousand km2' The modern ana-

i.gt" L, tt.ft size glaciation may serve the glaciers of Cana-

dian Arctic or Alaska tiSO tt'ousatta knt' and 1.00 thousand

l# "*"tai"gly)' 
While comparing given reconstruction with

the paleoclimatic r"co"st'uciion Äuäe by Lundquist (accord-

i"s i. ;ht.L tn" gtutluiio" urea was about 185 thousand km2

in considered time period)' we can conclude that they weakly-

;;;;F;t," "utt'' 
ott't"''' ut the main distinction consists of

the glaciations' contours'

il::::i$;f'Tillxi::F;1:,:ö$:iY;Xä3','J"""ne'invper2e
e-moil:Morio@glocin[o msk'ru
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Chironomid-i n[erred poleotemperotures f.or northern

Fennoscondio

A. Korhola, H' Olander'T' Blom' H'l'B' Birks' H' Mannila and H'

the Portuguese west coast'

lens-Jörq Knoock, lnstituto Geolögico e Mineiro' Estrodo do Portelo-

äHülä;öäii,ääia', p-*ö't' e-moiliknock@rGM pt 
-

Sondro Voqueiro, Luis Gospor ond F6timo Abrontes lnstiluto Geolögico

e Mineiro, Alfrogide, Portugol

,i"r"" *'-", älin Sutt"'hoyes ond.John Thomson' Southompton

Oceonogrophic Centre, SoulhomPton' uK

äita a"t*, Lobo' Geol' du Quörternoire' CEREGE' Aix en Provence

Cedex, Fronce

Roiner Zohn, GEOMAR, Kiel' GermonY

aaa

Reconstruction o[ the former glociotion in cose of

iliJärufl.ii' ih" 
"to'npie 

o[ scondinovio slociotion

i" ii" p"tiod of t*iddle VoldoY

Yuty M. Kononoa and Maria D Ananichezta

The tast large advance of glaciers in Europe in Late Pleistocene

had a rather distinctly exiressed cyclic dävelopment' As mini-

;;;;i;; ttages äf aävant" uä k"o'"tt' thefirst - about 70

;ü;;;;;";* af,o Garlv valdav)' the second' the biggest one'

..."rr"J io ,rt.uänd yea's ugo (Lut" vulduy)' Relatively warm

;ä;;il,"did ait'iJ"sir'ese stages' The climate of the

Middle Valday warmrng is widely knlown as cooler than the

modern. Since the more cold period' occurred later' was ac-

Toiaonen

A modern chironomid-temDerature calibration data-set has

been developed using surfa'ce-sediment samples and limno-

;;"I;;,;f;;m 53 sibarctic lakes in northern Fennoscandia'

*ät", t"*p"tutures were measured in the field; whereas mean

fuly air temperatures were estimated for each site using 1961-

äääir*"." i,l"rmals and consistent regional,lapse rates and

il;*d;Iation' Different numeriial techniques and ap-

-t"."i"r. "*r.l 
based on slightly different underlying models

il:ffi;;;i;;'"-fti'"'' iu"'ä "'"d 
to develop chironomid-

üuä irif"r"^.e moäels or transfer functions for both water

;;;;;p"ratures' Modern analogue ft-h"i-qi: 
(MAT)'

;;;**J"t'"taging partial least squires (WA-PLS)' simple

;"äi.;*-;;.öi"ä'twel with an 
rinverse' deshrinking re-

;;":1';; ii."u, o"uriiul l"urt 'quu'"' 
(PLS)' as well as Markov

äT:iliffi ä b:'i" ir'lö vci stochastic simu lation method

;ä;;;"y"tian statistics all yielded approximlie! the same

results, giving a root mean 'q"u'"d 
error of'prediction

idä;i';;; ;t"tessed by leave-one-out-cross-validation 
(iack-

ätö;;;;;;ir'e-r'o'c ror water temPerature' and about

0.8-0.9'C for air temPerature'

The transfer functions were applied to fossil chironomid as-

,"rtUi"g* i" 
" 

AMS-dated sediÄent cot" from lake Tsuolbma-

,*t 
'"3.ifl**tern 

Finnish Lapland' to reconstruct Holocene

i"-;;;;';;; ir",',dr. rhe site ii ideally suited for reconstruc-

ffi;;;ö;as it is situated at the ecologically sensitive tree-

ii"" ä*", it ".losed 
basin' and features an excellent Holocene

ä;;;;;ilJrecord' The results demonstrated that' in addi-

tion to a generally warmer early Holocene' abrupt and repeated

cooling periods *ere the mäst p'o"outtced feature of the

Holocene climate' These cooling events were,observable in

both water and air temperature äcords, regardless of the cali-

bration modelS and statistical techniques used' and were also

oartlvdetectabl"u,,p".i",u,sembtageshiftsinthepollenand
##ä;*tgtuphy tt"^ *te same core' The most distinct

cooling periods occurred at about 0-400' 1400' 2300-3000' 4200-

6100, and 8200-9400 cal BP; the magnitudes of the coolings
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were about 2t. These climate events correspond extremelywell with the cooling_epir"a", .".u.rttyäiäverea in theGreenland ice core urid._u.i.," ,".".ar.rri" ,"sults suggestthat substantial chanqes in the .i.;hit;; pää of the NorthAtlantic,s surfaa" *u'r"., u, *"tt a, pota. u.i. mur"", _rrrt hurr"occurred during the Holocene. The millJaläle variabilityinherent in the Tsuolbmaja,rrl temp"rut .l-.".# frr.tt 
", 

a"__onstrates that the Holocene clima^re,ru, i.;;;;;y.yctic, or atleast semi-cyclic, by nature. However, jiJ*f.*f 
sites fromthe same area shoutd u" inu"rttguteJ';;;;";';;;";Jü:

the results.

$,:,,lii,'{ü!:,:;!,läfi ::*'i;lp,nary,y,;,r;;T,p,":'"ff 
1,,"u,,Tel.:+358-9-l 9l 8669 Fo;:+358_9_1il B;;öe-moil:otte.kqrholoOhelr;nk;.fi-- 

. ."" 

"

Pole.oclimotic conditions. in Lote pleistocene locustrineprofiles of cenrrol Hir"dy;;i;j*rJrvLsr 
re ruL

B.S. Kotlia, C. Sharma, M.S. BhaIIa and G. Rajagopalan
For the first time in the Central.Himalaya, riultiaisciplinaryj:ru:" the Late euaternary climatic changes are achieved.The data provide the first chiono*"t.i. 

"uiä!;." ;; " 
regionaltectonism. throughout the Himalaya *""Jöt, Bp. _ anevent whicf resulted in formation .f t"k"r;;;_W tuendingstrike faults in the zones of majo, u.ra u"-tir"'ioäuä.urtut tt *"t,in the region. The revival of neotectonic movements on themajor and / or subsidiary. thr"rt, u.o.rr,J s-t"u iäi"._irrut"athe lacustrine sedimentarion. Th"r, th;;"i;i." i.otit", u."dated between about 40 and 9 ka Bp. T*;;;;;'niagnetic re_versals, at2}-26ka Bp (=1r,4o,",o 1uk" E;.;;;t;;j'""d ca.7.7 kaBP, are reported for the first rime t"ü r;;.;;ä"nt. Threeseismic events (at ca. 32, 30 and is- k";"ä;l 
""a ,micromammatian assembtage t.u. gt ta ö, ö#"; ;;;in:first time in the Central Him"ahy;, il;;;ff,äpo.tun." orthis work.

Three prominent humid phases (ca. 91-27,25.g-24and lg.5_13.0 ka Bp) show expen**,r,yu,'r,.,u;;",#HJ'"1.:t#;';iH:H::l,äff :l:(ca. 4.0,27-25.9,)+-ß,5 ka Bp)are characterised by enormousrise in Cheno/Ams, subsrantid i";;;;;irl#,..or,rta"._
able reduction in marshv taxa,-decline in ri,*t, urrä'uqrruti"r,abrupt dectine in ferns and 

"r_*r ;r;;;"äiu#i"o, r,"ria
"'P::"ulr More inrersting is a period f-,ii-1#k;;;#;;;
which shows expension oimarcrty ururn"r,*,1n.ÄJir, rt .ru",
fern 

spores, Ly c op o il i um u"a uq"äti.q 
-.äi""rä.J 

", _"rr_ture loving arboreals, substaniial decline il;;;il#;;
124 

in ni.1us, i2dicating a prominent climatic amelioration. Thisproves that the LCM occurred beforelg k, Bn;;'ö;r;;iHimalaya. The anti-correlation between Hi*"f""y" 
""a pu"i"_

llSl T1r: 
may be exprai""d uithu,;; ;;;i, äiä""i,,"","some parts of world or l

monsoon and h"urri", *irrt,'r 
strengthening of northeastern

of weak sourhwesrern -";;J#:tott"tion 
during this periond

B.S.Kotlio, Deportmenr of GeoloNoi"ilol{üpi;;;;;i"1äöät:i,i,1f T,5T:jxr?äii,i:"r:'y3tox:+91 -5942-35493

Environmentql ossessment of lond use/lond cover.i1ls: in ports of Sikkim Himäüy;; o.iri'f" indicororof Gtobot Environmenrot Cnärö" iötäiJJ", ,r,"Himoloyos?

Akhouri pramod Krishna and yatindra Kumar Rai
This study has beencarried out in the Southern district whichdoes not show direct signs 

"f 
cEC,;;; i;'irl*"iong r"r_, *uybecome an area of concern if th" p"uÄ 

"i.n"nge is left unat_tended and suitable research i"tüil;;i;;;rvation 
as welas conservation are not applied properly. The present attempthas,beel to highlight su.h u ,,"ua d i,gir,;;',il observationsmade' This project w* be importani?;iä'sälacus in ,1"context of mountain r

beasa..",,i;;;;;.ä1T,XTä:T"*,jx jir.l'ff llTJ':lAgenda 21 of Rio conference (1992t;;;h'.üti.,", ,,rurunug_
ing fragile ecosystems: sustainable morrntuil Je.r"lopment,,.
Akhouri Promod Krishno. lnstir,,ro ^[ 

p;_^r^..__ .

ftfl#Tirb!rx*sl*:##iä{*,äf:H?**
aaa

How long ond how stoble wos the Lost lnterglociol?
George Kukla,Ierru F. McManus, Denis_Didier Rousseau andIsabelle Chuine

Surface ocean indicators in North Atlantic during marine iso_tope stage (MIS) 5 correlate closety wttiih" iug"uru,ior,ut rr._cession in northeastern Francc rr.i nn^,,-^..1 ^"?ll
marks rhe end .i,,," i 

jJil".ä;f.XiH:lj;: 
?"'if tI*ä:Pile pollen record apoe

c,; ;"d;;;;;",f; 5 älJ';xlqi rfl :l: ff f i,l::;:lffä:
::"",o1 ice rafred detrit's and the .ofa i"ät", io.aminiferN e o gl ob o q u a d r i.n a p a c hy d e r yo ri"i"J;. ;;1"'ir,i, 

"rru't t,youngerthan the peak of MIS 5d, ,fr" fur, irri"rgfucial, as rec_ognized in northern France, correlates not only with the MIS5e, but also with a subs.ranti"l p;; JMiöä.ä" tasr inrer_gtacial in La Grande pile was il;; bü, inl ,o,o.ur,"and the climate in its first half waS 
"pp;;;ö"", less stablethan during the current irrtergtaciui. ii rr,"'i"r,"ä 

^"*.", "r_
mates were to develoo a
;h; ;;"ö;';;;:l;' '"t"gs or the past' then the onset or

millennia ahead. 
rments on"land would be still many

George Kuklo, LomonFDoher

ill$ä,i:',':1;:M',iä?t}$:ii",:;:i:"'.E8'äl!'i,".,.,
Denis-Didier Rousseou. lnstitut rlc. s.;^---. J^ t,E._-r ..

5:: j,,:;:äü::i"#[:'iliiH,,,;ö:]ht"'.:liJilty#j,:]:,
1446s2i:;,,,;ä:r:;;;ö;i3,8;,:ff iH,:ö:.Jffi ,J:*"ii;1ii

aaa

Erosionol regression of lokes: reversive climotic
fendencies

AI bi nas Rimaydas Kunskas

On the ground of stratieraphic investigations oflakes and bogsalready in 1920 the u.riho. d"t".*t"ä .h"';;";;;'.hung",
:j,t:"*r. in lake-bog deposits .f Lith"*,i". il;lo'iu. uvul_able material - some hundred lakes thr";;ho"t p"u.,".r, trr_rope - allow to relate the conse.o..--:;';::'i1vglsryet""ilö;ä::t::Ti1,1""il,';'J#Jt",::?'J:::
si m ila tion by river netr,iork. rh i, phen omlrä,3.*,"" *. *.*_tic' mainly, of watershed regions. under the conditions ofabrupt lowering of the threshhold of river drainage in shal_
I ow 

.wa 
ter fa ciei there dev_el oped a I m;r;il#;:;contacts

:lliu" o"q*i s and peat. rhe iatring down 
"Jü'äi""", **etrmes reached 3m. Such contacts ui" "r,* _räJfu ,,.u,agraphic blanks, sometimes in two palynologi.rir.rä. Ä..rn*

.tic for
c data
about

aaa
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soecific trait of erosive regressions - rather fast' though not

"omplete, 
restoration of fu't" i"u"f by bog plants',The third

;:il'ö;{i ;;J ;' y-äii xr*:" ;:[ ;iä'"x'"T';;
regressions. The recurrenc

;?ffi;;; oi"'"u* a"uii u"a Jnstable threshold of lake

drainage. The hya'og'upl'ii t"ft"ssions were characteristic of

;;ä;-?il; ;i eträ tlä' 
"'u-s"oreal 

and sub-A tlantic climatic

oerioJs' Thev consideruutli'omplicu*9 lT^:::*g"'aphical
scale. An original typorog;oi lut^"-bog depressions and beds

is pr"s"nt"d tKunskas' 1988)'

O|iln: niHl.:: ii:'5;'Jä':ä? ;+;7lroe!v' 
Akodemiros 2' 2600

aaa

Environmentol response voriobilit'y in o sem.i-orid

locustrine bosin: comporison between four Upper

i;Hä;;;Jit"nt '"i'"nt"t 
in the Konvo Bosin' lnner

Anotolio.

C. Kuzucuoglu, I Bertaux'S' Btack' M' Fontugne" M'

Karabiyikoglu, K' Kashima' S'"K"nith' O' Moiral is' P' Orth and'

l-F. Pastre

The Konya Plain, which corresponds to a Pleistocene lake bot-

tom, is located i'' tt''" "'''äo'"ic 
Anatolian-plateaux' Present

mean annual rainfall is ca 300 mm/yr' The 20 to 25 upper

metres of the sediment fiäi """ 
registäred the environmental

evolution since rA0'0oO fears' We iresenthere four 22 to 30 m

de€p sediment '"qtl""t"" 
tot"d in ihree sub-basins of the Plain'

lndicators studied u'"t äug""tit susceptibility' grainsize'dis-

tribution, petrog'upity-äi'i"'ulogy of sands' total mineralogy

""ärvärly 
i"rä'äd 'pectro'copy 

and RX diffractometry' mr-

croprobe analyses "t "pitt"t-öLtoms 
are'used to quantify

;'^"J;;;;'"il;ri"itv r"J"i'l-ö"ti"g 'r th-e sequence is based

orl'öon -gu^lc mätter-rich Iayers and U-serieson gyPsum'

Other stratigrapf i" 
"otti'of' 

ut irru'k"' layers such as tephras

or extreme drought I";;;;;; shown by peaks in evaporitic

minerals. The La"t t"t"'eiacial is characterized by peat-forma-

tion. Later ot (i'otopit !i"*"t + 
"rra 

3)' sub-basins have been

occqpied by temporary shäilow lakes' During isotopic stage

3, evaporitic condition's ffiu' o"ty on the edges of the sub-

basins. The diff"'""t" i" ""t'ulronmental 
beha'viour of contem-

ää,ä"e.."'r'"i.*::';Äi;i:T::'Jl;ffi Jöill;';f n6;l;
gle sub-basin t* it'l"":ii;;rriäal'r'"r1"* Iakes while tüe
borders behave as ten

centre is octupied by a'fr"st't'water lake'-This variability is ex-

olained by the aPP*t;;;; ; swallow hole close to the fresh-

ffi";;;J,;i tr""''"u-u"'i"' ihe Pleniglacial (21-17000 BP) is

characterized uy u rz üä""f hk" tov""tittg--th-e whole Plain'

These results uuo* t''io änstruct the 
L11,1nment11 

an$

climatic evolution orirr" ."gion during isotopic stages 5 to 2'

They also point out 
'ft" ""?"ttUV 

of äkittg into account the

n"äl"*iäty of lacusirine basiÄ' especially in karstic areas'

;;;?;;tt%ting trle ;nvironmentaf responses to climate'

C. Kuzucuoglu, URA 1 4l -CNRS' I Ploce Aristide Briond' F-92195

Meudon c6dex, F'""'" 'ii];31-i-Äöt 15 74 Fox:+33 1 45 07 58

äö 
":.ällt"t"i'og@cnrs-bellevue'fraaa

itv of surface and deep ocean physical and chemieal charac-

l#;'ä;;;;'r'"v p"'ioa' oir?änt earth historv lndividual

research is no longer 
"rrrria"ni 

ue.ause the acquisition of the

required, long sediment cores in high sedimentation rate ar-

:":;#;;i'", ana *'e p'of"i'*äv ?| 
*'l 

::]::.:emand 
s

ül rt"Ti*"uiii" toor' una iutg" numbers of measurements'

The overriding IMAGES science issue is to quantify climate

and chemical variabitity oiihe ocean on time scales'of oceanic

ä"ä.,y*pr."'.0:*:*:ii{?.1,'"#'}äi"iäläil#ilXä;
tified internal and externa

il;;;;iiü ",mospheric 
co, T"h'"e fundamental questions

are adressed in PrioritY

- How have changes in surface ocean properties controlled the

evolution of global neat iransfer through the deep and sur-

;;;ä;;;1h"'"bY modified crimate ?

- How have changes in ocean circulation' ocean chemistry' and

biological activity i"t"'uli"Jio generate the observed record

li"uifiorprt"tit öo, o""t the past 300 kyr ?

. How closely has continental climate linked to oceän surface

and deeP water ProPerties ?

IMAGES major goal is to foster international coordination of

::iä;*a;'4;ä' uta *"u" 
'oring 

cruises that address these

issues. IMAGES '"t'"tu'lä*"mbäs 
of the International Sci-

entific Committee and t'uti'o"ul committees are committed to

facilitate sample managä""i' *q*tition and sharing of the

data and excha,tg"' oi i"i;'*utiott' FiI/" *otking groups have

been launched in7997:.
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Erl
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WG1: Ultra high resolution studv of 'F:tll'ly:T:*iii#ä:Hfi:#ä;";;;tJrhvdrorosv-i"':t"t:l:'ilAtlanfrc DurraLe qrrv s'-r 
imate; chiir: E. Jansen

local and global cl . -^-:-^ ^nricp
iö"ög""r "ir''no)' 

Preparation of a giant coring crurse

for summer 1999'

WG2: Western Pacific Warm Pool and 5"l"tlto 
(WEPAMA);

" " 
ir."r., ü".-v"n Wei (weiky@cc'ntu'edu'tw)'

WG3, with SCOR: Evolution of Asiän Monsoon in Marine

Records: Comparison U"i*""" lndian and East Asian Sub-

iCninul (Pxwang@online sh'cn)
systems; chair: P' Wang

WG4, with PAGES: Western Margins of the Americas' Alaska

to Chile (in close relationship io PEP 1/V Margraf); chairs

T. Pedersen, Canada (t';;;;;" @geocean'u-bordeaux'fr)

""ä 
e. vr*, usA (mix@oce'orst'edu)

WG5 - EPILOG: Evaluation of the Last Glacial Maximum sur-

face and deep ocean hyät"i"*n in relation to ice sheets and

elobal climate' Ch"i"AlM];:ÜSA (^i*@ot" orst edu)' and

E:ää ;;;;;" (euurdourbois'cerege'f r)

Three international giant coring cruises'on the French ship

Marion Dufresne, "oo'aitt"i"ä 
ty IMAGES' have-been real-

ized in the NorthernAtlantic and Norwegian sea' around South

Africa, and in the wester; Paciflc Ocean' Several other coring

ää;;;bo contributed to IMAGES' we^will present on

the posters significant ;*ltt; the TMAGES activities and

ä"ääto;f; r"* trt""*tl"s' Cores collected during 1995

ä iö;|J;ow oPen for samplingby scientists from coun-

tries associated with IMAGES'

L. Lobevrie, Loborotoire 165 sricnces du Climot et de l'Environnement'

illy'ä'+.'r11'..*$".*':f 
grul'nyYvettecedex'

"li 
o-it.ioü"yri"otf r'cnrs-gif f r

aaa

I

I

The llv{AGES ( I nternotionol ry\gline 9l:b9l thll'n:
tffiil;;;Jm, " 

pncrs rGBP octivitv in ossociotion

with SCOR

L. Labeurie, F. Bassinot,N Pisias' and the members of the

IM ACES Sc ient if ic Comm ittee

IMAGES has been initiated to respond to the challenge of un-

derstanding th" *".nurrirÄ, und äons"quen.es of past climatic

changes using oceanic '"ii*"tttutv 
reärds' Climatic mecha-

;"r*:;;;; ;" r,"ai"a ui-giou"r'tt"r" using sophisticated

models based ot' nigh q"uiit?äuiu tnat represänt the variabil-
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Stoble.isotope geochemistry of corbonotes from o smoll
Elhtoplon croter loke: b record of Holocene climotic
chonge

Angela L. Lamb, Melanie l. Leng and Henry F. Lamb
A 23m-long core from Lake Tilo, a 1km2 closed_basin lake in
the Ethiopian Rift Valley, provides a high_resolution record of
lake response to climatic change over thi last 9,000 years. Here
we present carbon and oxygen isotope records from authigenic
calcite. Four zones are apparent: in Zone 1 (_9000 - 5500 14C
yrs BP) ö18O and ö13C values are around _2 to _4%o, suggesting
that both the precipitation/evaporation ratio anJ tie lake level
were high. This is consistent with enhanced monsoonal con_
ditions experienced over the tropics at this time, although thestratigraphy suggests that early Holocene climate was more
:11i:9"1?tr g"nerälly assume d. In Zone 2(_5500_3250,-ö ;;;B?) ö18O becomes progressiv'ely heavier, reaching a peak of
almost 5%o, indicating that climate became increÄingly arid.
In Zone 3 (-3750 - 3000 14C yrs Bp) E18O reverts to lighter val_'ues and both ö13C and ö18O fluctuate rapidly b etween_2 gt +2%o.Initial interpretations suggest a return to a wetter, more un_
stable, climate. The sediments in Zone 4 (_3000 1aC yrs Bp _

present) have mm scale laminations indicating that the lake
was stratified with an anoxic hypolim.rior,, fo.?it"ust part of
the year. Heavy ö13C values (up-to +1tr%o) are toolhigh to be
due_to equilibration with atmospheric Ce, suggesting that
methanogenesis was also o.c.,..irrg. Thereis inlieased vari_ability of both ö18O and ö13C valuel in this zone (as much as,J!:: 

?"., 50 to 100 years) in stark conrrast to the early
ttolocene record. These extreme values may be due to the in_
fluence of diagenetic calcite towards the top of the core. Other
possible explanations of this variability inciude rapid changes
in precipitation/evaporation ratio, the mixing staä of the lake
at the time of mineral precipitation and the changir.,g ir.,flu_
ence of geothermal water.

Angelo Lomb, lnslilute of Geogrophy ond Eorth Sc;"nces, University ofWoles, Aberystwyth; NERC lsotope beoscien.". LoboroL.v, fepvorth,
Noiri n s h o m, u K. T et. : + 4 4 - t e7 o - Ä22 ssi r ; 

^.1 
a al i hölÄ5h' o sse-moil:oll96@ober.oc. uk

Melonie J Leng, NERC lsotope Geosciences Loborolory. Keyworth,
Nottinghom, U.K.

Henry F Lomb, lnstitute of Geogrophy ond Eorth Sciences, University ofWoles, Aberystwyth. U.K. 
. . .

Pollen, chorcool, ond gross epidermis records of lond_
surtoce chonge in the Ethiopion Rift Volley

Henry Lamb, Mohammed llmer Mohammed and Robert
Turberaille

_U_:_q"Plt"" 
cover is a primary element of land-srrrface albedo,

whrch has a strong negätive feedback effect on monsoonal rain_
fall in tropical north Africa. Burning of forest unJ e.arrlundinfluences climate through the releai of carbon diorid", t.a.e
gases and aerosol particles, while fuel abundance 

""d fi;u ;;"_quel:y ale controlled by climate and land use. Lake Tilo, in a
small explosion crater in the Ethiopian Rift Valley, provides a
9000-yr high-resolution record, of land_surface 

"ilärrg" 
f.o_

pollen, charcoal and grass epidermal fragments p."r""ru"din
a 23m sediment core. The pollen spectä are däminated by
Poaceae, indicating a savannah Vegetation with low iree pol_
len representation. At -5000 BP, r.ihen *ut". i"u"L in tuku
I1: 

OOr" to fall, Poaceae pollen accumulation rateslncreased,
renectrng an expansion of grassland in a drier climate. At _
2,750 BP, P odoca rp u s, I uniperus and. Hagenia becu_" _or" ubrrrr-
clant rn the nearby montane forests, in responsö to continued
aridification. The increased abundance of i.usr"s fÄ _SO0O
BP involved a change from Hyparrherfu däi.rurr." to u ,rro."
diverse grassland with Themiäa anä Heteropogo".-int*i, 

"oÄAristida have become more abundant sincä ,]2000 np. C}r""_

coal accumulation rate slowed after -4000 Bp; and the relative

:a-:::i5:l lhe 
larger particles (>500mm) increased ilightly.

brass bromass (fuel) may have declined with the chan"ge in
species composition, despite higher pollen accumulation rates.
Overall, the.data suggesta chänge'at -5000 Bp i.orn *ooay
savanna to drier grassland with fewer fires, and higher graz_ing intensity in the last 2000 years. The relative importance ofclimatic and anthropogenic controls remains urr-op"n q,r"r_tion.'

*l,j:*f ]::ly:,.| 9-"1si"pit ql{Eorrh-sciences, universiry ofw^ores, 
_Aberystwyth, UK. Tel. :+44_ I 97 O _ 622 597 F ox;: + 44- I 97 0 -622659 e- moil:hfl@oberoc.uk

Mohommed Umer Mohommed. Denorrmonr J rt-^t^^,, ^-J
Geophysics, uniu".,iry of ,rfJ;: iT#IEil,jr:eolosv 

ond

Robert Turberville, lnstitute of Geogrophy ond Eorth Sciences, Univst 5ityof Woles, Aberystwyth, UK

aaa

Evolufion of the oceonic,environment off the portugol
Morgin during the lost climote cycle

Y. htncelot, L. Beaut'ort, X. Bouldoire, L. Cindon, O. Cayre,
N.Thöuaeny and E. Vincent

A 37m core retrieved during IMAGES 1 cruise off portugal
(Core MD952042, at37"4B,N_10.10,W in 3146rnof water), pro_

li1"j,*ql T:olution 
paleoceanographic recorJcovering therast clrmatic cycle from isotopic stages 6 through 1. The iore

I]:l-.:3',: primarity of calacareöus hemip"iril.l;;r,;;;
oeen analyzed for magnetic properties, oxygen anä carbon iso_
topes, coccolifhs, and planktonic foraminifära in orae. to erti_mate the evolution of surface temperature, salinitf and pro_
d.uctr,vily, and to distinguish the gäneral urroluti*'of o."uni.crcutatlon lrom events related-to both iceberg discharge and
the climatic evolution of the adjacenr.."t*Jti;;.ff varia_
tions). Eleven cold events have been identified, wiitr the sixyoungest ones being identified as Heinrich events (HEs), thusdocumenting the extent of the iceberg discharge üelt as farS:"lljr 3Z\t during the.cold_episodä of the Ii" gr*t"j .y-
cle. HEs are characterized by thÄ occurrence oiic"_?uftea ae_tritus ([RD) layers in intervais exhibiting abrupt drops in both

:"-T,p..:T :T: an d sa lin ity, a s 
.ded 

u ced 
-f ro- o*yg"il isotope

analysls and quantitative analysis of planktonic föraminifera
and coccoliths. The foraminifeial usrÄbhge, ;f;.;il;ö
sage of the Arctic front before and after the installation of apolar environment at the core site. The nature 

""d ;l;p;;;
the magnetic minerals (magnetite as broken octahedra) con_firm the long distance transport of coarse detdtai;;;ticles byicebergs. The five older colä events can U" utro lä"rrtifiea 

",HEs.

Salinity variations reflect both the epiosodes of iceberg dis_
charge and the climatic evolution of the adjacent ftu.iur,.orr-
tinent.- Relatively high salinities, especially auring-tne eartypart of_isotopic,stage 4 and the yorr.gu. b.yur, äuy .or.a_
spond to periods of relatively u.la .oiaitiorrs on the conti_ .

nent, leading to a reduced runoff of continental *ut".r, .on_firmed by low sedimentation rates and reduced t".rig"rrow
input during these episodes.

Yves Loncelo-t, Loborotoire de Geologie du euoternoire du CNRS,
!9r9qe, BP 80, 13545 Aix-en-proveice C"a"* Oa, Fr*J". äL_gg-t-42 97 15 70 Fax:+33-4-42 s7 15 95 "-r.il,ir;ä;ö;;;s".i;
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Rooid temperqture voriotions ond. volconic events during

;iäH;#;itot o Nor*egion speleothem record

Stein-Erik Lauritzen and loyce Lundberg

This very well dated, high resolution isotopic record of a

frofo.*ä speleothem froä the Mo i Rana district' near the

"..ii..t.f"i" 
northern Norway, elucidates some hitherto un-

.".ora"a features of Holocene climatic change' The record

(SG93) covers the last 180 to 11,000 years with an average tem-

p-"i t"t"f"aion of less than 30 years Per data-point' The 32

irn long speleothem was dated by eleven TIMS^U-Th dates'

*iif' 
",?pi."f 

precision of 0'4% 2s, Gg, 254 t2' 5'720 t 77' 9'908

t SO yeuÄ). aüsolute temPeratures were estimated by calibra-

tion against known isotopit u"d t"*pututure shifts between

,f* pt!** 
""a 

the Little ice Age, using the 'speleothem delta

function'. The isotope record shows the expected features such

as the Hypsith"r*il but*""tt 9,200 and 7'200 with temPera-

ir."t uUo"t 2'5'C higher than today, and the overall tempera-

ture decline since tie Hypsithermal' However the..details of

th. ,".ord uru ,emarkablei they show long term oscillations of

afout f .S"C amplitude with a frequency of arourrd 1200 years

f.orrfir*"a by spectral analysis, and particularly apparent in

ih" last 3000 yeärs); these are made up of rapid' short term

i"*f"tu,"t" .hung", of around 2"C every 60-100 years' The

while record is interrupted by a catastrophic temperature drop

lasting a few years, anä centred o-n 3'600 years BP'.This is most

p-i"ify assäciated with the eniption of Santorini/Thera in

ä,eZS np urra demonstrates that such volcanic eruptions have

a global or at least hemispheric effect'

. Stein-Erik Louritzen, Deporlment of Geology' B"lg"l-Ul:t:'jil'
Ä[";.b" r'I, N-5OOZ bergen, No'*oy Tei': +47.55-58 35 08' Fox:

+ 47" 5 5' 58 941 7 e-moil: stein'louritzen@geol'uib no

Joyce Lundberg, Deporlment of Geogrophy' Corleton University'

Ottowo, Conodo.

aaa

Colibrotinq the record o[ recent climote chonge:
'rtirrt""iä i"d locuskine stoble isotope records lrom

Debre Zeit, EthioPio

Melanie Leng and HenrY Lamb

Five crater lakes near Addis Ababa, Ethiopia' present a unique

opportunity to understand the controls on stable isotope com-

päli,i"" of authigenic lacustrine carbonates and to obtain an

ultra-high resolution record of tropical climatic change' The

iuk", tir, u .lr-,ster of small explosion craters of early Holocene

ase (-7000 vears) at 2300m altitude' Although similar in size

"iä 
ftya-fägy, and effectively identical in-climatic an'd geo-

;;i; .h"#ieristics, they foim a series of contrasting pairs

irr-t"r-s of water chemisiry and depth' Their chemical and

ümnological behaviour is bltter known than any other tropi

cal crate"r lake. Based on monthly sampling over several years

in the 1960's, Wood, Prosser et al0'976) showed that the lakes

tend to stratify during the June-September wet season' and

A"ffy 
"*p".iut "" 

ov"erturn in Deiember-January (the mid-

Ji" orirt" dty t"ason), when radiative cooling to cloudless skies

is at a maximum. Climatic data for Addis Ababa (40km dis-

tar,O ure available for the period 1898-1997' and-the isotopic

composition of precipitatiln has been measured there since

7961.

Preliminary examination of a laminated sediment core from

3O-m deep't-ake Hora shows the potential for an annually-

resolvedrecordofclimaticchangethatcanbecalibratedby
.o*purison with the instr'umental clirnatic and rainfall isotope

data. The laminations consist of 0'5mm thick white layers at

-4mm intervals, alternating with darker organic diatom-rich

fuy"rr. fft" whiie layers arä composed almost-exclusively of

ar-ithigeni. aragonite crystals that presumably formed as a re-

,,ri, o?pflo,ory"nth"ti. iO, drawdown' They probably formed

at dry-season overturn, because of enhanced algal productiv-

itv resulting from nutrient enrichment associated with the stir-

,i'"g of it 
" 
i"t" water. If so, then the sediment accumulated at

-iri- p"t yt, und the 140cm core rePresents the last 280 years'

Initial isotopic analysis of the carbonate at smm sample (-1

vear?) intervals for the uPPermost few cm shows a remark-

äii" -""a 
^"ch 

in lhe päti"ttt of inter-annual variation with

aitö"rnutrr". -"urrr."d in recent precipitation' Diatom-

stratigraphic data for the same core has been used to recon-

;;t;;?-;;i;.t"linity change over the-same rim.e interval

ip"utro'" et al, this votumei thus providing a further control

for a model-based understanding of the relationships between

.iirrrut", ti*nology and stable isotopic composition of the car-

bonates.

Dr H.F. Lomb, lnstitule of Geogrophy ond Eorth Sciences' University-of

w.f är Ä"t!"^^h, lb"rvtt*vrh' s'lzs sos Tel': + 4 4 - 1 97 o - 622 597

i")-ia+is?o-ä2265c El.oii, hfl@ober'oc uk

Melonie Leng, NERC lsotope Geosciences Loborotory' Bristish

ö;üsj; d,j*", Keyworth, Nottinghom NGl2 sGG' U K'

aaa

Middle-Eost desertificotion: evidence from the Deod Seq

;r;öth; ü;r25oo yeors - or - when proxies do not

recori climote ony more buf humon impoct

Suzanne A' G. Leroy, Christoph Heim' Zai Ben-Aoraham'

Norbert R. No'waczyk and lörg F' IN' Negendank

The unique location in desert margin area and the sensitive

water chämistry make the Dead Sea sediments' a prime source

of information on Late Holocene environmental changes' In-

;;;,ig;,i""t of the Dead Sea sedimentary succession reveal a

,"ri"l of seasonally laminated evaporitic and detrital layers

' (Lu^ir,ur"d ,"quenc") deposited during periods of higher rain-

iall in a meroÄictic lake. The salt sequences were precipitated

ä*ing pttut"t of higher aridity in a holomictic waterbody'

fne."äre there is a direct relatiÄn between climate' lake level

""a 
,yp" of sediment' Since 1983 AD' strong human impact

(diveision of water for ir'rigation) overprints the natural sedi-

mentation Processes as inäicated by the unexpected forma-

tion of the iop salt cover during a time of higher rainfall' In

tlo laminateiunit, palynologicäI analyses of individual lami-

nae show that thq dirkiayers formed in autumn-winter-spring

while the light layers were deposited during summer' Polleri

,pu.ttu r""Ä to primarily record human impact on vegetation

"'"Ji"t" 
ai*.,Iy climatic changes in the area surrounding the

Dead Sea. AMS 1aC dating andlhe interpretation of the pollen

Jiugru* i" ,"t-s of histolry of land use (nqmadism or agricul-

turä) and successive civilisations from the Late Iron age to the

present provide a strong chronology'-All evidence suggest a

'o"rioa of hieher rainfall during the Roman-Byzantine time'

ä;;;y *änd", if the consecutive drier conditions and

ä""g" ,ä nomadism have facilitated- the spreading of Islam?

'S. Lerov, Cenlre lor Poleoecology, School o[ Geosciences' Queen's

Ü"'ü;i;; ili;t, g"if*i ar7'iNlN, Northern lrelond' Tel':+44-1232-

;)';;;äiä*-.ii-tlCi-iz I 2 80 ejmoil:s'lerov@qub oc uk

' 
"'

Holocene climotes ond environments in Southern Arobio:

ii"irl"l"tr.i t" hu,non settlement, development ond lond

use

A.-M. L€zine,l.-F. Salüge, Ch' Robert' M'-L' Inizan' S' Cleaziou'

F. INerth and L Costantini

Abundant archaeological evidence dernontrates that Southern

Arabia has been settled by man for a long time' The oldest 1€

äge for neolithic occupation in the now semi-arid area of the

RämhtAs-Sabbatayn (Yemen) is 8'5 kyrs BR and corresponds

to the early Holocene humidity maximum widely recorded-

ihrorrgho.ti th" tropics. It coincides in this area with a peak of

th
dt
lu
ie
f(
al
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In-

the Indian summer monsoon from g.g to 7.g kyrs B.p. as evi_
denced from the marine record of the Arabian dea. High reso_
lution hydrological, sedimentological and palynological stud_
ies carried out in Southern Arabii(e.g., ttre at_iTawa Holocene
record; 15'52'N, 46'82'W, 7l}malt.) däcument this episode and
allow to define the corresponding vegetational environment:
- Intense run-off from surrounding highlands (g.Z to 7.g kyrs

BP) has been deduced from dominant silt_sized (and some_
times sand-sized), angular terrigenous particles of calcite,
but no evidence of a permaneni.luke häs been found yet.
Pollen grains are scarce. However, the significant occurrence
of taxa from northern, temperate 

""oryJt"_, 
together with

presence of such clay minerals as palygorskiti and illite,
suggest strong northerly wind activity.

- Development of a lacustrine sequence (dated between Z.g
and7.2kyrsBP.) is inferred froinabundant diatoms and oc_
casional layers enriched in Melania tuberculata. Expänsion
of a permanent, fresh-water lake with significant level fluc_
tuations is suggested from the pollen ämposition: abun_
dant fern spores andTypha alternite with späcies from more
steppic, and halophitic environments, like Tribulus and
Amaranthaceae-Chenopodiaceae. Unstability of hydrody_
namic conditibns is also deduced from fluctuations of the
d13C and d18O (on shells) and from alternating increases of
sand-sized and clay-sized particles. Cor,.omi?arrt develop_
ment of chemical weathering is inferred from dominance of
smectite iir the clay mineral Äsociation. Subsequent erosion
of the sequence suggests that the lacustrine änvironment
m1y have persisted for some time after 7.2 kyrs Bp since
paleolakes extended up to ca. 6 kyrs Bp elsewhäre in Arabia
such as in the Rub, Al-Khali desärt.

The early Holocene climatic amelioration responsible for the
widespread lake extension illugtrated Uy tf," af_i"*"
lacustrine sequence did not induce significant change in the
vegetational environment, which remained of semi_desert type(with abundant Gramineae, Cyperaceae and, Dipterygium, in
association with rare trees such as Acacia ana öomüiphoio).
From about 4.5 kyrs Bp, the development of widespread irri_
gation systems using groundwater (in South_Eastein Arabia)
or run-off from southern highlands (in yemen) corresponds to
the development of agriculture, as evidenced by the occur_
rence of numerous seeds of cultivated plants in the archaeo,
logical sites of Oman. This testifies foi abundant available.water in spite of regional arid conditions.
Coxtribution to the French programme,,pal6oenvironnement
et.Evolution des Hominidds " (1gg7) and to the African pollen
and Lake Status Databases (pEp III IGBP_PAGES).

Anne-Morie l6zine, CNRS, Universit6 pierre et Morie Curie, Jussieu _

Boite I 06 - Tour 26 / I 6 - 4e 6roge, 7 S2S2 porjs iei"-;, ;;;;."
Tel.:+33-l-44 27 49 96 Fox:+35-l-4a 27 3831
e-moil:lezine@ccr iussieu.fr
J.-F. Soliöge. LODYC, Universit6 pierre et Morie Curie, poris, Fronce
Ch. Robert ond F. Werth, COM, Morseille, Fronce
M.-1. lnizon ond S. Cleuziou, UpRTS-4g, Nonterre, Fronce
L. Coslonlini, [ob. Poleoethnohotony, Museo Nozionole d,Arte Orientol,
Romo, ltoly
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Over-orbitol to millenniol scole climote chonoes
recorded in the loess of Chino - "v--

Tungsheng Liu

The loess-paleosdl sequence in China has documented the cli_
mate changes in Asia on timescales of several categories. At
the over-orbital scale, three major climatic ev"r,tr."Jp".tirruty
oSlurred at (7) 2.5 Ma Bp, the appearance of contrasted gla_
cial-interglacial cycles; (2) 1.6 Ma at which the dominant pe_
riodicity,shifted from 55 ka to 40 ka; and (3) 0.9 Ma, character_
ized by an increase in the intensity of both summer and winter

monsoon circulations and the shift of the dominant periodic_
ity from 40 ka to 100 ka. These climate shifts are gloüally sig_
nificant, but timely coupled with the malor tectoriic uu"nt, in
Asia. At the orbital scale,,the stratigraphy of the loess_paleosol
se-q-uence can be generally correlated with that of the marine
ö180 record and both'show clear Milankovitch orbital periods.
Detailed examination on the sequence of the last cliÄatic cy_
cle rev.ealed that the glacial climates in China were primarily
controlled by the variations of the global ice volume while the
interglacial climates were more cloiely with the summer inso_
lation changes in the Northern Hemisphere. The sequence of
the last 1.2 Ma has also recorded two kinds of climate extremes:
the strongly d-eveloped 34: SS-1, and S5_3 soils (correspond_
ing to marine ör8O stages 11, 13, and 15, respectively) evidence
three episodes of great warmth; two coarse_grgined loess units
(L9 and L15, corresponding to marine ör8O ä gesl2_23_24 and
38, respectively) indicate severest glacial conditions. They can_
not be convincingly explained by either ice_volume variations
or insolation changes. Correlation with marine carbon isotope
records suggests that these climate extremes have global sig_
nificance, rather than being local phenomena in Ciina. The"y
match the periods with greatgst/smallest Atlantic_pacific ör3C
gradients, respectively, suggesting their relationships with the
strength of Deep-Water (NADW) production in the North At_
lantic. Recently, some high-resolution studies demonstrated
that both summer and winter monsoon has experienced high
frequency changes in relation with the Heinrich Events and
the Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles. euantitative estimates of
paleoclimates.have now been performed based on several lines
of data, such as the magnetic susceptibility, phytolith assem_
blages, and isotopic composition.

]unglhgng Liu lnsrirute of Geology, Chinese Acodemy of Science, pO.
px e!z,s-, e9;ii1s Io0o2e, pR.;f cti"o. r"l.,iöä_io_oäiäeoaa
Fox:+86- I 0-62558066 e-moil:rsliu@mimi.cnc.ol.cn
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Lote-Glociql summer temperotures inferred from pollen
ond clodoceron ossernbläges

A.F, Lotter, H.l.B. Birks,Il. Eicher, W. Hofmann,l. Schwander
and L. Wick

Linear and unimodal based quantitative inference models (par_
tial leabt squares, weighted äveraging, and weighted urr"rug_
ing partial least squares regression anä calibratiJn models) for
mean.summer temperatures were applied to a high_resolu_
tion pollen and ciadoceran stratigrap-hy from Gerzänsee. The
time-window of investigatiorrlrr"lrrä"d the Anerod, ihe
Younger Dryas, and the preboreal. Characteristic major and
minor oscillations in the oxygen isotopes such as the Gerzensee
oscillation, the onset and end of the younger Dryas, and the
Preboreal oscillation, were identified on b"ulk ,udirn"r,a .u.-
bonates of the same coie and were used as indepenJent ind!
cators for climate change on a hemisphere or global scale.
Generally, the pollen-inferred mean rÄ-". teöerature re_
construction using all three inference models follows the shape
of the oxygenisotope curve more closely than the cladoceran
curve, while the cladoceran inferred reconstruction suggests
generally warmer summers that the pollen. $.llerod summer
temperatures range between tl and t2.C based on pollen,
whereas the cladoceran-inferred temperatures lie between 11
and 13 C. Reconstructions suggest a ärop to 9_10t based on
pollen and to 9-10t based oniladocera'. While the Allerad_
Younger Dryas transition lasted 120_140 years in the oxygen
isotopes, the pollen-inferred cooling tooi tg0_t90 years and
the cladoceran-inferred cooling 250:260 years. The pollen_in_
ferred summer temperature rise to t1.5_iZ"C at the transition
lrom Younger Dryas to preboreal precedes the oxygen isotope
signal by several decades, while the cladocerarr-ijäa r"u.*-
ing.was lagged. Major discrepancies between the pollen and
cladoceran inference models were observed for thJ preboreal
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Deriod, where the cladoceran inference model suggested mean

i;;;t ,"-p"ratures of up to 14-15"C Both..pollen and

.ludo."run ini"rred reconstructions suggest a cooling that may

be related to the Gerzensee oscillation but no evidence for a

ioofi"g ty".tt.onous to the Preboreal oscillation in the oxy-

r"" #,"o" record. For the Gerzensee oscillation the inferred

looting *ut ca. 1'C and 0'5'C for pollen and cladocera' re-

spectivelY.

And16 F. Lotter, Geobotonisches lnstitut, Universitoet Bern' Altenbergroin

;i' äFi-3ö'ä b;i, s*ir'"rl""a Tel :+41-31-631 4932 Fox:+41-31-

iz7 ioss e-moil:lofter@sgi.unibe ch
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Applicotion of multiple proxies in quontitotive 
^, .

recänsfuction of poleoenvironment bosed on Lhlnese

loess deposits

Ho ua uan Lu, N aiq in Wu, Zhen gt an g Guo' Tun gshen g Liu'

liming Sun. Chongqing Song and liamao Han

Quantitative estimation of paleoclimate is one of the impor-

ä"i "tp""t 
in the study of past global.changes' ln the loess-

üar"a iateoctimatology, a number of cliriratic proxies such as

*u*r,"ii. rur."ptibiliiy (MS), grain size' and weathering indi-

."t"ut *"f f ur'ro*" ciemical and biogenic records have re-

lr"ut"a .orrria"rable information of past climatic and environ-

mental changes' However, recenl studies indicate that different

indices useJto intefpret the variations of past climate show:

ij äiif"t""t sensitiviiies and amplitudes to climatic changes;

2i inconsistent phases; and 3) different estimated values' How

toevaluatethedataobtainedfromthoseofdifferentproxies
;;;;;;;i 

" 
..*paratively consistent variations become a key

ft.Uf"ä in the siudy of paleoclimatology of Chinese loess'

In this study, we totally took 440 samPles from modern natu-

.ulrrrrfu."soilsoverChinaforanalyzingmagneticsuscepti-
f]itiv, prty,"t,n, spore-pollens, geochemical components and

Urli rnuitr. We eiamine the sensitivities of different proxies

io climatic changes and establish the linear and non-linear re-

iutlonrfrip, of th'ese proxies with climatic Parameters adapted

to the loäss region. 
-Based 

on an analysis of our data' we ob-

tain the following results:

1) An inteqsified regional factors, especially nature of parent
-' 

t.fft' influence än the relationships betw-e-en the MS'

g"".f't"^i.A proxies, and climatic conditions' However' the

ielationships show relatively good linear and nonlinear

agreement for the samples from the Loess Plateau and the

,irrotr,dlttg areas sinä the soils developed mainly on the

parent loess.

2) Biogenic records including the land-snail' pollen and
-'pifi.fi 

f, assemblages dem&rstrate higher sensitivity and

ionfidence to climatic changes'

3) Quantitative reconstruction of paleoclimate by. multi-prox-

iis is possible using non-linear, inverse methods' a new ap-

prouÄ to synthesize the data of different climatic proxies'

Noiqin Wu, lnslitute of Geology, Chinese Acodemy o[ Sciences' P O'

ilöäts;b;lilü i ooozs, Cüino. Tel :+86- 1 0' 620277 66-3 45

ior,*go-1 o-eä0521 84 e-moil:globol@mimi'cnc oc cn

Reconstructi nq upper-oceon density structure ond

circulotion duiing'the Lost Glociol Moximum

lean Lynch-stieglitz and William B ' Curry

The distribution of äensity in the ocean can be used to recon-

struct mean flow of large icale, low frequency currents by use

;iii" l"otttophic meärod' The reliability of this method' in

*fti.f'rä vertiäl profile of velocity is reconstructed from two

"ii"."", 
Jensity profiles, was demonstrated by-Wust 119241

"ti"fftya-gtuphi. 
dutu itt the Floiida current along with di-

rect current measurements obtained by Pillsbury [1.8911' The

oeostroohic method has since become a standard tool in physi-

luio."änogtuphy, and has been successfully applied in nu-

-"rot, o.e"arrägruphic regimes' While closely spaced density

f-fit", ur".".ärräty fot ä a"tailed reconstruction of the flow
'velocitv, the mean väIocity between the two profiles does not

aepenä'on tne aetails of the density structure between the two

otäfii"t. The vertical distribution of transport' as well as net

i."to.tr, *" Ue calculated through a section defined by only

i*ol"ttl.^f density profiles' Because the Property gradients

in,h".rpp", o.ean äre latge, they arewell recorded in the oxy-

een isoöic composition of benthic foraminifera' The oxygen

i;i;;i.-ä.*posiiion of benthic foraminifera increases with

increäsing temperature, and throughout most of the ocean also

increases'with increasing salinity' In this way' a vertical pro-

file of density can be reconsttucted using the oxygen isotopic

composition'of benthic foraminifera from a set of sediment

..t"i ..ff".*a from various depths Two such profiles can be '

combined to form an estimate of transport' Estimates for the

transPort through the Florida Straits- from the isotopic com-

oositionofbenthicforaminiferainsurfacesedimentsagreewell
i"1if, t"oa"t" ustimates from physical oceanographic data' Pre-

ilJnury autu from the last giacial maximum indicate very lit-

tle flow through the Florida Straits at that time'

leon Lvnch-stieqlitz, LomonFDoherty Eorth Observotgty gld. 
.

öä"ri.""t .t f""r-th ond enui'"ntentol Sciences' Colunibio University'

ilää:. NV iosJa, ÜsA. Tel.:+1-el4-365 8866 Fox:+i-el4-365

8i !4 
"-toil,ieon@ldeo.columbio 

edu

Williom B. Cuny, Woods Hole Oceonogrophic lnstilution' Woods Hole'

MA, USA
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Poleoenvironmentol reconstruction ond climote

voriobility during the lost 4,O00yr in the Tigroy

(Northern EthioPio)

Maria l. Machado, Alfredo Perez-Gonzalez and Gerardo Benito

This region of the Tigray, located in the north of Ethiopia can

be desciibed as an area which is highly sensitive to.any change

both in its climate and in its ecsosystems' The effects of hu-

*url airt"tbu"ce in combination with external environmental

stressors, such as climatic variability, can be fou,nd in slope

ä"p"tiit ""a 
in particular at tributaiy ilfilled valleys' *here

seouences of coarse materials are interbedded with buried

r.lft. ii" ti"ay of land degradation processes and its causes

involved reconstructing the human and natural environment

äuring the late Holocene, using mainly geomorphclogical and

neoa.ähueological techiques' Paleoenvironmental reconstruc-

iior', ir',uot,uithe study of several infilled valley deposit se-

[t"..* in which three major wetter P-eriods- are considered:

.'u. +OOO .3500 yr 8.P., 2500 - 1500 yr B'P' and t-0!!^- 960 yr B'P

i;" a"gt"a"alän episodes between ca' 3500 - 2500 yr B'P' and

1500 - 1i00 yr B.P. gave rise to an increase in sediment yield

iro- ,ft" slopes inö the valleys' For the last 1000 yr' and in

f"r,l."f^. tii.e the early 17ih century, increasing aridity is ob-

äerrr"d in the 
"tratigraphic 

records' Although difficulties arise

in distinguishing belween natural and human ilPu:tt:
stratigrapiical unä p,o"y paleoclimatic data.,have indicated

climate as the main contrtlfng factor responsible for the envi-

ronmental changes in the TigraY'

Morio J. Mochodo, Centro de Ciencios Medioombientoles (CSIC);
's".r.". 

i i st't, zäooo t"tod'id, Spoin' Tel':+3r'-1 -562 50 20 Fox:+34'

1-564 08 00 e-moil:mochodo@cc csic es
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A record of regic;nol climotic chonge from o hiqh
oltitude ice coö roken in the ltolion Alp, '
Valter Maggi and Peter lohnston
A new ice core has been drilled at the high altitude site of Colle
del Lys on Monte Rosa in the Italian Alps. The objective in
taking the ice core was to obtain a record of the natural and
anthropogenic effects on climate on the regional, European
scale. Here the initial results from the analysis of the ice core
are presmted. The following analyses have been made: stable
isotope content, providing a reiord of past temperatures; visual
stratigraphy and physical properti'es; chemical analysis for
sulphate and nitrates; alpha and beta activity; electrical con-
ductivity measurements; and mineral dust content.

Three major reference horizons have been identified and used
for dating purposes: a major Saharan dust deposition event in
7977 [rom the visual and dust particle records; the northern
hemisphere peak of atmospheric tritium levels in 1963 associ-
ated with the thermonuclear bomb tests; and the 1986
Chernobyl nuclide release in the record of alpha and beta ac-
tivity. Together with visual stratigraphy and stable isotope
content, 18O and 2H, these three major events have been usäd
to determine <jf the depth-age relationship of the core. A strong
seasonal variability has been found, with snow deposited
throughout the year and muih higher pollutant levels in sum-
mer months. The meanaccumulation rate is 1.6 m w.e. a'1, with
a relatively high degree of variability. The acidity shows an
increase until the late 7970s, and then decreases up until the
present.

Although the time record is not as extensive as that for the
polar ice cores, the Colle del Lys ice core provide ä valuable
record of regional and recent anthropogenic influences on cli-
mate change, with particular emphasis on regional sour'ce ap-
portionment of the last 50 years. This is of particular impor-
tance in the Alps, with a high incidence of anthropogenic
pollution.

Peter Johnston, DISAT, Universito degl; Studi di Milono, vio Emonueli
I 5, Milono 20126, ltoly. Tel.:+39-2:6447 4415 Fox:+39-2-64474400
e-moil : peter@olpho.disot. unimi. it
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Eorly Holocene cyclic poleohydrologicol chonges in the
Swiss Juro ossocioted with deglociol chonges in
thermoholine circulotion

Michel Magnrl

Recent sedimentological and palynological investigations car-
ried out on a high-resolution core (10cm/110yy; from the
paleolake of Lelocle, Swiss Jura, led to the establishment of a
fine-scale pattern of lake-level fluctuations from the late
Younger Dryas to the mid-Holocene. The early Holocene shows
a cyclic pattern of paleohydrological changes, Two large
lowerings developed at ca. 11600-1020.0 cal. BP and 9000-8000
cal. BP. Each of these lowering phases was interrupted by a
short-term rise in lake level, respectively at 11000 and 8400 cal
BP, and followed by a major and durable high lake-level event,
respectively at ca. 10 200-9000 cal. BP and 8000-6600 cal. Bp.
Both these major events coincide with glacier advances in Swiss
Alps, with decreases in sea-surface salinity off portugal

' (Duplessy et al. , 1993) , and with sea-surface cooling in north-
ern Norwegian sea (Hald and Aspeli, 1997). Furthermore, the
10200-9000 cal. BP event coincides with a pause in the Holocene
deglacial sea-level rise (Larcombe et a1.,7995; Blanchon and
Shaw 1995). The cyclic pattern of paleohydrological changes
indentified at Lelocle for the early Holocene also matches the
pattern of the atmospheric residual raC variations related to
changes in thermohaline circulation (THC) by Stuiver (1994).

'Warm periods recorded by low lakeJevel coincide with low
ölaC values, and conversely. Furthermore, the ö1aC curve high-

lights two successive cycles displaying strong similarities in
their internal structure and the same asymetrical shape as that

, of the Lateglacial cycle described by Broecker (1992) from the
Groenland ö18O record and that of the Dansgaard-Oeschger
cycles described by Rasmussen et al. (7996) off Faroe Islands;
These correlations and similarities suggest a possible relation-
ship between the early Holocene paleohydrological changes
recorded at Lelocle and.changes in THC associated with the
final deglaciation.

Michel Mogny, Loborotoire de Chrono-Ecologie, UMR 6565 du CNRS,
UFR des Sciences et Techniques, I 6, roule dJGroy, 25030 Besongon
Cedex, Fronce. Tel.:+33-3-81 66 6238 Fox:+33-j-8'l 66 65 6g
e-moil:michel.mogny@univ-fcomte.fr
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Eost Asion poleoclimote from mognetic ond roBe proxies.

Barbara A Maher and Roy Thompson

The Quaternary loess/soil sequences in NC China comprise a
unique paleoclimate archive, reiording in detail the history of
the winter and summer monsoon systems of Asia. This archive
is recorded via variations in sediment properties, including
magnetic properties, 1OBe content, and clastic grainsize.

Paleo-wind field data from loess transport
Magnetic and,10Be data place geological constraintson the loess
sout'ce. We calculate that the loess spent 1 Myrs or more in a
htrinid environment, adsorbing t6Be before arriving (via the
desert areas) on the Loess Plateau. The high loBe but low mag-
netic content of the loess, and the large volume of sediment
involved, suggests'the wet and,cold uplifting Tibetan and/or
Himalayan areas as possible sources. Signific ant surface south-
westerly winds would, be required to transport the dust from
these uplands to the NW margins of the Loess plateag; in turn,
enhanced northwesterly surface flow (ie during the winter
monsoon) is required for the second stage of loess transport,
to the Plateau itself.

Summer monsoon variations from magnetic proxies
The paleosols display positive shifts in magnetic susceptibil-
ity, from the constant background value of the loess. The cause
of the higher susceptibility values is increased concentrations
of ultrafine (<-0.05mm) ferrimagnets, over and above the de-
trital lithogenic magnetite grains of the primary loess. The
morphology and grain sizgs of the ultrafine ferrimagnets sug-
gests they are formed by in situ precipitation during weathei-
ing and soil formation. We can quantify the contributions of
each magnetic component to the loess and soil susceptibility
values. Also, we have calibrated the pedogenic susceptibility, ie.
Cs r,o,i,o.-Cc r,oüon, of thirty six modern soils with annual raint'all
(Po), to obtain the relationship:

Po mm /year = 7g9+222logn(cu .1 O-smrkg-r)

We have applied this climofunction tothe paleosols and loess,
to obtain paleo-rainfall estimates. Our reconstructions indi-
cate higher rainfall (intensified monsoon) in the early Holocene
(9-Skyrs BP) and the last interglacial (126kyrs Bp) in presently
semi-arid areas, including Lanzhou, Linxia, Bäxie anä
Baicaoyuan.

General circulation models

The estimates of paleorainfall and the surface wind flow
needed for loess accumulation can be explicitly compared with
the output of GCMs (eg. PMIP) for Holocene, and last glacial
and interglacial timeslices.

Dr Borboro Moher, School of Environmbntol Sciences, University of Eost
Anglio, Norwich NRr' ZD UK. Tel: 0OA4 1 603 593122 Fox: 0644
| 603 50771 9 E-moil: b.moher@ueo.oc.uk
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Dust sources ond deposition during the Lost Glociql
Moximum

Natalie Mahowald, Yaes Balkanski, Michael Schulz, Henning
Rodhe, Karen Kohfeld, Sandy Harrison and Colin Prentice

Ice core evidence from Greenland, Antarctic, Peruvian, and
Tibetian ice cores shows more desert dust being deposited
during colder periods than warmer periods, often by a factor
of 10-100. There are several possible explanations for this dif-
ference, including changes in source regions or transport. Pre-
vious modeling studies have been unable to simulate the size
of the increase between cold and warm periods in dust depos-
ited on the ice. Using estimates of desert locations derived from
a biota model (BIOME3) and meteorological output from a
general circulation model (ECHAM3) we identify possible
sources of dust during the last glacial inaximum. Chemical
transport model studies with the TM3 are conducted to esti-
mate the magnitude of the dust sources required in order to

'match the deposition in the ice cores, given isotopic or other
constrains on the source regions. We consider how sensitive
the modeled deposition at ice core locations is to the location
of the source regions as well as to the wet deposition
parameterization of the dust.

Notolie Mohowold, Meteorologicol lnstitute, Stockholm University.
10691 Stockholm, Sweden Tel.:+46-8-162 350 Fox:+46-8-159 295
e-moil:nololie@misu. su.se
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Reconstruction of the Borents - qnd Koro lce Sheets in
northern Russio ot the Lost Glqciql Moximum

lan Mangerud, Vakery Astakhoa, Birzehaoy Vnükam and lohn-
lnge Saendsen

The exteft of the Barents and Kara Sea ice sheets acröss North-
ern Russia during the Late Weichselian has been discussed for
decades; the extreme reconstructions being Grosswalds huge
ice sheet extending far onto the continent, and minor local ice
caps in the north. This is a crucial uncertainty in paleoclimate
reconstructions, as an ice sheet across northern Russiä would
1) Increas€ albedo and create a semipermanent high pressure
cell, 2) Block fresh water supply from the Russian Rivers to
the Arctic Ocean, and 3) Change the hydrology of large parts

, of Europe by damming lakes and divert northflowing rivers
to the.Black Sea.

We have mapped the Markhida moraine some 50-150 km in-
land of the Barents Sea coast, from the Kanin Peninsula to the
Ural Mountains. North of the moraine Eemian marine
sediments are covered by till. Therefore, at least once after the
Eemian the Kara and Barents Sea ice sheets expanded onto
mainland Russia. South of the Markhida moraine Eemian
sediments are not till-covered. Three Paleolithic sites and sev-
eral terraces south of the moraine, and certainly not overrun
by ice, have yielded many radiocarbon dates from bones in
the range 76-37 ka. This proves beyond any doubt that Late
Weichselian ice never was south of the Markhida moraine,
which means that Grosswalds limit is 400-700 km too far south.

We have mapped shorelines of Lake Komi, dammed by the
Barents/Kara ice sheets. It pre-dates sites with 1aC dates 26-37
ka. Thelake was pröbably dammed by the Markhida ice sheet,
indicating that Markhida is of Middle/Early Weichselian age.
The preliminary conclusion, supported by at least one
stratigraphic sequence with non-finite 1aC dates inside the
Markhida moraine, is that the Barents/Kara ice sheets did not
reach mainland Russia during the Late Weichselian.

Jon Mongerud, Dept. of Geology, University of Bergen, Allägt. 41, N-
5002 Bergen. Norwoy. Tel.:+47-55-58 35 04Fax:+47-55-58 94 16
e-moil:Jon.Mongerud@geol.uib.no

Birzehvoy Vniikom, St. Pelersburg, Russio

John-lnge Svendsen, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norwoy

Africon forest refugio during the Lote Glociol Moximum

Robert Marchant

Biotic responses to climatic change during the late glacial pe-
riod have been shown to be significantly more complicated
than oiiginally thought. Certain areas experiencing larger
changes in temperature and precipitation than other areas.
These differences are thought to result from topographical,
local climatic, edaphic and ecological factors. Areas that did
not experience high magnitude climatic changes were able to
support a continuous presence of forest throughout the late
glacial maximum (LGM), although in many cases the compo-
sition of this forest was without modern analogue. These ar-
eas of relatively climatic stability have been termed forest
refugia. Although there have been many criticisms of the origi-
nal data to formulate the refuge theory, many of these
cristiscism have been ill-founded, or equally selective in the
evidence used. By incorporating evidence from biogeography,
geomorphology, modern climatic data and paleoecology
within a GIS (ARCVIEW) framework, the possible locations
of forest refrigia have been determined as part of a WWF-
funded project to isolate the'worlds' oldest forests'. The maps
produced can be used to test the refugial nature of the areas
by direct sources on information, principally fossil pollen.

Robert Morchont, Deportment of Geogrophy, University of Hull,
Cottinghom Rood, Hull HU6 7RX, UK.
e-moil :r.o.morchont@geo. hull.oc,uk
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The Lote Pleistocene oscillotiäns in the locustrine
biologicol records from o croter loke (Logo di Albono) in
Centrol ltoly

Marchetto, A., P. Guilizzoni, A. Lami, M. Manca, P. Comoli, A.N.
Nocentini and C. Belis

The results of analyses of pigments (derived from algae and
photosynthetic bacteria) and invertebrate fossil remains
(ostracods, cladocerans, chironomids) obtained from two long
cores from a crater lake in Italy (Lago diAlbano) are presented
here (PALICLAS collaborative research project). One of the
cores (PALB 94-1E) was obtained from 70 m water depth and
the sediments recovered (ca. 14 m) span the last ca 28 kyr. The
sediment sequence recovered from a second core site (PALB
94-68) from a shallower part of the lake (30 m water depth)
accumulated during the last Full Glacial period only (before
ca.77 kyr BP). The former are thought to häve been deposited
during times of shallow water, while the latter were probably
generated during episodes of higher lake stands, when the lake
was stratified and bottom water was stagnant. Age-depth plots
of the rate of sediment accumulation during this period and
core correlation are based upon a combination of factors (e.g.

AMS radiocarbon dates, identification of tephra layers of
known age, paleomagnetic correlations, diatom and pollen
stratigraphic comparisons). This study focuses on the time
window between ca 28 and 17 kyr BP (calibrated years). Dur-
ing a ca 11 kyr interval, eight main cycles, each with a dura-
tion of 0.5 to 1.5 kyr recurred at intervals ol ca 7-2.6 kyr. A
number of minor oscillations of water depth and in lake pro-
ductivity are also inferred. These are considered to be responses
to regional climate forcing, and they are comparable in dura-
tion and cyclicity to the Dansgaard-Oeschger Events and Bond
Cycles recognised in the Greenland ice-core records and North
Atlantic marine sequences.
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Piero Guilizzoni, CNR lstituto ltoliono di ldrobiologio, Lorgo Tonolli, 50,

28i22Yerbonio Pollonzo. Tel.:+39 - 323-51 8 300 Fox:+39 - 323.556

.51 3 e-moil:guilizzo@iii.to.cnr.it

Cold oir outbeoks in Southeostern Brozil ond their

impoct on coffee production since lote XIX century.

climotic ond economic ospects

lose A. Marengo

Cold air outbreaks affect the coffee growing area of sothern

and southeastern Brazil during winter time. Sometimes, in-

tense cold events can produce treezing conditions and dam-

age the coffee prouction, affecting the international coffee

piices. Examples are the very intense events of July 7975 and

ihe June-July events of 1994, where coffee prices increased al-

most 100% in two days at the NewYork stock exchanges.

Based on statistics of coffee production in the state on Sao

Paulo, we reconstruct the thermal conditions of that. region

since the late 1880's associated with freezing conditions and

related fall in the coffee production associated to them. It has

been noted that the frequency of cold fronts ih winter,
asscoiated with the penetration of cold air has been diminish-
ing on the last 50 years. Howevet the strongest cold events

have been reported in the last 25 years.

Jose A. Morengo, Cenlro de Previsoo do Tempo e Estudos de.Climo
(cPTEc/lNPEI;CEP I 2630-000 Cochoeiro Poulisto, Sao Poulo, Brozil.

iel: +55 l2 5608464, Fox: +55 l2 56,l 2835, Emoil:

morengo@cptec. inpe.br

Sensitivity of the LGM high ond middle lotitude climote to

the seo surfoce temperotures

I. Marsiat and P. Valdes

Recent analysis of both prescribed and computed SST runs

for the LGM made available in the PMIP database have shown

considerable discrepancies between simulations and recon-

structions of high and middle latitude climates. Among many

possibilities, errors in the SST boundary conditions may be

responsible of part of the bias. Sensitivity experiments to

changes in the sea srirface temPerature and sea ice distribu-
tion have been performed with the UGAMP GCM. Important
changes in heat and moisture transport are observed between
the different simulations and the mechanisms involved have

been analysed for both the Northern and Southern hemisphere

high and middle latitudes. This leads to important variations

of temperature and precipitation distribution patterns for the

Northern Hemisphere middle latitude continents and to non

negligible changes in the mass balance of the ice sheets.

l. Morsiot, Deportment of Meleorology, Universiiy of Reoding, PO Box

243, Reoding RG6 688, UK, Tel.:+44-118-9316507 Fox:+44-l l8-
93,l 8905 e-moil:morsiot@mel.rdg.oc.uk
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The structure ond formotion of the Amozon Deep Seo

Fon Quoternory complex

Mark Maslin and Naja Mikkelsen

The Amazon deep-sea Fan started to develop in the early

Miocene, in response to the Andean uplift. Ocean Drilling Pro-

gram T,eg 155 has shown that the Amazon Fan Quaternary
Complex is massive and highly structured. A significant sedi-

mentary comPonents of the Fan are the huge mass-transPort

deposits (MTDs) which are formed by failures of the conti-

nental slope. These massive MTDs each cover an area of upto
ten thousand square miles (about the size of Jamaica), reach-

ing a maximum thickness of 200 m, and consists of approxi-

mately 50,000 Gt of sediment. Analysis of benthic foraminiferal

fauna and sediments indicates that most of the MTDs sedi-

ment originated at a water depth of between 200 and 600 m on

the continental slope, at least 200 km away and 1,500 m above

their present position. Each mass failure event can be dated

and correlated with climate-induced changes in sea level, both

lowering and rising.

We conclude that the MTD catastrophic slumps were caused

by two different mechanisms. Those initiated during the last

glacial period were the result of gas hydrate dissociation
caused by a rapid lowering of the sea level. In contrast the

slumps which occur during rapid sea level rise associated with
Termination I were caused by over-burdening due to increase

sediment discharge during deglaciation of the Andes. These

conclusions demonstrate how sensitive the Amazon Fan and

the adjacent continental slope is to rapid changes in sea level.

Mork Moslin, Environmentol Chonge Reseorch Centre, Deportment of

Geogrophy, University College London, 26 Bedford Woy, London

wciH oAP uK. Tel:44 (0) l7l-380-7556,Foi 44 (01 171-380-7565
Emoil: mmoslin@geogrophy.ucl.oc.uk

Mikkelsen, Noio, Geologicol Survey o[ Denmork ond Greenlond,

Copenhogen, Denmork
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Orbitol forcing controlled intensificotion of northern
hemisphere glociotion

M.A, Maslin, G. H. Haug, X. S. Li, R. Tiedematnn, H.F. Kleizten,

M-F. Loutre, A. Berger and E.lansen

In this study we reconstruct the timing of the onset and pro-

gressive intensification of Northern Hemisphere glaciation' We

also postulate that this was controlled by orbital forcing. The

initiation of Northern Hemisphere glaciation began in the late

Miocene with a significant build-up of ice on Southern Green-

land. However, progressive intensification of glaciation did
not occur until 3.5-3 Ma, when the Greenland ice sheet ex-

panded tö include Northern Greenland. Our results suggest

that the Eurasian Arctic and Northeast Asia were glaciated at

approximately 2.74Ma,40 ka before the glaciation of Alaska
(2.70 Ma), and about 200 ka before significant glaciation of the

North East American continent (2'54 Ma). We suggest that

various proposed tectonic causes (such as the uplift of the

Himalayas, the deepening of the Bering Strait and the emer-

gence of the Panama Isthmus) are too gradual compared with
the rapid step like glaciation of the Northern Hemisphere. We

postulate that tectonic changes may have brought the global

climate to a threshold, but the rapid variations in the Earth's

orbital parameters and thus insolation controlled the timing
Northern Hemisphere glaciation. This theory is supported by

computer simulations that suggest that it is possible to build-
up Northern Hemisphere ice sheets, between 2.75 and2.55Ma,
by varying only the orbital parameters.

Dr Mork Moslin, Environmentol Chonge Reseorch Centre, Deportment of
Geogrophn University College London, 26 Bedford Woy, London

WCiH OAP UK. Tel: +44 171'380-7556,Fox: 44 171-380'7565
Emoil: mmoslin@geogrophy.ucl.oc.uk

G. H. Houg ond R. Tiedemonn, GEOMAR Forschungszentrum für

morine Geäwissenschohen, Wischhofstrosse 1 -3, 241 48 Kiel, Germony

X. S. Li, M-F. Loutre ond A. Berger,lnstitut d'Aslronomie el de

G6ophysique G. Lemoilre, Univlrsit6 cotholique de Louvoin, Belgium

H.F. Kleiven, E. Jonsen Deporlment of Geology, University of Bergen,

Norwoy
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Redonstruction of the climote of recent centuries by

Kuroshio corol

E. Matsumoto, O. Abe and T. Mitsuguchi

Tropical systems vary over periods of decades to centuries'

kopical väriability ProPagates to higher latitudes via atmos-

oheric and oceanic teleconnections' Paleoclimatic reconstruc-

iion offers an information on long-term changes in tropical '
variability and its teleconnections' A science priority of the

ARTS iniiiative is to reconstruct tropical climate variability and

its teleconections over the past centuries' We have analysed

oxügen isotope of modern örals from Ishigäki Island' south-

".i iupun, ,nttropical northwestern Pacific, to understand cli-

rnut. äf t"."nt.enturies. Ishigaki Island is along the Kuroshio

Current, source of which is the North Equatorial Current' and

under the control of Asian Monsoon' A 250-year continuous

Porites core and 8O-year instrumantal data are under study'

The results indicate the leads of ENSO, and SST increment over

the past centuries. Our goal is to understand the western Pa-

cific climate in relation to ENSO and monsoon variation by

construction of coral SSTs and precipitation over recent centu-

ries.

Eiii Molsumoto, lnstitute lor Hydrosheric-Atmospheric Sciences' Nogoyo

ü^ir""'lz, Nogoyo a6a-01, jopon. Tel':+81-52-789 34 67 Fox:+81-

52-7 89 3;' 4 3dejmoil:motsumot@ihos.nogoyo-u oc ip
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Poleoclimotic reconstructionS from örsO ond ör3C in

secondory colcite; cose studies from four Europeon

Holocene speleothems

F. McDermott, S. Frisia,Y. Huang, A' Longinelli, B' Spiro'T'

Heaton, C.l. Hawkesworth, A. Borsato, E Keppens, K' aan der

Borg and S. VerheYden

Detailed along-axis O and C isotope profiles haveleen con-

structed for fäur stalagmites (Crag Cave, S'W' Ireland; Pöre

Noel cave Belgium; Grotto de Clamouse, S'E' France and Grotte

die Ernesto, ti.W. ltuty)' Mass-spectrometric U-Th dates (8-10

per stalagrnite) indicate that deposition occurred^through the

i{olocene. Trace element anlyses (Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca) have also

been completed. Hitherto, interpretations of ö18O and E13C in

speleothem calcite have remained equivocal, b-ecause kinetic

fractionation effects often obscure the paleoclimatic signal'

Here we use criteria based on petrography combined with trace

element and stable equilibrium with their paleo-waters' For

most of the Holocene, the site in S'W Ireland exhibits first-

order ölsO trends that are almost exactly out of phase with

coupled ö1sO records from two N' Mediterranean region sites

(S.8. France and N.W. Italy). If as expected, öt8O is positively

correlated with mean annual temperature, the ö18O data for

the Irish site äre consisten! with pollen-based reconstructions

for the region. Thus, at the beginning of the Holocene.(c' 10'000

calendar'years ago), ö180 in the Irish stalagmite was low' indi-

cating coäl condltions, consistent with the down-wind cool-

ing eifects of the Laurentide ice sheet implied by General Cir-

cufation Models (GCMs). In the early to mid-Holocene (c'

9,200-6,000 calendar years ago), the Irish site indicates rela-

tively warm conditions, coinciding with the warm "Atlantic

perioa" (c. 8,500 to 6000 calendear years ago)' In^the Italian

änd French stalagmites the early-Holocene (c' 9,200-7 
'800 

cal-

endar years ago), was characterized by high ö18O' but strong

depletion in tö occurred at c. 7 ,800 calender years ago' prob-

abiy reflecting wetter conditions (the so-called "amount" ef-

feci)" On millännia timescales, the offset in 8180 between the

two Mediterranean region sites is quite constant, implying lit-

tle or no change in the environmental temperature lapse rate

in this region during the Holocene'

Fronk McDermott, Dept. o[ Geology, University College Dublin Belfield'

ö"uii" allÄr""i. rel.':+:ss- t -zoä' 23 28 Fo;:+353'1 -zaz tz sa

e-moil;fmcder@mocollomh.ucd.ie

S. Frisio ond A. Longinelli, Museo Tridentino di Scienze Noturoli' Trento'

Itoly

B. Spiro, NERC isotope Geosciences Loborotory, Nottinghom, U K'

K. von der Borg, T. Heoton, E. Keppens ond S Verheyden, Dept'

Geochronologi, Vriie Universiteil Brussel, Brussels, Belgium

Y. Huong, C.J. Howkesworth, Deporment of Eorth Sciences, The Open

University, Milton KeYnes, U.K.

A. Borsolo, Museo Tridentino di Scienze Noturoli, Trento, ltoly
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Elfects of globol climote chonge on corol reefs of Kenyo,

Rennaf us ltiagina Mdodo

Coral reefs are valuable economic tesources for many people

providing food and income. Reefs protect the coastline against

*ut"r, pi"rr".t erosion and contribute to formation of sandy

beaches and sheltered harbours. They are a major focus of tour-

ist industry and have the highest biodiversity in'the seas' Their

conservation and sustainable management are an urgent pri-

ority. However in recent years many reefs of the world have

been threatened by increased rise in sea water temperatures

and El Nifro which cause a phenomenon referred to as coral

bleaching. Bleaching basically results from the loss of symbi-

otic zooxlanthellae and a reduction of the photosynthetic pig-

ments concentrations in zoöxanthellae residing within the

gastroderrnal tissues of the corals. This results in the whiten-

i-ng of the corals.

Large-scale bleaching events can cause mass coral species

moiality, a near exitiction of rare coral species and serious

reef degradation. Scientists all over the world have raised con-

cern ab"out the long term effects of bleaching and many fear

that the world reefi may be destroyed irreversible if the sea

continues to warm uP.

Nearly all of the world's maior coial reef regions (Western

Atlaniic/Caribbean, Indian Ocean, Arabian Gulf, Red sea)

have experienced coral bleaching'Coral bleaching haslot been

well documented in the East African region' There is however

a growing concern over reef degradation due to bleaching' At

the moment we are carryrng out bleaching monitoring research

along the Kenyur, .ouri foiusing mainly on the.predicted El'

Niflo"event late this year. My poster will try to highlight the

importance of coral reefs, how they are responding to climate'

cfränge and the current research work going on in Kenya as

regards coral bleaching and climate change'

Rennolus M. Mdodo, K.M F.R.l. P.O BOX Fl65l Momboso'Kenyo'

Tel:+254'11-Ä75 \ 51 /2/3 Fox:+254-11-472 215

e-moil :kmfri@users ofricoonline.co.ke
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Mediterroneon soProPels qnd their climotic implicotions:

tiii"J.tt.* ond'hijh lotitude climotic oscillotions ond

relotä ohosPheric 
-gos 

content

Marie- Antoinette Mdlüres and Martine Rossignol-strick

Occurrence and content of Mediterranean sapropels dating

from the last few hundred thousand years are powerful tools

for investigating climate correlations between low and high

latitudes irithe North Hemisphere as well as for investigating

' origin (and related questions) of atmospheric changes' These

invistigations are baied on two assumptions developped dur-

ing the"last decade: 1- Mediterranean sapropel deposits are

coirelated to summet maxima insolation in the northern hemi-

sphere; 2 ' sapropel occurrence is driven by low latitude sunr-

m". *uxi-arrmlnsolation. A compilation of recent results is

presented here reinforcing the validity of these assumptions'

based on these two assumptions the time occurtence of

sapropel deposits.together with their content (which give in-

for-uiiott on climatic conditions) draws attention to two key

periods with unusual situation in the last 300 kyrs BP which
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are caracterized by the occurrence of cold sapropels: one where
high and low latitude climates are completely decoupled (at
175 ky), and another in which a phase lag occurs, estimated to
be at least a few kyrs (220 ky).The decoupling at 175 ky gives
informations concerning the origin of change of the atmos-
pheric gas content as revealed by the ice core air bubble analy-
ses. In particulat the large variation of the 02 atmospheric iso-
topic signature observed during that period calls.into question
the role of changes in ö18O (sea-water) as the driving mecha-
nism for öl8O(atmospheric Or). We present arguments, based
on Mediterranean sapropels, for another source of the ör8O
(atmospheric Or) change: insolation at low latitudes via hydro-
sphere/bi osphere activity.

Morie-Antoinette M6liöres, Loborotoire de Glociologie et G6ophysique
de l'Environnemenl, CNRS, Univ. Grenoble- I , BPga - 38402 St Moitin
d'Häres Cedex, Fronce. Tel.:+33-4-76 82 42 11 Fox:+33-4-76 82 42
0'l e-moil:mel ieres@glociog. uif-grenoble.fr

Mortine Rossignol-Strick, Lob. Pol6ont.et Shoti. Univ p. et M. Curie,
Poris, Fronce
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PosFGlociol lond snoil migrotion in NW Europe

Richard A. Meyrick

Most detailed studies of Holocene land snail successions sup-
ported by radiocarbon chronologies have been undertaken in
Britain. One of th'e primary aims of my Ph.D. has been to ex-
tend the coverage of well-dated molluscan successions in N.W.
Europe. Molluscan assemblages from tufas in Germany, Lux-
embourg and Sweden (in addition to a site from Courteenhall,
Northamptonshire) have been examined. These provide the
first quantitative Holocene molluscan records from these re-
gions and together reprbsent the most comprehensive study
of this type ever undertaken in N.W. Europe. The study has
provided a north-south transect of dated mollusc successions
extending from south-central Sweden to Luxembourg, a dis-
tance of over 1200 kilometres. The former site (Vitlerbocken)
is not only the most northerly site ever studied in Sweden, but
also in Europe as a whole.

My research has established that, on the broadest scale, the
successional pattern known from S.E. England is also seen in
molluscan sequences from much of N.W. Europe. Species char-
acteristic of exposed, marshy conditions prevailed during the
early Holocene. These gradually gave way to more shade-de-
manding species, reflecting colonization by trees as climatic
conditions improved. A succession of more southerly elements
continued to arrive until the mid Holocene, when tufa forma-
tion across Europe virtually ceased. This cessation is thought
to be linked to the effects of large scale forest clearance by early
farmers, although others have argued for a climatic cause.

One possible explanation for these similarities is that they may
represent a series of faunal changes, each of which occurred
rnore or less simultaneously across the whole of NW Europe.
Alternatively they may indicate a moie gradual spread of snails
across Europe, with a time lag between the arrival of a given
species at one site and its appearance at the next. Radiocarbon
dates should provide g solution to this problem. Comparison
between Sites with supporting radiocarbon chronologied will
further allow the post-glacial spread of critical taxa to be de-
termined and mapped. In the long term this will eventually
allow routes of land snail range expansion to be identified and
rates of spread to be calculated.

Closer examination of the molluscan successions also reveal
site specific and regional trends. The standard molluscan zo-
nation scheme derived from Kent has been shown to be äppli-
cable to many sites in S.E, England,. albeit with some regional
variation. For example, my study at Courteenhall showed that
certain species persisted there far latei than they did in Kent.
The further one moves away from S.E. England the less appli-

cable the scheme becomes. It.does appear, however, that there
are local trends common to all the sites examined from Lux-
embourg and western Germany and regional molluscan zones
can be defined for this area, as might be expected. Thö
molluscan successions from Sweden display even greater dif-
ferences irom those studied in S.E. Engländ

Richord A. Meyrick. Godwin lnstitute for Quoternory Reseorch,
Deportment of Zoology, University of Combridge, Downing Street,
Combridge, CB2 3EJ, lJK. Iel. :+ 44- 1 223 - 33 6 6 29,F ox: +-l l- t ZZI - ZS
66 7 6, e- moil:rqm23@com.oc.uk
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Gos hydrotes ond possibie releose of methone: o cose
study from the Norwegion Morgin

luergen Mienert,.lörg Posewang and Dirk Lukns

Present observations suggest that gas hydrates react sensitively
to small changes.of temperature and pressure. Driven by glo-
bäl warming and sea level variations the dissociation of large
gas hydrate volumes and the sudden release of the greenhouse
gas methane to the atmosphere may be thought of as a trigger
for an abrupt termination of glacial periods. Nevertheless, until
now only a few rough estimates of the total volume bound in
hydrates are available and they differ significantly. The calcu-
lations are based on the assumption that the so called bottom
simulating reflector (BSR) represents the base of the hydrate
stability zone (HSZ) and that hydrate is distributed through-
out the HSZ either uniformly or linearly decreasing from the
BSR to the sea floor. High-resolution wide-ängle seismic re-
flection measurements provide now evidence for a complicated
pattern of low and high velocity zones pointing towards free
gas layers sandwiched by hydrates within the classic HSZ. The
inferred thickness of the hydrate layer allows for the estima-
tion of the total amount of carbon trapped in gas hydrates at
the present time. Modelling of changes of the hydrate stabil-
ity zone (HSZ) as a function of temperature and pressure show
a distinct decrease of the HSZ at the Norwegian Margin from
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to the present time, which
allows for a calculation of the possible methane release on a
regional scale.

Juergen Mienerl, GEOMAR, Wischhofstr I -3, Bldg. 8/C,2a148 Kiel
(SFB 3 I 3, Heinrich-Hecht-Pl otz I O, 241 48 Kiel) Glrmony Tel.: +49 - 431 -
600 23 l9 Fox:+49-43,l-600 29 30 e-moil:imienerr@geomor.de

Jörg Posewong, SFB 3,l3, Kiel, Germony

Dirk Lukos, SFB 313, Kiel, Germony
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Stotisticol qnolyses of orctic locustrine sedimentory
records, droinoge bosin morphometry ond climotic doto

Raoul Miller
Reconstruction of paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental con-
ditions from lacustrine sediments is a well-established prac-
tice within paleoclimatic research. In Arctic regions, however,
recent studies have revealed widely varying responses of small
lake basins to regional climatic inputs throughout the
Holocene. Statistical analyses of the paleoclimatic records us-
ing Q-mode principal components analyses (Mlller, 1992;7997)
indicated that lakes can be grouped together by their response
to regional climatic chafige, but that lakes which are close to
each other may not react in the same way to similar forcing.
This is a troubling conclusion for those researchers who wish
to reconstruct climatic change from lakes' sedimentary records,
so further studies were undertaken to determine whether the
röasons for these variations could be identified (and therefore
these local effects removed from the regional signal).
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Contemporary sediment characteristics, drainage basin mor-

;;;;üi anä current climate were analyzed for a number of
'sma[ Arätic and Subarctic lakes' Measurements were derived '

from either field data collection or from the published litera-

ture. Principal components and regression analyses was un-

dertaken in order to determine whether drainage basin

morphometric characteristics could explain the variability in

,uäiirr"rr,u.y resPonse between lakes in similar climatic and '

lithological enviionments, and also which physical measures

were nost strongly correlated to climate'

Covariance was identified between a number of the variables

including magnetic susceptibility and mean annual temPera-

itr"; totä org"anic carbon and July temperature; main grain

size and basin length; and basin relief and calcite Percentage'

*trit" u significanl portion of the observed variation in sedi-

ment charäcteristics can be shown to be due to environmental

factors, a statistically significant Portion of the variation can

b" ,ho*r, to be due io lo1al drainäge basin morphometry' Al-

though this research is in its early stages, these preliminary

resulis indicate that local influence on lake sedimentary records

can be both identified and quantified'

These early conclusions suggest that it is important to take

into account the drainage basin characteristics before using

sedimentary records to reconstruct climatic change' Continu-

i.,t r"r"ut.tt will expand the number of sites in the database

,rräd fo, analyses in order to dlaw conclusions which are sta- '

tistically significant at higher levels certainty'

;i"",f $5:,i",m'Häl;":,':i:äYjti?';i:3;i*i\Z\i?;'u
6386 e-moil:Rmillerl @d.umn.edu
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lnvestigotion of the within-site spotiol voriotion of peot

humificotion

Fraser l.G. Mitchell, Sebastian tton Engelbrechten' Rosaleen

Dwyer and Edwina Cole

Determinations of the degree of humification in peat profiles

is becoming widely usedls a climate proxy- Most published

feat humiöation äata rely on analysis of,a single profile' Ex-

ämination of contemPorary bog surfaces illustrates a high de-

g.;" of spatiaf variaiion which may bias- humification data'

ifru autu presented explore the spatial variation in peat

humification over time. A transect of ten peat cores across an

Irish midlands raised bog have been analysed at 1 cm inter-

lrui, u"a correlated usinglephra analyses' Tephra analyses il-

lustrates that depth alone cannot be used to correlate profiles'

Consistent repioducibility of humification data was not

achieved acrosi the site. Spatial variations in peat humification

demonstrate that this type of data should not be used as a

climate proxy in isolation' Other compatible data which may

also influencä peat humification (eg' peat composition) should

i" n""a to qnuiify the humification record' It is concluded that'

with due cbnsideration, peat humification data can make a

valuable contribution to proxy climate reconstructions'

Froser Milchell, Botony DePorlment, Trinity College' U-niversity- of Dublin'

ö"Uil" zl r'"ü"a. Tel.ld$-1-608 l8 I I Fox:+353-1-608 11 a7

e-moil:[mitchll@tcd.ie'

A multi-trocer opprooch;:;"" ond fossil corol

records

Takehiro Mitsuguchi, Eiji Matsumoto, Osamu Abe'Tetsuo

tJchida, Hiroshi Uclriaa, iosltio Kawana and Peter | ' lsdale

Tropical oceans play an important role in modulating global

chÄate. Small changes in the tropical sea-surface temPerature

(SST) can induce much larger climatic resPonses in the

Lxtratropics, because the relationship between SST and latent

heat flux is not linear. Long, instrumental records of tropical

climate are, ho*"rr"r, r.ut.ä *hich hinders a fair understand-

ing of the global climate system' Massive corals are the most

efäctive täols for high-resolution recovery of paleoclimate

changes in the tropical oceans, because some of them can sur-

,riv""for several centuries with skeletal annual bands of

centimeter order. Fossil corals are already used to provide high-

resolution windows into the tropical climate-during the

Holocene and Late Pleistocene' The integration of mbdern cli-

*ui" ay"ut"i"s with the reconstructed paleoclimate should

giv" us some clues to prediction of the most likely course of

future climate.

Coupled measurements of coral Sr/Ca ratio and ö18O show

gr"ui prornlr" for recovering both SST and.seawater öt8O be-

cause the temp"rut,.rr" .o*päoent of coral 8lsO can be removed

"ri"g 
StZCu-äerived SST. bur recent work on modern corals

shoried tJrat the Mg/Ca ratio also varies with temPerature'

*" hut" b"". p*rsiing the study and discovered' also in fos-

sil corals collected froÄ Holocene emerged reefs in the south-

ern Okinawa.Islands, Japan, distinct seasonal variations of

tnlgZCu .utlo *ell-synchränized with those of Sr/Ca ratio and

ötö. Furthermore, ivlg/Ca-derived SSTs arein excellent agree-

ment with SrlCa-derived SSTs using Mg/Ca- and SrlCa-tem-

oerature relationships recently we obtained from modern Great

äarrier Reef coral.ihese reiults indicate that coral Mg/Ca

variation is durable, or resistant to aging effects' and convince

"r-oi,f-," 
potential of coral Mg/Ca tut-1o-l"l a Präctical

paleothermometer. We discuss early - middle Holocene paleo-

änvironment in the Okinawa region by these multi-tracer tech-

niques (Mg/C a,Sr /Ca,Ba/Ca, and ö18O)'

Tokehiro Mitsuquchi, lnstitute for Hydrospheric-Almospheri-c-sciences'

N"".t. Ü"i""äilt, Furo-Cho, Chikuso-Ku, Nogoyo' 464-01 ' Jopon'

t"tl*äl-sz-zec lut or 3t71 Fox:+81-52-789 3436

e-moil:mituguli@ihos nogoyo-u'oc ip

Eiii Motsumoto, Osomu Abe, Tetsuo Uchido, lnstitute for Hydrospheric-

Äitotph"ti. Sciences, Nogoyo University, Nogoyo' Jopon

Hiroshi Uchido, Konogowo lnduslriol Resäorch lnstilute' Konogowo'

Jopon

Torhio Ko*ono, College of Educotion, Univ of the Ryukyus' Okinowo'

Jopon

Peter J. lsdole, Austrolion lnstitute o[ Morihe Science' Townsville'

Austrolio
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Atmospheric circulotion Potterns ond spotiol climotic

voriotions in Beringio

Cary l. Mock, Patrick | . Bartlein and Patricia M' Anderson

Analyses of more than 40 y.ears of climatic.data reveal intrigu-

ing spatial variations in climatic Patterns for Beringia (North-

"u!t"in 
Siberia and Alaska), aiding the understanding of the

hierarchy of climatic controls that oPerate at different spatial '

scales within the Arctic. A synoptic climatology' using a sub-

pctive ctassification methodology on January and July sea-level
'pr"rr.rr", and July 500-hPa height anomaly patterns' identi-

iied 1a rnulot atmospheric circulation Patterns (26 pairs con-

,irtir,g of iS syttoptic/temPerature and 13 synoptic/precipi-

iuiiori.o^putisons) that occur over Beringia' Composite

anomaly mäps of circulation, temPerature' and precipitation

described the spatial variability of surface climatic resPonses

to circulation. Results indicate that nine synoptic pairs yield

homogeneous surface climatic anomaly patterns throughout

most äf Beringia. However, many of the surface climatic re-

sponses illustäte heterogeneous anomaly patterns as a result

of variations in circulation controls, such as troughing over

EastAsia and the Pacific subtropical high superimposed over

iofogtupny, with small shifts in atmosphericcirculation dra-

*ätiäuffy altering spatial variations of anomaly patterns' Dis-

tinctive contrasts'in climatic resPonses, as suggested from ten
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synoptic pairs, are clearry evident for western Beringia versus
eastern Beringia. These. results offer important implications
for scholars interested in assessing late euaternary climatic
change in the region from interur,r.iul to rrJll"""iuf ti_ur.ui"r.
Cory J. Mock, Deportment of 

^Geog_rophy, 
University of Oregon,

Eugene, OR 97403-1251 , U.S.l. t_ro;i, .ro.köJ."-go;.uor"gon."au
Potrick J. Bortlein. Deportment of Geogrophy,.Uniu".rity of O."gon
Potricio M. Anderson Ouoternory Reseorch Center, University ofWoshington , 

...

Recent occumulotion vqriobility derived from o series of
Antorctic Peninsulo ice cores

Robert Mulztaney and Dauid A peel

Paleoclimate records spanning up to 500 years from a series ofintermediate depth ice cores retrieved fiom a wide range of' geographic locations centred on the Antarctic peninsura/
Weddell Sea region are compared, with emphasis placed onthe temporal/spatial patternof accumulatiÄ rate. particular
emphasis is placed on the possible response of the accumula_
tion rate to an increase in temperafure^observed in the perrirr_
sula over the past 50 years.
Five ice cores reached depths of between 70 and 150m, with
l"*," "dii ig"al shorter 10 to 25m cores taken to assess the
rocar_vartabllrty around the main cores sites, and in other geo_graphical locations to extend the spatial coverage. The fivemain cores were obtained from: the west of th! peninsula
(Beethoven peninsula on Alexander Island), the spine of the
Peninsula (Dyer plateau, and Gomez Nunat;k), th€'east of thePeninsula (Dolleman Island) and south of the Weadeil Sea(Berkner Island). These sites display a wide range of meteoro_
logical conditions, with u..r-trluiion .",", 

"Jhieh 
,r"jlal

water equivalent per annum in the west, to about ö.2m water
equivalent south of the Weddell Sea, and, depending on corelength, span time periods of as little as 50 y"*rio ir, 

"r,."r, of
500 years.

However, all the cores cover the 50 year period up to 1992,
and this is the time period that wifl bä ionsidered iir detail to
assess the evidence for recent trends in accumulation rate ac_companying the several decades of warming obselved in pe_
ninsula station meteorological records. finaily, the record ofrecent decades will be set in context of the accumulation his_tory of the past 500 years obtained from some of the longer

Robert Mulvoney, Brirish Anrorctic.Syl_ey,._High Cross, Modingley Rood,combridse, cB3 oEt uK. Tet. : + 44. t 22ä:z ä tii iäi ia ä zzz _ sdz6 I 6 e-moil:r.mulvoney@bos.oc.uk
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lTf]i*ti:": of polynologicol doro from Loprev Seo
sedtmenfs for poleoclimotic reconstruclions

OIga D. Naidina, Henning A. Bauch and Heidemarie Kassens
In connection with the investigation of the Arctic environment
and its significance for global climatic .nurrt", ;;;;
sediments ofthe Laptev Sea were studied with reärd to their
palynological content. The pollen-spo.",p".t u ii tnis recent
sediments are characteriz"ä by u piedorrrinarrc"oi potten of
coniferous arboreal plants (pr'n us p)mila) urrd ,por", Jf *orr",(Bryales). Among the herbaceous plants the poli"r, oi Eri.u""u",
Gramineae, Cyperaceae, Asteraclae, Caryäphyllaceae are al_

:/ays 
presented. The pollen of trees (picLa,-pinus sibirica) re_

tlect lar-distance transportation whereas the spores are of more
Iocal origin.

Distribution of the maincomponents of the pollen_spore spec_tfa yls represented on the produced _upr.'f*ir.r rt eir analy_sis follows that the main p-ortion of theäe pollen and sporesgrains accumulate in the near_shore zone in the regions of theLena Delta, riksi Bay and near the estuares of ihe Otenet and
_rana 

nvers. I he pollen_spore spectra in the eastern part of theLaptev Sea are characterized by a different taxonomical com_position which is linked to the huge perennial d;.hil;';;
freshwater from the Lena and yanaiivts. The distribution ofpollen and spores in the eastern Laptev Sea as well as theirdiversity may be attributed to atmospheric anJs.r.fuc" watercirculation patterns and to the intensity of freshwater run_offby the Siberian iivers. This data coupied _i,f,lf," Holocene
palynological data offer important information ior the betterunderstanding of the.climite and vegetation history of theArctic Siberia during the last 10 000 yärs.
Olgo Noidino, lnst. of the Lithos-phere RAS,.Storomonet ny per.,22,Moscw l09l 80, Russio. Tel.:+i 9s pse iieTi i;,.)"is'zts ssgoe-moil:noidino@inl.msk.ru

Henning A. Bouch, GEoMAR Reseorch center for Morine Geoscieqces,Kiel, Germony

Heidemorie Kossens, GEOMAR Reseorch Center for Morine
Geosciences, Kiel. Germohy
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Poleoclimotic/poleooceonogrophic studies of Gulf of
Lqtrrornio Morgin Bosins, Boio Colifornio Sur, Meiico
E. H. Nazta-Sanchez, D. S. Gorsline, R. G. Douglas, K. ßikansrudand T.DeDiego

During cruises aboard R/V EL PUMA in 1994 and1996, highresolution acoustic reflection profiles, and 35 box cores and 10gravity cores were collected from selected areas along the GulI
11gin of Baja California These are depocenters for six fandelta systems (from south to north): Su"tl"g., i* Juan, ElCoyote, Loreto, La Giganta and Santa Rosahä. ihe ,tope andmargin basin areas sampled range in depth from 250 to 1500m.
Jhe oxygen minimum in the western Gulf lies between 200and 1000 m. Santiago, La Giganta and Santa Ro*hu t u.r" ror,".within this range. Er coyote is a closed basin thut urso has near-anoxic bottom waters. Cores within this depth range preserveprimary laminations that record a high reäolution"history ofprimary sedimentation over centenniäl to millennial time pe-riods.

Initial results of study of the top 1_2 cm of the cores show thatrne ptanktrc foraminiferal assemblages are a mixture ofupwelling and tropical species, whiäh in *utt pr"r"ruJ
sedrments are dominated by Gtobigerina bulloides and

. Neogloboquadrina dutertrei togethär with ä pical Globigerinoides,' Globorotalia menardü and, pulleniatina.testJ are"o_än on tf,"shelf and reach maximum abundance r" ,fr.,f"f" l"äi1". 
"i300-400 m but decrease rapidly below g00 m drrä to 

"a.bonatesolution.

Benthic biofacies reflect downslope changes in organic carbon,
dissolved oxygen content, water mass boundaries and sedi_ment transport. Outer shelf_upper slope sediments contain aHanzawaia-Cancrls assemblagä äs"o.iated _t,h ö;;;;;iä;
water. At northetnsites,Lentiiulina dominate at *,e sierrtreat.
Below about 200 m, Subtropical Subsurfa." t"1;;;;;;;
rapid decline in dissolved oxygen. Sediments u." -orrfy.li"ltom-rich hemipelagic muds. Echinoderms. and microbrrrrows
rn the taminated sediments suggest that slope waters at thesedepths are periodically exchan-g"ed.

Mid-slope (200-500 m) benthic assemblages contain abundantBolivina, gtobobulimin id,s, An g uI oi e, i, o i i)"in)t o una
cassidulines. The top of pacific Inteimeäiate W"t; 

"; 
fto ;;marks a distinct faunal change with the upp.ururr." of n.

re-

over
dra-
Dis-
I ten
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argentea, Buliminella ten.udta, Cassidulinoides cornuta and other

oxysen minimum specres' Hoglundina d'!o':.:lother lower

ütifyf tp".i"t appear with transition to Pacific Deep Water at

about 1000 m.

Theseindicatorsdowncoreshouldpermitdefinition.ofchanges
.""tif." p"" *illennium in water mass boundaries in the Gulf '

D.S. Gorsline, Deportment of Eorth Sciences' University-o[ 
^So 

rthern

ä.f ib"-iä, i"'' n'io"les, CA 90089-0740'Tel"'+l-213'7a0 5125

i.'.,- i lä r'l-zao b'eöi'"j,noil'so'sline@eorth usc'edu

E. H. Novo-Sonchez, Centro lnlerdisciplinorio de Ciencios Morinos

rcöi,r,rÄnTriNi,Lo ioz, Boio Colilornio Sur' Mexico

R. G. Douqlos, K. Rikonsrud, T'DeDiego' Deportment of Eorth Sciences'

Universityäf Southern Colifornio, Los Angeles'usA
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Chronology of Mqor loke sediments: ch.ollenges for the

,"ä"tti"iäi"g o[ climote system voriobility

't.F.W. N es endank, Il. Brandt, A' Br auer' C' Endr es' l Mingram'
'i. No*oirvk, A. Ramrath and B Zolitschka

Thereconstructionofthefullrangeofpastclimatesystem

""ri"Uifity 
i" time and space requires reliable and precise time

.or,irot. Ättf,ough thereare many high-resolution records with

out"o.timatic aid. paleoenvitott*"tul information available'

il;;;f*i;; co,i"lut" these records due to unreliable dat-

ing. +ualtionul climatostratigraphic. or chrono-stratigraphic

..?*fu,l.rl, are often misleading and the multichronologlcal

"oo.ou.tt 
is not yet widely in use' The multiple dating ap-

;iä;;h, i;;i"d'ne uu,ot"t" auting methods (radiocarbon dat-

i;;, ;;;;;;h;;"är"gv, tephrochronorocv) ild,':1"li"e 
dating

*Eif..at (pollen, lat"omugn"tics) applied to lacustrine

,"ai*nt"'i.o- maär lakes ilt-t ttuty uttd G"t^uny improved

ift" q""fi,y .f aating significantly' Tiis allows detailed regional

correlationsaswellascorrelationswithe.g.theGreenlandice
..t"t .i N*,n etlantic deep-sea sediments Furthermore' with

if',i,,nlrf,l.f',.or,ological upp'ouch it is possible to detect high-

freorrencv climatic periodicities, wtricn nave also been detected

lrri-i.,g .uäi*-bon variations, like the 88- and2{8-years cy-

cles. Also low-frequency climate variations' like Heinrich

"rr"ntr, 
.u. b" tecognized' Finally' a reliable time control is the

.most imPortant precondition to achive a regional or global

f".rp""iirr" from a network of individual terrestrial

paleoclimatic archives'

Bernd Zolitschko, GFZ, Telegrofenb"lg' P: il4lll"tsdom' Germonv'

Tel.:+49-331-288 13 40 F":;;;;:3sj'-zee tr 02 e-moil:zoli@sfz-

polsdom.de

o"

Predicting future oltitudinol shifts in vegetotion from

oo-i"oi"iärdr, o cose ;tudy of biotic 
'eiponse 

to climote

thong" from northern New Zeolond

Rewi Newnham

This investigation provides an example of the use of

oaleobotanical records in predicting changes to altitudinal

iregetation zones under various global warming scenarlos'

O"iuit"a putyrlological and plant riacrofossil records from the

Waikatolowlands,northernNewZealand,indicatelocalpres-
ence during the last glacial maximum.of plant communities

"o* .o"fi"""a to the iighest altitudesites in the region' Late

slacial and Holocene ä.o.d" trace the progressive elimina-

i* äi ,tt"t"t"Ualpine communities from'the lowlands in re-

;;; ; climate warming' The records,hav.e good age con-

trol established by tephroÄronology and radiocarbon dating

""ä, 
i.S*L* wiih knowledge of the climatic limits for the

current altitudinal distributioi of these plant communities and

.o*"-porury environmental lapse rates; provide a basis for

reconstructing temPerature change in this region from the gla-

cial maximum to near present' The well-dated temperature

curve corresPonds closely to that constructed from oxygen tso'

tooe analvsis of the Vostock (East Antarctica) ice core' It also

""är"tläf.tr",ion 
of the rate at which subalpine communi-

il;;;"Pl*ed altitudinally by lowland forest.communi-

il;";gä; Lateglacial and-early Holocene' As the climate

;;;;;li"t;.teristics of this interval are broadly analogous

;;;r;" global warming forecasts' these past altitudinal

.frung", ii vegetation patterns may be used to predict future

.'fl""8"-""a"t 
"arious 

climate change scenarios for the next

50-100 vears. For example, """" i "o-puratively 
modest

*""t*.ä o t C / decaäe is predicted to result.in complete

elimination of the present subalpine communities from the

Waikato region bY AD 2030'

Rewi Newnhom,Deportment of Geogrophicol Sciences' Univereity of

;ffi;h. Pffi;rhi Englond Pt4 sAA Tel :+44'17 s2-233 07I
p äx:+1 al'7 52-233 054 e-moil : rnewnhom@plymoulh'oc uK
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The oppeol of morpho-groups of benthic forominifero lor

ffih i":;Iil"'oo[otä"toänol reconstructions: o study

iJ; il;;;",I .ontln"ntol morsins of lndio

Rajia Nigam and NeloY Khars

Paleoclimatic records, preserved in the coastal sediments pro-

vä; ;;y of the insights required re€arding proiections of

irttt" .riäut" and global chu"g"s and the-development and

testine of reliable ciimate model' Benthic foraminifera being

;;;;;?; ;;;ah changes are viable tools for retrieving these

.il""f"t. ff,tt ttudy exilores the utility of benthic foraminiferal

morpho-qroups in arriving at a coherent picture of climatic

.."Äti.t"t of the Holocenä period For this PurPose twenty

one surface sediment samples al'ong with three sediment cores

tcv ezrs (14"s3.01'N Ais'sz'os'it;sKT7B/8 (14'4e'43',N &

)ä "ss.äi;t j 
""a 

sK 44 / t3 (1 4 "43.80'N & 7 4' 02'64e' E) having a

lensth of 1'15m,4.80m and 6'70m respectively' were collected

;;;fi;h;il;;shelf region off Karwar at 20-52m water depth

range' 
:he entire

On the basis of external test morphology 
.t

fä*lttit"rut population (148 species in surface sediments and

g3 in subsurfäci sediments samples) was placed.broadly in

two morPho-groups namely rounded-symmetrical and angu-

Iar asvmmetiical morphojgroup' The surficial distribution

"trät'^ "i ,-i"t" -o'pi'o-gioup exhibited a correspondence

ffi;;;;;;;;L.r'u'g" unä'ounded-svmmetrical forms such

äit,i"g"itf',"a distribirtion prompted us to check their utility

;;;i:;;""t.onal studies as aieal extent of river discharge

depends on monsoonal räins over the catchment region' The

.oi"rpurlro. of frequency variations in rounded-symmetrical

,rro.pho-gronp wiih rainfall (7 years average).data over a pe-

tJi"r tie yäars from the catähment area of the Kali river'

,i.*"a a direct correlation. Theräfore, we studied downcore

""tUrl""t 
of rounded-symmetrical forms (in %) in three sedi-

,*n, .or", covering different time intervals and resolution'

ih" ,esrrlt, of core GV 3713 (representing about 450 years;

Uu""a or, 210pb dates) indicated the variations in

pul"o*onroor,s in a cyclic manner (around 77 years)' The cli-

'rnuai. hirtory of the core SK 278 /I (representing about 4'500

.ruurg bur"ion raC dates) revealed the evidence of significant

il;;;;lh; iniensitv of the precipitation at-around 4000

v"urr"sp (we0; 3200 yeärs nP tweO; iooo years BP (wet).and

äööö;;;.; nn ib'v)' si*larlv the results^oj core sK 44l 1 3 (reP-

;;#;g about tb,000 yeuri bus"d onlaC dates) revealed the

tig";i"t?t 
"f 

,hre" epi'ode' of low salinity conditions (higher

rainfall)ataround925,'gT60andTTTlyearsBPpunctuated
with drY conditions

Roiiv Nigom, Notionol lnstitute of Oceonogrophy' Dono.Poulo' Goo-

?öä ooai, r"ä1" T"l ,*el -aäi - zzd zst ."it'ino/ 221 l0l Fox:+91 -

A12 zzi.s 340 e-moil:nigom@csnio'ren nic in
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The seorch for Lote Quoternory interglociol onologues:
groin-size ond minerol mognetic records of bottom-
current voriobility in the NEAtlontic

Stephen R, Nolan, Simon G. Robinson and lan Bloemendal

Oxygen isotope stage (OIS) 11 is believed io represent the
warmest interglacial of the past 600kyr. Marine evidence sug_
gests that both the Northern and Southerh polar Fronts were
at their latitudinal maxima during this stage, indicating an
unusually warm interval. Terrestrial evidence indicates the
highest sea-level stands in Chile, the Gulf Coast and Western
Alaska duri.ng the late Quaternary, unusually warm
malacological assemblages with no direct modern analogue,
and extremely well developed Bt horizons in North China loess
profi les.

Here we present new grain-size and mineral magnetic data
from Feni Drift, NE Atlantic (DSDp Site 610) for the iast 650kyr,
covering the last 7 interglacials, which support the idea that
there are no direct analogues for Holocene warming in the late
Quaternary. The mean giain-size of a 10-63um window in in-
dividual terrigenous silt grain-size distributions acts as a proxy
for the strength of deep-sea bottom-currents (plus any contri-
bution from ice-rafted detritus (IRD)X114ggrr. et al., 1995). The
strength of these currents is controlled by the changing rela-
tive influence of the deep-water masses which bathe the North-
eastern Atlantic. These, and mineial magnetic parameters
which are äoncentration-related (particularly low-frequency
susceptibility), are to some extent governed by glacialTintei-
glacial variations in global (but particularly Northern Hemi-
sphere) ice-volume. Both concentration-related mineral mag-
netic parameters and terrigenous fraction grain-bize data show
pronounced minima during OIS 11, indicating a reduction in
delivery of detrital terrigenous ferrimagnetic ärains and/or a
large increase in carbonate production (which has the effect of
diluting the susceptibility signal but is in itself also an indica-
tor of warm conditions) coupled with a reduction in bottom-
current speeds at Site 610 to the lowest values of the late eua-
ternary. The interval is also (uniquely) barren .of IRD.
Comparison of these data with those from OIS 1, 5, 7 and,9
emphasise the distinctively weak bottom-current conditions
which existed throughout Stage 11. Further comparison of
Broecker's (1984) Terminations I through VII (of which Termi-
nation V, which preceeded OIS 11, was the most ,catastrophic,)

with their subse-quent warming phases suggest that no gener-
alisations can bö drawn regaraing the timir-g, nature, and du-
ration of post-Termination warming.

Stephen R. Nolon, Deportment of Geoqrophy. Roxbv Buildino.
University of Liverpool, pO Box I 47, tiu",ioä, 169 3BX, UKliel. :+4a-
I 51 -79 4 2935 Fox:+44- 1 51 -79 4 2866 e-moil:snolon@liv.oc.uk

Simon G. Robinson, Deportmenl of Geogrophy, University of
Monchesler, Monchester, UK

Jon Bloemendol, Deportmenl of Geogrophy, University of Liverpool,
Liverpool, UK
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Quontitotive reconstructions of post ice-cover ot the
cotchment scole using models d'erived from physicol
porqmeters in loke sedimenls

Pip Noon

Variations in glaciär activity and extent link to well-established
climate relationships and ice-extent may be crudely indica-
tive of past temperatures. Glacier variations have often been
inferred from compositional changeb in lake-sediments from
glacial versus neighbouring non-glacial lakes but until now
climate reconstructions performed using proxies in these lake-
sediments have been qualitative. Paleoecological stüdies of-
fer new multiväriate techniques which can b"ädupt"d to ,rorr-
biological proxies in lake-sedimönts, circumventing the
'no-analogue' problem associated with some fossil data dur-

ing glacial periods. In this instance, numerical methods have
been used to construct a quantitative model to reconstructpast
ice-cover at the catchment scale using physical sediment pa-
rameters.

Signy Island lies in a climatically-sensitive region and has been
subject to extensive deglaciation over the last 50 years. The
Island has a series of 77 glacier and non-glacier-fed freshwa_
ter lakes which were sampled at multiple point-locations for
their surface-sediments (0-l cm). A total of 209 samples were
analyzed for their, lithological, particle-size and mineral mag_
netic properties (26 variables). These were matched by con_
temporary lake and catchmenf environmental data (45 vari-
ables) so forming a training-set, from which catchment
ice-cover was selected for reconstruction on the basis of its
gradient length in the sediment data-set. partial Least Squares
(PLS) regression was used to construct a transfer-function
based on a parsimonious sub-set of statistically significant
(p<0.001) sediment parameters: % dry weight, mean particle-
size, % loss on ignition, and HARD%. The optimal mödel, rr_
ing 208 samples, was suitably robust (RMSEp=12.69%; 12 =

. 0.52) to provide useful and unbiased reconstructions.

Calibration (reconstruction) was performed at 4 sites on Signy
Island using ,ioPb-dated ,"qrr^"r,.", and validation was
achieved using historical estimates (1968 AD) of catchment ice-
cover. Results affirm the observed deglaciation over the last
Century, which has been particularly Äarked since the 1950s.

Pip Noon c/o Viv Jones, ECRC, University Colleqe London. Deoortment
of Geogrophy, London WCI H 0Ap, U.K. Tel.:+41-l Zl -504 55'5g
Fox:+44-17 1 -380 7565 e-moil:viones@geogrophy.ucl.oc.uk
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Poleo ice shelf grounding zones of western prydzBoy,
Antorctico - sedimentory processes from seismic ond ,

srdescon tmoges.

P.E. O'Brien, t. Oe Santis, P.T. Harris, E. Domack and p.G.

Quilty
Several grounding zone moraines were left on ihe floor and
flanks of Prydz Channel in western prydz Bay by the Lambert .

Glacier during the Last Glacial Maximum. Seismic profiles
indicate that the vertical accretion at the glacier bed was the
most important depositional process in forming themoraines,
rather than progradation by sedirirent gravity flow. Sidescan
sonographs reveal extensive development of flutes on the sea
floor inshore from the moraines indicating deformable bed
conditions beneath the ice. The region inshore of the East prydz
Channel moraines features extensive fields of dunes formed
by current flowing towards the grounding zone, generated by
meltwater plumes rising from the near grounding zone en-
training sea water into a circulation cell. These currents were
active for only a short time after ice retreated from the
moraines. The sea floor in the Lambert Deep has not been re-
worked by currents and shows evidence of interspersed
subglacial cavities and grounded ice beneath the glacier. It also
has sedimentary structures suggesting stagnation of the.ice
iust prior to retredt. Iceberg scours post datehost features and
most structures are draped with Flolocene ooze.

Louro De Sontis,Osservotorio Geofisico Sperimentole.pO Box
201 1,34016 Opicino (TS), troly. Tel.: +3C- O-ZtAOgbe, Fox: +39-40-
327 307 . e-moil: Ldesontis@ogs.hieste. it(rep-

the
(higher
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The Loteqlociol climotic grodient of Snowdonio' North

Woles: o-high resolution poleoecologicol ond

sedi mentologicol reconstruction

G. Odd and L. DumaYne-PeatY

Soatial variation in the distribution of Loch Lomond Stadial
-,J*ir,ut 

moraines and glacier equilibrium line altitudes in'
Snowdonia have been interpreted by Gray (1982) as being the

iesult of a distinct climatic gradient across the area at the time

;irh"tt formation. The aimi of the present study are to deter-

mine the spatial magnitude and temporal.extent of the pro-

p"r"a i"a"äf".ial cliÄadc gradient using high.resolution multi-
'pr.l<V *."iat.f vegetatiÄ and environmental change and to

ääätä*,rt" a"glaciil chronolgy of Snowdonia within an north

*"r, Errrop"ui context. Palynological and sedimentological

(magnetic^mineral, Ioss on ignition and particle grain size)

"naärses 
have been undertaken on qores from three sites (Llyn

"-ä.ä"i. 
c*rn Dwvthwch and Llyn Eigiau) located across the

i.opor"d climatic gradient' The results suggest that there are

äilä"",rt*" Latellacial climatic oscillations superimposed

"p"" 
,ft" generallliaccepted British Lateglacial Interstadial -

Läch Lomänd Staäid shionostratigraphic sequence' Sedimen-

Ltion bugur, at all three sites during the Oldest Dryas period'

The initia'i Arte misia'Rumex spp'/Poaceae vegetational assem-

ui"g;1" i"pl". ed,by luniperui and Sallx dominated scrub with

ui"?ut 
"*p'u"tion 

oi bir.h *oo"dland during thelate I 'ateglacial

Interstadial' At least two climätic oscillations characterised by

rrlt"-t""f" lake catchinents occurred during this period' The

sutsequent expansion of species-rich open grassland commu-

nities äuggest ihat there *ät u ptogt"ttive climatic. deteriora-

tion whiit culminated in the Loch Lomond Stadial' during

*hi.h ,h" palynological and magnetic mineral records sug-

g"ri rttu, tfrere is "uü",,." 
for a brief period, of warming dur-

ing this time' The results also indicate that Äl nus glutinosa may

have been Present in the area'

L. Dumoyne-Peoty, School of Geogrophy, University o[ Ürminghom'-

iaäuä',i", ei;;ät'.', u.r..ta.i ü-izt -at t 72 35 Fox:+a4-121'

lli s;s za e-moiliL.Peotv@Bhom oc'uk

soeleothems os o link ,.r;",-,"t poleoclimotic

l5rt"üli."t' on 
"*otpl" 

lrom the coves of North-

Western Romonio

Bogdan Petronia Onac

Speleothems are secondary minerals that precipitate in caves'

niost commonly as stalagmites, stalactites and flowstones'

They are primarily composed of calc-ium carbonate' preclpr-

tateä by slow degässing of carborr dioxide from supersatu-

.ut"a #u,"r, 
"ttteiing 

th-e cave gallery' Trace elements may be

transported in solution and co-precipitated in calcite'^One of

thes", rrar,irrm, when in concentration that exceed 0'01ppm'

uitoä ,r" p.".ise age determinatin by U-series dating mehtods'

Speleothem growth is a sensitive indiiator of both tempera-

i ir" utta nuÄiairy and changes in either one or both of these

"un 
.urrr" periods of enhanced or reduced growth' Further-

rnore, the world-wide karst landscape distribution and the

study of speleothems growth interval enable regional chro-

nologies to be drawn uP'

Based on seventy-four 230Th/23aU ages' six periods^of enhanced

,p"t"oat "* gro*th *"," found over the last 150'000 in north-

iertern RoÄania by means of the speleothem growth fre-

qrr"rr.y.rrrrr" presenied in this paper' The da.5:s obtained cover

;i;;;;;p"" of tirr'" fro* late i{iss/Würm (Eemian)' through

WtiÄ (Wei.frselian), up to late Holocerte' and compare well

with similar records published for north-western Europe'

The PDF (probability distdbution function) curve of the whole

collection'of dates äisplays peaks and troughs that correlate

with known climatic väriations during the same period ' How-

ever, the timing of some climatic events did not entirely coin-

cide probably äue to the geographical position of,Romania'

whicir was far south of the maximum limits of the Pleistocene

ice sheets.

Boodon Onoc, "Bobes Bolyoi" Universiry Dept of Minerology'

r"ääf"iä""'r .-Cjoo ct,-ii, Romonio l;1.:+40'64-19 43 15 Fox:+ 40-

64:19 ß 06 e-moil:bonoc@bioge.ubbclui ro
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The ENSO siqnol - present ond 6000 yeors before

present: o coipled modeling studY

Bette L. Otto-Bliesner

ENSO Gl Niflo-southern Oscillation) is a naturally occurring

signal in the climate system tied to coupled interactions be-

täen the atmosphereänd the ocean in the tropical Pacific' It

".ff"i"t 
most of the interannual variability in the tropics and-

a jarge part in the extratropics' Longer-term variability of

UNSö activity has also been documented'

Recent evidence, though, questions the robustness of the ENSO

signal during past warm Periods, particularly the Holocene

i"%.e sooo ylärs BP. The interpretation of these proxy records

f'tut t""" q"ät*ioned' In this study, the ENSO signal is explored

for the präsent and 6000 years BP "tiiC1:TJP.fl:l 
tnela-

tional Cienter for Atmospireric Research (NCAR) Climate Sys-

tem Model (CSM), a fully coupled atmosphere-land-ocean-sea

ice model without flux adjustments'

The CSM model reasonably rePrdduces the mean structure of

sea surface temperatures iSSis) in the tropical Pacific' The

nresent-dav and6000 year BP runs show similar simulation of

ln" ENSO ph"no-"ttu, both in terms of magnitude and fre-

qrr"rr.y Initre NTNOS region (150-90W' 5N-5S)'rnonthly av-

""ug"'SSf, 
exhibit noticäble interannual variability with, a

speitral peak at 2-3 years and i*q1tYd* ib:ut 50-60% of the

o'U"".rr"ä variability of the 1950-i994 period' Equatorial SST

anomalies of 2C occur east of the dateline during ENSO years'

,q, *"ut negative correlation between SSTs in the eastern Pa-

.ifi. und Sa"hel rainfall is simulated for present-day büt is less

well-defined for 6000 years BP' Details of these simulations

will be Presented'

Bette L. Olto-Bliesnet Climote Chonge Reseorch'.Notionol Center for

iä;;il 
-R;;";;.t', 

t eso robl" iÄeso Drive / Po Box 3000

il;ld; ö.i";;d; 80ä07, usA. Tel.:+l -303-4ez I 723 Fox:+1 -303-

lgl I Si n e-moil:ottobli@ncorucor'edu

aoo

Circumorctic Holocene poleoenvironmentol chonge:

;;;;;;;;f poleodoio ond climote model simulotions

for 6kq ond lOko.

PAGES-CAPE Holocene Working Group

CAPE (Circum-Arctic Paleoenvironments)' is a Proiect within'

IGBP-PAGES with a central mandate to link international and

national Arctic paleo-programs, and to provide a forum for

refional synth"r"t uttd^od"ling, particularly those tasks that

calnnot be easily achieved by individual investigators or even

iegiorratty-focnsed research teams' The emphasis of CAPE is

on"paleoenvironmental reconstructions covering the last

iSO,boO years of Earth history, concentrating on terrestrial en-
'vironments and adjacent continental margins'

The first task identified by CAPE was to define the spatial and

temporal patterns of environmental change in the Arctic dur-

i"g';tt" Hof.."ne. With a rich and diverse set.of proxy data

urräilubl" in a continuous, or near-continuous time series' the

Holocene offers possibilities for paleoeirvironmental recon-

P,ffiF:.
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struction at a Ievel of Precision unavailable for earlier Periods'
The Holocene includäs the interval of instrumental and writ-

ten records, thus allowing a firmly-based calibration of proxy

data in terms of climate variables, and it overlaps with the

period of rapidly incieasing COr content in the atmosphere' a

äignificant fäature to be evatuatea when predicting future cli-

mate change.

The first meeting of the CAPE Holocene Project was held in

Lammi, Finland on 4-8 April 1997' Ar the Lammi meeting' a

,ung" of turr"rtrial and mirine proxies were tabulated in 1 ka

timä slices for the Holocene' On iand, reconstructions are based

primarily on paleovegetation data (pollen and macrofossils)

interpreied irlterms of a limited number of vegetation types'

eaaiionut terrestrial paleoenvironmental data are available

less commonly from ice cores and tree rings, and diagnostic

.hurrg"" it iroiope data in lakes, aerial plankton' diatoms' and

variös other faunal and floral elements' Key marine charac-

teristics are the distribution of seasonal and permanent sea

ice, SST, and water mass type' Maps comparing the difference

from modern in summer surface conditions derived from the

paleodata with inferred summer temperatures from NCAR-

äSNUSfS rr.Z GCM simulations were constructed for the 10ka

and 6 ka (cal) time slices. Both time slices exhibit strong spa-

tial variation in both the simulations and paleodata' The 1Oka

maps show the strong influence on large-scale circulation pat-

terns by the residuallaurentide Ice Sheet, with summer tem-

peratuies depressed throughout the Atlantic region' Outside
'of th" etlut ti. .egion, the summer insolation maximum is evi-

dent; throughoui much of Beringia and into western Canada

summer temPeratures were similar to modern in both the

paleodata anä GCM simulations, suggösting an intensification

if the ridging of the long-wave circulation over Alaska' Ice

core datairÄ Greenlanä and the Eastern Canadian Arctic

indicate that substantial melting was occurring by 10 ka'

whereas vegetation in the surrounding landscape (at lower

elevations) Yndicate summer temPeratures were well below

modern, suggesting the two archives are responding to differ-

ent forcing.

By 6ka the residual Laurentide Ice Sheet was too small to have

a significant impact on atmospheric circulation' All Atlantic

,"giät ,it"t exhibit evident" of ""--"t temperatures well

above present, a resPonse that we attribute to a combination

oi t lgtirrr-*"r insoiation, and a stronger North Atlantic Drift

oceai circulation that imported warmer water into the GIN

seas. In contrast, Beringiiis not different from present' There

is a substantiai mismatch between summer temperatures re-

constructed from vegetation over most of Siberia that suggests

conditions similar to modern, whereas the GCM simulations

inJi"ur" ,n^-er temPeratures substantially higher than mod-

Overall thö match between the paleodata and climate

simulations are encouraging' Regional mismatches suggest

some additional model däveiopment is required' Large "data-

gapd'provide guidance to the data community for additional

i.imury sit" auta. Evaluating marine characteristics is particu-

iurly probl"mutic in the t"giottt outside the limits.of Atlantic
' ' *ui"tlmu"r"s; sea ice reconstructions remain ä challenge'

Miller, Gifford H., lnstilute of Arctic & Alpine l":"g't !tl":':ily gf ^^^
ö;ffiJ;;ö;d;, eo;aso, Boulder cö..8030e-8437, usA Tal:+1 303

ö'8dr,ä;.li loe tsz' osee, e-moil: miller@stoble'colorodo'edu

Globol climote chonge ond'lorch growth in northern

middle Siberio

Irina Panyushkina

Problems of the Siberian forest ecosystem reaction to global

climate change are diScussed in this paper' Analysis of climatic

response fun"ction of the 19 local tree-ring width chronologies

(främ teiritory 63'-72NL and 84'-120TL) showed that larch

growth has close link (R'z=0.4-0.5) with summer temperature

ilune-July). In northern Middle Siberia tendency and periods

of surnrner temPerature variability from 1881 to-1981 years

coincide with the temperature global changes in the northern

hemisphere. Besides, in investigated region j]'r9.low summer

temperature periods (1881-1915, 1956-1981) agree with

meridianal circulation epochs of the northern hemisphere and

the higher summer temPerature periods (1916-1955) with zonal

ones.

In northern Middle Siberia the spatial regularities of larch ra-

dial growth variation have been defined using the classifica-

tion äf yearly maps of growth deviation' In the cold (1881-

1915,1956-1981) and warm Og16-795il periods the larch

growth inad 50% cases of uniform distribution that demon-

strates common resPonse of growth to climate change at the

northern timberline, the larch open wood and the northern

taiga of the Middle Siberia. When the summer temPerature

d"äeas", the cases of larch growth meridianal distribution

increases ß0-40% cases for period)' When the summer tem-

perature increases the growih shows latitudinal distribution

igsz). fhut could be elplained by relation between spatial

temperature change and atmosphere circulation'

Thus, spatial distribution of tree-ring growth'in subarctic re-

gion is än indicator of summer temPerature condition changes

in time and space' The map of growth deviation allows us to

reconstruct periods with lower and higher summer temPera-

ture for thö last 350 years. In addition the reconstruction of

larch radial growth röaction to temperature increasing during

the last 15 yärs shows that the growth was high all over north-

ern Middle Siberia'

lrino Ponyushkino, lnstitute of Foresl SB RAS, Acodemg-orodok'

r."t""lä.1. nussio, 660036. Iel.:+7-3912-495 053 Fox:+7-391 2-433

686 e-moil:dndr@ifor' krosnoyorsk su
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Tree-ring bosed precipitotion voriotion in Centrol Koreo :

ADl73l -1995

Won-Kyu Park, Ram R. Yadao and D ' Ootchinnikoa

Only a few high-resolution records of paleoclimate are avail-

able for the Kärean region. Some tree species reported grow-

ing for several centuries in Korea provide unique opportuni-

tiä to develop long tree-ring chronologies for climatic proxies

for this region. As ä result of the first intensive sampling' five

tree-ring ähronologies were developed from 115. trees of Ko-

,"ar, reipine (Pinis densiftora) growing in central Korea' Cor-

relations between the iree-ring index chronologies and

monthly temPerature and precipitation revealed that Korean

.ed pinä gtowth is favored by cool and wet conditions in May

urd J.rrr"lPr".ipitation during the monsoon season (July and

August) was not significantly iorrelated with tree growth' This

indicates that the soil moisture regime prior to monsoon on-

set is mostly influential on radial growth of Korean red pine

in this regiän. Monitoring soil moisture and- radial growth

during two years was also conducted to verify this relation-

ship.

May-June precipitation (263 years: A'D'173p -A'D'1995)' which

wat -ost highiy calibrated with tree-ring data' were recon-

structed usi-ng-resulting chronologies' During the recon-

structed perloä, 1834-184ä was most humid and 1945-1954 and

1860s driest period. In the entire span of reconstruction the

P,AffiT:
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lonsest spell of drought recorded was for 1890-1930 which also '

irl3"*täa by low p"recipitation variability in comparison to

orecedins and following periods' The reconstructed May-June

;;ät,"",t;; har r"v"alää relatively wet conditions during the

il;:;;,h ;t rry *hereas d'ot'git' ut" *ore frequent in the

twentieth century in central Korea'

Won-Kyu Pork, Deportment of Forest Producls' College of Agriculture'

äil;;'fik N;ilol Uniuersitv, Cheonsiu 361-763' Koreo Tel :+82-431-

ü -25 ß f ox: +82- 43 1 -27 3'2241

J-moil,treering@cbucc.chungbuk oc kr
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Hioh resolution pqleoclimotic study o[ the.lqst glociol-

jntärglociol cyclä from the northwestern Chinese Loess

Ploteou.

Eleanor Parker,lan Bloemendal, Daaid Heslop 
' lohn Shaw' Fahu

Chen and linmin Wang

A new site, Caoxian (36' 33''N, 104' 38"E)' North Western Loess

pi",""", has been sampled continuously at 2cm intervals to a

;;il;i;;^ from the base of paleosol Sf including the

Eeilian, to SO, the Holocene' Detailed magnetic measurements

""ä"ä"i" 
tir" analysis have been made on the middle' L1L1 -

Sm, and lower sections, 51'

Itiswellestablishedthatrnagneticconcentrationchänges
record varying degrees of pedogenesis, At. C.aoxian the

p"aog"tl. enhit ceÄ"nt appeärs to be negligible in,L1L1 and

records the primary *ugtt"tit signature of.the aeria\ depos-

;ä;;ä. tr, it i, puit of tle sectiÄ magnetic susceptibiliy and

;;;;ti;";"..tds may reflect the winter monsoon signal' Com-

oarison of an incipient and well developed soil with 'primary'

il;;;il;; u.,ri ofr value for mass specific frequency-de-

pendent magnetic ,,r"."piiuitlty to be defined' tt 
1:t-t^1t:^"

'slight soll de"velopment' This allows for rnore accurate corre-

lation with marine interstadials in a terrestridl sediment where

i t 
^ä" ""J,rt" 

nature of the environment makes absolute dat-

ing difficult.

Jon Bloemendol, Deporlment of Geogrophy' Roxby Building' The

ili**'ili L'":ipool, tiu",pool L6;7iE,'uK' Tel: +44 1 51 794 2834

;;; ä i5i;öinootÄ"'t ion@liverpool oc uk

Eleonor Porker, Deportment of Geogrophy' The University of Liverpool

Dovid Heslop, John Show Deporlment of Eor$ Sciences' University o[

i;:ä!", Jiomin wons. Deporlment of Geogrophv' universiiv of

Lonzhou, Chino

aao.

lntro-qnnuol resolution from Holocene lominoted

t"ii.""tt, Soonich lnlet, British Colum io

R.B. Peatce, I M. Dean and A'E'S' Kemp

Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) sites 1033 and 1034 (Bornhold'

Firth öt al., 14gn inrere cored during a 3 day "mini-leg" in

Saanich Inlet, a fiord in south-eastern Vancouver Island' Brit-

iJ CotumUia. fhe sediments recovered' 55 m and 80 m of lami-

nated Holocene sediment respectively' contain a superb lami-

.ui"J ,"ai*"rrt record of the Holocene in a temperate latitude'

coastal setting. The past 7,000 years contain intact annual lami-

nae between 5 mm and t5 mm thick' an order of magnitude

thicker than most marine varves'

X-ray radiography and pilot Sc-anning ElectronJvlicroscoPe

(SEM) studies have confirmed that the marine varves can be

i"i".""ffy subdivided into as many as 1? intra-annual sub-

i;i;;;;P."tenting the highest ever resolution obtained from

a marine sediment '"to'ä' 
Interannual differences in the

number of sub-Iaminae result from the presence/ absence öf: '

(1) distinct silt layers; (!) pelletized diatom "hash" Iayers; (3)

intu.i, ""p"ff"tized 
dätom assemblages; (4) rnono-specific

diatomblooms,forexampleSkzletonema;and(S)diatomssuch

as Thalassiothrlr spp. diatom mats, indicating oceanic input'

öMäil;a fabric studies also identify some evidence for

micro-benthic bioturbation, probably due to stronger-episodes

of-Uotto^ *ut"r renewal by flow of oxygenated' higher salin-

ity, oceanic water over the sill'

Bornhold, B.D., Fir th, J.Y., et al, "1997' Proc ODP Init' RePts' 1695'

Dr R. B. Peorce, Dept. Oceonogrophy, University of Southompton'

ili1;';;;;ä;oios'opiv clni,", E"oP"on wov' SoUTHAMPToN'

;öilää; üK i.Ji'7ia'tios 5e478s,iox: +441703 5e305e' e-

moil: rpI@moil soc.solon oc uk

"'

Volidotion of diotom-bosed tronsfer functions ot Loke

Horo, on EthioPion croter loke

E.l. Pearson, R.W' Battarbee, L'R' Caraalho' S' luggins' H'F'

fi*U, ml . Leng and D.B ' kYoes

The diatom stratigraphy of a 53cm long core from Lake Hora'

a crater lake in the Debre Zeit region of Ethiopia was exam-

ined. The main aims were to i) vilidate recently merged dia-

io*-Uut"a transfer functions for directly reconstructing

hvdrochemical characteristics (conductivity and pH)' and in-

;ilö ;.;;t,ructing climate change' for African lakes' and

ii) describe and account for the hydrochemical and diatom

stratigraphic changes observed within the core'

As yet the core is not dated' Using an approximate chronol-

otrr'obtulr,ed through an algal method involving principal

.3äp."""at ""alysii 
the reconstructed and historical conduc-

;"*y;üH *eäsurements showed a reasonably good match'

"rpäiuffyio. 
pH although with some over-estimation for con-

äl.i"ai"iaf et Ä adjunct ü dataset validation and possible bias'

*ftn"ff"J" of diatom dissolution within the core were investi:

;;,J Dtt""lution effects were low at the site and were not

äonsidered to be influential in biasing the reconstructions'

The reconstructions of diatom assemblages' diatom concen-

i*iio", .."a".dvity and pH all showed a major' abrupt change

"r.""ä 
,ft" middle of the core The prefered-hypothesis for

ifl" .fru"g" l" the aquatic system has been ascribed to a change

ir,lrrrUiiity. This is attributed to catchment disturbance pri-

marily as i r"rpon." to anthropogenic' and possibly climatic'

äiri.riuu".". Atout 90 thin calcaräous laminations' present in

the core at -4mm intervals; may be related to the near-annual

stratification and Decernber turnover documented for these

iut"r. SauUt" itotope data on authigenic calcites at 0'5cm inter-

lrul, pro*rld" a hifh resolution reärd of lake response to cli

-uiiä .ttur',g", tltat can be compared to historical climatic data'

Richord W.Bottorbee, Environmentol Chonge Reseort 9?Tt"'
ü"iJ".lr'r, i.ri"ä" ü;;;; t; Bedford Woiv' London WCI E oAB uK'

ill'., iii t z t -ial 77 77 ext. 7 582 F ox: + a4- | 7 I - 3 80 7565

e-moil:rbottorb@geog ucl'ociuk

E.J. Peorson, L.R. Corvolho, D B Ryves' Envircnmentol,Clonge

Reseorch Centre, University College London' London' u K'

S. Juggins, Deporlment o[ Geogrophy, University o[ Newcostle'

Newcostle uPon TYne, U K'

H.F. Lomb, lnslitutei of Geogrophy ond Eorth Sciences' University o[

Woles, AberYstwYth, U K'

M.J. Leng, NERC lsotope Geosciences loborotory' Keyrvorth'

Nottinghom, U.K
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Holocene chonges in vegelotion ond climote ot
Biörnfielltiörn, North Norwoy

Sylaia M. Peglar and H.l.B. Birks

Björnfjelltjörn is a small lake (latitude 68'26'N, longitude
18"4'E) at 510m.asl in the low-alpine zone, about 50m above
the present-day tree{ine (formed oI Betula pubescens ssp.
tortuosa) in northern Norway. It occurs in the rugged moun-
tainous area between Norway and Sweden.

Pollen and macrofossil analyses show that approximately 9000
laC yrs B.P., about 1000 years after deglaciation, species-rich
grass-heath alpine vegetation around the site was replaced by
open birch woodland with a lush fernrich undtlrstory, indicat-
irrg that the site was then below the tree-line. At about 6000
1aC yrs. B.P. there is evidence of the beginning of the rather
slow retreat of the birch woodland and by approximately 4500
laC yrs. B.P. the site appears to have once more been above the
tree-line as shown by the absence of tree birch macrofossils
and an increase of dwarf birch ( Betula nana) macrofossils mark-
ing the development of low-alpine dwarf-shrub vegetation.

Climatic reconstructions made using the Björnfjelltjörn pollen
assemblages and transfer functions derivöd from a modern
calibration set suggest inireased mean January (ca. 2"C) and
july (ca. 1.5C) temperatures and increased (200%) annual pre-
cipitation during the period of birch woodland growth, a more
oceanic-type climate than is found there today. A mean july
temperature of äpproximately 11 "C is characteristic of the
present-day tree-line in northern Scandinavia. From our pol-
len-based reconstructions of mean July temperature, a drop
below 11 

.C obcurs just when the macrofossil evidence shows
the retreat of birch woodland from around the site. We thus
have independent validation from plant macrofossils for the
poIIen-based climatic reconstructions.

Given a scenario of doubled CO, values in the future with glo-
bal warming, it is predicted that Norway will have a 2t in-
crease in mean july temperaturp, a 4"C increase in mean Janu-
ary temperatüre, and a 10%+ increase in annual precipitation.
Our paleoecological results suggest that Björnfjelltjörn would
then be once again below the tree-line and there would be the
potential for birch woodland possibly with some pine and
Alnus incana to grow around the site, such as occurs at lower
altitudes and further west on the slopes above Narvik today.

Sylvio Peglor, Botonicol lnstitute, University of Bergen, All6goten 41,
5007 Bergen, Norwoy. Tel.:+47-55-58 I I 36 (SMPI Fax:+47 - 55- 58 96
67 e-moil:sylvio. peglor@bol.uib. no
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Lote Pleistocene climotic fo..ing in the Equotoriol Pocific
Oceon: o comporison between eost ond west

Helen Perks

We have measured "combustion oxygen demand (COD)", us-
ing a recently-developed analytical technique which records
the amount of O, consumed by the reduced species, on two
carbonate-rich sediment cores from the equatorial Pacific back
to marine oxygen isotope stage 11, one from the Ontong-Java
Plateau (0'20.5'N,'159"22.5'E) beneath the West Pacific Warm
Pool and one from the open-ocean eastern equatorial Pacific
Q"46.2'N,110"34.3'E). In these cores, the COD signal is domi-
nated by organic carbon, measureiment of which is problem-
atic with traditional techniques because of the difficulty in
distinguishing a small amount of organic carbon from the large
inorganic carbon background. We argue that the observed
variations in COD are caused by changes in the amount and/
or types of organic matter exported from surface waters..We
will compare the glacial-interglacial behaviour of COD, the
Milankovitch forcing, and the coherency with the oxygen iso-
tope curve of Globigerinoides sacculifer and investigate the rela-
tionship between climatic change and surface-water produc-

tivity patterns in the late Pleistocene in the western and east-
ern equatorial Pacific. The results will be discussed in the con-
text of the role played by the tropical oceans in global climate
patterns.

Helen Perks, Scripps lnstilution of Oceonogrophy, University of
Colifornio, Son Diego, 9500 Gilmon Drive, Lo Jollo, CA 92093-0208,
USA. Tel.:+l -619- 534-8027 ; +1-619-534-8024 (lob) Fox:+l -619-
534-2997 e-moil:hper:ks@ucsd.edu / helen@bluemoon.ucsd.edu

aaa

Noturol climotic extremums of the recent post

N. Petit-Maire

Two maquettes of a cartographic program will be presented.

Philippe Bouysse, Commission de lo Corte G6ologique du Monde, 77 ,
rue Cloude Bernord, F-75005 Poris, Fronce Tel: +33 1 47 07 22 84
Fox: +33 I 43 36 95 E-moil:ccgm@club-inlernel.fr

?..
Holocene monsoon trend in Centrol Himoloyo: floristic
signotures from the olpine peot in NW Gorhwol, lndio

N.R. Phadtare

Presented here is the Holocene climate record bäsed on pollen
analyses of an alpine peat developed on the lateral moraine of
Dokriani Glacier in NW Garhwal, Central Himalaya. Tempo-
ral floristic behaviour, precise iadiocarbon dates, and magnetic
susceptibility have helped establishing the Monsoon trend
during Holocene period.

Continued retreat of snout after Younger Dryas, followed by
the formation of small water bodies at -3500 m (asl) altitude
in depressions on lateral moraines around 10,000 yr 8.P., mark
the initiaition of Holocene period in Gangotri Glacier area in
Central Himalaya. Due to advancement of treeline, these wa-
ter bodies were subsequently converted into marshy bogs.

Floristic data from 2.5 m thick peat profile indicating three
phases of cold arid conditions : 10 to 9.5 ky B.P.,8 to 7 ky 8.P.,
and 3.5 to 3 ky B.P. evidence the corresponding decrease in
Monsoon precipitation. Of these, the highest and abrupt arid-
ity observed between 3.5 to 3 ky B.P. denotes the period of
weakest Monsoon during Holocene. For the rest of Holocene
time spans (i.e. 9.5 to I ky 8.P., 7 to 4ky B.P., and after 3 ky
B.P.), the climate was generally wet/moist suggesting im-
proved Monsoon precipitation.

N.R. Phodtore, Polynology Lob., Wodio lnsitute of Himoloyon Geology,
P.O. Box 74,Dehro Dun 248 001, lndio. Tel.:+91-135-62 48 06 Ext.

560 Fox:+9,l -1 35'62 52 12 e-moil:wihg@sirnetd.ernet.in

aoo

High-resolution deglociol climote record from Eel River
Bosin, Northern Colifornio Morgin, ODP Site 1019

lennifer Pike, Per Bodän, Mitchell LyIe, Linda Heusser, Alan Mix,
Lennart Bornmalm and.F ernando Alaarado

ODP Site 1019 (Eel River Basin, norhtern California margin;
977 mwater depth) is ideally located to study glacial-intergla-
cial climate change in the norheast Pacific. Together with other
lecently recovered drillcores along continental margin of west-
ern northAmerica, Site 1019 will provide an important insight
into the Quaternary climate dynamics of the California Cur-
rent system and adjacent continent. Here we present the pre-
lirninary results of an interdisciplinary high-resolution, AMS
radiocarbon-dated study of the fine structure of the last
deglaciation, which involves: SEM studies of sediment fabric,
including two laminated units ('12,6 and9.5laC kyr BP) which
occur in the relatively warm periods bracketing the Younger
Dryas chronozone; absolute abundance studies of microfossils
including pollen, diatoms, planktonic and benthic foraminifers;
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oxygen and carbon stable isotope analyses; organic carbon

""äiyt"t, 
and calcium carbonate mass accumulation rates'

Pollen abundance Percentages, particularly 5 equoia kedwood)'

ür*'Ä1t^vl "nd'Alnus(Alderi' 
and ö'sO clearlyshow a steP-

ür" *ur*it g of climate and decrease in global ice volume

i"ü"*t"g th;GM. Biogenic laminae are rich in upwelling-

i"äi*aiai","ms and are characterised by peaks in the abso- .

lute abundance of diatoms and benthic foraminifera' and high

;;;;;;;;' It is believed that the laminated intervals

record increased surtace water productivity and only a minor

expansion of the oxygen miniÄum zone to the sea floor' The

ilä;;;t;;;f"r'6""c record is also believed to reflect pro-

ä".ü"*" 
""a 

resembles the absolute diatom abundance time

rä"t.^ir." äicium carbonate mass accumulation rate time

;;;;embht those collected offshore in deeper water' Dis-

,ot raiorr.un orrly play a minor role in shaping the time series'

i"ril"ä l it u"rierrea inut ptoauction of carbonate is the major

cause of carbonate event's in the North Pacific' The drop in

."*"J" p-auction beween LGM and Holocene.time is in-

;l;;iJ; oi a maio' marine ecosystem reorganisation during

deglaciation.

Per Bod6n, Deporlment of Geology ond Geochemislry' Stockholm

L-" tllrrir' iiöä öi-st"'ma', "s'*eden Tel' : +46 8 1 6 4 7 6e F ox:+ 46

ä' izTlä' gz e-moil:per'boden@geokem su se

i"nnit", pik", Deportment of Eor.th Sti"n""'' University o[ Woles Cordiff'

UK

Mitchell Lyle, CGISS, Boise Stote University' USA

Lindo Heusser. Lomont Doherty Eorth Observotory' Columbio University'

USA

,Alon Mix, College of Oceon ond Atmospheric Sciences' Oregon Stote

UniversitY, USA

Lennort Bornmolm, Fernondo Alvorodo' Deportment o[ Morine Geolägy'

Göteborg UniversitY, Sweden

aaa

lcelondic Holocene tephros os o correlotion tool for

elivironmentol chonge studies in NW Europe

lon Pilcher,Valerie Hall, Lotte Selsing' lane Holmes and Ftank

Oldfield

Icelandic tephras have now been found as discrete layers in

hoos and Iakes over ,,tt'lh of north-west Europe' The initial

;:".ift;;ilä u"dNo'th"tn Ireland has been extended to

in"-t"*fl of Ireland, England and Wales where identifiable

.orr."r.trutlorrs of tephra"can still be isolated',Tephra layers

havebeenidentifiedinNorwayandSwedenwheretheyhave
contributed to the dating of paleoenvironmetal studies' The

i"pirr"ft"- the last 100ö yeärs dre widespread and proving

pärti.rrfu.fy useful as *uny tu'' be tied to known lcelandic

.ät"p,lt" aä*t. Tephras froä known age-eruptions within the

last few centuries are particularly valuablewhere the inter-

face between paleoecoiogical proxy data.and historical infor-

mation require, u" utt"'äty nät prävided by radiocarbon dat-

i^9.

JoÄPilcher,Schoolo[Geosciences'Queen'sUrtiversity'BelfostBTT
ll'iN :'ä;;ih.iia."a. r"r''iaa- r' izz'zz sczz t oxi+at- 1 232-321 280

e-moil,i.pil.her@qub oc'uk
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Model-doto comporison lor tlre Lost Glociol Moximum

S. Pinot, G, Ramstein, O' Marti'L' Fteury' O' Peyron'l' Guiot'

S. Harrison,I. Farrera and S' loussaume

15 simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum GGM) climate

have been run with Atmospheric General Circu'lation Model

(AGCM) in the framework of the Paleoclimate Modeling

ini"r.ornputiron Project (PMIP)' These simulations used the

same set of boundary conditions and for sea surface tempera-

i"*r isiii, ,*o approaches have been developed: prescribed

SST (CLIMAP, 1981) or, computed SS! coupling the AGCM

with a slab ocean.

We will comPare, over tropical area' results for all the

;i;"i;,i";; *ith a new datasät *hith it b"it'g built using dif-

i"t""', pt.-y-aata (pollen, tree line' snow-line' speleothems'

noble gases, lake levels)'

The first set of models results using prescribed SSTs' show that

all the models comPute a ratherileak cooling over tropical

.r",i"*,t and the ioldest response (GEN2-model) is under-

"rii*utirrg 
the proxy reconstruction by t to 2'C' Using the re-

;;;;;:"*iuteä sst runs' all ihe models show the

ilt;;ö** äf warmer SSTs in Pacific tropical oceans and 5

"*"'"i,n" 
7 show cooler temPerature than CLIMAP'

In Europe, a new dataset from O' Peylon and J' Grriot (Mar-

seille), show a very strong LGM annual temperature decrease

iiö."'iicl comiared tä present day' whereas the cooling

a"oi.t"a in modei 
'"sults 

ii much weaker (5 to 10t)' Never-

,hil;t,l;;N;.rh Atlantic, 2 different methods,to reconstruct

äärl-dÄ,ft"in and Weinelt (1996), Anne De Vernal (1993))'

;; rrew ie.or,str"ctions very different.from. the CLIMAP

(1981) one, with warmer SST and reduced sea-ice extent (but

,',-o, p"r"rr i"f ,ea). A simulation' using this new.data as bound-

arv condition, show new results ove"r terrestrial areas which

*iff U" ."*p*ed with the european pollen database'

We will also present the results of an ocean model forced with

thefluxesofheat,waterandmomentumflomtheatmospheric
,irr,rriualor,, of the LGM, and with reconstruction of past sea

;t'f;**P"tature and salinitv' The simulations willbe com-

oared with LGM oceanic templrature deduced from benthic

'foraminifera in the Atlantic'

Sophie Pinot, LMCE - D-SM ' Bot' 709 ' CEA SACLAY' F-91 I 91 Gif- sur

Yvette CEDEX, Fronce. tet :+5äji -ep be zr 2l Fox:+33-1 -69 0877 16

"jtoll,plnorcJl,n"e.socloy'ceo'fr

Decodol-scole voriobility * n" t"'O'"' oceon-

otmosPhere sYstem

A.Polonsky, A Kuzmin and A'Ostroztsky

The aim of this presentation is to discuss the manifestation

and mechanisur: of generation of the coupled detadal mode in

the North Atlantic Ocean' The importance.of the trade-wind 
'

;;g;;""t the tropical Atlantic' SST and MHF variability'

unääurr-u,rnosphäre couplingover tlrl whlle blln in geh-

"t"i"g,f," 
*ff-sustain"d couplä decadal mod.e willbe shown

,rringiirtori.ul data sets u"ä o"' earlier results' The follow-

ing datasets were used:

(1) monthly sea level pressure (SLP) in the vicinity of the-Azores

'. 'riigr. tilp*) andiceland Low (SLPisl) and monthly coor-

dinates of their centers in 1891 to 1990 defined from the

monthlY maPs;

(2) routine marine data from the volunte-er observing system

in'1957 to1'990 monthly averaged over 5 by 5 degree squares

it 
- 

,f," North Atiantic Ocean in the Russian

Hydrometeorological Center; in fact this is the Russian ana-

i"ä"i aft" well-"known hydrometerological archive file

COADS;

(3) COADS after the Second World War (SWW);

(4) SLP in 1930 to 1990 monthly averaged over 5 by 10 degree
'-'rqt";"t in the Northern"Hemisphere in the Russian

HYdrorneteorolo gical Center;

(5) subsurface historical temPerature after theSWW mont\ly
' 'u*rug"d 

on the standard l"v"ls in upper,1000m layer in

the World Oceanographic Data Centei änd NODC sound-

' ings in the mid-latitudes;
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(6) routine hydrometerological monthly information for the
Black Sea region in 20th century.

Low-frequency variability of the Rossby index (RoI=SLpaz_
SLPisl) was studied using the first dataset. Monthly SSF, Ekman
meridional and Sverdrup transports over the Närth Atlantic
Ocean were evaluated usiirg the second dataset. The third/
fourth and fifth datasets were used to-find the regions with
the maximum low-frequency (decadal to iriterdecadal) surface
and subsurface changes, respectively. The sixth data set per_
mits to analyze the regional manifestations of the decädal
mode.

Our results show the principal importance of decadal changes
in the rate of high-latitude oceanic convection, of meridional
Ekman transport in the tropical Atlantic, Sverdrup transport
in the Subtropics/mid-latitudes and associateä SST/SLP
changes in generating the decadal variability in the coupled
system. Typical magnitudes of the decadal changes of Ekman/
Sverdrup transports and SST are of 1 / S Sv anJl to 2 degree,
respectively. This variability results in strong climatic changes
over the Eastern Europe. The mechanism generating ihe
decadal mode seems as follows.
At the first (intense) stage of the decadal oscillation, the posi_
tive feedback between SST and SLp anomalies (SSTA and
SLPA) in the mid,/high latitudes supports this intensification.
This feedback is a consequence of positive correlation between
SSTA and S!PA. Then, the negative SSTA generating over the
equatorial Atlantic by interisified trade wind spreaä over the
subtropics and mid-latitudes, while the posiiive SSTA are
advected from the subtropics/midlatitudäs to the high lati_
tudes. This weakens the atmospheric circulation u.rJh"rr."
reduces tl: MHF magnitude. Then, new SSTA are generated
over the North Atlantic by weakened atmospheric- motions.
They are positive over the equatorial rorr" urrä negative over
the mid/high latitudes. This intensifies again the aimospheric
circulation. Thus, this is a self-sustained coupled oscillation.

. The simplified box niodel demonstrating abo,ie mechanism is
formulated and resolved.

|^9ttf:*y, Morine Hydrophysicol.lnsrirute, 2 Kopitonskoyo St.,
335 000 Sevostopol, the Crimeo, Ukroine.
e-moil:oceon@mhi2.sebostopol.uo

Orbitol forcing in poleoclimotic models

Vladimir Potemkin

Ice ages and interglacials are principal and most essential
changes of global climate in euaternäry. Extensive develop_
ment of paleoclimate research, summarizing numerous daia
from various sources, including data from anlnual layers of ice
cores and lacustrine and marine bottom sediments, allowed
to provide broad outlines of the whole climatic system during
Ice age. At present ice ages are considered to be a superimpo"_
sition of second order variations on general cooling, tirat
started in Neogene. High frecuency part (41.,23, and 19ka) of
the Pleistocene climate spectrum can be irrterp.eted in terms
of variability of orbital factors (according to M.Milankovich
theory). A delay, related to inertia of ,,oceän-atmosphere_gla_

ciers" system, is observed. A clear difference in smooth ,;so_

lar" curves and assymetrical path of paleoclimatic character_
istics (isotope data, temperature, extent of land ice) has
engaged our attention. All terminations last 4-5 times less than
glaciation does. The reason is in the thermodynamics of these
phases. Expansion of glaciers is limited by access of atmos_
pheric moisture, which may decrease with cooling.The warmth
while thawing is kept in the glacier, increasinf its enthalpy
and speeding up disintegration..

67o decrease in summer insolation during Sartan age (55N.)
Ied to a diop in temperate latitude tempeiature by 3,1t. This
correction with account of current gradients for Eastern Sibe_
ria yields -5 t. The fall of the snow line by nearly 1000 m pro:
vided much more space for the development of mluntain_sheet
or semi,sheet glaciation.

The present difference between temperate latitude tempera_
fures of the equator and polar regions amounts to 35t, and
during glaciation it rose to 50-60t, that evidently enhanced
meridional heat transfer. Coincidentally with it the rate of the
wind grew, especially in the vicinity of the glaciers. Such an
increase in circulation could provide inflow of great amounts
of large dust particles into the glaciers on the ocean (Grosswald,
1987).

Arr informative analysis of the hypotheses on the leading role
of orbital factor in climate formation can provide valuable data
for further modelling of climatic processe^s on the basis of much
more complex models of thermohydrodynamical type.

Vlod.imir Poremkin, Ljmnologicol lnstirure, Box 41 99, 664033 lrkutsk,
Russio. e-moil:root@lin.irkutsk.su

aoa

Historicol chonges in high lotitude (ZZ.S! morine glociol
termini: o climotic signol?

Ross D. Powell

Two glaciers entering McMurdo Sound, Antarctica have dif-
ferent glacial regimes and behaved differently during the
Holocene. Mackay Glacier, an outlet glacier of ihe East Ant_
arctic lce Sheet flows fast and ends as a floating glacier tongue
at 77'5. Blue Glacier is a thin valley glacier ending ai a
grounded tidewater terminus at about Zg.S; f"a from local
mountains, it flows slowly, and is probably frozen to its bed.
Mackay Glacier Tongue (MGT) was advanced bevond its
present terminus by 7 km, about 100 years ago. fy tdOS UCf
had lost about 2 km, by 1975 it had lost anothei 4 km, and
then a further 1 km through to the 1990s. Within 300 m of the
present grounding line, ROV data show recently exposed
subglacial till draped by soft glacimarine sediment. Ground_
ing line retreat was also within the last 100 years based on: (a)
thickness of glacimarine sediment and its known sedimenta_
tion rate, and (b) epibenthic community structure.
Blue Glacier terminus was slightly retreated in 1901_04 and
1907 compared with its current position and it may have ad_
vanced slightly by 791.0-1.3. The glacier has very liitle debris
within it but a morainal bank is at the grounding line. The
bank is several metres high and is cÄposed äf pushed
glacimarine sediment originally deposited on the flat sea floor.
The pushed sediment appears to substantiate that the termi_
nus hgs advanced recently.

The earlier advanced position of Mackay Glacier may be from
increased atmospheric moisture along the McMuräo Sound
coast once the area was free of permanent ice and sea water
was present in summer. Its more recent retreat may be from
global warming at these high latitudes. The response time of
the less dynamic Blue Glacier may be a factor in ihe offset tim_
ing or it may be a factor of the different ice sources of local
nevee versus ice sheet.

l.:: ? l:ry:l!-D,"porrmerr of Geol!9y, Norüern tllinois Universiry,
DeKoh, lL 60 I I 5, USA. Tel. :+ I -g I 5-753-79 52 Fox:+1 -81 5-7 fi-: ß 45
e-moil:ross@geol. niu.edu
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The Holocene poleoclimotic record lrom Loke Boikol

Alexander Prokopenko, Eugene Knrabanou and Douglas Williams

The new detailed siliceous microfossil record (diatoms'

.t tyt.pf,y* cysts and sponge spiculed-records,on the BDP-

öä_ä uir"i,or" *ith resolutioir oi so -tso years demonstrates

fl.JiJ ,"nritivitv of the Lake Baikal biological system to fine-

.äb':il;;;;haige' unlike Holocene reconstructions from

;* il;ö; part äf Russia, Lake Baikal climatic.records con-

;;;ü';ät";te that the Holocene climatic optimum in this

oart of the world corresponds to the Subboreal period 2'5-4'5

ä"ä;,";; th";ili" period 4 6 - 6 Ka' rhe Lake Baikal

Holocene records show good correlation with palynological

"""i 
t"riät^",ic records äom southeast Siberia andlVlongolia

ffi;;;li;effect is also documented' The Subboreal cli-

;;;t. "p,il"t 
in Lake Baikal is characterized by the highest

accumulationofdiatomfrustules'chrysophyte.cystsanda
;;;;;;" p""k of the Synedraacus diatbm species which re-

ä"ä;;.tft:il,,it to"dltio"' during this tirne period' prob-

ably related temperature and humidity changes in the Baikal

watershed, the larger part of which is located in Buryatya and

Mongolia.

DouqlosWillioms,BoikolDrillingProiect,Dept.ofGeolos5llSciences,ffiäil;iilil co,olino, ö;"l"ti;, ic)czoa' usA Tel:+1,-803-

ä):äil ö21 " *i' aos -tzz -ü oi ll'äi l' dou g@" 1''sd sc edu /
boikol@epoch.geol.sc'edu 

. . .

Reconstruction of monsoon climote over 2OO yeors with

leok (Tectona grandis)

Nathsuda Pumijumnong, Won-Kyu Park and Dieter Eckstein

Dendrochronological analysis of leak (Tec t o n a grandis) collected

t"* ii"i"g,t"e änd feleä tree in northern Thailand have the

p.äntiuf i" provide continuous and long-term information

ffi;ä;;J;;th in the local climate of rhailand and south-

east Asia monsoon circulation' This research approached the

study on dendrochronology' The close correspondence be-

i,^lä;ii äut .tt'onotogie"s"and temPerature plus rainfall at

il,J"git r'ti.g of the wetleason was uied to reconstruct Eight-

een site chronologies that all include the period,from 1870 until

1990 were used to reconstruct monthly rainfall from April to

J,rly und morrthly average temPerature from May to July dur-
'inl,rt"r" y"urc for the wf,ole region of northern Thailand'With

,'ftit ti"äy, n *dicated that the [rowth of teak in northern Thai-

i;;Jit ilfl"""ced by the amorint of rain during the beginning

Jai" ** period' fh" 
'esult 

suggests tö the Potential of teak

i*ä-ri"g Ä.o,,ology for the ränstruction Southeast Asia

palaemonsoon'

No$sudo Pumiiumnong, Deportment of Forest Products' Chungbuk

l',üitffiiL;" t;;inv, ct'ä""oi'- äii -ios' so'th Koreo / .Facultv 
of

Envi ronment ond n"'ou 
""os'tid-il' 

Mohidol Univereity' Nokhon Pothom'

ii'"iiä"ä. rd;ez -431-61 2543 Fox:+82-431-273 2241

]'iäTf ,lt*hri'.o.oJkermoi l com/nothsudop@hotmoi l'com

aao

A 400 veors record o[ cqrbon isotopic composition in

;.,iiil;;;;i"a"f ingt in western Fronce (Brittonv)

G. Raffalli, M. Stieaenard' T' Keller' P' Ciais ' 
N ' Denoblet ' l '

louzelandl.l'PouPeau
Stable isotope analysis in wood cellulose of living and sub-

i.rrifr*a 
"ä* 

pgltzc,D /H,18O/16O) is a source of informa-

tion about the holocene climate'

This study presents 13C/12C data with an annual resolution

obtained from living trees in "Gävres' 
forest and from sub-

fossilized trees in <Rennes> forest' The ring sequences yield a

..*f.tir" record spannin g 1967-7995 fo-r living trees and re-

,p".ii""fy rOiO -1ßö and'17"50-1910 for sub-fossilized trees' The

first sequence is used to establish a precise-calibration of the

;;;;jtt;.P" record against meteorälogical data' This results

.urrfa ft"fp ris to interpretate the data over the last four centu-

ries.

The relevant variables which control 13C/12C in wood cellu-

b;;;;;*1t*inarily the water use efficiency and the relative

fr"r"iaiiy within thl canopy''The climate *tlt t1l9l:,::
inair"ct'irrtlu"nce on 13C/12C in cellulose' in determrnrng

changes in the two variables'

On a short time scale, carbon isotope discrimination is con-

i.if"i uy if.r" 
"ssimilation 

rate and the stomatal conductance

"i i" r"äf level' Therefore, past variations of carbon isotope

,utio tt",ro,rgt .ellulose wood analysis bring so*: l,if-tT,?::t:
totn of r}t"i"olution of these two quantities and the envlron-

Läd tu.totr.ontrolling them (mäteor6logy' water and min-

"t"i 
ttppf y, 

",-ospheric 
öO, Ievels" )' Betwee n 1 967 and 1995'

*" .UJ"ltäa positive shif ts iln r3C /r2C values a t 7976'1984 and

1isö, 
^ityeaÄ 

caracterised strong water.stress due to lower

pt".iplr"ii." and relative humidity' and high temPerature'

Ondecadaltocenturytimescale,thel3C/l2Ccanbebiasedby
the .Juvenile effect> process reflected by a progressive decrease

in-"[1t'gal trees get mature on the order ol 2%o,' Also otr

cärbon isotopic ratio record clearly summarize the general

ä"*""t" tt""a of 13C/12C in atmospireric CO' observed on the

;;;;;;ty. Nevertheless, we observed "T1liu" 
shift in car-

iott irot"pi. ratio values between 1800 and 1900'

' Goelle Roffolli, Loborotoire ies Sciences du Climot et de. --
fi'il[lrräi.ä; uM[ irl-cuns 1 57 2' cEA soclov-LMCE' Boti ment

iö;, ö''" ä;; ;;'i'io', cr i9i-cii sur Yvette' fronce Tel :+33-l-69

og 57 71Fqx:+33-l-69 oa ll iJ;tit' roffälli@lsce soclov ceo fr

"o

Lote Holocene poleoenvironmentol chonges in western

tnllo' 
"uid"n.e 

from the Mohi River Bosin

Rachna Raj and D.M. MawYa

The Mahi river basin has preserved several interesting eY1:

den.e, lndicuting significant paleoenvironmental,changes m

**,"t" f"aU döi,,"g Hotot"ne' A significant evidence is the

;;;" ;i;id to iate Holocene marine valley fill terraces'

These terraceq occupy an rncised fluvial valley that was formed

ä"G 
""tfy 

Uolocäne' Detailed study on the terrace sediments

"".""""a as incised cliffs 4-6m high have revealed significant

:;ää;;;;;"niur .nu"g"t' Tlie terrace sediments can be

ir."p"a into two lithofacies - tidal clays and fine to coarse

3""äl L"f"ttsi"g to tidal-estuarine facies and fine to medium

r""ä "r.i.reänJfa.i",' 
The clay units harre yielded foramini-

i"t"i "*"*uf"ges, 
whereas the silty :""dt :glt".ti 

ffshwater

;;;;.f"""". A"total of 25 genera of foraminiferids belonging

to two morpho-groups - ägtla' asymmetrical and-rounded

_"r"-"ari.i weä identifiedlThe angular asymmetrical group

.ä;;;;;;;, *ti,o 
"p', 

Butimina 
'p'' 

Boti'in' sp" Biloculina

;;,',";;r;; ,p., r,.ito'uii'o sp'' Pseudibutimina sp'' and sagr'ina

;;.tTh: rorrrrd"d' ry*tetrical morphogroup-consists of Äm-

äonio 
"p., 

Discoriis sp', Discorbinella sp'' Hastengerina sp '
irt "ttii., 

Ntnion sp.) N onionella sp " 
Pyrgo sp.'.i Pararotalia sp''

Pnrafissurina sp ,Rosalina sp" and a few rotaliids' Few plank-

;,.li';;;;:n,l ri"a ut" ötobiser inoides scc ut ifer.' C.toboger ina

bulloides, and Glob'o gerinoides r uier' The horizontally larninated

,ur,ä or'.torr-bedäed silty sand units contain fresh water

;;;;t" spicules and broken fragments of pelecepod and gas-

ö;tJ ;i;il. ihe entire terracJ sequence shows.several epi-

,oä", of ft.ruiully dominated sedimentation which are indica-

,i* of *irlortugressive phases within one maior transgressive

oftare. nuaiocaibon dating of four organic !t!^*-1d horizons

ffi";;;;ääui"' or saäoteo (base)' 3320Le0' 2850+e0 and

iieois0 tt"pl Yr B.P. The major transgressive phase was thus
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between 3660+90 tp 1760180 with intervening regressive
phases. The regressive phases are correlatable to the
paleoclimatic record of sbuth Asia aird glacial expansion in
Eurasia after 4ka.

Rochno Roi,Deportment of Geology, M.S. Univereity of Borodo,
Vododoro - 39O 0O2, Guiorot, lndio. Tel.:+91-265-64 95 79 Fax:+91-
265-36 37 9l e-moil:orvind@rscbrc.ernet.in

aaa

Correlotion of sunspot doto for the yeors l600-1989
with the dust concentrotion profile of the GISP2 ice core

Michael Ram and John Donarummo,lr.

Wp recently reported [1] our observation of dust concentra-
tion modulations with and average period of -11 years in
Greenland Ice Sheet Program 2 (GISP2) ice, and suggested a
possible solar cycle connection. Of the 569 cycles we meas-
ured, only 16 were in Holocene ice and covered the years 270,
1833 BP (BP refers to before 1950). The other 553 dust modula-
tion cycles were observed in deeper, glacial (Wisconsinan) ice.
The paucity of Holocene dust modulations observed is prob-
ably due to the fact that an 11 yedr section of Holocene ice is
-2.7 mlong, and we did not har,ne a continuous record of dust
concentration measurements for Holocene ice. This made it
impossible for us to correlate our dust concentration meas-
urements witluthe sunspot data reported for 1600 - 1960 t2l.
In this paper, we report the results of recent Laser-Light Scat-
tering (LLS) dust concentration measurements on the top 130
m of GISP2 ice.(corresponding to the period -1550 - 1989),'and correlate the measurements with sunspot data and with
recent satellite soiar energy flux measurements [3].

1. Ram, M., M. Stolz and G. Koenig, Eleven year rycle of düst concenhä-
tion variability observed in the dust profile of the GISp2 ice core from
Central Greenland: A Possible solar rycle connectiory Geophys. Res.
Let t . , 24, 2359-2362, l9c7 .

2. Waldmeieq, M., The sunspot-Activity in the Years 1610-1960, Schulthess
& Co AC, Zürich, 1961.

3. Wilson, R.C. and H.S. Hudson, The sun's lumninosity over a complete
solar cycle,Nature, g52,42 - M,^1997.

Michoel Rom, Deportntent of Physics, University ot Buffolo (SUNyl, 239
Fronczok Holl. Buffolo, NY I42ö0-'l500 USA. Tel.:+I-Z'l6-6452539
Fox:+1 -7 1 6-645 25 07 e-noil:phymrom@ice.physics.buffolo.edu

aaa

An SOOOyeor record of Holocene poleolimnologicol
chonge fiom the Loguno De Medino, Codiz, So;thwest
Spoin: climote chonge ond humon impoct

l.M. Reed and A.C. Steaenson

The Iberian Peninsula occupies an important geographic lo-
cation between the temperate climate zones of northern Eu-
rope and the more arid climatq of northern Africa to the south,
but our understanding of Holocene climate change in much
of the region is constrained by the scarcity of well-dated paleo-
environmental reconstructions.

The Laguna de Medina is a small (1.2 km), mesosaline lake in
southwest Spain whose läke levels and salinity fluctuate mark'-
edly in response to changes in effective moisture, on a sea-
sonal to inter-annual timescale. In comparison with other Span-
ish salt lakes, many of which are ephemeral playa lakes, the
sediment record of the Laguna de Medina exhibits high qual-
ity preservation of fossil biota and therefore provides excel-
lent potential for a paleoclimate study.

A 10.3 m sediment core was collected from the lake in August
1993. Although saline lakes tend to suffer from the ,hard wa-
ter' effect, excellent chronological control is provided by AMS
radiocarbon dates on terrestrial charcoal and by adjusted dates
on aquatic seeds. The record spans the last ca. 8000 years. Sa-

$*

linity and lake-level fluctuations are reconstructed using dia-
toms, ostracods and a range of other paleolimnological remains
as proxy indicators for climate change, and the terrestrial pol-
Ien record provides data on climate charige and human im-
pact.

The paleoenvironmental record shows affinities with other
parts of the Mediterranean and northern Africa and provides
the first strong evidence for Holocene climate change in this
part of Spain. Maximum lake levels were attained at ca. 6000
yr BP, with shorter term fluctuations prior to this date which
may relate to abrupt climatic events. The increasing influence
of human impact is demonstrated in the latter part of the
record, as lake levels declined to the present day.

Jone.Reed, Deportment of Geogrophy, Loughborough University,
.Loughborough, Leicesrershire LEI I 3TU, U(. tel.:+4la-tSO9-22-81 92
Fox:+44-1 5O9-22 39 30 e-moil:J.M.Reed@lboro.oc.uk

aaa

Decline of the mid-lote Holocene forests in Chino -climotic or humon?

Cuoyu Ren

Human disturbance of forest ecosystems has important influ-
ence on terrestrial carbon cycles, biological diverstiy conser-
vation and possible climate variation. It is also known that the
northern temperate forest ecosystems now have been largely
disturbed by humatr activities. A huge number of original for-.
ests have been transformed into crop fields, and the remain-
ing ones have been affected to a varied degree by human dis-
turbance as well. In China, thelong agricultural history should
be also accompanied with the original forest destruction. Up
to now, however, Chinese paleo-scientists have given little at-
tention to the issue of the forest destruction by human, and
generally hold that the late Holocene veg€tation still remained
in natural state and could be used as an indicator of climate
history.

Through mapping the Holocene pollen data of Northeast
China, I found the broad hint of human influence on vegeta-
tion evolution in the last 5000 years. These pollen maps shows
the continued forest decline during mid-late-Holocene in the
regions where the agricultural activities began earlier. Further
investigation revealed the same scenario for the whole coun-
try. Forest decline started in middle and lower reaches of yel-
low River early around 5000 yr. BP. Outside there, the begin-
ning time of the forest decline got progressively later, and no
decline ever took place in the regions where no agricultural
activity exists at present, or where the cultivation was practiced
merely in this century. Climate changes could not account for
the temporal and spatial patterns of the forest evolution. In-
stead, expansion of the ancient agriculture and high-density
settlement from middle and lower reaches of Yellow River
could bear responsibility.

This study shows that the fossil pollen data from the most re-
gions of China may be inappropriate to be used as a proxy for
climate for the length-varying periods of the last 6000 years,
and the previous climatic reconstruction for late-Holocene may
need to be re-evaluated. It also indicates that, as large forests
decLine and profound land cover change started in the early
stage of Chinese agriculture civilization in an extensive area
north of Yangtze River, and the major portion of the forest cov-
erage change had been completed long before the Industrial
Revblution, attention needs to be given to the farther past if
we intend to understand the historical land use and land cover
changes in the regions with long agricultural history like China.

9-uZy R"!, Notionol Climote Center. 46 Boishiqioo Rd., Beiiing,
100081, Chino. Tel..+86-l 0.62 17 2277 - 36Ä8Fox:+86-10j62 t7
68 04
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A preliminory mopped summory of Holocene pollen

doto for northern Chino

Guoyu Ren

Isopoll and isochrone maps have been widely used in the stud-

ies'of Iate Quaternary paleoecology and paleoclimatology'

These maps illustrate the changing patterns of the.past veg-

etation, show how major ecotones have moved' and facilitate

interpretations of the past climates' Furthermore' the acquired

fut"ä".otogi.ul and paleoclimatological knowledge aids re-

äearchers i"n testing änd calibrating ecological and climatic

models, in estimating past variation of the terrestrial carbon

reserve, and in assässing effects of human activities on

Holocene vegetation and environment'

In spite of importance for paleoecology and paleoclimatology'

it 
"'*upp"a 

i{olocene polien data had long been unavailable

for the cäntinental Asia. Based on the pollen data set from 142

sites, a preliminary attemPt was made to produce the isopolls

ur,a iro.t tott"t for eight main pollen taxa and six,time slices

for.northern China. The eight taxa are PicealAbies' Pinus'

purrrur, Lllmus, Betula, Artemisia, Cheopodiaceae and Arbo-

äal, and the six time slices are 10,000 yr B'P" 8000 yr B'P" 6000

yr 8.P.,4000 yr 8.P., 2000 yr B'P' and 0 yr B'P'

These pollen maps show significant vegetationchanges dur-

ing the tast 10,00ö years in the vast area north of Yangze River'

In"Northeast China, for example, the'early Holocene is char-

acterized by the widely distributed birch' the mid-Holocene

by the deveiopment of femperate deciduous forest mainly con-

,irting of pircus andl-llmus, and the late Holocene by the

markäd inc.eas e in Pinus abundance and the development to

äperate mixed conifer and deciduous forest' The pollen

*up, ulro rho* that forests in some regions exPerienced a re-

maikubl" decline in the last 6000 years'

I will discuss the possible causes of the Holocene vegetation

changes in this Poster.

Guovu Ren, Notionol Climote Center, 46 Boishiqioo Rd' Beiling'

iööööi;Ph. öhino. r"t,*ao-to -6217 2277 :3648 Fox:+86 10 62 
.

17 6804
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A 30OO veor climotic record of biogenic silico oxygen

isotopes in Equotoriol high-oltitude lqke sediments

Miri Rietti-Shati, Aldo Shemesh and Wibjorn Karlen

The tropical ocean and atmosphere constitute an.active com-

fo"""i of the giobal climate system, especially on sub-

inillennial time s-cales. Ice cores and lacustrine sediments pro-

vide high resolution records for continental climate variability

sfudieJon such time scales' We present a diatom oxygen iso-

topic compositlon (dls0"r) record, 4200 to 1200 yr- BP' from a

f,iif, uftit"a" Broglacial"iake in Mt Kenya' East Africa (0'10'S

S7\O'n,elevaiion 4350 m)' The sediments contain authigenic

opal produced by diatoms with a known isotopic fractionation

bätween the gpai d180,,and the water isotoPic comPostion' The

d180. record exhlbits"short term fluctuations of the order of

zUr'Ltt ,i*" scales of centuries, and on the average' d180.r-of

the period 4200-2200 yr BP is enriched by 2%o relative to d180",

Juring 2200-1500 yr IiP. The short term fluctuations are attrib-

,rted ä isotoplc väriations in the glacier meltwater input' The

' isotopic values in the upper Part of.the Lewis ice cores

iit oÄprotl nHS publ. 191,1979) are depleted by ttp to 57oo

relativä to the subzurface' Thus, melting of the top 1-2 meters

oiin" gh.i". ice is the most probable explanation for short

term däpleted silica values' The average isotopic composition

of the glacier is considerably inert and .cannot 
change over

periods"of a few centuriet. ih"", the shift to more depleted

äilica valrres between 2300 and 2000 yr BP occurs in a period

too short to allow a considerable change in the average iso-

topic composition of the glacier' Therefore we conclude that

the 2200-1500 yr BP depletion indicates a warming phase of

up to 4.C. We note that t-he d1s0"i temPerature signal could have

bäen amplified by the contribution of more depleted meltwa-

ter due tä enhanced melting of the top part of the glacier'

Aldo Shemesh, Deporlment of Environmenlol Sciences ond Energy 
.

irät""r.i, rf'" W"izmonn lnslitute o[ Science, 76100 Rehovot' lsroel'

Iel.:+97i-8-934 34 29 Fox:+972-8'93A 41 24

elmoil:cishemes@wiccmoil.weizmonn oc'il

Miri Rietti-Shoti, Weizmonn lnstitute of Science, Rehovot' lsroel

Wibiörn Korl6n. Univereity t *:tT':, Stockholm. Sweden

Micromorphology ond petrogrophy of lote Weichselion

glociolocustrine vorves in southeostern sweden

Bertil Ringberg

Many studies of glaciolacustrine, varved sediments have dealt

with varve chronology, which is än absolute dating- method

with a resolution of one year. Most of the work has thus been

focused on the question of how to make varve chronologies

reliable and as läng as possible' In Sweden this work has re-

sulted in the Swedish Time Scale which extends back from

recent time to c. 12.850 years calendar years B'P' Clay varve

.fl.""ofogy lt"s been useä for paleomagnetic correlations' cali-

bration # t'C .htonology, pileoclimatic interpretations and

the study of glaciolacustiine environments in situations where

a timescale with high resolution is needed'

The purpose of this investigation is to describe- and interpret

the sädlÄentology and petrography of late Weichselian varves

in southeastern dweden in ordeito determine their nature and

origin. It is focused on the microscopic evidence for glacio-

lacistrine varve sedimentation in the Baltic Ice Lake and the

possibilities for making a detailed facies classification of the
'sediments in an area with an established varve chronology'

The material comprised cores from five representative locali-

ties have been inväsdgated in an area below the highest shore-

line of the Baltic lctlake in the provinces of 'Skräne and

Blekinge, i.e. below an altitude of 55-65m' The investigations

inctrrdäd cnemical analyses, XRD, microscopy (polarised) and

SEM-EDX investigations of the summer and winter layers of

the varves'

The results of the chemical, clay mineralogy (XRD) and mi-

croscopic examinations of the bedrock and mineral fragments

indicaie that the material in the different facies of the varved

clay is mainly produced by moderate alteration.and erosion

from th" local bedrock of predominantly granitoid rocks and

of residual kaolin dePosits.

It is possible to distinguish microscopic evidence of four varve

types differing in texture depending on the water depth and

iJ* 
"tor" 

to i-he ice the different facies were deposited' ie' if
they were deposited proximally, distally or extramarginally

in ielation to ihe ice margin. It is also possible to relate these

differences to changes in the paleoclimate of the environment

during the deglaciition of the area in the Bölling'and Older

Dryas chronozones.

Bertil Rinobero, Deportment of Quolernory Reseorch, Stockholm

Ü" I""rrii.-iöZ's I öto.khot, sweden'Tel :i46-8- I 64 883 Fox:+46- 8-

67 4 78 g 5 e-moil:Bertil.Ringberg@geo su'se
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Poleolimnologicol chonges during the tronsition between
me tosr rnrergJociol ond the lost glociol periods in the

5:1ch 
Mossif Cenhol ss inferreifro, ,!Ji,i"n,ory

ototom ossembloges

Patrick Rioual

First results of diatom analysis of the lacustrine sediment ofRibains crater (Massif_ Ceniral, f.urr."lrio* _;j;;ää;;:
graphic variability in diatom assemblage comfosition duringthe transition betwe"n the Last r";;;;i;;'i5."Eemian, OrS5e) and the Last Glacial (or Early Würm, OIS Sd). These re_sults correlate well with the ptilen ."r,rti, i."r"r,t"a UyBeaulieu and Reille (1992). The end ,f th;;;;i"" is markedin the terrestrial community by ur, 

"*pur,riorr 

-ii'f 
inu, unaAy

a di1to1^colmunity dominatea Uy piu"tto"ic äna eutrophtcspecies (Stephanodiscus spp.) indicaiing 
"",riu"i enrichmentand changes in lake levels. E"rly Wü.;;;;i;s with severec.limatic deterioration, characterized U/tfr" ?i_,".p decline ofthe forest and increase in steppe sp"ciei, 
""1 

fyir," probableshallowing of the lake us inäi"atä Uy if," J#frpment of alarger littoral diatom community and the dominance of theplanktonic community by Aulicoseira ,"U"rrr'irr, a specieswhich requires a relatively turbulent 
"rrrri.or,*".r, to remain

li^r"llpj^'l1l - 

B oth poflen and diato; ;na-\,s"r"upp"u, to ir,_qlcate cnanges in the precipitation/evapotianspiration ratio
as the main cause for lakeJevel change. Tiris si.rJi,'*ni.i, .orr_bines resuhs obtained from.diffeieni f"i"."Jär.gi."r 

"p_proaches, provides a synoptic view oifluctuations in theaquatic and terrestrial paleoenvironments.

Potrick Riouol,Environmentol,Chonge Reseorch Centre, University
99l]"g:-Lg{.r, 26 Bedror.d.Woy. i;;d;WäiH öii,,"ü,i. ra.,.or_I Zl -380 7575 Fox:+44_171_38'O 2565
e-moil:priouol@geogroph.y.ucl.oc.uk- --

aaa

A frocture criterion for the Filchner_Ronne ice shelf
M.A. Rist, p.R. Sammonds, C.S.M. Doake, S.A.F. Murrell,H.aertur and p-.G. Meredith
Ice shelves on the Antarctic peninsula are presently breakingup-and the stabilityof the much larger Filchire._nonne ice snefnas been questioned. We present an experimentally determinedfracture criterion for shälf ice and .."pr.ü'_ri'r{ in ice shelf
l,"1Too", which predicts the depth ÄJ sp"ii"ijrroiu.rrr.r,
or crevasses. Ihe resultant model agrees well with Landsatimagery of surfaces crevasses on the Fltchner_norrr," i." ,t 

"U.This verifies the application of fracture ,r".iu.i., o., u ,r.,"ro_scale, and provides the means fo. *oa"ür,g i." ,n"ff .*""i.
Peter Sommonds, Rock ond lcG".r.si*is-;;;;;::;ü#ilipJJil#*j:i,gi"j:{läiilij"r."
wcrE 68T uK. Tet: +44 rcnl soi:uä;,,-,.]ä1örüiisrr.rurz
Emoil: p.sommonds@ucl.äc.uk

M.A. Rist, P-.G.Meredirh, Universiry College London, UK

! S M Qooke British Anrorctic Survey, Combridge, UK
S.A.F. Murrell, H.Oe*er Alfred_Wegener_lnstitut i). polor_ undMeeresforschung, Bremerhoven, c"".,nony 

- -' rv'vrv' urru
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A high-resolution climote record of the lost deqlociol
tronsition from lominoted croter t"t 

" 
,"air""i'i,

Centrol Turkey

N. Roberts, 
J . Reed, p. Cooper, C. 

-Kuzucuoglu, M. Fontugne, J.Bertaux, l-F. pastre, S. Boitema, H. Woldring, J. Thurowj, D,Herron, M. Schaaf and M. Karabiyikoglu 
"'öt r'' "4' vw'

There,is.a need_for long, continuous terrestrial proxy climaterecords for the Late pleistocene and early Holo.är" Jf.o_pu_rable time resolution to the Greenland i;" .o.;;;;;p;cially inaieas locared away from th" di;i";f;, 
"?ä".i*.". *"

present results from a,multi_proxy analysis of cores taken in a. crater lake sequence from Turkey (Estiacigoi-which coversthe period from pre-ca.14 to ca.6 1aC ty, 
"i ""pät""tral annualtime resolution. The sediment, .ornprlr",'- 

."'
. an upper unit, ca. 6-m thick, of generally non{aminated,

banded to massive silts and peah;f mid;t;'Hoto""rru ugu.Diatom, ostracod and mineralogi.a a"tu i-Jl.ate that thelake was relativery sha'ow and 
"ä"ru"t"ii"t*een fresh andbrackish water conditions.

o a laminated unit (from ca.6 m to ca.lg m) of Late pleistocene
to early-mid Holocene.age. Co*porr".rt, a.e mainly urugo-nite and amorphous silicä (diatoÄ frustut"ri*iti, ro_u.ut_
:l-: LiT*": couplets are mainly r_+ _rr,1r,i"r., and wererormed rn a deep (>15 m) freshwater meromictic fuf.". Oig-ital sediment colour analyses (DSCA) ofännea cores isbeing used as an aid to. laminae.o"n;"g u;';o generate ahigh-resolution grey value time r".i"r.Alä;;;h laminations
appear to be continuous 

-and 
annual in origi"n, tfrey are in_terrupted by a number of thin basartic teplira iorizons, bysoft concreiionary layers, and by a singli massive calcitlctravertine layer. pollen data inaicate an äUrufireplacement,

of Ar.tem is i a _chenopod_grass rt"pp" bt ;;-k;;;"ir.,r"_e;"rl
parktand during the p"iioa 

"r 
UÄi""ä a"fJJi"".. a basal unit (>1g m) comprising coarse volcanic sands,formed prior to the onset o? lu.,rJt ir," ,eäi^"itatior,.

These laminated lake sediments therefore offer an excellent
llotp:.| for a very high resolution sequence oi*r,i.on_"r,_
tat variability during a period of malorilobal ;il";;äö
Neil Roberts, Deporlmenl of

$lht T i#*äff*x1 tr 
t;r* ;7;z^! :::: :1,'#rl,% o' o

aaa

lnhrring climote chonge in Antorctic lokes from fossil
drorom ossembloge - solinity relotionships
D. Roberts and A. McMinn
The relationship between surface sediment diatom assem_blages and salinitv in thirty-three coastal ar,tu..-tiJut", fromthe Vestfold Hills was examined. Canonical .o..urporra"rl."analysis revealed that salinity u..o"rrt"J fo. aägnificantamount of the variation in the distribution of tiä äiuao_ u._semblages in this set of Iakes. Weighted-av".ug-i;;"g.urrio.
and calibration of this diatom_salinity relationship was usedto establish a transfer function f". th'" ;;.;;rr.ilor, of pur,lakewater saliniry from fossil d_t";;;;;;äs in this
:::::"r l"ol*i: region. Application of ilrrc f"i"o!uri,,ity r"_construction tool to a ]ake sediment core from ti" V"rUofa ffimrevealed distinct patterns of local climate.f.,u.ri"'f.o* tt"changes in species assemblages thro";h;;i ihJiir'", r,irto.y.Recent changes in climate are clearly distinct from lo'nger term
:lu"gu.r 

This technique has exciting potential fo. tn" a"u"t_opment of regional climate .hang" iiferen." _oä"fr.
Donno Roberts, IASOS. GpO BOX 252_77, University of Tosmonio,Hoborr z00l, Tosmonio. Ausrrolio. pl.^",'_.'äiäizäi'äüt 

ror, **61 3 6226 2973 E-noili: D.Roberrs@utos.edr.ou 
- ---- -"

A. McMinn, IASOS, University of Tosmonio
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!;1{ey_e Qr on inrro-Eemion cooling evenr from TIMS23oTh-n4lJ doring of o Brirish ,bl;;;il -"' "v"r I

Mark S. Roberts, peter L. Smart and Chris J. Hawkesworth
High resolution marine and terrestrial paleoclimate recordstoljtrg ta-st interglacial from Europe 

""a ,f,u'"o.if, Atlanticindicate the occurrence of an intra_bemiur, .ootini 
"rr"rrt 

ut..1,22 ka I7l. However, these records f ".t i"a"p""ä?ni.n.or,*
logical control. Speleothems (secondary .""'" .J.ii", * ,n"
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form of stalactites, stalagmites and flowstones) can be assigned

precise ages using TIMS (thermal ionisation mass
'sf"ct.o-"tiy), and in northwest Europe their d-ep-osition is

iäuorrr"a during interglacials and interstadials [2'3]' In this

contribution, we present a suite of new TIMS 230Th-234U ages

to, u ,,utug*i 
" 

fÄm northwest England that provides the first

raäiometr"ically dated terrestrial evidence for the occurrence

of an intra-Eemian cooling event at c' 1'22ka'

The stalagmite sample (LH-90-12) analysed is from Lancaster

Hole in rärthwest ingland' A flowstone sequence from this

.""" i* pt""l"usly bän dated using TIMS and displays brief

p"r-a, Jt.upld gäwth coincident with northern hemisphere

insolation mäxiÄ tsl. ,A moael of karst hydrology [4] suggest

thut flo*rtot 
"s 

supplied by shaftflow (such as that analysed

in ref. 3) should be more sensitive to recharge rate' and dis-

fi"y f"tl.at "f 
rapid deposition at times of maximum rainfall

i".äii,, while staiagmiGs supplied by seepage flow should

;i;;;i *"* 
"xtenäed 

periods of continuous deposition' and

if,"'i"fäte should be able to provide more reliable information

t"g"taf"g the.duration of interglacials and interstadials' The

,,"1, jutu].o*Uined with that fiom ref' 3' support this model'

L1-g}-l2Possesses one main phase of calcite deposition rep-

resenting ih" Eemiar, interglaiial, and spans the period from

131 ka t;115 ka, suggesting an extended duration for the last

intergtaciat similar iJ the'long duration' model.derived from

colaievidence [5]. HowevBr, thd Eemian phase is punctuated

iy u at,it., hiatus in deposition at 122 ka which provides a

p'r".irt.tttor,ological con-straint on the timing of the proposed

intra-Eemian cliÄate event [1]'

[1] Masiin, M and Tzedakis, C' 1996 'Eos,77 '353-354'[2] 
Baker' A'' Smart'

P.L. and Ford, D.C. 1993 Pa1eo-3,100,291-301 {31 Baker' A'' Smart'

P.L. and Edwards, R.L. 1995' Geoiogy,2S'g9-312' [4] Smart' P'L and

Friederich, H. 1987. Proc' Conf' Env Probs' in KarstTerrains' 57-87 [5]'
S,irliog, C.H., f rut, T.M., McCulloch, M'T and Lambeck' K 1995 EPSL'

135,115-130.

Mork Roberts, Deportment of Eorth Sciences,.Open Üniversity' Wolton

ill; Mlü" (eynäs, MKZ 6M. united Kinsdom

Peter Smort, Deportment of Geogrophy, University of Bristol
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A LoL Pleistocene tree-ring record lrom southern Chile:

implicotions for high-resoluted poleoclimotic informotion

F.A. Roig, C. Le-Quesne, I 'A' Boninsegna' A' Lara' H' Grudd' C'

Villagrdn and P. lones

High-resolution long proxies of climate variability are essen-

iiaiin the hope for a bätter understanding of the past climates

behaviour. In this sense, tree-rings are a very good basis for

assesing year-to-year variations in climate' Nevertheless' very

old tre"]ring.ecords are sparse wordlwide and no records be-

fore the Holocene ur" ul,uilubl"'today' Here we repott a7229-

vear floatinq treg-ring width chronology developed with a

l**p uttÄtlage of in situ stbfossil woods of Fitzroya

cupre;soides, a forest established at the beginning of oxygen

iräaop" Stage 3 in the southern Chile' The produced chronol-

ogy, iuaiocärU"n dated at >46,000 yr B'P'' represent the oldest

#iira*ia" well replicated tree-ring record yet published'

Blackman-Tukey and maximum entropy spectral analysis were

p"ti.Ä"a t" Uoth the sub-fossil and a set of modern millennial

Lee-ring.chronologies of Fitzroya' Results revealed a broadly

similar 
"patterns oitree-growth oscillatory. modes during the

last mi[ännia and episödis of climatic amelioration at the early

stages of the Last Claciation'.Periodicitigs il the power spec-

truä are at 216 years and at the range of 70-90' 21'-25' 11-13'

g.4-g.8,7.8-8,5.3-5.5 and, 4'2-4'7 year' This suggest that simi-

lar climatic controls have been oPperated on the growth of

Fitzroyad.uring interstadials of the Upper Pleistocene and to-

duy.

Since summer temperature controls the annual growth of

modern Fitz1oya trees, most of the observed oscillations dur-

i"g in" nf"iaoäne can be also attached to temperature oscilla-

tiJrs during summers. The aforementioned results would pro-

vide clues"about factors (especially climäte) influencing

interannual and interdecadal tree growth variability during

interstadials of the Last Glaciation in southern Chile'

Fidel A. Roig, Loborotorio de DendrocronologioJANlGlA-CRICYT' CC

ääö r sioof i"r*aozo, Argenli no. Tel' + 5 a- 61'27 401 I Fox: +54-6 1 -

287 ö29 e- moil :froi g@i on i gl. edu o

"'

The response of phytoplonkton to short ond long-term

climote voriobility

Antoni Rosell-Mel| and Gerald Haug

Biomarkers are geologically occurring organic compounds

with chemical structures that can be linked to natural product

precursors. They are considered molecular fossils that preserve

information regarding the contributions from different sources

of biomass to"sedimäntary organic matter' Here we discuss

the paleoclimatic significance of the stratigraphic abundance

oi piytopla"kton-d"erived molecules (chlorins) in cores from

tn" Norttr atUntic and Pacific Oceans, spanning a few millen-

nia to millions of Years of age'

The green chlorin pigments, ubiquitous in Recent sediments'

resul"t mainly from siructural moäification of the chlorophyll

molecules produced by photosynthetic organisms in the wa-

ter column. Chlorins have seldom been used in

pul"o.uunogruphic studies' Their stratigiaphic variations in

ilrurine ,edimÄts have been related to paleoproductivity in

highly prodr.tive marine locations' Howevet downhole

t.äa" itt tn" total abundance of chlorin pigments in sediments'

in common.with all biomarkers, depend on changes in pri-

mary (export) productivity and preservational efficiency'

Her,ce, tn" comtined effecl of these factors on chlorin accu-

mulation rates are likely to complicate our ability to assess

"unJ ir.r"rptu, the prevaiiing oceanographic conditions at the

ti^" of deposition. Nevertheless, comparison of the chlorin

record witir those of other proxies for the same samples (e'g'

TOC, opal, carbonate) allows to discriminate the dominant

factors controllling the accumulation rates of the chlorin proxy'

tn long-time scales, chlorin records vary according to changes

in Milänkovitch's orbital parameters, so that changes in pro-

ductivity in the ocean areiontrolled by variations.in solar in-

solation. However, sedimentary accumulation of chlorins also

changes dramatically in sub-millennial time scales' for instance

äuffi p"tioat of räpid climate change such as the Heinrich

"*r"ntä.'thrrt, 
the p-hytoplanktonic biomarkers show how

quickly the ocean .it"ttlutiott reorganizes during abrupt cli-

Äatic änung", which strongly affects the organisms living in

the water column.

Antoni Rosell Mel6, Fossil Fuels ond Environmentol Geochemistry'

i;;;;üi;;";;;'h G..oup, Drummond Buildiry' 
-u1ive11it"J 

of

i.];;äi;, N;"ostle upon Tvne, NEl 7RU' uK' Tel'+,44-t'e1-222

säil ion*ll-l g1'22i 543i ejmoil:ontoni'rosell-mele@ncl oc'uk
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Lote-glociol ond eorly-Holocene environmentol chonges

on South Georgio

G.Rosquist, M.Rietti-Shati o)d A'Sh'"'h
Five cores, totally representing 5 metres of continuously de-

posrted algal attä chy gyttja fiom a.-7500 m'z.eutrophic lake

ä..rrpymfu tock holiow ar 70 m a's l' on the Tönsberg Penin-

,.rU, dorri.-tt Georgia, provides the oldest terrestrial record of

environmental change south of the Antarctic convergence

'(54'5,36.IN). Here a dätailed analysis of the lowest two metres

of the stratigraphy is presented. representing the period be-
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tween -18 500 and -8 100 cal years BP. The timescale for this
section of the stratigraphy is provided by 14 accelerator mass
spectrorneter (AMS) bulk radiocarbon dates. Variations in grey-
scale density, determined by X-ray radiography, reveal lami-
natöd sediments and show that the influx of minerogenic mat-
ter was relatively constant after the slopes stabilised after
deglaciation. Variations in organic content and.in the oxygen
isotopic composition of biogenic opal indicate a succession of
climatic changes during the Late-Glacial and Early-Holocene.
One important conclusion from this study on South Georgia
is that deglaciation commenced prior to 18 500 cal yr Bp and
that climatic conditions were stabilised prior to 77 000 cal yr
BP. Climate improved significantly around 15 000 cal years
BP. Sometimes shortly after 13500 cal yr Bp South Georgia ex-
perienced a cooling that lasted until ca 8 400 cal yr Bp when a
climatic transition occurred after which true post-glacial con-
ditions were established.

GC Rosqvist,Deportment of Physicol Geogrophy, Stockholm University,
1 06 9l Stockholm, Sweden. Iel.:+46-8- 1 64983 Fox:+46.8- 1 648 1 8'
e-moil:ninis@notgeo.su.se
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A new molluscon record of monsoon voriobility over the
post I 30, 000 yr in the Luochuqn loess sequence, Chinq

Denis-Didier Roubseau and Naiqin Wu

This paper presents a new record of monsoon changes that
occurred in China over the late Pleistocene. Study of terres-
trial mollusks from the loess sequenöe in Luochüan indicates
alternating strengthened summer and winter paleomonsoons.
These variations- based on the content of xerophilous,
hygrophilous, and oriental species are in very good agreement
with the variation inferred from pedology, sedimentology and
climate modeling. The three occurrences of currently iouth-
easlern species in the sequence indicate that the climate con-
ditions were warmer and wetter than today at Sbout gg, 60,
and 10 ka. The main occurrence of xerophilous taxa between
75 and 65 ka is interpreted as drier than today, in agreement
with other proxydata. These results demonstrate that fossil
terrestrial mollusk data can provide reliable information on
past monsoon variability in Asia.

Denis-Didier Rousseou,lnstitut des Sciences de l.Evolution (UMR CNRS
5554), Pol6oenvironnements & Polynologie, Universit6 Montpellier ll,
Ploce E. Botoillon, 34095 Monrpelller, Cädex 5, Fronce. Tel.lß3-467-
1 4 46 52 Fox:+33-467-04 20 32 e-moil:denis@dstu.univ-montp2.fr

Eorly Weichselion dust storm loyer ot Achenheim in
Alsoce, Fronce

Denis-Didier Roltsseau, George Kukla, Ludwig ZöIler and lanka
Hradiloaa

A sharply delimited layer of fine grained silt with TL mini-
mum age determination of 64.9 ka separates autochtonoussoils
from the hillwash sediments within the Achenheim 1

pedocomplex, which was previously coruelated on
pedostratigraphic grounds with the marine oxygen isotope
stage 5. Given its ag€ and stratigraphic position, this layer cor-
relates with the PKII Marker of the Central European loess
sequence. The recognition of a typical Marker at Achenheim
demonstrates, that the development of the Early pleistocene
steppe soils ended in Alsace abruptly prior to 65 thousand
years ago, possibly as a result to the same dust storm episode
which affected Central Furope..

Denis-Didier Rousseou,lnstitut des Sciences de l'Evolution (UMR CNRS
5554), Polöoenvironnements & Polynologie, Universit6 Montpellier ll,
Ploce E. Botoillon, 34095 Monrpel[ier, Cädex 5, Fronce. Tel.lß3-467-
1 4 46 52 F ox:+33- 467 -0 4 20 32 e-moil:denis@dsru.univ-monrp2.fr

Lote Pleistocene climotic voriotions ot Achenheim, Fronce
bosed on o mognetic susceptibility ond TL chronology of
loess

Denis-Didier Rousseau, Ludwig Zölle:r, Emmanuel Cocuaud and
lean-Pierre Valet

New field investigations of the Achenheim sequence (Alsace,
France 4835'N 738'E) allow for the characterization of varia-
tions in the low field magnetic susceptibility (MS) over most
of the last cliri.ratic cycle, i.e., the last 130,000 yr. New
stratigraphy and TL measurements disagree with the previ-
ous chronological interpretation of the Upper pleistocene at
Achenheim. Based on a high resolution analysis of MS, the
present study shows the occurrence of a ,,Marker,, (fine-
grained horizon according to Kukla and Lozek 1961) which
was also found recently in another section. The proposed in-
terpretation is that this horizon is characteristic of a small scale
dust deposit, prior to the loess deposition itself. This horizon
deposited.at the marine isotope stage (MIS) boundary 5/4 has
been found in other loess sequences and is especialiy preva-
Ient in Central Europe. It is also indicated by low susceptibil-
ity values and a gray color. New TL dates corroborate this in-
terpretation indicating that the loess deposition took place after
the MIS 5/4 boundary, i.e. after 7A,000 yr. These results are in
agreement with the Greenland GRIp dust record which also
shows a dusty atmosphere after 72,000 yr. Conversely the
present study indicates that the bottom of the sequence is in-
complete. On a more global scale, our results from the upper
Pleistocene in Achenheim loess sequence show a reliable cor-
relation between the western side of the Eurasian loess belt
and the dust record of the Greenland ice cores.

Denis-Didier Rousseou,lnstitut des Sciences de l'Evolution (UMR CNRS
5554), Pol6oenvironnements & Polynologie, Ün iversit6 Montpellier ll,
Ploce E. Botoillon, 3r'095 Monrpellier, CJde,5, Fronce. TelJß3-467-
1 4 46 52 Fox:+33-467-04 r0 ,: 

"l:",r*is@dsru.univ-monrp2.h

Loteglociol ond Holocene climotic history in Greot Britoin
from mollusk ossembloges

Denis-Didier Rousseau and Rirhard Preece

Late Glacial records indicate a two step deglaciation punctu-
ated by the cold Younger Dryas event (-10,000-11,000 yr 1aC

BP or 11,5000-12,500 cal BP for calendar years) leading to the
present day climate. However, high resolution studibs indi-
cate also the occurrence of significant climatic changes in early
and late Holocene. Here we present a high resolution record
of the Lateglacial-Early Holocene period from a British mollusk
sequence. The temperature estimates indicate a cooling trend,
between 14,500 and 1,2,600 cal BR of 4'in summer and gin
winter to the Younger Dryas event. The strong warming fol-
lowing the Younger Dryas stadial corresponds to increÄsing
values of the same magnitude in 600 years. A cooling event,
less strong than the Younger Dryas, of f in böth seaso4s is re-
corded between 8,000 and 8,500 cäl BP. These.reconstructions
from an European Holocene continental sequence are in agree-
ment with fluctuations already described in North Atlantic,
Mediterranean, and ice cores and African and Tibetan lakes
records.

Denis-Didier Rousseou,lnstitut des Sciences de l,Evolution (UMR CNRS
5554), Pol6oenvironnements & Polynologie, Universit6 Montpellier ll,
Ploce E. Botoillon, 34095 Montpellie., Cädex 5, Fronce. Tel.:1.+33-467-
1 4 46 52 Fox:+33-467 -04 20 32 e-moil:denis@dslu.univ-montp2.fr
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A hioh resolution deuterium record lrom fluid inclusions

in oTot" Holocene speleothem from S'W' Britoin

P eter Rowe , P aul Dennis , Tim Atkinson ' Stein-Erik Lauritzen

and Joyce Lundberg

The water content of cave calcites (speleothems) such as sta-

tasmltes is tvpically on the order oi 0'1%' Virtually all the water

;"r;;;;;;tä"id inclusions, a few microns across' which are

ä"t *fy and fairly homogeneously scattered throughout the

calcite. This fossil reservoir is derived from ancient cave

Jripwaters that are trapped by precipitating calLll and it is

,n"'.rgr,iiilay ,hat such inclusion water preserves the isotopic

;i;;"";t" of its parent dripwater' This in turn is known from

;"ä;;il io closely'reflect the isotopic composition of

if-r" u""tug" annual precipitation that falls above the cave' Re-

ä"t,t".*i." of pasivariability in the isotopic composition of

or".ioi,u,lorr thould therefore be possible from-measurement

iiirräAo u"a a18o values of fluid inclusions' Following exten-

sive experiments on artificial inclusion/calcite systems' we

f'rurr" t"^rt"a this hypothesis by obtaining a öD fluid inclusion

pt"flf" ä"*" the growth axii of a 10 cm high Iate Holocene
'speleothem from öB Cave in the Mendip Hills inS'W' Britain'
"t;;;;;";;;i;L 

varied between about 0'8 and 2'0 pL g.1'

örip*ut"., from this cave have been monitored over several

lr"u'r, und their isotopic composition and variability is well

i.""*". irt" i"" iolo."tt" is, sp far as is known' a period of

t;;;;t *".r climatic variability in N'W'Europe and there-

iore it would be predicted that fluid inclusion waters are

irotopl.utty simiiar to Present day dripwaters over this

timespan.

The trapped watet was extracted by finely crushing' and sub-

,"qrr"r,tiy heating, ,tu11 1<0'5g) cubes- o^f calcite and

.ti.g""fäUy rransierring the water (tyPically 03-0'6 mml) to

u [Ui, t.ru" äontaining aiew milligrams of zincturnings' Fol-

io'*irrg:nu-" sealingfhydrogen was obtained. by reaction at

iootlu-suti"s rilüS äating indicates slight variations in

gtä*-,f, t"i"t lfrom aböut 3'2.-cm kar half way up the growth

äxis to 1.4 cm ka{ towards the top) and that the,time resolu-

tion of eäch inclusion sample lies in the rangel00-250 years'

ifr" Uur" of the stalagmite is dated to 5170 yrs BP and the top

a üif* nr 
""d 

,,o tiat"'e' are apparent' Fluid inclusion ED

*"ur.rr"-"r,t, lie in the range -41io -48%' VSMOW with one

fl"lrri", (replicated) sample-measurement of -38%o' These are

irrairtingrritttuble from Äodert' cave dripwaters' 
-which 

pos-

sess öD"values between -40 and -50 %" VSMOW Oxygen iso-

ioo" 
^"ur,rr"-ents 

of the calcite indicate that the stalagmite

..,'";i ;;;";" been deposited in isotopic equilibrium with

it, Jrip*ut"r". Values range between -3'0%o and.-3'8%o VPDB

*fti.f,'*" 
"pp.oximately 

i%o heavier than would.be predicted

from the diip water composition and- any.realistic cave tem-

oerature (präsentlyl 0'C)' Consequently' this particular water-
'calcite svstem cannot be used as a paleothermometer'

W".on.lrrd"fromthisstudythat(1)theisotoPiccomposition
of-stalagmite fluid inclusiohs does closely represent the

ätip-",E* from which they were derived; (2) the fluid inclu-
.sionwatercanberecoveredwithsufficientlynegligible

fractionation to retain its isotopic signal virtually intact' and

isj u, 
"*p".t"ö 

during the last 
-5000 

years' changes in climate

seemtohavebeentoosmalltobereflectedassystematic
;h";"t in the isotopic composition of the fluid inclusions'

ä" i"*t stage of thii work *ill b" to compare the GB fluid

inclusion reärd with data to be obtained for the same time

period from a speleothem in Arctic Norway'

Peter Rowe, School o[ Environmenlol Sciences' Uriversity of Eost Anglio'

i\-öiwlöi'nR; 7il. u.K. Tel': +441603 5e3103' Fox: +44 1603

S0ZZ l g, e-moil: P.rowe@ueo'oc uk

Slein-Erik Louritzen: Dept. of Geology. Bergen University' Bergen'

Norwoy.

Joyce Lundberg: Dept. of Geogrophy, Corleton University' Ottowo'
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The locustrine sequence o[ Loguno de Socto Roso'

Iturbide. Nuevo Leon, Mexico: reseorch into the

Quot"rnory sediments of northeqstern Mexico

M.A. Ruiz-Martinez, l. Werner,l ' Llrrutia-Fucugauchi' H 'W''i"iaäti", 
r' Adafte änd A' De Leon

Paleoclimatic records from Norheastern Mexico are still scarce

p"tif*f"tfy for the Sierra Madre Oriental and eastern Gulf

Coastal Plain regions.

In this Poster we rePort initial results of an interdisciplinary

study of the Lacustrine sequence of the Laguna de Santa Rosa'

*f'tiJft t an elongated intermontain basin with a small catch-

-"rli ut"u, at anältitude of 1520 m asl' situated in the central

,".t". "f 
ti." Sierra Madre Oriental in the Iturbide-Linares re-

gion, in northeastern Mexico'

This study is based on an 26 m long core recoveted from the

i;;;;ä santa Rosa' The 26 m-se(uence consists of a fairly

hornoqeneous alternancy of clay unils' AMS dates of 7'525+ /
-iä'v?u.p. ""a 

5,530 +i-60 yr B'-haven been obstained for

depihs of 2 m and 3 m, resPectivelY-

The detrital mineralogical source for the Santa Rosa Basin' La

Casita shales and Tariises limestone Formations' is very simi- '

lar to the lake sediment composition' but the. presence of

Kaolinite and scmectite in the lake sediment suggests a

;;J;i;;;"i;'igin and is used as paleoclimatic marke'r'

Isotopic ö13C values range from -20'37ao at the strtace to -26'4%o

;;läi" changing condition for organic carbon formation or

input of different organic material'

Masnetic susceptibility and remanence intensity chan$e with

ä"p",-ft ""Jtr,"* 
u broad to"e'pondence withthe various clay

,rtit, urrd .orrulates also with variation in total carbon' carbon

iriof", u"a mineralogy' These perrnit identification of three

*uiä, "o""t 
.orr""po",ldittg to: a shallow zone from the sur-

i".ä s *, 
"" 

tnteÄediatä zone from about 9 m to 17'5 and a

ä""p 
"on"'aor"n 

to 26 m' The intermediate zone represents

.otä .ondltior,s during the glacial period' with less relative

humiditY.

Miquel Angel Ruiz-Morlinez, (postdoc-oddress): Morkring Str' 489 A'

Jä1ZJ s.f'Ln*f, o.r.onv. i"l * 49'5923 6958 Fox:+49-5923 6958

e-moil:miruiz@ccr.dsi.uonl mx
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The PAGES proiect in Venezuelq: bockround informotion

ond some PersPectives

Valenti Rull

A summary of the paleoclimatic and sea level data from Ven-

ezuela since the Lait Glacial Maximum is presented' as an up-

to-date before to start PAGES activities in this country' In ad-

dition, the possibility of future projects on the studied sites

' and in new iocalities is evaluated' under the frame of the main

PAGES rules. The review has four main foci: modern analogs

"f 
p-r,y J",", the last glacial cycle (PAGES Stream II)' the last

."ntrrtiä, GAGES Streäm I), and the postglacial sea-level rise'

Several modern-analog studies exist' but they were not focused

io .utUtut" proxies fä high-resolution records' Concerning

if,eiati gf".äf cycle, most-of the continental'sites studied are

from high elevations' They have gro.via.l$ a tentative

paleotemperature curve is, but resolution is still too low' Low-

iand data are still scarcä, but they seem to record better hu-

;äty.ilges. High-resolution narine records are available

,r"u, ih" Veiezuelan coasts, showing the maior world-wide

LateGlacialclimateoscillations,asforexampletheYounger
O.yur. Ho*""er, a detailed Holocene paleoclimatic record is

PAGES OPen Science Meeting PAffiES Poster Abstracts



still lacking. Correlations between continental and inarine
records available so far are satisfactory- Studies on the last
millenium have shown global oscillations such as the Little
Ice Age, and the influence of man on ecosystems, but the main
constraint is again the low resolution of the records. Finally,
despite the few studies available, a preliminary sea level curve
for the last 7 laC ka is presented.

As a general conclusion, the available paleoclimatic records
are encouraging, but not enough for predictive purposes. New
research projects are needed, with emphasis in high-resolu-
tion sampling and dating, as well as modern-analog calibra-
tion of proxies. Interesting areas to be bored are high-altitude
Andean lakes and bogs, and Lake Valencia sediments. How-
ever, due to the lack of laboratories and institutions devoted
to the study of Quaternary paleoclimates in Venezuela, inter-
national co-operation is essential, and the role of official re-
search and technology agencies, such as CONICIT becomes
fundamental.

Volenti Rull, PDVSA Explorotion & Production, Box829, Corocos l0l0-
A. Venezuelo. Tel: +58-2-908 25 50 Fox: +58-2-908 20 53 E-moil:
epxg I 34@bioserv.moroven.pdv.com
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Modelling Younger Dryos glociers

Rudolf Sailer andHanns Kerschner

The Ferwall group is situated at the western margin of the
crystalline central Tyrolean Alps. In the central part of the
group, there are U-shaped, almost straight valleys (Schoen-
ferwall, Fasul) with simple topography. During the Egesen
Stadial (Younger Dryas), both valleys were occupied by large
valley glaciers, which deposited beautifully developed end
moraines at their confluence. The extent of the largest Younger
Dryas glaciers is well documented by the end moraines and
lateral moraines in both valleys. In the Schoen{erwall, at least
three more morainic systems of later phäses of the Egesen
Stadial are preserved.

Recent glaciers, the well documented 1850 (Little Ice Agb) gla-
cier extent and the well developed Egesen moraines allow the
reconstruction of the maximum depression of the Younger
Dryas equilibrium line altitude (ELA) in that area (ca. -290 m
relafive to 1850). The ELA depression correlates well with other
areas of the western part of the central Alps. The morphology
of the moraines (well preserved, steep slopes, large amount of
boulders) is also typical for the Egesen Stadial. Therefore a
correlation with the well dated Egesen moraines atJulier pass
in Switzerland (Ivy-Ochs et aL.1996) is easily possible. From
that point of view, the moraines at the confluence of
Schoenferwall and Fasul valleys were deposited during the
earlier part of the Younger Dryas (ca. 12.000 ca[. years B.P.),
indicating the glacier's response to the climatic collapse at the
beginning of the Younger Dryas.

The simple topography of the valley and the well defined
boundaries of the Schoenferwall glacier during the Younger
Dryas allow a detailed numeric calculation of its long profile
(Nye 1952). Considering the wide range of Geographic Infor-
mation System Tools available, we will try to märry the com-
plexity of the numerical reconstruction of glacier surfaces with
the possibilities of a raster-based GIS.

The well defined spatial information on the former glacier
margins (lateral and end moraines) as well as the Digital El-
evation Model (DEM) are the basis of our GlS-based three-
dimensional reconstruction of the Egesen-Maximum of
Schoenferwall glacier. With an adapted geometrical model
(derived from Nye's mathematical model) and the DEM with
a resolution of 25 meters a sufficient accuracy can be obtained.

The entire work is used to estimate mass balance gradients of
several Egesen Glaciers and to reconstruct the climatic condi-
tion (precipitation, temperature) during the Younger Dryas
cooling period.

hy-Ochs, S., Ch. Schlüchter, P.W Kubi! H.A. Synaf J. Beer, H. Kerschner
(1996): The exposure age'ofan Egesen moraine atJulier Pass, Switzer-
land, measured with the cesmogenic radionuclides 10Be 16AJ and sCl.

Eclogae Geologicae Helaetiae, 89, 1,049-1,063.

Nye, J.F. (1952): A comparison between the theoretical and the measured
long profile of the Unteraar Glacier. lournal of Glacialogy 2,1.03 -"107

Sailer, R., H. Kersihner and A. Heller (1998): Three-dimensional recon-
struction of Younger Dryas glacier surfaces with a raster-based GIS.' Glacial Gmlogy and Geomorphology, submitted.

Rudolf Soiler. lnstitut für Geogrophie. Universitöt lnnsbruck, lnnroin 52,
4-6020 lnnsbruck, Auslrio. Tel. : + 43- 5 1 2- 5O7 5 41 8 F ox:+43 - 51 2- 507
2895 e-moil:rudolf .soiler@uibk.oc.ot
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Climotic voriobility in the pre-Andeon, subtropicol
region of NW Argentino during the Lote Pleistocene

losd M. Sayago and Alt'red Zinck

The study region (aprox. 25th-26th.Ia0 cover the transition
between the Andes and the Great Chaco plain. In the pre-An-
dean valleys a loess-paleosol. sequence composed of several
paleosols (Bt) which thickness decreases from the top to the
bottom in contrast with the loess layers that increase in the
same direction suggest an increase wetness in the transition
from Late Pleistocene to Holocene. They correspond to 20 cli-
mate oscillations in 10,080 years, indicating that, during at least
the upper third of the last glacial period, according to the dated
(1aC) interval of the exposed sequence, the climate was ex-
tremely variable in the pre-Andean intermontaneous valleys

' and probably the western Chaco plain. On.the other hand, the
loess influx seems to have occürred during short periods with
a decenal to seasonal range. Taphonomic evidences from ver-
tebrate fossils (Lujan.mammalian age) buried by the loess lay-
ers suggest a faster than normal rate of loess sedirnentation
(dust storm?) during periods no longer than ten years. Addi-
tionally the presence of graminous root imprints, regularly
spread in the loess material, would indicate a short seasonal
rainy interval that allowed pasture growth. These assumptions
are also corroborated by the magnetic susceptibility records,
with higher values (807o of the cases) in the loess layers rather
than in the paleosols (which also occur with organic matter)
indicating an incipient pedogenesis under semi-arid conditions
during the period of loess sedimentation. In conclusion, the
well preserved loess-paleosol features allow paleoenvironmen-
tal inferences about the climatic condition of the soil develop-
ment änd loess influx periods and the transition as well.

o Jos6 M. Soyogo, lnsiluto de Geociencios y Medio Ambienle, Univ de
Tucumon (Argentino), Miguel Lillo 205-(40001 Tucumon, Argentino.
Tel.:+54-81 -23 94 56 Fox:+54-81 -24 80 25 e-moil:lngmo@unt.edu.or

,Alfred Zinck, lnternotionol lnstitute for Aerospoce Survey ond Eorth
Sciences, The Netherlonds
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IGBP/PAGES-PAAL poleolimnology of Alpine - Adriotic
lokes

.R.Schmidt, S.Wunsam and l. Müller
The goal of the project is to investigate climate interactions
between Adriatic and Alpine region, and human impact, by
the mean of combining paleo-data from terrestrial, aquatic and
marine environments.
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Four key-sites, situated along a north to south transect were

investigated: Längsee, u 
"näll 

meromictic lake in the Drau

-i""i"t-'otr.tt ur-"a of Carinthia; Vransko Jezero' a deep

:fi;öil"ri"" r"t" on the IsIe of Cres' Croatia; and two

;;t;;"i"k"t iMalo and Veliko Jezero) on the Isle of Mliet'

Croatia'

Diatom transfer functions were adapted to reconstruct envi-

ronmental changes in Längsee' A detailed record of the cli-

ä"tJt*"".ttäg"s ln tLäeromictic conditions during the

ij;i;;", and eaily human lake impact (bronze age) were

highlighted.

Changes in the diatom assemblage composition.combined with

J"ä"äf.g d"" matching of a series of Adriatic/Mediterranean

l."J rlt"t, geochemical/ mineralogical' tephra' and pollen

data reflect environmental changes inl4alo and Veliko Jezero

.""r"a Uy the Holocene Adriatic sea-level rise and the onset

ofMediterraneanclimate,andbychangesoftheprecipitation/
;;;;;;;il p;ttern' These '""'It' 

*"i" compared with those

of Vransko Jezero'

}:iiiiHi{dt$tiiiff ffi":lnffi [äff ffi ;!1:i"-'
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Rodiocorbon os o trocer of olton circulotion over

.uttpt" timescoles

D.P. Schrag, E' Druffel,T'P' Guilderson' K'B' Rogers and M'A'

Cane

The distribution of rädiocarbon in the ocean is a powerful

i*Lt 
"f 

ocean circulation' By measuring radiocarbon in cor-

als and other carbonat" otguti'*t that-form skeletons with

lrr",r"i", sub-annual band"ing' time series records allow for

study of variability in ocean circulation Pattern-s 
(e'g' Druffel'

7987, lgsg), complernenting the watei-sampling efforts of

i,vööE *ni.r, prävide only"a snapshot of ocean conditions'

n"i* "ff"t,t 
liut'" fot"'"ä on radiocarbon variability at sea-

tl""i ""a 
interannual timescales over the last 40 years as a

constraint o,t ""ut-""iute 
ocean circulatiol in the tropical

i,;tfi" A coral record from Nauru Island that extends from

i;;il i;; (öuilderson et al''1e97) shows interannual vari-

"tifiry "f 
up to 80 per mil associated with ENSO' Current

modeling efforts use radiocarbon as a tracer in ocean ciröüla-

tion models, witfr an emphasis on sensitivity analysis and

rnodel developme"t' Comti"ing the data with model results

;tli;"H g."ät"t "''ta""tandin! 
of seasonal and interannual

variability in circulation patterni in the.tropical?acific as well

u, i*prorrirrg the accuracy of ocean circulation models' Ra-

diocarbonrecordsfrom.coralsextendingbackseveralcentu-
riescanalsobeusedtoaddresskeyquestionsinvolving
decadal to centennial timescale variations in ocean-circulation'

n*, ,"J""."1records canbe used to determine whetherthere

are links between the intensity and placemenl 
-tf 1t:"t :::-

i""" i",tt" p*t (i'e' South Equatorial Current' North Equato-

rial Counter C"""t't, it"t" Peru Current "t 
tl: East Austral-

ian Current) and changes in the Southern Oscillation' Second'

such records fro"t tn8 eth"tic Ocean can address whether'

;i;;g;t in the Atlantic dipole are related tochanges in water

mass renewal (moae-*aä' or 18.C water formation) in the

f.f orift etfutttl.' Finally, records from the Indian Ocean can re-

;il;;;;;of "'o#oo" 
variltion over decadal timescales'

Don Schroq, Deportment o[ Eo*h ond Plqnetory^sciences' Horvord

iliä*:äo di.;J siä;ö;;üls'' MA ozt se' USA' Tel :+1-

Zli-tsi'2t76 Fox:+l'617'496 43 87

J-moil:schrog@ePs'hoivord'edu
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The impoct o[ eorly neolithic lormers on sediment

äy".äi.t *itt ü tli" Rl"d"tboch Cotchment' S-Germony

Achim Schulte

This proiect forms part of a program funded by the Cerman

ScienceFoundationon,,changäsinthe,geosphereandbio-
lot"r" arring the last 15,000 years". within thjs program rn-

i:',t;ä; tX-;;";h"" b"'Äu"v have been rocused on the

i-pu".t of early human activity on the landscape and' where

äffii;',;;iJtiog;l"t., ti't"" 
"nects 

from those caused bv cli-

matic change.

On the west-facing slope of the Hohentwiel volcanic dome'

üirl i"ri.on", 
"uiry 

näolithic farmers settled 5'300 to 4'800

."iliE. rt"- ihe head of the catchmbnt area' downstreams

;.ü""i"f, alluvial and peat deposits were drilled using a core

ari"lon -a (5 cm core äiameter) Sediment physics and chem-

ä;";?ät i".*' äi*ot""", snails)' pollen analyses and laC

;";;i;;";;;.;a?ried out in order to reconstruct the sediment

;;il;;;J lf 
"u'rv 

farming and the related deposits'

e.tr,fi"rr.,or" mineralogical analyJes were carried out to de-

ä;äil;ti;i" "i 
tr''ä *aimenis (phonolite' tuffite' Jurrassic

iil;;i;"", trlJlasse)' The sedimeni cores are comparable in

,,r"ät" i-ff"vium and alluvium as well) whöre the base of

iiä..r" r, characterized by gravel-sand-bedding or gravel/

sand - loam/silt alternatetJdding (rich in.calcium carbon-

ate). The origin of these sequenceJ it lutu glacial recessional

ilär"i"",Z giu,r"l, (Wisconsin)' solifluction deposits (Dryas)

;;;";;;;#t a transition boundary to the Holocene' Upper

U"as'ur" Uuitt up by silty clay frequently intercalated with mud

;ö;'ü;äts'wnläna'e ricir in oiganic material (no cal-

cium carbonate). The toP of the sequence is characterized by

-iür ,"ai*".ts which are rich in ialcium carbonate (young

äiiJ;"t d alluvium)' The preliminary results of the min-

"ruiogi."l 
,r"aies presents a pÄmising approach to assigning

different sediment t"q"""t"' to diffeienrparts of the iatch-

ment. The most important result in this early stage of inyesti-

sation is that there seems to be no colluvium that can be re-

i"*a i"1tt" early neolithic farmers mentioned above'

achim Schuhe Deportmenl of Geogrophy' University of Heidelberg' lm

ft ."ä^r'"'tä r"U 348, D-69 1 20 Heidelberg' Germony
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Pollen evidence for vegetotion ond climote chonge.in

r.rtL"t" Äit". d,'i ng- ih" Lost Glociol/l nterglociol

Cycle (Time Streom l)

Louis Scott

ettt"rorrgh, interpretations of pollen spectrain Southern Africa

."r, U" äfil."ft änd sites are scattered widely, some imPortant

.f-lrr'ruti.eventscanberecognizedoverthelast30000years'
ä" ,"-p"ru,ure history iä the sediments of the Pretoria

Saltpan (Tswaing Crater) shows broad similarities to that of

the Vostoi Ice Core' At the Crater' the end of Stagel (79 -75000

' vr RP) in the central savanna region is characterized by pollen I

'";;:;i;il;^ bushveld enviionments' This vegetationwas

;äi#J;vät"*i"'a or upland shrubland and forest indica-

ioru, ,tgg"r,I"g fluctuating but cool'-moist conditions from

.".isooö"y. ol'"ntil about13000 yr BP- when relatively more

bushveld vegetation and inter^"äiut"ly *urm conditions de-

""i.pJ. 
C.äing is also indicated regionally on the east coast.

*i.-rirr't" spread"of Podocarpus at ca'10 099 yt 
PI: 

A cold^dry

.hasefollowedattheTswaingCrateruntilca.35000yrBP'as
[ ffi;ä;;i'"ao*i'''u"ttf upland shrub vegetation' Veg-

"ruiio" 
a"tm! ihe Last Glacial Maximum in the savanna re-

gio;ir."p,",änted at the nearby Wonderkrater site indicating

:;; upüna gtu"tund with some dryness until ca' 14000 yr

BP. This is supported by a pollen recärd from,Clarens (Elim)

in the cool DrakensUerg environment ca' 500 km southward'

V.""g"t Oty^s.cooling"is absent from 
"tl 

p:Y records' ex-

."fitä. 
" 

rtyt". ä""g 
'""qt""t" 

from the western Cape region'
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which was under influence of the Atlantic Ocean. At
Wonderkrater, a sharp drop in moisture availability occurred
at ca. 9000 yr BP with the disappearance of Podocarpus pollen
and the increase of warm savanna elements. A gradual im-
provement of moisture conditiöns and slight cooling culmi-
nated at ca. 3000 yr BP. The change was apparently related to
the influence summer monsoons spreading southwards.

Louis Scott. Deportment o[ Botony ond Genetics, University of the
Oronge Free Stote, PO Box 339, Bloemfontein, South Africo 9300.
Iel.:+27 - 51 - 4O1 259 4 F ax:+27 - 51 - 4488772
e-moil:scottl@plk.nw.uovs.oc.zo
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Pollen evidence for vegetotion ond climote chonge in
southern Africo during the lost 2OOO yeors (Time Streom
il)

Louis Scott

Detailed pollen data relating to vegetation and climate change
in Southern Africa over the last 2000 years, are available from
some spring, swamp, lake, and pan (playa) sequences, and
hyrax dung deposits. A decline of forest pollen in the moun-
tains at Tate Vondo in this region ca.. 1400 yr BP may, or may
not be related to settlement of Iron Age people with cattle.
Pollen from Wonderkrater indicate a major vegetation change
ca. 1000 yr BP, comprising the decline of some local savanna
elements, Combretaceae, Proteaceae and Oleaceae, in favour
of more Spirostachys. Capparaceae, Tarchonanthus and
Chenopodiaceae pollen developed later during the most re-
cent centuries, indicating drier conditions btft Zea pollen is
evidence of human presence. At the Moreletta site in the south-
ern part of the savanna region, the decline in trees is possibly
be related to more frost ca. 400 yr BP. I.ake Otjikoto in North-
ern Namibia indicate that conditions were wetter ca. 1300 yr
BP In the southern highveld grassland (Deelpan) drying oi a
playa lake (pan) ca. 1000 yr BP is suggested by a spring pollen
sequence. It is not certain if Khoi herding in the Karoo region,
further southwards, influenced the natural vegetation in any
way but dry spells with reduced grass cover are indicated by
a hyrax dung pollen sequence briefly just before 1000 yr BP
and during the last 300 years. PoIIen in hyrax sequences of the
Namib suggests warm dry conditions ca.1000 year BP and also
during the most recent centuries. Most sites therefore point to
a relatively wet climate before 1000 yr BP, a dry climate at
around 1000 yr BP, followed by possibly wetter or cooler situ-
ations before dryness sets in again during the most recent cen-
turies.

Louis Scott, Deporlment of Bolony ond Genetics, University of the
Oronge Free Stote, PO Box 339, Bloemfontein, South Africo 9300.
Tel.:+27 - 51 - 401 259 4 Fox:+27 - 51 - 4488772
e-moil:scottl@plk.n*.rour.o..ro 
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Solor climotic forcing, o cose study on Ethiopion roinfoll

Yilma Seleshi and Gaston R. Demaröe

Identifying and modeling natural and/or manmade causes of
rainfall variability at different time scales (year, decades, cen-
turies, etc) around the world is a major practical research tppic.
Associäted questions that still need plausible answers are:(1)
what are the chain of events that lead to droughts or floods?
(2) can we model drought/flood causing mechanisms by sepa-
rating the natural causes from the manmade? and (3) can we
provide a reliable forecast of rainfall amounts and their distri-
bution (6 months, 1 year, and 2 years ahead for examples) for
a given region?

Toward answering part of the above questions, this poster
presents a thesis that the year to year variability of the solar
radiation received by the darth is possibly a root cause of cli-
matic variability around the world.

To justify this.thesis, in this poster we first present a review of
solar variability links with different climatic indicators around
the world. Then as a case study, based on stochastic tranfer
function model over the reference period 1900-1990, the vari-
ation of Ethiopian rainfall explained by solar variability as
compared with other rainfall causal variables such as (1) sea
surface temperatures over the Oceans of the south Atlantic
and south Indian (moisture source factor and (2) tropical east
Pacific (El-Nifto effect), and.(3) the Southern-Oscillation will
be discussed.

Finally, possible physical mechanisms that link Solar variabil-
ity - ENSO-Ethiopian rainfall will be presented.

Yilmo Selesh'i, I Q Box 385, Deporment o[ Civil Engineering, Foculty of
Technology, Addis Abobo University, Addis Abobo,:Ethiopio. Tel. :+25 1 -

1-12 45 05 Fox:+ 251 -1 -55 26 0l
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Lote Glociol ond Holocene glociotion in Centrol ond
South Americo: results from the PEP I Tronsect.

, Geoffrey Seltzer and Matt Lachneit

Late Quaternary glacial moraines are found in alpine areas
that extend from Sierra los Cuchamantanes,.Guatemala,.to
Tierra del Fuego. The absolute chronology of glaciation is best
established in the tropical Andes and the Lake District of Chile.
Radiocarbon dates of organic matter provide minimum ages
for deglaciation'and occasional maximum ages for glaciation.
Only with an absolute chronology is it possible to consider
possible synchrony or phase relationships for periods of gla-
ciation and deglaciation in Central and South America. How-
ever, the record of glaciation is fragmented and only roughly
constrained by bracketing ages that rarely provide sub-
millennial time resolution

In summary, there appear to have been at least one, if not more,
pan-Andean late glacial advance of glaciers. It is possible that
there was a time synchronous event culminating ca. 14laC kyr
BP as demonstrated in Peru and Chile. The evidence for a gla-
cial advance during the Younger Dryas Chroir is uncertain.
Until more sites are found that unequivocally demonstrate a

glacial advance during this time period it would be prema-
ture to say that this was a pan-Andean glacial event. In the
outer tropics of the Andes, glaciers retreated rapidly such that
they were nearly within their modern limits ca. 10taC kyr BP,

and they did not advance much beyond these limits, if at all,
during the entire Holocene. In Peru and Bolivia widespread
neoglaciation generally did not commence until ca.41aC kyr
BP, followed by two possible pulses of glaciation. During the
twentieth century the tropical glaciers have been retreating
and most recently the recession of these glaciers may be accel-
erating.

Geoffrey Seltzer, Dept. of Eorth Sciences, 204 Heroy Geology Lob,
Syrocuse University Syrocuse, New York I 3244, USA Tel: + I 3l 5 443
4980 Fox: +1 315 443 3363 E-moil: goseltze@moilbox.syr.edu
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Some evidence of climote chonges in Nepol Himoloyo

C.K. Sharma I
Nepal Himalaya has sedimentary deposits representing from
Cambrian to Holocene. Fossil records.are found in Ordovician,
Carboniferous, Cretaceous, Eocene and Oligocene periods.
Animal fossil represent the marine condition, whereas plant

PAGES Open Science Meeting mffi-Es Poster Abstracts



species rePresent more humid terrestrial features' Plant fos-

,il, ur" pär"rrred in the form of leaf and pollen spares' Cli-

matic change after Pleistocene becomes important in the study

of trend for the future.

Holocene records are preserved in the terraces of Kathmandu

valley and also lakes äf Pokhara valley' There is an indication

of wärm and humid climate after Pleistocene arid it aPpears

that there were fluctuation of climate between warm to cold'

These are manifested in the glacier moraines as retreat and

advancement of glaciers. Warming up of climate about 500

years ago is visible in Pokhara valley where glacial lake out-

Lurst fläod deposited successive layers of unsorted sediments'

About 50m laige boulder weighing several thousand tons is

found south oI Barahabise bazar which was brought most

probably 500 year ago by glacial outburst flood in upper

reaches."Climaiic signature on stalactite and tree rings are be-

ing investigated by Jeveral workers' The trees of Khaptad 16kh

unä .u.,", äf Pokhara region will be an area of investigation in

future.

As Indo Gangetic plain represent the deposit brought from

Iti^uluyu a siudy ir their nature of deposit will indicate the

type ofilimate tirat was prevailing in Himalaya' It is found

tirät itott mineral is good indicator of climate' Red soil is a

product of very humü and warm climate' The soil is found in

many parts oimidland indicating oxidizing stage' Likewise

yeffJ# cfuy less oxidized one ottd gray is unoxidized (cooler '

älimate). ihe .lay layers are brown, yellow gray and yellow'

at a depth of t *, f Aö m, 224m,384m and 458 m respectively

indicatingclimate had changed significantly'A radiometric age

determinätion will indicate the age of each horizon'

In recent year study of dust layers in snow gives annual cycle

of ,no* i"porit anä with warm climate the thickness is small'

Tree rings äf Khaptad where oldest plants are found will help

in decip-hering the climate condition over the last 500 years'

The lake deposit of terai, Pokhara and Phuksundo lakes will

give climate condition and their variations in spaceand time'

Pollen spores of black clay of Kathmanduvalley deposit indi-

cate age more than 1300Oyears B'P' and also warm period'

In historical time cave dwellers of Muktinath indicate that it
was warm as their caves were quite open for ventilation i'e' in

the 13th.centurY.

In the middle part of 20th century there is apparent rise of

temperature, aiter 1960 along with deforestation ofHimalaya'

The rise of temperature is Äanifested by frequent retreat of

glaciers, cloudburst, glacial lake outburst flood, landslides and

äoil erosion in one hand and reduction of low flow and in-

crease of flood stage of river regime on the other' The reduc-

tion of discharge arid drying of spouts and springs have caused

heavy stress fär hill viliage people as they are dependent for

drinking water on springs and spouts'

The sediment load in the river channel are increasing causing

aggradation of river bed and change of river course and spill-

irif of discharge over the banks' This creates problem in the

life of the reservoir of dam.

Frequent cloudburst destabilizes the.terrain and the number

of ländslide is increasing which causes heavy tolt of life of

property. Though Nepal is about 800 km long' each year ei-

it't"t o"u part isin flood or the other part will be in.drought or

famine condition. Micro climatic effect is upset in different eco-

logical region and it is interesting to note that the rise of the

Ioiv tempärature with less snow cover and growth of mango

and tangerine in Kathmandu valley indicating change to tropi-

cal climate in the temperate region'

C.K. Shormo, Himoloyon Climote Centre' P'O' Box - 2562' Koümondu'

Nepol
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Responses of oquotic ecosystems to climote chonge

Gary D. SharP

Investigations of the topic of Climate Change and-Aquatic

Ecosysiems began a good proportion of what we.know as

PaleÄecology, and Earth System History, as the various geo-

logic epochi; names imply. Ttidays research activities in aquatic

"ö"yrt"*t, 
from the rivers, lakes into the seas, is no longer

only u rerrers" engineering approach, as since the onset of sys-

tematic global ocJan and atmospheric observations,.there have

be'en paiallel developments in ecosystem monitoring' and in

partiälar in efforts to "*uttug"" fisheries and other aquatic

r"ro,rra"r. My own biases lie in the now obvious connections

between uppäi ocean dynamics, associated local winds' clouds'

and precipiiation pattern changes, and local resource dynam-

ic" - ä topic that was shunned only two decades past'

The relationships between upstream events, and downstream

responses is inhierent to the hydrologic cycle' The fact that over

98 percent of the earth's water is bound up in the oceans' with

l"ss that one Percent of the latent heat energy of the oceans

circulating wiihin the atmosphere, rivers, and tributaries' and

the remaiider bound up in glaciers and ice.caPs, compels me

to address the bigger picture, of patterns of organization within

the world's oceans and waterways, as reflected in the ecologies

and adaptations of the inhabitants' Much of the mystery of

Climate bhange is written in these patterns, and a certain level

of prognosis cin be derived from near-term monitoring of these

"cäryi"m., 
within the well identified production systems that

each has adaPted, or been lost'

I have reviewed eastern Boundary Currents, oceanic fisheries'

and major high latitude productaion centers for recent and

historicäl resplonses to climate perturbations, ranging in scale

from El Nintr - Southein Oscillation frequencies, to decadal

and centennial Patterns, as interpreted from recent (near 2000

year) paleosediment reords' The deeper, cooler habitats reflect

ätrotnlt time scale of variation from those of the lower lati-

tudes and surface inhabitants, as reflected in their longevities

and lengths of time to reproduction, each reflecting the lengths

and du'rations of longer period inimimcable conditions'

through which only späcies pre-adapted by long-er.lives' and

uniqu"e reproductive itrategies might persist'- While climate

*ur^irrg preoccupies most, one should considet also' the al-

ternative.

Gorv D. Shorp, Center for Climote/Oceon Resources Study, PO Box

222i, Monteiey, Colilornio, USA 93940'

e-moi I : gshcirp@montereYboY.com
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Reoionol response o[ corbon occumulotion in Siberion

boieol forests: o tronsect study of the bosol oreo.

increment of trees

E. A. Shashkin and E' A.Va ganott

Basal area increment (BAI) is one of the rather well indicators

of carbon accumulation in tree stems' The dendrochronological

network throughout Siberia allows us to get a huge amount of

raw data on inä'ividual and stand radial and basal area growth'

The goal of this study is to consider the results of BAI varia-

tions on three transects: one is latitudinal (65'-170'EL) from

Ural to Chukotka (the subarctic belt), two others are longitu-

dinal transects along the Enisey river (58172'NL) and in Cen-

tral Yakutia (63 170'I\L).

All regional BAI data are obtained for trees more than 200 years

old (Äature and overmature stands), are standardized to ex-

tract the age trends and are compared with long-term north-

ern hemisihere temPerature variations' The results show the

clear increase of BAI in subarctic boreal forests closely related

to increäse of temperature (R=+0'81-0'93)' The evaluation gives

the increase of caibon accumulation in wood biomass 1'7 times
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for the period of northern hemisphere warming up to 0.60C.
In the northern taiga the correlation between BAI variations
and temperature is negative (R=-0.83-0.92) except the warm-
est period in the current century from 7925 to 7965 (when cor-
relation is positive, R=+0.80-0.87)."In the middle taiga zone no
correlation between temperature.and BAI is observed for the
main period of temperature record. However, as in the north-
ern taiga the positive correlation between BAI and tempera-
ture occured for the period from 1925 to 1965.

So, the response of carbon accumulation in Siberian boreal
forests recorded by BAI according to global temperature
changes will be rather a regional than a global one.

The possible mechanisms of environmental control of BAI as
well as the methodological approaches to correct evaluatioin
of spatial-temporal variations in biomass accumulation in
boreal forests are discussed.

E.A.Shoshkin, lnstitute of Forest SB RAS, Acodemgorodok, Krosnoyorsk,
660036, Russio. Tel. :+7-39 1 2- 43 36 86 F ox:+7 -39 1 2-43 36 86
e-moil :dndr@ifor. krosnoyorsk.su
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'aC doting of Antorctic loke deposits ond poleoclimotic
chonges

Chengde Shen, Timgsheng Liu, Weixi Yi, Yanmin Sun, Mantao

liang, lürg Beer and George Bonani

The Tern Lake (62'"13'74"5, 58"57'38"8) is near the Great WaII
Station of China at Fildes Peninsular, King Ceorge Island,
Antarctica. Drilling hole A and B were made by Prof Chen
Xiabo and hole C was made by Prof Yuan Baoyin, which are
during the 5th and the 9th Antarctica Expedition of China re-
spectively. Terrestrial moss from hole A and C and modern
terrestrial moss of Antarctica have been used. Both decay and
AMS technique had been used in laC measurements.

Results bf this work show Tern Lake deposits have been accu-
mulated sinbe 13,000 ygars ago at a rate of 0.4-2.4 mm ar. It is
worth to note that a time of 11,000 years ago has been widely
accepted as the lower limit of the glacial epoch or the begin-
ning of the Holocene in the world. However, our 1aC results
show that Holocene in King George Island have begun at as

early as 13,000 years ago, which may indicate that the begin-
ning of Holocene is latitude-dependent, happening earlier in
highJatitude regions. The comparisons of Ice Core climate
records between Greenland and Antarctica suggest that near
the beginning of the last deglaciation warming in Antarctica
began approximately 3000 a before the onset of the warm
Balling period in Greenland (Sowers and Bender, 1995). Re-

sults of this work may be relate to that shown by Sowers and
Bender. The laC age we reported may be younger by 400a if
the latitude effect on the 1€ productivity in antarctic region is
taken into account, which cän be evaluated based on l4C meas-
urement of modern antarctic moss. The in-situ 1€ in ice/snow
and in trapped ancient air have opposite effect on laC dating,
which are expected to offset each other at least to some extent.

Chengde Shen, Guongzhou lnsitute of Geochemistry The Chinese
Acodemy of Sciences, Guongzhou 510640, Chino. Tel.:+86-20-855
197 55 - 21 79 Fqx:+86'20-855 I 41 30
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The reveoling of globol biosphere processes by methods
of spotiol-temporol onolysis of dendroclimotic series

V.V. Shishou and K.K. Djanseitoa

The reSults of the this investigation are obtained by the analy-
sis of time series (TS), representing series of a year-to-year tree
ring measurements or dendrochronological series (DS) of 20-
30 trees from each of investigated 38 sites, located in two lines
along northern timberline in sector from Ural up to Chukotka
(Russia).

The following results were obtained by using relational math-
ematical methods (alongside standard dendroclimatic meth-
ods):

a) established presence of high negative correlation between
concordance in growth of trees on sites (concordance coeffi-
cient) and improvement of growth conditions (in a subarctic
zone,warming), and also the analysis of TS, made from con-
cordance coefficients of all investigated sites, shows exist-
ence of warmings with cycles in 45-55 years, imposed on
global warming waves with cycles in 100-130 years. Last of
ones (modern.wave) is not most significant. This fact puts
under doubt the standard opinion about modern warming
as result of antropogenic influence;

b) the analysis of dynamics TS, made from average sliding
frequencies of growth trees depression for all sites of sector,
finds out presence of a spatial-temporary wave of length in
1000-1400 km along sector with 50-year amplitude, consist-
ing in delays and forestalling of the appropriate TS charac-
teristic points (maxima, minima);

c) the analysis of dynamics TS, made from twice standartized
sliding concordance coefficients for all sites of the specified
above sector, shows existence of a spatial wave of ler.rgth in
1000-1400 km for each fixed moment of time. This wave dis-
placed in 50 years from Edst up to West along timberline on
distance, equal to length of the wave.

The above-stated results were modelling by differential quasi-
Iinear equation with delays and diffusion, which describes the
specified above waves as auto-waves processes in distributed
system, setting (in our case) for sphere.

V.V. Shishov. lnstilufe of Forest SB RAS, Acodemgorodok, Krosnoyorsk,
Russio 660036. Tel.:+7'3912-49 50 53 Fox:+7-3912'43 36 86
e-moil:dndr@ifor.krosnoyorsk.su
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Speleothems os noturol climotic stotions with onnuol to
doily resolution

Y.Y.Shopöa, L.Tsankozt, L.N.Georgiezt, A.Damyanoaa, Y.

Damyanoa, D.C. Ford, C.l.Yonge, W. MacDonald and
H,P,R,Krouse

Calcite speleothem luminescence depends exponentially upon
soil temperatures that are determined primarily by solar in-
frared radiation in case that cave is covered only by grass or
upon air temperatures in case that cave is covered by forest or
bush. In the first case, microzonality of luminescence of
speleothems can be used as an indirect Solar Insolation (SI)

index, but in the second as an paleotemperature proxy. So in
dependence.on the cave site we may speak about "solar sensi-
tive" and "temperature sensitive" luminescent speleothem
records like in treering records, but in our case record may
depend only on temperature either on solar irradiation:- In
case of Cold Water cave, Iowa, US we obtained high correla-
tion coefficient of 0.9 between the luminescence record and
Solar Luminosity Sunspot index and reconstructed sunspot
numbers since 1000 AD with precision in frames of the experi-
mental error of their measurements;- in case of Rats Nest cave,
Alberta, Canada we measured correlation of 0.67 between lu-
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minescence intensity and air temperatures record for the last

100 years and reconstructed annual air temPeratures for last

iiödy"u.t at the cave site with precision of 0'35C' but of the

direct measurements 0.1'C'

Speleothem growth rate variations represents mainly iainfall

väriations. Sieleothem luminescence visualize annual micro-

;;i;;, #" ,rr"d to derive proxy records of annual '

pr".ipitl'iio"t for the cave site' In case of Rats Nest cave' Al-

terta, Canada we reconstructed annual precipitations for last

iSO y"utt at the cave site with pretisionof 80 mm/ year' By

"o*pu.iron 
of .luminescent records with other solar proxy

.".o.d, We obtäined reconstruction of growth rates and

pt""lpi ",i."t in Bosnek karst region i*: Dlllif cave' Bul-
'o"ria^for the last 50000 years uttd fot the last 6400 years with

lu"rug"d ,t"p o f 4t yeari 4157 points) for Iowa' near Cold Water

cave, US.

Achieved time step of 6 hours in speleothem luminescence

records allows resolution of several days in best speleothem

samples

Yovor Y. Shopov, University of Solio, Dept'of Generol Physics' Jomes

ü."t+i". l,3.fi. 1 1 64, BG. Tel 
'+35qj2-51 

2 838 Fox:+359 2 96 25

i7l e-moil:WShopov@Phvs.Uni-So[io'BG

L.Tsonkov, L.N.Georgiev, A.Domyonovo, Y' Domyonov' University of

So[io, So[io, Bulgorio

D.C. Ford, McMosler University, Homilton, Ontorio' Conodo

C.J.Yonge, W. MocDonold, H PR'Ktuse, University of Colgory'

Colgory, Alberto, Conodo
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Globol temperoture chonges qnd I I -yeor cosmic roy

voriotions

O.I. Shumilott, O.M. Raspopoa, E'A' Kasatkina andV'A'

Dergacheu

It is shown on some experimental data and model calculations

that solar and galacticiosmic rays (GCR)can increasä aerosol

concentration in ihe stratosphere' On the basis of the physical

mechanism of solar vatiabiläy effect on the climate in Holocene

ir 
"""fyt"a. 

The general idea of the meqhanism supported by

"*f"ti-""tuf, -ädel and theoretical studies: the variations of

optical atmospheric paramöters under influence of cosmic (ga-

iu'.ti. uttd ,olur) .uy fluxes modulated by solar activity' The

oftl.ut ut-otpheric characteristics can be varied due to rise

oi additiond äerosols, cloudiness, atmospheric veil and ozone

concentration influenced by cosmic rays' In the work the ac-

tion of 200 yy and 2400 yy cycles of solar activity on the cli-

mate is considered. It is ihown that there are powerful mani-

festations of solar activity and climate warmirtg epochs at

ffio*mu,"ty 1500,3800,6100,8200, 10500.and 12600 BP' The

;i;-" of frign variability in solar activity and climate and

existence of iü 200 yy periods were recorded in the next ep-

ochs:400,2500,5200 arnd720 yy BP' This phenomena seems

to be connected to variation of climate external forcing regime'

Oleo ShumilovHiqh-Lolitude Geophysicol Lob',.Post Box 123' 184200

Apo-tity, Ru ssio. T;1. : +7-8 I 555 40708 e- rrcil :oleg@pgt -

ksc.murmonsk.su
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Svnthesis of luminescence chronology of loess.

;ä;;i;t';"pit"a"t ond implicoääns for slobol lond-

seo correlotion

A.K. Singhai, A' Bluszcz, C'S'R' Murthy akd M' Someshwar Rao

Globally, loess paleosol sequences have been considered to

provlde a detail,ed continental record of climatic ihange that

i"" fu .o-p"ted to the oceanic records' The chronology of

loess-paleosol sequences have principally been based on

puteoÄugnetisrn urrd ott the tuning of various physical at-

tributes of these sequences to the orbital forcing' Such a corre-

lation necessarily aisumes constancy of particle and magnetic

fluxes. Application of luminescence dating techniques-now 
.

fro',rla", u *"thod to date various horizons with in a loess

profile at least up to the past 100ka'

In thb present study a statistical synthesis of -500 lumines-

cence äates was made to discerrt regional or sub-regiönal

trends. Each of the TL äge depicting a loess accumulation epi-

sod.e was examined for ihe methodological rigour' A gaussian

for each of the TL age was generated such that the peak of the

deposition was the"age itself and the experimental error (2'

sig'ma) defined tine fwhm. Such gaussians w.ere then superim-

päed on the time axis to generate a probability density curve'

ihe principle frequencies in loess accumulation records were

then'obtained using maximum entropy spectral-method' The

same data was adäitionally analysed using the bootstrap

method involving analysis of logarithm of TL ages with win-

dow width contiiuousiy varyingfromT'9% to 60% of the age'

Regional rubrets were aiso analyied using the same approach'

Boih the analysis consistently showed a dominant peak in loess

u.."^"futio" at 17 ka wiJh. substantially reduced accumula-

tion during other times. Other peaks at -30 ka and -55ka were

seen. The äata suggests that the peak in loess accumulation is

delayed w.r't flailal epoch and is episodic' with.significant

furiäat of qrriärc"nc" ii'e' hiatuses) in between' These obser-

iations puito question, the chronoiogies obtained using or-

biial tuning methods which assume contancy of fluxes - parti-

.f", *ug""ii. *c. Considerations on SeomorPhic processes and

wind tinnel experiments indicate that the Present observa-

tions are only to be expected' This implies a caution in using

oibltut t.rr,lng based chionologies on loess sequences and con-

r"q"""afy än the climatic inferences' trans-regional

teleconnections and Pleistocene Land -Sea Correlation'

A.K. Singhvi, Eorth Science Division, Physicol Reseoich- Loborolory'

nf'.J"ü"a' seo009 lndio. Tel':+91-79-490 116./741 2699

r"ä.icl'i6' oso o5 02/642 03 74 e-moil:sinshvl@pri'ernet'in

A. Bluszcz, Silesion Technicol University, Gliwice' Polond

C.S.R. Murthy', M. Someshwor Roo, Physicol Reseorch Loborotory'

Ahmedobod, lndio
'deceosed 
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The Holocene-Lote Pleistocene sedimentory record of

Myoll Lokes, NSW

C.G. Skilbeck, E. Frankel, A' Cramp and l'S' Tribble

. The Myall Lakes system of the central,NSW coast of Australia'

(latituäe 32'30'5) iontains a potentially continuous epiclastic

unJliog"ni. tequence that may be as old as-50'000 years' The

*uir, fu[" lies within 2'5 km of the Tasman Sea from which it

i, ,"puru,"a by a sandy Pleistocene dune system (Melville'

1984i overlying irreguiar Carboniferous basement' A direct

connection with the sea is located approximately 30 km to the

southwest of the study area' Despite this connection' and its

proximity to the sea, Myall Lake contains virtually fresh wa-

i". tZ-g ppt) ata has no current tidal or wave current influ-

ences. Tire maximum water depth approaches 5m' This situa-

tion is unique along the NSW coast where all other lake systems

are either äirectly or periodically oPen to the sea and contain

widespread reworked sand deposits'

We collected 26 cores ranging from 0'5 to 6'0 m in length across

Myall Lake in mid 1997' Although detailed analysis has not

y"', .o--"tt."d, preliminary investigation suggests that in
'many, the last Pleistocene sea level low-stand (-1'2'000 y'a')'

recciinised by red and orange oxidation staining' has been in-

tersäcted. Seven major lithologies are Present in the

cores.Along the southein shores of the lake quartz-rich sand

representirig the distal edges of the dune system dominates'

eiound tnÄorthern shorä of the lake irregularly distributed

lithic sand; clearly derived from the Carboniferous basement'
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' predominates. In the central parts of the lake, organic facies
(gyttja - olive-yellow/green amorphous organic matter (AOM);
sapropel - dark brown to black silty clay, AOM and dissemi-
nated plant material; peat - brown to dark brown friable plant
debris), silty clay with disseminated sand, and a posiible
paleosol unit, have been identified. The units occur in layers
that can be correlated across large areas of the lake. Thin quartz
sand layers and shell beds are.,irregularly present within the
finer grained facies.

The total thickness of the unconsolidated sediment column is
as yet unknown. A seismic survey carried out concurrently
with coring was unable to resolve basement becäuse of the
dampening effect of abundant vegetation within the lake.
Apart from root growth, there is little evidence for in-situ re-
working of the sediment, and so we believe that there is po-
tential for an undisturbed sedimentation record to be present.
We are currently conducting AMS laC dating of the sequence
and carrying out 13C and 18O stable isotope analyses, and mag-
netic susceptibility profiling in order to substantiate this hy-
pothesis.

Melville, G., 1984, Headlands and Offshore Islands as dominant control-
ling factors during Late Quarternary Banier Fomation in the Foster_
Tuncurry Area, New South Wales, Australia. S€dimentary Geology

^r:"":":;Morin"G"or.i"ncesReseorchGroup,DeporrmenrofEorth Sciences, Universiry of Woles (Cordiff), UK.fel.: +Ä4-1222-g74
335 Fox: +44- 1 222-87 4 326 e-moil:cromp@cordiff.oc.uk

C.G. Skilbeck, E, Fronkel, Deportment of Environmentol Sciences,
University of Technology, Sydney, Austrolio.

J.S. Tribble. School of Oceon ond Eorü Sciences orid Technology
(SOESTI; University of Howbii, Howoii, USA.

Surfoce oir ond ground surfoce temperotures in North-
Western North Americo: evidence thot lqnd-use chonges
in this century hove contributed to regionol climotic
worming

Walter R. Skinner and lacek A. Majorozoicz

One of the largest surface annual air temperature (SAT) in-
creases over the past cenfury up to 2.0 C, has occurred in north-
western North America. This SAT warming region, extending
from east of the Cordillera in northern CanaJa to the north-
central United States, coincides with the largest positive
.ground surface temperature (GST) anomaly in northern North
America. Annual GST warming in this century, cälculated from
the anomalous curvatures found in the upper 100m of tem-
peratuie versus depth profiles, has a strong spatial correla-
tion with the SAT waräing pattern. Both the SAT and GST
warming in the anomalous area are very high, with averages
of 1.4C and 2.1'C in this century respectively. The highest
GST warming has been observed in large areas where ihere
have been extensive land surface changes in this century
mainly due to the clearing of forests, increased forest fire ac-
tivity, and conversion of prairie grassland to agricultural land.
It is postulated that these land surface changes have drarnati-
cally altered the reflective nature of the surface while increas-
ing the potential for land drying and thus, through a step
change in GST, have contributed to a portion of the observeä
SAT warming through a complex feedback loop with the over-
lying atmosphere. The analysis of temperature logs in deeper
wells in this region allows for the reconstruction of ground
surface temperatures from previous centuries prior to the
instrurnented record and also before the occurrence of large-
scale anthropogenic disturbances to the surface landscape.
Wells in western and northern Canada greater than 150 m in
depth show evidence of surface cooling in the 18th and 19th
centuries attaining a minimum in the mid-19th century. In most

cases the magnitude of the cooling was 0.5C and as much as
1.0C at some sites. Comparison with eastern Canadian data

. reveals that the cooling minimum there is on average 20 years
earlier with the same order of magnitude.

Wolter Skinner, Climote Reseorch Bronch, Environment Conodo, 4905
Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontorio, Cohodo M3H 5T4.Iel.:+1-416-739
43 27 F ox: +1 - 41 6-7 39 57 00 e-moil :wqlter. ski nner@ec. gc. co
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Reconstructing Holocene climote chonqe throuqh studies
of onnuolly lominoted sediments: preliäinory äsults
from sites in northern Sweden

lan Snowball, Lena Barnekow, Björn Berglund, Dan
Hammarlund, Gunilla Pettersson,Ingemar Renberg and per
Sandgren

Accurate and precise chronological frameworks are necessary
if studies of high-resolution geological records are to success-
fully reconstruat rates of climatic change, reveal time-trans-
gressive events and elucidate the role of ancient human soci-
ety in (and its response to) perturbations.ctf the environment.
A reliable geochronological framework for the Holocene (0-
11,600 calendar years BP) can be provided by annually lami-
nated sediments (varves), which have been deposited in many
freshwater lake basins in Sweden. In general, these sedimenis
are composed'of a layer of light coloured mineral particles,
(washed into the lakes during the spring snow meli), and a
dark coloured layer composed of üoth allochthonous and
authochthonous organic ma.tter (produced during the sum-
mer), which was deposited during the late summer and win-
ter. Multidisciplinary studies of such sediments can reveal in-
formation about local and regional terrestrial vegetation
changes, the intensity of catchment erosion and the response
of aquatic biota to external forcing. Initial studies of Holocene
records at sites in northern Sweden indicate that a significant
and relatively rapid climatic change occurred at c. 3,700 cal-
endar years BP. The change caused an increase in soil erosion,
a lowering of the treeline in the Scandinavian mountains and
the reformation of several mountain glaciers. Howevel, lags
in the response of different proxy-climate indicators must be
ascertained.at individual sites before the exact nature of the
change is considered, although a regional-scale rearrangement
of the climate (ocean-atmospheric) system in the North Atlan-
tic region is a likely explanation. Similar investigations of
varved sediments in the more densely populated southern
parts of Sweden should be possible to elucidate the response
of human (bronze-age) societies to this climate change.
lon Snowboll,Dep^ortm-ent of .Quoternory Geology, Lund University,
Tornovögen 13,223 63 Lund, Sweden. lel.:+46-46-222 4656 Fax:+46-
46-222 4830 e-moil:lon.Snowboll@geol.lu.se

Leno Bornekow, Björn Berglund, Don Hommorlund, per Sondgren,
University of Lund, Sweden

Gunillo Pettersson, lngemor Renberg, Umeö University, Sweden
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Poleolimnologicol ossessment of environmentol chonge
in the Kolq Peninsulo, Russio during the Holocene

N. Solouieoa

The main objective of this PhD project is to reconstruct
Holocene climate change in the Kola peninsula using diatom
and pollen analysis.

In oider to understand how modern pollen and diatom as-
semblages are related to ve$etation and climate conditions and
to provide a calibration data set, the uppermost samples of
lake sediments were collected during summer l99S from27
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lakes located along the transect from taiga to tundra' The cali-

bration data set has allowed generation of a pollen/diatom-
vegetation/climate transfer function, which is used to recon-

struct climate variations in the Holocene.

The second stage of the project involved collection of a sedi-

ment coie covering the Holocene period from a previously
chosen upland lake included in the training set' The core has

been anälysed for fossil pollen, diatoms and sediment
geochemistry in order to reconstruct and compare the changes

in terrestriai and Iake ecosystems that accompanied past cli-

mate change. The environmental reconstructions obtained will
provide erriden." for the Holocene climate change in the

circumboreal region and will enable treeline changes to be

traced.

Nodio Solovievo, Deporlment of Geogrophy, UCL, 26 Bedford Woy.

London, WCI H OAP; UK. Tel.:+44-171:637 04 40 Fox:+14 171 380

7565 elmoil : nsolovie@geog. ucl.oc.uk

Poleolimnologicql ossessment of Holocene climote

chonge in the Kolo Peninsulo, Russio

Nadia Soloaieaa

A sediment core from an upland lake (lake Chuna, Murmansk
region) of the Kola Peninsula, Russia, was studied for diatoms,

pollen, organic content and cohcentration of metals in order

io find the response of the lake ecosystem to Holocene climatic

change. Water pH reconstruction based on high resolution dia-

tom inalysis of the top'40 cm of the core was performed in

order to irace short-term climate oscillations during the last

2,000 years. No apparent changes in water acidity associated

with climate changes were found. However, canonical corre-

spondence analysis revealed that 27.5Vo of the variability in

total diatom assemblage is explained by the pollen data which

reflects the regional changes of vegetation and, indirectly, cli-
mate change. biato* species richness is also correlated with
pollen data. A major floristic change of the diatbm commu-

nity occured in the lower part of the core at between 6,500 and

5,5b0 yrs BP. This is associated with the changes in pollen data

and sädiment mineralogenic contenf. The results suggest that

Holocene climatic variability can be studied using biotic re-

sponses of lake ecosystems recorded in the sediments.

Nodio Solovievo, Deportmenl of Geogrophy, UCL, 26 Bedlord Woy,

London, WCI H OAP; UK. Tel.:+44-17 1 -637 04 Ä0 Fox:+44 l 7 l 380

7565 e-moil:nsolovie@geog.ucl.oc'uk
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Poleovegetotion ond poleocli mote.duri ng the Holocene

in the middle port of lnner Mongolio, Chino '
Changqing Song and Xiangiun Sun

Two cores extracted in inner Mongolia near the Daqingshan

Mountains. Pollen analyses results of two sites, subsampled

in the laboratory at 2 cm interval, showed plentiful pollen and

spores from over 10 arboreal genera, including Pinus,Betula,

Picea, Abies, Carpinus, Quercus, Lllmus and more than 20 non-

arboreal genera, maiirly of Artemisia, Labiatae, Nitraria,
Palygonaceae, Ranuncu.lus, Thalicttum, Umbelliferae, Caryo-

phyllaceae and Cyperaceae. Fern sPotes, aquatic pollen and

älgu" -"tu also observed in some parts of the cores. Thq se-

quence was divided stratigraphically in to six pollen assem-

blage zones by a constrained cluster analysis using incremen-

tal ium of squares. The vegetation underwent the following
stages: stePPe with sparse trees, stePPe, forest and stePPe'

Duiing middle Holocene, a Plnzs forest dominated the frontal

plain of mountains. Six climatic stages were inferred from to-

ial pollen influx and pollen Percentage from the two sites us-

ingä transfer function: humid-cool (from 10,000 to 9,200 yr'BP'),

arid-cold (9,200 to 7 ,800 yr.BP.), humid-warm (7 
'100 

ro 4'400

yr. BP.), arid-warm (4,400 to 3,000 yr' BP.), arid-cold (3,000 to

Z,hOO yr.VV.),humid-cold (2,100 to 1,800 yr'BP') and arid-cold

stages (1,800 yr.BP. to present) was inferred. The climatic opti-
mum period of Holocene occurred between ca' 7,000-2,000 yr'

BP.

Chonqqino Song, lnstitute of Botony. Chineses Acodemy of Sciences,

Xiong-shon] Beiiing 100093, Chino. Tel.:+86-l 0'620 16 126 Fox:+86-

10-620 I 0 306 e-moil:CQsong@mimi.cnc.oc.cn
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Events, clusterings, phoses ond moin climotic stoges

reflected in the öuobrnory slope ond fluviol systems

Leszek Starkel

The main stages and substages of the upper Quaternary are

well reflected in the evolution of the valley floors and slopes'

Therefore in all geomorphological and sedimentological re-

constructions this level of consideration is present.

In reality the depositipn and transformation of forms is real-

ised either by the low magnitude and high frequency events

(wash, creep, solifluction etc.) or on the contrary by low fre- '

quency and high magnitude events when the intensity of proc-

eises is very high and the equilibrium of slope or channel shaPe

is passed. in creation of a new trend the specific role is played

by the clusterings of events in several years or decades or even

in one year.

Of special importance are the phases no more than several

centuries long with high frequency of extreme events recog-

nised during transitional phases as well as during the Holocene

and interpläniglacial sutstage, when several ilusterings of
debris flows or floods causes the chain of changes leading to a

new tendency in the slope or valley floor evolution (incision,

aggradation, cuts and fills). Such phases coincide in the tem-

peiate zone with the cooling episodes, advances of glaciers,

iise of lake levels etc. and are separated by relatively stable

phases. The little Ice Age is a best recognised example of phase

with high frequency of extreme events.

The reaction of the both slope and fluvial systems to external

forcing may be synchronous or metachronous in time. It hap-

pens too that one subsystem slope or fluvial is active and the

änother is passive not only during a single event but also dur-
' ing relatively long periods (whole climatic stages).

The slope and fluvial systems register therefore not only the

longterm changes on stage or substage level, but also various

frequencies of forming events in time. In reconstruction of cli-
matic changes these systems deliver the supplementary
paleoclimatic information to the records from continuous ice,

iake or bog profiles, where relatively stable conditions guar-

antee an undisturbed sequence.

Leszek Srorkel, Deportment of Geomorphology ond Hydrology, lnstitute

of Geogrophy, Poiish Acodemy of Sciences, Polond.. Tel.:+48-12'422 40
gS f oäa'8- i Z-  22 40 85 e-moil:storkel@zg.pon.krokow.pl
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Dotino rockfoll tqluses on Mount Roinier, WA, USA:

estobäshing o method to reconstruct neoglociol regionol

climote

Eric O. Stein and M. Winiger

Neoglacial climate of many regions is well understood whereas

somi others still have not revealed much of their record. For

example, in the Northern Cascades where reconstruction of

Neogiacial climate changes comes largely from the geological

recoid, traces of earlier glaciei advances are often obliterated

by the Little Ice Age (LIA) advances' Additionally, the effects

of active volcanism combined with glacier ice swept away

possible geologic or paleoenvironmental evidence deposited

along valley floors.
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This study introduces the Fossil Talus Method (FTM) as an
alternative method to unveil Neoglacial climate histöry for
alpine regions with active volcanism, as the classic methods
are hampered here. Paleoclimatic data can be provided by com-
bining rockfall talus dynamics and tephrochronology. A talus
is active as long as fresh debris are deposited onto it. As a re-
sult there is no persistent vegetation. Under 'favorable climatic
conditions' a talus becomes inactivated. A talus,covered with
vegetation and buried under a soil is a fossil talus. Rockfall
taluses were chosen in order to limit the influence of running
water. Several climate cycles with a magnitude comparable to
the LIA must have caused a stratigraphy of altering layers of
rock debris and fossil soil. Twenty-two radiocarbon dated
Holocene tephra layers originating from Mount Rainier and
other volcanoes formed isochronous horizons that could be
used as marker beds to date the rockfall talus deposits sand-
wiched between them. A total of eleven rockfall taluses were
located and studied.

The FTM was tested by comparing its results with the rela-
tively well understood LIA deposits and climate within the
area of Mount Rainier National Park. Stratigraphic sequences
have been found in natural exposures which were Iocated
along hiking trails crossing the body of a rockfall talus. The
results indicate that the FTM could provide a new approach
to Neoglacial climate.

Eric O. Stein, M. W-iniger, Geogrophische lnstitute der Universitoet,
Bonn, Germony
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Loke Lison sediments (poleo-Deod Seo) os monitors of
the lost glociol history

M, Stein, S.L. Goldstein, A. Schramm, A. IQtz and A. Starinsky

Precise strontium isotope ratios, combined with chemical
analyses (e.g. Sr / Ca, Mg/Ca ratios), sedimentological infor-
mation and TIMS U-series dating, are used to monitor the
water sources and the evolution of the Dead Sea and its Iate
Pleistocene precursor, Lake Lisan (-70-18 kyr BP; stages 4-2 in
the global record). The materials analyzed.include aragonite,
water-leached soluble salts and gypsum from the type section
of Lisan Formation (Perazim Valley, SW of the b;ad Sea).
Waters were collected from various sources over the drainage
area of the lake. The sterility of the Lisan Fm. sediments, their
strictly non-bioturbated fine lamination (alternating laminae
of aragonite and detritus), and their high content of chloride
salts indicate that Lake Lisan was saline or even hypersaline
water body. In the absence of alternative sources of HCO,- and
SOn2- the abundance of primary aragonite reflects irnport of
very large volume of freshwater into the otherwise saline lake,
resulting in density stratification of this water body. The his-
tory of the upper water layer and that of the lower brine is
reflected in the chemical and strontium isotope compositions
of the aragonite and associated soluble salts, and in the gyp-
sum samples respectively. SOr2-and much of the Ca2* required
for aragonite and gypsum crystallization were supplied by the
freshwater, the complementary Ca2* and much of the Srz* were
added by the lower brine. The upper water layer of Lake Lisan '
acted as an SOn2-accumulator during the lake's rise periods. It
was removed, resülting in prominent gypsum beds, upon cli-
matic-induced (drier periods) mixing or even complete over-
turn of the lake. Low lake stands are also reflected in the ap-
pearance of thick clastic layers in the section. The evolution of
Lake Lisan thus reflects fluctuations between wetter (arago-
nite precipitation) and drier (gypsum or thick clastic layers)
periods. 230Th-234U ages obtained on the aragonites allow us to
iompare the times of transitions in thelithology and lake con-
figuration with the global climatic record. The five prominent
gypsum or clastic layers (at 23,29,38,48 and 56kyr) are well
correlated with the Heinrich/warming events in the GRIP ice
record (H2 to H6 respectively). Thinner clastic layers which

appear throughout the section can be correlated with the
shorter Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles. It is concluded that the
climate in the studied region is linked to the global record. It
was wetter during global cold periods and was dryer during
warmer periods.

Moti Stein, lnstitule of iorth Sciences, The Hebrew University, Givot
Rom, Jerusolem, lsroel. e-moil:motis@vms.huii.oc.il

S.l-. Goldslein, Mox-Plonck lnstitut fur Chemie, Moinz, Germony /
[omont-Doherty Eorth Observotory, Columbio University. Polisodes, Nt
USA.

A. Schromm,, Mox-Plonck lnstitut fur Chemie, Moinz, Germony;

A. Kolz, A. Storinsky, The Hebrew Universify, Jerusolem, lsroel
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CO, limitotion of loke ecosystems during glociol times:
corbon-isotope evidence

F.A. Street-Perrott, Y. Huang, K. Ficken, P. Barber, G. Eglinton,
D, Iglesias-Rodriguez, R.A. Perrott and D. Swain

During the last glacial stage (LGS), the pariial pressure of CO,
in the atmosphere was 80 matm lower than its preindustrial
level of 270 -280matm. This decrease may have had a signifi-
cant impact on photosynthesis in lakes, since CQ diffuses 10a

times more slowly through water than through air. In many
cases, carbon limitation would have been exacerbated by in-
creased pH and salinity, by decreased inputs of biogenic COr'
and plant detritus, or by prolonged freezing. In modern lakes,
scarcity of dissolved CO, is countered by specialized ecologi-
cal strategies, including: bicarbonate uptake (by both algae and
higher plants); uptake of sedimentary CO, (by isoetid higher
plants); use of CAM metabolism (ditto); development of float-
ing and emergent leaves (in higher plants); and formation of
scums at the air-water interface (cyanobacteria and the green
alga Botryococcils). Compound-specific carbon-isotope analy-
ses of aquatic biomarkers from lacustrine organic matter, us-
ing GC-IRMS, provides a means of detecting carbon limita-
tion in the past. Scarcity of dissolved CQ results in reduced
isotopic fractionation by aqiratic plants and algae, and hence.
in relatively heary (high) 8r3C values. Isotope values heavier
than that of glacial atmospheric COr(-7%onor) provide strong
evidence for the deployment of a COr-concentrating mecha-
nism involving HCO3 uptake. We review compound-specific
carbon-isotope evidänce from lake sediments of early- to late-
glacial age from the East African mountains (1500 - 4300 m
a.s.l.), together with supporting paleoecological (pollen and
diatom) data. These provide the following lines of evidence
for carbon limitation of lakes during the LGS: 1) a general in-
crease in the ö13C values of aquatic biomarkers; 2) the occur-
rence of ö13C values higher th an -7%o in algal biomarkers from
at least three lakes; and 3) the prevalence of algae with COr-
concentrating mechanisms, including the green algae
Botryococcus, Pediastrum and Chlorella, and the diatom
Fragilaria.

F. Aloyne StreeFPerrotl, Dept. ,of Geogrophy, University of Woles
Swonseo, Singleton Pork, Swonseo, S,A2 8PB lJ.K:Tel.:+44-1792-
29 591 0 Fox:+44 1792 29 59 55 e-moil:F.A.Street-'
PerrotKlswonseo. oc. u k

Glociol poleotemperotures derived from the groundwoter
orchive olong PEP-Tronsects

Martin Stute

Concentrations of atmospheric noble gases (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe)
dissolved in groundwater reflect the temperature at the water
table in the recharge. In suitable aquifers, the.'noble gas ther-
mometer' can be used to recohstruct continental temperature
changes for the last 30,000 years. The technique is based on a

physical principle, the temperature dependence of the solu-
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bility of noble gases in water, and yields mean annual (soil)

temperatures. Groundwater acts as low-pass filter and conse-

qn"ntty smoothes high frequency fluctuations' The noble gas

tämpeiature of a 20,000 year old groundwater sample, for ex-

u-pl", t"pt"t"nts an average over 2000 to 5000 years'

Noble gas Paleotemperature records reaching back into the

last glacial maximum have been derived for a number of sites

rele'iant for the PEP I-III transects. They suggest that the tropi-

cal and low-latitudinal sites (35'S to 35'N) are characterized

by a 4-6"C cooler climate during the last glacial maximum as

cämpared to today' At higher latitudes, in particular in close

proximity to ice sheets, larger degrees of cooling up to 9'C

irave been found. A comparison with paleotemPerature esti-

mates derived by other techniques (pollen, speleothems, etc)

for the same regions yield consistent results' Generally, noble

gas temperatur-e ,".oidt trrgg"tt a larger climate sensitivity of

ihe low latitudes during glacial times than indicated by ex-

trapolation of paleooceanographic evidence and to a symme-

trlof the magnitude of cooling on both hemispheres'

Mortin Stute, Lomonl-Doherty Eorth Obseivoiory, rte 9W,-Polisodes' NY

10964, USA. Tel.:+l -9ia-365 87 04 Fox:+l-914-365 8l 55

ä-moil:mortins@ldeo.columbio.edu
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Post lond use/cover chonges in lndio ond their impocts

S.S. Sundarael

Land use and cover change are known and undisputed as-

pects of global change (Skole, 1996)' Before the start of the

ägricultuial revolution, the land was covered by 'Potential

Vägetation' which was determined solely by physical factors

*it"h t o anthropogenic intervention. A modeled estimate of

world changes in land use over the past three centuries calcu-
'lates that ttre world's forests and woodlands diminished by

1.2 billion ha or TgVa of the 1700AD total' Grasslands and pas-

tures have declined by 560 million ha, ot 8% of the 17004D

estimates. The rate of change in land cover has not been uni-

form across world regions and it is particularly large on the
'humid Indian sub-continent & on the China plains' Between

1700 and 1980, total cultivated area of India grew from 30 mil-
lion ha to 125 million ha, an increase of 95 million ha to the

total geographical area of India. A considerable proportion of

this expansiän was driven by new irrigation projects that con-

verted semiarid lands to grain cultivation'.

The consequences of this rapid expansive agriculture and ex'

tensiye deforestation are manifold. Soils particularly usuitable

for agriculture, once opened up to the sunlight and direct im-

pact"of the rain, become degraded irreversibly through
iaterization, oxidation, and erosion. The beneficial effects of

forests in regulatin$ water flows and preventing soil erosion

are diminishld, thui raising the likelihood of severe flooding

and siltation of reservoirs and dams' In this background lies

the long-term climatic change, as diminished biomass may.,be

decr"aslng the absorption of carbon dioxide, causing global

heating, possibly rising sea levels from melting ice cap, and

certainlyä lessening of the moderating effect on local climates'

An attempt has been made in this paper to compile the past

changes in tndia, especially on land use and cover and relate

it to;lobal change. This case study is an outcome of an ongo-

ing p'roject on land use, funded by the Department of Science

and Technology, Government of India.

S.S.Sundorvel, Sqlim Ali School of Ecology ond Environmenlol Sciences,

Pondicherry University, University Compus, Velk9t91oIgn-Nog9r,

Kolooet. Pändichenv'605 01 4, indio. Tel.:+91 -41 3-6551 3 Fox:+91 -

a1 g! 65255 / 6521 I' e-moil:bioinpu@iltm-ernet-in

Sclerosponges: o new proxy indicotor of
poleotemeroture ond solinity

P.K.Swart, M.Grammer and D.McN eilt

Sclerosponges are slow growing organisms which secrete a

dense äragönitic skeleton. The growth rate of sclerosponges

has been studied by both direct staining using Alizarian Red-

S, r+a und "onb, and by U-Th methods' The staining study, es-

timated a growth rate of 0.1 to 0.2 mm/yr' The radiometric

methods gäve slightly higher growth rales (0'27mm/yr using
laC and 0.22mm/yr using'zl0Pb). We'measured the growth rates

of four sclerosponges collected from Exuma Sound, Tongue of

the Ocean uttd B"lir" using the ö1aC method' Based on siz'e

and direct dating methods, we have sclerosponges in our pos-

session which aie over 600years old, other specimens, whose

internal structure has been largely obliterated by boring or-

ganisms were over 1000years in age. We have been able to cor-

relate the oxygen isotopic composition of the sclerosponges to

COADS data irom the area where the sponges were collected'

This reveals the expected inverse correlation between temPera-

ture and oxygen isotopic composition associated with the in-

crease in the global concentration of carbon dioxide'

In addition to being faithful recordeers of the temperature and

salinity of the oceuis, scle.osponges typically grow over a large

range in depths. In pärticulai they grow in caves, beneath

ledjes, and bn vertical escarPments at depths of between 90

utrJt50 metres. Their large vertical depth range allows them

to be used as mechanisms to sample changes in the vertical

structure of the oceans.

In summary sclerosponges offer an exciting new opportunity

to retrieve records of climate which are significantly longer

than those offered by corals' In addition they are apparently

more closely in equilibrum with -their 
environment, more re-

sistant to diagenesis than corals, and occur over a wide range

of depths.

Peter K. Swort, MGG/RSMAS, 4600 Rickenbocker Cousewoy, Miomi Fl

33149, USA. Tel.:+l-305-361 41 03 Fox:+1-305-361 4632
e-moil:psworl@rsmos.miomi.edu
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Tree response to increosing otmospheric corbon dioxide

concentrotions

V.R. Swit sur, I . S. Wat erhous e, A.C'B arker, A'H,Car t er,

D.L.Hemming,.N.l. Loader and l.Robertson .

Amongst the predicted response of plants to rising atmospheric

carbon dioxide concentration is an increase in their water use

efficiency, brought about by either an increase in the assimila-

tion rate or a diminishing of the stomatal conductance, or a

combination of these. Such a rise has been observed in growth

chamber experiments but there are few reports on changes of

water use efficiencies in trees growirig under natural condi-

tions. We have measured values of ö13C in cellulose of the an-

nual growth from several tree species from regions of Eng-

land,-ni,rthern Scotland and southwestern Finland' Within

these regions suitable sites having different hydrological char-

' acteristics were chosen in order to assess the effects of differ-

ing water availability under the same prevailing climatic con-

ditions. The measured values of 813C, together with
interpolated values for the concentration of atmospheric car-

bon äioxide, have enabled us to calculate values of intrinsic

water use efficiencies (IWUE) with an annual resolution' At

all sites there is an increase in IWUE during the latter part of

this century which corresponds with the p-eriod of maximum

increase in-carbon dioxide concentration' But it apperars that

the response of trees to increaseing carbon dioxide levels is

influenied by their local environment and climate'aaa
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Were the South Americon tropics wet or dry during the
Lost Glociol Moximum? An onswer bosed on diotom
studies.

F. Syloestre, S.Seraant-Vildary and M. Seraant

A piston core, collected in a dry salt lake (Salar of Coipasa) on
the South Bolivian Altiplano (3652 m altitude) revealed a con_
tinuous accumulation of läcustrine sediments over 10 m. A
high-resolution diatom study has been realized in the upper
five meters. These lacustrine sediments are dated between ca
21,000 yr BP and ca 17,750 yr Bp, based on seven AMS radio_
carbon ages performed on total organic matter. Lake-level fluc-
tuations are estimated on relätive variations of planktonic dia_
toms. Ionic composition and salinity of water are inferred by
transfer functions based on a modern calibrated diatom model.
Between ca 21,000 and ca20,700yr Bp, the lake{evel was low
with the salinity between 4 and 76 g.1r. At ca 20,700 yr Bp,
increased lake{evel and decreased in salinity (39-33 g.1:1) are
suggested by planktonic Chaetoceros spp.,which dominated the
assemblage.

AIter ca20,700 j.r BP, short-term variations appeared and em-
phasized between ca 19,500 yr BP and ca 18,680 yr Bp. They
are marked by high lake{evel - low salinity / low lakeJevel -
hi8her salinity as indicated by alternation between planktonic
Chaetoceros spp. and benthic polysaline Amphora coffeaeformis.
After ca 18,680 yr BP, fine laminations indicate shorter term
variablity of paleohydrological conditions.
This increase of lake-level in the Salar of Coipasa cannot be
explained by the lake Titicaca discharge. The Laie Titicaca level
was at that time 17 m below outlet altitude, according to the
plynological data.

High latitude southern tropical areas were.wetter than today
during the Last Glacial Maximum. This is in ägreement witir
pollen record from the lowland Amazonia.

Florence Sylveshe, Universit6 d'Anger, UFR Sciences. Loborotoire de
G6ologie, 2,Boulevord Lovoisier, 4i045 Anger c"dei, F.once. Tel.:+33-
2-41 73 53 8l Fox:+33-2-41 73 53 52 e-moil:florence.sylvestre@univ-
ongers.fr

S.ServonFVildory, ORSTOM-MNHN, toborotoire de G6ologie, poris,
Fronce

M. Servont, ORSTOM, Bondy ceddx, Fronce
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Lote Glociol ond eorly Holocene loke-level chonqes in
the South Tropicol Andes (Bolivio): evidence for än
interhemispheric link between Northern Atlontic Oceon
circulotion ond otmospheric circulotion on the South
Tropicol Highlonds

F. Sylaestre, S.Seyoant-Vildary, M. Seroant and C. Causse

Adirect comparison of raC and uoTh/rrny u 
"shows 

that dur-
ing high lake-level, there is an excellent agreement between
the 1aC calendar agös and the 230Th/23aU ages. During low lake-
level, laC apparent ages are greater than U/Th ages. The dif-
ference of - 2 ka suggest a reservoir effect due to a discharge
of fossil phreatic water, previously supplied during the former
transgressive period. Our validated 1€ chronology suggests
that the hurnid Tkuca phase started at cä 16 raC ka Bp and
reached its hydrological optimum between ca 13 and ca 12 1aC

ka BP. A moderate lacustrine oscillation (Coipasa eaent) islo-
cated between 9.5 1aC ka BP and 8.5 laC ka Bp, after reservoir-
corrected conventional laC chronology.

Our revised cfuonology is in good agreement.with regional
data: (i) fluvial chronological data show a humid phas" iepr"_
sented in several Bolivian Andean valleys by the presence oI
peat-bogs dated between ca 10 1€ ka BP and ca I trc ka Bp;
(ii) chronological lacustrine data, based on U/Th ages and dia-
tom studies show a high lake{evel at 9.5 ka Bp in small
lacustrine basins located in the.southernmost part of the Bo_
livianAltiplano (Lipez); (iii) palynological analyses in the lake
Titicaca suggest ä minor oscillation oI the lake level at ca 9.6
laC ka BP, indicated by an increase of pediastrum and
Botryococcus taxa.

These comparisons With regional data on the Bolivian
' Altiplano show that thb major hydiological changes during

the Late Glacial are related to precipitation minui Evapora_
tion (P-E) changes, especially between 12,400 and 8,800 calen-
dar yr BP. The major hydrological fluctuatibns recorded in the
Bolivian Altiplano appear in phase with climatic changes rec_
ognized in in sub-equatorial and tropical lowlands, suggest-
ing that south Tropical America were moister than todayäur_
ing the Late-Glacial and early Holocene times.

A comparison with the seasonal insolation fluctuations shows
that lakelevel changes in Bolivian Andes are not fully ex-
plained by insolation changes; but the comparison witi the
melt-water discharge calculated from the Barbados sea-level
curve suggests a great synchoneity between lake highlands in
Bolivian Andes and the two melt-water pulses centred at 12
kyr BP and 9.5 kyr BP. We suggest that climatic changes
ocurring in the south tropical Andes during the Late-Glaaial
and early Holocene times are linked to the two-step deglacial
model for the North Atlantic Ocean.

Florence Sylveslre, Universit6 d'Anger, UFR Sciences, loboroloire de
G6ologie, 2, Boulevord Lovoisier, 49045 Anger cedex, Fronce. Tel.:+33-
2-41 73 53 8l Fox:+33-2-41 73 53 52 e-mäil:florence.sylvestre@univ-
ongers.fr

S.Servont-Vildory, ORSTOM-MNHN, Loborotoire de G6ologie, poris,
Fronce

M. Servont, ORSTOM, Bondy cedex, Fronce
' C. Cousse, CNRS URA 723-MNHN,'Loborotoire de G6ologie, poris,

Fronce

ShorFterm voriobility of climote in Beiiing, Chino over
the lost I 130 yeors: evidence from stologmite onnuol
loyers

Ming Tan

Many authors have showed that the greater the precipitation,
the thicker the calcite layers of speleothems which are annu-
ally laminated (Broecker 1960, Baker et a1.7993, Shopov et
a1.1994, Railsback et a1.1994, Qenty et a1.7996) Based on com-
parison with historical documents, instrumental records and
laC dating a stalagmite from Beijing Shihua Cave, China has
been demonstrated to be annually deposited, and the thick-
ness of its anriual layers represents magnitude of annual rain-
fall (Tan et a1.7997). With the continuous 1130 stalagmite an-
nual layers short-term variability of climat is futher discussed.
To understand interannual variability of precipitation with the
series of the annual layers a prameter is presented;

V=(X.-X"_r)/Min(X,.X"., )

where X. is layer thickness of n-year, X,_, is the thickness of
the year before n-year, Min (X..X,-r) is thÄ minimum of X" and
X"_r, and thus V is magnitude of interannual variablity reiated
to the former year. The precipitation is on the increase if V is
positive and on the decrease if V is negative. The result shows
that the interannual variability had a trend of reduced inten-
sity during the last 1130 years, and the positive and negative
variability usually appeared in couple.
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The changes in thickness of the stalagmite layers show that

there are variations in precipitation in Beijing on decade to

century timescales. Seven wet heights and seven dry depres-

sions are approximately recognized in the fluctuated curve'

736-y ear, SÖ-year, 1 8- 1 S-year, 17 -y ear, 5.8-year, 3-year and 2-

year climatic cycles are revealed by a simple pow_er sPectrum

änalysis of the entire composite time series' However, an

evolutive method would better isolate the true time-frequency

of the data. In this case, different cycles such as quasicycles of

2-year, 3-year, S-year and l0-year appear intermittently, and

sometim'es merge or branch off.

This work is a part of PEP-II project and supported by NNSF

of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences'
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Volidotion for the corol proxy dotq of seo surfoce

temperoture in the oPen oceon

Youichi Tanimoto and Atsuko Suzuki

The role of coral Paleoclimatic data is strongly increasing in

order to examine the variability of climate over the interdecadal

and centennial time scales. This is the major goals of the inter-

national project of CLIVAR (Climate Variability and Predict-

ability). Although the proxy,sea surface temperature (SST) from

the coral skeletons comPares well to SSTs at anearby monitor-

ing station in the coral reef, fluctuations of oceanic and mete-

oÄlogical variables in the reef are not always similar to those

in the*open ocean' We examine whether the published coral

proxy däta are useful for an indication of basin-scale varia-

iiotrr orre. hnttdreds of years in the equatorial Pacific' Our sta-

tistical study shows that coral variations longer than the bien-

nial time scale are well correlated with the SST observations

in the open ocean.

Youichi Tonimoto, Minomi Osowo 'l-1, Hochioii, 192-03, Jopon'

Tel.:+81-426'77 25 95 Fox:+81 -426-77 25 89

e-moil:tonimoto@comp.melro-u.oc.ip

Atsuko Suzuki, Morine Geology Deportment, Geologicol Survey of
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Lote Glociql mqximum biomes reconstructed from pollen

ond plont mocrofossil doto from Northern Eurosio:

poleocli motic i nterPretotion

P.E, Tarasoa and l, Guiot

Newly compiled pollen and plant macrofossil data from north-

ern Eurasia were used to reconstruct vegetation of the last gla-

cial maximum. That reconstruction was done with a quantita-

tive method of biomization (Prentice et a1.,7996)' At 18 ka

tundra dominated a large area north of 57'N latitude at the

place of modein cold deciduous and taiga forests' Cool steppe

was reconstructed south of that latitude where cool mixed and

temperate deciduous forests grow today. Taiga appeared north-

easiof the Black Sea, ca 1500 km south of its present limit in

the European Russia, while in south-western Siberia taiga was

reconstrr]cted only slightly south of its southern limit today,

suggesting the influence of the Scandinavian ice sheet was

*ot" ptotto.rrrced west of the Urals. Broad-leaüed trees were

confined to the eastern coast of the Black Sea, where cool mixed

and cool conifer forests were reconstructed at 18 ka' The lim-
ited pollen data from central Asia and Mongolia do not pro-

vide evidences that vegetation was substantially different from

today. Reconstructed vegetation changes have been explained

by the global .oöfit g and change in the atmospheric-circula-

ti,on. Dry and cold north-easterly winds from the Scandinavian

glacial inticyclone entered eastern Europe and southward shift

äf the westerly jet caused wetter conditions in southern Eu-

rope as far as'western Georgia. These results are a-contribu-

tion to the IGBP-PAGES sponsored Biome6000, PEPIII and

PMIP projects.

Povel E. Torosov Loboroloire de Botonique Hislorique et Polynologie,

CNRS UA I 152, cose 45'l , 13397 Morseille cedex 20, Fronce'

Tel.:+33'4-91 288 527 tox:+33'4'9 I 288668
e-moil:ms45l o I 2@vmeso I 2. u-3mrs.fr

Anolysis of forcing, resPonse, ond feedbocks in

poleoclimote modeling exPeriments

IGrl E. Taalor and Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparisan

P roject (P MIP ) Part ic iPan ts

Paleoclimate studies are often iustified as being necessary to

determine whether climate models and their predictions of

future climate change can be trusted. The overall measure of

how much climate responds to a given radiative perturbation

is provided by the global climate sensitivity parameter' In cli-

mate model experiments, this parameter aPpears to be some-

what independent of the cause of the perturbation, but it may

differ from one model to the next by as much as a factor of

three. Moreover, there are some scientists who claim that all

models are much more sensitive than the climate system it-

self. Thus, it is -valuable to determine which models (if any)

are consistent with the paleoclimate record'

ln an analysis of the Paleoclimate Model lntercomparison

Pröject (PMIP) simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum
(LiM), we have calculated how the "forcing" and feedbacks

determine the climatic resPonse. In the PMIP context, the ice

sheet distribution is prescribed and the resulting increase in

planetary albedo is the most imPortant "forcing" factor' Also

important are radiation perturbations induced by changes in

atmospheric CO, concentration, and an effect associated with
the change in surface elevation where the ice sheets are lo-

cated.

The PMIP inodel simulations yield temPerature changes that

are broadly consistent with observations, which diminishes

the probability that estimates of future climate change are

grossly exaggerated. The differences in climate sensitivity

ärnotrg tn" t""aeb canbe traced to diffbrences inboth the "forc-

ing" and feedbacks simulated by the models' Cloud feedbacks

anä sea ice feedbacks account for a large fraction of the differ-

ences in model responses, but other feedbacks are certainly

not negligible. A summary of the importance of each feedback

and how-it contributes to climate sensitivity in each model

will be presented.

Korl E. Toylor, Progrom for Climole Model Diognosis ond

lntercomoLrison (PtMDll, Lowrence Livermore Notionol Loborotory"

LivermorL, Colifornio, USA. e-moil:ktoylor@pcmdi.llnl gov
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Diotom-derived poleoconductivity estimotes for Loke

Awosso, Ethiopiä: evidence for pulsed inflows of soline

groundwoter?

Richard l. Telford and Henry F. Lamb

Closed-basin lakes should provide a sedimentary record of '
changes in the balance between precipitation and evaporation'

Howiver, groundwater inflows and outflows may obscure the

climatic signal, especially if the inflow includes chemically-
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charged hydrothermal waters. Evidence for this effect is ap-
parent in the 6,500-year diatom-stratigraphic record of Lake
Awassa, a 92km2 lake situated in a Pliocene caldera of the Ethio-
pian Rift Valley. The present-day lake is oligosaline (conduc-
tivity 880mS.cm-l), sodium carbonate-dominated and has a pH
of 8.75. Obsidian lavas and peralkaline rhyolitic pumices origi-
nate from volcanic centres within the lake's catchment. Hot
springs in the area have conductivities ranging from 1400 to
2500 mS.cm'r.

Paleohydrochemical changes were inferred from the Lake
Awassa diatom record using the weighted-average calibration
of Gasse et al. (1995). The lake was most saline from -6400 -
6200 14C yrs BP, and from -5200 - 4000 14C yrs BP, with two
brief episodes of lower conductivity during the latter period.
Lake depth changes do not co-vary with paleosalinity. Al-
though the timing of the salinity changes is similar to the tim-
ing of lake-level change in the nearby Ziway-Shalla lakes, their
directions are the reverse of that expected from a climatic cause.
Dissolution of the tephra layers that underlie both phases of
high conductivity cannot explairfthe salinity increases, because
rhyolitic tephras are insufficiently soluble. Instead, a plausi-
ble.mechanism for the observed changes in lake chemistry is
the pulsed input of groundwater enriched in sodium bicarbo-
nate by the reaction of silicate minerals and volcänic glass with
carbonic acid,.formed from the solution of carbon dioxide
degassed from magma beneath the Awassa caldera. Diatom-
inferred hydroehemistry cannot therefore be used to recon-
struct climate change from the sediment record of LakeAwassa.
Future saline groundwater discharges in the Rift Valley lakes
may have adverse effects on fish stocks and human health.

Richord Telford, lnstitute of Geogrophy ond Eorth Sciences, University of
Wo les, Aberystwyth, U K. Tel. : +44- I 97 0 - 622597 F ox:+44- 1 97 O-
622659 e-moilrit95@ober.oc.uk
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Quontitotive poleoclimotic reconstructions imply shollow
lopse rotes during the Lote Pleistocene in the Southern
Greot Bosin, USA

Robert S. Thompson, Katherine H. Anderson and Patrick l.
Bartlein

Radiocarbon-dated plant macrofossil assemblages from
packrat (Neotoma) middens provide detailed evidence of the
late Pleistocene vegetation of the Southwestern United States.
Plant remains from these deposits can generally be identified
to the species level, although the relative abundances of taxa
within the fossil assemblages may not accurately reflect the
past proportions of species on the landscape. This lack of mean-
ingful quantification has impeded attempts to reconstruct past
climates from packrat middens using methodologies devel-
oped for use with palynological data. To circumvent these dif-
ficulties we: 1) compiled a modern presence-absence database
of the geographic distributions of more than 400 tree and shrub
species in North America; 2) aligned these distributions with
modern climatic data on a 25-km equal area grid of the conti-
nent; 3) developed a methodology based on the Jaccard match-
ing coefficient to use presence-absence data from the modern
grid and from fossil assemblages to determine which modern
sites have vegetation (and presumably climate) most similar
to that recorded in ancient packrat middens; and,4) then used
this methodology to reconstruct late Pleistocene climates of
southern Nevada and adjacent regions.

Our paleoclimatic reconstructions imply that in southern Ne-
vada during the late Pleistocene the gradients of decreasing
temperature and increasing precipitation with rising elevation
were more gradual than those of today. For example, we esti-
rirate that during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ca. 18,000
yr B.P.) the mean annual temperature at 800 m elevation was
9.2.C colder than at present, whereas at 1600 m elevation, we

estimate thät the LGM temperature was only 5.2 C colder than
today. Similarly, we estimate that LGM mean annual precip!
tation was 3.0 times gleater than today at 800 m, but only 1.7
times greater at 1600 m elevation. Paleoclimatic proxy data
and numerical model simulations of past climates indicate that
during the late Pleistocene the westerlies were displaced south-
ward from their modem* position into the southwestern United
States. The pefsistence through the year of a strong pole-to-
equator temperature gradient at that time also cäused the
westerlies to be much,stronger during the summer season than
they are today. These.factors would have led to more frequent
cyclonic storms in the Yucca Mountaii"r region throughout the
year, enhaneed cloudiness, and a replacement of the present-
day convective precipitation regime by frontal storms that
would have provided precipitation across the elevational
range. This change in storm patterns would have reduced the
rate of change (relative to today) of decreasing temperature
with rising elevation.

Robert S. Thompson. Globol Chonge ond Climote Hisrory Teom, U.S.
Geologicol Survey, Box 25046, MS980, Denver Federol Center Denver,
CO 80225, USA. Tel: +l-303-236.5347 fox: +l-303-236-5349 e-
moil: rthompson@usgs.gov

Kotherine H. Anderson, INSTARR, University of Cölorodo USA

Potrick J. Bortlein, University of Oregon, Eugene USA
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Digitol sedimentcolour qnolysis (DSCA) of ultro-high
resolution records - the decoding of sub-mm scole
oscillotions in geologic sedimenÄ

lürgen Thurow, Dnniel Herron, Alexqndra Nederbragt, NeiI
Rober[s and Michael Schaaf

Much information about sedimentological, climatic, and ocea-
nographic conditions at the time of seäiment deposition is re-
corded directly in the sediment colour of fresh marine/
lacustrine/terrestrial sediments. The decoding of such colour
variability can yield fast and in-depth information on these
matters especially when utilised as an integrated approach
with other high-resolution geological data (e.g. wireline logs,
physical property data, chemical data).

Since DSCA and geophysical logging are non-deStructive
methods, they can be easiiy applied to any kind of sedimen-
tary archives. In the case of laminated sediments, the laminae
signal can also be utilised to automatically count the laminae
and thus derive a high precision stratigraphy. In addition to
sediment sequences any other colour record produced by natu-
ral variations (e.g. tree ring records) can be analysed by this
method.

Colour variation records can be used as independent time,se-
ries, in conjunction with other records (physical property data),
or for comparison with other geological data. The speed änd
resolution of the colour variability measurements renders the
techniquä a perfect enlargement towards higher resolutions
of standard geotechniques. Through its high resolution this
method eliminates the most common problem of geological
time-series: the small number of datapoints and low resolu-
tion. Both linear and non-linear time-series analysis can be
performed on these datasets. The length of the colour time-
series exceeds standard time-series and hence allows the ap-
plication of spectral analysis, the calculation of evolutionary
power spectra or even Wavelet transform, to study the modi-
fication of spectral power with time. This enables the decod-
ing of variability from sub-annual periodicity to lower fre-
quency signals in the centennial to millennial frequency band.

We present.examples of natural colour records to demonstrate
the variety of applications and the potential of DSCA to pro-
vide detailed insight into the high frequency variability of
Quaternary sedimentation and its forcing factors: a) solar in-
fluences and climate variability (lake records from Turkey,

m,ffi.Rq
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Germany; marine marginal basins off California), b) sea-level

and glacial variability (marine laminated/bioturbated se-

quenies), c) human impacts on terrestrial ecosystems (fjord-

Äcords from W.Canada, lake records from Germany)'

Jueroen Thurow, Dept. of Geologicol Sciences, UCL, Gower Slreel,

Lond"on WCI E 3Bt,'UK. Tel.:+44- 171'5O4 2416 Fax:+44-171-388

761 4 e-moil:i.$urow@ucl.oc.uk
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Veqetotion response to cclimotic chonges: new pollen

dio"gro.t frot the northern Pirin Mountoins (S"W'

Bulgoriol

Spassimir Tonkoo, Hristina Panoaska, Goran Possnert and

ilissaueta Boziloua

Poilen analysis was performed on two cores collected from

the central part of the glacial lake Ribno Banderishko (2190m

a.s.l.) locat;d in the subalpine Pinus montana belt and from a

peat-bog (1800m a.s.l.) in the coniferous Picea-Pinus belt' The

*ait süges in the reconstruction of the Lateglacial and

Holocenekora and vegetation development are chronologi-

cally delimited by radiocarbon dating. The fossil pollen record

froÄ the lake sediments starts with the dominance of open

lateglacial herb communities composed of Ärtemisia, P oaceae'

Chenopodiaceae and Compo"sitae species'Among them were

distributed stands with few" Pinus, Betula and Ephedra' Tli.e

melting of the mountain glaciers and the rapid warming of

the cliÄate at the beginning of the Holocene resulted in the

successive spreading of /u niperus, Betula and P inus at higher

altitudes anä in the dominance of the Quercetum-,mixtum for-

ests with Tilia, Lllmus and later on Corylus below them' The

correlation of both pollen diagrams is possible for the last 8500

yrs. B.P. TWo important events in the forest development at

mid and higher ältitudes are registered respectively ca'6200

yrs.B.P. and-2800 yrs'B.P' as a result of climatic changes,and

niigration Patterns. The first one marks the start of the shap-

ing"of theconiferous belt dominated by Pinus (P'diploxylon-

tyle and P.peuae) and' Abies while the second one reflects the

expansion of Picea and partly of Fagus as the last tree immi-

grants.

Soossimir Tonkov, Universiry of Sofio, Foculty of Biology, Deportment of

Äiü"" - r.L.r.t rv of Polvnologv, blud.Tzor osuoboditel 15, sofio-
'l 000, Bulgorio. le(.:+359-2-656 39,l -direct or +359-2-633 03 I 4

rä,issslzaolsSg or 656641.e-moil:tonkov@biofoc'uni-sofio'bg

Hristino Ponovsko, Elissoveto Bozilovo, University of Sofio, Sofio,

Bulgorio

Goron Possnerl, University of Uppsolo, Uppsolo, Sweden
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Tree response to climotic stress ot the olpine timberline os

reflected in the modern pollen roin

Christ ine Tschisner and Notburga Wahl mueller

The upper timberline is a significant vegetational limit in al-

pine e-nvironments' It is sensitive to climate change and there-

?o.e ,rr"d for climate reconstruction in the Holocene' In the

frame of the EU-project "FOREST-Response to Environmen-

tal Stress at Timblr[nes" modern pollen rain is monitored at

the alpine timberline to elucidate the correlation between cli-

mate variables, tree response and modern pollen deposition'

The Austrian part of the project aims to trace the pollination

response of tr;es to climatic stress and furthermore the loca-

tion of modern alpine timberline by means of pollen influx
values. For this PurPose several modified Tauber pollen traps

were placed in altitudinal steps of 50 m along a transect within
a tim6erüne ecotone of Swiss stone pine stand s (Pinus cembra')'

The annual pollen rain is monitored for two years now and

yields essential results for a better understanding of pollen

accumulation rates in Peat sequences' 'Trees at the alpine

timberline are much more affected by frost days than by sea-

sonal temperature or precipitation. The crucial point for pol-

len development is the occurence of frost days at that time

when the primordia of the male flowers are induced' In con-

sequence ihis determines the pollen production-and-the pol-

len rain of the following year' Furthermore, pollen dispersal

is positive correlated to the weather conditions during the flow:

".ing 
,"urot . Tree pollen influx of Swiss stone pine fluctuates

between 100G4000 grains/cm2yr within the forest and de-

creases below 500 grains/cm2yr above the timberline' The lo-

cation of the timbeiline is recorded at 500 grains/cm2yr' This

threshold enables to detect even minor timberline fluctuations

of the past 8000 years in fossil pollen spectra of the area'

Klous Oeggl, Botonicol lnstilute, Sternworteshosse 1 5, A-6020
lnnsbruckläustrio. Tel. : +43-5 I 2-507 59 44 F ox:+ 43 - 51 2- 507 27 1 5

e-moil : klous.oeggl@uibk.oc.ot
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ENSO-style climotic voriobi{ity during interglociol ond

glociol climote regimes: evidence from living ond Lote

öuoternory onnuälly-bonded mossive corols in PoPUo

New Guineo

Alexander W.Tudhope, Malcolm T. McCuIIoch, Colin P' Chilcott,

Graham B. Shimmieid, Daaid W. Lea and lohn Chappell

Geochemical analysis of living and ancient annually-banded

Porites coralsfrom north coast Papua New Guinea provides a

means of investigating the long-term stability of ENSO-style

climate dynamics. Key attributes of the region include its lo-

cation in ihe Western Equatorial Pacific Warm Pool, the strong

correlation between regional climate and ENSO (drought and

cool'SST during El Niflo phases), and the presence of well-

preserved raisä Holocene and late Pleistocene coral reefs

which facilitate access to glacial and interglacial corals'

Comparison of two 110-year long 6180 records from living cor-

als located 150 km apart reveals them to be strongly corre-

lated along their length, with similar long-term trends, and

significanicoherence at periods ol 2 years, 3--5 years and 7 -20

yJars. These results indicate that coral 8180 records are

regionally reproducible for variability spanning a wide range

of.-fr"quer,ciäs (seasonal-centennial). Evolutionary spectral

analysis of these records, and comparison with instrumental

datasets, extends our previous finding of significant changes

in the frequency and spatial manifestation of ENSO through

the past century.

High-stand corals; Analysis of multi-decadal 818O records from

hi[h sea level stand Holocene and last interglacial corals indi-
caLs the presence of relatively weak but distinct ENSO with
3-6 year period. Low-stand corals: Sr/Ca analysis of a 128 ka

co.al *hich grew during the penultimate deglaciation when

global sea level was about -80m indicates SST's ca' 6t lower

ihen present. Spectral analysis of a 7 0 y ear long timeseries of

ö18O irom thiJcoral indicates the presence of ENSO, with
interdecadal variations in the strength of this component of

the climate system. These features are strongly reminiscent of

patterns seen in modern corals and instrumental datasets, in-

äicating that ENSO may be a Persistent mode of operation of

the ctÄate system even at times of very significantly differ-

ent global climate and sea level boundary conditions'

Sondv Tudhope, Morine Geosciences Unit, Deporlment of Geology &

ö"oJhuri.t. Edinbr.qh Universitv, Wesl Moins Rood, Edinburgh EH9

3JW S'cotlond, U.K. Tel.:+44-l 3i -650 8508 Fox:+44-l 3l -668 3l 84

e-moil:Sondy.Tudhope@ed.oc.uk

Molcolm T. McCulloch, Austrolion Notionol University, Conberro,

Austrolio.

Colin P. Chilcott, Edinburgh University. Scotlond.

Grohqm B. Shimmield, Dunstoffnoge Morine Loborotory, Obon,

Scotlond.

Dovid W. Leo, University Colifornio Sonlo Borboro, U'S'A'
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John Choppell, Austrolion Ndlionol University, Conberro, Austrolio.
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Perspectives for poleoenvi ronmentol studies i n

Amozonio: the LBA poleo-component

B. Turcq, P. Colinaaux, R.C. Cordeiro, L. Martin, F.F.L. Simrcs
Filho, A. Sifeddine and K. Suguio

LBA is an international research initiative lead by Brazil, de-
signed to create the new knowledge needed to understand the
climatological, ecological, biogeochemical, and hydrological
functioning of Amazonia, the impact of land use change.on
these functions, and the interactions between Amazonia and
the Earth system. Amazonia has experienced natural climatic
changes in the past, particularly.over the.last 20,000 years in-
cluding the recent past,. but all estimates of past ecosystems
changes in the Amazoh region are hampered by an extreme
lack of data. The few available records suggest a history of
dynamic change, not only for glacial/interglacial transitions
but also for the late Holocene. The paleoclimatic studies show
that the modified global conditions of Last Glacial Maximum
(18,000 yr B.P.: Iower SSI lower CO' higher albedo) have pro-
voked a 4 to 8'C lowering of terrestrial temperature in Ama-
zon, forest regression in regions where pr.esent-day rainfall is
low and strong slope erosions during the glacial-interglacial
transition. Changes in the seasonal shift of convergence oc-
curred between 12 and 9000 yr B.P. Short duration dry events,
causing fire hysteria, have been identified, with different fre-
quencies of occurrence during the last 7000 yr. These events
seems correlated with other climate anomalies in South
America in a pattern similar to present-day El Nifro events.

Howevet our data are too few to be certain of even the larger
regional changes. The thrust of the LBA paleocliniatology com-
ponent will be the record of the last millennia, seeking to iden-
tify incidence of fire, short-term climatic variability, and such

, repetitive events as the consequences of ENSO phenomena.
However, the approach will also allow to identify the response
of Amazonian ecosystems to major climatic or environmental
changes such as altered CQ concentrations, different tempera-
ture and rainfall patterns, associated with the end of the last
glaciation and the markedly lowered water table.

Bruno Turcq, Deportomento de Geoquimico, Universidode Federol
Fluminense, Morro do Volonguinho s/n",24020-007 Niter6i. Brozil.
Tel.:+55-21 -7 17 41 89 Fox:+55-2,l - 620 70 25 e-moil:geoturc@vm.u{f.br
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Lote glociol londscope ond vegetotion in Epirus, NW
Greece

Charles Turner and Maria-Fernanda Sanchez Goni

Epirus, Greece's mountainous north-western province, is of
particular interest to paleoecologists as a potential refugial area
for Eupope's temperate trees during the glacial stages of the
Quaternary. Long pollen records from Lake Pamvotis
(Ioannina) (Bottema, 7974; Tzedakis 1994) support this view,
but the pollen catchment is too large to provide more precise
information. Our objective has been to study smaller lake ba-
sins that yield a more localised record of vegetational change.

Cores were taken from Lakes Ziros and Tseravinas (Turner &
Sahchez-Goni, 7997) for which the pollen diagrams are pre-
sented here. Both lakes are less than 800 m across, occupying
basins of teitonic origin, but provide an interesting contrast.
Lake Ziros lies in southern Epirus at about 50 m a.s.l., close to
the Gulf of Arta and just within the present coastal zone of
lowland Mediterranean vegetation. Lake Tseravinas, in north-
western Epirus close to the Albanian border, is at about 450 m
a.s.l., close to small mountain ranges forming the foothills of
the Northern Pindus.

The results from the twö pollen sequences are important in
spanning the transition between the open steppe-type condi-
tions of the last glacial.stage and the forested ones of the
Holocene. Radiocarbon dätes have only been obtained for the
Tseravinas sequence, but we are confident that our correla-
tion between the two sites is broadly correct. Steppe-grass-
land dominatöd at both sites before f 5,OOOnl, wlttr sgnlflcu"t
representation of oak at Ziros compared with Tseravinas. Af-
ter 15,000BR atZiros well-developed oak woodland was rap-
idly established, whilst at Tseravinas there was an initial peak
of birch, a tree now absent from Greece, living way to oak-
dominated woodländ. There seems to be little sign of .signifi-
cant vegetational change at Ziros corresponding to the Younger
Dryas, but at the higher altitude ofTseravinas there is evidence
for a climatically-induced.reduction of tree cover and a return
tö open habitats and pine-dominated woodland, before resur-
gence of deciduous woodland with a variety of tree taxa that
suggest full Holocene conditions.

In disagreement with Willis (1992a) who concluded that the
Late Glacial in Epirus was largely characterised by steppe-
grassland conditions, our evidence suggests a well-wooded
landscape, and that oak was firmly established in lowland
coastal areas of Epirus before 15,000 BP.

Bottema, S. (1974) Late Quaternary vegetation history of northwestern
Greece. Thesis, Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen.

Tumer, C, & Sanchez Goni, M.-F. (1997) Late Glacial landscape and veg-
etation in Epirus. Chapter 29, pp. 559-585 in Bailey, G.N. (ed.)Klithi:
Paleolithic settlement and Quatemaqy landscapes in northwest Greece.
Vol. 2. McDonald Institute Monographs, Cambridge .

Tzedakis, P.C. (7994) Vegetation change through giacial-interglacial cy-
cles: a long term pollen sequence perspective. Philosphical Transac-
tions of the Royal Society of LondonB3li,403-432.

Willis, K.J. (1992a) The late Quaternary vegetational history of Greece: I
Lake Gramousti. New Phytologist. 121: 701.-117.

Willis, K.J. (1992b) The late Quatemary vegetational history of Greece: II
Rezina marsh. New Phytologist. 1,21,: 119-138.

Chorles Turner, Deporlment of Eorth Sciences, The Open University,
Milton Keynes, MKZ 6A4, United Kingdom

Morio-Fernondo Sonchez Goni, D6porlement de G6ologie el
Oc6onogrophie, Universil6 Bordeoux l, Tolence, Fronce-
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The zonol opprooch os on instrument for reconstructing
post climotes

Va I enti na V. Ukra i nt seaa

Paleofloristic data have long been used in reconstruction of
quantitaties characteristics of some elements of past climates.
The author used zonal vegetation types, as indicators of
paleoclimates of the areas where the fossil animals dwelt, re-
constructed with the aid of pollen-spores analysis of food re-
mains of fossil animals (bison, horse, four mammoths) and
deposits in which the above animals were buried (Ukraintseva
1993). To estimate the character of past climates, the following
elements have been used: mean month and mean annual air
temperatures; sum of air temperatures above of 0t; sum of
air temperatures below of 0 "C; tnean annual precipitation; and
precipitation for a period of positive temperatures. Sum of air,
temperatur<is above 0 C and precipitation for period of air tem-
peratures above 0C, expressed as percentage of total precipi-
tation, were used to reveal conditions of growth.of zonal veg-
etation types. A distinct correlätion observed between heat
(sum of air temperatures above 0.C) and moisture provision
(precipitation for the period of positive air temperatures) and
zonal vegetation types (Figure 1) suggests that these climate
characteristics show promise for estimation of paleoclimates
on paleophytogeographic ground, since with ihis approach,
the possibilities of skewed estimation of climate will become
minimäI. Difference revealed in quantitative characteristics of
the above mentioned elements of paleoclimates and present
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climates (Table 1,2), allowed to determine the character and

direction of climate variations in particular areas under study

- Western Siberia, Taimyr Peninsula, Yakutia and North East

of Russian Plain during the last 53,000 years' Paleoclimato-

graphs were also constructed from the obtained data (Figure

ä). Fulfilled paleoclimatic reconstructions suggest that in high

latitudes anä, particularly in mountainous areas, it is advis-

able to use, for estimation of'paleoclimate, in addition to mean

month characteristics of air temperature and precipitation, also

sums of temperatures, i.e. the characteristics which determine

the distribution of zonal vegetation types'

Volenlino V. Ukrointsevo, Professor of Biology ond Poleogeogrophy,

Komorov Botonicol lnstitute of lhe Acodemy of Sciences ol.Russio,

Prolessor Pooov Slreet, 2 St.Petersburg, 1Ön76, Russio / Engels

Prospect, I 3'5 - 203, Sl. Petersburg, 194356, Russio' Tel':+8-81 2- 597-

86-i5 e-moil:ukr@nkl 83a.sPb.edu

lsotope composition o[ permofrost ond ground ice os

poleoclimotic proxy record

Rein Vaikmae

For understanding the climate change process on global scale,

regional and multidisciplinary evidence has to be assembled

anä integrated. The PEP II transect covers huge area with a

large variäty of environmen(s with different natural archives

of [uaternäry environmental history' A unique feature of the

PEP II transect is the apparently small area of glaciation dur-

ing the last glacial cycle. At the same time the transect includes

wärld's m<iit significant areas of permafrost and ground ice

in Siberia and in China.

Besides other sourcäs of paleo-records the isotope composi-

tion of paleoprecipitation and paleotemperatures can be ob-

tained also from permafrost and ground ice'However, unlike

glacier ice permafrost and ground ice have 
-a 

wide range of

iormation Äechanisms and, as a result, the formation condi-

tions of the isotope composition of ice are also different'

In respect of paleoclimatic studies ice wedges are the-most

informative study objects. As they are formed mainly of win-
ter precipitatiott, lh"it o*ygutt isotope composition reflects the

winter tömperatures of the time period of their formation'

Like in case of glacier ice, the oxygen isotope comPosition of

texture ice forÄed during different blimatic periods differs

remarkably, which allows to stratify and to correlate the per-

mafrost sections by the isotope variations in their vertical pro-

files.

Isotope composition of massive ground ice provides informa-

tion on the genesis of the ice and on the climatic conditions of

the formatiän dme. Determination of the genesis of massive

ground ice allows to specify the distribution of continental

llaciation in the contemPorary permafrost area during the last

glacial maximum.

Rein Voikmoe, lnstitute o[ Geology, Estonio pst'7, EE0001 Tollinn,

Esronio. Tel. : +372-6-4 I 009 1 F ox:+37 2- 6' 31 207 4

e-moil:voikmoe@gi.ee
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PMIP simulotions of the Lost Glociol Moximum

Paul Valdes and Buwen Dong

One of the most famous features of General Circulation model

simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum is the "splitting" of

the westerlies around the Laurentide lce Sheet' We use the

PMIP model simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum to

evaulate the robustness of this result' We find thät a deflection

of the westerlies is common to most model simulations but

that true "splitting" of the flow is rare. The results can be un-

derstood in terms of the atmospheric dynamics'

Poul Voldes, Dept. of Meteorology, University of R-eq{1S, lgriey Gote,

POBox243, Reodinq RG6 688. UK. lel:+44-1 18-931 65 17 Fox:+44-

1 I8-931 89 05 e-mJil:P.J.Voldes@reoding.oc uk
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The roin (or the lock thereof) on the ploin: putting the

Conodion Greqt Ploins on the poleoclimote mop

Robert E. Vance, William M. Last and Donald S' Lemmen

The Palliser Triangle Global Change Project is a multidiscipli-

nary research collaboration aimed. at outlining: (i) the timing

and severity of postglacial climatic changes, and (ii) their

geomorphic impacts on the prairie landscape,' The Project, co-

ärdinated by the Geological Survey of Canada, has produced

nearly 40 scientific papers and one major summary work, with
seveäl other publications in preparation. A multimedia CD-

ROM that presents issues driving the research, the natural and

human hiitory of the Palliser Triangle, and all scientific re-

sults is being comPiled.

High'resolution records of Holocene paleoclimate have been

developed through detailed investigations of lake sediment

records. Basins were selected to form transects extending across

elevation and vegetation gradients. Proxy indicators utilized

include plant macrofossil, ostracode and diatom stratigraphies,

mineralogy, inorganic, organic and stable isotope
geochemistiy, texture, bedding, and lithology' Combined with

irevious paieolimnology, reconstructions provide not only a

chronicle of Holocene climate change, but also record past

impacts on surface an subsurface water resources'

Study sites focussing on the geomorphic systems aremost sen-

sitive to climatic variabiltiy and serve as an analogue for
broader regions of the prairies under a global warming sce-

nario. Studies focussed on aeolian, fluvial and mass wasting

processes, and involved stratigraphic investigation of past

pro""tt"t and monitoring of modern Processes at the most

dynamic sites.

Project results underscore the sensitivity of the Canadian plains

to climate variability and change. Because GCM simulations

of doubled ätmospheric CO, indicate drought will be more

frequent in the future, greatly exceeding that of the historic

record, analogues of such conditions are critical to evaluate

risks and impacts associated with climate change' Regional

reconstructions indicate that from 8k to 5k yBP summers were

2'C warmer and 1.5Vo drier than today. Such conditions fall

within the lower range of current GCM predictions' During

this interval drought wäs more frequent and persistent than

historic events during past century. The impacts of these

changes on the prairie landscape were particularly significant

in terms of water resources. The water table was at least 4 m

lower than today, while remaining surface and shallow sub-

surface water was more saline.

Williom M. Lost, Deporlmenl o[ Geologicol Sciences, University of

Monitobo, Winnipeg, Conodo R3T 2N2. Tel.:+l -204'474 83 61

F ox:+1 -20 4- 47 4' 2d 23 e-moi l :WM-Lost@UMon itobo co /
mlosl@ms.umonitobo.co
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The Younger Dryqs climote in Northwestern ond Centrol

Europe: Äconstiuctions ond simulqtion experiments

|. Vandenberghe and R lsarin,H' Renssen

A multy-pibxy data set is compiled and used for quäntitative

reconst-ruction of the paleoclimate during the coldest part of

the Younger Dryas. Mean summer, winter and annual tem-

peratures=are determined by botanical indicators, periglacial

phenomena, beetle associations and the mean annual tempera-

iüre amplitude. Surface winds are derived from aeolian

guornotphqlogy. The MultiProxy DataBase comprises a data

[uatty assessÄent and enables query searches' In the study
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region absolute values range from 10 to 14'C for the summer
temperature, -15'to less than -23t for the winter tempera-
ture and -1'to less than -8.C for the mean annual teinperature.
Striking is the well-pronounced N-S temperature gradient be-
tween 50 and 55.N during winter (10" against 2'at present),
while summer temperature gradients were comparable to the
presentday situation. In contrast no W-E gradient is detected
(nowadays 7' in winter). Independent simulatio4 experiments
for the Younger Dryas were performed with the ECHAM-3
AGCM and evaluated through a control experiment for the
presentday climate. Apart from general agreements between
simulation and reconstruction, söme regional discrepancies
come out (e.g. high simulated winter temperatures in England
and Ireland and high simulated summer temperatures on the
continent). Surface wind directions were predominantly west-
erly as derived from the geological data. These results are in
complete agreement with the simulations. There is no indica-
tion for an anticyclonic circulation. The main conclusion is that
the Younger Dryas climate was mainly determined by the very
cold oceans and a western circulation which resulted in very
low winter temperatures. Further on-going research concen-
trates on incr€asing the spatial and temporal resolution of the
simulation models involving more detailed boundary condi-
tions, a reconstruction of paleoprecipitation and an enlarging
of the study area.

J.Vondenberghe, Foculty of Eorth Sciences. Vrije Universileit, De
Boeleloon 

,l085, 
1081 HV Amsterdom, The Ne$erlonds. Tel.:+31-20-

44473 68 Fox:+31-20-646 24 57 e-moil:vonj@geo.vu.nl
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The shorp rise of Er4C co. 800 col BC: possible couses,
reloted climotic teleconnections ond the impoct on
humon environments

B. aan Geel,l. aan der Plicht, M. R. Kilian, E.R. Klaz.ter,l.H.M.
Kouwenberg, H.Renssen, I. Reynaud-F arrera and H.T. Waterbolk

We report on AMS-wiggle match dating of seleöted
macrofossils from organic deposits around 800 cal BC (ca 2650

BP). Based on paleoecological, archaeological and geological
evidence, we found that the sharp rise of atmospheric 1aC be-
tween 850 and 760 cal BC corresponds to the following related
phenomena:

(1) In European raised bog deposits, the changing spectrum
of peat forming mosses and a sharp decline in decomposi-
tion of the peat indicate a sudden change from relatively
dry and warm to cool, moist climatic conditions.

(2) As a consequence of climate change there was a fast and
considerable rise of the ground-water table so that peat
growth started in areas which were already marginal from
a hydrological point of view.

(3) The rise of the ground-water table in low-lying areas of
The Netherlands resulted in the abandonment of settlement
sites.

(4) The contemporaneous earliest human colonisation of newly
emerged salt marshes in the northern Netherlands (after loss
of cultivated land) may have been related to thermal con-
traction of ocean water, causing a temporary stagnation in
the relative sea-level rise.

Furthermore, there is evidence for synchronous climatic change
in Europe and on other continents (climatic teleconnections
on both hemispheres ) around 2650 BP. Reduced solar activity
and the related increase of cosmic rays niay have caused the
observed climatological phenotnena and the contemporane-
ous rise in the l€-content of the atmosphere. Cosmic rays may
have been a factor in the formation of clouds and. precipita-
tion, and in that way changes in solar wind were amplified
and the effects induced abrupt climate change.

Dr Bos von Geel, The Netherlonds Centre for Geo-ecologicol Reseorch,
University of Amsterdom, NL - 1098 SM, Amsterdom, The! Neherlonds.
Tel.: +31-20 5257664 Fox +31-20 525, e-moil: vonGeel@bio.uvo.nl
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Lote Quoternqry poleocl imotes ond poleoenvi ronments
of the dry Centrol Andes

H. Veit, M.'Crosjean and B. Messerli

A broad variety of paleoarchives.(glacial and periglacial fea-
tures, paleosols, fluvial änd lacustrine sediments, and
groundwater) provides information about climatic changes in
the arid Central Andes. This area is currently located in the
buffer zone between the tropical and extrahopical precipita-
tion belt and is, therefore, a key area for studying
paleocirculation in the Southein hemisphere.

Changes in the tropical precipitation regime are evidenced in
the Chilean Altiplano. Effective moisture was significantly
lowei than today during the LGM. Lakes did not exist. Subse-
quently, tropical summer rainfall increased to >500 mm yrr
(<200 mm today). Large paleolakes were established, and
paleosols developed. Reservoir-corrected 1aC dates suggest that
the humid late-glacial climate did not start before 13,000 BR
culminated between 10,800 and 92008P, and came to an end
by 8000 BP. The extremely dry mid-Holocene clitnate was in-
terrupted by low-frequency, short-term humid spells. Mod.
ern conditions were established around 3000 BP.

Changes in the Westerly precipitätion are evidenced in north-
ern Chile (27-33'S). Relatively wet conditions initiated soil for-
mation during the late Pleistocene (>25,000 to 14,000 BP). The
situation during the LGM remains unclear. At the end of the
Pleistocene, and to a greater extent äfter 7500 BP, the climate
became generally more arid; interrupted by short-term humid
'spells. Slightly wetter modern conditions were established
around 3000 BP, as documönted by the onset of weak soil de-
velopment, increased alluvial activity, and significant glacier
advances <2600 BP.

The changes observed in the Central Andes coincide with
changes in the activity of the Humboldt current and vegeta-
tion changes in tropical continental South America. Thus, we
consider teleconnections to these areas (which are the source
areas of the moisture) as potential forcing mechanisms for
humidity changes in the Central Andes.

Heinz Veit.Geogrophisches lnstilut, Universitöt Bern, Switzerlond.
Tel.:+44-3,l -63,l 856,l.Fox:+44-31 -631 851 1 e-moil:veit@giub.unibe.ch
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A 1800-yeor record of loke level ond climote from
equotoriol Eost Africo with tropicol equivolents of the
'Medievol Worm Period' ond 'Little lce Age'

DirkVerschuren

The sediment record of Crescent Island Crater, a submerged
crater basin in Lake Naivasha (Kenya), documents the poorly

. known climatic history of equatorial East Africa during the
past 1800 years. The study site is unique for the region by its
combination of adequate sensitivity to short-term climatic
change with continuous sediment accuinulation throughout
the period of interest, The sedimentology and ostracod
paleoecology of an 8.22-meter long core is here used to recon-
struct past variations in lake level and water chemistry. The
results show that after a long period of low to intermediate
Iake level prior to AD 100O Crescent Island Crater dropped to
a pronounced lowstand between AD 1000 and 1250. This sa-

line lowstand was followed from AD 1250 to about 1550 by
freshwater conditions and level fluctuations comparable to the
documented 20th-century rangs After a second lowstand in
the late 16th century, lake level started a steady rise that re-
sulted in a.highstand from about AD 1670 to 1750 when the
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lake stood well above the historical maximum reached in 1894'

ifrt. rligf",""a ended with strong lake-level d^e-cii1e dufnq

,n"l"iJre*h centurt culminating about AD 1830 in a third '

u.a ,"rr"r" lowstanä. Renewed lätce fitling by the mid-19th

l"-"*ty u.fti""ed the intermediate levels that preceded the

docunrented major transgression of the 1880-1890s' The lake-

L"i,"".ra of irescent I-sland Crater implies that.equatorial .

East Africa was drier than today during the time period equiva-

f""i;t,rl ir-r" lM"di".,ul Warm Period' in Europe (AD 1000-

i-Z-OO), una significantly wetter than today at least during the

tutr"i'f,uf of"the 'Littlä Ice Age' (AD 1300-1750)' Crescent Is-

i""Jöi","t survived early-i9th century aridity-as a fresh

-""ay p""a, while most other shallow lakes in East Africa

fell comPletelY drY.

Dirk Verschuren, Loborotory of Animol Ecology' Universiry of Gent'

K:ili;;;;;#;iss, s-äooo Genr,. Belsiu-Ä Tet :+32-e-26a5262

Foxtß2:9'2645343 e-moil:dirk verschuren@rug oc'be
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Surfoce ond deep woter chonges reloted.to hig-h,

iär""* Jrt"t! orllllotiont äurit'g the lost 60 kyr from

N.iitl-, tquotoriol-, ond South Atlontic cores

Laurence Vidal, R. Schneider, T' Bickeit and G'Wefer

Climate fluctuations on subolbital timescales have been re-

"""i"ä 
gnu"ffy from different"records spanning the last 60 kyr

t*urirlä sediÄents, ice cores, continental records)' Further

understanding of thd mecanisms responsible for interhemi-

,ff."ti" .or,t "itiot, 
requires a detaileä study of the timing of

these climate events.

For this study three deep-sea sediment cores from the North-

izusö-oa, a3 N, 30 w, 3080m), the Equatorial- (G-eoB^151 5' 4 N'
ilW eiist"l and the South Atlantic (GeoB1711' 23'S' 1'2T"

iöozÄi*"r" ,"lected. Stable isotoPe measurements (ö18o' ö13C)

iurr" 1""r, p".formed on plankto;ic and benthic foraminifera'

Numerous tnc datings and high resolution benthic oxygen rso-

tope records for each äre, retulted in a detailed

.t iorrort.utigruphy for isotopic stage 3 allowing a precise com-

ou.ison betäeän'the planitonic and the benthic records'

ä;;;i;il;;eenbenthic ö13c records from the North- and

tn" Ul,rutoriut Atlantic indicates that changes- ii try y":!l
Atlantic Deep Water Pfoduction, associated with the Heinrich

""""tt 
iUU i" ,f.re Noith Atlantic, are recorded simultaneously

in both areas for this period' Comparison of planktonic oxy-

g"rliro,opu t".ords shows warm inlervdls during stage 3 (cor-

resoondins to warm sea surface temperature) in the Nqrth-'

ift"'rq""i.-"i"r-, and the South Atlantic (23"S)' This feature is

*"r, äU"io"tfy seen after HL5 and HL4' However' the phase

relationship oi thu," event between the North and the South

Atlantic wiil be discuss as well as their link to NADW changes'

FortheSouthAtlanticcoreGeoBlTll'sharpnegativepeaksin
ii" ftur,tto"i. ö13C, associated with these warm periods' are

inteipreted as reflecting changes in intermediate w4ter ProP-

erties.

LourenceVidol,UniversitötBremen,F85;D-28334Bremen'Germony'
iäi.'iÄö:n:-'üe 7z 67 F"^,iü i21-218 31 I6 e-moil:vidol@uni-

bremen.de
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lsotopic response of locüstrine systems to chonging

climote: .od"lling corbon ond oxygen isotope

compositions of lqcustrine corbonqtes ond orgonlc

motter

PrzemYslaw Wachniew

Lake sediments are among thö most valuable archives of past

climatic and environmental changes on continents' Cärbon and

oxygen isotoPe compositions oiauthigenic carbonates' both

of iriorgar,ic ind orgänic (e'g' Ostracode shells) origin' as well

as of aquatic organic matter, reflect the isotopic signature of

iut" *it"tt i" *"hich they were formed' Isotopic composition

.iiut" *u** is influenced by a number of climatic and envi-

iä"ä"","ii".ars' However, isotopic transfer functions link-

i"f tft" t"ai*"ntary records with relevant climatic and envi-

roimental parameters are not ful$ defined yet'

An attempt is presented to model the carbon and.water budg-

ets of lakes located in contrasting climatic settings on time

scales of hundreds to thousands of years' Carbon isotopic com-

oosition of DIC in lake waters is influenced mainly.by the

itroiorv"ttt"tit/respiration cycle while oxygen isotopic com-

;;;tt# is related tä the hydiological regime of the lake sys-

i;;; ;"ihe prevailing climaiic conditions' A.numerical

^äa;il["*t 
toiuantifyinfluence of various environmental

"ä.iiätrt. 
rt.,är, uni of properties of the lake system on '

"""f"ü"" "f 
ör3Co,. and öttö"ro. The long-term.behaviour of

different lacustrine systems repiesenting both and and humid

;lt*Ä;;t^"Iatäduslng t'he developed model' The model

results should be useful inihe context of ongoing studies of

i"."t"fi" sediments along PEP transects of PAGES core

proiecth of IGBP'

Przemyslow Wochniew, University of Mining ond Metollurgy, Foculty of

;i"":t:i:il N;:];;.. T":["iq,"i, t*i.ki"*i'Io 30, 30-05e Krokow'

;:'d;. i;t,;ä-\ i- tiz is u' r 
"x:+48 

- I 2- 634 00 I 0

"*ii *o.h"i"*@novell'fti'ogh edu'pl

lmproving poleo-SST estimotes bosed on plonktonic

forominiferos

C. ltraelbroeck; L. Labeyrie, l '-C' Duplessy' l ' Guiot' M'

Labracherie, H. Leclairc and l ' Duprat

A new method of past Sea Surface Temperature (SST) recon-

,ir*aion based on the Modern Analog and on the indirect

;;;;";i has been developed: the Revised Analog Method

iätrtrl. Applied to ptanktonic foraminifera assemblages' this

i".i"iq"":f 
""as 

to significant improvements-in modern SSTs

reconstruction with respect to former methods: our estimates

are characterized by much lower residuals and a better cover-

aee of the obseruud SST tuttg"' RAM has been applied to sev-

"irf 
f"* 

""a 
*id-latitudes öres from the Atlantic and Indian

Ocean. Our results demonstrate that RAM successfully recon-

structs SSTs in hydrological settings where former methods

failed. AIso, the error otineV estimates of past SSTs is lower

than that associated with former reconstructions' particularly

ai mid and high latitudes' The precision obtained on past sur-

ia.e ,alinlty öS) estimates, u"ä h"ttt" on Past ocean circula-

tion r".or,rir.r.tions, is thus greatly improved' In low latitudes'

coldseasonSsTsreconstructedbyRAMduringglacialsarel
to 3 C lower than previously estimated' Moreover' making use

of the relation llnking planktonic foraminifera ß0/160 ratio'

SS and SST, we deriveä lower limits for Last Glacial Maxi-

;;aSTt, :onsistent with various Evaporation-Precipitation

scenarios.Ourresultstendtoreconcilepaleoestimatesofgla-

"iul 
t"-p"rutrrre$ based on planktonic microfossils and on

continental data in the troPics'

C. Woelbroeck, CFR - Domoine du CNRS -9] l98,Gif-sur-Yvefte'

ir."""li"i*ää-r -69 82 43 27 Fax:+33'1-69 82 35 68

e-moil:cloirew@c[r.cnrs-giI fr
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Lote Holocene records of humon irvrpoct in the sediments
of Gormire, NE Englond

Becci Wake, Liz Fisher, Steae Nolan, Frank Oldfield and George
wolff

Gormire is a small landslip lake formed on the western edge
of the Cleveland Hills. llhe present study embraces pollen
analysis, magnetic measurements, element analysis, organic
geochemistry and dating by 1aC and 2r0pb. The aim of the judy
is to characterize the allochthonous components of the sedi_
ment, both organic and inorganic, in ordei to facilitate tracing
and source ascription for eroded terrigenous material within
the drainage system of the Ouse-Humber and eventuallv the

. I:11S_"". The project is part of the LOEpS component of the
NERC-funded LOIS initiative
Cores ranging in length from g0 to 2ZS cm have been studied.
Pending raC dates, the total time span is thought to be the last ,

ca. 3000 years. The poster will focus on a high Äsolution record
of the allochthonous sediment input associated with both
Romano-British and Medieval land use within the small,
malnly_steeply'sloping catchment. Highly consisient associa_
tions of pollen analytical, magnetic and geochemical features
allow confident fingerprinting of catchment_derived material.
The magnetic signature of detrital input largely reflects the
sedimentary nature of the Jurassic beärock o-f the catchment
and it is superimposed on a strong bacterial magnetosome
contribution. Element analysis allows clear distinctiJn between
allochthonous and autochthonous components. Biomarkers
also clearly distinguish different contibuti,ons both from eroded
terrestrially derived soil and plant remains and from within_
Iake productivity.

P."".i 
Wy\el^D:porrmeir of Geogrophy, Universiry of Liverpool,

Liverpool, 169 3BX UK

Liz Fisher, George Wolf, Eorth Science Deportment, University of
Liverpool

Sleve Nolon, Deportment of Geogrophy, University of Liverpool
Fronk Oldfield, PAGES lnternorionol proiecr Office, Bern Swirierlond

Luminescence doting of ,,*,", ,**,rs in the Rhine-
Meuse Delto, the Netherlonds

lakob Wallinga, Geoff A.T. Duller and Torbjörn E. Törnqztis.t

The chronology of Late-pleistocene fluvial deposits underly_
ing the Holocene Rhine-Meuse delta (the Neiherlands) is at
present poorly constrained. laC dating is not applicable due to
the age of the deposits and the,.u..iy of orgurri. material in
these typically coarse-grained channei sandslldentification of
large unconformities in these deposits is highly relevant for a
better understanding of the response of river systems to sea_
level fall during glacials. Howeve4, due to the läck of suitable
dating methods identification of these unconformities has so
far not been feasable.

The last few decades have seen a rapid development of lumi_
nescence dating techniques, with which the läst exposure of
sediment to light can be dated. These techniques arjased on
theluminescence signal that is'built up in quärtz and feldspar
minerals due to ionizing radiation the sample received since
the last exposure to light (=equivalent dose) divided by the
amount of radiation received per.year (=dose rate).
The recently developed method of optically stimulated lumi_
nescence (OSL) ds1i1t enables the dating of sediments that
were only exposed to a limited amount of light prior to depo_
sition. OSL dating provides the opportunity to date channel
deposits and hence the active period of the fluvial svstem. in
contrast 1aC ages usually constrain beginning and end of ac_
tivity, because samples are derived Irom in_situ organic beds
under]f118 or overlying fluvial clastics. Whenevär organic
material is present in channel deposits, it is likely to be re_

worked and thus less suitable for raC dating. Although OSL
has been used for dating fluvial deposits, 

"*i"r,sirre 
compari_

son withthoroughly taC dated fl uvial sedimentary successiions
has hardly hesn attempted. Such a comparison wäuld provide
an independent means to validate the ipplication of OSL dat-
ing to fluvial deposits.

To explore the potential of OSL dating of fluvial sediments,
we.sampled clastic deposits of Holocene fluvial systems.in the
Rhine-Meuse delta. We studied two fluvial systÄs that have
a well-constrained (tt dated) period of activity and thus pro_
vide an excellent opportunity to compare luÄinescence and1aC measurements. We collected samples from several
depositional environments (both channel deposits.and
overbank deposits) to evaluate which setting is most suitable
for luminescence dating.
Preliminary results show that ages obtained by OSL dating of
feldspars from Hölocene channel deposits in theRhine_Meuse
delta are consistent with 1aC ages oütained in previous stud_
ies. The results of this study lend support to the idea that fel_
spar OSL dating is a suitable method tt obtain numerical ages. for Late-Pleistocene fluvial deposits in the Rhine_Meuse deitä.
Insight in their chronology is the main objective of the next
stage of this study.

jokob Wollingo, The Netherlonds Centre for Geo-ecoloqicol Reseorch
(lC9_),_Foculty of Geogrophicol Sciences, Ut.".ht Uniu"ÄiV, RO.Ao"
801 15, NL-3508 TC Uhecht, The Nerherlonds.
e-moil: i.wollingo@frw. ruu.nl

Geoff A.T. Duller, University of Woles Aberysrwyrh, Ceredigion, UK ,

Torbiörn E. Törnqvist, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlonds
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Poleooclimotic implicotions of euoternory loterite in
South Chino

Wei-Ming Wang

As a product of bioclimatic process, the laterite developed
extensively in thetropics and subtropics of China, combining
with the loess in the North, constituie two maior euaternar!
soil types on the continental surface. This paper reports part
of the result on our effort in introducing phytäIith and
palynomoiph study into the laterite in Sou'itr Cirina for the
first time. Phytolith and palynomorph zones are established
under a frame work of ESR ages, the magnetic susceptibility,
the toial content of iron oxygön, and the-content and ö13C of
organic matter on a well representative profile in the
f"ul.l:"g County, Anhui province. This profile is divided
into 17 layers.and 9 groups, and each g.o,.rp i, composed of
upper paleosol and lower brown-yellowsoil. Aöcording to.this
study, we mainly get the following results:l). phytoliths can
be used as a supplement to the pollen data in the study of the
laterite, and can reflect paleoclimate better in the case where
palynomorphs are rare; 2). Climatic fluctuation represented
by the initial relative warm, the following cooling, ä chmatic
recovery and the afterward warmer in the Middle pleistocene,
are recognized based on the phytolith analysis, which coin_
cides with other evidences of the profile. Both palynomorphhs
and phytoliths exhibit a most favorable climateiondition in
the.upper part of the profile that is more or less comparable
with the present local condition;3) It seems that the cool cli_
mate generally occured in the soil layers, while the warm cli_
mate inthe paleosol layers; 4). After compared with the loess_
paleosol profile developed at.the same epoch in North China,
we found that although the flui and ratä in deposition of the
laterite in the South were.smaller than those of the löess in the
North, the general changing tendency on climate from both
places is comparable.
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Wei-Minq Wong, Noniing lnstituie o[ Geology ond Poleontology'
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Hiqh resolution record o[ monsoon voriotion in Chino

il"."ti: ütt-ä"gl..ittll" ond its comporison with the

North Atlontic record

lianmin Wang, Fahu Chen,lan Bloemendal and Qi Shi

The last deglaciation was dominated by a series of ablupt'

rf..t,-fi"J?.fdlwarm climate oscillatibns' It is commonly

urrrrrn"dtftutofalltheseoscillationsonlyYoungerDryaswas
;;il;iil;;;;"on' rhe geographic extentsof the rest of

the oscillations still remairiu^Ltto*tt' because most of the

.""J, 
"." 

a"rived from the North Atlantic region and records 
.

fromotherareasarerare.HerewePresentahighresolution
äi*ut" .""ota from a 16000 raC yr loeis-paleosol sequence from

öii""t" Loess Plateau' The sequence indicates that monsoon

.il"; in northern China experienced abrupt oscillations

*rri.il, ,r^il"r to that the North Atlantic region has under-

t.,n"rl^." the last deglaciation' The loess-paleosol sequence

il';.il:",;;;p'"iri" ät in Caoxian village' Gansu province (

äooeix, 1040ä8'E ). Samples were iaken and analyzed at 2

"-i"**"ft 
( -70 yr )' Six uC date were obtained' which al-

lo* rrs to establish a time series framework that enables us to

;;; our result with record from the North Atlantic re

*i.".-ä.*p*ison of monsoon strength record in Loess Pla-

,"""" *t*n öISP2 ,ecotd since last de[laciationshows that all

*li"t .ff-"" oscillation (i'e' Oldest D-ryas/Bolling/Older

Drvas/Allersd/ Younger Dryas and the Holocene climate os-

;ii#;;;;il n" No'tfi""' Ätlantic resion also registered- in

' loess record. In addition, our 
'"qt'u""" 

uito tontains some other

ääi".-,* t""ngthened wintei monsoon periods' which can

be correlated with those events such as IBCP and IACP in the

No.,f, e,fur'rai" region' The striking similarity of climate char-

u.i"tittl.t U**eÄ these two climate regimes leads us to sug-

;;^;il; ;"pling mechanism oPerate b"y::" the two ar-

:;;; il climaie oäcillations r"toid"d in the North Atlantic

;;iltil;iie last deglaciation may not be a local phenom-

enon.

J. M. Wong, Deportment of Geogrophy' University-of Lonzhou'

i".'r..".'öä".ri ct ino zsoööö:r"i''ibo -cst-gct s 567 Fax:+86'

öäi--ösl $se elmoil:lobchen@lzu'edu cn
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On multi-seo oggressions over the lost 5000 yeors

;;.iliil; öXin"'" historicol records

Shou-Chun Wang

Rv researching the informations recorded in ancient Chinese

;ä"kt;;J";äeaological sites' the author put out the impor-

tant result of multi-sea aggressions along Chinese sea-coasts

in recent 5000yrs. Ttre firlt"was during 4010-3000 BP' The sec-

ond was in the beginning of the Christian era' And the third

was during the Medieval Period'

These sea aggressions were related the warm periods of cli-

mate, but the sea aggressions were not completely synchro-

nous with climatic warmings' The former were later than the

latter.

The researches also reveal that the influences oI these sea

aggressions were not beyond the contour of 4m above mod-

ern sea level.

These results would be very imortant for forecasting the envi-

ronmental, economic and social consequences of being faced

with the climatic warming'

Shou-Chun Wong, lnstitute of Geogrophy' Chinese Acodemy o[

;:;;ääi;;,iu.,.oo tun noodl t cjof o t' Beiiins' Chino

'o'

A bosic study for the use o[ P-g obsorption strength of

humic ocid os on indicotor of post bio-phystco

environmentol chonges

Makiko Watanabe, KiriYamamoto and Kumiko Aoki

Pg absorption strength of.humic acid is thestrength of a type

of green pigment apPearrng in the spectral curves of humic

".iä 
u, ,f," iarrel"r,gth of 6i5nm (Watanabe'1992)' This green

oiement derives from many species of fungi and di-stributes

ilfi:';l"";;;ü '"ii' r'"i"aä and Hurst' 1e67 and others)'

i" t"i ft""i""s studies on surface A horizons of Andisols in

f "t"^. it" confirmed that Pg absorption strength'increases in

ffir;.;;; under cool tÄditiont and has a high positive

."t*f"ri"" with the estimated yield of Bambusoideae Sasa'

il';;;;"."tive Gramineae giass which occupies the floor

"iä""ia"""t 
uroad leaf tree forests' and shows a negative cor-

,"r".i""*l,t'thatofMiscanthus,lhegrassvegetationassoci-

"i"ä 
*raft strong human impact' As fär buried A.horizons of

Andisols in Japan, we confiimed the same positive relation-

;;i; ;;; Pg absorption strength and the yield of Sasa

;;J; ;;;P";ted bv phvtolith composition analvsis

("Wa tanabe 
"1 

v1.,1$)f ;7996)'

In this paper, we examined Holocene and late Pleistocene

oul"oroi, äerived from tephric deposits in Japan- to discuss

ihe age limitation for applying Pg absorption to paleoenvlron-

-"nät irdi.utor. Strong Pg absorption peaks appear in spec-

ä.rrrtu, of humic u"idt itt paleosols developed in isotope

"i"t;ä. 
w" also detected *"ut bttt distinctive Pg absorption

ä;;;;;"b"sols which correspond to isotope.stage 4' From

these findings, we consrder that Pg absorption strength is pre-

;;;;;" u Jtuut" attribute of pedogenetic influence in terres-

trial soils for at Ieast ca' 60 ka and icts as an indicator of cold

condition.

Kumada,K.& Hurst,M.H.(l 967): Nature, 21 4, pp.631633'

Watanabe,M.(1992): The Science of Total Environment' vols'117-118'

PP.293-3oa'
Waäabe,M., et al. (1993): Journal of Geography' vol 102-' pp'583-593'

*ut*uu",rra., et a1.(1996): Quatemary Intemational' vols 34-36' pp'197-

. 203.

Mokiko Wotonobe, Tokyo lnstilute o[ Technology' lnterd'rsiplinory

Groduote School o[ Science ond Engineering' ll€pl or burtr

;;;iä;J,''t, Gs;iuta a25e, r*i!ä11-\url3\ohomo 226' Jopon'

i"i.'.e i'al-'9za 
-1i532 

Fox:+8 I -45-92a 5532

e-moil:mokiko@n.cc.titech oc ip
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Combined coccolith, forominiferol. gnd biomorker

;;i'd; ;i ;;i";';; ""g 
ro.phic cond ition s over the

i;;iito k;l; ih" *ith"'n Nä*ü rdontic (5e'N' 23'w)

P.P.E. Weaaet, G. Eglinton and M' Chapman

Combined floral, faunal and biomarker analyses häve been

conducted at approximatelv 1 KY intervals in 2'5m long Kasten

core (BOFS 16K) from thä Northern North Atlantic (59"N'

iäWi *ni.f, spans the last 120 ka at a water depth of 2370

,riui"rr. W" prusent the first detailed depth profiles-for coccolith

no* ,o U" a"*rmined in parallel with planktonic foraminiferal

,i"l"t "tt"tt-ent 
of päleo SST bv bbth lt'O,?'o 

SIMMAX

ä"tnoar. together witit a0t'values and with alkenone-based

Ürii. ri" "coccolith florä is dominated by three species

(iÄinna n"aty i, Emil i an ia pu i osa e and' G ephy roc a psa muellerae)'

t"irf,"t" it a märked peak of reworked coccoliths at the LGM

**"h ";" 
*ainly of iretaceous origin These- coccoliths were

;;säiy-;l,".i"a by iceberg discharges from the Fenno

scandian icesheet, anä their ab-undance peak is largely coinci-
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dent with warm deviations of the UK' signal from the
foraminiferal SST estimates at that period. Alkenone SST esti-
mates lie between the foraminiferal estimates for the summer
SST (T warm) and winter SST (T cold) during oxygen isotope
stage 5 and the latter part of the Holocene, but frequently ex-
tend outside of this envelope during stages 2-4. We believe
this to be due to a non-linear relationship of the alkenone Crr.,
to the total alkenone abundance in samples from intervals
when the summer temperatures were below 10 "C. None of the
existing UK' equations generate convincing results at these
low temperatures.

P.PE. Weover, Southomplon Oceonogrophy Centre, Empress Dock,
Southompton SO14 3ZH, UK. Tel: +44 703 596 563 Fox: +44703 596
55r' E-moil: ppew@soc.soton.oc.uk

G. Eglinton, Geology Depl., University of Bristol

M. Chopmon, Deportment of Eoith Sciences, Combridge
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High versus low lotitude glociol climote sensitivity in the
Americos: results from PMIP simulotions olong the PEP I

Tronsect

Robert S Webb,IGrl E. Taylor and PMIP Members

As part of the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project
(PMIP), simulations of the last glacial maximum (LGM; 21,000
yr. B.P.) climate have been completed for nine atmospheric
general circulation models (AGCMs) (CCC 2,CCCSR 1,

ECHAM 3, GENESIS 2, NASA-GISS 2" LMCELMD4,
LMCELMDS, MRI2, UGAMP) with prescribed CLIMAP LGM
sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and for five AGCMS (CCM 1,

GENESIS 2, GFDL, UGAMR UKMO) using modern ocean heat
transports (OHTs) under the same paleoclimate boundary con-
ditions and external forcing (e.g. insolation, greenhouse gas
concentrations, ice sheet distributions and topographies). In
this study we focus on high versus low latitude climate sensi-
tivity within the America's (90N to 90S, 20W to 165W) over
land, the adjacent ocean, änd combined land/ocean zonal av-
erages. Among the fourteen PMIP simulations, although there
are broad similarities in the response of individual models to
LGM forcing, there are significant differences in the responses.
The nine simulations using with prescribed CLIMAP LGM
SSTs exhibit more consistent responses atboth high (e.g., 6'to
10 C cooling), and low latitudes (e.g., 1to 2C cooling in the
tropics), whereas the five simulations with modern ocean heat
transports and calculated SSTs show a greater range in re-
sponses at all latitudes (e.g., 8to 14t cooling in at high lati-
tudes and 1'to 4t cooling in the tropics). Preliminary results
indicate that the large range in simulated low latitude cooling
among the five simu'lationi with modern ocean-heat transports
mäy reflect key differences in the parameterization of penetra-
tive convection within the individual models.

Robert S. Webb, NOAA-NGDC Poleoclimotology Progrom, 325
Broodwoy, Boulder, CO 80303 USA. Tel: +l-303-497-6967 Fox: +1:
3O3- 497 -651 3 Emoil: rwebb@ngdc.nooo.gov

Korl Toylor, Lowrence Livermore:":.: Loborolory USA

lmpoct of the ogriculture development on regionol
summer monsoon climote in Chino during the Little lce
Ag"

Helin Wei and ZhongweiYan

With the Regional Climate Model (RCM) developed at the
START Regional Center for Temperate East Asia, and the his-
torical data of agriculture activities in China, four experiments
are designed to study the possible influence of the changing
land-use patterns on the regional monsoon climate.

In the first two experiments(Control run and Exp.1), RCM is
driven by the current large-scale climate condition, but there
is some difference in the land cover distribution between these
two runs: Land use types in Exp.l includes agricultural crop
while the effect of agriculture activities has not been consid-
ered in Control run. The treatment of land cover types in the
Iast two experiments(Exp.2 and Exp.3)is the same as that for
the first two ones, that is, Exp.2 is the same as Control run and
Exp.3 is the same as Exp.l, but in these two experiments RCM
is driven by the large-scale climate scenario of Little Ice Age,
which is derived from some GCM paleoclimate simulations.

The simulation results have been investigated and
intercompared. The particular concern focuses on precipita-
tion and surface air temperature. The results show that the
agriculture development in China has significant influence on
regional summer rnonsoon climate especially the regional rain-
fall pattern.

Helin Wei, START Regionol Center for Temperote Eost Asio, lnstitute of
Atmospheric Phyiics, Beiiing 100029, Chino. Tel: +86A10-62041317,
Fox: +86 01 0' 62045230, E-moil:whl@dec200.teo.oc.cn
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Geochemicol indicotors (Al, Ti, Zr) of the Younger Dryqs
in Kolimotnon (Borneo|, lndonesio, from.o peot swqmp
forest

D. Weiss, W. Shotyk, C. Schlüchter, M. Gloor, A.K. Cheburkin
and S. Reese

Apeat core collected from a tropical peat swamp forest in cen-
tral Kalimantan (Borneo), provides a distinct geochemical
record of the Younger Dryas.. Today the vegetation of the
swamp is dominated by ca. 150 species of tropical hardwoods,
with 940 cm of peat underlying the coring site. Here the YD is
manifested as a distinct layer of atmospherically-derived soil
dust at a depth of 660 cm. The YD horizon was clearly revealed
using Ti and other conservative, lithogenic metals as an index
of the abundance of mineral matter supplied by atmospheric
aerosols. Set against a background of peat which contains very
low concentrations oi'mineral material (the average ash con-
tent for the entire profile is only 0.87o), the YD appears as pro-
nounced peak in concentrations of various refractory metals
including Al, Ti, andzn The concentration of Ti in the YD ho-
rizon, for example, is 99.1 mglg which exceeds the background
value (11.4+ 2.6 mg/g; n = 20) by a factor of 8.7 times. For
comparison, Zr reveals an enrichment at this depth of 8.5 x, Si
7.3 x, and Al 6.1 x, relative to background concentrations. We
have dated this horizon by decay counting at 10,320 +50 years
BP. The end of this eveirt (as revealed by the uppermost limit
of the peak in soil dust concenträtions) was dated at 9060 +

100 BP Additional age dating of the peat core is now in
Progress.
In contrast with this site, the YD (dated at 10590 +50 years BP)
in a peat bog from the fura Mountains of Switzerland reveals
much greater enrichments (37 to 40 iimes background) of
lithogenic elements (Weiss et al., in press). Assumig constant
rates of peat accumulation at both sites, the greater enrichments
in the Jura may reflect greater storm intensity in the norhern
hemisphere, or the importance of Iong range transport of Sa-
haran dust. Additional work using greater sampling resolu-
tion in cores from these and pther sites promises to provide a

more detailed record ofboth the chronology and the changing
rates of dust deposition during the YD.

Weiss, D. Shotyk, W., Cheburkin, A.K., Gloor, M., and Reese, S. (1997)

Atmospheric Pb deposition from 12,400 to ca.2,000 BP recorded in a
peat bog profile, Jura Mountains, Switzeriand. Water Air and SoiI PoI-
lution (inptess).

D. Weiss, Geologicol lnstitute, UniveSsity of Berne, CH-3012 Berne,
Switzerlond. Tel.:+4,l-31-631 87 6l Fox:+41-31-631 AB 43
e-moil:dweiss@geo.unibe.ch
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W. Shotyk, C. Schlrichter, Geologicol lnstitute, University of Berne,

Berne, Switzerlond

M. Gloor, Swiss Federol Reseorch lnslitule for Forestry, Snow, ond

Londscope Reseorch, Birmensdorf; Switzerlond

A.K. Cheburkin, lnstitute of Geologicol.sciences, Ukroinion Acodemy of

Sciences, Kiev, Ukroine

S. Reese, Rodiocorbpn Loborotory, Physics lnstitute, University of Berne,

CH-30l 2 Berne, Swilzerlond

A 9ooovr record of 0"..;:;."ntenniol scole Arctic

poleoclimote from multiple loke sedimentory records

N.W. Witlemse

The Arctic plays an important role in the global climate sys-

tem due to iheinteractions between the cryosphere, land and

oceans at high latitudes. Modelling studies run with doubled

atmospherii CO, have shown that the largest future climatic

changes are expected in high latitude areas' The mechanisms

invoived are the enhanced albedo effects over snow and ice,

irneltwater fluxes and related seawater salinity anomalies and

methane and CO, fluxes from tundra soils and wetlands' These

will also influenie climate dynamics at lower latitudes'

However, little is known about the natural 'background' cli-

mate variability in this region. Especially important are natu-

ral climate variations over drecadal-to-centennial timescales

since these are the timescales of interest for future climate pre-

dictions. A good rbpresentation in climate models of natutal

climate variation over such timescales is essential' However

the geographic coverage of sites with centennial-to-decadal

scalJ instrumental records is especially limited in the Arctic'

Moreover, sites with good-quality Paleoclimate information

are rare reflecting among others the difficulty of obtaining

appropriate proxies for paleoclimate reconstruction'

Arctic areas are often rich in Iakes of all types and sizes and

their sedimentary records provide an important source of in-

formation for deciphering past climate variability' However,

numerous site-specific processes make it difficult to determine

the timescale of variation at which climate forcing dominates

over non-climatic processes. A sampling strategy based on

multiple basin analysis from lakes in unconnected catchments

was designed to identify the common resoPnse of lakes to en-

vironmental perturbations and isolate the climate signal' Com-

parison of high-resolution (10-15 yr.) lithostratigraphic records

using automäted stratigraphic correlation techniques demon-

stratäs a common fcircing mechanism for 8 closed lake basins

in the West Greenland interior. ThÖ mechanism involves the

response of aquatic productivity to variations in the duration

of icefree 
"ottditiottt. 

Aquatic productivity in Arctic lakes is

restricted to the short summer period. Icecover duration, es-

pecially for lakes with small waterbodies is strongly related to

spring and fall atmospheric surface temperatures' The period
' o? 'icä-out' in the Aritic is known to fluctuate strongly and

increased light availability, temperature and nutrient input has

u p.onorrtt.äd 
"ffect 

on the annualbiological cycle of the lakes'

Stacking multiple lakes sediment sequences constrained by

AMS uö chronological control has resulted in a decadal-scale

9000 year record of temPerature variability and has consider-

ably improved the Greenland paleoclimate,record for the

Hoiocene period. Direct comparison of the lake sedimentary

record and the GRIP ice core record form Summit Greenland

revealed a very good correspondence between the lake and

ice core paleotemperature record. It shows that no period dur-

ing the Äolocene ian be characterised by a stable climate' Rapid

wärming and cooling phases are aPParent from 4000yr' BP

onwards. Although the amplitudes are relatively low (=2C)

they are well in ränge of the observed climate warming trend

over the past 120 Years.

N.W. Willemse, Deporlmenl of Physicol Geogrophy, lCG, Utrecht

University, Heidelbergloon 2, 3584 CS Utrecht, the Netherlonds'

Tel :+31 -30-253 40 I 4 Fox:+31 -30-253 27 49

e-moil: n.willemse@[rw. ruu. nl
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Biome distributions ond comPosition in Conodo ond

Eostern North Americo during the Lote Quoternory

| .Williams , T'. Webb lll , P. Richard , P. N ewby and P' Leduc

Biome distributions in Canada and the eastern United States

are reconstructed from pollen data for today,6,000 yr' BR and

18,000 yr. BP. These maps, which were created using the

biomizition method standard to BIOME6000, are compatible

with the biome maps produced by parallel efforts for other

parts of the globe, and are intended eventually to be a part of

global paleovegbtation maps usable for climate and biome

model input and assessment. The vegetation distributions in-

ferred from pollen data for today agree well with observations,

giving confidence that the method works well for North Ameri-

can vegetation. The spatial Pattern of biomes 6000 yr' BP is

overall similar to that today, but moderate movements of sev-

eral biomes reflect the warmer and drier conditions present in
the mid-Holocene in eastern North America' Within several

biomes, the dominant plant functional type switches from

broadleafed decidüous trees at 6,000 yr. BP to evergreen coni-

fers today. During the last glacial maximum (18,000 yr' BP) in

eastern North America there existed a zonation of forest biomes

similar to that ioday, üut biome areas are smaller due to the

;;;;;." of the ice sheet. Steppe persists in the interior of the

Ünited States and a steppe-tunära exists in the Northwest Ter-

ritories and Alaska. Coniferous plant functional types domi-

nate last glacial maximum forests, and the distinctions among

the LGM forests are much subtler than for the Holocene'

Because affinity scores for biomes produced by the biomization

method are not statistical measures, traditional methods of

assessing uncertainty cannot be applied' Howevet the differ-

ence between the highest and runner-up affinity scores gives

insight into how strongly the pollen data favors the chosen

bioÄe for a given site. Performing this analysis indicates that

some biomes (steppe, cool mixed forest, tundra) can be strongly

diagnosed by the biomization method whereas the choice of

othärs (taiga, cool conifer forest, warm mixed forest) relies

-o.".tpott the absence of pollen types diagnoStic of other

biomes and are thus highly sensitive to small abundänces of

key pollen types. Comparison of maps of affinity score differ-

encei with the corresponding biome maps provides a deePer

understanding of the reliability of the biome maps produced

by the biomizatiqn method'

Jock Willioms, Deportment of Geologicol Sciences, Brown University,

Providence, Rhode lslond - 029912, USA. Tel.:+l -401 -863 20 58

e-moil:iww@brown.edu 
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The lqtest on luminescence

Ann Wintle an:d Geoff Duller

Luminescence dati4g is being used in an incfeasingly wide

range of applications' Within the past few years, TL dating of

quit" uttä-f"ldtputt has been applied to coastal dune and

beach sands, as well as to inland dune fields' Howevet some

controversial results obtained by TL dating of quartz frorn an

archaeological site in Australia has raised a few doubts in the

minds of those who are provided with dates.
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Problems may relate to insufficient light exposure at deposi-
tion. In an attempt to minimise this effect on a calculated age,
technique developments have led to the use of one or more
optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) signals from quartz
or feldspar. OSL signals are more light-sensitive than TL sig-
nals form the same grains, and provide a more reliable clock
in environments with uncertain light exposures at deposition.

OSL signals have also permitted measurement protocols which
permit the past radiation dose (and thus the age) to be ob-.
tained for single portions of sample. Usually these consist of
about 5 mg of prepared sand-sized grains, but for some Aus-
tralian sands it has been possible to apply the same protocols
to single grains. This would enable the identification of differ-
ent populations of grains, each with a different light exposure
or dose rate history. Single grain applications challenge cur-
rent technological limits, but provide the best way to obtain
reliable ages.

Besides examples of these procedures and applications, the
upper and lower limits of the currently used signals will be
given,.with ideas of future development for extending time
ranges. Recent applications in this laboratory have included
aeolian sands in Australia, Ireland and the UK and colluvial
deposits in Israel and South Africa.

Ann Wintle, lnstitule of Geogrophy ond Eorth Science, University of
Woles, Aberyswith, 5423 3DB, UK. Tel.:+44-1 970-62 26 58 Fox:+44-
1 970' 62 2659 e-moil:oqw@ober.oc. uk
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Diotoms os indicotors of poleoenvironmentol chonges: o
cose study Core KU7-2 from Puck Logoon, Southern
Boltic Seo

Malgorzata Witak

The material studied originates from a 15m long core KUZ-2
which was taken by Polish Geological Institute at the Virgin
Sands, the shallowest part of Puck Lagoon (Southern Baltic
Sea). Core was subdivided according to the lithological
changes. Each lithological division was sliced into 20cm sec-
tion. Subsequently, in all the sediment sections quantitative
and qualitative diatom analyses were completed. Changes in
the diatom species composition enabled distinction of 7 dia-
tom - stratigraphic zones and 8 subzones. Zones and subzones
distinguished were statistically processed by means of Bray-
Curtis Similarity method.

Conclusions:

1. In the core composed of sandy sediments with marine
molluses fauna there occur abundantand relatively well pre-
served diatom flora.

2. Analysis of the diatom diagram indicates that flora studied
inhabited highly variable environment.

3. Strong dominance of bentic diatoms indicates that the
sediments studied were deposited in very shallow environ-
ment. OnIy in Subzone IVB mass appearance of planktonic
form Cyclotella meneghiniana is marking a sediment section
in deeper environment.

4. The salinity of the environment was subject to strong fluc-
tuations. Sediment section with brackish-water forms pre-
dominating are separated by sections with distinct content
of freshwater taxa. Instability of environmental conditions
ii supported by cluster analysis.

5. 1aC and pollen analysis of peat läyer show an existence of a

Boreal peat bog. The above sandy sediments date Littorina
(Zone VI) arld Postlittorina (Zone VII) stages of the basin
development, whereas.fine-grained sandy sediments under-
lying peat were probably deposited during climate warm-
ing in Late Pleistocene (Eemian Interglacial, Grtrdziadz
In terstad ial).

Molgorzoto.Witok, lnsfilute of Oceonogrophy, Gdonsk Uniwersity;
Morsz. J. Pilsudkiego 46,81-379 Gdynio, Polond. Tel.:+48-58-i}2
I 0l Fox:+48-58-202 1 65 e-moil:ocemow@univ.gdo.pl
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The climotic significonce of clostic vorves in the
Angermonölven Estuory, Northern Sweden, AD l860-
I 950

Barbara Wohlfarth, Björn Holmquist and lngemar Cato

Multiple regression analyses were applied to decipher ihe cor-
relation between monthly discharge, precipitation and tem-
perature records and annual varve thickness data from rivei
Angermanälven north-central Sweden between 1860-1950.
Over the whole 90-year period we found a strong correlation
between spring/summer precipitation, but no common pat-
tern between temperature and annual varve thickness. While
March temperatures seem to have influenced varve thickness
during the period 1919-1950, October temperatures were more
significant between 1861-1890. Our results show that it is im-
portant to test each specific varve record against instrumental
data sets before any conclusions can be drawn in terms of pre-
cipitation or temperature dependence.

Borboro Wohl{ohrth, Deporlment of Quoternory Geology, Lund
University, Tornovogen 13, 5-223 63 Lund; Sweden. Tel.:+46,46-222
78 89 F ox:+46- 46-222 48 30 e-moil:Borboro.Wohlforth@geol.lu.se
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Lote Quoter:nqry thermocline voriotions in the Equotoriol
Atlontic

Tobias Wolff, Stefan Mulitza, Walter Hale, Gerrit Meinecke and
Cerold Wefer

Planktonic foraminiferal assemblages in the tropical oceans
have been shown to be strongly influenced by mixed layer
thickness. In fact, evidence exists that thermocline structure
may be more important than other environmental factors (as

for example temperature) in determining the overall species
composition of the sediments in the tropical realm. We used
the Modern Analog Technique (MAT) in order to reconstruct
the depth of the theimocline in the Western and Eastern Tropi-
cal Atlantic as recorded in two gravity cores. Core GeoB 1105

is located in the equatorial divergence east of the mid ocean
ridge while core GeoB 1523 is recovered from the Ceara Rise
off the northern coast of Brazil. Both cores span over 200 kyrs
and show antithetical fluctuations in mixed layer thickness
through time. Spectrum analysis was performed to identify
periodic variations at orbital periodicities. Significant periodic
fluctuations of thermocline depth were revealed in both cores
in the frequency band of earth's precession. The changes in
mixed layer thickness probably reflect changes in the equato-
rial wind system which exerts the predominant control on
tropical thermocline structure. We address the question
whether änd how changes in tropical climate as well as
teleconnections to higher latitudes may play an important role
in the globaI thermohaline'circulation by determining the ex-
tent of heat transport from the South Atlantic across the equa-
tor into the North Atlantic.

Tobios Wolff, FB Geowissenschohen Universitoet Bremen, Postfoch 33
04 40,28334 Bremen, Germony.fel.:+49-421-2,l8 71 l3 Fox'.+49-
421 -21 8 3 I I 6 e-moil:twolff@olf .zfn. uni-bremen.de
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Climote reconstruction from deep ice coie drilling ot

Dome C, Antorctico - drilling ond processing.

Eric Wolff and the Dome C 1,997198 science and drilling teams

The European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) aims

to reconstruct high resolution histories of past changes in cli-

mate, atmospheiic composition and ice cover in Antarctica

spanning several glacial/interglacial cycles' The project is a '
.ällubotätiott between 12 European countries, with EU fund-

ing. The first part of the proiect is a deep {ri}flng at Dome C' '

Aitarctica. During the 1997 /98 season, drilling and science

activities began in earnest' The drill has now been fully tested

and reached a depth of 363 metres, while a science laboratory

was built and commissioned. Electrical and chemical records

of much of the Holocene were produced in the field, and sam-

ples for numerous other rneasurements were cut' The poster

;ill illustrate the campsite, drilling and science actiVities, and

show a few of the first results.

Dr Eric Wolff, British Antorctic Survey, High Cross, Modingley-Rood,

äorbiido" iss ofl uK. Tel: +44 12x r51 491 Fox: +44 1223 362

6 I 6 E-mäil:e.wolff@bos.oc.uk

..'

Fossil gross cuticles in Lote Quoternory loke sediments

fror fätt Africo: o new poleoecophysiologicol indicotor

M]. Wooller, F.A. Street-Perrott, A.D.Q. Agnew and D' Swain

The environmental conditions of the Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM., ca. 18'000 14C yr. BP) included lower atmospheric CO,

(Delmas et a1.,7980; Nefter et at.,1982; Barnola et al',1987)' A

significant shift towards more positive ö13C values occurred

in'organic carbon from the sediment of crater lakes on Mt'

Keny"a during glacial times (Street-Perrott et al', Science' in

pr"tt). Thit shiit as beett attributed to the replacement of C3-

äorninated vegetation by C4 grassland under the reduced at-

mospheric COrlOrration of the LGM, as C4 (and CAM) plants

poss"ss a COr-conientrating mechanism and should therefore

irave been seläctively advantaged (Street-Perrott ef al', Science

in press). Multiproxy evidence collected by the Tropical

Palieoenvironments {esearch Group, including pollen and

compound-specific isotope data, supports this interpretation

but licks the iaxonomic resolution to attribute the isotopic shift

definitively to a C4 grass source (due to the difficulties of iden-

tifying Grämineae pollen to genus level)' Analysis of fossil

gräss"cuticles preserved in East African lake sediments is a

. ialuable paleoecological tool for addressing this problem in

vegetatiän dominated by Gramineae (Palmer' '1976;

Li'iingstone et a1.,1980)' Fossil grass cuticles retain morpho-

logicäl features that permit identification to subfamily'

suiertribe, tribe and iniome instances genus or species level'

depending on the size of the fragments and the number of

distinctivä features preserved. Assignment to a C3 or C4 taxon

is often possible in the case of larger fragments' Preliminary

results will be presented from a study of fossil cuticle remains

of LGM to recent age from the sediments of crater lakes on

Mt. Kenya, East Africa. These findings will be compared with

new datä on the modern altitudinal distribution of C3 and C4

grasses on the Mountain. The potential of this technique for

äddressing important issues in paleovegetation rec-onstiuction'

puleo"cop"hysiology and isotope geochemistry will be empha-

sised.

F Alovne StreeFPerrott, Depl. of Geogrophy, University of Woles'

S*o"l"o, Singleton Poik, S*onseo,.SA2 8PB UK IeI:+44-1792'295

9 1 O F ox:+44' 17 92'29 5 g 5 5 e-moil:f .o'slreet-perrott@swonseo'oc''uk

Eost Asiqn monsoon voriotion during the lost 130,000

y"ort'"uid"n.e from the Loess Ploteou of Chino ond Loke

Biwo of Jopon

lule Xiao, Zhisheng An, Tungsheng Liu, Yoshio Inouchi, Hisao

Kumai, Shusaku Yoshikawa and Yoichi Kondo '

The loess-paleosol sequence on the Loess Plateau of central

China conititutes an excellent Proxy record of variations in

Asian monsoon climate over the past 2'5 Ma' Magnetic sus-

ceptibility of loess and paleosols has been used as a proxy in-

dicator for summer monsoon intensity, while median diam-

eter of quartz isolated from the loess and paleosols has been

regarded as a Proxy index of the strength of winter monsoon

l"itrdr thut were responsible for most of the dust transPort'

Eolian quartz flux to Lake Biwa of central Japan during t\e
last 130,000 years provides direct information on variations of

East Asian winter monsoon; whereas the fluvial quartz flux

reflects significant changes in paleoprecipitation over the lake

area. The-intervals of high eolian quartz flux values during

marine oxygen isotope substages 5d and 5b, and.stages 4 and

2 correspond to the periods of great quarti median diameter

values of the Chinesä loess and paleosols, indicating strength-

ened winter monsoon winds; whereas the intervals of high

fluvial quartz flux values during isotope substages 5e,5c, and

5a, anditages 3 and 1 correlate to the periods of,high mag-

netic susceftibility values of the Chinese loess and paleosols'

suggesting incteased summer monsoon intensity' Variations

in iu"int"r ilonsoon strength indicated by the eolian quartz flux

and quartz median diameter proxies bear a general inverse

relation to those in summer monsoon intensity inferred from

the fluvial quartz flux and magnetic susceptibility proxies'

Jule Xioo, lnstitule of Geology. Chinese Acodemy o[ Sciences,P'O' Box

C8ZS. geiiinq I 00029, Chino. Tel.:+86-1 0-62040570 Fox:+86-1 0-
620 5i1 84 elmoil :ilxioo@Public3.bto'net.cn

Lote Holocene environmentol records from stoble

isotopes in tropicol sPeleothems

M.G.Yadazta and R. Ramesh

Two actively growing speleothem deposits have been collected

from centril part of India from Gupteswar cave in- Koraput

district of Orissa and Dandak cave in Jagdalpur district of

Madhya Pradesh. The caves are about 50 km apart' Their sta-

ble isotopic studies have shown an equilibrium deposition

condition during their growth periods. The chronology is based

on five radiocuibott ugut from each deposit' The ages show

that the Gupteswar speleothem which is a stalactite covers the

past -3400 yr. The Dandak deposit which is a stalagmite goes

tack to -3i00 year with a hiatus period of about 2000 yr' The

stable isotope measurements were made from all distinctly

observed laminae. The variation in ö18O and ö13C of the

speleothem from the two caves show similarity indicating that

tüey are brought by the changes in common atmospheric proc-

esses such as temperature or isotopic composition of the rain

water. The ö18O of the speleothem varies uP to 2Voo in Dandak

cave and tp to 3%o in Gupteswar cave' The ö13C shows varia-

'tions up to-3.5%o for Gupieswar stalactite and 4%o for Dandak

stalagmite. As maior ö1sO changes are seen even in the recent

histoiical periods where not much temperature fluctuations

ur" 
"*p".t"d, 

we assign these changes due to varying rain

'amount. Assuming maximum Past temPerature fluctuation

during the past 34b0 yr as 2 degrees, we have reconstructed

the ainuai rainfall in the area using stalactite from the

Gupteswar cav e' Abotft22% change in the average annual rain-

faliis estimated during 3400 yr period excluding several peaks

in the ö18O profile which are suggestive of sharp precipitation

events. These rainfall changes are also supported by the ö13C

measurements which have positive correlation with the 818O

variätions.
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M.G. Yodovo, R.N. 362, OCE-CS Areo, Eorth-Science Division, Physicol
Reseorch Loborotory Novrongpuro. Ahmedobod-380009.
lndio.Tel. :+9 1 -29' 462 1 29 Fox:+9 1'79' 6 56 0 5 02
e-moil:myodovo@prl.ernel. in
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Effect of Holocene climote chonge in the Yenisei fluviol
system, Centrol Siberio, Russio

Anton A. Yamskikh

The Holocene is a period of increasing intensity of soil forma-
tion intensity and decreasing of the sedimentation rates. On
the floodplain and low terrace systems alluvial sedimentation
continued during the whole Holocene. Favourable conditions
for soil formation on the floodplain occured during late
Holocene. The periods of soil formation were dated by both,
paleopedology an{ archeblogy. Formation of the paleosols
began at the end of the mid Holocene optimum. Established
periods of soil formation and alluvial sedimentation gener-
ally coincide with global flood events (Smith 1992).

It is agued that not only local conditions (e.g. evolution of
geomorphological surface) but also global environmental
changes caused beginning of the soil formation. It is hypoth,
esized that there are atleast two main reasons:

1) incoming of carbon from the ocean to the continent during
the transition Glacial to Interglacial (Faure 1990);

2) trend of temperature increasing from early to middle
Holocene as a result of the interaction between effect of maxi-
mal insolation (occurred 9000 yrs BP) and cooling influence
of relic glacial features (Velichko 1989).

All these processes began in Early Holocene. But there was a

certain la$ period during which quantitative changes accu-
mulated and firially resulted in the qualitative (beginning of
the soil formation - organic matter accumulation) ones. In Cen-
tral Siberian floodplain it occurred at the end of the mid
Holöcene optimum.

Faure, H., 1990. Changes in the global continental reservoir of carbon.
Paleogeography, Paleoclimatology, Palmecology (Global md Planetary
Change Section), 82, 47 -52.

Smith, A.M., 1992. Holocene paleoclirnatical trends from paleoflood analy-
ses..Paleogeography, Paleoclimatology, Paleoecology (Globaland Plan-
etary Change Secnon), 97, 235-240.

Velichko, A.A., 1989. Holocene as Element of Global Planet Natural Proc-
ess. In: N.A. Khotinsky (Editor), Paleoklimaty Pozdnelednikoviya i
Golocena. Nauka, 5-12. [In Russian].

Anlon A. Yomskikh, Dept. of Geogrophy ond Geology, Cheltenhom ond
Gloucester College of Higher Educolion, Froncis Close Holl, Swindon
Rood. CheltenhomcLl0 4AZ, UK. +44-1242-54 4091 Fox:+44-1242
532 997 e-moil:oyomskikh@chelt.oc.uk
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Comporotive onolysis of climotic scenorios in Medievol
times between Chino ond Europe

Zhongwei Yan, Gaston Demaree and Pierre Alexandre

An extended narrative climate dataset of the Medieval times
around the warm 13th century was set up for both Europe
and China. Some inter-decadal climate variations were recon-
structed for both regions. In western Europe, a sharp warm.
ing trend occurred around AD 1200, but with large differences
among seasons. Cool summers were frequent during the warm
13th century. Warm summer conditions did not occur until
the late 14th century, when the annual temperature level be-
gan decreasing. There were large inter-decadal fluctuations in
precipitation during that epoch. In China, the warming signal
was not as sharp as in Europe. The flood,/drought pattem ex-

perienced large change during the 13th century however. The
paper compared the ways of climate regimes changes in China
and Europe and proposed some explanations from the view
point of atmospheric circulation changes.

Zhongwei Yon, lnstitute oFAtmospheric Physics, Beiiing 100029. Chino.
Tel. :+86- I 0-6204 I 268 Fox:+86- I 0 -620 45230
e-moil :yru@ostS90.leo.oc.cn
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Climotic ond environmentol chonges on the Tibeton
Ploteou in the post 2000 yeors reveoled from ice cores
ond tree rings

Tandong Yao and Lonnie G. Thompson

Ice cores were recovered from the Guliya Ice Cap and the
Dunde Ice Cap on the north Tibetan Plateau. Tree ring sam-
ples were collected from Dulan and Menyuan on the north-
eastern Tibetan Plateau. Climatic change in the past 2000 years
on the Tibetan Plateau was reconstructed.

Both the ice core and tree ring records indicate that there was
a general warming trend in the past 2000 years. However, there
were evident cold stages during this period. The major cold
stages appeared around 500-600 AD, 900-1000 AD and during
the Little Ice Age.

The climatic change since the Little Ice Age was characterized
by three cold stages on the north Tibetan Plateau. The first
cold stage appeared around the 15th century, the second ap-
peared around the 17th century, and the third appeared around
the 19th century.

A comparison between temperature (indicated by ölsO) and
precipitation.reconstructed from glacial accumulation showed
that it was drier during cold stages and wetter during warm
stages.

Atmospheric dust concentration was also reconstructed from
ice cores. Our study indicates that there was more dust dur-
ing cold stages and less dust during warm stages, which.was
identical with polar regions. However, dust in the Tibetan ice
core was higher than polar ice cores. This means that local in-
put of dust on the Tibetan Plateau is higher than polar regions..

Tondong Yoo, Lonzhou lnslifute of Glociology ond Geocryology, Chinese
Acodemy of Sciences, 730000 lonzhou, €hino. Tel.:+86-93,l -884 1 I
7 4 Foi<:+86-931 -884 I 1 7 4 e-moil : icecore@ns.lzb.oc.cn
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lnternotionol geologicol correlotion progromme proiect
no. 396 'Continentol shelves in the Quoternory'

W.W.-9. Yim and P.l. Daoies

Sediments on continental shelves provide a direct geological
record of Quaternary sea-level changes but have played only
a minor role to date in land-sea correlation. This is attributed
mainly to the lack of a major international initiative like the
Ocean Drilling Programme on continental shelves. The present
project will therefore go some way to correcting this inbalance.
The main objectives of theis project are to study and interpret
the Quaternary sequences on continental shelves to permit
global correlation of sea-level and climatic changes and at the
same time identify beneficial uses for humankind. Main top-
ics to be studied include:

1. Sea-level and climatic changes

2. Marine flora and fauna including corals, molluscs and
microfossils

3. Terrestrial flora and fauna including migrafion routes

4. Soil development during low sea-level stands

5. Continental hydrology

6. Correlation with the deep sea sedimentary record
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7. Correlation with the continental sedimentary record

8. Engineering properties of offshore sediments and their re-
lationship wlth environmental change

9. Dating methods including the reliability of pre-Holocene
radiocarbon dates and using a wide range of methods to
facilitate comparison

10. The contribution of continental shelves to the global car-
bon cycle

11. Living and non-living resources.

Some important achievements over the past two years will be
presented.

W.W.-S. Yim, Deporlment of Eorth Sciences, The
Kong, Pokfulom Rood, Hong Kong, Chino. +86-{

Sciences, The University of Hong
Chino. +86-852 2859 2829Kong, Pokfulom

Fox:+86-852 2517 691 2 e-moil:wwsyim@hkucc.hku.hk

PJ. Dovies, The University of Sydney, Austrolio
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Qinghoi loke levels over the post 14,OOO yeors:
implicotions for the voriobility of Aslon monsoon
circulotion

lun Qing Yu and Kerry Kelts

Qinghai Lake, the largest water body in China, lies today at
the outer margin of the Asian summer monsoon. The lake lev-
els of the closed-drainage lake over the past 14,000 years BP

were reconstructed, based on evidence from multiple
stratigraphic records.of the lake bottom sediments and
paleoshoreline investigations. Results indicate that before
11,600 years BP Qinghai Lake was a few meters deep, more
than 20 m shallower and summer evaporation was much
weaker than that of the Holocene, suggesting that monsoonal
moist air to the N.E. Tibet Qinghai Plateau was limited. At
-10,000 yeap BP, an abrupt termination of the carbonate playa
environment at Qinghai Lake suggests a substantial penetra-
tion of the monsoonal rainfall. The paleo-lake during the early-
Holocene was however -15 m shallower than today due par-
tially to the highest summer evaporation. Qinghai Lake began
to increase toward the modern dimension from -8000 years
BP, indicating a warm and moist climate of the mid-Holocene,
as also evidenced by pollen record. Since -4100 years BP, the
paleolimnological conditipns of the lake became similar and

" the luk" level was unlikely ever more than 3.5 m deeper than
that of foday, implying that the basic feature of the present-
day Asian monsoon circulation had since then formed. Inves-
tigations to sediment cores from closed-basin lakes in Inner
Mongolia are needed in order to understand the variation pat-
tern of monsoon moist air through the Holocene in the north-
ern China.

Jun Qing Yu, lnsitute for Solt Loke Sludies ot Xi'on. Chinese Acodemy of
Sciences, 6 Xiying Rood, Xi'on, 7l 0043, Chino. Tel.:+86-29-5527229
Fox:+86-29-553 0341 e-moil:iunqyu@public.xo.sn.cn'

Corbon cycle, korst ond poleoenvironment

Daoxian Yuan and Zaihua Liu, Bin Li

The karst processes is a part of the coupling global carbbn cy-
cle and water cycle. Consequently, the karst dynarnic system
CO'-H'O-CaCO. is very sensitive to climatic change.

Karst research contributes to global climate studies in two
ways: first, studying the sink-source effect of karst processes

as a contribution to greenhouse gas. Karst processes can be
both a sink (dissolution of carbonate) and source(CO,
degassing along with the precipitation of carbonate); secondly,
to provide high resolution information on paleoenvironmen-
tal change associated with karst processes.

Through joint efforts of karst researchers from many countries
under the framework of UNESCO/IUGS IGCP299"Geology,
Climate,Hydrology and Karst Formation" (1990-1994), and
IGCP 379"Karst Processes and the Carbon Cycle" (1995-7999),

the global annual removal of carbon from the atmosphere by
karst processes is estimated as 6.08x108 t/a, of which Chinese
Karst contribute 3.83x106 t,/a.

The sensitivity of karst dynamic system to environment change
also makes it sensitive in recording change, as demonstrated
by many authors. In south China, where other päleoenviron-
mental proxiöS are rare, a 1..22 m long stalagmite from
Peirlongdong Cave (37 km south of Guilin) permitted recon-
struction of paleoenvironmental change over the past 36 ka
using stable Gotope and geochemical approaches. Dating was
by AMS and scintillätion laC, and U-series method. Several
events of rapid climatic change are identifiable. The much
faster growth rate of the stalagmite in the Holocene warm pe-
riod (0.3mm/a) than in the last Glaciation(0.01mm/a) provides
another exarnple showing the sensitivity of karst processes to
environmental condition.

Dooxion Yuon, The lnstitute of Korsl Geology, 40 Qixing Rood,Guilin
541O04, Chino. Tel. :+86-273:581 3179 Fox:+86-773- 581 37O8
e-moil:dxyuon@moilbox.gxnu.edu.cn OR yuondx@sun.ihep.oc.cn

oaa
Magnetic susceptibility of Wuwei loess section in NW
China: A paradox of climatic proxy
H,C.Zhang, l.J.Li, Y.Z.Ma, l.X.Cao and N. A,Wang

Paleomagnetic susceptibility of Chinese loess has been con-
sidered as a proxy for paleoclimatic change (Heller & Liu, 1984;

Kukla, et aI,1,988; An, et al 1991). It is especially useful in the
central Loess Plateau in North.China, over there the magnetic
susceptibility of loess-paleosol sequences has been suggested
as an indicator for summet monsoon intensity (An, et al, 1991).

Nevertheless, the mechanism of magnetic susceptibility is still
unclear and the debate is continuing (Heller & [,iu, 1984; Kukla,
et al, 1988; Maher & Taylor, 1988; Zllrou, et aL,7990; Liu, et al,
1992; Rolph, et al, 7993; Eyre & Shaw, 1994; Liu, et aL, 1994).

Recently, magnetic susceptibility measurement results on
Wuwei loess section have shown a very different variation
processes and might provide some new clues for the explana-
tion on formation of loess magnetic susceptibility.

H.C.Zhong, Deportment of Geogrophicol Sciences. Lonzhou University.
Lonzhou730000,Chino. 

...

Voriolions of the otmospheric centers of oction in the
Northern Hemisphere

QingYun Zhang

Based on the monthly mean sea-level pressure (SLP) data dur-
ing 1871.-1.990, the characteristic of decade and interannual
variability in the atmospheric centers of action (ACA) over
the North Hemisphere r,vere examined. The intensity of the
Aleutian Low was weaker (SLP increased) and the intensity
of the Icelandic Low was stronger (SLP decreased) in January
during the years1871.-1.930;The intensitiy of the North Pacific
High and North Atlantic High were weaker (SLP decreased)
in July during the years 7877-1.930. The relationship between
intensity of ACAs and the variations of sunspot number was
discussed.

No significant correlation coefficient (CC) was found between
the ACAs except the Icelandic Low and the Atlantic High in
winter half year based on the monthly mean SLP data during
'1.95L-1.990.Examination of the interrelation between the ACAs
indicated that the ACAs varied independently each other ex-
cept the Icelandic Low linked closely to the Atlantic High.
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Greater interannual variability of the intensity of the ACA was
found for the Icelandic Low and the Aleutian Low in winter
half year, and for Indian Low and Pacific High in summer half
year.

The climate anomaly in Pacific Basin closely related to the
ENSO. So, the relationship between the ACA and ENSO was
examined. The intensity of the Aleutian Low in winter half
year were studied for nine El Niflo evens and'nine La Nifla
events. The study shows that the Aleutian Low was stronger
than the normal in the El Nifro years (SLP decreased) and
weaker in the La Nifla year (SLP increased).

Qing Yun Zhong, lnstilute of Atmospheric Physics. Chinese Acodemy of
Sciences,Beijing, Chino, I 00080. Tel.:+86-l 2-55 I 6 63 Fox:i86-l 6-25
62 347

Dust emission from Chinese desert sources linked to
voriotions in otmospheric circulotion

Xiao Y. Zhang, Richard Arimoto and Zhi S. An

Estimates of atmospheric dust deposition to five Asian/Pa-
cific regions indicate that -800 Tg of Chinese desert dust is
injected into the atmosphere annually; about30Zo of this is re-
deposited onto the deserts, 20% is transported over regional-
scales, primarily within continental China. The remaining 50%
of the dust is subject to long-range transport to the Pacific
Ocean and beyond. Elemental tracers based on several dust-
derived elements (Al, Fe, Mg and Sc) reveal high-frequency
variability in the contributions of the western desert sources
vs. northern high-dust and low-dust desert sources to eolian
deposits from the center of the Loess Plateau. Comparisons of
the patterns uncövered with climate signals from the remote
North Atlantic region for the last glaciation show that shifts in
source areas of Asian dust were synchronous with large-scale
variations in atmospheric circulation.

Xioo Y Zhong. Stofe Key Lobgrotory of Loess & Quoternory Geology,
CAS, PO. Box 17, Xi'on 710054, Chino. Tel.:+86-29-552 47 48
F ax:+86-29' 552 25 66 e-moil:xiooye@loess.llqg.oc.cn

Richord Arimoto, New Mexiko Stote University, Corlsbod, USA

Zhi S. ,An, Chinese Acodemy of Sciencei, Xi'on. Chino
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Climote fluctuotions during the lost lnterglociol deduced
from hydrogen index onJ ts67tz6 rotioin Eostern
Tibeton Ploteou

Zhang Pingzhong, Wang Xianbin and Wang Surmin

Present, climate instability during the last interglacial period
(Eemian) has been payed close attention to over the world.
Here we present high-resolution hydrogen index (HI) and car-
bon isotope records of the lacustrine organic matter between
1,9 and 32 meter from RH core in eastern Tibetan plateau de-
posited during th€ interval about 69-1.32 kyr before present
(kyr BP). Based on the total organic carbon (TOC) and HI and
ö13C^-- as well as 1aC and the position of Blake event, we sug-or8

gest that this section may compare with MISS. The climate re-
gime indicated by the proxy index of discerning the lake-level
fluctuation - TOC, HI and ö13C has some similar to that of GRIP
record. The high lake ievel is displayed between 25.76 and,
31.15m (that is 115-129 kyr BP of Eemian), but the climate be-
tween about 779-1,29 kyr BP and 716-117 kyr BP are demon-
strated by the feature combination of TOC, HI and ö13C values
with the low lake level, which interrupt rapidly the high lake-
level duiing the Eemian. Our results also exhibit the instabil-
ity of the Eemian, and it may result from the high altitude re-
gional environment in the Tibetan plateau.

Zhong Pingzhong, Stote Key [oborotory of Gos Geochemistry, Lonzhou
lnstitute of Geology, CAS. Lonzhou 730000, Chino. Tel.:+86:931 -885
28 42 Fox:+86'931 -841 86 67
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Loess spectrophotometry: o tool for detecting climote-
reloted events

L.P.Zhou and N.l.shackleton

Changing colour is one of the most striking features of the
Northern mid-latitudes loess paleosol seque4ces, yet its paleo-
climate implications have remained largely unexplored. Re-
cently, the application of visible refleCtance spectrophotom-
etry to ODP cores has revealed valuable paleoceanographic
information. In this study, we investigate the potential of spec-
trophotometry for obtaining climate-sensitive signals from
loess deposits.

Dried samples were measured using a Minolta spectropho-
tometer equipped with a spectral sensor which can measure
an area a few mm across. Röflectance intensity as a function of
wavelength in visible light range, 400-700 nm, is measured
against a white tile standard. L*a*b* colour space, among oth-
ers, is derived from the spectral reflectance data; L* indicates
lightness and a* (green-red) and b*(blue-yellow) are the chro-
maticity coordinates.

For a loess section from Tadjikistan, significant variations in
the L*, a* and b* are observed. Acomparison between spectro-
photometric data and magnetic susceptibility and carbonate
content revealed a broad correlation between L* and carbon-
ate and a remarkable anti- correlation between L* and suscep-
tibility. The variations in a* and b* show more complicated
relationship with susceptibility and carbonate.Although more
studies are needed to understand the factors controlling the
colour changes, our results suggest that, like susceptibility and
carbonate measurements, spectrophotometry is a useful tool
for retrieving high resolution paleoclimate information from
loess and paleosols. We also carried out spectrophotometric
measurements in the field. For two loess sections, one in China
and the other in Görmany, the in Situ measurements revealed
higher colour variability than observed by the human eye,
pointing to a new way of rapidly obtaining high-resolution
logs of loess sections.

L.P.Zhou, The Godwin Loborotory Deporlment of Eorth Sciences,
Univ€rsity of Combridge, Free School [one, Combridge CB2 3RS, UK.
Tel.:+44- 1 223-33 487 4 F ox:+ 44- 1 223-33487 1

e-moil:lpz I 0@cus.com.oc. uk
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Correlotion of climotic evenfs between Eost Asio ond the
Norwegion Seo during the lost deglociotion

Weijian Zhou, D.Donahue and A.l.T. lult
High-resolution paleomonsoon proxy records (E13C values and
organic carbon content) from well dated peat and eolian-sand/
paleosol sequences at the desert-loess transition zone in China
denote century scale precipitation variability of east Asian
monsoon paleoclimateprecipitation variability within the last
deglaciation. The major climatic events recognized are, the
Bolling (13,000 - 12,500 yrs BP), Older Dryas (12,500 - 11,750
yrs BP), Allerod (11,750 - 11,200 yrs BP) and Younger Dryas
(77,200 - 10,000 yrs BP). The stratigraphic structure of the last
deglaciation sediments is characterized by frequent changes
in sedimentation phases reflecting climatic instability. It is
worth mentioning that a rapid oscillation from cold-dry con-
ditions (11,200 - 10,600 uC yr B.P.) to cool-humid conditions
(10,600-1020014C yr B.P.) followed by a return to cold-dry cli-
mate (10,200-10,00014C yr B.P.) during the Younger Dryas in-
terval. These high frequency, rapid climatic events can corre-
late with fluctuations recorded by sea surface temperatures in
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the Norwegian Sea. Late.glacial climate in the Chinese desert-loess betnhat lies downw'ind f-* E;;;;;;"J#""g,y,"n"_
enced by cold air from high latttud", ;;äl; ä" Nl"rr, au""_tic via the westerlies. The äferretürü;äni:äon, _"."likety caused by variarions in rhe #"üi;f;,h;ärüou" i,igh, 

.

Il::n l"ll.""ce.d the pressure s."d:;;;;"il"ärand andocean, and therefore influenced tte positio;;ilil;:il;;monqoonfront. ---''-
The evidence for rapid monsoon climatic oscillation in thedesert/loess transitiän belt during rr* i;;;ö;l'ion a"__onstrares significant variability .; p*"rpil;:;i.l!"rt eri"and the importance of regional diff"r""ä;l;;oUut .ti_uti.change events. rhis is espäciauyiö;;r; il:"fi"0,",nor,of future climate chanseä i., --;";:;;::::'_:'i:{'
"tr;;;;;;"ä;;'fr :'-.ilä,Tillf,lEastAsiawhereasia-

,$,:n$l*51lfri1i:i..{f"f,ääi:üätäF::,
aao
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